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              July 18, 2019 
 
BY ECF 
The Honorable William H. Pauley III 
United States District Judge 
Southern District of New York 
500 Pearl Street 
New York, NY 10007 
 

Re:  United States v. Michael Cohen, 18 Cr. 602 (WHP) 
 
Dear Judge Pauley: 

 
  Pursuant to the Court’s February 7, March 18, and July 17, 2019 orders, the Government 
attaches redacted copies of the search warrant materials that were the subject of these orders, as 
well as a redacted copy of the Government’s July 15, 2019 status letter.  An index of the attached 
documents is provided below: 
 

Exhibit 1 – 18 Mag. 2969.  April 8, 2018 application, affidavit, and search warrants for 
four premises and two cellular phones associated with Michael Cohen. 
 
Exhibit 2 – 18 Mag. 2698.  April 9, 2018 application, affidavit, and search warrant for a 
hotel room associated with Michael Cohen. 
 
Exhibit 3 – 18 Mag. 1696.  February 28, 2018 affidavit and search warrants for email 
accounts used by Michael Cohen and three other individuals.   
 
Exhibit 4 – 18 Mag. 1697.  February 28, 2018 application, affidavit, and search warrant for 
a device containing the results of three prior search warrants of email accounts used by 
Michael Cohen. 
 
Exhibit 5 – 18 Mag. 2877.  April 5, 2018 affidavit and search warrant for out of jurisdiction 
attachments from email search warrant included in Exhibit 3. 
 
Exhibit 6 – 18 Mag. 2958.  April 7, 2018 application, affidavit and search warrant for three 
devices containing the results of prior search warrants of email and iCloud accounts used 
by Michael Cohen.   
 
Exhibit 7 – 18 Mag. 2957.  April 7, 2018 application, affidavit and search warrant for 
cellphone location information for two cellular phones used by Michael Cohen. 
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Exhibit 8 – 18 Mag. 2974.  April 8, 2018 affidavit and search warrant for cellphone location 
information for two cellular phones used by Michael Cohen. 
 
Exhibit 9 – Government’s July 15, 2019 status letter. 

 
 

             Respectfully submitted, 
 
             AUDREY STRAUSS 
             Attorney for the United States, 
             Acting Under Authority Conferred by 
             28 U.S.C. § 515 
 
 
            By: __________________________ 

Thomas McKay / Nicolas Roos 
             Assistant United States Attorneys 
             (212) 637-2200 
 
cc:  Counsel of Record (by ECF) 
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AO 106 (Rev. 06/09) Application for a Search Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District ofNew York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Four Premises and Two Electronic Devices, See 
Attached Affidavit and Riders 

) 

l cliS MAG 2969 
APPLICATION FOR A SEARCH WARRANT 

I, a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government, request a search watTant and state under 
_ _ __ penalty of perjury t:h~t I have reason to believe that on the following person or property (identify the person or describe the 

prf~ITP'P~JJir:ii~Wcf~v~(g'Jfr'lfA1t-6evices, See Attached A-=m=-,d=--a-v::-it -a-nd--:--::R::-id'i-e_r_s ~------------

located in the ___ · S_o_u_th_e_r_n _ _ District of _ _ _ _ _ N_e_w_Y_o_r_k ____ , there is now concealed (identify the 

person or describe the property to be seized): 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT AND RIDERS. 

The basis for the search under Fed. R. Crim. P. 41(c) is (check one or more): 

m evidence of a crime; 
m contraband, fruits of crime, or other items illegally possessed; 

r,/ property designed for use, intended for use, or used in committing a crime; 

0 a person to be arrested or a person who is unlawfully restrained. 

The search is related to a violation of: 

Code Section 
18 u.s.c. s 371, 1005, 1014, 
1343 and 1344, and 

Offense Description 
Conspiracy, false bank entries, false statements to a financial institution, 
wire fraud, bank fraud, and 

52 USC 30116 and 30109 illegal campaign contributions 

The application is based on these facts: 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT AND RIDER. 

rtf Continued on the attached sheet. 

0 Delayed notice of days (give exact ending date if more than 30 days: _____ ) is requested 

under 18 U.S.C. § 3103a, the basis of which is set forth on the attached sheet. 

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence. 

Date: 04/08/2018 

City and state: Al 4-,v Yo /2 le. 1 I i/,,;;_: l-1/ yn, 11- t 

Prinfe,d ha;he 'ctr:d.,title 
i '. (-.1;·_ ·: I I _, , 

·, { \ ·} / -,, I / 

'-,i. 

J, , /~',/,'·,': ' ·£/ 'y_ ,· 
,I : _. I ' \ , - ___ ./l~;~_ . ' 

___ _::___lL-iz,..,,_ ' - --:V-:l -2..... , r: . ~"""-~...,~----;·, 7'' Judge's sign(lt/.lr~ . ' , · - · 
\ { _.·-. ) /, \ . _:_· , ' .\ '; ', ' . '. 

Hon. H~nry, 8. Pitman,, U.S. M?gisfr$t~ Judge 
· ' 'Prfiiti;dname af1a'tiilr · ' · ' 

, .•\ \ ' ' 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of the Application of the United 
States of America for a Search and Seizure 
Wan-ant for the Premises Known and Described 
as (1) 502 Park Avenue, ~ew 
York, New York 10022, (2) Michael Cohen's 
Office at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 23rd Floor, New 
York, New York 10112, (3) Safe Deposit Box# 

at the TD Bank Branch at 500 Park 
Avenue, New York, New York 10019, and (4) 

TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

Agent Affidavit in Support of 
Application for Search and Seizure 

Warrant 

---~:toewTRegency-Hotel-:-540-Park-Avenue;-Room -= - - --------'-·- - ----

1728, New York, New York 10065, and Any : 
------.------

Closed Containers/Items Contained Therein, and 
the Electronic Devices Known and Described as : 
(1) an Apple iPhone with Phone Number - ~ 

and (2) an Apple iPhone with Phone \ 
Number • 
Reference No. 2018R00127 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK) ss.: 

Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, being duly sworn, 

deposes and says: 

I. Introduction 

A. Affiant 

1. I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (''FBI"). I have been 

a Special Agent with the FBI since 2009. In the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have participated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array 

of fmancial crimes, including frauds on financial institutions, as well as into offenses involving 

public corruption. I also have training and experience executing search warrants, including those 

involving electronic evidence. 

2. I make this Affidavit in support of an application pursuant to Rule 41 of the Federal 

Rules of Criminal Procedure for a warrant to search the premises specified below (the "Subject 

2 
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Premises") and the electronic devices specified below (the "Subject Devices") for, and to seize, 

the items and information described in Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F. This affidavit is based 

upon my personal knowledge; my review of documents and other evidence; my conversations with 

other law enforcement personnel; and my training, experience and advice received concerning the 

use of electronic devices in criminal activity and the forensic analysis of electronically stored 

information ("ESI"). Because this affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of 

estabtislTmg-probable-cause;-it-doesnotinclude-all-the-'-facts-thaH-have-leamed-during~the-course' 

of my investigation. Where the contents of documents and the actions, statements, and 

conversations of others are reported herein, they are reported in substance and in paii, except where 

otherwise indicated. 

B. The Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

3. Subject Premises-I, Subject Premises-2, Subject Premises-3 and Subject Premises-

4 ( collectively, the "Subject Premises") ai·e particularly described as: 

a. Subject Premises-I is Apartment located inside the building at 502 

Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022. The building located at 502 Park Avenue is a 32-

floor brick residential building. Subject Premises-I is located on the floor of the building. 

Based on my review of New York City property records, I have learned that Michael Cohen and 

Laura Cohen own Subject Pr~mises-1.1 Additionally, as described below, Subject Premises-I is 

Cohen's full-time residence. 

b. Subject Premises-2 is an office located on the 23rd floor of the building at 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10112. The building located at 30 Rockefeller Plaza 

1 As noted infra, I have learned that on or about October 28, 2015, Cohen transferred Subject 

Premises-I into a trust. 
3 
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is a 66-floor office building that spans the entire block between Sixth Avenue and Rockefeller 

Plaza. Subject Premises-2 is located on the 23rd floor of the building inside of the offices of the 

law firm Squire Patton Boggs. The office is assigned to Michael Cohen. As described below, 

Michael Cohen works and conducts meetings at Subject Premises-2. 

c. Subject Premises-3 is a safety deposit box located inside the TD Banlc 

branch location at 500 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10019. Based on my review of records 

nraintained-by-ID-Bank;I-have-leamed thatthe-safety-depositboxis-approximately-five -inches-b""'·· -----

ten inches in size, and is marked as box - The safety deposit box is in the name of Michael 

Cohen and Laura Cohen. 

d. Subject Premises-4 is Room 1728 located inside the Loews Regency Hotel 

at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park 

Avenue and 61st Street. Subject Premises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. Based on my 

review of emails obtained pursuant to search warrants described below, I have learned that on or 

about January 5, 2018, Cohen received an email from an employee of Loews Regency, which 

included a price quote for a long-term stay suite based on a three-month stay from January 8 to 

April 8, 2018. 2 On or about January 29, 2018, Cohen sent an email to a Loews Regency employee, 

stating, in pertinent part: "I just spoke to my wife and she has scheduled the move for Thursday. 

Please mark down that we will be talcing possession on Thursday, February 1st." Based on my 

review of cell phone location data, I have learned that, over the past 24 hours, two cellular phones 

used by Cohen have been located in the vicinity of Subject Premises-4. In pmiicular, on or about 

2 Although the quoted price contemplated a three-month stay from Janumy 8 to April 8, it appears 
that Cohen did not move in until February 1, and as of today, April 8, cellphone location 
infonnation demonstrates that Cohen's cellular phones are in still in the vicinity of Subject 
Premises-4. 

4 
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April 8, 2018, law enforcement agents using a "triggerfish" device identified Room 1728 as the 

room within the hotel in which the Subject Devices are most likely present.3 

e. Therefore, I believe that Cohen is temporarily residing in Subject 

Premises-4. 

4. Subject Device-1 and Subject Device-2 (collectively, the "Subject Devices") are 

particularly described as: 

a~ -SubjectDevice;;;-1-h.-an-Appfo-iPhone-servicedby-A-'F&-T-with-the-telephone-number ---

Based on my review ofrecords maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject 

Device-1 is subscribed to Michael Cohen. Based on my review of cellphone location information 

maintained byAT&T, I have learned that Subject Device-1 is presently located in the Southern 

District of New York. 

b. Subject Device-2 is an Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

Based on my review ofrecords maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject 

Device-2 is subscribed to Michael Cohen. Based on my review of cellphone location information 

maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject Device-2 is presently located in the Southern 

District of New York. 

c. Based on my training, experience, and research, and from consulting the 

manufacturer's and service providers' advertisements and product technical specifications 

available online, I know that the Subject Devices have capabilities that allow them to, among other 

things: make and receive telephone calls; save and store contact information; send and receive 

3 Based on my conversations with these agents, I understand that it is also possible that the Subject 

Devices are one floor below, in Room 1628. However, as noted, I understand that Cohen received 

a price quote for a long-term stay suite and is residing there with his family. Based on my 

conversations with FBI agents conducting surveillance, I understand that Room 1728 appears to 

be a suite, whereas Room 1628 appears to be a standard room. 

5 
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emails and text messages; download and run mobile telephone applications, including encrypted 

call and messaging application such as WhatsApp, Signal, and Dust; take, send, and receive 

pictures and videos; save and store notes and passwords; and store documents. 

C. The Subject Offenses 

5. For the reasons detailed below, I believe that there is probable cause to believe that 

the Subject Premises and Subject Devices contain evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of 

~---~violations--of+S---B-:S~&.-§§-1005-{false--bank--entries ), 1014 ffalse-statements to-- a-financial-~~------------------

institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) (collectively, the "Bank Fraud Offenses"), 

52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) (the 

"Campaign Finance Offenses"), and 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other 

Subject Offenses) ( collectively, the "Subject Offenses"). 

D. Prior Applications 

6. The FBI and the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District ofNew 

York ("USAO") have been investigating several courses of criminal conduct by Michael Cohen. 

Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President Donald 

Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump Organization, 

an international conglomerate with real estate artd other holdings. 

7. In connection with an investigation then being conducted by the Office of the 

Special Counsel ("SCO"), the FBI sought and obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, Chief 

United States District Judge for the District of Columbia, three search warrants for emails and 

other content information associated with two email accounts used by Cohen, and one search 

warrant for stored content associated with an iCloud account used by Cohen. Specifically: 

6 
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a. On or about July 18, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

emails in the account - @gmail.com (the "Cohen Gmail Account") sent or received 

between January 1, 2016 and July 18, 2017 (the "First Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

b. On or about August 8, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant 

for content stored in the iCloud account associated with Apple ID - q}gmail.com (the 

"Cohen iCloud Account" and the "Cohen iCloud Warrant"). 

- - - c:--- 0n-or-about-November --1J,c--201-'7-,the--FBI-sought-and-obtained-a-search- - - --- - -

warrant for emails in the Cohen Gmail Account sent or received between June 1, 2015 and 

November 13, 2017 (the "Second Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

d. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

warrant for emails in the account --(the "Cohen MDCPC Account'') sent or 

received between the opening of the Cohen MDCPC Account4 and November 13, 2017 (the "First 

Cohen :MDCPC Warrant"). 

8. The SCO has since refened certain aspects of its investigation into Cohen to the 

USAO, which is working with the FBI's New York Field Office. As part of that referral, on or 

about February 8, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO with all non-privileged emails and other 

content information obtained pursuant to the First Cohen Gmail Warrant, Second Cohen Gmail 

Warrant, and Cohen MDCPC Warrant. On or about March 7, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO 

4 Based on my review of this warrant and the affidavit in support of it, I know that the warrant did 
not specify a time period, but the affidavit indicated that, pursuant to court order, the service 
provider had provided non-content information for the Cohen MDCPC Account that indicated that 
the account contained emails from the approximate period of March 2017 through the date of the 
warrant. 

7 
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with all non-privileged content obtained pursuant to the Cohen iCloud Warrant.5 A filter team 

working with the SCO had previously reviewed the content produced pursuant to these warrants 

for privilege. 

9. On or about February 28, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained search warrants for 

emails in the Cohen Gmail Account and the Cohen MDCPC Account, among other accounts, sent 

or received between November 14, 2017 and February 28, 2018 (the "Third Cohen Gmail Warrant" 

----·---~---~-----mid the ''Second CohenMDCPC·Warrant''):----Tue·contentproduced-pursuantto-these-warrants-is---

subject to an ongoing review for privilege by an SDNY filter team.6 

10. The emails search wan-ants described above are referred to collectively as the 

"Cohen Email Warrants." 

11. On or about April 7, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained a warrant for 

prospective and historical cellphone location information for Subject Device-1 and Subject 

Device-2. On or about April 8, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained authority to employ 

an electronic technique, commonly known as a "triggerfish," to determine the location of Subject 

Device-1 and Subject Device-2. 

IT. Probable Cause 

A. Overview 

12. The United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District ofNew York and FBI 

are investigating, among other things, schemes by Target Subject Michael Cohen (a) to defraud 

multiple banks from in or about 2016 up to and including the present, and (b) to make an illegal 

5 The SCO had previously provided a subset of this non-privileged content on or about February 

2, 2018. 
6 On or about February 28, 2018 and April 7, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained Rule 

41 search warrants authorizing the search of emails and content obtained pursuant to previously 

issued warrants for additional subject offenses. 

8 
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campaign contribution in October 2016 to then-presidential candidate Donald Trump. As noted, 

Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President Donald 

Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump Organization, 

an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

13. The investigation has revealed that Cohen has made affirmative misrepresentations 

in and omitted material information from financial statements and other disclosures that Cohen 

i,-rovided- to-multiple--banlcs- in- connection -with- a-transaction- intended- to- relieve- Gohen -of-------

approximately $22 million in debt he owed on taxi medallion loans from the banks. As set forth 

in detail below, in these fmancial statements, and in his oral and other written statements to these 

banks, Cohen appears to have (i) intentionally misrepresented his ability to pay cash by failing to 

disclose cash he began receiving in 2017 from new consulting work; (ii) significantly understated 

his total holdings of cash and cash equivalents; (iii) failed to disclose tens of thousands of dollars 

he received in monthly interest income, and (iv) failed to inform the banks from which he was 

seeking debt relief that he had agreed to make a $3 .8 million cash payment to a third party, -

- in connection with :tcquisition of the taxi medallions securing Cohen's 

debt. By making these misrepresentations and material omissions, Cohen avoided making 

monthly payments on his loans, and attempted to fraudulently induce the banks to relieve him of 

certain repayment obligations and personal guarantees that Cohen and his wife had signed. 

14. Additionally, the investigation has revealed that shortly before the 2016 

presidential election, Cohen made a payment of $130,000 from a limited liability corporation 

("LLC") to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who is alleged to have had an extramarital affair with 

then-candidate Trump. This payment was made to Clifford in exchange for an agreement not to 

make any public disclosures about her alleged affair with Trump. As set forth below, there is 

9 
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probable cause to believe that Cohen made this payment to Clifford for the purpose of influencing 

the presidential election, and therefore that the payment was an excessive in-kind contribution to 

the Trump campaign. 

15. Based on my review of emails obtained from the Cohen Email Warrants, 

information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant, and documents produced pursuant to 

subpoenas, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned that Cohen has used the Subject 

Premises-to-(a)-receive-documentsrelated-to-the-transaction-intended-to-relieveGohenof-his-tax:i----

medallion debt, (b) receive documents and/or conduct meetings related to his consulting work, ( c) 

receive documents and/or conduct meetings relating to his fmances and assets, some of which, as 

noted above and as detailed further herein, he has concealed from the banks in connection with the 

refinancing of his taxi medallion debt, ( d) receive and send documents relating to his payment to 

Clifford, and ( e) house and operate electronic devices that were utilized in connection with, among 

other things, the taxi medallion transaction, Cohen's consulting work, and his payment to Clifford. 

Specifically, as described below, Subject Premises-1 likely contains evidence conceming Cohen's 

taxi medallion loans, his negotiations with banks, his personal fmances, his consulting work, his 

tax returns, and his payment to Clifford, as well as electronic devices containing such evidence, 

all of which constitute or contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. Additionally, as described 

below, Subject Premises-2 lilcely contains evidence relating to Cohen's consulting work, his 

finances, and his payment to Clifford, as well as electronic devices containing such evidence. 

Subject Premises-3, as described below, likely contains evidence relating to Cohen's assets and 

fmances, including assets that may not have been disclosed to banks in connection with the 

refinancing of Cohen's taxi medallion debt or documents relating to such assets, and documents 

or evidence related to Cohen's payment to Clifford. Subject Premises-4 lilcely contains electronic 

10 
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devices, including Subject Device-1 and Subject Device-2, which themselves contain evidence of 

the Subject Offenses, including concerning Cohen's taxi medallion loans, his negotiations with 

banks, his personal finances, his consulting work, his tax returns, and his payment to Clifford. 

Accordingly, and as set forth in more detail below, there is probable cause to believe that the 

Subject Premises and Subject Devices will include evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

B. Probable Cause Regarding Subjects' Commission o:fthe Subject Offenses7 

~---- -----------------The-Bank-Fraud-Scheme-----

(i) Cohen's Statements to Sterling National Bank 

16. As set forth in detail below, in 2014, Cohen, through LLCs controlled by him and 

his wife, Laura Cohen, entered into a series ofloans from Sterling National Bank ("Sterling") and 

the Melrose Credit Union ("Melrose"), secured by taxi medallions, for approximately $20 million. 

Though entered into by LLCs, the loans were also secured by personal guarantees in the names of 

both Cohen and his wife. Over time, as the taxi industry weakened and the medallions lost value, 

Cohen sought to renegotiate the terms of those loans and/or relieve himself from their obligations, 

including the personal guarantees. As part of that effort, Cohen made a series of representations 

to Sterling and Mekose about his net worth, assets, available cash and income, among other things. 

Specifically, based on my review of records maintained by -Sterling and Melrose, and public 

sources concerning the taxi industry and the value of taxi medallions, as well as my participation 

in interviews with a Sterling executive vice-president (the "Sterling Employee-1 ") and two other 

7 In the following recitation of probable cause, I frequently refer to phone calls or text messages 
involving Cohen. The text messages described herein as sent or received by Cohen were all sent 
or received from the telephone numbers associated with Subject Device-1 or Subject Device-2. 
The vast majority of the phone calls described herein made or received by Cohen were made or 
received by the telephone numbers associated with Subject Device-1 or Subject Device-2, although 
in certain limited instances Cohen used a landline or other phone. 

11 
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Sterling employees ("Sterling Employee-2" and "Sterling Employee-3"), I have learned, among 

other things, the following: 

a. Taxi medallions are small metal plaques affixed to taxis. Without a medallion, it 

is illegal to operate a taxi in cities with medallion systems, such as New York City. Cohen and his 

wife own multiple LLCs that collectively own 32 taxi medallions (each LLC owns two 

medallions).8 Cohen's purchase of these New York taxi medallions was originally fmanced by 

-----------1oans· from Capital-Gue-bank; for whichthe-medallions-served-as-c0llateral~Gohen-was-n0t-a-taxi---

operator, and leased his medallions to a third party. That third party made monthly payments to 

Cohen, who in tum used some of those proceeds to make his monthly loan payments to Capital 

One. 

b. In early 2014, Cohen became a customer of Sterling when he sought to refmance a 

mortgage on a rental property that he owned. In or around April 2014, Cohen raised with Sterling 

the prospect of refmancing his taxi medallion loans, which were then at Capital One. By in or about 

September 2014, Cohen began negotiating a lending transaction with Sterling that would allow 

Cohen to pay off his loans at Capital One and borrow more money :from the then-increase in value 

of the medallions. According to Sterling Employee-I, in 2014, prior to the recent upheaval in the 

taxi industry-as a result of the emergence of ride-sharing services, such as Uber-taxi medallion 

loans were viewed by banks and investors as safe, short term credits, as the market value of taxi 

medallions was consistently dsing. Consequently, taxi medallion loans-like the loans held by 

Cohen-were :frequently refinanced at increasing amounts as the value of the medallions rose. 

According to Sterling Employee-I, borrowers typically cashed out the increase in the loan amount 

8 One of these companies, Mad Dog Cab Corp., was jointly owned by Sondra Cohen, who I 
believe is Cohen's mother. 

12 
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and used the additional funds for other purposes. Cohen appears to have followed this approach in 

2014, when he agreed to refinance his medallion loans for approximately $22 million, which-

according to letters from Capital One in Sterling's files-was greater than his previous debt at 

Capital One Bank ($21 million, of which $14.6 million was a line of credit to Cohen). This allowed 

Cohen to cash out the proceeds from the transaction. 

c. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling, I have leamed that on or 

~~ ·~-~-~ about December 8;~2014,-each~of eohen' ssixteentax.i~medallion-EEEs entered-into-loan-agreements-

and promissory notes with Sterling for the principal sum of $1,375,000, with repayment due on 

December 8, 2016. Each loan was signed by Michael or Laura Cohen, depending on who was the 

sole shareholder of the LLC. The address listed for each of the LLCs was the address for Subject 

Premises-1. The loans were also each secured by a security agreement, dated the same day, making 

the medallions collateral for the notes. To give Sterling additional security, Michael and Laura 

Cohen signed personal guarantees and confessions of judgment, giving Sterling the right to pursue 

collection against the Cohens' personal assets were their corporations to default under the loan 

agreements. The personal guaranty agreements stated that the LLCs had offices at the address for 

Subject Premises-1, and contained a notice provision that stated that any notices required by the 

agreements should be mailed to Subject Premises-1. In total, Sterling agreed to lend approximately 

$22 million to the Cohens' companies. 

d. Pursuant to pruiicipation agreements, Sterling transferred 45 percent of Cohen's 

taxi medallion debt to Melrose.9 

9 Melrose, which had a business principally focused on taxi medallion loans, is now in 
conservatorship by the National Credit Union Administration ("NCUA"). 

13 
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e. In evaluating Cohen's requested refinancing of the taxi medallions, Sterling (and 

Melrose, consistent with its participation in the deal) conducted due diligence. At Sterling's 

request, Cohen provided Sterling with a statement of financial condition, dated August 1, 2014 

(the "August 2014 Financial Statement"), which indicated that Cohen had $100,740,000 in total 

assets, $23,550,000 in total liabilities, and a net worth of $77,190,000.1° From my review of a 

Sterling credit memorandum, dated September 29, 2014, I lmow that Sterling viewed the 

transactioii-favorablyl5ecause; accountingfor-luaffpayrnents;-cash-flows-fromthemedalli0ns-were-~-

projected to be positive, the value of the collateral (as estimated by Sterling) exceeded $42 million, 

and the net worth of Cohen-who was the direct obligor under the guarantee agreements-was 

over $77 million. An internal Sterling credit and risk rating analysis report, dated October 20, 

2014, recommended approval of the loans for substantially the same reasons. 

f. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling and public sources, I have 

learned that over time, the collateral backing Cohen's loans (taxi medallions) lessened in value due 

to the rise inride-sharing companies. Additionally, Cohen began falling behind on loan payments 

to Stl:lrling and Melrose. I lmow from records maintained by Sterling and an interview with Sterling 

Employee-2 that, beginning in or around September 2015, Cohen told Sterling, in sum and 

substance, that the individual leasing Cohen's medallions had fallen behind in maldng payments to 

Cohen, and that as a result, the monthly cash flow from his taxi medallions had been reduced, 

leaving him with a shortfall of approximately $16,000 each month. For instance, I have reviewed 

an email from Sterling Employee-2, dated September 9, 2015, summarizing a call with Cohen-

which according to the email and toll records for Cohen's cellphone occun-ed on September 8, 

1° Cohen subsequently provided Sterling with a revised statement of financial condition, also 

dated August 1, 2014, which reported assets of $99,420,000, total liabilities of $23,550,000, and a 

net worth of $75,870,000. 
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2015-during which Cohen told Sterling Employee-2, in sum and substance, about his cash flow 

problems and a monthly shortfall of approximately $16,000. fu that same email, Sterling 

Employee-2 commented that despite Cohen's statements, his personal financial information 

"indicate[ d] a strong ability to make up the difference in payments." Cohen, however, according 

to Sterling Employee-2, pushed the bank for a reduction in Cohen's monthly payments. 

g. From my review of records maintained by Sterling and my participation in an 

interview witnSterlm1rEmployee:2;-I-lrave-Iearried-that-€ohen-and--Sterling-Employee-2spoke 

again on September 28, 2015, and that during the call Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that the 

individual to whom Cohen leases the medallions had again reduced monthly payments to Cohen. I 

know from my review of records maintained by Sterling that between in or about September 2015 

and November 2015, Sterling raised the possibility-both internally and with Cohen-of Cohen 

posting his real estate holdings, personal residence, or some other collateral as additional security 

for the banks.11 According to these records, however, Cohen resisted these requests. From my 

review of loan documents and records maintained by Sterling, I know that in or about November 

2015, as a result of Cohen's representation that he was not earning sufficient returns on his 

medallions to cover monthly interest payments, Sterling and Melrose agreed to amend their loans 

with Cohen by, among other things, reducing the interest rate Cohen paid to Melrose and extending 

the loan maturity date to December 8, 2017. 

h. I know from interviews with Sterling Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2, as well 

as emails I have reviewed, that in or about October 2016, Cohen told Sterling Employee-I that 

Cohen had a potential buyer of his taxi medallions, named who would agree to 

11 Based on my review of property records, I lrnow that on or about October 28, 2015, around 

the time period when Sterling raised the possibility of Cohen posting his personal residence-

Subject Premises-1-as collateral, Cohen transferred Subject Premises-1 into a trust. 
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assume Cohen's debt with Sterling and Melrose. Based on my review of records maintained by 

Sterling, as well as the interviews with Sterling Employee-1 and Sterling Employee-2 referenced 

above, I lmow that by or before October 2016, Cohen had entered into negotiations to sell his sixteen 

corporate taxi medallion entities to 

for the balance of the loans, which at the time was $21,376,000. I know from my review ofrecords 

maintained by Sterling, and my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, that as a 

condition-ofthe"transferof-the-medallion-loans-and-beeause-'-SteFling-was~unfamiliar-witb _ _ _ -----------------------···· 

I 
-Sterling requested that Cohen malce a substantial principal payment on the loan, of 

approximately one million dollars, prior to the transfer. Cohen rejected this request initially. But 

on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen told Sterling Employee-I, in sum and substance, that he would 

make a one million dollar principal reduction payment in order to move forward with the medallion 

transfer deal with . Indeed, in an email sent by Cohen to Sterling Employee-2 on or 

about February 22, 2017, Cohen confirmed that he "agreed to pay down 1 million from the loan 

amount." 

i. Pursuant to the participation agreements between Sterling and Melrose, Sterling 

was required to secure Melrose's agreement to participate in the transfer of the taxi medallion debt 

from Cohen to . On or about April 17, 2017, Sterling sent a memorandum to 

Melrose summarizing the terms of the proposed transaction, and noting the requirement that 

Melrose agree to the terms. On or about May 2, 2017, Sterling Employee-1 told .-

that Melrose had agreed to the deal in principle, and that Sterling would be sending the parties a 

term sheet shortly. 

j. In order for the banks to conduct diligence and evaluate the proposed transaction 

fully, they requested financial information from the parties. On or about June 7, 2017, Sterling 
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Employee-1 emailed Cohen to request an "updated personal financial statement," completed 

jointly with Cohen's wife, and Cohen's most recent federal income tax return. On or about June 

8, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-1 a Sterling personal financial statement form that had 

been filled out by hand, which referenced a statement of financial condition, dated May 1, 2017 

(the "May 2017 Financial Statement") that was also attached. The May 2017 Financial Statement 

included a cover letter from Cohen's accountant, Jeffrey Getzel, stating, in sum and substance, that > 

· the· information-in-the-stateriient-came-from-Eohen-and-that-Getzel had not-eonfinned-its-aeeuracy-------1 

or completeness. The May 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$41,955,000, total liabilities of $39,130,000, and a net worth of $2,825,000. The May 2017 

Financial Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, 

$26,155,000 in closely held companies (such as the taxi medallion entities and his real estate 

holdings), $3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence.12 

k. Based on my review of reports of law enforcement interviews of Sterling 

Employee-I, I have learned that Sterling Employee-1 reviewed the May 2017 Financial Statement 

with Cohen to, among other things, verify its accuracy, and Sterling Employee-1 asked Cohen about 

specific line items on the financial statement, including the cash amount, value of medallions, and 

total liabilities. Cohen stated to Sterling Employee-1, in sum and substance, that the May 2017 

Financial Statement was accurate. 

1. On or about August 16, 2017, Sterling Employee-I emailed Cohen and 1-
, attaching a non-binding term sheet memorializing the potential transaction between 

12 Based on my review of Cohen's fmancial statements, I know that the precipitous decline in 

assets from his 2014 fmancial statement to his 2017 financial statements can be explained 

primarily by reported depreciation in the value of Cohen's real estate assets and medallion 

investments. 
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Sterling, Melrose, Cohen, and . The term sheet included a cover letter addressed 

to Cohen at Subject Premises-I. The parties negotiated the provisions of the term sheet and, on or 

about September 5, 2017, Sterling Employee-I sent, md Cohen a copy of the 

executed term sheet. According to the term sheet, would b01Tow $20,000,000 

from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions that - ,v-as to acquire from 

Cohen. 

------m. ----A:s part of tne agreement;irccordingtothetermsheet,$-1,165;91-3 inprinGipal{which~-. -----------·--- _ : .. . _ --·· 

is what would remain after the $20,000,000 payment on the outstanding loan balance) would be 

repaid by Cohen and the two banks, with Cohen paying fifty percent and the banks dividing the 

remaining half of the balance. Based on my review of an internal Sterling credit memorandum, 

dated October 4, 2017, the parties reached a preliminary agreement that Cohen would pay $632,956 

of the remaining $1,265,912 principal loan balance, and Sterling and Melrose would absorb 

$357,167 and $275,789, respectively, in the form of charge-offs. According to Sterling Employee-

1, Sterling was willing to divide the repayment of the outstanding principal balance-despite its 

prior insistence that Cohen make a principal pay-down of at least one million dollars-because 

Cohen represented on a telephone call with Sterling Employee-}, in sum and substance, that he had 

insufficient liquidity to pay the full outstanding principal balance. As part of the agreement, Sterling 

and Melrose also agreed to relieve Cohen and his wife of the personal guarantees that they made 

on behalf of the LLCs. Thus, after completing the ' transaction, Cohen would no longer 

have had any outstanding obligations to Sterling or Melrose. 

n. Based on my review of emails sent by Sterling employees, I have learned that 

because the transaction between the parties was subject to full credit underwriting by Sterling and 

Melrose (as well as Melrose's regulators at NCUA), in August and September 2017, Sterling 
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required and requested additional fmancial statements and tax returns for Cohen and 1-

for its credit underwriting process. In response to Sterling's requests, on or about September 25, 

2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his 2016 tax retum. The tax retum listed 

Cohen's mailing address as Subject Premises-1. Additionally, on or about October 5, 2017, Cohen 

re-sent Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his May 2017 Financial Statement. A day later, on October 

6, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-2 a statement of financial condition, dated September 

------- - ----30';L,017-(the"September-201'7-Financial-Statement11.)~ . . ------------=--~----

o. Like the May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

included a cover letter from Jeffrey Getzel, Cohen's accountant, stating, in sum and substance, that 

the information in the statement came from Cohen, and that Getzel had not confirmed its accuracy 

or completeness. The September 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$33,430,000, total liabilities of $45,630,000, and a negative net worth of $12,200,000.13 Notably, 

unlike Cohen's May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

represented to Sterling that Cohen had a negative net worth. The September 2017 Financial 

Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, $17,630,000 in 

closely held companies (including the taxi medallion entities and his real estate holdings), 14 

$3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence (which, for the first 

13 Based on my review of Cohen's financial statements, I know that this further decline in 

assets can be explained primarily by reported depreciation in the value of Cohen's real estate assets 

and medallion investments. 

14 Notably, the September 2017 Financial Statement valued each of Cohen's thirty-two New 

York taxi medallions at approximately $180,187.50, which was considerably less than the 

$650,000 valuation ascribed to each medallion in the Cohen---term sheet. 
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time, he indicated was held by a trust).15 The September 2017 Financial Statement included assets 

and liabilities not held in Cohen's name, such as various entities associated with his taxi medallions 

and some of his real estate investment entities. 

p. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of 

records maintained by Sterling, I have also learned that around the time Cohen provided Sterling 

with these financial statements-i.e., in or around September 2017-Cohen stopped paying 

m011tl1ly~lo-an-payments-on-his-taxi-medallion-loansaltogethe1';---'--Acc0rding-t0-Sterling-Employee-- ------ -- - - --"--

2, Cohen informed Sterling, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient funds to pay the monthly 

principal and interest payments on his medallion loans. By in or about December 2017, Sterling 

and Melrose had not been paid approximately $276,937.92 in monthly principal and interest 

payments on the medallion loans. Based on Cohen's financial condition as conveyed in the 

September 2017 Financial Statement, and his delinquency in making payments to Sterling, among 

other things, the bank's credit underwriting committee determined (and memorialized in a 

December 2017 memorandum) that the Cohen-'-transaction was favorable for the bank 

- that is, that- would be a better borrower than Cohen. 

q. On or about December 26, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a demand letter requesting 

the immediate receipt of past-due loan payments. The demand letter was addressed to Cohen at 

Subject Premises-I. On December 29, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a letter stating that he was in 

default under the loans between Sterling and Cohen's medallion corporations. The notice of 

default was addressed to Cohen at Subject Premises- I. Cohen did not make an ilmnediate payment 

on the loans, but instead sent an e-mail to Sterling Employee-I on or about January 24, 2018, 

15 Based on my review of property records maintained by the City of New York, and my 

participation in an interview with Getzel, I know that in 2015, Cohen transferred his residence to 

a trust. He did not disclose that transaction to Getzel or Sterling until in or about September 2017. 
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stating that during the closing of the Cohen• transaction, Cohen would "bring all 

payments up to date as well as deposit the payoff differential." Cohen also requested by email on 

January 24, 2018, that at the closing of the Cohen-' transaction, Sterling provide a letter 

stating that all of Cohen's debts have been satisfied and that Cohen's personal guarantees of the 

medallion loans had been terminated. 

r. The Cohen- transaction, however, did not close. On or about January 

--------------- ---29;-20·1-8;-the--'-attorney-emailed-attomeys-for-Sterling--and-stated-that~at-this-time:--- - ----

there is no deal with Michael Cohen. Some of the numbers have changed and we are not prepared 

to go forward." 

s. Based on my participation in the interview with Sterling Employee-2 and my 

review of records maintained by Sterling, I know that after the Cohen- foal fell apart, 

Sterling assigned Cohen's loans to Sterling Employee-3, who specializes in collecting on 

defaulting loans. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-3, my review of 

telephone call notes taken by Sterling Employee-3, and my review of telephone records, I know 

that Sterling Employee-3 spoke several times to Cohen on or about January 30, 2018 about paying 

down and/or restructuring Cohen's outstanding taxi medallion loans. On the calls, which in total 

lasted more than an hour, Cohen stated in sum and substance that he did not have more than 

$1,250,000 to pay toward the medallion loans. On the call, in the course ofreviewing the failed 

transaction, Sterling Employee-3 questioned Cohen about the price 

rvas to have paid for each medallion, and whether there was a side agreement between 

Cohen and - . Cohen denied that there was any side agreement with -

t. On or about January 31, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 and proposed 

paying $500,000 to bring the loans current and $750,000 to bring the principal balance to 
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$20,500,000. Cohen also suggested revised monthly interest payment amounts. The signature 

block on the email indicated that Cohen's address was the address for Subject Premises-2. On or 

about January 31, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 responded to Cohen and stated, in sum and 

substance, that Cohen would need to pay the entirety of the overdue payments and pay down the 

principal balance of the loan to $20,000,000 (in total, a payment of approximately $1,750,000), 

and would need to make larger monthly interest payments. 

- - -- --~·u:--anor-abourFel5ruary -t;-2018; Cohen-emailed-Sterling-Employee--3-and-proposed--------

"[p ]ayment of $1.250m which ALL can be used to pay down principal, if [Sterling] will waive 

past due amounts," but stated "I do NOT have more than the $1.250m." (Emphasis in original.) 

Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient financial resources to post 

additional collateral or pre-fund monthly payments. The signature block on the email indicated 

that Cohen's address was the address for Subject Premises-2. Based on my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-3, I have learned that since January 30, 2018, Sterling has 

continued to renegotiate the medallion loans with Cohen based on Cohen's representations about 

his current financial position. In particular, according to Sterling Employee-3, Cohen and Sterling 

have an agreement in principal to restructure Cohen's loans based in part of Cohen's agreement to 

make a principal payment of approximately $750,000, to make a payment of $500,000 to become 

current on interest payments, and to post $192,000 in cash collateral for his future monthly 

payments on the loan. Cohen also agreed to pledge an interest he had in a property. Sterling 

Employee-3 has stated that had Cohen indicated he had more than $1,250,000 available to him, 

Sterling would have, among other things, negotiated for a larger reduction to the principal amount 

of the loan. 
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(ii) Cohen Made Material Misrepresentations About His Finances to Banks 

Cohen Concealed from Sterling and Melrose Cash Derived from Consulting Work 

17. As set f011h in detail below, despite multiple written and oral representations by 

Cohen to Sterling (and, by extension, Melrose16) that he had insufficient funds to pay down the 

principal balance of the medallion loans, make monthly interest payments, or pay past-due 

amounts, it appears that between 2016 and the present, Cohen opened and maintained bank i1 

--- --aGGounts-at- First- Republic-Bank-(--':Eirst-Republic:.:.),-ancLthen_recehrecl.millions__of_dollars_iA _ _ _____ _f 
consulting payments in these accounts, which he did not disclose to Sterling. Cohen set up these 

accounts and received these funds during the very period in which he made disclosures to Sterling 

about his personal finances (including his assets and liabilities) and his ability to make payments 

on the medallion loans. In these disclosures to Sterling-and despite being asked about these bank 

accounts by his accountant-Cohen misled the bank by claiming he had insufficient liquidity to 

satisfy his obligations or meet the bank's demands, while withholding information about these 

ongoing revenue streams and liquid financial assets at First Republic. 

18. Specifically, based on my review of documents and bank records produced 

pursuant to a subpoena by First Republic, and my participation in and review of reports of 

interviews with a First Republic sales manager (''First Republic Employee-I") and a First Republic 

senior managing director ("First Republic Employee-2"), I have learned, among other things, the 

following: 

16 Based on my review of a report of an interview conducted with an employee of Melrose, I 
have learned that, pursuant to the paiticipation agreement between Sterling and Melrose, Cohen's 
financial statements and other records in Sterling's possession were forwarded to Melrose so that 
Melrose could make a determination as to whether to approve of the Cohen-'-
transaction. Based on my review of reports of interviews with Melrose employees, I also know 
that Cohen called employees at Melrose regarding the Cohen--tansaction. 
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a. Cohen and his wife have been customers of First Republic since approximately 

June 2011. Cohen controls several checking and loan accounts at First Republic, some in his own 

name and others in the names of corporate entities. According to First Republic's know-your-

customer records on Cohen, 17 his primary physical address is the address for Subject Premises-I. 

b. On or about October 26, 2016, in Manhattan, New York, Cohen opened a new 

checking account at First Republic in the name of Essential Consultants LLC (the "Essential 

Consultants Account")--:-Tohen was tlie only autho-rized-signatmyon-the account;~.According-to-

account opening documents, the primary address for Essential Consultants LLC was the address 

for Subject Premises-I. When Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, First Republic 

Employee- I conducted an in-person interview of Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-

customer questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic 

Employee-I entered into a form18-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening 

Essential Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting 

work, and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. 

Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that his purpose in setting up the account was to keep the 

revenue from his consulting business-which he said was not his main source of income-separate 

from his personal finances. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen's 

statements about the intended purpose of the account and source of funds for the account were 

false. Specifically, as described below, the account was not intended to receive---and does not 

17 Certain financial institutions are required to conduct such procedures pursuant to the Bank 

Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations. See 31 U.S.C. § 5318; 31 C.F.R. § 1020.220. 

18 First Republic Employee-I first filled out the form on the day he interviewed Cohen, October 

26, 2016. On or about December 19, 2016, at the request of bank compliance personnel, First 

Republic Employee-I updated the form to add more detail about Cohen's statements. 
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appear to have received-money in connection with real estate consulting work; in addition, the 

account has received substantial payments from foreign sources. 

c. I know from my review of First Republic bank records that were scheduled by an 

FBI forensic accountant that after Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, Cohen 

received payments into that account from foreign businesses and entities that do not reflect the 

stated client profile for the residential and commercial real-estate consulting services. Specifically, 

------frcmimy review ohhe-Essential-eonsultants-Account-schedule-and-publiG-sources,Tknow-the----~---

following: 

i. Beginning on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen began receiving monthly 

payments of $83,333 into the Essential Consultants Account from an entity called Columbus Nova 

LLC. According to public sources, Columbus Nova is an investment management firm controlled 

by Renova Group, an industrial holding company based in Zurich, Switzerland that is controlled 

by Russian national Viktor Vekselberg. From January 2017 to August 2017, the Essential 

Consultants Account received seven payments totaling $583,332.98 from Columbus Nova LLC. 

ii. Beginning on or about April 5, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account 

began receiving payments from Novartis Investments, SARL, which I believe to be the in-house 

financial subsidiary of the Swiss pha1maceutical company Novartis International AG ("Novartis"). 

Between April 2017 and Februaiy 2018, the Essential Consultants Account received eleven wire 

payments from a Swiss bank account held in the name ofNovartis, each in the amount of$99,980, 

for a total of $1,099,780. 

iii. Beginning in or about April 2017, the Essential Consultants Account started 

receiving wire payments from a bank account associated with the telecommunications company 

AT&T Inc. ("AT&T"). Specifically, on or about April 14, 2017, AT&T sent $100,000 to the 
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Essential Consultants Account and, from in or about June 2017 to in or about January 2018, the 

Essential Consultants Account received ten $50,000 payments from AT&T. In total, AT&T sent 

$600,000 to the Essential Consultants Account. 

iv. On or about May 10, 2017, June 9, 2017, July 10, 2017, and November 27, 

2017, the Essential Consultants Account received four deposits in the amount $150,000 (totaling 

$600,000) from a bank account in South Korea. The account holder from which the money was 

-- - . . sent 1sKorea AeI·ospace IndustriesLt<l~("KAI"): --KA:I-is--a-South Korea-based-company that- --

produces and sells fixed-wing aircraft, helicopter aircraft, and satellites to the United States 

Department of Defense, among other customers. 

v. On or about May 22, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account received a 

$150,000 deposit from an account at Kazkommertsbank, a Kazakhstani bank. The listed account 

holder at Kazkommertsbank was a second Kazakhstani bank named BTA Bank, AO. A message 

accompanying the wire payment indicated that the payment was a "monthly consulting fee as per 

Inv BTA-101 DD May 10, 2017 consulting agreement WIN DD 08 05 2017 CNTR W/NDD 

08/05/2017." 

vi. In total, from on or about January 31, 2017 to on or about February 1, 2018, 

the Essential Consultants Account received approximately $3,033,112.98 in transfers and checks 

from the aforementioned entities. As of on or about January 10, 2018, the balance in the Essential 

Consultants Account was $1,369,474.23. Cohen's withdrawals from the Essential Consultants 

account reveal that it was used for largely personal purposes, including to pay, among other things, 

American Express bills and fees from "the Core Club," a private social club in New York. 

d. On or about April 4, 2017, Cohen opened another new checking account at First 

Republic, this one in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates, P.C. (the "MDC&A Account"). 
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Cohen was the only authorized signatory on the account. According to account opening 

documents, the primary address for MDC&A Account was the address for Subject Premises-I. 

Among other things, the MDC&A Account received ten wire transfers and one check from an 

account in the name of Squire Patton Boggs, a law firm. As noted above, Subject Premises-2 is 

located inside the New York office of Squire Patton Boggs. In total, from on or about April 5, 

2017, to on or about January 2, 2018, the MDC&A Account received $426,097.70 in deposits, and ! 
thebalancein the iccuunras-of-January-2-;--2018-;--was--$344,541-:3"5~ As--diseussed-below,€ohen---- --- ; 

never disclosed any of the balance in the Essential Consultants or MDC&A accounts to Sterling 

during the negotiations with respect to the - transaction or the subsequent loan 

refinancing negotiations, including in his May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 

Financial Statement. 

19. Based on my review of emails that were seized pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants, and my review of reports of interviews with employees of AT&T and Novaitis, it 

appears that the aforementioned payments to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A 

Account were for political consulting work, including consulting for international clients on issues 

pending before the Trump administration. Specifically, from my review of emails from the Cohen 

Gmail Account, the Cohen MDCPC Account, and public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. On or about April 28, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an individual whom I believe 

is affiliated with KAI. In the email, Cohen attached a "Consulting Agreement" between KAI and 

Essential Consultants dated as of about May 1, 2017. The agreement indicates that Essential 

Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-2. The document indicates that Essential 

Consultants would render "consulting and advisory services, as requested" by KAI, and that KAI 

would pay Essential Consultants "a consulting fee of One Million Two Hundred Thousand 
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($1,200,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed through eight $150,000 installments between May 2017 

and December 2017. I have also reviewed invoices in amounts of $150,000 that Cohen emailed 

to an individual whom I believe is affiliated with KAI. At the top of the invoices the address listed 

for Essential Consultants is the address for Subject Premises-2. 

b. On or about May 8, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an individual whom I believe is 

affiliated with BTA Bank. The signature block on Cohen's email listed "Essential Consultants 

LLC'' and "MicliaerD:-Colien &-A:ssociates-;-Pe''-and--provided-the address foF--Subject-Fremises--_ --------~- --~------

2. In the email, Cohen attached a document purporting to be a "Consulting Agreement" between 

BTABank and Essential Consultants dated as of about May 8, 2017. The agreement indicates that 

Essential Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-2. The document indicates that 

Essential Consultants would render "consulting and advisory services" to BTA Bank, and that 

BTA Bank would pay Essential Consultants "a consulting fee of One Million Eight Hundred 

Thousand ($1,800,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed through monthly payments of $150,000. On or 

about May 10, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an employee of BTA Bank, and attached to the email 

an invoice to BTA Bank in the name of Essential Consultants, with the address of Subject Premises-

2. The invoice contemplated a $150,000 payment to Essential Consultants for a "monthly 

consulting fee." 

c. On or about January 23, 2017, Cohen appears to have entered into a consulting 

agreement with AT&T, which contemplates that Essential Consultants "shall render consulting and 

advisory services to [AT&T]" and that AT&T would "advise [Essential Consultants] of those issues 

_ and matters with respect to which AT&T Services desires [Essential Consultants]' s assistance and 

advice." The agreement indicates that Essential Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-

1. The contract calls for AT&T "to pay the Consultant for his services ... a consulting fee of Fifty 
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Thousand ($50,000) Dollars ... per month." Based on my review of reports of interviews with 

AT&T employees, I have learned that AT&T retained Cohen to consult on political issues, 

including net neutrality, the merger between AT&T and Time Warner, and tax reform. 

d. On or about March 1, 2017, Cohen appears to have entered into a contract between 

Novartis and Essential Consultants, which provides that Essential Consultants will "provide 

consulting and advisory services to Novartis on matters that relate to the repeal and replacement of 

the AffordalileTare Acr-ili-tlie -us-and-any-other-issues-mutually--agreeable-to [Essential~~-- ________________ _ 

Consultants] and Novartis." The contract provides for a "consulting fee of One Million Two 

Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000) US dollars," to be paid to Essential Consultants in equal monthly 

installments over the course of a year. Based on my review of reports of interviews with Novartis 

employees, I have learned that Novartis retained Cohen to provide political consulting services and 

to gain access to relevant policymakers in the Trump Administration. 

e. In or about February 2017, Cohen began negotiating the terms of a "strategic 

alliance" with Squire Patton Boggs. On or about March 4, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs emailed 

Cohen a "strategic alliance agreement." Under the terms of the agreement, Cohen agreed to 

generate business for the law firm, and Squire Patton Boggs agreed to pay to Cohen "an annual 

strategic alliance fee of $500,000, payable in twelve (12) equal monthly installments." Squire 

Patton Boggs also agreed to provide Cohen with "dedicated and segregated office space in [Squire 

Patton Boggs's] New York and Washington D.C. offices, which office space shall be physically 

separate from [Squire Patton Boggs's] offices and have locked doors and its own locked file 

cabinets." On or about April 3, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs announced on its website that is had 

formed a "strategic alliance" with Michael D. Cohen & Associates and would "jointly represent 

clients." 
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20. Despite the significant amount of money that Cohen received into the Essential 

Consultants Account and the MDC&A Account, and the cash balance in both accounts, Cohen did 

not disclose that information to Sterling or Melrose. Specifically, based on my review of documents 

provided by Getzel (as noted above, Cohen's accountant at the time), my participation in an 

interview with Getzel, and my review of notes and 

have learned the following: 

a~--rn- or-abmit'-May-20l-9;-Getzel-met-'-with- Gohen-at-Subject-'-Fremises~2.--ALthe 

meeting, Cohen told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he had set up a law practice called Michael 

D. Cohen & Associates P.C., and a consulting company called Essential Consultants LLC. Cohen 

told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he expected to earn $75,000 per month in connection with 

his law practice, and that he expected gross revenues for the consulting business to be between five 

and six million dollars annually. 

b. In or about October 2017, if not earlier, Getzel was preparing a personal fmancial 

statement for Cohen. On or about October 6, 2017, Getzel sent an email to Cohen in which Getzel 

wrote that "(a]ttached is a draft of the new PFS as of September 30, 2017" and attached a draft of 

the September 2017 Financial Statement. The draft statement reflected that as of September 30, 

2017, Cohen had only $1,250,000 in cash, total assets of approximately $33,430,000 (comprised of 

taxi medallion interests, real estate interests, and his personal residence and property), and liabilities 

of approximately $45,630,000, leaving him purportedly over $12 million in debt. In the same email, 

Getzel questioned Cohen, in sum and substance, about the fact that the financial statement did not 

list any value associated with either the Essential Consultants Account or the MDC&A Account: 

"(w]e did not add any value for you[r] two operating entities - Michael D. Cohen & Associates 
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POC [sic] and Essential Consultants LLC. Please advise whether or not these should be disclosed 

and what value." 

c. On or about October 6, 2017, Cohen called Getzel by telephone-which is reflected 

on toll records for Cohen's cellphone-and told Getzel, in sum and substance, not to include 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A in the September 2017 Financial Statement because they had no 

value. On or about October 6, 2017, following the call with Getzel, Cohen, using the Cohen 

Account, responoedloGetzel'semailwitlrthe-answer"[l]ooks·good-to-me.-'-~Gohen-never-directed..,__ __ _ 

Getzel to make any changes to his cash position as listed in the September 2017 Financial 

Statement. In a letter dated October 6, 2017, addressed to Getzel, Cohen stated, "I have reviewed 

the attached statement of financial condition and find it to be correct and consistent with the 

representations that I made to your firm. The attached is an accurate reflection of my assets, 

liabilities and net worth (deficit) as of September 30, 2017." Attached to that letter was the 

September 2017 Financial Statement, which, as noted above, was then transmitted to Sterling in 

connection with the proposed taxi medallion transaction between Sterling, Cohen, and 1-

21. Based on my review of a report of an interview with Sterling Employee-1, I have 

learned that Cohen did not disclose his income stream from Essential Consultants to Sterling 

Employee-1 or, to bis knowledge, anyone else at Sterling. According to Sterling Employee-1, 

knowledge of such an income stream would have affected Sterling's demands during the 

negotiations, particularly with respect to the amount of a principal pay down of Cohen's debt. 

Cohen Understated His Available Cash 

22. In addition to withholding the existence of his Essential Consultants income from 

Sterling and Melrose, it appears that Cohen also substantially understated bis available ca.sh and 

cash equivalents in his fmancial disc! osures. Specifically, I know from my review of the September 
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2017 Financial Statement that Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen represented that he had 

$1,250,000 in cash as of September 30, 2017. I also know that on or about January 30, 2018, in a 

telephone call with Sterling Employee-3, and on February 1, 2018, in an email to Sterling 

Employee-3, Cohen represented that he did not have more than $1,250,000 in cash. But, from my 

review of a summary of bank records that were scheduled by forensic accountants, I have learned 

that Cohen had approximately $5,000,000 in cash and cash equivalents as of September 30, 2017. 

~---Additionally, as -of Feffiiiary r; 2018~ -conen-had~approximately- $6,000,000-in-cash-and- ..,...,c,,. ________ _ 

equivalents. Specifically, from my review of the account schedule and bank records, I have learned 

the following: 

a. Cohen has three checking and/or savings accounts at Capital One Bank, one of 

which is in his wife's name. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $1,105,680.35 in his savings 

account, and $1,2_62,982.29 in total in the three accounts at Capital One Bank. As of February 1, 

2018, Cohen had a total of $1,389,245.78 in these accounts. 

b. Cohen has three accounts at Morgan Stanley in his name. As of September 30, 

2017, the combined total in cash and cash equivalents in those three accounts was $1,270,600.41. 

As of February 1, 2018, Cohen had $1,284.996.13 in these accounts. 

c. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $260,689.18 in an account at Signature Bank. 

As of February 1, 2018, Cohen had $261,517.55 in this account. 

d. In addition to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A Account at First 

Republic, Cohen also had two joint checking accounts with Laura Cohen at First Republic. In total, 

as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $1,876,209.27 in total in his four accounts at First 

Republic. As ofFebruary 1, 2018, Cohen had $3,332,992.95 in these accounts. 
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e. Cohen has an account at Bethpage Credit Union with $25,931.39 in it as of 

September 30, 2017. 

f. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $17,542.54 in accounts at Sterling. 

g. Cohen has two accounts at TD Bank-one in his name and one held jointly with his 

wife. Cohen also has a safety deposit box at TD Bank-Subject Premises-3. The safety deposit 

box was opened on December 13, 2017 in the names ofMichael and Laura Cohen. 

- -----~ --h:'-'In-total:;-as-ofSeptember--30,-201-7,Gohen had-at-least-$4,7-B,9:3-Sa08-in-hisaGGOunts-------

at Capital One Bank, City National Ban1c, Signature Bank, Sterling Bank, Bethpage Credit Union, 

First Republic, and Morgan Stanley. As of February 1, 2018, Cohen had $6,268,732.59 in his 

accounts at Capital One Bank, City National Ban1c, Signature Bank, First Republic, and Morgan 

Stanley.19 

23. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's written and oral 

representations to Sterling and Melrose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and 

that Cohen withheld information regarding approximately $5 million in funds from Sterling and 

Melrose in order to secure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. Based on 

my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of reports of interviews 

with Sterling Employee-1 and two Melrose employees, it is my understanding that that Sterling 

and Melrose would view Cohen's understating of his assets as material to its decision whether to 

renegotiate Cohen's medallion loans and on what terms, or to its decision whether approve of the 

transfer of those loans to 

19 Based on my review of the account schedules described above, I know that, as of the date of this 
affidavit, the account balances for TD Bank have not yet been included in the schedule for either 
date and the account balances for Sterling National Ban1c and Bethpage Credit Union have not yet 
been included in the schedule for February 1, 2018. Thus, to the extent that these accounts have 
positive balances, Cohen's total balances in fact were even higher on these dates. 
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Cohen Has Unreported Interest Income 

24. It appears that Cohen also hid from Sterling interest income that he was receiving in 

connection with a six million dollar loan he made to another individual. Specifically, I know from 

my review of the May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 Financial Statement that 

Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen did not disclose that he had made a note receivable in the 

amount of approximately $6 million, or that he was earning approximately $60,000 per month in 

mterest-irrcome-in-connection-with-that-loan-;--·But,from-my-rnview-of.a-summai:y-'--ofbank.records __ . ___ _ 

that were reviewed by another law enforcement agent, my review of property records and 

documents obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, and my participation in an interview 

with Getzel, I have learned the following: 

a. Based on my review of property records, I have learned that on or about March 12, 

2012, Cohen agreed to lend tpproximately 

$2,000,000.20 It appears that the promissory note was unsecured by any real property. On or about 

April 28, 2014, Cohen and amended the promissory note, and restructured the loan to 

increase the principal amount to approximately $5,000,000. Under the terms of the amended 

promissory note, the loan was secured by- apartment in Sunny Isles Beach, Florida. On 

or about April 8, 2015, Cohen and - restated the promissory note to increase the principal 

amount to $6,000,000.21 

b. Based on my review of a copy of the restated note, which was obtained pursuant to 

the Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that under the terms of the amended and restated 

20 I learned from Getzel that 

21 The note states that the loan is to husband and wife, 

jointly and severally. For ease ofreferenc~, I refer ;imply to "- 1erein. 
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promissory note, Cohen's loan to - s an interest-only loan, and that the principal balance 

of the loan bears interest at an annual rate of 12.25 percent. I also know that the amended and 

restated promissory note includes a schedule of payments that require - to pay Cohen 

approximately $61,250 per month beginning in April 2015 and ending in April 2019. The note also 

requires tha1-·epay the principal balance of $6,000,000 on April 28, 2019. 

c. Based on my review of bank records, I have learned that, consistent with the terms 

--- --ofthe--amended--'--and-restated-promissory--note,-- has--made- monthly---payments--'---of---- - -

approximately $61,250 since April 2015. Specifically, based on my review ofrecords maintained 

by Capital One Bank, I have learned that from April 2015 to October 2015, Cohen received checks 

from an entity called . totaling $61,250 per month, which he 

deposited into his personal bank account at Capital One Bank.22 It appears from my review of bank 

records and public sources that :- is the owner of 1 

From my review of records maintained by Capital One Bank, I have also learned that since October 

2015, Cohen has received checks from an entity called 1. , totaling 

$61,250 per month, which he deposited into his personal bank account at Capital One Bank. It 

appears from my review of bank records and public sources that - s also the owner of 1.• 
In total, it appears that Cohen receives approximately $735,000 per year 

in interest payments from -

d. Based on my review of Cohen's May 2017 and September 2017 Financial 

Statements, my review of his 2015 and 2016 tax returns obtained via subpoena and from the Cohen 

Email Warrants, and my participation in an interview with Getzel, I have learned that Cohen did 

22 In April 2015, Cohen received a pro-rated payment. For all months thereafter, the total payment 
equaled $61,250, but - rften made the payment in multiple checks. 
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not disclose this interest income he was receiving from - to Sterling or Melrose, or list it 

on his tax returns. I have also learned that while this interest income is taxable, Cohen did not tell 

Getzel-his accountant-about the income, and Getzel only learned about the income because he 

began doing - taxes in 2017.23 

25. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's representations to 

Sterling and Melrose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and that Cohen 

withheld infonnatioii relating to-llie -mteresCincomclre"is-receiving-from---in-order-to-- -- --------"'---

secure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. 

Cohen Had a Side A eement With 

26. As set forth in detail below, during the course of Cohen's negotiations to sell his 

interest in taxi medallions -and the associated debt to Cohen not only 

misrepresented his financial position to Sterling, but also failed to disclose a side agreement he 

had negotiated with-: it appears that __ greed to pay an above-market price 

for Cohen's taxi cab medallions, and in exchange, Cohen agreed to pay - tpproximately 

$3.8 million in cash. Specifically, from my review of documents produced pursuant to a subpoena 

by Sterling, and my participation in interviews with Sterling Employee-I, Sterling Employee-2, 

and Sterling Employee-3, I have learned, among other things, the following: 

a. On or about September 5, 2017, an executed term sheet was circulated by Sterling 

Employee-I to Cohen and - The term sheet listed Cohen's address as the address for 

Subject Premises-I. According to the te1m sheet, would borrow $20,000,000 

from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions that - was to acquire from 

23 Accordingly, this interest income-which should have been reported as such on Cohen's tax 

returns-is included herein in calculations of Cohen's true cash position. 
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Cohen. At a price of $20 million for thirty-two taxi medallions, the proposed transaction valued 

each medallion as worth $625,000. The term sheet also contemplated a $1,265,913 pay-down of 

the principal balance of the loan. The term sheet made no mention of a $3 .8 million payment from 

Cohen to - or any other form of payment or financial transaction between the parties. 

b. Additionally, an internal Sterling credit memorandum, dated October 4, 2017, 

describing the terms of the Cohen-- transaction and the new loan to · did 

---not mention any paymenfffrom -cohen-to--including-'a-$3.8-million-payment.= _The____ _ _____ ______ - _c _ 

ll 

memorandum also noted that the "loan amount of $20MM indicates a $625M purchase price per i 
medallion" but "it is recognized that this is not in line with cunent market values." Indeed, I 

according to an internal Sterling memorandum dated February 5, 2018, in the month of January 

2018, taxi medallions sold for amounts ranging from $120,000 to $372,000. According to Sterling 

Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2, they were never told that 1greed to a purchase 

price of $625,000 in exchange for a lump sum payment from Cohen, or that Cohen would make 

any payment to'-

c. On or about January 30, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 asked Cohen whether Cohen 

had a side agreement with -:o pay a sum of money for entering into the 

medallion transaction. Sterling Employee-3 asked Cohen about such an arrangement because, 

according to Sterling Employee-3, the price that - was paying for each medallion 

appeared to be well above the market price. Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he had no 

side agreement-and never had a side agreement-with -

27. While Cohen and did not disclose any payment from Cohen to 

- in communications with Sterling, it appears that such a payment was contemplated. 

fudeed, based on my review of records maintained by Getzel, and my participation in an interview 
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with Getzel, I have learned the following, in substance and in part, regarding the proposed side 

payment from Cohen to -

a. On or about September 19, 2017, Getzel prepared a memorandum for Cohen 

entitled, "Sale of NYC Medallion Entities and Debt Assumption" (the "Getzel Memorandum"). 

The Getzel Memorandum summarized the proposed transaction between Cohen and -

in part, as follows: "Michael and Laura Cohen will transfer ownership of their 13 NYC medallion 

entities to a Buyerwho will assume their-l5anlc irrdebtedness;-upon the-[Gohens?}pa:y:ing-down_the 

debt portfolio of the 13 entities by $500,000 and a cash payment to the Buyer of $3,800,000."24 

b. According to Getzel, Cohen told him the parameters of the deal, including the 

payment of $3,800,000 to but Getzel did not know where Cohen was going to obtain 

$3,800,000 to pay '-· As noted above, Cohen had more than $5,000,000 in cash and 

cash equivalents as of September 2017, but had only disclosed in his September 2017 Financial 

Statement that he had $1.25 million in cash. 

28. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling (as well as Melrose, the bank 

with the participating interest in the loans) and reports of interviews of representatives of Sterling 

(and Melrose), I have seen no evidence that Sterling, Melrose, or any other financial institution 

involved in the potential deal with Cohen and - was aware of the planned $3.8 million 

side payment from Cohen tc 

The Illegal Campaign Contribution Scheme 

29. The USAO and FBI are also investigating a criminal violation of campaign finance 

laws by Michael Cohen. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen made 

24 The reference to thirteen medallions appears to be an error by Getzel. Cohen and his wife 

together owned sixteen corporations, which in tum owned 32 taxi medallions. 
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an excessive in-kind contribution to the presidential election campaign of then-candidate Donald 

Trump in the form of a $130,000 payment to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who was rumored 

to have had an extramarital affair with Trump, in exchange for her agreement not to disclose that 

alleged affair. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that this payment was intended 

to keep Clifford from making public statements about the rumored affair on the eve of the 2016 

presidential election, and thus constitutes a campaign contribution in excess of the applicable limit. 

30. From my reviewofpuolicsources~lhave learned-the-following:---- . ----. 

a. In or around October 2011, there were rumors published on the gossip websites 

TheDirty.com that Trump had had an extramarital affair with Clifford, an adult film actress whose 

screen name is Stormy Daniels, in or around July 2006. In or about October 2011, Life & Style 

Magazine, a tabloid sold in supermarkets, also published an article, based on the report in 

TheDirty.com, alleging an affair had occutTed between Trump and Clifford. Both Trump and 

Clifford, through their representatives, issued denials in response to the articles. 

b. Specifically, on or about October 11, 2011, Keith Davidson, who identified himself 

as Clifford's attorney, sent a cease and desist letter to TheDirty.com, demanding that the article 

regarding Trump and Clifford be removed from the website. Additionally, on or about October 

12, 2011, Cohen, who was then Executive Vice-President and Special Counsel to the Trump 

Organization, stated to E! News that "[t]he totally untrue and ridiculous story ... emanated from 

a sleazy and disgusting website .... The Tmmp Organization and Donald J. Trump will be bringing 

a lawsuit ... [ and] Mr. Trump and the Trump Organization would like to thank and commend 

Stormy Daniels and her attorneys for their honesty and swift actions." 

31. On or about June 16, 2015, Trump formally launched his 2016 presidential 

campaign. On or about May 4, 2016, Trump became the presumptive Republican Party nominee 
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for president, and on July 19, 2016, Trump officially became the nominee. Based on my review 

of public sources, I have learned that while it does not appear that Cohen had an official title as 

part of the Trump campaign, on multiple occasions Cohen made public statements on behalf of 

Trump or his campaign. For instance, on or about August 18, 2016, Cohen appeared on CNN to 

defend Trump's polling numbers. 

32. On or about October 7, 2016, The Washington Post published online a video and 

accompanying audio iii which Trump referre-d to women ilrwhat-the- article-described-as '--'vulgar-------

terms" in a 2005 conversation with Billy Bush, who was then the host of Access Hollywood. The 

following day, on October 8, 2016, Trump appeared in a video in which he stated, among other 

things, "I've said and done things I regret and words released today on this more than a decade old 

video are one of them. Anyone who knows me lmows these words don't reflect who I am. I said 

it. I was wrong and I apologize." Based on my review of public sources, I also know that 

representatives of the Trump Campaign stated, in sum and substance, that the Access Hollywood 

comment was an old and isolated incident. 

33. Based on my review of public sources, including an article published in Slate 

magazine by a reporter who interviewed Clifford, I have learned that around this same time, in or 

about October 2016, Clifford was in discussions with ABC's Good Morning America show and 

Slate magazine, among other media sources, to provide these media outlets with her statement 

about her alleged relationship with Trump. According to the article in Slate, which the author 

based on conversations with Clifford over the telephone and by text message, Clifford wanted to 

be paid for her story or be paid by Trump not to disclose her accusation. As Cohen summarized 

in a 2018 email obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants: "In October 2016, I was contacted 
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by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that news outlets, including ABC News, were pursuing the 2011 

story of an alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford." 

34. From my review of telephone toll records25 and information produced pursuant to 

the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that in the days following the Access 

Hollywood video, Cohen exchanged a series of calls, text messages, and emails with Keith 

Davidson, who was then Clifford's attorney, David Pecker and Dylan Howard of American Media, 

me-: ("AMl''};thepublisher ohht;Nllfivnul-Enquirer;26 Trump;--and-Hope- Hiclcs,-who-was-then-

press secretary for Trump's presidential campaign. Based on the timing of these calls, and the 

content of the text messages and emails, I believe that at least some of these communications 

concerned the need to prevent Clifford from going public, particularly in the wake of the Access 

Hollywood story. In particular, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 8, 2016, at approximately 7:20 p.m., Cohen received a call from Hicks. 

Sixteen seconds into the call, Trump joined the call, and the call continued for over four minutes.27 

Based on the toll records that the USAO has obtained to date, I believe that this was the first call 

25 My attribution' of certain telephone numbers to certain individuals as described in this 

affidavit is based on my review of the vCard (virtual contact file) and text messages obtained from 

Cohen's telephone pursuant to the iCloud Warrant. 
26 Pecker is President of AMI and, according to his own statements in public reports, a personal 

friend of Trump. Howard is the chief content officer of AMI, who according to public records 

reports directly to Pecker. 
27 I believe that Trump joined the call between Cohen and Hicks based on my review of toll 

records. Specifically, I know that a call was initiated between Cohen's telephone number and 

Trump's telephone number at the same time the records indicate that Cohen was talking to Hicks. 

After the Cohen-Trump call was initiated, it lasted the same period of time as the Cohen-Hicks 

call. Additionally, the toll records indicate a "-1" and then Trump's telephone number, which, 

based on my training and experience, means that the call was either transferred to Trump, or that 

Trump was added to the call as a conference or three-way call participant. In addition, based on 

my conversations with an FBI agent who has interviewed Hicks, I have learned that Hicks stated, 

in substance, that to the best of her recollection, she did not learn about the allegations made by 

Clifford until early November 2016. Hicks was not specifically asked about this three-way call. 
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Cohen had received or made to Hicks in at least multiple weeks, and that Cohen and Trump spoke 

about once a month prior to this date - specifically, prior to this call on October 8, 2016, Cohen 

and Trump had spoken once in May, once in June, once in July, zero times in August, and twice 

in September. 

b. Approximately ten minutes after the call ended, Hicks and Cohen spoke again for 

about two minutes. 

-c-:----ArT.J9 p.m-=-;immediately-afterthe-secondcall-with-Hicks-ended,-Cohen.calle.d~----

David Pecker ( as noted above, the President of American Media Inc., or AMI) and they connected 

for thirty seconds. Approximately four minutes later, Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for more than a minute. Three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen received a call 

from Dylan Howard ( as noted above, the Chief Content Officer of AMI), and they spoke for 

approximately a minute. According to toll records, it does not appear that Cohen and Howard 

spoke regulmly prior to October 8, 2016, as it had been over a month since they had called each 

other. 

d. At 7:56 p.m., approximately eight minutes after his call with Howard ended, Cohen 

called Hicks and they connected for two minutes. At approximately the same time this call ended, 

Cohen received a call from Pecker, and they spoke for about two minutes. At 8:03 p.m., about 

three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen called Trump, and they spoke for nearly 

eight minutes. 

e. At 8:39 p.m. and 8:57 p.m., Cohen received calls from Howard and spoke to him 

for about four and six minutes, respectively. At 9:13 p.m., about ten minutes after Cohen and 

Howard hung up from the second of these calls, Howard sent Cohen a text message that said: 

"Keith will do it. Let's reconvene tomorrow." Based on my involvement in this investigation, I 
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believe that when Howard wrote "Keith," he was referring to Keith Davidson, the attorney for 

Stephanie Clifford. At 3 :31 a.m., now on October 9, 2016, Cohen sent Howard a text message in 

response that said: "Thank you." Eight minutes later, Cohen sent Howard a text message that said: 

"Resolution Consultants LLC. is the name of the entity I formed a week ago. Whenever you wake, 

please call my cell." 

f. The following day, on October 10, 2016, at 10:58 a.m., Howard sent a text message 

to Colwn andDavid.son, wliich-statea:"KeithiMichael:-connecting--you--both in-regards-to_ that __ _ 

business opportunity. Spoke to the client this AM and they're confirmed to proceed with the 

opportunity. Thanks. Dylan. Over to you two." At 12:25 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

that stated: "Michael-if we are ever going to close this deal- In my opinion, it needs to be today. 

Keith." Davidson and Cohen then spoke by phone for about three minutes. Based on my 

participation in this investigation, I believe that when Howard wrote that the "client" was 

"confirmed to proceed with the opportunity," he was referring to Clifford's agreement in plinciple 

to accept money from Cohen in exchange for her agreement not to discuss any prior affair with 

then-candidate Trump.28 

g. Based on my review ofrecords obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that on or about October 10, 2016, Clifford and Davidson appear to have signed a "side letter 

agreement" that stated it was an exhibit to a "confidential settlement agreement and mutual 

release" between "Peggy Peterson" and "David Dennison." The purpose of the document, 

28 As set forth below, AMI was also involved in a payment to model Karen McDougal. 

However, because these communications were in close temporal proximity to the events involving 

the negotiation of a payment to Clifford, the execution of the agreement with Clifford, and the 

payment of money to Clifford, I believe that these communications were related to Clifford. 

Additionally, based on my review of public statements by McDougal, I have learned that she 

negotiated an agreement with AMI several months prior to these communications between Cohen 

and Pecker, Howard, and Davidson; 
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according to the agreement, was to defme the "true name and identity" of persons named by 

pseudonym in "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release." The side letter agreement 

specifies the identity of "Peggy Peterson" to be Clifford, but the space for "Dennison's" identity 

is blank. The agreement also includes a signature page for ''Peterson," "Dennison," and their 

attorneys. The signature page is signed by ''Peterson" and his attorney, Davidson, but the 

document is unsigned by "Dennison" and his attorney. Based on my involvement in this 

investigation:Tbelievetliat Daviason sent·Cohen-this-partially-signed~.:sideJetter-agreemenC_in~--~ 

order to facilitate the closing of a deal between Davidson's client and Cohen or his client on 

October 10, 2016. 

35. It appears that on October 13, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen took steps 

to complete a transaction with Davidson, including attempting to open an account from which 

Cohen could transfer funds to Davidson. Specifically, from my review of toll records, information 

obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, records maintained by First 

Republic, as well as my participation in interviews with First Republic employees, I have learned 

the following: 

a. On the·moming of October 13, 2016, at 8:54 a.m., Cohen sent Pecker a text message 

that stated: "I need to talk to you." At 9:06 a.m., Pecker sent a text message to Cohen that stated, 

"I called please call me back." The tolls between Cohen and Pecker do not show a telephone call 

between 8:54 a.m. and 9:06 a.m. However, based on my review of text messages, I have learned 

that Cohen and Pecker communicate with each other over Signal, which is an encrypted 

communications cellphone application that allows users to send encrypted text messages and make 

encrypted calls. 
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b. At 9:23 a.m., Cohen sent an email that stated "call me" to First Republic Employee-

2. The email attached documents from the Secretary of State of Delaware indicating that Cohen 

had formed a limited liability company called "Resolution Consultants LLC" on September 30, 

2016. As noted above, "Resolution Consultants" is the name of the entity that Cohen had told 

Howard he had formed recently after Howard said Davidson would "do it." At 10:44 a.m., Cohen 

called First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum and substance, that he needed an account 

in the name of"Resoluffon Consultants" opened·immedtately~and·that-hedid-not-want-an-address--~- .. ---

on the checks written out of the account. Later that day, another employee at First Republic 

emailed Cohen account opening paperwork to complete. Cohen returned the account opening 

documents partially completed, but failed to provide a copy of his driver's license or passport, and 

did not respond to the employee's question of how he wanted to fund the account. As a result, the 

account was never opened. 

c. On October 17, 2016, Cohen incorporated Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. 

That same day, he filed paperwork to dissolve Resolution Consultants LLC. 

36. Despite these steps taken by Cohen, it appears that the negotiation between Cohen 

and Davidson was not progressing sufficiently fast enough for Davidson or his client, Clifford, 

and they threatened to go public with Clifford's allegations just days before the presidential 

election. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the 

iCloud Warrant, and public sources, I lmow the following: 

a. According to an aiticle in The Washington Post, which quoted emails sent from 

Cohen's email account hosted by the Trump Organization, on October 17, 2016, Davidson emailed 

Cohen and threatened to cancel the aforementioned "settlement agreement" by the end of the day 
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if Cohen did not complete the transaction.29 According to the article, Davidson sent Cohen a 

second email later in the day that stated in part, "Please be advised that my client deems her 

settlement agreement canceled and void." At 4:00 p.m. that day, Cohen called Davidson and they 

spoke for over five minutes. 

b. Cohen's 4:00 p.m. call with Davidson and/or Davidson's threats to cancel the 

"settlement agreement" appear to have touched off a flurry of communications about the settlement 

agreement and whether Ciiffora-w01.ilclgo puoliC:-Specifically: --~--

i. At 4:43 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message that stated: "I'm told 

they're going with DailyMail. Are you aware?" One minute later, Cohen responded: "Call me." 

Based on my involvement in this investigation, I understand Howard's text to mean that he heard 

that Clifford was going to take her story of an extramarital affair with Trump to the Daily Mail, a 

tabloid newspaper. 

ii. At 4:45 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for over two minutes. 

Moments later, Davidson and Cohen spoke for about two minutes. 

iii. At 5:03 p.m., Cohen attempted to call Trump, but the call only lasted eight 

seconds. This was Cohen's first call after he spoke with Davidson. 

iv. At 5:25 p.m., Cohen texted Howard, stating: "Well???" 

v. At 6:44 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text, stating: "Not taking my 

calls." Cohen responded one minute later: ''You're lddding. Who are you trying to reach?" 

Howard responded one minute later: "The 'agent."' Based on my involvement in this 

29 Due to the partially covert nature of the investigation to this date, the USAO has not requested 

documents from the Trump Organization or Davidson, and thus does not possess the email 

referenced in this article. 
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investigation, I understand Howard's text messages to mean that he attempted to contact Davidson 

about the matter involving Clifford, but that Davidson was not taking Howard's calls. 

vi. At 6:49 p.m., Cohen called Howard and they spoke for nearly four minutes. 

c. The following day, on October 18, 2016, TheSmokingGun.com, a website that 

publishes legal documents and mugshots, published an article called: "Donald Trump and the Porn 

Superstar," which alleged that Trump had an extramarital affair with Clifford. However, the 

article noted that Clifford had declined to comment. 

37. On or about October 25, 2016, the communications between Cohen, Davidson, 

Howard and Pecker picked up again, apparently concerning a transaction involving Clifford. 

Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants and iCloud W mrnnt, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 25, 2016, at 6:09 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message stating: 

"Keith calling you urgently. We have to coordinate something on the matter he's calling you about 

or its [sic] could look awfully bad for everyone." One minute later, Davidson sent Cohen a text 

message stating "Call me." Cohen and Davidson called each other several times over the next half 

hour but appear not to have connected. At 6:42 p.m., Cohen and Davidson spoke for about eight 

minutes. At 7: 11 p.m., they spoke for another two minutes. 

b. The next morning, on or about October 26, 2016, at 8:26 a.m., Cohen called Trump 

and spoke to him for approximately three minutes. At 8:34 a.m., Cohen called Trump again and 

connected for a minute and a half 

c. At approximately 9:04 a.m.-less than thirty minutes after speaking with Trump--

Cohen sent two emails to the person who had incorporated Resolution Consultants and Essential 

Consultants for him, and stated "can you send me asap the filing receipt" and then, in the second 
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email, "for Essential Consultants LLC." That person responded with the filing receipt two minutes 

later at 9:06 a.m. and with the certification of formation 23 minutes later, at 9:27 a.m. 

d. Shortly after that, Cohen contacted First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum 

and substance, that he decided not to open an account in the name of "Resolution Consulting" and 

instead would be opening areal estate consulting company in the name of"Essential Consultants." 

Cohen told First Republic Employee-2 that he was at Trump Tower, and wanted to go to a First 

Republic branch across the street to open the account, so FirsfRepTiolic Employee-2called-First-----

Republic Employee-1, a preferred banker at that branch, assist Cohen. At 11:00 a.m., First 

Republic Employee-1 called Cohen. I know from my participation in an interview with First 

Republic Employee-1, that around the time of the call he went to Cohen's office in Trump Tower-

on the same floor as the Trump Organization-and went through account opening questions, 

including know your customer questions, with Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-

customer questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic 

Employee-1 entered into a form-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening 

Essential Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting 

work, and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. 

Based on my review of records obtained from First Republic, it appears that this account (the 

"Essential Consultants Account'') was created at a time between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. 

e. At 1:47 p.m., Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for approximately two 

minutes. At approximately 1 :49 p.m., Davidson emailed Cohen wiring instructions for an attorney 

client trust account at City National Bank. 

f. After the Essential Consultants Account was opened on October 26, 2016, Cohen 

transfe1Ted $131,000 from a home equity line of credit that Cohen had at First Republic to the 
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Essential Consultants Account. Following the transfer, at approximately 4:15 p.m. on October 26, 

2016, First Republic Employee-2's assistant emailed Cohen at his Trump Organization email 

address to tell him that the funds had been deposited into the Essential Consultants Account. 

Cohen forwarded that email to the Cohen Gmail Account and then forwarded it to Davidson .. 

g. At 6:37 p.m., Cohen asked Pecker by text message, "Can we speak? Important." 

Cohen called Pecker at 6:49 p.m. and connected for thirty seconds. At 6:57 p.m., Cohen sent 

-------·-----
Howard a text message, ~tating: "Please c-all me.-Iinportarit."-Colieri ·calle"d-Howard-at-1 :00 p:m.---- ----· -----1; 

and connected for about thirty seconds. At 7:06 p.m., Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for nearly thirteen minutes. At 7:24 p.m., Howard sent a text message to Cohen that: "He said 

he'd call me back in 20 minutes. I told him what you are asking for his [sic] reasonable. I'll get 

it sorted." Approximately an hour later, at 8:23 p.m., Howard told Cohen by text message to 

"check your Gmail for email from my private account." In an email sent at 8:23 p.m. by Howard 

to Cohen and Davidson, with the subject line "Confirmation," Howard stated, "Thank you both 

for chatting with me earlier. Confirming agreement on: - Executed agreement, hand-signed by 

Keith's client and returned via overnight or same-day FedEx to Michael, - Change of agreement 

to reflect the correct LLC, - Transfer of funds on Thursday AM to be held in escrow until receipt 

of agreement" After receiving that email, at approximately 8:27 p.m., Cohen asked Howard by 

text message, "Can you and David [Pecker] give me a call." Howard promptly responded: "David 

is not around I think. I'll call." At 8:28 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for three 

minutes. 

38. On October 27, 2016, Cohen made a payment to Davidson of $130,000-with the 

funds intended for Clifford-for the purpose of securing her ongoing silence with respect to the 

allegations that she had an extramarital affair with Trump. Specifically, based on my review of 
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toll records, bank records, and information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen 

Email Warrants, I have learned the following: 

a. At 9:4 7 a.m., Cohen sent Davidson an email, stating: "Keith, kindly confirm that 

the wire received today, October 27, 2016 shall be held by you in your attorney's trust account 

until such time as directed for release by me, in writing. Additionally, please ensure that all 

paperwork contains the correct name of Essential Consultants LLC. I thank you in advance for 

~~------------

your assistance and look forward to hea11ng frnin you later:'' __ _ 

b. At approximately 10:01 a.m., according to records provided by First Republic 

Bank, Cohen completed paperwork to wire $130,000 from the Essential Consultants Account-

which had been funded a day prior from Cohen's home equity line of credit-to the attorney client 

trust account at City National Bank that Davidson had specified in the wiring instructions he sent 

to Cohen. The wire transfer was made shortly thereafter. 

c. At 10:02 a.m., Davidson responded to Cohen's email from 9:47 a.m., stating: "I 

confirm that I will work in good faith & that no funds shall be disbursed unless & until the plaintiff 

personally signs all necessary settlement paperwork, (the form of which will match the prior 

agreement). The settlement docs will name the cmTect corporation, (Essential Consultants LLC). 

Plaintiffs signature will be notarized and returned to you via FedEx. Only after you receive FedEx 

will I disburse. Fair?" 

d. At 10:50 a.m., First Republic Employee-I sent Cohen an email confirming that the 

payment had been sent and providing him with the wire number. 

39. On October 28, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen finalized the transaction 

with Davidson. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant 

to the iCloud Warrant, public sources, and bank records, I know the following: 
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a. On October 28, 2016, at 11:48 a.m., Cohen spoke to Trump for approximately five 

minutes. Beginning at 1:21 p.m., Cohen attempted a series of phone calls to Davidson, Pecker, 

and Howard throughout the day, although it appears he may only have connected with Howard. 

b. Later that day, at approximately 7:01 p.m., Davidson stated to Cohen by text 

message that "all is AOK. I should have signed, notarized docs on Monday. You should have 

them on Tuesday." Cohen thanked him and said "I hope we are good." Davidson responded, "I 

assure you. We are very good." Howard aisotextedCoheri-at 7:CT8p-:-m.~"KeitnfDavMsonJ-says---------

we are good." Cohen then responded "OK" to Howard and "Excellent" to Davidson. At 

approximately 10:30 p.m., Cohen spoke to Hicks for three minutes. 

c. On October 31, 2016, Cohen called Howard at 8:22 p.m. and they spoke for over 

three minutes. At 8:32 p.m., Cohen received text messages from both Howard and Davidson. 

Howard said: "You'll have paperwork tomorrow says KD." Davidson said: "We are AOK. You 

will be receiving a package tomorrow." Cohen responded "Thank you" to Howard and "Thanks 

Keith. Will call you then" to Davidson. From my involvement in this investigation, I believe 

Davidson was referring to a signed nondisclosure agreement when he told Cohen that he would 

receive a package. 

d. Based on my review of court filings that became public in 2018, I have learned that 

on or about October 28, 2016, "EC, LLC and/or David Dennison" entered into a "confidential 

settlement agreement and mutual release" with "Peggy Peterson," pursuant to which "Peterson" 

agreed not to disclose certain "confidential infonnation pertaining to [Dennison]" in exchange for 

$130,000. The agreement provided that "EC, LLC" would wire the funds to "Peterson's" attorney, 

who would then transfer funds to "Peterson." Cohen signed the agreement on behalf of "EC, 
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LLC." The agreement stated that the address for "EC, LLC," which was later refened to in the 

agreement as "Essential Consultants, LLC," was Cohen's residence. 

e. Consistent with the "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release," on or 

about November 1, 2016, Davidson transfened $96,645 from his attorney client trust account at 

City National Bank to a bank account in Clifford's name. The wire had the annotation "net 

settlement." On the same day, at approximately 9:48 a.m. Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

with a picture of a FedEx delivery confinnation, stating that at approximately 9:09 a.m. a package 

shipped by Davidson the previous day had anived for Cohen at his Trump Organization 

address. On the same day, at approximately 6: 14 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen an email with an 

audio file attached and said "Give this a lesson [sic] and then call me." The audio attachment was 

titled "Stormy.mp3" and was a five-minute recording of Davidson interviewing Clifford about 

recent public allegations made by an adult film star named Jessica Drake regarding her alleged 

past affair with Trump; in the recording, Clifford explained the reasons she believed that Drake 

was not credible. Less than an hour later, at approximately 7:05 p.m., Cohen called Tmmp, but it 

appears that they did not connect. Cohen then called a telephone number belonging to Kellyanne 

Conway, who at the time was Trump's campaign manager. They did not connect. At 

approximately 7:44 p.m., however, Cohen received a return call from Conway, which lasted for 

approximately six minutes. 

40. On November 4, 2016, just three days after the Clifford transaction was completed 

and just four days before the presidential election, the Wall Street Journal published an article 

alleging that the National Enquirer had "Shielded Donald Tmmp" from allegations by Playboy 

model Karen McDougal that she and Trump had an affair. The article alleged that AMI had agreed 

to pay McDougal to bury her story. McDougal, like Clifford, had been represented by Davidson. 
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Based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Emaii'Warrants 

and iCloud Warrant, and public sources, it appears that Cohen spoke frequently to Davidson, 

Howard, Pecker, and Hicks around the time of this article's publication-just days before Election 

Day-about the importance of preventing the McDougal and Clifford stories from gaining national 

traction. Specifically, I have learned the following: 

a. Between 4:30 and 8:00 p.m. on November 4, Cohen communicated several times 

----williHoward, Peclcerandc:bavioson. For instance, at approximately4:49 p.m--:~-Cohen sent Howard.-

a text message with a screenshot of an email forwarded to him by another Trump Organization 

lawyer. The forwarded email was from a Wall Street Journal reporter, and asked for comment 

from Trump and/or the campaign on the story. Cohen also spoke with Hicks several times, 

including shortly before and/or after calls with Pecker, Howard and Davidson. Indeed, at 

approximately 7:33 p.m., using two different cellphones subscribed to him, Cohen appears to have 

been talldng to Davidson and Hicks at the same time. 

b. At approximately 8:51 p.m., Cohen sent Howard a message, stating: "She's being 

really difficult with giving Keith a statement. Basically went into hiding and unreachable." One 

minute later, Howard responded: "I'll ask him again. We just need her to disappear." Cohen 

responded, "She defmitely disappem·ed but refuses to give a statement and Keith cannot push her." 

At approximately 8:5 5 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text: "Let's let the dust settle. We don't 

want to push her over the edge. She's on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible 

position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist." Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe Cohen and Howard were referring to Karen McDougal when they were 

discussing "she" and "her." Additionally, I believe Howard's statement that "we have ... a 
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plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist" was a reference to the fact that 

AMI had given McDougal payments for her role as a purported columnist for the company. 

c. At approximately 8:58 p.m. on November 4, 2016, Howard attempted to reassure 

Cohen about the effect of the forthcoming Wall Street Journal article, texting, "I think it'll be ok 

pal. I think it'll fade into the distance." Cohen responded, "He's pissed." Howard wrote back, 

''I'm pissed! You're pissed. Pecker is pissed. Keith is pissed. Not much we can do." Based on 

my involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to Trump wlienlie statecf"lie' s 

pissed." Cohen asked Howard at approximately 9:00 p.m. how the Wall Street Journal could 

publish its article if "everyone denies." Howard responded, "Because there is the payment from 

AMI. It looks suspicious at best." 

d. At approximately 9:03 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for two minutes. 

At approximately 9:11 p.m., Cohen called Howard and spoke to him for five minutes. At 

approximately 9:15 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for nearly seven minutes. Again, 

Cohen used different phones for these two calls, such that he appears to have been on both calls 

for about a minute of overlap. At approximately 9:32 p.m., Cohen texted Pecker, "The boss just 

tried calling you. Are you free?" A minute later, Cohen texted Howard, "Is there a way to fmd 

David quicldy?" 

e. At approximately 9:50 p.m., the Wall Street Journal article was published online. 

Howard and Hicks both sent web links for the article to Cohen. Over the next half hour, Cohen 

and Howard exchanged several text messages commenting on how the story came across. The next 

morning on November 5, 2016, at approximately 7:35 a.m., Cohen texted Hicks, "So far I see only 

6 stories. Getting little to no traction." Hicks responded, "Same. Keep praying!! It's working!" 

Cohen wrote back, "Even CNN not talking about it. No one believes it and if necessary, I have a 
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statement by Storm denying everything and contradicting the other porn stars statement. I wouldn't 

use it now or even discuss with him as no one is talking about this or cares!" Based on my 

involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to the above-referenced recorded 

audio statement by Clifford that he obtained from Davidson, and was stating that such a statement 

could be used to influence potential negative media relating to Trump, but was unnecessary at that 

time. Based on a text message from Hicks to Cohen, I believe that later that morning, Pecker 

spoke to Trump. 

41. On or about November 8, 2016, Trump won the election for President of the United 

States. 

42. On or about January 12, 2018, the Wall Street Journal first reported that Cohen 

arranged a payment to Clifford. On or about January 22, 2018, Common Cause, a govermnent 

watchdog group, filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, alleging that Cohen had 

violated campaign finance laws by making the payment to Clifford. Based on my review public 

sources following that report, as well as emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

have learned the following: 

a. On or about January 23, 2018, the day after Common Cause filed its complaint, 

Cohen began emailing himself drafts of statements describing his payment to Clifford. 

Additionally, on January 23, 2018, Cohen emailed the following draft of that statement to an 

individual who appears to be writing a book on Cohen's behalf: 

2017.08.02 

In October 2016, I was contacted by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that 

news outlets, including ABC news, were pursuing the 2011 story of an 

alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford. Despite the fact that 

both parties had already denied the allegation, as Mr. Trump's longtime 

special counsel and protector, I took it upon myself to match the offer and 

keep the story from breaking. I knew the allegation to be false, but Jam 

also a realist who understands that just because something is false doesn't 

mean that it doesn't create harm and damage. I could not allow this to 
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occur. I negotiated a non-disclosure agreement with Ms. Clifford's 

counsel and tendered the funds. I did this through my Delaware LLC and 

transferred personal funds to cover the agreement. I was not reimbursed 

any monies from Mr. Trump, the Trump Organization, any third party or 

the Presidential campaign. At no point did I ever advise Mr. Trump of my 

communications or actions regarding this agreement. As outlandish and 

unusual as this may appear, the Trumps have been like family to me for 

over a decade. It's what you do for family. 

(Emphasis added.) Based on my involvement in this investigation, I believe that the above email 

is an aclrnowledgement that the allegation of the affair had existed for some time (" ... the 2011 

story ... "), but that Cohen was motivated to "keep the story from breaking" again in October 2016. 

b. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen said in a statement to The New York Times 

that "Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign was a party to the transaction with 

Ms. Clifford. The payment to Ms. Clifford was lawful, and was not a campaign contribution or a 

campaign expenditure by anyone." Cohen declined to answer follow-up questions including 

whether Trump had been aware of the payment, why Cohen made the payment, or whether similar 

payments had been made to other people. 

c. On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen was asked by The New York Times whether 

Trump had reimbursed him, whether he and Trump had made any arrangement at the time of the 

payment, or whether he had made payments to other women. Cohen stated in response, "I can't 

get into any of that." On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen also stated to The Washington Post 

that: "In a private transaction in 2016, I used my own personal funds to facilitate a payment of 

$130,000 to Ms. Stephanie Clifford. Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign 

was a party to the transaction with Ms. Clifford, and neither reimbursed me for the payment, either 

directly or indirectly." 

43. On or about March 9, 2018, Cohen stated to ABC News that ''the funds were taken 

from my home equity line and transferred internally to my LLC account in the same bank." 
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44. Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, there is probable cause to believe that 

Cohen committed violations of the Campaign Finance Offenses by making an in-ldnd contribution 

to Trump or the Trump campaign in the form of a $130,000 payment to Clifford on the eve of the 

election. Indeed, while he denies having given an unlawful contribution, in his own statements 

Cohen has admitted that he paid $130,000 of his "personal funds" to Clifford and that the payment 

occurred less than two weeks before the election, as Trump was facing negative media allegations 

about his behavior toward women, even-tn:ouglia1legations of-an-affair-between-Trump-and -------

Clifford existed since 2011. In addition, the communication records set forth above make evident 

that Cohen communicated with members of the Trump campaign about his negotiation with 

Clifford's attorney and the need to preclude Clifford from making a statement that would have 

reflected negatively on the candidate in advance of the forthcoming election. 

C. Probable Cause Justifying Search of the Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

45. Based on the foregoing, my review ofrecords produced pursuant to subpoenas and 

the Cohen Email Wan·ants, and the iCloud Warrant, and my training and experience, there is 

probable cause to believe that the Subject Premises and Subject Devices have been used in 

furtherance of the Subject Offenses and are likely to contain instrumentalities, evidence, and fiuits 

of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen permanently 

resides at Subject Premises-I and, at least in part, works at both Subject Premises-1 and Subject 

Premises-2, and that those locations contain evidence relating to the Sterling taxi medallion 

transaction, Cohen's assets, Cohen's consulting work for Essential Consultants LLC, and his 

payment to Clifford. Additionally, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 

contains evidence of Cohen's assets and his payment to Clifford. Finally, there is probable cause 

to believe that Subject Premises-4, in which Cohen is temporarily residing, contains electronic 
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devices, including Subject Device-1 and Subject Device-2, which, in turn, contain evidence of the 

Subject Offenses, such as evidence relating to the Sterling taxi medallion transaction, Cohen's 

assets, Cohen's consulting work for Essential Consultants LLC, and his payment to Clifford. 

46. First, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen lives and operates his businesses, 

at least in part, at Subject Premises-I. Specifically, from my review of property records, I know 

that Michael Cohen and Laura Cohen own (in tmst) Subject Premises-I. From my review of 

Cohen's tax returns, nmow lielisfiniis primary-residence-as-Subj ect-Premises-1-. Additionally,--------

from my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I know that Cohen 

routinely refers to Subject Premises-I as his home. For example, on or about September 28, 2017 

and October 6, 2017, Cohen emailed individuals that his home address is the address for Subject 

Premises- I. I also know from my review of emails that Cohen receives package delivery 

notifications that list Cohen's address as the address for Subject Premises-I. Cohen has also 

provided the address of Subject Premises-I as the address for Essential Consultants and Michael 

D. Cohen & Associates, P .C. For example, the certificates of incorporation and account opening 

documents at First Republic for both entities list their addresses as the address for Subject 

Premises- I. See supra 11 l 8(b ), 18( d). The consulting agreement between Essential Consultants 

and AT&T also indicated the address for Essential Consultants is the address for Subject Premises-

1. See supra, 19(c). 

47. There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I is likely to contain 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, from my review of 

emails produced pursuant to subpoena and the Cohen Email Wan-ants and iCloud Wan-ant, as well 

as my training and experience, I know the following: 
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a. According to records maintained by Sterling, the address for all of Cohen's. taxi 

medallion LLCs is the address for Subject Premises-1. See supra ,r 16( c ). Additionally, the 

medallion loan documents indicate that any mailings related to the loans should be sent to Subject 

Premises-1. See id. Based on my training and experience, as well as my review of public sources, 

I know that individuals keep records of properties and assets in which they have ownership 

interests. Accordingly, I submit that Subject Premises-1 likely contains evidence of Cohen's 

ownersliip ofl:fie-taxi meffalhon I:;I:;Cs~the-reve11ue- that- those-medallions- generak, and- th...,.---------

transaction with Sterling in 2014 to re-finance the medallion loans that were then with Capital One 

Bank. 

b. From my review of records maintained by Sterling, I also know that Sterling 

addressed documents relating to the transaction and Cohen's attempts to modify the 

terms of the medallion loans to Subject Premises-1. For instance, Sterling addressed the 

transaction term sheet, see supra ,r 16(1), and its demand letter and notice of default, see supra ,r 

16(q), to Subject Premises-1. Accordingly, Subject Premises-1 likely contains evidence 

concerning the transaction and Cohen's negotiations with Sterling. Some of those 

records-such as records relating to a payment from Cohen to -were concealed from 

Sterling and cannot be obtained via subpoena to Sterling. Additionally, even where documents 

were sent to Cohen by Sterling (and therefore are available from Sterling via subpoena), the fact 

that they may be found in Subject Premises-1 will be relevant to Cohen's possession or knowledge 

of the documents. 

c. From my review of records maintained by First Republic, I lmow that Cohen 

provided the address for Subject Premises-1 as the mailing addresses for the Essential Consultants 

Account and MDC&A Account. See supra ,r,r 18(b), 18(e). Accordingly, it is likely that Subject 
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Premises-1 contains records relating to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A Account, 

including, among other things, account opening documents, bank statements, documents provided 

as part of the know-your-customer process, any notes made by Cohen when he was opening the 

accounts, wire transfer records, and canceled checks. Even where these records can be obtained 

from First Republic, the fact that they may be found in Subject Premises-1 will be relevant to, 

among other things, Cohen's ownership of the accounts, or his knowledge of transactions or the 

d. Based on my review of records maintained by Capital One Bank, TD Bank, Morgan 

Stanley, City National Bank, Signature Bank, and Bethpage Credit Union, I know that Cohen 

provided the address for Subject Premises-1 as the mailing for his accounts at each of these 

financial institutions. Accordingly, it is likely that Subject Premises-1 contains records relating to 

these accounts, including, among other things, bank statements that list account balances. The 

existence of these records in Subject Premises-1 will be i-elevant to, among other things, Cohen's 

ownership of the accounts and his knowledge of the balances in these accounts. 

e. Additionally, Cohen may have records of other bank accounts or assets that were 

not disclosed to Sterling and are not presently known by law enforcement. For example, as 

described above, Cohen has received interest income since 2015 that he has not disclosed to 

Sterling or paid taxes on. Also, on Cohen's August 2014 Financial Statement, see supra 116(e), 

he disclosed $10,000,000 in "investments in overseas entities."30 The value of these investments 

was omitted from subsequent financial statements. However, for the reasons outlined above, there 

is probable cause to believe that Cohen omitted the value of those investments from his 2017 

30 Based on my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-3, I have leamed that 

Cohen told Sterling Employee-3 that the reference to "investments in overseas entities" on his 

2014 Financial Statement was to serve merely as a "placeholder" for potential future investments. 
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fmancial statements in order to understate his assets. As Subject Premises-1 is Cohen's primary 

residence and he uses Subject Premises-1 as the mailing address for bank records, there is probable 

cause to believe that account statements for unknown bank accounts or assets concealed from 

Sterling are likely to be found in Subject Premises-1. 

f. Based on my review of records maintained by AT&T and produced pursuant to the 

Cohen Email Warrants, I lmow that the address Cohen provided to AT&T for Essential Consultants 

is the address for Subject Premises-=-T. -See supra irt9(c}:-Tnerefore;-there-is-probable-cause-to 

believe that Subject Premises-1 will contain evidence concerning the operation of Essential 

Consultants or money that Cohen received, through Essential Consultants, from AT&T. 

Additionally, because Cohen used the address for Subject Premises-1 for at least one consulting 

arrangement involving Essential Consultants, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-1 may contain records of other consulting arrangements that Cohen, through Essential 

Consultants, has with other individuals or entities. 

g. Based on my review ofrecords maintained byGetzel's accounting firm, and emails 

produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that Getzel's accounting firm sent 

documents to Subject Preniises-1 and used the address for Subject Premises-I as the address listed 

on Cohen's personal and corporate tax retmns. See supra, 16(n). For instance, on or about 

October 6, 2017, an employee at Getzel's accounting firm emailed Cohen that she had sent 

Cohen's September 2017 Financial Statement by FedEx to Cohen's attention. Accordingly, 

Cohen's tax records are lilcely to be found in Subject Premises-1. 

h. Based on my review of bank records and publicly-available documents, I know that 

Cohen used $130,000 from a home equity line of credit on Subject Premises-1 to pay Clifford. I 

also know that on the settlement and nondisclosure agreement between "Peggy Peterson" and "EC, 
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LLC," the address for Essential Consultants is Subject Premises-l. Accordingly, Subject 

Premises-I is likely to contain evidence of the Campaign Finance Offenses, including settlement 

and nondisclosure agreements, payment records, written and email correspondence, and records 

pertaining to the home equity line of credit. 

i. Based on my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants and 

iCloud Warrant, I know that Cohen used at least one Apple iPhone, an Apple iPad Mini, and a 

MacBook Pro to access his iCloud account. ffasecf onmy review oflocationrecords-provided-by ------------

Apple pursuant to the iCloud Warrant, I know that electronic devices linked to Cohen's iCloud 

account were used at Subject Premises-I to, among other things, place telephone calls and backup 

files to Cohen's iCloud account. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-I contains electronic devices, including certain Apple products, that for reasons 

discussed below are likely to contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

j. Based on my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

understand that Subject Premises-I recently sustained water damage to certain parts of the 

premises, and that Cohen has engaged contractors to perform certain remediation work on the 

premises. In addition, as set forth above, I believe that Cohen and his family are temporarily 

residing at Subject Premises-4 in the Loew's Regency Hotel, which is approximately two blocks 

from Subject Premises- I. However, based on my review of a work order sent to Cohen's email 

by a contractor, I understand that the first phase of the work order called for the contractor to "Pack 

& Remove all items & furnishings in Living Room, Kitchen, Sons Room & Dining Room" and 

store them off-site. In addition, based on my review of drawings sent to Cohen by the contractor, 

it appears that the work is primarily being done in these rooms. Thus, I believe that the 

construction - to the extent it is still ongoing - would not necessarily have caused Cohen to move 
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all documents or evidence responsive to the wan-ant out of Subject Premises-I, because it does not 

appear that work is being done to the portion of Subject Premises-I, such as a home office or 

Cohen's own room, where such documents or evidence would most likely be found.31 

48. Second, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen uses Subject Premises-2 as 

office space, and also that Subject Premises-2 contains certain electronic devices. Specifically, 

from my review of the "strategic alliance agreement" between Squire Patton Boggs and Cohen, 

ana my-reviewof1lie press rele~rseon Squire Patton Boggs's website;-I-knowihat-eohen-has-an 

office at Subject Premises-2. See supra ,r,I 18(d), 19(e). Indeed, I have learned that pursuant to 

Cohen's agreement with the law firm, he has "dedicated and segregated office space" in Squire 

Patton Boggs' s offices on the 23rd floor of 30 Rockefeller Plaza, and that the space is "physically 

separate" from the firm's offices and has "locked doors and its own locked file cabinets." See 

supra ,I 19(e). Additionally, I know that under the terms of the agreement, Cohen agreed to 

"arrange for [his] own computer server system that is not connected to [Squire Patton Boggs's] 

computer network system." I know from my participation in an interview with Getzel, who met 

Cohen at Subject Premises-2 in 2017, that Subject Premises-2 is an office with a door, it appears 

to be used only by Cohen, and it contains, among other things, a computer and paper files. 

According to Oetzel, when Oetzel saw Cohen at Subject Premises-2, he had two cellular 

telephones in Subject Premises-2. I also know from my review of emails produced pursuant to the 

Cohen Email Wan-ants that Cohen uses the address for Subject Premises-2 in the signature block 

31 As noted below, based on my training and experience, I believe that individuals who travel or 
stay in hotels for short-term periods commonly bring some items with them, such as portable 
electronic devices or sensitive items, meaning that Cohen has likely taken some evidence from 
Subject Premises-I to Subject Premises-4. Nevertheless, given the temporary nature of Cohen's 
stay at Subject Premises-4 and the scope of the work being done at Subject Premises-I, I believe 
it is unlikely that Cohen has taken all evidence that would be subject to seizure out of Subject 
Premises- I. 
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on his emails. Based on my review of notes of a call between Cohen and First Republic Employee-

2 (which notes were taken by another First Republic employee, who was participating in the call 

and taking notes), I know that, on or about November 15, 2017, Cohen told First Republic 

Employee-2 that he had a new office at 30 Rocle Moreover, I know from an article in Vanity Fair 

published on or about February 14, 2018, that Cohen was interviewed by the magazine in Subject 

Premises-2 in or about February 2018. 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, from my review of 

emails produced pursuant to subpoena and the Cohen Email Warrants and iCloud Warrant, as well 

as my training and experience, I know the following: 

a. According to records maintained by Sterling, when Cohen was emailing with 

Sterling Employee-3 in 2018 about a modification to his existing loan from Sterling, Cohen listed 

his address in his email as the address for Subject Premises-2. See supra ,r 16(t), 16(u). 

Accordingly, Subject Premises-2 likely contains evidence concerning Cohen's loan modification 

negotiations with Sterling. 

b. Based on my review ofrecords obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that the address Cohen provided to KAI and BTA for Essential Consultants is the address 

for Subject Premises-2. See supra ,r,r 19(a), 19(b). Therefore, there is probable cause fo believe 

that Subject Premises-2 will contain evidence concerning the operation of Essential Consultants 

or money that Cohen received, through Essential Consultants, from KAI and BTA, among other 

entities with which Cohen had a consulting arrangement. Additionally, based on my review of 

emails sent in 2018 that were obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I know that Cohen 

continues to enter into consulting mTangements through Essential Consultants, and agreements 
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relating to those arrangements indicate that Essential Consultants is located at Subject Premises-

2. Additionally, because Cohen used the address for Subject Premises-2 for multiple consulting 

an·angements involving Essential Consultants, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-2 may contain records of other unknown consulting arrangements that Cohen has with 

other individuals or entities. 

c. Based on my review ofrecords maintained by Getzel's accounting firm, and emails 

produced pursuant to the Cohen EmaffWarrants, as welras m:y-p-atfrcipation-in-an-interview-with---- --- -

Getzel, I have learned that Getzel visited Subject Premises-2 to meet with Cohen about his taxes. 

See supra ,r 20(a). At that meeting, Getzel discussed with Cohen whether Cohen should disclose 

Essential Consultants on his personal financial statement to banks. According, there is probable 

cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 will contain evidence relating to Cohen's taxes, or notes 

of his conversation with Getzel. Moreover, the fact that Cohen used Subject Premises-2 for a 

meeting regarding his personal fmancial matters provides probable cause to believe that documents 

and infomiation regarding his fmances will be found in Subject Premises-2. 

d. Based on my participation in an interview with Getzel, I know that Cohen maintains 

a computer in Subject Premises-2. From my review of IP data produced pursuant to a subpoena 

and pen register to Google, it appears that Cohen is logging into his Gmail account from Subject 

Premises-2. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 contains 

electronic devices, that for reasons discussed below are likely to contain evidence of the Subject 

Offenses. 

e. Based upon my training and experience, I have learned that individuals who 

maintain businesses typically keep records relating to the business-such as contracts with clients 

and records of payments-at the business' identified location. I am not aware of any addresses 
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associated with Essential Consultants other than Subject Premises-I and Subject Premises-2. 

Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I and Subject Premises-2 

will contain business records for Essential Consultants. 

50. Third, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 is likely to contain 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. In particular: 

a. As noted above, Cohen has two bank accounts at TD Ban1c. In or about November 

~· 2017, as Cohen was receivmg substantiarincome:from consulting work-whichhe-did·rrot·disclose-···· ··---·-·-·····-, 

to Sterling-Cohen opened the safety deposit box at TD Ban1<:, which is Subject Premises-3. In 

light of the aforementioned evidence that Cohen conceals assets, including assets at TD Bank, 

there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 contains fmancial assets, objects of value 

and/or documents relating to such assets or objects of value that Cohen likely did not disclose to 

Sterling. Indeed, based on my training and experience, I am aware that people often conceal 

valuable items in safety deposit boxes. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-3 will contain evidence of the Bank Fraud Offenses. 

b. In addition, based on my review of records produced by TD Bank, I know that 

Cohen has accessed the vault in which Subject Premises-3 is stored on two occasions. The first 

such occasion was on November 10, 2017. Cohen signed into the vault at approximately 5:35 and 

out of vault at approximately 5:39 on that date.32 Based on my review of toll records, I know that 

Cohen's first call after he signed out of the safety deposit box- approximately 45 minutes later-

was to Keith Davidson. Specifically, at 6:25 p.m. Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for less 

than a minute; three minutes later, Davidson called Cohen back and they spoke for approximately 

32 The entry in the bank's logbook does not specify whether this is A.M. orP.M. However, I infer 

that it is P .M., because it is unlikely that the bank would have been open at 5 :35 and 5 :39 a.m. 
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22 minutes. The second such occasion was on February 2, 2018, which is during the time period 

numerous media reports about Cohen's payment to Clifford were being published, and is one day 

after it appears that Cohen's family moved into Subject Premises-4, as set forth above. The timing 

of Cohen's two visits to the vault- one shortly before a call to Keith Davidson and the other around 

the time that Cohen came under media scrutiny in connection with the payment to Davidson's 

client- gives rise to probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 will contain evidence of the 

CampaignFinance -offenses, -such as documents relevanC totheColren's- dealing-with-R::eith--~----

Davidson and the payment to Clifford, including documents or evidence that Cohen did not want 

to leave in his apartment where construction workers would be present.33 

51. Based on my review of emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants and 

cell phone location information, I believe that Cohen is temporarily residing in Subject Premises-

4. See supra ,r,r 3( d). There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-4 contains 

instrumentalities and evidence of the Subject Offenses, including, the following: 

a. As described above, it appears that Cohen moved to Subject Premises-4 on or about 

February l, 2018, at which time numerous media reports about Cohen's involvement in the 

payment to Clifford were being published. See supra ,r,r 3(d). During this time same period, 

Cohen was frequently coll'esponding with the media and sent himself and others statements about 

his involvement in the payment to Clifford. See supra ,r,r 42(a)-( c). Thus, there is probable cause 

that Cohen took at least some documents and evidence relating to the Clifford payment with him 

to Subject Premises-4, in order to reference and consult them in connection with these statements. 

33 As noted above, Subject Premises-3 is approximately five inches by ten inches. Accordingly, I 
do not believe that it would fit a large volume of hard copy documents; however, a small number 
of hard-copy documents, or a large volume of documents contained on a flash drive or other 
portable storage device, would fit in Subject Premises-3. 
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b. As described above, at the time Cohen moved to Subject Premises-4, he was also 

in the midst of ongoing negotiations with Sterling regarding the refinancing of his medallion debts. 

For example, on January 30, 2018, Cohen had a lengthy phone call with Sterling Employee-3 about 

his finances and the proposed restructuring, and on February 1, 2018, Cohen sent an email to 

Sterling Employee-3 claiming that he did not have more than $1.25 million in cash. See supra ,r,1 

16(u). Thus, there is probable cause that Cohen took at least some documents and evidence relating 

to his ongoing negotiations witli Sterling witliliim to SuojecfPremEfes-4~ inorder to reference ano 

consult them in connection with these negotiations. 

c. As described above, Cohen used at least one Apple iPhone, an Apple iPad Mini, 

and a MacBook Pro to access his iCloud accounti and these electronic devices linked to Cohen's 

iCloud account were used at Subject Premises-I - Cohens' permanent residence - to place 

telephone calls and backup files to Cohen's iCloud account. See supra,r,r 47(i). Although Cohen's 

stay at Subject Premises".'4 is temporary, based on my training and experience I know that 

individuals who travel or stay in hotels for short-term periods commonly bring portable electronic 

devices with them, such as cellular phones, tablets, or laptops. Accordingly, there is probable 

cause to believe that Subject Premises-4, where Cohen currently appears to be residing, contains 

electronic devices, including Subject Device-I, Subject Device-2, and/or certain Apple products, 

that for the reasons discussed herein are likely to contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

d. Moreover, as set forth above, based on cellphone location information I know that 

Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2 were in the vicinity of Subject Premises-4 as recently as 

this morning (April 8, 2018). As set forth above, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen 

used the Subject Devices in furtherance of the Subject Offenses, including to communicate with 

Sterling employees regarding the medallion transaction, with First Republic employees regarding 
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the Essential Consultants Account, with his accountant regarding his fmances, and with 

individuals, such as Davidson, Howard and Pecker, involved in the $130,000 payment to Clifford. 

52. Although Cohen appears to be residing currently in Subject Premises-4, it is 

unknown whether Cohen will be physically present within Subject Premises-4 at the moment the 

warrant sought herein are executed. If Cohen is within Subject Premises-4 at that moment, Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2 - his cellphones - will likely also be within Subject Premises-4. 

--- ---~----------·---·-

If Cohen is not within Subject Premises-4 at that momeiit;ilieaevices will-lilcely be on-his-person,-----------------------: 

wherever he is located (which, based on location data for Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2 

as recently as today, is likely to be in the Southern District of New York). As such, this wanant 

seeks separate authority to seize Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2, in the event that those 

devices are not located within Subject Premises-4 ( or another Subject Premises) at the moment the 

warrants sought herein are executed. 

D. Probable Cause Justifying Search ofESI 

53. Based on the foregoing, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I, 

Subject Premises-2 and Subject Premises-4 contain electronic devices that are likely to contain 

evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses (and, as set forth above, that Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2 are themselves electronic devices that are likely to contain 

evidence of the Subject Offenses). Specifically, based on my review of information produced 

pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, the iCloud Wanant, and subpoenas, as well as pen register 

data, I submit that there is probable cause that Subject Premises-I contains an Apple iPad Mini, a 

MacBook Pro, and has, at various times, contained Apple cellphones; similarly, there is probable 

cause that Subject Premises-2 contains a computer and has, at various times, contained Apple 
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cellphones. These devices are likely to include evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the 

Subject Offenses for the following reasons: 

a. As described throughout this affidavit, Cohen used email to send and receive 

communications related to the Subject Offenses. In particular, Cohen used email to send and 

receive communications with Sterling, First Republic, Getzel, the entities to which he is providing 

consulting services, Davidson, and Howard, among others. While some of these emails have 

alreaay 6een o6fained-via subpoenas ana~searclfWarrants,tknow :from my tratrt'mg arrd-experierrce~ 

that individuals can and do delete emails :from their Internet-based inboxes but retain copies of 

those emails on their hard drives. I also know that individuals often have multiple email accounts, 

some of which may not be known to law enforcement, and as a result electronic devices can be a 

unique repository of all emails relevant to certain Subject Offenses. Indeed, :from my involvement 

in this investigation, I lmow that Cohen had an email account with the Trump Organization, but 

the USAO and FBI have not been able to obtain the contents of that account to date. Thus, emails 

relevant to the Subject Offenses are likely stored on electronic devices in Subject Premises-I, 

Subject Premises-2 and/or Subject Premises-4. 

b. Additionally, Subject Premises-I, Subject Premise-2 and Subject Premises-4 likely 

contain electronic copies of documents relevant to the Subject Offenses. Indeed, I know :from my 

training and experience that individuals often retain copies of important documents on their 

computers or other electronic devices capable of storing information, including cellphones (such 

as the Subject Devices) and tablets. Here, there are a number of documents that Cohen has likely 

retained that will be relevant to the Subject Offenses. For example, electronic devices may include 

documentation of Cohen's true net worth, a listing of his assets, an accounting of his available 
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cash, consulting agreements with third parties, and documentation of his payment to Clifford, 

among other evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

c. Third, I know from my review of emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants that Cohen sent up online banking with First Republic. Based on my training and 

experience, I know that individuals who set up online banking often receive electronic notices 

concerning financial transactions and, on occasion, save records of their financial transactions to 

their devices. Accordingly, there is probable cause to oelieve 1liarConen's- electronic devices------ ----- -

contain evidence ofbanldng activity, including the existence of bank accounts or assets that Cohen 

did not disclose to Sterling or Mekose. 

d. Fourth, from my review of records produced by Apple, I know that Cohen 

communicates using text message as well as encrypted communications applications. These 

applications that Cohen has downloaded onto a phone include, but are not limited to, WhatsApp, 

Signal, and Dust. I know from my review of toll records and text messages that, in paiticular, 

Cohen communicated with Pecker using these encrypted applications. Accordingly, there is 

probable cause to believe that Cohen's cellphones - the Subject Devices - will contain encrypted 

messages that are not otherwise accessible relating to the Subject Offenses. 

54. Based on my training and experience, I know that individuals who engage in 

financial crimes commonly use computers to communicate with co-conspirators, keep financial 

ledgers, and retain fraudulent documents. As a result, they often store data on their computers 

related to their illegal activity, which can include logs of online or cellphone-based "chats" with 

co-conspirators; email correspondence; contact information of co-conspirators, including 

telephone numbers, email addresses, and identifiers for instant messaging and social medial 

accounts; bank account numbers; and/or records of uses of funds. 
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55. Based on my training and.experience, I also know that, where computers are used 

in :furtherance of criminal activity, evidence of the criminal activity can often be found months or 

even years after it occurred. This is typically true because: 

• Electronic files can be stored on a hard drive for years at little or no cost and users thus 
have little incentive to delete data that may be useful to consult in the future. 

• Even when a user does choose to delete data, the data can often be recovered months 
or years later with the appropriate forensic tools. When a file is "deleted" on a home 

_______________ c_o_m~puter, the data contained in the file does not actually disappear, but instead remains 
on the hard chive, in "slack space," until it is overwritten by new data that caiinofbe _____ _ 
stored elsewhere on the computer. Similarly, files that have been viewed on the Internet 
are generally downloaded into a temporary Internet directory or "cache," which is only 
overwritten as the "cache" fills up and is replaced with more recently viewed Internet 
pages. Thus, the ability to retrieve from a hard drive or other electronic storage media 
depends less on when the file was created or viewed than on a particular user's 
operating system, storage capacity, and computer habits. 

• In the event that a user changes computers, the user will typically transfer files from 
the old computer to the new computer, so as not to lose data. In addition, users often 
keep backups of their data on electronic storage media such as thumb drives, flash 
memory cards, CD-ROMs, or portable hard drives. 

56. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully submit there is probable cause to believe that 

Cohen engaged in the Subject Offenses, and that evidence of this criminal activity is likely to be 

found in the Subject Premises, on computers and electronic media found in the Subject Premises, 

and on the Subject Devices. In particular, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject 

Premises and Subject Devices will contain evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of 

the Subject Offenses, as more fully described in Sectioµ II of Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F to 

the proposed warrants, including the following: 

a. Evidence necessary to establish the occupancy or ownership of the Subject 

Premises, including without limitation, utility and telephone bills, mail envelopes, addressed 

c01Tespondence, bank statements, identification documents, and keys. 
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b. Evidence relating to Sterling, Melrose, and/or taxi medallions. 
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c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to nd/or entities associated with him. 

d. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

e. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

--Indicate the natme and purpose of payments made to or from EssentiaCCorisiiltants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

f. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the natme and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

g. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual' income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records. 

h. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and and any payments by :o Cohen. 

i. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

j. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 
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k. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howm·d about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

1. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

m. Evidence of communications with Donald Tlump and/or agents or associates of the 

Tlump Campaign about the Access Hollywooa tape ana -other -potentia:1-sollfc-es-of-negative--- -----------

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

n. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

o. Evidence relating to Cohen's lmowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

· contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

p. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

q. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

r. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

III. Procedures for Searching ESI 

A. Execution of Warrant for ESI 

57. Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(e)(2)(B) provides that a wan-ant to search 

for and seize property "may authorize the seizure of electronic storage media or the seizure or 
74 
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copying of electronically stored information ... for later review." Consistent with Rule 41, this 

application requests authorization to seize any computer devices and storage media and transport 

them to an appropriate law enforcement facility for review. This is typically necessary for a number 

of reasons: 

111 First, the volume of data on computer devices and storage media is often impractical 

for law enforcement personnel to review in its entirety at the search location. 

• Second, because computer data is particularly vulnerable to inadvertent or intentional 

modification-or destruction, computer devices are iaeally examifiea-in a controlled~ 

environment, such as a law enforcement laboratory, where trained personnel, using 

specialized software, can make a forensic copy of the storage media that can be 

subsequently reviewed in a manner that does not change the underlying data. 

111 Third, there are so many types of computer hardware and software in use today that it 

can be impossible to bring to the search site all of the necessary technical manuals and 

specialized personnel and equipment potentially required to safely access the 

underlying computer data. 

• Fourth, many factors can complicate and prolong recovery of data from a computer 

device, including the increasingly common use of passwords, encryption, or other 

features or configurations designed to protect or conceal data on the computer, which 

often take considerable time and resources for forensic personnel to detect and resolve. 

58. As discussed herein, Squire Patton Boggs is a functioning law film that conducts 

legitimate business unrelated to Cohen's commission of the Subject Offenses. Subject Premises-

2 is an office located inside of Squire Patton Boggs's New York office. In order to execute the 

warrant in the most reasonable fashion, law enforcement personnel will attempt to investigate on 

the scene of what computers or storage media, if any, must be seized or copied, and what computers 

or storage-media need not-be seized or copied. Law enforcement personn_el will speak with S_q11ire 

Patton Boggs personnel on the scene as may be appropriate to determine which files and electronic 

devices within Subject Premises-2 belong to or were used by Cohen. While, based on the 

foregoing, it does not appear that Cohen shared electronic devices or a server with Squire Patton 

Boggs, where appropiiate, law enforcement personnel will copy data, rather than physically seize 
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computers, to reduce the extent of any disruption of Squire Patton Boggs's operations. If, after 

inspecting the seized computers off-site, it is determined that some or all of this equipment is no 

longer necessary to retrieve and preserve the evidence, the Government will return it. 

59. Additionally, because Cohen is an attorney, and claims to serve as a personal 

attorney for Trump, the review of evidence seized from the Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

will be conducted pursuant to established screening procedures to ensure that the law enforcement 

------~---~--
personnel involved in the investigation, including attorneys fortlie Government;-collect-evidence----

in a manner reasonably designed to protect any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When 

appropriate, the procedures will include use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from 

the investigative team, in order to review potentially privileged communications and determine 

which communications to release to the investigation and prosecution team. 

B. Accessing ESI on the Subject Devices 

60. As described above, the Subject Devices are both Apple brand devices. 

61. I know from my training and experience, as well as from information found in 

publicly available materials including those published by Apple, that some models of Apple 

devices such as iPhones and iPads offer their users the ability to unlock the device via the use of a 

fingerprint or thumbprint ( collectively, "fingerprint") in lieu of a numeric or alphanumeric 

passcode or password. This feature is called Touch ID. I also know that the Apple iPhone X offers 

its users the ability to unlock the device via the use of facial recognition (through infrared and 

visible· light scans) in lieu of a numeric or alphanumeric passcode or password. This feature is 

called Face ID. 

62. If a user enables Touch ID on a given Apple device, he or she can register up to 5 

fingerprints that can be used to unlock that device. The user can then use any of the registered 
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fingerprints to unlock the device by pressing the relevant fmger(s) to the device's Touch ID sensor, 

which is found in the round button ( often refen-ed to as the "home" button) found at the bottom 

center of the front of the device. If a user enables Face ID on a given Apple device, he or she can 

unlock the device by raising the iPhone to his or her face, or tapping the screen. In my training 

and experience, users of Apple devices that offer Touch ID or Face ID often enable it because it is 

considered to be a more convenient way to unlock the device than by entering a numeric or 

---·"-•----------~------

alphanumeric passcode or password, as well as a more secure way to protect the device's contents. 

63. In some circumstances, Touch ID or Face ID cannot be used to unlock a device that 

has either security feature enabled, and a passcode or password must be used instead. These 

circumstances include: (1) when the device has just been turned on or restarted; (2) when more 

than 48 hours has passed since the last time the device was unlocked; (3) when the passcode or 

password has not been entered in the last 6 days, and the device has not been unlocked via Touch 

ID in the last 8 hours or the device has not been unlocked via Face ID in the last 4 hours; (4) the 

device has received a remote lock command; or ( 5) five unsuccessful attempts to unlock the device 

via Touch ID or Face ID are made. 

64. The passcodes or passwords that would unlock the Subject Devices are not known 

to law enforcement. Thus, it will likely be necessary to press the fmgers of the user of the Subject 

Devices to the devices' Touch ID sensor, or hold the Subject Devices in front of the user's face to 

activate the Face ID sensor, in an attempt to unlock the devices for the purpose of executing the 

search authorized by this warrant. Attempting to unlock the relevant Apple devices via Touch ID 

with the use of the :fingerprints of the user, or via Face ID by holding the device in front of the 

user's face, is necessary because the government may not otherwise be able to access the data 

contained on those devices for the purpose of executing the search authorized by this warrant. 
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65. Based on these facts and my training and experience, it is likely that Cohen is the 

user of the Subject Devices, and thus that his fingerprints are among those that are able to unlock 

the Subject Devices via Touch ID or his face is able to unlock the Subject Devices via Face ID. 

66. Although I do not lmow which of a given user's 10 fingerprints is capable of 

unlocking a particular device, based on my training and expeiience I know that it is common for a 

user to unlock a Touch ID-enabled Apple device via the fingerprints on thumbs or index fingers. 

In the eveiitfhat law enforcement isunable to unloclf1lieSu.15jecfDev1ces as aescribe-d--above~-----~--

within the five attempts permitted by Touch ID, this will simply result in the device requiring the 

entry of a password or passcode before it can be unlocked. 

67. I also know from my training and experience, and my review of publicly available 

materials published by Apple that Apple brand devices, such as the Subject Devices, have a feature 

that allows a user to erase the contents of the device remotely. By logging into the Internet, the 

user or any other individual who possesses the user's account information can take steps to 

completely wipe the contents of the device, thereby destroying evidence of criminal conduct, along 

with any other information on the device. The only means to prevent this action is to disable the 

device's ability to connect to the Internet immediately upon seizure, which requires either access 

to the device itself to alter the settings, or the use of specialized equipment that is not consistently 

available to law enforcement agents at every arrest. 

68. Due to the foregoing, I request that the Court authorize law enforcement to press 

the fingers (including thumbs) of Cohen to the Touch ID sensors the Subject Devices, or hold the 

Subject Devices in front of Cohen's face, for the purpose of attempting to unlock the Subject 

Devices via Touch ID or Face ID in order to search the contents as authorized by this warrant. 
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C. Review of ESI 

69. Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation 

of forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement 

officers and agents, and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and 

related proceedings, attomeys for the government, attomey support staff, agency personnel 

assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government 

confrol) will review the ESI contamea tlierem for mformation responsive to tlie warrant. -- · 

70. In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques 

to determine which files or other ESI contain evidence or fruits of the Subject Offenses. Such 

techniques may include, for example: 

• surveying directories or folders and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• conducting a file-by-file review by "opening" or reading the first few "pages" of such 
files in order to determine their precise contents (analogous to performing a cursory 
examination of each document in a file cabinet to determine its relevance); 

• "scanning" storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted data or 
deliberately hidden files; and 

• performing electronic keyword searches through all electronic storage areas to 
determine the existence and location of data potentially related to the subject matter of 
the investigation34; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

34 Keyword searches alone are typically inadequate to detect all relevant data. For one thing, 
keyword searches work only for text data, yet many types of files, such as images and videos, do 
not store data as searchable text. Moreover, even as to text data, there may be information properly 
subject to seizure but that is not captured by a keyword search because the infonnation does not 
contain the keywords being searched. 
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71. Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to restrict their search to 

data falling within the categories of evidence specified in the warrant. Depending on the 

circumstances, however, law enforcement personnel may need to conduct a complete review of all 

the ESI from seized devices or storage media to evaluate its contents and to locate all data 

responsive to the wan-ant. 

D. Return ofESI 

72. If the Government deteniifues tliat tlie electl'onicdevk-es-are-no-longer necessary----------- _j 

to retrieve and preserve the data, and the devices themselves are not subject to seizure pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41 ( c ), the Government will return these items, upon request. 

Computer data that is encrypted or unreadable will not be returned unless law enforcement 

personnel have determined that the data is not (i) an instrumentality of the offense, (ii) a fiuit of 

the criminal activity, (iii) contraband, (iv) otherwise unlawfully possessed, or (v) evidence of the 

Subject Offenses. 
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IV. Conclusion and Ancillary Provisions 

73. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request the court to issue a warrant to seize 

the items and information specified in Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F to this affidavit and to the . 

Search and Seizure Warrants. 

74. In light of the confidential nature of the continuing investigation, I respectfully 

request that this affidavit and all papers submitted herewith be maintained under seal until the 

Court orders otherwise. 

Sworn to before me on 
SthdayofApril,2018 /Jy T6u:J'tt•',-,,,·e 

1·, \ 

! i 
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ATTACHMENT A 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-I 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-1 ") are described as follows, and include 

electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Apmiment inside the building at 502 Park A venue, New York, New York 

10022. The building located at 502 Park Avenue is a 32-floor brick residential building. Subject 

Premises-1 is located on the - )f the building. 

II. Items to Be Seized 
--------

- - ---- ,------------- -------- -----·•·-·· -

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-1 are evidence, :fiuits, and instrumentalities 

of violations of 18 U.'S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from Janumy 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal fmancial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

g. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and and/or entities controlled by the 
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-
and any payments by to Cohen, :from January 

1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

I 
t 
r 

I 
I 

- --------=-~~-;'...j .~ E~vidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, ana.7of-DyfanHowa.roal5our-Donald·-Trul'np;--the- 'Frump-€ampaign, Stephanie---- ___ ___,,. 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 
J 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the rnn up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-1 also include any computer devices and 

storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 

set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 

any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 

drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 

or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 

computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 

devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 

devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 

---- concerning the configuration-of the -seizedor-copied-computer. devices_or_storage_me_dia. _____ ------~-~--- _________ _ 

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 

control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 

forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 

enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 

personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 

government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 

to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 

information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 

their precise contents; 

@ scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 

deliberately hidden files; 

@ performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 

occU1Tences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 

to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other infmmation reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 

-------------~-~----
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ATTACH1\1ENT B 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-2 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-2") are described as follows, and include 

electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

An office belonging to or assigned to Michael Cohen located on the 23rd floor of the 

building at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10112, inside of the offices of the law firm 

Squire Patton Boggs. The building located at 30 Rockefeller Plaza is a 66-floor office building 

that spans the entire block between Sixth Avenue and Rockefeller Plaza. 

···--·------ -..,.--

II. Items to Be Seized -----. ·--·----··-- ---

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pe1tains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud) , and 1344 ·· 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Ban1c, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to llld!or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and ban1c records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

and/or entities controlled by 
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. - -
, and any payments by to Cohen, from January 

1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

______ _c____ _ __c__J~EYidence_ofc_ommunications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

I. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen' s knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

:financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

:financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen' s intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 also include any computer devices and 

storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 

set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, any desktop and 

laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone belonging to Michael Cohen 
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or in his possession, portable hard drives, disk drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. 

In lieu of seizing any such computer devices or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the 

copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 

computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 

devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 

devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 
----'------

concerning the configuration oftlie seiZecl otcopietl--i::-omputer-devices-or-storage medias--------·------ - -

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 

control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 

forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 

enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 

personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 

government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 

to the wal1"ant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 

information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

e surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

e opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 

their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 

deliberately hidden files; 

@ performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 

occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 

to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system infonnation, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the wanant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 

------------ --- ---- ---------- ---- --- --- ----------~ 
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ATTACHMENT C 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-3 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-3") are described as follows, and include 

all locked and closed containers found therein: 

A safe deposit box located inside the TD Bank branch location at 500 Park Avenue, New 

York, New York 10019, marked as box /J. The safe deposit box is in the name of Michael 

Cohen and Laura Cohen. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-3 are evidence, frnits, and instrumentalities 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

1. Evidence relating to Michael Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash 

equivalents, assets, monthly and annual income, and income sources, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

2. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

3. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

4. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

5. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

6. Evidence of communications with Donald Trnmp and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

7. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 
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8. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

9. Any portable electronic storage device. 

B. Search of Seized Electronic Devices 

Probable cause exists to search any seized electronic storage device for the items set 

forth in Section II(A)(l)-(8), above. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure ofany electronic storage device, law enforcement personnel (which may 

include, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, attomeys for the govemment, attorney 

support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside 

technical experts under government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for 

information responsive to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 

information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 

their precise contents; 

111 scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 

deliberately hidden files; 

111 performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 

occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 

to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 

documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 

II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 

a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices if necessary to evaluate its contents and to 

locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
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any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

----------
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ATTACHMENTD 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-4") are described as follows, and include 

electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1728 located inside the Loews Regency Hotel at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New 

York 10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61st Street. Subject 

Premises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. 

Il. Items to Be Seized 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a fmancial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to transfer anv interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal fmancial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

g. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and •• and/or entities controlled by 
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' - md any payments by to Cohen, from January 

1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

-------~ -------J.___E:v:id_e_nce_pf communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., I 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump -Campaign, Stephante------~------cil 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 
f 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements~ and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

fmancial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that fmancial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evi~ence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include any computer devices and 

storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 

set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 

any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 

drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 

or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 

computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 

devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 

devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 

concerning tlieconfiguration ofllie seizeoot copiecl cornputerdevices-orstorage-media:-----

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 

control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 

forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 

enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 

personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 

government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 

to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 

information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 

their precise contents; 

111 scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 

deliberately hidden files; 

111 performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 

occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 

to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system infonnation, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information re:flecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the wan-ant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 
established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to 
address potential privileges. 

-------~---- -----
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ATTACHMENT E 

I. Device Subject to Search and Seizure- Subject Device-1 

The device that is the subject of this search and seizure warrant ("Subject Device-1") is 
described as follows: 

An Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

During the execution of this search warrant, law enforcement personnel are authorized to 
depress the fingerprints and/or thumbprints of Michael Cohen onto the Touch ID sensor of Subject 
Device-1, or hold Subject Device-1 in front of Cohen's face to activate the Face ID sensor, in order 

----~---- - --~t_o_g-ain access to tfie contents of any such-device as autliotizeclby-tli1s warrant. - - - - -

II. Review ofESI on the Subject Device 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 
and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 
attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 
this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are authorized to 
review the ESI contained on Subject Device-1 for evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of 
violations of18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 (false 
bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank 
fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) 
(the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from Januaiy 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents or 
communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential 
Consultants or the nature of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with 
Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
or communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates, or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates. 
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f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
and/or entities controlled by 

··· and any payments by · o Cohen, from January 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or--legaLrepresentativ:es,-.including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Tmmp and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Tmmp Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that :financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

fmancial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

fmancial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 
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If the Government determines that Subject Device-1 is no longer necessary to retrieve and 

preserve the data on the device, and that Subject Device-1 is not subject to seizure pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 4l(c), the Government will return Subject Device-1, upon 

request. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 

to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

--~-------- -----··--------~. 
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ATTACHMENT F 

I. Device Subject to Search and Seizure - Subject Device-2 

The device that is the subject of this search and seizure wanant ("Subject Device-2") is 

described as follows: 

An Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

During the execution of this search warrant, law enforcement personnel are authorized to 

depress the :fingerprints and/or thumbprints of Michael Cohen onto the Touch ID sensor of Subject 

Device-2, or hold Subject D~yice-2 in front of Cohen's face to activate the Face ID sensor, in order J,:. 

to gain access to the contents of any such device as autfiorizea-fiyl:hls wanaJir.-----------'----'-- , 

Il. Review of ESI on the Subject Device 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 

and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 

attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 

this investigation, and outside technical experts under govemment control) are authorized to 

review the ESI contained on Subject Device-2 for evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of 

violations of18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 (false 

bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank 

fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) 

(the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Banlc, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents or 

communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential 

Consultants or the nature of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with 

Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

or communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. 

Cohen & Associates, or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. 

Cohen & Associates. 
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f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January I, 
2013 to the present. 

Evidence relatine: to ae:reements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
and/or entities controlled by 

md any payments by :o Cohen, from January 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
- --- -~agents .. or- legaLrepresentati~es, -including_any_nondisclosure_agr.e.ements_and_r.elated_d.oe.umen.ts.,__ _ ___ _ _ 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

L Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January I, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a fmancial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
fmancial transactions involving that fmancial institution, from January I, 2013 to the present. 
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If the Government determines that Subject Device-2 is no longer necessary to retrieve and 

preserve the data on the device, and that Subject Device-2 is not subject to seizure pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 4l(c), the Govemment will return Subject Device-2, upon 

request. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 

to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attomey-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 
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AO J 06 (Rev. 06/09) Application for a Sea;ch Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Four Premises and Two Electronic Devices, See 
Attached Affidavit and Riders 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

APPLICATION FOR A SEARCH WARRANT 

I, a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government, request a search warrant and state under 

- - ~ ....c_· penalzy._of_p_erjury_that I have reason to believe that on the following person or prpperty (identify the person or describe the 

pr.apertv.Jo be $earched (lru:l giv(L/ts lfrcationl.: . · . ·:- . 
r·our f-'rem1ses ana Two t:.lec ronic Devices, See Attached Affidavit and Riders 

located in the Southern District of New York , there is now concealed (identify the 
-------- ------------

person or describe the property to be seized): 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT AND RIDERS. 

The basis for the search under Fed. R. Crim. P. 41(c) is (check one or more): 

rif evidence of a crime; 

rif contraband, fruits of crime, or other items illegally possessed; 

r&f property designed for use, intended for use, or used in committing a crime; 

0 a person to be arrested or a person who is unlawfully restrained. 

The search is related to a violation of: 

Code Section 
18 U.S.C. s 371, 1005, 1014, 
1343 and 1344, and 

Offense Description 
Conspiracy, false bank entries, false statements to a financial institution, 
wire fraud, bank fraud, and 

52 USC 30116 and 30109 illegal campaign contributions 

The application is based on these facts: 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT AND RIDER. 

rif Continued on the attached sheet. 

0 Delayed notice of days (give exact ending date if more than 30 days: ) is requested -----
under 18 U.S.C. § 3103a, the basis of which is set forth on the attached sheet. 

Printed name and title 

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence. 

Date: 04/08/2018 

City and state: N c....., Ye< K-1 .Ni ----,~------,...., -- Hon. Henry B. Pitman, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of the Application of the United 
States of America for a Search and Seizure 
Warrant for the Premises Known and Described 
as (1) 502 Park Avenue, , •••••• ...Yew 
York, New York 10022, (2) Michael Cohen's 
Office at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 23rd Floor, New 

~~k, New York 10112, (3) Safe Deposit Box# 
Located at the TD Bank Branch at 500 Park 

Avenue, New York, New York 10019, and (4) 
-~-

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park A venue, Room 
1728, New York, New York 10065, and Any 
Closed Containers/Items Contained Therein, and 
the Electronic Devices Known and Described as 
(1) an Aople iPhone with Phone Number . 
- and (2) an Apple iPhone with Phone \ 
Number : 
Reference No. 2018R00127 : 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK) ss.: 

TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

Agent Affidavit in Support of 
Application for Search and Seizure 

Warrant 

Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, being duly sworn, 

deposes and says: 

I. Introduction 

A. Affiant 

1. I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation ("FBI"). I have been 

a Special Agent with the FBI since 2009. In the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have participated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array 

of financial crimes, including frauds on financial institutions, as well as into offenses involving 

public corruption. I also have training and experience executing search warrants, including those 

involving electronic evidence. 

2. I make this Affidavit in support of an application pursuant to Rule 41 of the Federal 

Rules of Criminal Procedure for a warrant to search the premises specified below (the "Subject 

2 
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Premises") and the electronic devices specified below (the "Subject Devices") for, and to seize, 

the items and information described in Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F. This affidavit is based 

upon my personal knowledge; my review of documents and other evidence; my conversations with 

other law enforcement personnel; and my training, experience and advice received concerning the 

use of electronic devices in criminal activity and the forensic analysis of electronically stored 

information ("ESI"). Because this affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of ! 
l 

I 

establishing probable cause, it -doe~ not include alTTne facts tliat I have learned-during tne Cbutse - ----------~-- -f 
11 

of my investigation. Where the contents of documents and the actions, statements, and 

conversations of others are reported herein, they are reported in substance and in part, except where 

otherwise indicated. 

B. The Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

3. Subject Premises-I, Subject Premises-2, Subject Premises-3 and Subject Premises-

4 (collectively, the "Subject Premises") are particularly described as: 

a. Subject Premises-I is Apartment - located inside the building at 502 

Park A venue, New York, New York 10022. The building located at 502 Park A venue is a 32-

:floor brick residential building. Subject Premises-I is located on the. floor of the building. 

Based on my review of New York City property records, I have learned that Michael Cohen and 

Laura Cohen own Subject Premises-1.1 Additionally, as described below, Subject Premises-I is 

Cohen's full-time residence. 

b. Subject Premises-2 is an office located on the 23rd floor of the building at 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10112. The building located at 30 Rockefeller Plaza 

1 As noted infra, I have learned that on or about October 28, 2015, Cohen transferred Subject 

Premises- I into a trust. 
3 
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is a 66-floor office building that .spans the entire block between Sixth A venue and Rockefeller 

Plaza. Subject Premises-2 is located on the 23rd floor of the building inside of the offices of the 

law firm Squire Patton Boggs. The office is assigned to Michael Cohen. As described below, 

Michael Cohen works and conducts meetings at Subject Premises-2. 

c. Subject Premises-3 is a safety deposit box located inside the TD Bank 

branch location at 500 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10019. Based on my review of records 

~ ---~- - - -- -------- ··•-----------~-,-----:;-------.-.------~-~ 

maintained by TD Bank, I have learned that the safety deposifoox is approximately five~mches·by-

ten inches in size, and is marked as box. The safety deposit box is in the name of Michael 

Cohen and Laura Cohen. 

d. Subject Premises-4 is Room 1728 located inside the Loews Regency Hotel 

at 540 Park A venue, New York, New York 10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park 

A venue and 61 st Street. Subject Premises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. Based on my 

review of emails obtained pursuant to search warrants described below, I have learned that on or 

about January 5, 2018, Cohen received an email from an employee of Loews Regency, which 

included a price quote for a long-term stay suite based on a three-month stay from January 8 to 

April 8, 2018.2 On or about January 29, 2018, Cohen sent an email to a Loews Regency employee, 

stating, in pertinent part: "I just spoke to my wife and she has scheduled the move for Thursday. 

Please mark down that we will be taking possession on Thursday, February 1st." Based on my 

review of cell phone location data, I have learned that, over the past 24 hours, two cellular phones 

used by Cohen have been located in the vicinity of Subject Premises-4. In particular, on or about 

2 Although the quoted price contemplated a three-month stay from January 8 to April 8, it appears 

that Cohen did not move in until February 1, and as of today, April 8, cellphone location 

information demonstrates that Cohen's cellular phones are in still in the vicinity of Subject 

Premises-4. 
4 
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April 8, 2018, law enforcement agents using a "triggerfish" device identified Room 1728 as the 

room within the hotel in which the Subject Devices are most likely present.3 

e. Therefore, I believe that Cohen is temporarily residing in Subject 

Prernises-4. 

4. Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2 ( collectively, the "Subject Devices") are 

particularly described as: l 
a. Subject Device-I is an Apple iPhones·erviced6y AT&Twitlfthetelephonenumhe,..---~~~---'---··'·01', 

Based on my review ofrecords maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject 

Device- I is subscribed to Michael Cohen. Based on my review of cellphone location information 

maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject Device-I is presently located in the Southern 

District of New York. 

b. Subject Device-2 is an Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

Based on my review ofrecords maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject 

Device-2 is subscribed to Michael Cohen. Based on my review of cellphone location information 

maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject Device-2 is presently located in the Southern 

District ofNewYork. 

c. Based on my training, experience, and research, and from consulting the 

manufacturer's and service providers' advertisements and product technical specifications 

available online, I know that the Subject Devices have capabilities that allow them to, among other 

things: make and receive telephone calls; save and store contact information; send and receive 

3 Based on my conversations with these agents, I understand that it is also possible that the Subject 

Devices are one floor below, in Room 1628. However, as noted, I understand that Cohen received 

a price quote for a long-term stay suite and is residing there with his family. Based on my 

conversations with FBI agents conducting surveillance, I understand that Room 1728 appears to 

be a suite, whereas Room 1628 appears to be a standard room. 

5 
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emails and text messages; download and run mobile telephone applications, including encrypted 

call and messaging application such as WhatsApp, Signal, and Dust; take, send, and receive 

pictures and videos; save and store notes and passwords; and store documents. 

C. The Subject Offenses 

5. For the reasons detailed below, I believe that there is probable cause to believe that 

the Subject Premises and Subject Devices contain evidence,. fruits, and instrumentalities of 

violations of 18 l[s.c:-rr1005~(fiilse15anR entriesJ;--ror4-(fat~re-·statements-to~a-financial------

institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) ( collectively, the "Bank Fraud Offenses"), 

52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) (the 

"Campaign Finance Offenses"), and 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other• 

Subject Offenses) (collectively, the "Subject Offenses"). 

D. Prior Applications 

6. The FBI and the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New 

York ("USAO") have been investigating several courses of criminal conduct by Michael Cohen. 

Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President Donald 

Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump Organization, 

an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

7. In connection with an investigation then being conducted by the Office of the 

Special Counsel ("SCO"), the FBI sought and obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, Chief 

United States District Judge for the District of Columbia, three search warrants for emails and 

other content information associated with two email accounts used by Cohen, and one search 

warrant for stored content associated with an iCloud account used by Cohen. Specifically: 

6 
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a. On or about July 18, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

emails in the account J ~gmail.com (the "Cohen Gmail Account'') sent or received 

between January 1, 2016 and July 18, 2017 (the "First Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

b. On or about August 8, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant 

for content stor.ed in the iCloud account associated with Apple ID 

"Cohen iCloud Account" and the "Cohen iCloud Warrant"). 

@gmail.com (the 

C. On or about November 13, 1017~1ne- FBT sought and obtained a search---

warrant for emails in the Cohen Gmail Account sent or received between June 1, 2015 and 

November 13, 2017 (the "Second Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

d. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

warrant for emails in the account 1 . (the "Cohen MDCPC Account"} sent or 

received between the opening of the Cohen MDCPC Account4 and November 13, 2017 (the "First 

Cohen MDCPC Warrant"). 

8. The SCO has since referred certain aspects of its investigation into Cohen to the 

USAO, which is working with the FBI's New York Field Office. As part of that referral, on or 

about February 8, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO with all non-privileged emails and other 

content information obtained pursuant to the First Cohen Gmail Warrant, Second Cohen Gmail 

Warrant, and Cohen MDCPC Warrant. On or about March 7, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO 

4 Based on my review of this warrant and the affidavit in support of it, I know that the warrant did 

not specify a time period, but the affidavit indicated that, pursuant to court order, the service 

provider had provided non-content information for the Cohen MDCPC Account that indicated that 

the account contained emails from the approximate period of March 2017 through the date of the 

warrant. 
7 
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with all non-privileged content obtained pursuant to the Cohen iCloud Warrant.5 A filter team 

working with the SCO had previously reviewed the content produced pursuant to these warrants 

for privilege. 

9. On or about February 28, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained search warrants for 

emails in the Cohen Gmail Account and the Cohen MDCPC Account, among other accounts, sent 

or received between November 14, 2017 and February 28, 2018 (the "Third Cohen Gmail Warrant" 

and the "Second Cohen .MDCPC Wai-iant"r-Tne content prooucea.-pursuanttcrthesewarrantds-----~-----------

subject to an ongoing review for privilege by an SDNY filter team.6 

10. The emails search warrants described above are referred to collectively as the 

"Cohen Email Warrants." 

11. On or about April 7, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained a warrant for 

prospective and historical cellphone location information for Subject Device-I and Subject 

Device-2. On or about April 8, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained authority to employ 

an electronic technique, commonly known as a "triggerfish," to determine the location of Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2. 

II. Probable Cause 

A. Overview 

12. The United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and FBI 

are investigating, among other things, schemes by Target Subject Michael Cohen (a) to defraud 

multiple banks from in or about 2016 up to and including the present, and (b) to make an illegal 

5 The SCO had previously provided a subset of this non-privileged content on or about February 

2, 2018. 
6 On or about February 28, 2018 and April 7, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained Rule 

41 search warrants authorizing the search of emails and content obtained pursuant to previously 

issued warrants for additional subject offenses. 

8 
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campaign contribution in October 2016 to then-presidential candidate Donald Trump. As noted, 

Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President Donald 

Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump Organization, 

an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

13. The investigation has revealed that Cohen has made affirmative misrepresentations 

in and omitted material information from financial statements and other disclosures that Cohen 

I 
I 
I 
I I 

provided to multiple banks in connection with a transact10n mtenoea·--to-relieve·-cob:en of~~---- --- ii 
I 

approximately $22 million in debt he owed on taxi medallion loans from the banks. As set forth 

in detail below, in these financial statements, and in his oral and other written statements to these 

banks, Cohen appears to have (i) intentionally misrepresented his ability to pay cash by failing to 

disclose cash he began receiving in 2017 from new consulting work; (ii) significantly understated 

his total holdings of cash and cash equivalents; (iii) failed to disclose tens of thousands of dollars 

he received in monthly interest income, and (iv) failed to inform the banks from which he was 

seeking debt relief that he had agreed to make a $3.8 million cash payment to a third party, -

- · in connection with acquisition of the taxi medallions securing Cohen's 

debt. By making these misrepresentations and material omissions, Cohen avoided making 

monthly payments on his loans, and attempted to fraudulently induce the banks to relieve him of 

certain repayment obligations and personal guarantees that Cohen and his wife had signed. 

14. Additionally, the investigation has revealed that shortly before the 2016 

presidential election, Cohen made a payment of $130,000 from a limited liability corporation 

("LLC") to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who is alleged to have had an extramarital affair with 

then-candidate Trump. This payment was made to Clifford in exchange for an agreement not to 

make any public disclosures about her alleged affair with Trump. As set forth below, there is 

9 
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probable cause to believe that Cohen made this payment to Clifford for the purpose of influencing 

the presidential election, and therefore that the payment was an excessive in-kind contribution to 

the Trump campaign. 

15. Based on my review of emails obtained from the Cohen Email Warrants, 

information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant, and documents produced pursuant to 

subpoenas, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned that Cohen has used the Subject 

Premises to (a) receive documents-related to the transaction-intended to relieve Cohenof liisLax1 

medallion debt, (b) receive documents and/or conduct meetings related to his consulting work, ( c) 

receive documents and/or conduct meetings relating to his finances and assets, some of which, as 

noted above and as detailed further herein, he has concealed from the banks in connection with the 

refinancing of his taxi medallion debt, ( d) receive and send documents relating to his payment to 

Clifford, and ( e) house and operate electronic devices that were utilized in connection with, among 

other things, the taxi medallion transaction, Cohen's consulting work, and his payment to Clifford. 

Specifically, as described below, Subject Premises-1 likely contains evidence concerning Cohen's 

taxi medallion loans, his negotiations with banks, his personal finances, his consulting work, his 

tax returns, and his payment to Clifford, as well as electronic devices containing such evidence, 

all of which constitute or contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. Additionally, as described 

below, Subject Premises-2 likely contains evidence relating to Cohen's consulting work, his 

finances, and his payment to Clifford, as well as electronic devices containing such evidence. 

Subject Premises-3, as described below, likely contains evidence relating to Cohen's assets and 

finances, including assets that may not have been disclosed to banks in connection with the 

refinancing of Cohen's taxi medallion debt or documents relating to such assets, and documents 

or evidence related to Cohen's payment to Clifford. Subject Premises-4 likely contains electronic 

10 
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devices, including Subject Device-1 and Subject Device-2, which themselves contain evidence of 

the Subject Offenses, including concerning Cohen's taxi medallion loans, his negotiations with 

banks, his personal finances, his consulting work, his tax returns, and his payment to Clifford. 

Accordingly, and as set forth in more detail below, there is probable cause to believe that the 

Subject Premises and Subject Devices will include evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

B. Probable Cause Regarding Subjects' Commission of the Subject Offenses7 

-----------------Tlie BanlfFraud Scfieme --------~ 

(i) Cohen's Statements to Sterling National Bank 

------- ·-------------·•·· 

16. As set forth in detail below, in 2014, Cohen, through LLCs controlled by him and 

his wife, Laura Cohen, entered into a series ofloans from Sterling National Bank ("Sterling") and 

the Melrose Credit Union ("Melrose"), secured by taxi medallions, for approximately $20 million. 

Though entered into by LLCs, the loans were also secured by personal guarantees in the names of 

both Cohen and his wife. Over time, as the taxi industry weakened and the medallions lost value, 

Cohen sought to renegotiate the terms of those loans and/or relieve himself from their obligations, 

including the personal guarantees. As part of that effort, Cohen made a series ofrepresentations 

to Sterling and Melrose about his net worth, assets~ available cash and income, among other things. 

Specifically, based on my review of records maintained by Sterling and Melrose, and public 

sources concerning the taxi industry and the value of taxi medallions, as well as my participation 

in interviews with a Sterling executive vice-president (the "Sterling Employee-I") and two other 

7 In the following recitation of probable cause, I frequently refer to phone calls or text messages 

involving Cohen. The text messages described herein as sent or received by Cohen were all sent 

or received from the telephone numbers associated with Subject Device-I or Subject Device-2. 

The vast majority of the phone calls described herein made or rnceived by Cohen were made or 

received by the telephone numbers associated with Subject Device-1 or Subject Device-2, although 

in certain limited instances Cohen used a landline or other phone. 

11 
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Sterling employees ("Sterling Employee-2" and "Sterling Employee-3"), I have learned, among 

other things, the following: 

a. Taxi medallions are small metal plaques affixed to taxis. Without a medallion, it 

is illegal to operate a taxi in cities with medallion systems, such as New York City. Cohen and his 

wife own multiple LLCs that collectively own 32 taxi medallions ( each LLC owns two 

medallions).8 Cohen's purchase of these New York taxi medallions was originally financed by 

operator, and leased his medallions to a third party. That third party made monthly payments to 

Cohen, who in turn used some of those proceeds to make his monthly loan payments to Capital 

One. 

b. In early 2014, Cohen became a customer of Sterling when he sought to refinance a 

mortgage on a rental property-that he owned. In or around April 2014, Cohen raised with Sterling 

the prospect of refinancing his taxi medallion loans, which were then at Capital One. By in or about 

September 2014, Cohen began negotiating a lending transaction with Sterling that would allow 

Cohen to pay off his loans at Capital One and borrow more money from the then-increase in value 

of the medallions. According to Sterling Employee- I, in 2014, prior to the recent upheaval in the 

taxi industry-as a result of the emergence of ride-sharing services, such as Uber-taxi medallion 

loans were viewed by banks and investors as safe, short term credits, as the market value of taxi 

medallions was consistently rising. Consequently, taxi medallion loans-like the loans held by 

Cohen-were frequently refinanced at increasing amounts as the value of the medallions rose. 

According to Sterling Employee-I, borrowers typically cashed out the increase in the loan amount 

8 One of these companies, Mad Dog Cab Corp., was jointly owned by Sondra Cohen, who I 

believe is Cohen's mother. 
12 
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and used the additional funds for other purposes. Cohen appears to have followed this approach in 

2014, when he agreed to refmance his medallion loans for approximately $22 million, which-

according to letters from Capital One in Sterling's files-was greater than his previous debt at 

Capital One Bank ($21 million, of which $14.6 million was a line of credit to Cohen). This allowed 

Cohen to cash out the proceeds from the transaction. 

c. Based on my reviey; of records maintained by Sterling, I have learned that on or 

about December 8, 20 f4, eacli of Cofien'ssixteenfaxirneualliDifLLCs enterea. ~intfflo-an agreements~~ 

and promissory notes with Steriing for the principal sum of $1,375,000, with repayment due on 

December 8, 2016. Each loan was signed by Michael or Laura Cohen, depending on who was the 

sole shareholder of the LLC. The address listed for each of the LLCs was the address for Subject 

Premises-I. The loans were also each secured by a security agreement, dated the same day, mal~ing 

the medallions collateral for the notes. To give Sterling additional security, Michael and Laura 

Cohen signed personal guarantees and confessions of judgment, giving Sterling the right to pursue 

collection against the Cohens' personal assets were their corporations to default under the loan 

agreements. The personal guaranty agreements stated that the LLCs had offices at the address for 

Subject Premises-I, and contained a notice provision that stated that any notices required by the 

agreements should be mailed to Subject Premises- I. In total, Sterling agreed to lend approximately 

$22 million to the Cohens' companies. 

d. Pursuant to participation agreements, Sterling transferred 45 percent of Cohen's 

taxi medallion debt to Melrose.9 

9 Melrose, which had a business principally focused on taxi medallion loans, is now in 

conservatorship by the National Credit Union Administration ("NCUA"). 

13 
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e. In evaluating Cohen's requested refmancing of the taxi medallions, Sterling (and 

Melrose, consistent with its participation in the deal) conducted due diligence. At Sterling's 

request, Cohen provided Sterling with a statement of financial condition, dated August 1, 2014 

(the "August 2014 Financial Statement"), which indicated that Cohen had $100,740,000 in total 

assets, $23,550,000 in total liabilities, and a net worth of $77, 190,000. 1° From my review of a 

Sterling credit memorandum, dated September 29, 2014, I know that Sterling viewed the 

transaction favorably because, accounting fodoan payments; casnflows trortrthime-dalliorrs-were------

projected to be positive, the value of the collateral (as estimated by Sterling) exceeded $42 million, 

and the net worth of Cohen-who was the direct obligor under the guarantee agreements-was 

over $77 million. An internal Sterling credit and risk rating analysis report, dated October 20, 

2014, recommended approval of the loans for substantially the same reasons. 

f. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling and public sources, I have 

learned that over time, the collateral backing Cohen's loans (taxi medallions) lessened in value due 

to the rise in ride-sharing companies. Additionally, Cohen began falling behind on loan payments 

to Sterling and Melrose. I know from records maintained by Sterling and an interview with Sterling 

Employee-2 that, beginning in or around September 2015, Cohen told Sterling, in sum and 

substance, that the individual leasing Cohen's medallions had fallen behind in making payments to 

Cohen, and that as a result, the monthly cash flow from his taxi medallions had been reduced, 

leaving him with a shortfall of approximately $16,000 each month. For instance, I have reviewed 

an email from Sterling Employee-2, dated September 9, 2015, summarizing a call with Cohen-

which according to the email and toll records for Cohen's cellphone occurred on September 8, 

10 Cohen subsequently provided Sterling with a revised statement of financial condition, also 

datedAugust 1, 2014, which reported assets of$99,420,000, total liabilities of$23,550,000, and a 

net worth of $75,870,000. 
14 
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2015---during which Cohen told Sterling Employee-2, in sum and substance, about his cash flow 

problems and a monthly shortfall of approximately $16,000. In that same email, Sterling 

Employee-2 commented that despite Cohen's statements, his personal financial information 

"indicate[ d] a strong ability to make up the difference in payments." Cohen, however, according 

to Sterling Employee-2, pushed the bank for a reduction in Cohen's monthly payments. 

g. From my review of records maintained by Sterling and my participation in an 

again oil September 28, 2015, and that during the call Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that the 

individual to whom Cohen leases the medallions had again reduced monthly payments to Cohen. I 

know from my review of records maintained by Sterling that between in or about September 2015 

and November 2015, Sterling raised the possibility-both internally and with Cohen-of Cohen 

posting his real estate holdings, personal residence, or some other collateral as additional security 

for the banks.11 According to these records, however, Cohen resisted these requests. From my 

review of loan documents and records maintained by Sterling, I lmow that in or about November 

2015, as a result of Cohen's representation that he was not earning sufficient returns on his 

medallions to cover monthly interest payments, Sterling and Melrose agreed to amend their loans 

with Cohen by, among other things, reducing the interest rate Cohen paid to Melrose and extending 

the loan maturity date to December 8, 2017. 

h. I lmow from intenriews with Sterling Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2, as well 

as emails I have reviewed, that in or about October 2016, Cohen told Sterling Employee-I that 

Cohen had a potential buyer of his taxi medallions, named Fred Weingarten, who would agree to 

11 Based on my review of property records, I know that on or about October 28, 2015, around 
the time period when Sterling raised the possibility of Cohen posting his personal residence-
Subject Premises-I-as collateral, Cohen transferred Subject Premises-I into a trust. · 
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assume Cohen's debt with Sterling and Melrose. Based on my review of records maintained by 

Sterling, as well as the interviews with Sterling Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2 referenced 

abov~, I know that by or before October 2016, Cohen had entered into negotiations to sell his sixteen 

corporate taxi medallion entities to 

for the balance of the loans, which at the time was $21,376,000. I know from my review ofrecords 

maintained by Sterling, and my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, that as a 

condition of the transfer of the -medallion loans-· and-oecauseSrerlmg was 

-Sterling requested that Cohen make a substantial principal payment on the loan, of 

approximately one million dollars, prior to the transfer. Cohen rejected this request initially. But 

on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen told Sterling Employee-I, in sum and substance, that he would 

make a one million dollar principal reduction payment in order to move forward with the medallion 

transfer deal with Indeed, in an email sent by Cohen to Sterling Employee-2 on or 

about February 22, 201 7, Cohen confirmed that he "agreed to pay down 1 million from the loan 

amount." 

1. Pursuant to the participation agreements between Sterling and Melrose, Sterling 

was required to secure Melrose's agreement to participate in the transfer of the taxi medallion debt 

from Cohen to . On or about April 17, 2017, Sterling sent a memorandum to 

Melrose summarizing the terms of the proposed transaction, and noting the requirement that 

Melrose agree to the terms. On or about May 2, 2017, Sterling Employee-I told 

that Melrose had agreed to the deal in principle, and that Sterling would be sending the parties a 

term sheet shortly. 

j. In order for the banks to conduct diligence and evaluate the proposed transaction 

fully, they requested financial info1mation from the parties. On or about June 7, 2017, Sterling 
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Employee-I emailed Cohen to request an "updated personal financial statement," completed 

jointly with Cohen's wife, and Cohen's most recent federal income tax return. On or about June 

8, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-1 a Sterling personal financial statement form that had 

been filled out by hand, which referenced a statement of financial condition, dated May 1, 2017 

(the "May 2017 Financial Statement") that was also attached. The May 2017 Financial Statement 

included a cover letter from Cohen's accountant, Jeffrey Getzel, stating, in sum and substance, that 

-----~ --the information inthestatement came from-Colien-ana tharGetzernacl nofconfirmed itsaccuracy- ----~---

or completeness. The May 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$41,955,000, total liabilities of $39,130,000, and a net worth of $2,825,000. The May 2017 

Financial Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, 

$26,155,000 in closely held companies (such as the taxi medallion entities and his real estate 

holdings), $3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence. 12 

k. Based on my review of reports of law enforcement interviews of Sterling 

Employee-I, I have learned that Sterling Employee-I reviewed the May 2017 Financial Statement 

with Cohen to, among other things, verify its accuracy, and Sterling Employee-I asked Cohen about 

specific line items on the financial statement, including the cash amount, value of medallions, and 

total liabilities. Cohen stated to Sterling Employee-I, in sum and substance, that the May 2017 

Financial Statement was accurate. 

1. On or about August 16, 2017, Sterling Employee-I emailed Cohen and Allen 

Weingarten, attaching a non-binding term sheet memorializing the potential transaction between 

12 Based on my review of Cohen's financial statements, I know that the precipitous decline in 

assets from his 2014 financial statement to his 2017 financial statements can be explained 

primarily by reported depreciation in the value of Cohen's real estate assets and medallion 

investments. 
17 
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Sterling, Melrose, Cohen, anc The term sheet included a cover letter addressed 

to Cohen at Subject Premises-I. The parties negotiated the provisions of the term sheet and, on or 

about September 5, 2017, Sterling Employee-I sent, 

executed term sheet. According to the term sheet, ] 

:ind Cohen a copy of the 

ould borrow $20,000,000 

from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions that - ;1,1as to acquire from 

Cohen. 

m. As part of the agreement, according to the term .slieet, $'1~2o.5~9I3-in principat(wh:ich: 

is what would remain after the $20,000,000 payment on the outstanding loan balance) would be 

repaid by Cohen and the two banks, with Cohen paying fifty percent and the banks dividing the 

remaining half of the balance. Based on my review of an internal Sterling credit memorandum, 

dated October 4, 2017, the parties reached a preliminary agreement that Cohen would pay $632,956 

of the remaining $1,265,912 principal loan balance, and Sterling and Melrose would absorb 

$357,167 and $275,789, respectively, in the form of charge-offs. According to Sterling Employee-

1, Sterling was willing to divide the repayment of the outstanding principal balance-despite its 

prior insistence that Cohen make a principal pay-down of at least one million dollars-because 

Cohen represented on a telephone call with Sterling Employee- I, in sum and substance, that he had 

insufficient liquidity to pay the full outstanding principal balance. As part of the agreement, Sterling 

and Melrose also agreed to relieve Cohen and his wife of the personal guarantees that they made 

on behalf of the LLCs. Thus, after completing the - transaction, Cohen would no longer 

have had any outstanding obligations to Sterling or Melrose. 

n. Based on my review of emails sent by Sterling employees, I have learned that 

because the transaction between the parties was subject to full credit underwriting by Sterling and 

Melrose (as well as Melrose's regulators at NCUA), in August and September 2017, Sterling 
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required and requested additional financial statements and tax returns for Cohen and -

for its credit underwriting process. In response to Sterling's requests, on or about September 25, 

2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his 2016 tax return. The tax return listed 

Cohen's mailing address as Subject Premises-I. Additionally, on or about October 5, 2017, Cohen 

re-sent Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his May 2017 Financial Statement. A day later, on October 

6, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-2 a statement of financial condition, dated September 

---·-··-·····-------·=-=--~~---:-:--'-:-:-::---~----'-:::-::-::-::::-::::-:---~--=--~ 
30, 2017 (the "September 2017 Financial Statement"). 

o. Like the May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

included a cover letter from Jeffrey Getzel, Cohen's accountant, stating, in sum and substance, that 

the information in the statement came from Cohen, and that Getzel had not confirmed its accuracy 

or completeness. The September 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$33,430,000, total liabilities of $45,630,000, and a negative net worth of $12,200,000. 13 Notably, 

unlike Cohen's May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

represented to Sterling that Cohen had a negative net worth. The September 2017 Financial 

Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, $17,630,000 in 

closely held companies (including the taxi medallion entities and his real estate holdings), 14 

$3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence (which, for the"first 

13 Based on my review of Cohen's financial statements, I know that this further decline in 

assets can be explained primarily by reported depreciation in the value of Cohen's real estate assets 

and medallion investments. 

14 Notably, the September 2017 Financial Statement valued each of Cohen's thirty-two New 

York taxi medallions at approximately $180,187.50, which was considerably less than the 

$650,000 valuation ascribed to each medallion in the Cohen-Weingarten term sheet. 
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time, he indicated was held by a trust).15 The September 201 7 Financial Statement included assets 

and liabilities not held in Cohen's name, such as various entities associ~ted with his taxi medallions 

and some of his real estate investment entities. 

p. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of 

records maintained by Sterling, I have also learned that around the time Cohen provided Sterling 

with these financial statements-i.e., in or around September 2017-Cohen stopped paying 
I 

monthly loan payments on niflaxi-me'dallfotrloamrnlto-gether:- Acc-ording-to-Sterling-Employee----- --- ---- ----- -· 'i 

' 2, Cohen informed Sterling, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient funds to pay the monthly j 
f 

principal and interest payments on his medallion loans. By in or about December 2017, Sterling 

and Melrose had not been paid approximately $276,937.92 in monthly principal and interest 

payments on the medallion loans. Based on Cohen's financial condition as conveyed in the 

September 2017 Financial Statement, and his delinquency in making payments to Sterling, among 

other things, the bank's credit underwriting committee dete1mined ( and memorialized in a 

December 2017 memorandum) that the Cohen--'.ransaction was favorable for the bank 

- that is, that '- would be a better bon-ower than Cohen. 

q. On or about December 26, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a demand letter requesting 

the immediate receipt of past-due loan payments. The demand letter was addressed to Cohen at 

Subject Premises-I. On December 29, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a letter stating that he was in 

default under the loans between Sterling and Cohen's medallion corporations. The notice of 

default was addressed to Cohen at Subject Premises-I. Cohen did not make an immediate payment 

on the loans, but instead sent an e-mail to Sterling Employee-I on or about January 24, 2018, 

15 Based on my review of property records maintained by the City of New York, and my 
paiiicipation in an interview with Getzel, I know that in 2015, Cohen transfen-ed his residence to 
a trust. He did not disclose that transaction to Getzel or Sterling until in or about September 2017. 
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stating that during the closing of the Cohen--:ransaction, Cohen would "bring all 

payments up to date as well as deposit the payoff differential." Cohen also requested by email on 

January 24, 2018, that at the closing of the Cohen-"'I-transaction, Sterling provide a letter 

stating that all of Cohen's debts have been satisfied and that Cohen's personal g1,1arantees of the 

medallion loans had been terminated. 

t 

I 
II 

I 1, 

-

I 
r. The Cohen-"'\ transaction, however, did not close. On or about January f 

29, 2018, the attorney emaifeaattorney· s forSterling-anaslatea--'th:aC''a:nliis-time- -----
I 
I,, there is no deal with Michael Cohen. Some of the numbers have changed and we are not prepared 

to go forward." 

s. Based on my participation in the interview with Sterling Employee-2 and my 

review of records maintained by Sterling, I know that after the Cohen- deal fell apart, 

Sterling assigned Cohen's loans to Sterling Employee-3, who specializes in collecting on 

defaulting loans. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-3, my review of 

telephone call notes taken by Sterling Employee-3, and my review of telephone records, I know 

that Sterling Employee-3 spoke several times to Cohen on or about January 30, 2018 about paying 

down and/or restructuring Cohen's outstanding taxi medallion loans. On the calls, which in total 

lasted more than an hour, Cohen stated in sum and substance that he did not have more than 

$1,250,000 to pay toward the medallion loans. On the call, in the course of reviewing the failed 

transaction, Sterling Employee-3 questioned Cohen about the price 

ras to have paid for each medallion, and whether there was a side agreement between 

Cohen and ·-Cohen denied that there was any side agreement with · 

t. On or about January 31, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 and proposed 

paying $500,000 to bring the loans current and $750,000 to bring the principal balance to 
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$20,500,000. Cohen also suggested revised monthly interest payment amounts. The signature 

block on the email indicated that Cohen's address was the address for Subject Premises-2. On or 

about January 31, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 responded to Cohen and stated, in sum and 

substance, that Cohen would need to pay the entirety of the overdue payments and pay down the 

principal balance of the loan to $20,000,000 (in total, a payment of approximately $1,750,000), 

and would need to make larger monthly interest payments. 

-~--u.~0n-or-about-February-l,--2018,C0hen-emailed-Ster-ling-Employee""3-and-proposecL--"" 

"[p]ayment of $1.250m which ALL can be used to pay down principal, if [Sterling] will waive 

past due amounts," but stated "I do NOT have more than the $1.250m." (Emphasis in original.) 

Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient financial resources to post 

additional collateral or pre-fund monthly payments. The signature block on the email indicated 

that Cohen's address was the address for Subject Premises-2. Based on my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-3, I have learned that since January 30, 2018, Sterling has 

continued to renegotiate the medallion loans with Cohen based on Cohen's representations about 

his current financial position. In particular, according to Sterling Employee-3, Cohen and Sterling 

have an agreement in principal to restructure Cohen's loans based in part of Cohen's agreement to 

make a principal payment of approximately $750,000, to make a payment of $500,000 to become 

current on interest payments, and to post $192,000 in cash collateral for his future monthly 

payments on the loan. Cohen also agreed to pledge an interest he had in a property. Sterling 

Employee-3 has stated that had Cohen indicated he had more than $1,250,000 available to him, 

Sterling would have, among other things, negotiated for a larger reduction to the principal amount 

of the loan. 
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(ii) Cohen Made Material Misrepresentations About His Finances to Banks 

Cohen Concealed from Sterling and Melrose Cash Derived from Consulting Work 

17. As set forth in detail below, despite multiple written and oral representations by 

Cohen to Sterling (and, by extension, Melrose16) that he had insufficient funds to pay down the 

principal balance of the medallion loans, make monthly , interest payments, or pay past-due 

amounts, it appears that between 2016 and the present, Cohen opened and maintained bank 

accounts at FirsCRepuolicBanlc("FirsrXepuolic")-;-atrd-then-received- millions- of- dollars--in~~- --- J 
consulting payments in these accounts, which he did not disclose to Sterling. Cohen set up these 

accounts and received these funds during the very period in which he made disclosures to Sterling 

about his personal finances (including his assets and liabilities) and his ability to make payments 

on the medallion loans. In these disclosures to Sterling-and despite being asked about these bank 

accounts by his accountant-Cohen misled the bank by claiming he had insufficient liquidity to 

satisfy his obligations or meet the bank's demands, while withholding information about these 

ongoing revenue streams and liquid financial assets at First Republic. 

18. Specifically, ,based on my review of documents and bank records produced 

pursuant to a subpoena by First Republic, and my participation in and review of reports of 

interviews with a First Republic sales manager ("First Republic Employee- I") and a First Republic 

senior managing director ("First Republic Employee-2"), I have learned, among other things, the 

following: 

16 Based on my review of a report of an interview conducted with an employee of Melrose, I 

have learned that, pursuant to the participation agreement between Sterling and Melrose, Cohen's 

financial statements and other records in Sterling's possession were forwarded to Melrose so that 

Melrose could make a determination as to whether to approve of the Cohen-'-

transaction. Based on my review of reports of interviews with Melrose employees, I also know 

that Cohen called employees at Melrose regarding the Cohen-1- transaction. 
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a. Cohen and his wife have been customers of First Republic since approximately 

June 2011. Cohen controls several checking and loan accounts at First Republic, some in his own 

name and others in the names of corporate entities. According to First Republic's know-your-

customer records on Cohen, 17 his primary physical address is the address for Subject Premises-1. 

b._ On or about October 26, 2016, in Manhattan, New York, Cohen opened a new 

----~che:ki~=-~ccount at First Republic in the name of~ssential Consultants LLC (the "Essential / 

Consultants Account"). Cohen was the only authorized signatory on1lie accounc-A:ccorcling-to~--------------------_J: 

account opening documents, the primary address for Essential Consultants LLC was the address 

for Subject Premises-1. When Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, First Republic 

Employee-1 conducted an in-person interview of Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-

customer questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic 

Employee-1 entered into a form 18-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening 

Essential Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting 

work, and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. 

Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that his purpose in setting up the account was to keep the 

revenue from his consulting business-which he said was not his main source of income-separate 

from his personal finances. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen's 

statements about the intended purpose of the account and source of funds for the account were 

false. Specifically, as described below, the account was not intended to receive-and does not 

17 Certain financial institutions are required to conduct such procedures pursuant to the Bank 

Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations. See 31 U.S.C. § 5318; 31 C.F.R. § 1020.220. 

18 First Republic Employee-1 first filled out the form on the day he interviewed Cohen, October 

· 26, 2016. On or about December 19, 2016, at the request of bank compliance personnel, First 

Republic Employee-1 updated the form to add more detail about Cohen's statements. 
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appear to have received-money in connection with real estate consulting work; in _addition, the 

account has received substantial payments from foreign sources. 

c. I know from my review of First Republic bank records that were scheduled by an 

FBI forensic accountant that after Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, Cohen 

received payments into that account from foreign businesses and entities that do not reflect the 

stated client profile for the residential and commercial real-estate consulting services. Specifically, 

--- ----------·--·--

from my review of the Essential Consultants Account scfieaufi::- and puofic sources, 1-1mowthe--~--

following: 

i. Beginning on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen began receiving monthly 

payments of $83,333 into the Essential Consultants Account from an entity called Columbus Nova 

LLC. According to public sources, Columbus Nova is an investment management firm controlled 

by Renova Group, an industrial holding company based in Zurich, Switzerland that is controlled 

by Russian national Viktor Vekselberg. From January 2017 to August 2017, the Essential 

Consultants Account received seven payments totaling $583,332.98 from Columbus Nova LLC. 

ii. Beginning on or about April 5, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account 

began receiving payments from Novartis Investments, SARL, which I believe to be the in-house 

financial subsidiary of the Swiss pharmaceutical company Novartis International AG (''Novartis"). 

Between April 2017 and February 2018, the Essential Consultants Account received eleven wire 

payments from a Swiss bank account held in the name of Novartis, each in the amount of $99,980, 

for a total of $1,099,780. 

iii. Beginning in or about April 2017, the Essential Consultants Account started 

receiving wire payments from a bank account associated with the telecommunications company 

AT&T Inc. ("AT&T"). Specifically, on or about April 14, 2017, AT&T sent $100,000 to the 
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Essential Consultants Account and, from in or about June 2017 to in or about January 2018, the 

Essential Consultants Account received ten $50,000 payments from AT&T. In total, AT&T sent 

$600,000 to the Essential Consultants Account. 

iv. On or about May 10, 2017, June 9, 2017, July 10, 2017, and November 27, 

2017, the Essential Consultants Account received four deposits in the amount $150,000 (totaling 

$600,000) from a bank account in South Korea. The account holder from which the money was 

------sent-is-Korea-Aerospace-Industries-Ltd,-(-''KAI,,). KAI"is_ a-South_Korea-based_company_thaL __ _ 

produces and sells fixed-wing aircraft, helicopter aircraft, and satellites to the United States 

Department of Defense, among other customers. 

v. On or about May 22, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account received a 

$150,000 deposit from an account at Kazkommertsbank, a Kazakhstani bank. The listed account 

holder at Kazkommertsbank was a second Kazakhstani bank named BTA Bank, AO. A message 

accompanying the wire payment indicated that the payment was a "monthly consulting fee as per 

Inv BTA-101 DD May 10, 2017 consulting agreement WIN DD 08 05 2017 CNTR W/NDD 

08/05/2017." 

vi. In total, from on or about January 31, 2017 to on or about February 1, 2018, 

the Essential Consultants Account received approximately $3,033,112.98 in transfers and checks 

from the aforementioned entities. As of on or about January 10, 2018, the balance in the Essential 

Consultants Account was $1,369,474.23. Cohen's withdrawals from the Essential Consultants 

account reveal that it was used for largely personal purposes, including to pay, among other things, 

American Express bills and fees from "the Core Club," a private social club in New York. 

d. On or about April 4, 2017, Cohen opened another new checking account at First 

Republic, this one in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates, P.C. (the "MDC&A Account"). 
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Cohen was the only authorized signatory on the account. According to account opening 

documents, the primary address for MDC&A Account was the address for Subject Premises-I. 

Among other things, the MDC&A Account received ten wire transfers and one check from an 

account in the name of Squire Patton Boggs, a law firm. As noted above, Subject Premises-2 is 

located inside the New York office of Squire Patton Boggs. In total, from on or about April 5, 

2017, to on or about January 2, 2018, the MDC&A Account received $426,097.70 in deposits, and 

the balance in the account as of January 2, 2OTS:-was $344~521-T3~5:--Asdiscussea below, Cohen 

never disclosed any of the balance in the Essential Consultants or MDC&A accounts to Sterling 

during the negotiations with respect to the transaction or the subsequent loan 

refinancing negotiations, including in his May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 

Financial Statement. 

19. Based on my review of emails that were seized pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants, and my review of reports of interviews with employees of AT&T and Novartis, it 

appears that the aforementioned payments to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A 

Account were for political consulting work, including consulting for international clients on issues 

pending before the Trump administration. Specifically, from my review of emails from the Cohen 

Gmail Account, the Cohen MDCPC Account, and public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. On or about April 28, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an individual whom I believe 

is affiliated with KAI. In the email, Cohen attached a "Consulting Agreement" between KAI and 

Essential Consultants dated as of about May 1, 2017. The agreement indicates that Essential 

Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-2. The document indicates that Essential 

Consultants would render "consulting and advisory services, as requested" by KAI, and that KAI 

would pay Essential Consultants "a consulting fee of One Million Two Hundred Thousand 
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($1,200,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed through eight $150,000 installments between May 2017 

and December 2017. I have also reviewed invoices in amounts of $150,000 that Cohen emailed 

to an individual whom I believe is affiliated with KAI. At the top of the invoices the address listed 

for Essential Consultants is the address for Subject Premises-2. 

b. On or about May 8, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an individual whom I believe is 

affiliated with BTA Bank. The signature block on Cohen's email listed "Essential Consultants 

LLC" and "Michael D. Cohen & Associates, PC" ancrproviaea1lie addresiffor SuojecrPremises-

2. In the email, Cohen attached a document purporting to be a "Consulting Agreement" between 

B TA Bank and Essential Consultants dated as of about May 8, 2017. The agreement indicates that 

Essential Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-2. The document indicates that 

Essential Consultants would render "consulting and advisory services" to BTA Bank, and that 

BTA Bank would pay Essential Consultants "a consulting fee of One Million Eight Hundred 

Thousand ($1,800,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed through monthly payments of $150,000. On or 

about May 10, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an employee ofBTA Bank, and attached to the email 

an invoice to BTA Bank in the name of Essential Consultants, with the address of Subject Premises-

2. The invoice contemplated a $150,000 payment to Essential Consultants for a "monthly 

consulting fee." 

c. On or about January 23, 2017, Cohen appears to have entered into a consulting 

agreement with AT&T, which contemplates that Essential Consultants "shall render consulting and 

advisory services to [AT&T]" and that AT&T would "advise [Essential Consultants] of those issues 

and matters with respect to which AT&T Services desires [Essential Consultants]' s assistance and 

advice." The agreement indicates that Essential Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-

1. The contract calls for AT&T "to pay the Consultant for his services ... a consulting fee of Fifty 
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Thousand ($50,000) Dollars ... per month." Based on my review of reports of interviews with 

AT&T employees, I have learned that AT&T retained Cohen to consult on political issues, 

including net neutrality, the merger between AT&T and Time Warner, and tax reform. 

d. On or about March 1, 2017, Cohen appears to have entered into a contract between 

Novartis and Essential Consultants, which provides that Essential Consultants will "provide 

consulting and advisory services to Novartis on matters that relate to the repeal and replacement of 

--------------th@--Affordable-Garn-Act---in-the--US-and -any-other-issues----mutually-agreeable--to--[Essential--------~- ---------- --

Consultants] and Novartis." The contract provides for a "consulting fee of One Million Two 

Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000) US dollars," to be paid to Essential Consultants in equal monthly 

installments over the course of a year. Based on my review of reports of interviews with Novartis 

employees, I have learned that Novartis retained Cohen to provide political consulting services and 

to gain access to relevant policymakers in the Trump Administration. 

e. In or about February 2017, Cohen began negotiating the terms of a "strategic 

alliance" with Squire Patton Boggs. On or about March 4, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs emailed 

Cohen a "strategic alliance agreement." Under the terms of the agreement, Cohen agreed to 

generate business for the law firm, and Squire Patton Boggs agreed to pay to Cohen "an annual 

strategic alliance fee of $500,000, payable in twelve (12) equal monthly installments." Squire 

Patton Boggs also agreed to provide Cohen with "dedicated and segregated office space in [Squire 

Patton Boggs's] New York and Washington D.C. offices, which office space shall be physically 

separate from [Squire Patton Boggs's] offices and have locked doors and its own locked file 

cabinets." On or about April 3, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs announced on its website that is had 

formed a "strategic alliance" with Michael D. Cohen & Associates and would "jointly represent 

clients." 
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20. Despite the significant amount of money that Cohen received into the Essential 

Consultants Account and the J\1DC&A Account, and the cash balance in both accounts, Cohen did 

not disclose that information to Sterling or Melrose. Specifically, based on my review of documents 

provided by Getzel (as noted above, Cohen's accountant at the time), my participation in an 

interview with Getzel, and my review of notes anc 

have learned the following: 

I 

a. - In- or- abouLMay- 20-1-7,- GetzeLmeLwith- Cohen_aLSubjecLPrernises,,2._ALthe ____ - -~--

meeting, Cohen told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he had set up a law practice called Michael 

D. Cohen & Associates P.C., and a consulting company called Essential Consultants LLC. Cohen 

told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he expected to earn $75,000 per month in connection with 

his law practice, and that he expected gross revenues for the consulting business to be between five 

and six million dollars annually. 

b. In or about October 2017, if not earlier, Getzel was preparing a personal financial 

statement for Cohen. On or about October 6, 2017, Getzel sent an email to Cohen in which Getzel 

wrote that "[a]ttached is a draft of the new PFS as of September 30, 2017" and attached a draft of 

the September 2017 Financial Statement. The draft statement reflected that as of September 30, 

2017, Cohen had only $1,250,000 in cash, total assets of approximately $33,430,000 (comprised of 

taxi medallion interests, real estate interests, and his personal residence and property), and liabilities 

of approximately $45,630,000, leaving him purportedly over $12 million in debt. In the same email, 

Getzel questioned Cohen, in sum and substance, about the fact that the financial statement did not 

list any value associated with either the Essential Consultants Account or the J\1DC&A Account: 

"[w]e did not add any value for you[r] two operating entities - Michael D. Cohen & Associates 
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POC [sic] and Essential Consultants LLC. Please advise whether or not these should be disclosed 

and what value." 

c. On or about October 6, 2017, Cohen called Getzel by telephone-which is reflected 

on toll records for Cohen's cellphone-and told Getzel, in sum and substance, not to include 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A in the September 2017 Financial Statement because they had no 

value. On or about October 6, 2017, following the call with Getzel, Cohen, using the Cohen 

Account, responded to Getzel' s email with the answer "[l]ooks-goocno me." -conen-n~verdirected----- ------ -- ·1 i 
I Getzel to make any changes to his cash position as listed in the September 2017 Financial 

Statement. In a letter dated October 6, 2017, addressed to Getzel, Cohen stated, "I have reviewed 

the attached statement of financial condition and find it to be correct and consistent with the 

representations that I made to your firm. The attached is an accurate reflection of my assets, 

liabilities and net worth (deficit) as of September 30, 2017." Attached to that letter was the 

September 2017 Financial Statement, which, as noted above, was then transmitted to Sterling in 

connection with the proposed taxi medallion transaction between Sterling, Cohen, and 

21. Based on my review of a report of an interview with Sterling Employee-I , I have 

learned that Cohen did not disclose his income stream from Essential Consultants to Sterling 

Employee-I or, to his knowledge, anyone else at Sterling. According to Sterling Employee-I, 

knowledge of such an income stream would have affected Sterling's demands during the 

negotiations, particularly with respect to the amount of a principal paydown of Cohen's debt. 

Cohen Understated His Available Cash 

22. In addition to withholding the existence of his Essential Consultants income from 

Sterling and Melrose, it appears that Cohen also substantially understated his available cash and 

cash equivalents in his financial disclosures. Specifically, I know from my review of the September 
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2017 Financial Statement that Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen represented that he had 

$1,250,000 in cash as of September 30, 2017. I also know that on or about January 30, 2018, in a 

· telephone call with Sterling Employee-3, and on February 1, 2018, in an email to Sterling 

Employee-3, Cohen represented that he did not have more than $1,250,000 in cash. But, from my 

review of a summary of bank records that were scheduled by forensic accountants, I have learned 

that Cohen had approximately $5,000,000 in cash and cash equivalents as of September 30, 2017. 

Additionally, · as of F eoruary-l~I0T8~Colien-liad approximately$6~000;000-iu--cash-and-cash-·· 

equivalents. Specifically, from my review of the account schedule and bank records, I have learned 

the following: 

a. Cohen has three checking and/or savings accounts at Capital One Bank, one of 

which is in his wife's name. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $1,105,680.35 in his savings 

account, and $1,262,982.29 in total in the three accounts at Capital One Bank. As of February 1, 

2018, Cohen had a total of $1,389,245.78 in these accounts. 

b. Cohen has three accounts at Morgan Stanley in his name. As of September 30, 

2017, the combined total in cash and cash equivalents in those three accounts was $1,270,600.41. 

As of February 1, 2018, Cohen had $1,284.996.13 in these accounts. 

c. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $260,689.18 in an account at Signature Bank. 

As ofFebruary 1, 2018, Cohen had $261,517.55 in this account. 

d. In addition to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A Account at First 

Republic, Cohen also had two joint checking accounts with Laura Cohen at First Republic. In total, 

as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $1,876,209.27 in total in his four accounts at First 

Republic. As of February 1, 2018, Cohen had $3,332,992.95 in these accounts. 
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e. Cohen has an account at Bethpage Credit Union with $25,931.39 in it as of 

September 30, 2017. 

f. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $17,542.54 in accounts at Sterling. 

g. Cohen has two accounts at TD Bank-one in his name and one held jointly with his 

wife. Cohen also has a safety deposit box at TD Bank-Subject Premises-3. The safety deposit 

box was opened on December 13, 2017 in the names of Michael and Laura Cohen. 

h:--Jniotal~as-ofS-eptember-30,--- 20-1-7-;-eohen·hadatleast-$4,7-13,93-5~08--in-his-account,~ - - --- --1 

at Capital One Bank, City National Bank, Signature Bank, Sterling Bank, Bethpage Credit Union, 

First Republic, and Morgan Stanley. As of February 1, 2018, Cohen had $6,268,732.59 in his 

accounts at Capital One Bank, City National Bank, Signature Bank, First Republic, and Morgan 

Stanley.19 

23. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's written and oral 

representations to Sterling and Melrose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and 

that Cohen withheld information regarding approximately $5 million in funds from Sterling and 

Melrose in order to secure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. Based on 

my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review ofreports of interviews 

with Sterling Employee-I and two Melrose employees, it is my understanding that that Sterling 

and Melrose would view Cohen's understating of his assets as material to its decision whether to 

renegotiate Cohen's medallion loans and on what terms, or to its decision whether approve of the 

transfer of those loans to 

19 Based on my review of the account schedules described above, I know that, as of the date of this 
affidavit, the account balances for TD Bank have not yet been included in the schedule for either 
date and the account balances for Sterling National Bank and Bethpage Credit Union have not yet 
beeti included in the schedule for February 1, 2018. Thus, to the extent that these accounts have 
positive balances, Cohen's total balances in fact were even higher on these dates. 
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Cohen Has Unreported Interest Income 

24. It appears that Cohen also hid from Sterling interest income that he was receiving in 

connection with a six million dollar loan he made to another individual. . Specifically, I know from 

my review of the May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 Financial Statement that 

Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen did not disclose that he had made a note receivable in the 

amount of approximately $6 million, or that he was earning approximately $60,000 per month in 

intere-st~btc-ame~in-·connection-witl;--'tharluan-:-Bur,frorirmyi:eview-of-a-summafy-of-bank-records 

that were reviewed by another law enforcement agent, my review of property records and 

documents obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, and my participation in an interview 

with Getzel, I have learned the following: 

a. Based on my review of property records, I have learned that on or about March 12, 

2012, Cohen agreed to lend approximately 

$2,000,000.20 It appears that the promissory note was unsecured by any real property. On or about 

April 28, 2014, Cohen and- amended the promissory note, and restructured the loan to 

increase the principal amount to approximately $5,000,000. Under the terms of the amended 

promissory note, the loan was secured b)- apartment in Sunny Isles Beach, Florida. On 

or about April 8, 2015, Cohen and 

amount to $6,000,000.21 

:estated the promissory note to increase the principal 

b. Based on my review of a copy of the restated note, which was obtained pursuant to 

the Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that under the terms of the amended and restated 

20 I learned from Getzel that 

21 The note states that the loan is to husband and wife, 
jointly and severally. For ease ofreferenc~, I refer ;imply to ";- herein. 
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promissory note, Cohen's loan to s an interest-only loan, and that the principal balance 

of the loan bears interest at an annual rate of 12.25 percent. I also lmow that the amended and 

restated promissory note includes a schedule of payments that require - to pay Cohen 

approximately $61,250 per month beginning in April 2015 and ending in April 2019. The note also 

requires that - :epay the principal balance of $6,000,000 on April 28, 2019. 

c. Based on my review of bank records, I have learned that, consistent with the terms 

f the amended and restateapromissory note, - nasmade7ntYnthly--paymehts- of--- ------- -- -----r 

approximately $61,250 since April 2015. Specifically, based on my review of records maintained 

by Capital One Bank, I have learned that from April 2015 to October 2015, Cohen received checks 

from an entity callee totaling $61,250 per month, which he 

deposited into his personal bank account at Capital One Bank.22 It appears from my review of bank 

records and public sources tha1-is the owner of 

From my review of records maintained by Capital One Banlc, I have also learned that since October 

2015, Cohen has received checks from an entity called totaling 

$61,250 per month, which he deposited into his personal bank account at Capital One Bank. It 

appears from my review of banlc records and public sources that- is also the owner 

In total, it appears that Cohen receives approximately $735,000 per year 

in interest payments from -

d. Based on my review of Cohen's May 2017 and September 2017 Financial 

Statements, my review of his 2015 and 2016 tax returns obtained via subpoena and from the Cohen 

Email Warrants, and my participation in an interview with Getzel, I have learned that Cohen did 

22 In April 2015, Cohen received a pro-rated payment. For all months thereafter, the total payment 

equaled $61,250, but - often made the payment in multiple checks. 
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not disclose this interest income he was receiving from to Sterling or Melrose, or list it 

on his tax returns. I have also learned that while this interest income is taxable, Cohen did not tell 

Getzel-his accountant-about the income, and Getzel only learned about the income because he 

25. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's representations to 

Sterling and Melrose that he did not have more than $I,250,000 were false, and that Cohen 

withheld information relating to the interest income he is receiving from : 

secure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. 

Cohen Had a Side A reement Wit] 

n order to 

26. As set forth in detail below, during the course of Cohen's negotiations to sell his 

interest in taxi medallions and the associated debt to Cohen not only 

misrepresented his financial position to Sterling, but also failed to disclose a side agreement he 

had negotiated with- it appears tha1- 1greed to pay an above-market price 

for Cohen's taxi cab medallions, and in exchange, Cohen agreed to pay ipproximately 

$3 .8 million in cash. Specifically, from my review of documents produced pursuant to a subpoena 

by Sterling, and my participation in interviews with Sterling Employee-I, Sterling Employee-2, 

and Sterling Employee-3, I have learned, among other things, the following: 

a. On or about September 5, 20 I 7, an executed term sheet was circulated by Sterling 

Employee-I to Cohen and - The term sheet listed Cohen's address as the address for 

Subject Premises-I. According to the term sheet, 1 would borrow $20,000,000 

from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions that - was to acquire from 

23 Accordingly, this interest income-which should have been reported as such on Cohen's tax 
returns-is included herein in calculations of Cohen's true cash position. 
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Cohen. At a price of $20 million for thirty-two taxi medallions, the proposed transaction valued 

each medallion as worth $625,000. The term sheet also contemplated a $1,265,913 pay-down of 

the principal balance of the loan. The term sheet made no mention of a $3.8 million payment from 

Cohen to _ , or any other form of payment or financial transaction between the parties. 

b. Additionally, an internal Sterling credit memorandum, dated October 4, 2017, 

describing the terms of the Cohen transaction and the new loan to : did 

not mention any payments from Coheri to - -incluciing a $3:8mUlion-pa)1melit:---The----- ----

memorandum also noted that the "loan amount of $20MM indicates a $625M purchase price per 

medallion" but "it is recognized that this is not in line with current market values." Indeed, 

according to an internal Sterling memorandum dated February 5, 2018, in the month of January 

2018, taxi medallions sold for amounts ranging from $120,000 to $372,000. According to Sterling 

Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2, they were never told tha agreed to a purchase 

price of $625,000 in exchange for a lump sum payment from Cohen, or that Cohen would make 

any payment to 

c. On or about January 30, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 asked Cohen whether Cohen 

had a side agreement with to pay - a sum of money for entering into the 

medallion transaction. Sterling Employee-3 asked Cohen about such an arrangement because, 

according to Sterling Employee-3, the price that - was paying for each medallion 

appeared to be well above the market price. Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he had no 

side agreement-and never had a side agreement-with ' 

27. While Cohen and did not disclose any payment from Cohen to 

in communications with Sterling, it appears that such a payment was contemplated. 

Indeed, based on my review of records maintained by Getzel, and my participation in an interview 
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with Getzel, I have learned the following, in substance and in part, regarding the proposed side 

payment from Cohen to -

a. On or about September 19, 2017, Getzel prepared a memorandum for Cohen 

. entitled, "Sale of NYC Medallion Entities and Debt Assumption" (the "Getzel Memorandum"). 

The Getzel Memorandum summarized the proposed transaction between Cohen and 

in part, as follows: "Michael and Laura Cohen will transfer ownership of their 13 NYC medallion 

r 
II 
1, 

I 
I 

entities to a Buyer who will assume theirbaru(-iiiae6teaness, upon tne [Cohen-s-'Jpaying~dowrrthe--------=---- f 

debt portfolio of the 13 entities by $500,000 and a cash payment to the Buyer of $3,800,000."24 

b. According to Getzel, Cohen told him the parameters of the deal, including the 

payment of $3,800,000 to but Getzel did not know where Cohen was going to obtain 

$3,800,000 to pay - As noted above, Cohen had more than $5,000,000 in cash and 

cash equivalents as of September 2017, but had only disclosed in his September 2017 Financial 

Statement that he had $1.25 million in cash. 

28. Based on my review ofrecords maintained by Sterling (as well as Melrose, the bank 

with the participating interest in the loans) and reports of interviews of representatives of Sterling 

(and Melrose), I have seen no evidence that Sterling, Melrose, or any other financial institution 

involved in the potential deal with Cohen and 

side payment from Cohen to -

:vas aware of the planned $3.8 million 

The Illegal Campaign Contribution Scheme 

29. The USAO and FBI are also investigating a criminal violation of campaign finance 

laws by Michael Cohen. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen made 

24 The reference to thirteen medallions appears to be an error by Getzel. Cohen and his wife 

together owned sixteen corporations, which in turn owned 32 taxi medallions. 
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an excessive in-kind contribution to the presidential election campaign of then-candidate Donald 

Trump in the form of a $130,000 payment to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who was rumored 

to have had an extramarital affair with Trump, in exchange for her agreement not to disclose that 

alleged affair. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that this payment was intended 

to keep Clifford from making public statements about the rumored affair on the eve of the 2016 

presidential election, and thus constitutes a campaign contribution in excess of the applicable limit. 

From my reviewof public sources;! have leame~dthe-following:~~--

a. In or around October 2011, there were rumors published on the gossip websites 

TheDirty. com that Trump had had an extramarital affair with Clifford, an adult film actress whose 

screen name is Stormy Daniels, in or around July 2006. In or about October 2011, Life & Style 

Magazine, a tabloid sold in supermarkets, also published an article, based on the report in 

TheDirty. com, alleging an affair had occurred between Trump and Clifford. Both Trump and 

Clifford, through their representatives, issued denials in response to the articles. 

b. Specifically, on or about October 11, 2011, Keith Davidson, who identified himself 

as Clifford's attorney, sent a cease and desist letter to TheDirty.com, demanding that the article 

regarding Trump and Clifford be remoyed from the website. Additionally, on or about October 

12, 2011, Cohen, who was then Executive Vice-President and Special Counsel to the Trump 

Organization, stated to El News that "[t]he totally untrue and ridiculous story ... emanated from 

a sleazy and disgusting website .... The Trump Organization and Donald J. Trump will be bringing 

a lawsuit ... [and] Mr. Trump and the Trump Organization would like to thank and commend 

Stormy Daniels and her attorneys for their honesty and swift actions." 

31. On or about June 16, 2015, Trump formally launched his 2016 presidential 

campaign. On or about May 4, 2016, Trump became the presumptive Republican Party nominee 
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for president, and on July 19, 2016, Trump officially became the nominee. Based on my review 

of public sources, I have learned that while it does not appear that Cohen had an official title as 

part of the Trump campaign, on multiple occasions Cohen made public statements on behalf of 

Trump or his campaign. For instance, on or about August 18, 2016, Cohen appeared on CNN to 

defend Trump's polling numbers. 

32. On or about October 7, 2016, The Washington Post published online a video and 

--- -- ----c- ---accompanying- audio in-which-Trump-referred-to-women-in-what-the_ article_described.-as---''vulgar ___ ~~-~---·· 

terms" in a 2005 conversation with Billy Bush, who w~s then the host of Access Hollywood. The 

following day, on October 8, 2016, Trump appeared in a video in which he stated, among other 

things, "I've said and done things I regret and words released today on this more than a decade old 

video are one of them. Anyone who knows me knows these words don't reflect who I am. I said 

it. I was wrong and I apologize." Based on my review of public sources, I also know that 

representatives of the Trump Campaign stated, in sum and substance, that the Access Hollywood 

comment was an old and isolated incident. 

33. Based on my review of public sources, including an article published in Slate 

magazine by a reporter who interviewed Clifford, I have learned that around this same time, in or 

about October 2016, Clifford was in discussions with ABC's Good Morning America show and 

Slate magazine, among other media sources, to provide these media outlets with her statement 

about her alleged relationship with Trump. According to the article in Slate, which the author 

based on conversations with Clifford over the telephone and by text message, Clifford wanted to 

be paid for her story or be paid by Trump not to disclose her accusation. As Cohen summarized 

in a 2018 email obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants: "In October 2016, I was contacted 
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by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that news outlets, including ABC News, were pursuing the 2011 

story of an alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford." 

34. From my review of telephone toll records25 and information produced pursuant to 

the i Cloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that in the days following the Access 

Hollywood video, Cohen exchanged a series of calls, text messages, and emails with Keith 

Davidson, who was then Clifford's attorney, David Pecker and Dylan Howard of American Media, 

Inc--:-("AMf'J;---the-publisher-ofthe..:...National-Enquirer;26 'Trump,and-Hope Hicks,who-was-then-- -- -- --- -- -- -- --

press secretary for Trump's presidential campaign. Based on thy timing of these calls, and the 

content of the text messages and emails, I believe that at least some of these communications 

concerned the need to prevent Clifford from going public, particularly in the wake of the Access 

Hollywood story. In particular, I have learned the following: · 

a. On October 8, 2016, at approximately 7:20 p.m., Cohen received a call from Hicks. 

Sixteen seconds into the call, Trump joined the call, and the call continued for over four minutes.27 

Based on the toll records that the USAO has obtained to date, I believe that this was the first call 

25 My attribution of certain telephone numbers to certain individuals as described in this 
affidavit is based on my review of the vCard ( virtual contact file) and text messages obtained from 
Cohen's telephone pursuant to the iClou4 Warrant. 

26 Pecker is President of AMI and, according to his own statements in public reports, a personal 
friend of Trump. Howard is the chief content officer of AMI, who according to public records 
reports directly to Pecker. 

27 I believe that Trump joined the call between Cohen and Hicks based on my review of toll 
records. Specifically, I know that a call was initiated between Cohen's telephone number and 
Tnunp's telephone number at the same time the records indicate that Cohen was talking to Hicks. 
After the Cohen-Trump call was initiated, it lasted the same period of time as the Cohen-Hicks 
call. Additionally, the toll records indicate a "-1" and then Trump's telephone number, which, 
based on my training and experience, means that the call was either transferred to Trump, or that 
Trump was added to the call as a conference or three-way call participant. In addition, based on 
my conversations with an FBI agent who has interviewed Hicks, I have learned that Hicks stated, 
in substance, that to the best of her recollection, she did not learn about the allegations made by 
Clifford until early November 2016. Hicks was not specifically asked about this three-way call. 
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Cohen had received or made to Hicks in at least multiple weeks, and that Cohen and Trump spoke 

about once a month prior to this date - specifically, prior to this call on October 8, 2016, Cohen 

and Trump had spoken once in May, once in June, once in July, zero times in August, and twice 

in September. 

b. Approximately ten minutes after the call ended, Hicks and Cohen spoke again for 

about two minutes. 

c. -At7:3 9 p.m., immediafelyaffer llie -seconocallwith-Hicks-ende-d;-Cohen-called------ ----

David Pecker (as noted above, the President of American Media Inc., or AMI) and they connected 

for thirty seconds. Approximately four minutes later, Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for more than a minute. Three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen received a call 

from Dylan Howard (as noted above, the Chief Content Officer of AMI), and they spoke for 

approximately a minute. According to toll records, it does not appear that Cohen and Howard 

spoke regularly prior to October 8, 2016, as it had been over a month since they had called each 

other. 

d. At 7:56 p.m., approximately eight minutes after his call with Howard ended, Cohen 

called Hicks and they connected for two minutes. At approximately the same time this call ended, 

Cohen received a call from Pecker, and they spoke for about two minutes. At 8:03 p.m., about 

three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen called Trump, and they spoke for nearly 

eight minutes. 

e. At 8:39 p.m. and 8:57 p.m., Cohen received calls from Howard and spoke to him 

for about four and six minutes, respectively. At 9:13 p.m., about ten minutes after Cohen and 

Howard hung up from the second of these calls, Howard sent Cohen a text message that said: 

"Keith will do it. Let's reconvene tomorrow." Based on my involvement in this investigation, I 
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believe that when Howard wrote "Keith," he was referring to Keith Davidson, the attorney for 

Stephanie Clifford. At 3:31 a.m., now on October 9, 2016, Cohen sent Howard a text message in 

response that said: "Thank you." Eight minutes later, Cohen sent Howard a text message that said: 

"Resolution Consultants LLC. is the name of the entity I formed a week ago. Whenever you wake, 

please call my cell." 

f. The following day, on October 10, 2016, at 10:58 a.m., Howard sent a text message 

to Cohen and Davidson, which stated:"!Zefffi7Micliael: connecting youooth in regarcl~rto~that ___ ·---~-~--·-·· 

business opportunity. Spoke to the client this AM and they're confirmed to proc~ed with the 

opportunity. Thanks. Dylan. Over to you two." At 12:25 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

that stated: "Michael - if we are ever going to close this deal - In my opinion, it needs to be today. 

Keith." Davidson and Cohen then spoke by phone for about three minutes. Based on my 

participation in this investigation, I believe that when Howard wrote that the "client" was 

"confirmed to proceed with the opportunity," he was referring to Clifford's agreement in principle 

to accept money from Cohen in exchange for her agreement not to discuss any prior affair with 

then-candidate Trump.28 

g. Based on my review of records obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that on or about October 10, 2016, Clifford and Davidson appear to have signed a "side letter 

agreement" that stated it was an exhibit to a "confidential settlement agreement and mutual 

release" between "Peggy Peterson" and "David Dennison." The· purpose of the document, 

28 As set forth below, AMI was also involved in a payment to model Karen McDougal. 

However, because these communications were in close temporal proximity to the events involving 

the negotiation of a payment to Clifford, the execution of the agreement with Clifford, and the 

payment of money to Clifford, I believe that these communications were related to Clifford. 

Additionally, based on my review of public statements by McDougal, I have learned that she 

negotiated an agreement with AMI several months prior to these· communications between Cohen 

and Pecker, Howard, and Davidson. 
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according to the agreement, was to define the "true name and identity" of persons named by 

pseudonym in "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release." The side letter agreement 

specifies the identity of "Peggy Peterson" to be Clifford, but the space for "Dennison's" identity 

is blank. The agreement also includes a signature page for "Peterson," "Dennison," and their 

attorneys. The signature page is signed by "Peterson" and his attorney, Davidson, but the 

document is unsigned by "Dennison" and his attorney. Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe that Davidso_11:_~gLCohen this partially-signed "side letter ag~~emen_t'_' _in ____ 

order to facilitate the closing of a deal between Davidson's client and Cohen or his client on 

October 10, 2016. 

35. It appears that on October 13, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen took steps 

to complete a transaction with Davidson, including attempting to open an account from which 

Cohen could transfer funds to Davidson. Specifically, from my review of toll records, information 

obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, records maintained by First 

Republic, as well as my participation in interviews with First Republic employees, I have learned 

the following: 

a. On the morning of October 13, 2016, at 8:54 a.m., Cohen sent Pecker a text message 

that stated: "I need to talk to you." At 9:06 a.m., Pecker sent a text message to Cohen that stated, 

"I called please call me back." The tolls between Cohen and Pecker do not show a telephone call 

between 8:54 a.m. and 9:06 a.m. However, based on my review of text messages, I have learned 

that Cohen and Pecker communicate with each other over Signal, which is an encrypted 

communications cellphone application that allows users to send encrypted text messages and make 

encrypted calls. 
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b. At 9:23 a.m., Cohen sent an email that stated "call me" to First Republic Employee-

2. The email attached documents from the Secretary of State of Delaware indicating that Cohen 

had formed a limited liability company called "Resolution Consultants LLC" on September 30, 

2016. As noted above, "Resolution Consultants" is the name of the entity that Cohen had told 

Howard he had formed recently after Howard said Davidson would "do it." At 10:44 a.m., Cohen 

called First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum and substance, that he needed an account 

-----~--in-the-name-of--''Resolution-Consultants'_:__openedimmediatelJ,-and-thathe.didnoLwantan_address ------------------------

on the checks written out of the account. Later that day, another employee at First Republic 

emailed Cohen account opening paperwork to complete. Cohen returned the account opening 

documents partially completed, but failed to provide a copy of his driver's license or passport, and 

did not respond to the employee's question of how he wanted to fund the account. As a result, the 

account was never opened. 

c. On October 17, 2016, Cohen incorporated Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. 

That same day, he filed paperwork to dissolve Resolution Consultants LLC. 

36. Despite these steps taken by Cohen, it appears that the negotiation between Cohen 

and Davidson was not progressing sufficiently fast enough for Davidson or his client, Clifford, 

and they threatened to go public with Clifford's allegations just days before the presidential 

election. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the 

iCloud Warrant, and public sources, I know the following: 

a. According to an article in The Washington Post, which quoted emails sent from 

Cohen's email account hosted by the Trump Organization, on October 17, 2016, Davidson emailed 

Cohen and threatened to cancel the aforementioned "settlement agreement" by the end of the day 
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if Cohen did not complete the transaction.29 According to the article, Davidson sent Cohen a 

second email later in the day that stated in part, "Please be advised that my client deems her 

settlement agreement canceled and void." At 4:00 p.m. that day, Cohen called Davidson and they 

spoke for over five minutes. 

b. Cohen's 4:00 p.m. call with Davidson and/or Davidson's threats to cancel the 

"settlement agreement" appear to have touched off a flurry of communications about the settlement 

agreement and whether Clifford would go public. Specifically:-

1. At 4:43 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message that stated: "I'm told 

they're going with DailyMail. Are you aware?" One minute later, Cohen responded: "Call me." 

Based on my involvement in this investigation, I understand Howard's text to mean that he heard 

that Clifford was going to take her story of an extramarital affair with Trump to the Daily Mail, a 

tabloid newspaper. 

ii. At 4:45 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for over two minutes. 

Moments later, Davidson and Cohen spoke for about two minutes. 

iii. At 5:03 p.m., Cohen attempted to call Trump, but the call only lasted eight 

seconds. This was Cohen's first call after he spoke with Davidson. 

1v. At 5:25 p.m., Cohen texted Howard, stating: "Well???" 

v. At 6:44 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text, stating: "Not taking my 

calls." Cohen responded one minute later: "You're kidding. Who are you trying to reach?" 

Howard responded one minute later: "The 'agent."' Based on my involvement in this 

29 Due to the partially covert nature of the investigation to this date, the USAO has not requested 

documents from the Trump Organization or Davidson, and thus does not possess the email 

referenced in this article. 
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investigation, I understand Howard's text messages to mean that he attempted to contact Davidson 

about the matter involving Clifford, but that Davidson was not taking Howard's calls. 

v1. At 6:49 p.m., Cohen called Howard and they spoke for nearly four minutes. 

c. The following day, on October 18, 2016, TheSmokingGun.com, a website that 

publishes legal documents and mugshots, published an article called: "Donald Trump and the Porn 

Superstar," which alleged that Trump had an extramarital affair with Clifford.. However, the 

article noted that Clifford had declined to comment. 
---------

37. On or about October 25, 2016, the communications between Cohen, Davidson, 

Howard and Pecker picked up again, apparently concerning a transaction involving Clifford. 

Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants and iCloud Warrant, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 25, 2016, at 6:09 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message stating: 

"Keith calling you urgently. We have to coordinate something on the matter he's calling you about 

or its [sic] could look awfully bad for everyone." One minute later, Davidson sent Cohen a text 

message stating "Call me." Cohen and Davidson called each other several times over the next half 

hour but appear not to have connected. At 6:42 p.m., Cohen and Davidson spoke for about eight 

minutes. At 7:11 p.m., they spoke for another two minutes. 

b. The next morning, on or about October 26, 2016, at 8:26 a.m., Cohen called Trump 

and spoke to him for approximately three minutes. At 8:34 a.m., Cohen called Trump again and 

connected for a minute and a half. 

c. At approximately 9:04 a.m.-less than thirty minutes after speaking with Trump-

Cohen sent two emails to the person who had incorporated Resolution Consultants and Essential 

Consultants for him, and stated "can you send me asap the filing receipt" and then, in the second 
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email, "for Essential Consultants LLC." That person responded with the filing receipt two minutes 

later at 9:06 a.m. and with the certification of formation 23 minutes later, at 9:27 a.m. 

d. Shortly after that, Cohen contacted First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum 

and substance, that he decided not to open an account in the name of "Resolution Consulting" and 

instead would be opening a real estate consulting company in the name of "Essential Consultants." 

Cohen told First Republic Employee-2 that he was at Trump Tower, and wanted to go to a First 

·----------. ---
Republic branch across the street to op.en the account, so-PirsfRepuofic Employee-2~c-alle·d-Ftrst---·······-· · 

Republic Employee-1, a preferred banker at that branch, assist Cohen. At 11:00 a.m., First 

Republic Employee- I called Cohen. I know from my participation in an interview with First 

Republic Employee-1, that around the time of the call he went to Cohen's office in Trump Tower-

on the same floor as the Trump Organization-and went through account opening questions, 

including know your customer questions, with Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-

customer questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic 

Employee-1 entered into a form-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening 

Essential Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting 

work, and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. 

Based. on my review of records obtained from First Republic, it appears that this account (the 

''Essential Consultants Account") was created at a time between 11 :00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m. 

e. At 1:47 p.m., Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for approximately two 

minutes. At approximately 1 :49 p.m., Davidson emailed Cohen wiring instructions for an attorney 

client trust account at City National Bank. 

f. After the Essential Consultants Account was opened on October 26, 2016, Cohen 

transferred $131,000 from a home equity line of credit that Cohen had at First Republic to the 
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Essential Consultants Account. Following the transfer, at approximately 4: 15 p.m. on October 26, 

2016, First Republic Employee-2's assistant emailed Cohen at his Trump Organization email 

address to tell him that the funds had been deposited into the Essential Consultants Account. 

Cohen forwarded that email to the Cohen Gmail Account and then forwarded it to Davidson. 

g. At 6:37 p.m., Cohen asked Pecker by text message, "Can we speak? Important." 

Cohen called Pecker at 6:49 p.m. and connected for thirty seconds. At 6:57 p.m., Cohen sent 

Howard a text message, stating: ''Please callme. Important."-Conen called Howanl at '7:00-p:m:·--~------------. 

and connected for about thirty seconds. At 7:06 p.m., Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for nearly thirteen minutes. At 7:24 p.m., Howard sent a text message to Cohen that: "He said 

he'd call me back in 20 minutes. I told him what you are asking for his [sic] reasonable. I'll get 

it sorted." Approximately an hour later, at 8:23 p.m., Howard told Cohen by text message to 

"check your Gmail for email from my private account." In an email sent at 8:23 p.m. by Howard 

to Cohen and Davidson, with the subject line "Confirmation," Howard stated, "Thank you both 

for chatting with me earlier. Confirming agreement on: - Executed agreement, hand-signed by 

Keith's client and returned via overnight or same-day FedEx to Michael, - Change of agreement 

to reflect the correct LLC, - Transfer of funds on Thursday AM to be held in escrow until receipt 

of agreement." After receiving that email, at approximately 8:27 p.m., Cohen asked Howard by 

text message, "Can you and David [Pecker] give me a call." Howard promptly responded: "David 

is not around I think. I'll call." At 8:28 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for three 

minutes. 

38. On October 27, 2016, Cohen made a payment to Davidson of $130,000-with the 

funds intended for Clifford-for the purpose of securing her ongoing silence with respect to the 

allegations that she had an extramarital affair with Trump. Specifically, based on my review of 
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toll records, bank records, and information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen 

Email Warrants, I have learned the following: 

a. At 9:47 a.m., Cohen sent Davidson an email, stating: "Keith, kindly confirm that 

the wire received today, October 27, 2016 shall be held by you in your attorney's trust account 

until such time as directed for release by me, in writing. Additionally, please ensure that all 

paperwork contains the correct name of Essential Consultants LLC. I thank you in advance for 

. your assistance and look forward-tolieanng from you later:" 

b. At approximately 10:01 a.m., according to records provided by First Republic 

Bank, Cohen completed paperwork to wire $130,000 from the Essential Consultants Account-

which had been funded a day prior from Cohen's home equity line of credit-to the attorney client 

trust account at City National Bank that Davidson had specified in the wiring instructions he sent 

to Cohen. The wire transfer was made shortly thereafter. 

c. At 10:02 a.m., Davidson responded to Cohen's email from 9:47 a.m., stating: "I 

confirm that I will work in good faith & that no funds shall be disbursed unless & until the plaintiff 

personally signs all necessary settlement paperwork, (the form of which will match the prior 

agreement). The settlement docs will name the correct corporation, (Essential Consultants LLC). 

Plaintiffs signature will be notarized and returned to you via FedEx. Only after you receive FedEx 

will I disburse. Fair?" 

d. At 10:50 a.m., First Republic Employee-1 sent Cohen an email confirming that the 

payment had been sent and providing him with the wire number. 

39. On October 28, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen finalized the transaction 

with Davidson. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant 

to the iCloud Warrant, public sources, and bank records, I know the following: 
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a. On October 28, 2016, at 11 :48 a.m., Cohen spoke to Trump for approximately five 

minutes. Beginning at 1 :21 p.m., Cohen attempted a series of phone calls to Davidson, Pecker, 

and Howard throughout the day, although it appears he may only have connected with Howard. 

b. Later that day, at approximately 7:01 p.m., Davidson stated to Cohen by text 

message that "all is AOK. I should have signed, notarized docs on Monday. You should have 

them on Tuesday." Cohen thanked him and said "I hope we are good." Davidson responded, "I 

assure you. We are very good." Howard al~()texted Cohen at 7:08 p.m., "Keith [Davidson]s_a~y_s ______ _ 

we are good." Cohen then responded "OK" to Howard and "Excellent" to Davidson. At 

approximately 10:30 p.m., Cohen spoke to Hicks for three minutes. 

c. On October 31, 2016, Cohen called Howard at 8:22 p.m. and they spoke for over 

three minutes. At 8:32 p.m., Cohen received text messages from both Howard and Davidson. 

Howard said: "You'll have paperwork tomorrow says KD." Davidson said: "We are AOK. You 

will be receiving a package tomorrow." Cohen responded "'thank you" to Howard and "Thanks 

Keith. Will call you then" to Davidson. From my involvement in this investigation, I believe 

Davidson was referring to a signed nondisclosure agreement when he told Cohen that he would 

receive a package. 

d. Based on my review of court filings that became public in 2018, I have learned that 

on or about October 28, 2016, "EC, LLC and/or David Dennison" entered into a "confidential 

settlement agreement and mutual release" with "Peggy Peterson," pursuant to which "Peterson" 

agreed not to disclose certain "confidential information pertaining to [Dennison]" in exchange for 

$130,000. The agreement provided that "EC, LLC" would wire the funds to "Peterson's" attorney, 

who would then transfer funds to "Peterson." Cohen signed the agreement on behalf of "EC, 
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LLC." The agreement stated that the address for "EC, LLC," which was later referred to in the 

agreement as "Essential Consultants, LLC," was Cohen's residence. 

e. Consistent with the "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release," on or 

about November 1, 2016, Davidson transferred $96,645 from his attorney client trust account at 

City National Bank to a bank account in Clifford's name. The wire had the annotation "net 

settlement." On the same day, at approximately 9:48 a.m. Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

with a picture of a FedEx dcliveryconfirmation, statinirtlfat at approximmely9:09-a~m~a-pa:ckage~~--

shipped by Davidson the previous day had arrived for Cohen at his Trump Organization 

address. On the same day, at approximately 6:14 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen an email with an 

audio file attached and said "Give this a lesson [sic] and then call me." The audio attachment was 

titled "Stormy.mp3" and was a five-minute recording of Davidson interviewing Clifford about 

recent public allegations made by an adult film star named Jessica Drake regarding her alleged 

past affair with Trump; in the recording, Clifford explained the reasons she believed that Drake 

was not credible. Less than an hour later, at approximately 7:05 p.m., Cohen called Trump, but it 

appears that they did not connect. Cohen then called a telephone number belonging to Kellyanne 

Conway, who at the time was Trump's campaign manager. They did not connect. At 

approximately 7:44 p.m., however, Cohen received a return call from Conway, which lasted for 

approximately six minutes. 

40. On November 4, 2016, justthree days after the Clifford transaction was completed 

and just four days before the presidential election, the Wall Street Journal published an article 

alleging that the National Enquirer had "Shielded Donald Trump" from allegations by Playboy 

model Karen McDougal that she and Trump had an affair. The article alleged that AMI had agreed 

to pay McDougal to bury her story. McDougal, like Clifford, had been represented by Davidson. 
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Based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants 

and iCloud Warrant, and public sources, it appears that Cohen spoke frequently to Davidson, 

Howard, Pecker, and Hicks around the time of this article's publication-just days before Election 

Day-about the importance of preventing the McDougal and Clifford stories from gaining national 

traction. Specifically, I ~ave learned the following: 

a. Between 4:30 and 8:00 p.m. on November 4, Cohen communicated several times 

with Howard, Pecker and Davidson. For instan~e, a! approximately :!:_:_4J_p.m., Cohen sent Ho\\1~~<!-

a text message with a screenshot of an email forwarded to him by another Trump Organization 

lawyer. The forwarded email was from a Wall Street Journal reporter, and asked for comment 

from Trump and/or the campaign on the story. Cohen also spoke with Hicks several times, 

including shortly before and/or after calls with Pecker, Howard and Davidson. Indeed, at 

·approximately 7:33 p.m., using two different cellphones subscribed to him, Cohen appears to have 

been talking to Davidson and Hicks at the same time. 

b. At approximately 8:51 p.m., Cohen sent Howard a message, stating: "She's being 

really difficult with giving Keith a statement. Basically went into hiding and umeachable." One 

minute later, Howard responded: "I'll ask him again. We just need her to disappear." Cohen 

responded, "She definitely disappeared but refuses to give a statement and Keith cannot push her." 

At approximately 8:55 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text: "Let's let the dust settle. We don't 

want to push her over the edge. She's on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible 

position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist." Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe Cohen and Howard were referring to Karen McDougal when they were 

discussing "she" and "her." Additionally, I believe Howard's statement that "we have ... a 
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plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist" was a reference to the fact that 

AMI had given McDougal payments for her role as a purported columnist for the company. 

c. At approximately 8:58 p.m. on November 4, 2016, Howard attempted to reassure 

Cohen about the effect of the forthcoming Wall Street Journal article, texting, "I think it'll be ok 

pal. I think it'll fade into the distance." Cohen responded, "He's pissed." Howard wrote back, 

"I'm pissed! You're pissed. Pecker is pissed. Keith is pissed. Not much we can do." Based on 

my involvement in this investig11-tion, I believe Cohep. was referring to Trump when he stated "he's 

pissed." Cohen asked Howard at approximately 9:00 p.m. how the Wall Street Journal could 

publish its article if "eve1yone denies." Howard responded, "Because there is the payment from 

AMI. It looks suspicious at best." 

d. At approximately 9:03 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for two minutes. 

At approximately 9: 11 p.m., Cohen called Howard and spoke to him for five minutes. At 

approximately 9: 15 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for nearly seven minutes. Again, 

Cohen used different phones for these two calls, such that he appears to have been on both calls 

for about a minute of overlap. At approximately 9:32 p.m., Cohen texted Pecker, "The boss just 

tried calling you. Are you free?" A minute later, Cohen texted Howard, "Is there a way to fmd 

David quickly?" 

e. At approximately 9:50 p.m., the Wall Street Journal article was published online. 

Howard and Hicks both sent web links for the article to Cohen. Over the next half hour, Cohen 

and Howard exchanged several text messages commenting on how the story came across. The next 

moming on November 5, 2016, at approximately 7:35 a.m., Cohen texted Hicks, "So far I see only 

6 stories. Getting little to no traction." Hicks responded, "Same. Keep praying!! It's working!" 

Cohen wrote back, "Even CNN not talking about it. No one believes it and if necessary, I have a 
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statement by Storm denying everything and contradicting the other porn stars statement. I wouldn't 

use it now or even discuss with him as no one is talking about this or cares!" Based on my 

involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was ref erring to the above-referenced recorded 

audio statement by Clifford that he obtained from Davidson, and was stating that such a statement 

could be used to influence potential negative media relating to Trump, but was unnecessary at that 

time. Based on a text message from Hicks to Cohen, I believe that later that morning, Pecker 

------spoke-to-Trump. -------

41. On or about November 8, 2016, Trump won the election for President of the United 

States. 

42. On or about January 12, 2018, the Wall Street Journal first reported that Cohen 

arranged a payment to Clifford. On or about January 22, 2018, Common Cause, a government 

watchdog group, filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, alleging that Cohen had 

violated campaign finance laws by making the payment to Clifford. Based on my review public 

sources following that report, as well as emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

have learned the following: 

a. On or about January 23, 2018, the day after Common Cause filed its complaint, 

Cohen began emailing himself drafts of statements describing his payment to Clifford. 

Additionally, on January 23, 2018, Cohen emailed the following draft of that statement to an 

individual who appears to be writing a book on Cohen's behalf: 

2017.08.02 

In October 2016, I was contacted by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that 
news outlets, including ABC news, were pursuing the 2011 story of an 
alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford. Despite the fact that 
both parties had already denied the allegation, as Mr. Trump's longtime 
special counsel and protector, I took it upon myself to match the offer and 
keep the story from breaking. I knew the allegation to be false, but I am 
also a realist who understands that just because something is false doesn't 
mean that it doesn't create harm and damage. I could not allow this to 
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occur. I negotiated a non-disclosure agreement with Ms. Clifford's 

counsel and tendered the funds. I did this through my Delaware LLC and 

transferred personal funds to cover the agreement. I was not reimbursed 

any monies from Mr. Trump, the Trump Organization, any third party or 

the Presidential campaign. At no point did I ever advise Mr. Trump of my 

communications or actions regarding this agreement. As outlandish and 

unusual as this may appear, the Trumps have been like family to me for 

over a decade. It's what you do for family. 

(Emphasis added.) Based on my involvement in this investigation, I believe that the above email 

is an acknowledgement that the allegation of the affair had existed for some time (" .. . the 2011 

story ... "), but that Cohen was motivated to "keep the story from breaking" again in October 2016. 

b. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen said in a statement to The New York Times 

that "Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign was a party to the transaction with 

Ms. Clifford. The payment to Ms. Clifford was lawful, and was not a campaign contribution or a 

campaign expenditure by anyone." Cohen declined to answer follow-up questions including 

whether Trump had been aware of the payment, why Cohen made the payment, or whether similar 

payments had been made to other people. 

c. On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen was asked by The New York Times whether 

Trump had reimbursed him, whether he and Trump had made any arrangement at the time of the 

payment, or whether he had made payments to other women. Cohen stated in response, "I can't 

get into any of that." On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen also stated to The Washington Post 

that: "In a private transaction in 2016, I used my owri personal funds to facilitate a payment of 

$130,000 to Ms. Stephanie Clifford. Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign 

was a party to the transaction with Ms. Clifford, and neither reimbursed me for the payment, either 

directly or indirectly." 

43. On or about March 9, 2018, Cohen stated to ABC News that "the funds were taken 

from my home equity line and transferred internally to my LLC account in the same bank." 
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44. Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, there is probable cause to believe that 

Cohen committed violations of the Campaign Finance Offenses by making an in-kinq contribution 

to Trump or the Trump campaign in the form of a $130,000 payment to Clifford on the eve of the 

election. Indeed, while he denies having given an unlawful contribution, in his own statements 

Cohen has admitted that he paid $130,000 of his "personal funds" to Clifford and that the payment 

occurred less than two weeks before the election, as Trump was facing negative media allegations 

about his behavior toward women, even tfiougn-allegat10ns ofanaffair-oetween~Trurrrp-a:nd-----

Clifford existed since 2011. In addition, the communication records set forth above make evident 

that Cohen communicated with members of the Trump campaign about his negotiation with 

Clifford's attorney and the need to preclude Clifford from making a statement that would have 

reflected negatively on the candidate in advance of the forthcoming election. 

C. Probable Cause Justifying Search of the Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

45. Based on the foregoing, my review of records produced pursuant to subpoenas and 

the Cohen Email Warrants, and the iCloud Warrant, and my training and experience, there is 

probable cause to believe that the Subject Premises and Subject Devices have been used in 

furtherance of the Subject Offenses and are likely to contain instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits 

of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen permanently 

resides at Subject Premises-I and, at least in part, works at both Subject Premises-I and Subject 

Premises-2, and that those locations contain evidence relating to the Sterling taxi medallion 

transaction, Cohen's assets, Cohen's consulting work for Essential Consultants LLC, and his 

payment to Clifford. Additionally, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 

contains evidence of Cohen's assets and his payment to Clifford. Finally, there is probable cause 

to believe that Subject Premises-4, in which Cohen is temporarily residing, contains electronic 
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devices, including Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2, which, in turn, contain evidence of the 

Subject Offenses, such as evidence relating to the Sterling taxi medallion transaction, Cohen's 

assets, Cohen's consulting work for Essential Consultants LLC, and his payment to Clifford. 

46. First, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen lives and operates his businesses, 

at least in part, at Subject Premises-I. Specifically, from my review of property records, I know 

that Michael Cohen and Laura Cohen own (in trust) Subject Premises-I. From my review of 

---~Go hen's-tax-returns,-I-know-he lists-his-pl'imary-residence as Subj ect-=-Frnmise-s-1--.------AdditionaUy,~--

from my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I know that Cohen 

routinely refers to Subject Premises-I as his home. For example, on or about September 28, 2017 

and October 6, 2017, Cohen emailed individuals that his home address is the address for Subject 

Premises- I. I also know from my review of emails that Cohen receives package delivery 

notifications that list Cohen's address as the address for Subject Premises- I. Cohen has also 

provided the address of Subject Premises-I as the address for Essential Consultants and Michael 

D. Cohen & Associates, P.C. For example, the certificates of incorporation and account opening 

documents at First Republic for both entities list their addresses as the address for Subject 

Premises-I. See supra 11 l 8(b ), 18( d). The consulting agreement between Essential Consultants 

and AT&T also indicated the address for Essential Consultants is the address for Subject Premises-

1. See supra 119( c ). 

47. There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I is likely to contain 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, from my review of 

emails produced pursuant to subpoena and the Cohen Email Warrants and iCloud Warrant, as well 

as my training and experience, I know the following: 
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a. According to records maintained by Sterling, the address for all of Cohen's taxi 

medallion LLCs is the address for Subject Premises-I. See supra~ 16(c). Additionally, the 

medallion loan documents indicate that any mailings related to the loans should be sent to Subject 

Premises-1. See id. Based on my training and experience, as well as my review of public sources, 

I know that individuals keep records of properties and assets in which they have ownership 

interests. Accordingly, I submit that Subject Premises-1 likely contains evidence of Cohen's 

-ownership- of.-the-taxi- medall-ien- bbGs,the- revenue--that-those--medallions-generate,--and- thv---- --- -

transaction with Sterling in 2014 to re-finance the medallion loans that were then with Capital One 

Bank. 

b. From my review of records maintained by Sterling, I also know that Sterling 

addressed documents relating to the transaction and Cohen's attempts to modify the 

terms of the medallion loans to Subject Premises-I. For instance, Sterling addressed the 

transaction term sheet, see supra~ 16(1), and its demand letter and notice of default, see supra~ 

16(q), to Subject Premises-I. Accordingly, Subject Premises-I likely contains evidence 

concerning the ransaction and Cohen's negotiations with Sterling. Some of those 

records-such as records relating to a payment from Cohen to- -were concealed from 

Sterling and cannot be obtained via subpoena to Sterling. Additionally, even where documents 

were sent to Cohen by Sterling (and therefore are available from Sterling via subpoena), the fact 

that they may be found in Subject Premises-I will be relevant to Cohen's possession or knowledge 

of the documents. 

c. From my review of records maintained by First Republic, I know that Cohen 

provided the address for Subject Premises- I as the mailing addresses for the Essential Consultants 

Account and :MDC&A Account. See supra~~ 18(6), 18(e). Accordingly, it is likely that Subject 
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Premises-I contains records relating to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A Account, 

including, among other things, account opening documents, bank statements, documents provided 

as part of the know-your-customer process, any notes made by Cohen when he was opening the 

accounts, wire transfer records, and canceled checks. Even where these records can be obtained 

from First Republic, the fact that they may be found in Subject Premises-I will be relevant to, 

among other things, Cohen's ownership of the accounts, or his knowledge of transactions or the 

existence of funds in accounts--:-
·~------~---·--

d. Based on my review of records maintained by Capital One Bank, TD Bank, Morgan 

Stanley, City National Bank, Signature Bank, and Bethpage Credit Union, I know that Cohen 

provided the address for Subject Premises-I as the mailing for his accounts at each of these 

financial institutions. Accordingly, it is likely that Subject Premises-I contains records relating to 

these accounts, including, among other things, bank statements that list account balances. The 

existence of these records in Subject Premises-I will be relevant to, among other things, Cohen's 

ownership of the accounts and his knowledge of the balances in these accounts. 

e. Additionally, Cohen may have records of other bank accounts or assets that were 

not disclosed to Sterling and are not presently known by law enforcement. For example, as 

described above, Cohen has received interest income since 2015 that he has not disclosed to 

Sterling or paid taxes on. Also, on Cohen's August 2014 Financial Statement, see supra ,i 16(e), 

he disclosed $10,000,000 in "investments in overseas entities."30 The value of these investments 

was omitted from subsequent financial statements. However, for the reasons outlined above, there 

is probable cause to believe that Cohen omitted the value of those investments from his 2017 

30 Based on my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-3, I have learned that 

Cohen told Sterling Employee-3 that the reference to "investments in overseas entities" on his 

2014 Financial Statement was to serve merely as a "placeholder" for potential future investments. 
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financial statements in order to understate his assets. As Subject Premises-I is Cohen's primary 

residence and he uses Subject Premises- I as the mailing address for bank records, there is probable 

cause to believe that account statements for unknown bank accounts or assets concealed from 

Sterling are likely to be found in Subject Premises-I. 

f. Based on my review of records maintained. by AT&T and produced pursuant to the 

Cohen Email Warrants, I know that the address Cohen provided to AT&T for Essential Consultants 

is the address for Subject Premises- I. -See-supraiff9-(c)-:-Tnerefore, there iS probable~cause-to 

believe that Subject Premises-I will contain evidence concerning the operation of Essential 

Consultants or money that Cohen received, through Essential Consultants, from AT&T. 

Additionally, because Cohen used the address for Subject Premises-I for at least one consulting 

arrangement involving Essential Consultants, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises- I may contain records of other consulting arrangements that Cohen, through Essential 

Consultants, has with other individuals or entities. 

g. Based on my review of records maintained by Getzel' s accounting firm, and emails 

produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that Getzel' s accounting firm sent 

documents to Subject Premises-I and used the address for Subject Premises-I as the address listed 

on Cohen's personal and corporate tax returns. See supra 16(n). For instance, on or about 

October 6, 2017, an employee at Getzel's accounting firm emailed Cohen that she had sent 

Cohen's September 2017 Financial Statement by FedEx to Cohen's attention. Accordingly, 

Cohen's tax records are likely to be found in Subject Premises- I. 

h. Based on my review of bank records and publicly-available documents, I know that 

Cohen used $130,000 from a home equity line of credit on Subject Premises-I to pay Clifford. I 

also know that on the settlement and nondisclosure agreement between "Peggy Peterson" and "EC, 
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LLC," the address for Essential Consultants is Subject Premises-I. Accordingly, Subject 

Premises- I is likely to contain evidence of the Campaign Finance Offenses, including settlement 

and nondisclosure agreements, payment records, written and email correspondence, and records 

pertaining to the home equity line of credit. 

i. Based on my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants and 

iCloud Warrant, I know that Cohen used at least one Apple iPhone, an Apple iPad Mini, and a 

MacBook-Pro-to-access-his-i eloud-account-:--Based-on-my-review-of location-records-provided-by---

Apple pursuant to the iCloud Warrant, I know that electronic devices linked to Cohen's iCloud 

account were used at Subject Premises-I to, among other things, place telephone calls and backup 

files to Cohen's iCloud account. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-I contains electronic devices, including certain Apple products, that for reasons 

discussed below are likely to contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

j. Based on my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

understand that Subject Premises-I recently sustained water damage to certain parts of the 

premises, and that Cohen has engaged contractors to perform certain remediation work on the 

premises. In addition, as set forth above, I believe that Cohen and his family are temporarily 

residing at Subject Premises-4 in the Loew's Regency Hotel, which is approximately two blocks 

from Subject Premises-I. However, based on my review of a work order sent to Cohen's email 

by a contractor, I understand that the first phase of the work order called for the contractor to "Pack 

& Remove all items & furnishings in Living Room, Kitchen, ~ons Room & Dining Room" and 

store them off-site. In addition, based on my review of drawings sent to Cohen by the contractor, 

it appears that the work is primarily being done in these rooms. Thus, I believe that the 

construction - to the extent it is still ongoing - would not necessarily have caused Cohen to move 
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all documents or evidence responsive to the warrant out of Subject Premises- I, because it does not 

appear that work is being done to the portion of Subject Premises-I, such as a home office or 

Cohen's own room, where such documents or evidence would most likely be found.31 

48. Second, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen uses Subject Premises-2 as 

office space, and also that Subject Premises-2 contains certain electronic devices. Specifically, 

from my review of the "strategic alliance agreement" between Squire Patton Boggs and Cohen, 

------andc.my-re:v:iew 0£ the-press_release_on_ Squire_:eatton-Boggs~s-website,_IJmow_thaLCohen_has_an _____ _ 

office at Subject Premises-2. See supra ,r,r 18(d), 19(e). Indeed, I have learned that pursuant to 

Cohen's agreement with the law firm, he has "dedicated and segregated office space" in Squire 

Patton Boggs's offices on the 23rd floor of 30 Rockefeller Plaza, and that the space is "physically 

separate" from the firm's offices and has "locked doors and its own locked file cabinets." See 

supra ,r 19(e). Additionally, I know that under the terms of the agreement, Cohen agreed to 

"arrange for [his] own computer server system that is not connected to [Squire Patton Boggs's] 

computer network system." I know from my participation in an interview with Getzel, who met 

Cohen at Subject Premises-2 in 2017, that Subject Premises-2 is an office with a door, it appears 

to be used only by Cohen, and it contains, among other things, a computer and paper files. 

According to Getzel, when Getzel saw Cohen at Subject Premises-2, he had two cellular 

telephones in Subject Premises-2. I also lmow from my review of emails produced pursuant to the 

Cohen Email Warrants that Cohen uses the address for Subject Premises-2 in the signature block 

31 As noted below, based on my training and experience, I believe that individuals who travel or 
stay in hotels for short-term periods commonly bring some items with them, such as portable 
electronic devices or sensitive items, meaning that Cohen has likely taken some evidence from 
Subject Premises-I to Subject Premises-4. Nevertheless, given the temporary nature of Cohen's 
stay at Subject Premises-4 and the scope of the work being done at Subject Premises-I, i believe 
it is unlikely that Cohen has taken all evidence that would be subject to seizure out of Subject 
Premises-I . 
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on his emails. Based on my review of notes of a call between Cohen and First Republic Employee-

2 (which notes were taken by another First Republic employee, who was participating in the call 

and taking notes), I know that, on or about November 15, 2017, Cohen told First Republic 

Employee-2 that he had a new office at 30 Rock. Moreover, I know from an article in Vanity Fair 

published on or about February 14, 2018, that Cohen was interviewed by the magazine in Subject 

Premises-2 in or about February 2018. 

_ . ___ .49 ___ There_is_also_probable_cause_to_helieYethat_SubjectJ>r.emises.:-2_is_likely~to~c_ontain ______ -·-----~-·-·c·· 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, from my review of 

, emails produced pursuant to subpoena and the Cohen Email Warrants and iCloud Warrant, as well 

as my training and experience, I know the following: 

a. According to records maintained by Sterling, when Cohen was emailing with 

Ster ling Employee-3 in 2018 about a modification to his existing loan from Ster ling, Cohen listed 

his address in his email as the address for Subject Premises-2. See supra 16(t), 16(u). 

Accordingly, Subject Premises-2 likely contains evidence concerning Cohen's loan modification 

negotiations with Sterling. 

b. Based on my review of records obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that the address Cohen provided to KAI and ETA for Essential Consultants is the address 

for Subject Premises-2. See supra~~ 19(a), 19(b). Therefore, there is probable cause to belleve 

that Subject Premises-2 will contain evidence concerning the operation of Essential Consultants 

or money that Cohen received, through Essential Consultants, from KAI and ETA, among other 

entities with which Cohen had a consulting arrangement. Additionally, based on my review of 

emails sent in 2018 that were obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I know that Cohen 

continues to enter into consulting arrangements through Essential Consultants, and agreements 
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relating to those arrangements indicate that Essential Consultants is located at Subject Premises-

2. Additionally, because Cohen used the address for Subject Premises-2 for multiple consulting 

arrangements involving Essential Consultants, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-2 may contain records of other unknown consulting arrangements that Cohen has with 

other individuals or entities. 

c. Based on my review ofrecords maintained by Getzel's accounting firm, and emails 

produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, as weUa.s-my participationin an interview-with 

Getzel, I have learned that Getzel visited Subject Premises-2 to meet with Cohen about his taxes. 

See supra ,r 20(a). At that meeting, Getzel discussed with Cohen whether Cohen should disclose 

Essential Consultants on his personal financial statement to banks. According, there is probable 

cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 will contain evidence relating to Cohen's taxes, or notes 

of his conversation with Getzel. Moreover, the fact that Cohen used Subject Premises-2 for a 

meeting regarding his personal financial matters provides probable cause to believe that documents 

and information regarding his finances will be found in Subject Premises-2. 

d. Based on my participation in an interview with Getzel, I know that Cohen maintains 

a computer in Subject Premises-2. From my review ofIP data produced pursuant to a subpoena 

and pen register to Google, it appears that Cohen is logging into his Gmail account from Subject 

Premises-2. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 contains 

electronic devices, that for reasons discussed below are likely to contain evidence of the Subject 

. Offenses. 

e. Based upon my training and experience, I have learned that individuals who 

maintain businesses typically keep records relating to the business-such as contracts with clients 

and records of payments-at the business' identified location. I am not aware of any addresses 
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associated with Essential Consultants other than Subject Premises-1 and Subject Premises-2. 

Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-1 and Subject Premises-2 

will contain business records for Essential Consultants. 

50. Third, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 is likely to contain 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. In particular: 

a. As noted above, Cohen has two bank accounts at TD Bank. In or about November 

2017, as Cohen was receiving substantiarincome ffonfconsulfmgwotk which-he-didnot-disclose-~----

to Sterling-Cohen opened the safety deposit box at TD Bank, which is Subject Premises-3. In 

light of the aforementioned evidence that Cohen conceals assets, including assets at TD Bank, 

there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 contains fmancial assets, objects of value 

and/or documents relating to such assets or objects of value that Cohen likely did not disclose to 

Sterling. Indeed, based on my training and experience, I am aware that people often conceal 

valuable items in safety deposit boxes. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-3 will contain evidence of the Bank Fraud Offenses. 

b. In addition, based on my review of records produced by TD Bank, I know that 

Cohen has accessed the vault in which Subject Premises-3 is stored o·n two occasions. The first 

such occasion was on November 10, 2017. Cohen signed into the vault at approximately 5:35 and 

out of vault at approximately 5:39 on that date.32 Based on my review of toll records, I know that 

Cohen's first call after he signed out of the safety deposit box - approximately 4 5 minutes later -

was to Keith Davidson. Specifically, at 6:25 p.m. Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for less 

than a minute; three minutes later, Davidson called Cohen back and they spoke for approximately 

32 The entry in the bank's log book does not specify whether this is A .. M. or P.M. However, I infer 

that it is P .M., because it is unlikely that the bank would have been open at 5 :35 and 5 :39 a.m. 
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22 minutes. The second such occasion was on February 2, 2018, which is during the time period 

numerous media reports about Cohen's payment to Clifford were being published, and is one day 

after it appears that Cohen's family moved into Subject Premises-4, as set forth above. The timing 

of Cohen's two visits to the vault- one shortly before a call to Keith Davidson and the other around 

the time that Cohen came under media scrutiny in connection with the payment to Davidson's 

client- gives rise to probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 will contain evidence of the 

Davidson and the payment to Clifford, including documents or evidence that Cohen did not want 

to leave in his apartment where construction workers would be present.33 

51. Based on my review of emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants and 

cell phone location information, I believe that Cohen is temporarily residing in Subject Premises-

4. See supra ,r,r 3(d). There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-4 contains 

instrumentalities and evidence of the Subject Offenses, including, the following: 

a. As described above, it appears that Cohen moved to Subject Premises-4 on or about 

February 1, 2018, at which time numerous media reports about Cohen's involvement in the 

payment to Clifford were being published. See supra ,r,r 3(d). Du,ring this time same period, 

Cohen was frequently corresponding with the media and sent himself and others statements about 

his involvement in the payment to Clifford. See supra ,r,r 42(a)-(c). Thus, there is probable cause 

that Cohen took at least some documents and evidence relating to the Clifford payment with him 

to Subject Premises-4, in order to reference and consult them in connection with these statements. 

33 As noted above, Subject Premises-3 is approximately five inches by ten inches. Accordingly, I 

do not believe that it would fit a large volume of hard copy documents; however, a small number 

of hard-copy documents, or a large volume of documents contained on a flash drive or other 

_portable storage device, would fit in Subject Premises-3. 
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b. As described above, at the time Cohen moved to Subject Premises-4, he was also 

in the midst of ongoing negotiations with Sterling regarding the refinancing of his medallion debts. 

For example, on January 30, 2018, Cohen had a lengthy phone call with Sterling Employee-3 about 

his finances and the proposed restructuring, and on February 1, 2018, Cohen sent an email to 

Sterling Employee-3 claiming that he did not have more than $1.25 million in cash. See supra ,r,r 

16(u). Thus, there is probable cause that Cohen took at least some documents and evidence relating 

-to-his ongoing-negotiations-with-Sterling-with-him to-Subj ect-Premises-4,-in order to-referenee-and-- -----

consult them in connection with these negotiations. 

c. As described above, Cohen used at least one Apple iPhone, an Apple iPad Mini, 

and a MacBook Pro to access his iCloud account, and these ele_ctronic devices linked to Cohen's 

iCloud account were used at Subject Premises-I - Cohens' permanent residence - to place 

telephone calls and backup files to Cohen's iCloud account. See supra ,r,r 4 7(i). Although Cohen's 

stay at Subject Premises-4 is temporary, based on my training and experience I know that 

individuals who travel or stay in hotels for short-term periods commonly bring portable electronic 

devices with them, such as cellular phones, tablets, or laptops. Accordingly, there is probable 

cause to believe that Subject Premises-4, where Cohen currently appears to be residing, contains 

electronic devices, including Subject Device-I, Subject Device-2, and/or certain Apple products, 

that for the reasons discussed herein are likely to contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

d. Moreover, as set forth above, based on cellphone location information I know that 

Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2 were in the vicinity of Subject Premises-4 as recently as 

this morning (April 8, 2018). As set forth above, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen 

used the Subject Devices in furtherance of the Subject Offenses, including to communicate with 

Sterling employees regarding the medallion transaction, with First Republic employees regarding 
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the Essential Consultants Account, with his accountant regarding his finances, and with 

individuals, such as Davidson, Howard and Pecker, involved in the $130,000 payment to Clifford. 

52. Although Cohen appears to be residing currently in Subject Premises-4, it is 

unknown whether Cohen will be physically present within Subject Premises-4 at the moment the 

warrant sought herein are executed. If Cohen is within Subject Premises-4 at that moment, Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2 - his cellphones - will likely also be within Subject Premises-4. 

If CohenTs-not within Sul:iject Premises--4-anliat moment;-tneclevices will likely-he on his-person~------

wherever he is located (which, based on location data for Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2 

as recently as today, is likely to be in the Southern District of New York). As such, this warrant 

seeks separate authority to seize Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2, in the event that those 

devices are not located within SubjectPremises-4 (or another Subject Premises) at the moment the 

warrants sought herein are executed. 

D. Probable Cause Justifying Search ofESI 

53. Based on the foregoing, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I, 

Subject Premises-2 and Subject Premises-4 contain electronic devices that are likely to contain 

evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses (and, as set forth above, that Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2 are themselves electronic devices that are likely to contain 

evidence of the Subject Offenses). Specifically, based on my review of information produced 

pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, the iCloud Warrant, and subpoenas, as well as pen register 

data, I submit that there is probable cause that Subject Premises- I contains an Apple iPad Mini, a 

MacBook Pro, and has, at various time_s, contained .Apple cellphones; similarly, there is probable 

cause that Subject Premises-2 contains a computer and has, at various times, contained Apple 
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cellphones. These devices are likely to include evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the 

Subject Offenses for the following reasons: 

a. As described throughout this affidavit, Cohen used email to send and receive 

communications related to the Subject Offenses. In particular, Cohen used email to send and 

receive communications with Sterling, First Republic, Oetzel, the entities to which he is providing 

consulting services, Davidson, and Howard, among others. While some of these emails have 

·a:lready-be·en-o btairred via·subpoenas-and-search-warrants;-I-know-frorn-my·training-and-experience- --

that individuals can and do delete emails from their Internet-based inboxes but retain copies of 

those emails on their hard drives. I also know that individuals often have multiple email accounts, 

some of which may not be known to law enforcement, and as a result electronic devices can be a 

unique repository of all emails relevant to certain Subject Offenses. Indeed, from my involvement 

in this investigation, I know that Cohen had an email account with the Trump Organization, but 

the USAO and FBI have not been able to obtain the contents of that account to date. Thus, emails 

relevant to the Subject Offenses are likely stored on electronic devices in Subject Premises-I, 

Subject Premises-2 and/or Subject Premises-4. 

b. Additionally, Subject Premises-I, Subject Premise-2 and Subject Premises-4 likely 

contain electronic copies of documents relevant to the Subject Offenses. Indeed, I know from my 

training and experience that individuals often retain copies of important documents on their 

computers or other electronic devices capable of storing information, including cellphones (such 

as the Subject Devices) and tablets. Here, there are a number of documents that Cohen has likely 

retained that will be relevant to the Subject Offenses. For example, electronic devices may include 

documentation of Cohen's true net worth, a listing of his assets, an accounting of his available 
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cash, consulting agreements with third parties, and documentation of his payment to Clifford, 

among other evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

c. Third, I know from my review of emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants that Cohen sent up online banking with First Republic. Based on my training and 

experience, I know that individuals who set up online banking often receive electronic notices 

concerning financial transactions and, on occasion, save records of their financial transactions to 

their devices. Accordingly, there is probable cause to Oelieve UiatCofien'selectrontc-devic-es~~-------

contain evidence of banking ictivity, including the existence of bank accounts or assets that Cohen 

did not disclose to Sterling or Melrose. 

d. Fourth, from my review of records produced by Apple, I know that Cohen 

communicates using text message as well as encrypted communications applications. These 

applications that Cohen has downloaded onto a phone include, but are not limited to, Whats,App, 

Signal, and Dust. I know from my review of toll records and text messages that, in particular, 

Cohen communicated with Pecker using these encrypted applications. Accordingly, there is 

probable cause to believe that Cohen's cellphones -the Subject Devices -will contain encrypted 

messages that are not otherwise accessible relating to the Subject Offenses. 

54. Based on my training and experience, I know that individuals who engage in 

financial crimes commonly use computers to communicate with co-conspirators, keep fmancial 

ledgers, and retain fraudulent documents. As a result, they often store data on their computers 

related to their illegal activity, which can include logs of online or cellphone-based "chats" with 

co-conspirators; email correspondence; contact information of co-conspirators, includihg 

telephone numbers, email addresses, and identifiers for instant messaging and social medial 

accounts; bank account numbers; and/or records of uses of funds. 
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55. Based on my training and experience, I also know that, where computers are used 

in furtherance of criminal activity, evidence of the criminal activity can often be found months or 

even years after it occurred. This is typically true because: 

• Electronic files can be stored on a hard drive for years at little or no cost and users thus 

have little incentive to delete data that may be useful to consult in the future. 

• Even when a user does choose to delete data, the data can often be recovered months 

or years later with the appropriate forensic tools. When a file is "deleted" on a home 

---· computer,_the_data_contained in the file does not actually disappear, but instead remains 

on the hard drive, in "slack space," until itis ove_rwl"itten by new 4ata tl:iat cannoroe--

stored elsewhere on the computer. Similarly, files that have been viewed on the Internet 

are generally downloaded into a temporary Internet directory or "cache," which is only 

overwritten as the "cache" fills up and is replaced with more recently viewed Internet 

pages. Thus, the ability to retrieve from a hard drive or other electronic storage media 

depends less on when the file was created or viewed than on a particular user's 

operating system, storage capacity, and computer habits. 

• In the event that a user changes computers, the user will typically transfer files from 

the old computer to the new computer, so as not to lose data. In addition, users often 

keep backups of their data on electronic storage media such as thumb drives, flash 

memory cards, CD-ROMs, or portable hard drives. 

56. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully submit there is probable cause to believe that 

Cohen engaged in the Subject Offenses, and that evidence of this criminal activity is likely to be 

found in the Subject Premises, on computers and electronic media found in the Subject Premises, 

and on the Subject Devices. In particular, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject 

Premises and Subject Devices will contain evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of 

the Subject Offenses, as more fully described in Section II of Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F to 

the proposed warrants, including the following: 

a. Evidence necessary to establish the occupancy or ownership of the Subject 

Premises, including without limitation, utility and telephone bills, mail envelopes, addressed 

correspondence, bank statements, identification documents, and keys. 

2017.08.02 

b. Evidence relating to Sterling, Melrose, and/or taxi medallions. 
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c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including tc md/or entities associated with him. 

d. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

e. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of pay~ents. rn;ie to or-from Es~entiar Consultants or tne natrrre------•-·~··· -···•··'f 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. l 
!1 
ij 

f. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

g. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records. 

h. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and and any payments b~- to Cohen. 

1. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

j. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 
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k. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

1. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

m. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

ofneg-ative----~--------~r 

I 
n. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

o. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

p. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

q. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

r. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

III. Procedures for Searching ESI 

A. Execution of Warrant for ESI 

57. Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(e)(2)(B) provides that a warrant to search 

for and seize property "may authorize the seizure of electronic storage media or the seizure or 
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copying of electronically stored information ... for later review." Consistent with Rule 41, this 

application requests authorization to seize any computer devices and storage media and transport 

them to an appropriate law enforcement facility for review. This is typically necessary for a number 

of reasons: 

• First, the volume of data on computer devices and storage media is often impractical 
for law enforcement personnel to review in its entirety at the search location. 

• Second, because computer data is particularly vulnerable to inadvertent or intentional 
-~-mcmification or -destruction~ computer a.evtce-s-ate~ide-ally~examined-in-a--cuntrolled~----

environment, such as a law enforcement laboratory, where trained personnel, using 
specialized software, can make a forensic copy of the storage media that can be 
subsequently reviewed in a manner that does not change the underlying data. 

• Third, there are so many types of computer hardware and software in use today that it 
can be impossible to bring to the search site all of the necessary technical manuals and 
specialized personnel and equipment potentially required to safely access the 
underlying computer data. 

• Fourth, many factors can complicate and prolong recovery of data from a computer 
device, including the increasingly common use of passwords, encryption, or other 
features or configurations designed to protect or conceal data on the computer, which 
often take considerable time and resources for forensic personnel to detect and resolve. 

58. As discussed herein, Squire Patton Boggs is a functioning law firm that conducts 

legitimate business unrelated to Cohen's commission of the Subject Offenses. Subject Premises-

2 is an office located inside of Squire Patton Boggs' s New York office. In order to execute the 

warrant in the most reasonable fashion, law enforcement personnel will attempt to investigate on 

the scene of what computers or storage media, if any, must be seized or copied, and what computers 

or storage media need not be seized or copied. Law enforcement personnel will speak with Squire 

Patton Boggs personnel on the scene as may be appropriate to determine which files and electronic 

devices within Subject Premises-2 belong to or were used by Cohen. While, based on the 

foregoing, it does not appear that Cohen shared electronic devices or a server with Squire Patton 

Boggs, where appropriate, law enforcement personnel will copy data, rather than physically seize 
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computers, to reduce the extent of any disruption of Squire Patton Boggs's operations. If, after 

inspecting the seized computers off-site, it is determined that some or all of this equipment is no 

longer necessary to retrieve and preserve the evidence, the Government will return it. 

59. Additionally, because Cohen is an attorney, and claims to serve as a personal 

attorney for Trump, the review of evidence seized from the Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

will be conducted pursuant to established screening procedures to ensure that the law enforcement 

personnel involved in the investigation, including attorneysfor llie-Government~wllect-evidence--~------~----

in a manner reasonably designed to protect any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When 

appropriate, the procedures will include use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from 

the investigative team, in order to review potentially privileged communications and determine 

which communications to release to the investigation and prosecution team. 

B. Accessing ESI on the Subject Devices 

60. As described above, the Subject Devices are both Apple brand devices. 

61. I know from my training and experience, as well as from information found in 

publicly available materials including those published by Apple, that some models of Apple 

devices such as iPhones and iPads off er their users the ability to unlock the device via the use of a 

fingerprint or thumbprint ( collectively, "fingerprint") in lieu of a numeric or alphanumeric 

passcode or password. This feature is called Touch ID. I also know that the Apple iPhone X offers 

its users the ability to unlock the device via the use of facial recognition (through infrared and 

visible light scans) in lieu of a numeric or alphanumeric passcode or password. This feature is 

called Face ID. 

62. If a user enables Touch ID on a given Apple device, he or she can register up to 5 

fingerprints that can be used to unlock that device. The user can then use any of the registered 
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fingerprints to unlock the device by pressing the relevant finger(s) to the device's Touch ID sensor, 

which is found in the round button ( often referred to as the "home" button) found at the bottom 

center of the front of the device. If a user enables Face ID on a given Apple device, he or she can 

unlock the device by raising the iPhone to his or her face, or tapping the screen. In my training 

and experience, users of Apple devices that offer Touch ID or Face ID often enable it because it is 

considered to be a more convenient way to unlock the device than by entering a numeric or 

alpliaiiumefic passcocle or passwora.~aswellas a more secure wayto-protectthe-device' s contents:---~ ---

63. In some circumstances, Touch ID or Face ID cannot be used to unlock a device that 

has either security feature enabled, and a passcode or password must be used instead. These 

circumstances include: (1) when the device has just been turned on or restarted; (2) when more 

than 48 hours has passed since the last time the device was unlocked; (3) when the passcode or 

password has not been entered in the last 6 days, and the device has not been unlocked via Touch 

ID in the last 8 hours or the device has not been unlocked via Face ID in the last 4 hours; ( 4) the 

device has received a remote lock command; or (5) five unsuccessful attempts to unlock the device 

via Touch ID or Face ID are made. 

64. The passcodes or passwords that would unlock the Subject Devices are not known 

to law enforcement. Thus, it will likely be necessary to press the fingers of the user of the Subject 

Devices to the devices' Touch ID sensor, or hold the Subject Devices in front of the user's face to 

activate the Face ID sensor, in an attempt to unlock the devices for the purpose of executing the 

search authorized by this warrant. Attempting to unlock the relevant Apple devices via Touch ID 

with the use of the fingerprints of the user, or via Face ID by holding the device in front of the 

user's face, is necessary because the government may not otherwise be able to access the data 

contained on those devices for the purpose of executing the search authorized by this warrant. 
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65. Based on these facts and my training and experience, it is likely that Cohen is the 

user of the Subject Devices, and thus that his fingerprints are among those that are able to unlock 

the Subject Devices via Touch ID or his face is able to unlock the Subject Devices via Face ID. 

66. Although I do not know which of a given user's 10 fingerprints is capable of 

unlocking a particular device, based on my training and experience I know that it is common for a 

user to unlock a Touch ID-enabled Apple device via the fingerprints on thumbs or index fingers. 

--------
In the event that law enforcement is un-;bletounlock theSuojecfDevices as des-aibed-above----·--------

1
i 
i' 

I 

within the five attempts permitted by Touch ID, this will simply result in the device requiring the ! 

entry of a password or passcode before it can be unlocked. 

67. I also know from my training and experience, and my review of publicly available 

materials published by Apple that Apple brand devices, such as the Subject Devices, have a feature 

that allows a user to erase the contents of the device remotely. By logging into the Internet, the 

user or any other individual who possesses the user's account information can take steps to 

completely wipe the contents of the device, thereby destroying evidence of criminal conduct, along 

with any other information on the device. The only means to prevent this action is to disable the 

device's ability to connect to the Internet immediately upon seizure, which requires either access 

to the device itself to alter the settings, or the use of specialized equipment that is not consistently 

available to law enforcement agents at every arrest. 

68. Due to the foregoing, I request that the Court authorize law enforcement to press 

the fingers (including thumbs) of Cohen to the Touch ID sensors the Subject Devices, or hold the 

Subject Devices in front of Cohen's face, for the purpose of attempting to unlock the Subject 

Devices via Touch ID or Face ID in order to search the contents as authorized by this warrant. 
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C. Review of ESI 

69. Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation 

of forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement 

officers and agents, and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and 

related proceedings, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel 

assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government 

-----~-- ---c--~-- ----------

control) will review the ESI contained therein for inforniaffon responsive to the-warrant:--~-~---- -- -

70. In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques 

to determine which files or other ESI contain evidence or fruits of the Subject Offenses. Such 

techniques may include, for example: 

• surveying directories or folders and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• conducting a file-by-file review by "opening" or reading the first few "pages" of such 

files in order to determine their precise contents ( analogous to performing a cursory 

examination of each document in a file cabinet to determine its relevance); 

• "scanning" storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted data or 

deliberately hidden files; and 

• performing electronic keyword searches through all electronic storage areas to 

determine the existence and location of data potentially related to the subject matter of 

the investigation34; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

34 Keyword searches alone are typically inadequate to detect all relevant data. For one thing, 

keyword searches work only for text data, yet many types of files, such as images and videos, do 

not store data as searchable text. Moreover, even as to text data, there may be information properly 

subject to seizure but that is not captured by a keyword search because the information does not 

contain the keywords being searched. 
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71. Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to restrict their search to 

data falling within the categories of evidence specified in the warrant. Depending · on the 

circumstances, however, law enforcement personnel may need to conduct a complete review of all 

the ESI from seized devices or storage media to evaluate its contents and to locate all data 

. responsive to the warrant. 

D. Return ofESI 
-~·-----·--~ 

72. If the Government deterrninesthat the electronic--devices are no-longernecessary~~----. 

to retrieve and preserve the data, and the devices themselves are not subject to seizure pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41 ( c ), the Government will return these items, upon request. 

Computer data that is encrypted or unreadable will not be returned unless law enforcement 

personnel have determined that the data is not (i) an instrumentality of the offense, (ii) a fruit of 

the criminal activity, (iii) contraband, (iv) otherwise unlawfully possessed, or ( v) evidence of the 

Subject Offenses. 
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IV. Conclusion and Ancillary Provisions 

73. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request the court to issue a warrant to seize 

the items and information specified in Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F to this affidavit and to the 

Search and Seizure Warrants. 

74. In light of the confidential nature of the continuing investigation, I respectfully 

request that this affidavit and all papers submitted herewith be maintained under seal until the 

Sworn to before me on 
8th day of April, 2018 

Ii \-\-c" l'I s. ~;+., .. ., 
ON. HENR B. PITMAN 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2017.08 .02 
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ATTACHMENT A 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-1 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-I") are described as follows, and include 

electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Apartment- ocated inside the building at 502 Park Avenue, New York, New York 

10022. The building located at 502 Park Avenue is a 32-:floor brick residential building. Subject 

Premises- I is located on the- floor of the building. 

A Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including tc and/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

· that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash ru::id cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

g. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and md/or entities controlled by the 
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, and any payments by to Cohen, from January 

. h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

- -------- --- J. _ _E:viden~~Qf communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump -Campaign~Steph-anie-

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen' s role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

I. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence_ relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I also include any computer devices and 

storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 

set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 

any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 

drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 

or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 

computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 

devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 

devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 

--------G0nGerning-the-configuration-of-the-seized or copiecicomputer_dev:kes_Qr_storage media. _ __ -~~---------

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 

control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 

forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 

enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 

personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 

government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 

to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 

information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the marldngs it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 

their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 

occurrences of language contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 

to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 

documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 

II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 

a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 

contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 

to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-2 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-2") are described as follows, and include 

electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

An office belonging to or assigned to Michael Cohen located on the 23rd floor of the 

building at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10112, inside of the offices of the law firm 

Squire Patton Boggs. The building located at 30 Rockefeller Plaza is a 66-floor office building 

that spans the entire block between Sixth A venue and Rockefeller Plaza. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including tc and/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

Q". agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and and/or entities controlled by 
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' . . 
1, 2012 to the present. 

and any payments by 1- to Cohen, from January 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

---------'----j,~ E::v:idence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., :; 

i 
I 
I 

r 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump~Trump Campaign;-steplranie~ --- ------~---- -{ 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. t 
k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

( Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 also include any computer devices and 

storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 

set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, any desktop and 

laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone belonging to Michael Cohen 
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or in his possession, portable hard drives, disk drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. 

In lieu of seizing any such computer devices or_ storage media, this warrant also authorizes the 

copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 

computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 

devices, or records of login credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 

____ devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information_ 

~~w-ncerningthe configuration ofllie-seizecl orc-opied-computer devices-er-storage-media. --- __________ _ 

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 

control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 

forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 

enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 

personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 

government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 

to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 

information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 

their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 

deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 

occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 

to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 

documents, cir other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 

II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 

a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 

contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 

to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 
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ATTACHMENT C 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-3 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-3") are described as follows, and include 

all locked and closed containers found therein: 

A safe deposit box located inside thc;, ,...,D Bank branch location at 500 Park Avenue, New 

York, New York 10019, marked as box# : The safe deposit box is in the name of Michael 

Cohen and Laura Cohen. 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-3 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a fmancial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

1. Evidence relating to Michael Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash 

equivalents, assets, monthly and annual income, and income sources, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

2. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

3. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

4. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

5. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

6. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

7. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 
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8. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

9. Any portable electronic storage device. 

B. Search of Seized Electronic Devices 

Probable cause exists to search any seized electronic storage device for the items set 

forth in Section Il(A)(l)-(8), above. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any electronic storage device, law enforcement personnel (which may 

include, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney 

support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside 

technical experts under government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for 

information responsive to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 

information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain ( analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 

their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 

deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 

occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 

to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the. computer was used. 

Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 

documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 

II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 

a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices if necessary to evaluate its contents and to 

locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
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any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 
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ATTACHMENT D 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-4") are described as follows, and include 

electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1728 located inside the Loews Regency Hotel at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New 

York 10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61st Street. Subject 

Premises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. 

-----~II. Items to Be Se~~~-- - ----

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to tr<>n«f~r l'lnv interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including tc nd/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. · 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and md/or entities controlled b) 
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I, and any payments by to Cohen, from January 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

I I 
------'-----'---------- ---j.- -E\iidence~QU:ommunications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump; the 1rump Campaign, Steplnrrrre---- ----- -- ·· ; 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. i 
k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or I 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include any computer devices and 

storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 

set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 

any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 

drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 

or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 

computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 

devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 

devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 

concerning the configuration of1ne seizecl-or copied-computer devices-or-storage-media.-- _ 

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 

control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Fallowing seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 

forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 

enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 

personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 

government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 

to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 

information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 

their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 

deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 

occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 

to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 

documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 

II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 

a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 

contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to 

address potential privileges. 
-~-----------------=--
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ATTACHMENT E 

I. Device Subject to Search and Seizure - Subject Device-1 

The device that is the subject of this search and seizure warrant ("Subject Device-I") is 

described as follows: 

An Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

During the execution of this search warrant, law enforcement personnel are authorized to 

depress the fingerprints and/or thumbprints of Michael Cohen onto the Touch ID sensor of Subject 

--- - -~-- 12evice-L or hold Subject Devi9e-l in front of Cohen's face to activate the Face ID sensor, in order 

to gain access to the contents of any sucfiaevice as aulli:orized-bythis-warrant. ----

11. Review ofESI on the Subject Device 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 

and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 

attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the ·government in 

this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are authorized to 

review the ESI contained on Subject Device-I for evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of. 

violations of 18 U.S .C. § § 3 71 ( conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 (false 

bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a fmancial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank 

fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) 

(the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents or 

communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential 

Consultants or the nature of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with 

Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

or communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. 

Cohen & Associates, or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. 

Cohen & Associates. 
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f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

g _ Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and ~-... J - .. _____ ., • _ and/or entities controlled by 

• . ·-- and any payments by tl-:o Cohen, from January 

1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

·-----agents-or--legaLrepresentatiyes,_ittGluding any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen :McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Oetzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January I, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 
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If the Government determines that Subject Device-I is no longer necessary to retrieve and 

preserve the data on the device, and that Subject Device-I is not subject to seizure pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 4l(c), the Government will return Subject Device-I, upon 

·request. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 

to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

-- --~ - -------------~-- ----------- -- ---- - ----------
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ATTACHMENT F 

I. Device Subject to Search and Seizure - Subject Device-2 

The device that is the subject of this search and seizure warrant ("Subject Device-2") is 

described as follows: 

An Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

During the execution of this search warrant, law enforcement personnel are authorized to 

depress the fingerprints and/or thumbprints of Michael Cohen onto the Touch ID sensor of Subject 

Device-2, or hold Subject Device-2 in front of Cohen's face to activate the Face ID sensor, in order 

to gain access to the contents of any sucli device a.Inruthorizedby-this-warrant,--- -

II. Review ofESI on the Subject Device 

Law enforcement personnel(including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 

and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 

attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 

this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are authorized to 

review the ESI contained on Subject Device-2 for evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of 

violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 (false 

bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank 

fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) 

(the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to nd/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any .documents or 

communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential 

Consultants or the nature of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with 

Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

or communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. 

Cohen & Associates, or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. 

Cohen & Associates. 
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f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
md/ or entities controlled by 

and any payments by · to Cohen, from January 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

__ _ .:;._,.aggnts-0r-legaLrepresentati:v.es,_inclu_ding any_nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

l. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 
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If the Government determines that Subject Device-2 is no longer necessary to retrieve and 

preserve the data on the device, and that Subject Device-2 is not subject to seizure pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 4l(c), the Government will return Subject Device-2, upon 

· request. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 

to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

-------~ ---- ------- ------
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Wa,,rrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the properly to be searched 
o,• identify the person by name and address) 

) 
) ' 

502 Parl< Avenue, Apartment - New York, New Yori< 
10022, and any closed containers/items contained 

therein, See Attachment A 
l18\1AG 296~ 
) 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any authotized law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New Yori< 
(identify the person or describe the prnnp••hl to be searched and give its location): 
5.02 Park Avenue, Apartment York, New Yori< 10022, and any closed containers/items contained therein, 
See Attachment A 

The person or prope1ty to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
properly lo be seized): 

See Attachment A 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause tq ~ym;qb, 4}11 seize the person or 
prope1ty. l \. , · 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before /' Ci_~ 01) _: <~/ * 
---~L. ~=;;;~o-tt-o~e;,;-, cl.,--a.,,·-.. S-y1-,------

in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 0 at any time in the day or n1gb,i a~. l find r<,asphable cat'\so 'h~s been 
established. ' ; : '. ·· · · 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the wliin1nt and l'l re~ejpt,torthe vropeity 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the prope1ty was taken,'.or'le'av; the copy aijd r~~ei~t at the 
place where the prope1ty was taken. · · · · 

I ; ,,• 
I / ;':,!. ' , :· The officer executing this wrurnnt, or an officer present during the execution of tho :Wl}IT~,nt,.must ptepare an 

inventory as required by law and promptly retlU'n this warrant and invent01y to the Clerk of the Court. 
Upon its return, this Wfil'l'ant and invent01y should be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. ___ _ 

USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 (except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice ~o th~ 'Jl,~rsbh• who, or whose prope1ty, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) Ofor ___ days (notl91e:i;ti,~c} 36/ ,1 ' ; 

Ountil, the facts justi~1~g, 'tl\e'J~ter•spe;9i~c, ~ate bf 

Date and time issued: 
··7 ' : ; , ·:.·· · ~7 ? ~ ;; , .tt."-~ k _.-l-"? ,~ ~ -

7\ : , 1 , : •'.i I : Judge'ssigr.at,,,·~;e-,,:---"'------

·, '',: '· <-'< '·. \\'. ,i ','\:. :" '',_: 
· •Hon. ,Henry 8 .. ~itmart U.S .. l'ili!gistrate Judge 

· ' Pri11tt1d'1;aine G11diitle 

l{- JJ -I s 

City and state: NewYork NY 

'' 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant(Page2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time wammt executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of: 

Invent01y of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of petjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original wanant 
to the Court. 

Date: _______ _ 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT A 

I. Premises to be Sear.ched-Subject Premises-1 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-I") are described as follows, and include · 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Apartment- located inside the building at 502 Park Avenue, New York, New York 
10022. The building located at 502 Park Avenue is a 32-floor brick residential building. Subject 
Premises-I is located on the - of the building. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

A.-Evidence;=-Fruits,-and-Instrumentalities-of-the-Subject'Offenses-------- ------- 1 
The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities l 

of violations of 18 U.S .C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pe1iains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 [ 
(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 I 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign ' 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Ban1c, Meh-ose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net w01ih, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
md/or entities controlled by 1 
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and any payments by to Cohen, from January 
1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan_.Howard abo11LDonald Trump, the Tr_ump_Campaign,-Btephanie _______ _ - --- ----'--Ccc---:l-:-ciffi=--=-o-r~d,-an- d/::-:-or Karen McDougal. 

k Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with -the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from JanuaTy 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
:financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored info1mation falling within the categories 
set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 
any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 
drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 
or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 
devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private enc1yption keys, or similar infonnation. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or softwru.·e manuals or other infonnation 
concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the goverrunent, attomey supp01t staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical expe1ts under 
government control) are authorized to review the EST contained therein for info1mation responsive 
to the wru.Tant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use vru.fous techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

111 surveying vru.fous file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pe1tinent files); 

Ill opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to dete1mine 
their precise contents; 

® scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

Ill pe1f01ming key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occunences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

® reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other info1mation reflecting how, when, and by Whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable effo1is to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored infonnation within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
c01itents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attomey~client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apaii from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 

~-·· ------- -~-------------------
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

502 Park Avenue, Apartment- New York, New York 
10022, and any closed containers/items contained 

therein, See Attachment A 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the prooertv to be searched and give its location): 

5_02 Park Avenue, Apartment - New York, New York 10022, and any closed containers/items contained therein, 
See Attachment A 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 

property to be seized): 

See Attachment A 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before 

in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
(not to exceed 14 days) 

0 at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt_for the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Clerk of the Court. 

Upon its return, this warrant and inventory should be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. ____ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 (except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) Ofor ___ days (not to exceed 30). 

Ountil, the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: l\-o-{o 7:~q_~.ti• 

City and state: New York NY Hon. Henry B. Pitman, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) • 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of : 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person( s) seized: 

:! 
---- -----

I 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Court. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT A 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-1 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-1 ") are described as follows, and include 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Apartmen1- located inside the building at 502 Park Avenue, New York, New York 
10022. The building located at 502 Park Avenue is a 32-floor brick residential building. Subject 
Premises-I is located on the-of the building. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

-----~A._Evidence,_Eruits,_and_lnstrumentalities_ofthe_Subjed-.:...Offenses _______________ _ 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 
of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. · 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
and/or entities controlled by 

2 
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and any payments by '.o Cohen, from January 
1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
. eltfffrrd~an-d/urR:aren-M~l)urrgal-. - - · 

le Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or fmances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a fmancial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that fmancial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
fmancial institution; the source of fimds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 
set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 
any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 

3 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 
drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 
or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-I also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 
devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 
concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may_use various techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/IO) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southem District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identifj, the person by name and address) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

18M G 2969 
Case No. · 

Michael Cohen's Office at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 23rd 
Floor, New York, NewYork 10112, and any closed 

containers/items contained therein, See Attachment B 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any autho1'ized law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location): 
Michael Cohen's Office at 30 Rocl<efeller Plaza, 23rd Floor, New York, New York 10112, and any closed 
containers/items contained therein, See Attachment B 

11ie person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
propel'/y to be seized): 

See Attachment B 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to sm.1rch ~nr,i ietz~'the, person or 
iy ' 'J I ' ' I/ ' propel . , , . 

1 ! < , '~ 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before ' -, . ...,, , ",I 1/ /•:'>?" r·-=1 >----'~----------
Fzf in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 

. (110/ to exceed 14 days) . 
0 at any time in the day or night a§ ;1 firni' re~onable p11.u,se has beell 

established. · · ' ' 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the wam;~t l).l;da receiptfor the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy ?t~d 1;eceipt ar the 
place where the prope1iy was taken. ' ' 

The officer executing this wanant, or an officer present during the execution of the waiTarit; inust prepare an 
invento1y as required by law and promptly return this wal1'ant and invento1y to the Clerk of the Comt. 

Upon its return, this wa1rnnt and inventory shollld be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. ____ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 ( except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) Ofor ___ days (not to exceed 30). 

the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: 

·7,...slf ? 177 
City and state: ~N~e~w~Y=or~k~N~Y _____ _ Moh'. ,'ri'enry B. Pitman .. U.S. Magistrate Judge 

' ' , Pi•t1i!luj name ,z1;i{itle 
I 

'• I 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: I Date and time wmrnnt executed: I Copy of wan:ant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of : 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

' 
' 

! 

·--~~- -----
! 

' 

' 

,, 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of pe1jury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Comt. 

', 

Date: ' 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I. Premises to be Searched-. Subject Premises-2 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-2") are described as follows, and include 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

An office belonging to or assigned to Michael Cohen located on the 23rd floor of the 
building at 3 0 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New Y o.rk 10112, inside of the offices of the law fum 
Squire Patton Boggs. The building located at 30 Rockefeller Plaza is a 66-floor office building 
that spans the entire block between Sixth A venue and Rockefeller Plaza. 

II. Items to Be Seizecl 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 
of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, :from Januaiy 1, 2013 to the pres_ent. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts OT 

liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

£. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

fl . agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
Cohen and and/or entities controlled by 
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md any payments by - to Cohen, from January 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
- - ---~Ilavid_P~cker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump_,~ the Trump Cfil.:Q.P.!l!fil!,~._St_e~ph_a_m_·_e _ _ _ _ _ ~_, 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump_ Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Tmmp and/ or agents or associates of the . 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

rn. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign fmance laws, campaign 
contribution repo1ting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

. p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises~2 also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored infmmation falling within the categories 
set fo1th in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, any desktop and 
laptop computers, any Appl~ iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone belonging to Michael Cohen 
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or in his possession, pmiable hard drives, disk drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. 
In lieu of seizing any such computer devices or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the 
copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 
devices, or recmds oflo gin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar infmmation. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 
concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review ofESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney supp01i staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
infmmation responsive to the wru.wnt, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

@ scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

e performing key word seru.·ches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occmTences oflanguage contained in such stornge areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

e reviewing metadata, system infmmation, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other infmmation reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

8 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stoted infmmation within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Michael Cohen's Office at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 23rd 
Floor, New York, New York 10112, and any closed 

containers/items contained therein, See Attachment B 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 
-------- --·-----~--- -------

To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location): 
Michael Cohen's Office at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 23rd Floor, New York, New York 10112, and any closed 
containers/items contained therein, See Attachment B 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment B 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before 

in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
(not to exceed 14 days) 

0 at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Clerk of the Court. 

Upon its return, this warrant and inventory should be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. ___ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S .C. § 2705 ( except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) 0 for ___ days (not to exceed 30). 

Ountil, the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and 1;me issued: l\-c:H O r St.\ ~"· (1,( f-1,.._ rr J1:-,,&!:".1 ''I 
City and state: ~N~e~w~Y~or~k~N~Y _____ _ Hon. Henry B. Pitman, U.S. Magistrate Judge 

Printed name and title 
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Return 
i 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of : 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person( s) seized: 

.. 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Court. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

" 

Printed name and title 

r 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-2 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-2") are described as follows, and include 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

An office belonging to or assigned to Michael Cohen located on the 23rd floor of the 
building at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New Yo_rk 10112, inside of the offices of the law firm 
Squire Patton Boggs. The building located at 30 Rockefeller Plaza is a 66-floor office building 
that spans the entire block between Sixth A venue and Rockefeller Plaza. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 
of violations of 18 u.s·.c. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

g. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
Cohen and and/or entities controlled by 
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and any payments by to Cohen, from January 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

-----c1inora, aria/orKarenMcDougal. · ~· 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

in. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

. p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a fmancial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to .the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 
set forth in Section II.A of_this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, any desktop and 
laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone belonging to Michael Cohen 
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or in his possession, portable hard drives, disk drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. 
In lieu of seizing any such computer devices or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the 
copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-2 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 
devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 
concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences of language contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District ofNew York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identijj, the person by name and address) 

) 
) 
) Case No. 

Safe Deposit Boxllll.ocated at the TD Bank Branch at 
500 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10019, and any 1~ M AG j 
closed containers/items contained therein, See Att. C ) _ ·. - ·· 

SEARCH AND SEIZU ARRANT 

I 
ii 

2969 
,, 

- ---'-_;;___;; _ ________ =---__;;:__ _ _:_, _____ ..:__ _ _________ _:_---'--=---------- ----'=-----------;---\ 
To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or-t!P_.,,,,;ne the property to be searched and give its locatio11): · 
Safe Deposit Bm _ocated at the TD Bank Branch at 500 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10019, and any 
closed containersmems contained therein,See Attachment C 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identijj, the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment C 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

I ·/ ~ .\ !;P ) J.~> t(f' YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before ___ :_,_;:,__c:LLLU..L.U · · •~-----, ' . \ , "~1ot lo 1exc1ped }4 dr,y~) 
0 in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 0 at any time in the day or nigµt'.a$' fr1;u rea~otiabl(! -::ause has been 

established. ' ' : · , . '· ' : · · , · 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, y?u must give a copy of thi ,1r~1;rapt ~•~f11 a t~c~ip7 fo~ t4?_.f?n?perty 
taken to the person from whom, or :from whose premises, the property was tak~n, 011 .l(?ave ,tlle c91py ~pd, 1;e~eipt ,at the 
place where the property was taken. , , , ' , •('' . · .' 

The officer executing this wrurnnt, or an officer present during the execution' ofJhe, wai·;an*; n:tus(p:i:e~are an 
'· I 1 i ') 1 1 ,. inventory as required by law and promptly return this wan-ant and invent01y to the Cler:ic c/fr*e,.qnt)l'.t. · 

Upon its retum, this wru-rant and inventory sho11ld be filed under seal by the Clerk o:fitj1~S~m1·t.' ____ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 (except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be· 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) Ofor ___ days (not to exceed 30). 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: NewYork NY 

the facts justifying, the later specific date o~ ·s~~:+..:' -; ~;-c-,. 
' . i' , ' ._ , \; '_ ; ). \'' j' ' ' ; _/ 7 / ;-9, I ) ~, ;/! ,', ' I ' 

,'/' /i~"'""?--.--:.1 _.-h,?, •. ~r17~~, <. 
1 

I . / 
1 

I 

·" 1-?J,;,ge 's s;~rla,Tz;e 1 ~-- • • 

J ,_ ) 

_l ,I _ ' \ .,1 " 

Hon. Henry B. Pitman, U~~agist_rate l.ludg';'l: , , 
Printed name 'andtit!e7· ·, ;,;,• 'i ·' , 1 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: 
1 
I Date and time warrant executed: [ Copy ofwanant and inventory left with: 

Invento1y made i~ the presence of: 

Inventory ofthe property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of pe1jury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Comt. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT C 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-3 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-3") are described as follows, and include 
all locked and closed containers found therein: 

A safe deposit box located inside the TD Bank branch location at 500 Park Avenue, New 
York, New York 10019, marked as box - The safe deposit box is in the name of Michael 
Cohen and Laura Cohen. 

Il. Items to Be Seized 

------- A~-Evident-e;-Fruits,and-Instrume:ntalities-of-the-Subject~0rfenses,--- -

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-3 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 
of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

1. Evidence relating to Michael Cohen's net wmih, available cash and cash 
equivalents, assets, monthly and annual income, and income s01u·ces, from Januaiy 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

2. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

3. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karnn McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

4. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dyla..11 Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

5. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

6. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents OT associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

7. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 
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8. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution repo1iing requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

9. Any po1table electronic storage device. 

B. Search of Seized Electronic Devices 

Probable cause exists to search any seized electronic storage device for the items set 

forth in Section II(A)(l )-(8), above. 

C. Review of ESI 

----- --~--Following seizure-ofany-electronic-storagedeviee,lawenforeement-personnel-Ewhiehrnay-----~ 
include, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney 
supp01t staff, agency personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside 
technical expe1ts under govemrnent control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for 
information responsive to the wanant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
info1mation responsive to the wanant, including, for example: 

111 surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pe1iinent files); 

11 opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

111 scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

111 pe1fo1ming key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occunences of language contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

11 reviewing rnetadata, system info1mation, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other info1mation reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored inf01mation within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices if necessary to evaluate its contents and to 
locate all data responsive to the wanant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 
established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
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any attomey-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to addrnss 
potential privileges. 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Safo Deposit Box at the TD Bank Branch at 
500 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10019, and any 

closed containers/items contained therein, See Att. C 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any authorizeflaw enforcement offi.-c-er------------- ------------------ ~ ·! 
An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 

of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or the property to be searched and give its location): · 
Safe Deposit Box ; Located at the TD Bank Branch at 500 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10019, and any 
closed containers/items contained therein,See Attachment C 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment C 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before 

gf in the daytime 6 :00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
(not to exceed 14 days) 

0 at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Clerk of the Court. 

Upon its return, this warrant and inventory should be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. ___ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 ( except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) Ofor ___ days (not to exceed 30). 

the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: l.\ -l) --( lf 1; '>L\ r~" · 
City and state: New York NY 

Judge 's signature 

Hon. Henry B. Pitman, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 

I " t • 
ffi 

I 
m 
ff 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of : 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

----1---- ------------------- ----------_______________ _c__ ____________________ --------

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Court. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT C 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-3 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-3") are described as follows, and include 
all locked and closed containers found therein: 

A safe deposit box located inside the TD Bank branch location at 500 Park Avenue, New 
York, New York 10019, marked as box - rhe safe deposit box is in the name of Michael 
Cohen and Laura Cohen. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

-----~A._Eyidenc_e,_Erui_ts_,_an__d_Instr:um~nJalities of the Subject Offen=s=e=s _ _____ ____ ___________ _ 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-3 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 
of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

1. Evidence relating to Micl,lael Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash 
equivalents, assets, monthly and annual income, and income sources, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

2. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

3. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

4. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

5. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

6. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump' s relationship in the run up to the election. 

7. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 
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8. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

9. Any portable electronic storage device. 

B. Search of Seized Electronic Devices 

Probable cause exists to search any seized electronic storage device for the items set 

forth in Section II(A)(l )-(8), above. 

C. Review of ESI 

Jollowing seizure of an):'. electronic storage device, law enforcement JJersonnel (which may ____ _ 
include, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney · 1 
support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside t; 

technical experts under government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for 
1

: 

information responsive to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices if necessary to evaluate its contents and to 
locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 
established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
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any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 

------ - ----------
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRJCT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the properly to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

) 
) 
) Case No. 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, 
New York, New York 10065, and any closed 

containers/items contained therein, See Attachment D l8MAG 969 
SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

. To: Any authodzed law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location): 
Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, New York, New York 10065, and any closed containers/items 
contained therein, See Attachment D 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized}: 

See Attachment D 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to sem:c:;t,a(14 ~iie the person or 
property. . • , , , , / . . 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before L._4,;, ~' ,'?: .'... / f' ' 
0 in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 

. (not to exceed 14 days) 
0 at any time in the day or night a~ I find'.reasonable cau~e beiel). 

established. · 
' ' ' Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the wru.mnt and aTeceipt fot the p1·operty 

taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or lea"t'(l the copy ~rqd receipt i:tr,the 
place where the property was taken. ' · 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the wru.wtit, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this wairnnt and invent01y to the Clerk of the Court. 

Upon its return, this warrant and invent01y shot1ld be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Comt. ____ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have ai.1 adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 ( except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this wanant to delay notice to the person who, or whose prope1ty, will be 
seai·ched or seized (check tlie appropriate box} Ofor ___ days (not to exceed 30). 

Ountil, the facts justifying, the later specific date of' 

Date and time issued: 
/J / . ,',yt~ ,.:~ ' .. 
. I ~1--=a--,,~;;.. , ', ~~t-4<fr 
I r Judgg 's ,9if!i17a!Ure. 

' ' . 
' \ > ' J 

Hon. Henry B. Pitrrl~~.', t.f.s. ~agi~trate: Judgo ' City and state: ~N=e~w~Y~o=r~k~N~Y~-----
Printed 111/11/~ 411d fl(le 1 

• 
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AO .93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: I Date and time wanant executed: I Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of : 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

·-- -··- --·--·--·· - . i! .... 

11 

IZ 
!i 

Certification 

I declare tmder penalty of pe1jury that this inventory is conect and was retumed along with the original warrant 
to the CoU1t. ii 

I 
Date: ); 

Executing officer's signature 
!: 

PNnted name and title i 
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ATTACHMENT D 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-4") are described as follows, and include 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1728 located inside the Loews Regency Hotel at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New 
York 10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61st Street. Subject 
Premises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 are evidence; fruits, and instrumentalities 
of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence 1·elating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer anv interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. · 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and othel' assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, 'including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

g. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or fmancial transactions between 
Cohen and md/or entities controlled by 
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, and any payments by ; Cohen, from January 
1, LUlL m tne present; 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifforci or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David- Pe'c)ker, arrd1orI':>ylan-Howa:rd-alfourTJonald-Tru.mp~-'tlre~'frump-earnpaign-;-Stephaiiie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

le. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

I. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trnmp's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from Janua1y 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, i-ecords, documents, and other files reflecting false 
1·epresentations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
:financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizm·e of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 
set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 
any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 
ch:ives, thumb ch:ives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 
or storage media, this waITant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media; including but not limited to any physical keys, enc1yption 
devices; or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 

---concerning_the_configuratio~ofthe_seized_orcopied computer devic~s-or stm:~ge media. __ ~-~-----+---

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review ofESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attomeys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to l'eview the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the wan·ant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use vadous techniques to locate 
information responsive to the wa1rnnt, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories'' and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

e opening or cursorily reading the fast few "pages" of such files in order to dete11nine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• pe1forming key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences of language contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, copfiguration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable effo1ts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Addition?lly, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 
established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or othe1· applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedmes shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to 
address potential privileges. 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, 
New York, New York 10065, and any closed 

containers/items contained therein, See Attachment D 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

I'o: Any autliorizeflaw enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location): 
Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, New York, New York 10065, and any closed containers/items 
contained therein, See Attachment D 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment D 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before 

in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
(not to exceed 14 days) 

0 at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Clerk of the Court. 

Upon its return, this warrant and inventory should be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. ___ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 ( except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) days (not to exceed 30). 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: NewYork NY 

the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Judge's signature 

Hon. Henry B. Pitman, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of: 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person( s) seized: 

---1-------~----~-- -------~------------- ~---·- --------------~----~----------•--------------·-·> 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Court. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 

'. 
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ATTACHMENTD 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-4") are described as follows, and include 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1728 located inside the Loews Regency Hotel at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New 
York 10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61st Street. Subject 
Prernises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

~A~Ev1dence;FruHs;and Instrumentaht1esof the SuoJectOffenses· 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 are evidence; fruits, and instrumentalities 
of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to tn1m:fer :mv intere:st in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Eyidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. · 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
and/or entities controlled by 
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, and any payments by to Cohen, from January 
1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
_ _ ____ David-Eecker,.:..:andlor- Dylan- Howard- abouLDonald -.Trump,-the-'--Trump- Car'npaign,- Stephani_,___ ____ _ 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. i 
l 
! k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 
set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 
any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smariphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 
drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. 1h lieu of seizing any such computer devices 
or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media; including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 
devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 
concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

--------~-- ·---·------~---------

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage· media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences of language contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additiont;1.lly, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 
established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to 
address potential privileges. 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe t~ie property to be searched 
or identijj, the person by name and address) 

An Apple iPhone with Phone Number 
See Attachment E 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 
To: · :7\ny autfionzectlaw enforcement officer 

An application by a federal Jaw enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to z,,, .• ,,,.,,.rl,,,A m,rl nive its location}: 
An Apple !Phone with Phone Number 1_, See Attachment E 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identijj, the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment E 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

\\II! i 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this wa11'ant on or before --. , ~-.. ·:Ly\ 0 ·½ · p.J_~....,~~;"_''....,f~·___,-----
, ', : ) 1, '.' ','.(n'ot {o (/xC¢ed !4 days) 

aZf in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 0 at any time in the day or ,~1ii1t af r find re~s~nable,ca1.1,~e has been 
established. : ' ' '· · ' · 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy oi_tJi~~dirniif.',a~di;e6Mpt f~I' tlle;property 
I ' s ·_,-,I !, . .; ' i ·, \ taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was t~l':ei1, ,ch;leave the ~ofo'.. ¥M ,1:ec~ipt at the 

place where the property was taken. ' · 
The officer executing this wa11'ant, or an officer present during the exe~1'iti9h ~f.t:b,e,·~~rvfl!}l,'m,u;t prepare an 

inventory as required by law and promptly retum this wanant and inventory to the Ole~'k/~~!l¼~ pou11:'. 
Upon its retum, this warrant and inventory shm:ild be filed under seal by the Clei·k 'dfthe Comt. ---~-

USMJ Initials 
0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 ( except for delay 

of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) Ofor ___ days (not to exceed 30) . .. 

' .. 1 \ · i \ ) ! / / 
Om1til, the facts justifying, the l~t~t ~bclif1~ \laf:~, 6f . , · 

Date and time issued: 

7· .r t..; />l1J 
City and state: New York NY ~~~~~------
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AO 93 (Rev. 01109) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page2) 
-- -

Return: I 
i 

Case No.: I Date and time warrant executed: I Copy or wanant and inventory left with: ' I 
I 
I 

Inventory made in the presence of : 
, 

Inventmy of the property taken and name of any person(-s) seized: 

i 

i ---~~-~----·--

,_ 

' 

-! 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of pe1jmy that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original wrurnnt ' 
to the Comi. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT E 

I. Device Subject to Search and Seizure-Subject Device-1 

The device that is the subject of this search and seizure wan-ant ("Subject Device-1 ") is 
described as follows: 

An Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

During the execution of this search warrant, law enforcement personnel are authorized to 
depress the fmgerprints and/or thumbprints of Michael Cohen onto the Touch ID sensor of Subject 
Device-1, qr hold SubjectDevice-1 in front of Cohen's face to activate the Face ID sensor, in order 
to gain access to the contents of any such device as authorized by this warrant. 

____ ,,_., .. , .. , __ , __ ,. ___ . __ , ___ _____ _ 
II. Review of ESI on the Subject Device 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 
and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 
attorneys for the government, attorney suppmt staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 
this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are authorized to 
review the ESI contained on Subject Device-1 for evidence, :fiuits, and instrumentalities of 
violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as itpe1tains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 (false 
bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank 
:fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contdbutions) 
(the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer anv interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents or 
communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential 
Consultants or the nature of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with 
Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
or communications that indicate the nature and pmpose of payments made to or from Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates, or evidence of the pwpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates. 
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f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net w011h, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax retums, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
and/or entities controlled by 

, and any payments by to Cohen, from January 
1, LV 1 L to tne present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any comm?TI-ic~tions related to such agre_ements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and Ame1ican Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trnmp Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

le. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trnmp Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trnmp and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution rep011ing requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from Januaiy 1, 2013 to the present. 
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If the Govemment determines that Subject Device-1 is no longer necessary to retrieve and 
preserve the data on the device, and that Subject Device-I is not subject to seizure pursuant to 
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(c), the Government will retum Subject Device-1, upon 
request. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable p1ivilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

An Apple iPhone with Phone Number 
See Attachment E 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

-- .. To:Anyauthor1zed lawenforcement officer· 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to ha ""~-al.aA m•A ~'ve its location): 
An Apple iPhone with Phone Number , See Attachment E 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment E 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before 

li'f in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
(not to exceed 14 days) 

0 at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Clerk of the Comt. 

Upon its return, this warrant and inventory should be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Comt. ___ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 ( except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) Ofor _ _ _ days (not to exceed 30). 

Ountil, the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: L\-~-f~ 7;~l\~.M. 

City and state: ~N~e=w~Y=o~rk~ N~Y _____ _ 

Judge's signature 

Hon. Henry B. Pitman. U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of : 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(-s) seized: 

----,------------------------------------------------~----------------------1--------

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Court. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
I· 

I 
I: 
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ATTACHMENT E 

I. Device Subject to Search and Seizure-Subject Device-1 

The device that is the subject of this search and seizure warrant ("Subject Device-1 ") is 
described as follows: 

An Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

During the execution of this search warrant, law enforcement personnel are authorized to 
depress the fingerprints and/or thumbprints of Michael Cohen onto the Touch ID sensor of Subject 
Device-1, qr hold Subject Device-1 in front of Cohen's face to activate the Face ID sensor, in order 
to gain access to the contents of any such device as authorized by this warrant. 

II. Review of ESI on the Subject Device 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 
and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 
attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 
this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are authorized to 
review the ESI contained on Subject Device-1 for evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of 
violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 (false 
bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank 
fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) 
(the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents or 
communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential 
Consultants or the nature of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with 
Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
or communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates, or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates. 

17 
2017.08.02 
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f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
md/or entities controlled by 

, and any payments by · to Cohen, from January 
1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Can1paign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign fmance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or fmances; from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that fmancial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

18 
2017.08.02 
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If the Government determines that Subject Device-1 is no longer necessary to retrieve and 
preserve the data on the device, and that Subject Device-1 is not subject to seizure pursuant to 
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(c), the Government will return Subject Device-1, upon 
request. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 

·--·- --~----~--------

19 
2017.08.02 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District ofNew York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and addl'ess) ! lB.MAG 

An Apple iPhone with Phone Number 
See Attachment F 

) 
) 
) 

2909 
SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any authorized enfotcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the govemment requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to hn enn.-~1•nrl m•rl ~•ve its location): 
An Apple iPhone with Phone Number - See Attachment F 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or descl'ibe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment F 

I find that the a:f:fidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to sear1,h:' ,t!»~i~¢iz~;t'r1{lj,e,rson or 
property. , ' ,, 1 \ ' · · ,1 ; • 

' ,' 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warranron or before 1/ - ~?.'ir'_.1,!, "ff 
' :' tnotlo exceed14clqJ'S) , 

0 at any time in the day or night as I ;e;so~~~pLe c,ai1~e Wis been 
established ',' ' ' :'· '·1' { ' / "1 , . • ·, 1, a J • ' 

0 in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the wan-ant and a re~eipt fo11thf proo~rty ,' 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, ot leave the, copy, anrl roc,eiptat t]:ii 
place where the property was taken. ' · 1 , ' , ". . · 1 , ' 

The officer executing this wainnt, or an officer present dlll'ing the execution of the wanant, must prepare a11 
inventoty as required by law and promptly retum this waimnt ai1d invent01y to the Clerk of the Court. 

Upon its return, this wan·ant and invento1y sh011ld be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Comt. ____ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C, § 2705 (except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) ___ days (not to exceed 30). 1 1 1 1 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: New York NY 

the facts justifying, the later specific <lat.e of __ I _. _.' ~---· __ . 
' ,::,'.·,?;,, ·,, '·- : :, . ' 

~cL--:e~ ~ ,~,~~-~·., ., ' 
if"'Ji1dge 's, s(mlr,ture • , ."· . , 

> ' I 

. : \ ,, ', '' ','. ' \ 

Hon. Henry B. Pitman. 'u::s. ~Aagistrate Judge 
Printed nai~le, and title ' 

'I\ 

I \ 
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ATTACHMENT F 

I. Device Subject to Search and Seizure - Subject Device-2 

The device that is the subject of this search and seizure warrant ("Subject Device-2") is 
described as follows; 

An Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

During the execution of this search waiTant, law enforcement personnel are authorized to 
depress the :fingerprints and/orthumbprints of Michael Cohen onto the Touch ID sensor of Subject 
Device-2, or hold Subject Device-2 in front of Cohen's face to activate the Face ID sensor, in order 
to gain access to the contents of any such device as authorized by this wanant. 

IT. Review ofESI on the Subject Device 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 
and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 
attomeys for the government, attorney suppo1t staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 
this investigation, and outside technical expe1ts under government control) are authorized to 
review the ESI contained on Subject Device-2 for evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of 
violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as itpe1tains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 (false 
bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank 
fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(1) (illegal campaign contributions) 
(the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Meh'ose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents or 
communications that indicate the nature and pmpose of payments made to or from Essential 
Consultants or the nature of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with 
Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
or communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates, or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates. 

20 
2017.08.02 
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f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
and/or entities controlled b 

and any payments by to Cohen, from January 
1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's lmowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a fmancial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
:financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

21 
2017.08.02 
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If the Government determines that Subject Device-2 is no longer necessary to retrieve and 
preserve the data on the device, and that Subject Device-2 is not subject to seizure pursuant to 
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(c), the Government will return Subject Device-2, upon 
request. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apmt from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 

22 
2017.08.02 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District ofNew York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

An Apple iPhone with Phone Number 
See Attachment F 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

to: Anyautlfonzed law eliforcementof:ficer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to 1-.n on~~ni.nr1 ~-r1 ~;"e its location): 
An Apple iPhone with Phone Number ,ee Attachment F 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment F 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before 

&1f" in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
(not to exceed I 4 days) 

0 at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Clerk of the Court. 

Upon its return, this warrant and inventory should be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. ___ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 ( except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized {check the appropriate box) Ofdr ___ days (not to exceed 30). 

Ountil, the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: l\-t7 0 7; f'f 6""' 

City and state: ~N=e=w~Y~o=rk~N~Y~----- Hon. Henry B. Pitman, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: -
Inventory made in the presence of : 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person( s) seized: 

--~ -----~-------- -

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Court. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT F 

I. Device Subject to Search and Seizure - Subject Device-2 

The device that is the subject of this search and seizure warrant ("Subject Device-2") is 
described as follows: 

An Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

During the execution of this search warrant, law enforcement personnel are authorized to 
depress the fingerprints and/or thumbprints of Michael Cohen onto the Touch ID sensor of Subject 
Device-2, or hold Subject Device-2 in front of Cohen's face to activate the Face ID sensor, in order 
to gain access to the contents of any such device as authorized by this warrant. 

II. Review of ESI on the Subject Device 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 
and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 
attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 
this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are authorized to 
review the ESI contained on Subject Device-2 for evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of 

· violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 3 71 ( conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 (false 
bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank 
fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) 
(the "Subject Offenses") described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrnse Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents or 
communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential 
Consultants or the nature of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with 
Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
or communications that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates, or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. 
Cohen & Associates. 

20 
2017.08.02 

--·---------------·--- ------------------------- -- ------
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f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or fmancial transactions between 
and/or entities controlled by 

and any payments by · to Cohen, from January 
1, LU lL to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. · 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/ or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or fmances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

21 
2017.08.02 
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If the Government determines that Subject Device-2 is no longer necessary to retrieve and 
preserve the data on the device, and that Subject Device-2 is not subject to seizure pursuant to 
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(c), the Government will return Subject Device-2, upon 
request. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant 
to established procedures designed to collect ~vidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 
potential privileges. 

22 
2017.08.02 
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\ . 
AO 106 (SONY Rev. 01/17) Application for a Search Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 
1628 

l 18MAG 
) Case No. 
) 
) 
) 

APPLICATION FOR A SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

2968 

I, a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government, request a search warrant and state under 

penalty of perjury that I have reason to believe that on the following person or property (identify the person or describe the 

property to be searched and give its location): 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1628, a Suite that Encompasses Rooms 1628, 1629, and 1630 New York, New York 10065 

lu-cated-in-the-·· ---80uthern---District-of-======N=e=w'==Y~o~r~k===~=--l''--'t~h'-':er~e'.,_'i~s-:'.:n~o'.Ew~ .. c~. o~n~c~.e'.':'.a:.':le:'.':'.d'....i(i~id~e:nt'..:'ify~th:_e'---=='-_.:::=--_J 

person or describe the property to be seized): 

See Attached Affidavit and its Attachment A 

The basis for the search under Fed. R. Crim. P. 41(c) is (check one or more): 

~vidence of a crime; 

~ontraband, fruits of crime, or other items illegally possessed; 

~roperty designed for use, intended for use, or used in committing a crime; 

0 a person to be arrested or a person who is unlawfully restrained. 

The search is related to a violation of: 

Code Section(s) Offense Description(s) 

1 s use 371, 1005, 1014, 1343, 
1344; 52 use 30116 and 30109 

Conspiracy, false bank entries, false statements to a financial 
institution, wire fraud, bank fraud, and illegal campaign contributions 

The application is based on these facts: 

See Attached Affidavit and its Attachment A 

rlf Continued on the attached sheet. 

0 Delayed notice of~ days (give exact ending date if more than 30 days: _____ ) is requested 

under 18 U.S.C. § 3103a, the basis of which is set forth on the attached sheet. 

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence. 

City and state: New York, NY --------------
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of the Application of the United 
States of America for a Search and Seizure 
Warrant for the Premises Known and Described 
as Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park A venue, 
Room 1628, a Suite that Encompasses Rooms 
1628, 1629, and 1630 New York, New York 
10065, and Any Closed Containers/Items 
Contained Therein 
Reference No. 2018R00127 

SOUTIIBRN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK) ss.: 

TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

Agent Affidavit in Support of 
Application for Search and Seizure 

Warrant 

S12ecial Agent,-Federal Bureau of Investigation, being duly_s_w_o_m~''--- - -------lf 

deposes and says: 

I. Introduction 

A. Affiant 

1. I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"). I have been 

a Special Agent with the FBI since 2009. In the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have participated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array 

of fmancial crimes, including frauds on financial institutions, as well as into offenses involving 

public corruption. I also have training and experience executing search warrants, including those 

involving electronic evidence. 

2. On or about April 8, 2018, the Honorable Henry B. Pitman, United States 

Magistrate Judge, issued a search and seizure warrant for the premises known and described as 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, New York, New York 10065, and Any 

Closed Containers/Items Contained Therein. The warrant and my supporting affidavit (the 

"Affidavit") are appended hereto. The Affidavit is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety 

as Exhibit A. 

2 
2017.08.02 
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3. On or about April 9, 2018, based upon a conversation with another law enforcement 

agent who spoke to an employee of Loews Regency Hotel, I learned that Michael Cohen is in fact 

staying in Room 1628 (in a suite encompassing rooms 1628, 1629, and 1630) ( collectively, "Room 

1628"), not Room 1728. Accordingly, I respectfully submit the attached amended warrant 

pursuant to Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure for the following Subject Premises: 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1628, New York, New York 10065, and Any 

Closed Containers/Items Contained Therein ("Subject Premises-4"). For the reasons detailed in 

the Affidavit and herein, I believe that there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-4 

contains-evidence;-fruits;-and-instrumentalities-of-violatiorts-of-1-8-B:S-.€-.-§§-1005-'{false-bank-----·'" -- -- ------~------

entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) 

(collectively, the "Bank Fraud Offenses"), 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) 

(illegal campaign contributions) (the "Campaign Finance Offenses"), and 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 

(conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses) (collectively, the "Subject Offenses"). 

4. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request the court to issue a warrant to seize 

the items and information specified in Attachment A to this affidavit and to the Search and Seizure 

Warrant. 
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5. In light of the confidential nature of the continuing investigation, I respectfully 

request that this affidavit and all papers submitted herewith be maintained under seal until the 

Court orders otherwise. 

Sworn to before me on 
9th day of April, 2018 

2017.08.02 

Special Agent 
FBI 

4 
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ATIACHMENT A 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-4") are described as follows, and include 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1628 (a suite encompassing rooms 1628, 1629, and 1630) (collectively, "Room 
1628"), located inside the Loews Regency Hotel at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New York 
10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61 st Street. Subject Premises-
4 is located on the 16th floor of the hotel. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

A.· Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

.The items to be seized_from Subject Premises-4are evidence, fruits, andjnstrumentalities 
of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a fmancial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

g. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or fmancial transactions between 
Cohen and and/or entities controlled by 
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. and any payments by to Cohen, from January 
1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation:-with:._tlfe=rru:mp-eampaign-. -- -----------'='-'--'-=-- - ~---_c_.:_:_--'---=--__:----~ 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Oetzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 
set forth in Section TI.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 
any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 
drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 
or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 
devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 
concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain ( analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

4 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to 

address potential privileges. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of the Application of the United ( 
States of America for a Search and Seizure : 
Wanant for the Premises Known and Described : 
as (1) 502 Park Avenue, _ New 
York, New York 10022, (2) Michael Cohen's : 
Office at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 23rd Floor, New 
York, New York 10112, (3) Safe Deposit Box# 

at the TD Bank Branch at 500 Park: 
Avenue, New York, New York 10019, and (4) 
Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park A venue, Room : 
1728, New York, New York 10065, and Any ( 
Closed Containers/Items Contained Therein, and 
the Electronic Devices Known and Described as : 

TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

Agent Affidavit in Support of 
Application for Search and Seizure 

Warrant 

I 
l r 
r 
' 

- -----(-1-)-an--Auule-'-iFhone-with-Fhone-Number---- - - ------- - - - - ---=-- - --- ---'-~ 
~ pple iPhone with Phone ; i 
Reference No. 2018R00127 - L i 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK) ss.: 

Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, being duly sworn, 

deposes and says: 

I. Introduction 

A. Affia:nt 

1. I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"). I have been 

a Special Agent with the FBI since 2009. In the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have pmiicipated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array 

of financial crimes, including frauds on financial institutions, as well as into offenses involving 

public corruption. I also have training and experience executing search warrants, including those 

involving electronic evidence . 

. 2. I make this Affidavit in support of an application pursuant to Rule 41 of the Federal 

Rules of Criminal Procedure for a warrant to search the premises specified below (the "Subject . 
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Premises") and the electronic devices specified below (the "Subject Devices") for, and to seize, 

the items and infonnation described in Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F. This affidavit is based 

upon my personal knowledge; my review of documents and other evidence; my conversations with 

other law enforcement personnel; and my training, experience and advice received concerning the 

use of electronic devices in criminal activity and the forensic analysis of electronically stored 

infonnation ("ESI''). Because this affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of 

establishing probable cause, it does not include all the facts that I have leamed during the course 

of my investigation. Where the contents of documents and the actions, statements, and 

- - - - - ---'c· conversatfons-ofothers-ate-reported-herein;theyare-teported-in-substanee-and0in-part,:e-xeept-wheree--- - - - - - - -!' 

I 
l 
I 

otherwise indicated. 

B. The Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

3. Subject Premises-I, Subject Premises-2, Subject Premises-3 and Subject Premises-

4 (collectively, the "Subject Premises") are particularly described as: 

a. Subject Premises-I is Apartment inside the building at 502 

Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022. The building located at 502 Park Avenue is a 32-

floor brick residential building. Subject Premises-I is located on the - loor of the building. 

Based on my review of New York City property records, I have learned that Michael Cohen and 

Laura Cohen own Subject Premises-1.1 Additionally, as described below, Subject Premises-I is 

Cohen's full-time residence. 

b. Subject Premises-2 is an office located on the 23rd floor of the building at 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10112. The building located at 30 Rockefeller Plaza 

1 As noted infra, I have learned that on or about October 28, 2015, Cohen transfen-ed Subject 
Premises- I into a trust. 
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is a 66-floor office building that spans the entire block between Sixth Avenue and Rockefeller 

Plaza. Subject Premises-2 is located on the 23rd floor of the building inside of the offices of the 

law firm Squire Patton Boggs. The office is assigned to Michael Cohen. As described below, 

Michael Cohen works and conducts meetings at Subject Premises-2. 

c. Subject Premises-3 is a safety deposit box located inside the TD Bank 

branch location at 500 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10019. Based on my review ofrecords 

maintained by TD Bank, I have learned that the safety deposit box is approximately five inches by 

ten inches in size, and is marked as box fhe safety deposit box is in the name of Michael 

_ ____ _,_ohen-and-baura=eohen:--. - - ------------'--=------"---- - ----=--=----------=='----

d. Subject Premises-4 is Room 1728 located inside the Loews Regency Hotel 

at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park 

Avenue and 61st Street. Subject Premises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. Based on my 

review of emails obtained pursuant to search warrants described below, I have learned that on or 

about January 5, 2018, Cohen received an email from an employee of Loews Regency, which 

included a price quote for a long-term stay suite based on a three-month stay from January 8 to 

Ap1il 8, 2018.2 On or about January 29, 2018, Cohen sent an email to a Loews Regency employee, 

stating, in pertinent part: "I just spoke to my wife and she has scheduled the move for Thursday. 

Please mark down that we will be taking possession on Thursday, February 1st." Based on my 

review of cell phone location data, I have learned that, over the past 24 hours, two cellular phones 

used by Cohen have been located in the vicinity of Subject Premises-4. In particular, on or about 

2 Although the quoted price contemplated a three-month stay from January 8 to April 8, it appears 
that Cohen did not move in until February 1, and as of today, April 8, cellphone location 
infonnation demonstrates that Cohen's cellular phones are in still in the vicinity of Subject 
Premises-4. 
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April 8, 2018, law enforcement agents using a "triggerfish" device identified Room 1728 as the 

room within the hotel in which the Subject Devices are most likely present.3 

e. Therefore, I believe that Cohen is temporarily residing in Subject 

Premises-4. 

4. Subject Device-1 and Subject Device-2 ( collectively, the "Subject Devices") are 

particularly described as: 

a. Subject Device-1 is an Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

Based on my review of records maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject 

District ofNew York. 

b. Subject Device-2 is an Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

Based on my review of records maintained by AT&T, I have iearned that Subject 

Device-2 is subscribed to Michael Cohen. Based on my review of cellphone location information 

maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject Device-2 is presently located in the Southern 

District of New York. 

c. Based on my training, experience, and research, and from consulting the 

manufacturer's and service providers' advertisements and product technical specifications 

available online, I know that the Subject Devices have capabilities that allow them to, among other 

things: make and receive telephone calls; save and store contact information; send and receive 

3 Based on my conversations with these agents, I understand that it is also possible that the Subject 

Devices are one floor below, in Room 1628. However, as noted, I understand that Cohen received 
a price quote for a long-tenn stay suite and is residing there with his family. Based on my 

conversations with FBI agents conducting smveillance, I understand that Room 1728 appears to 

be a suite, whereas Room 1628 appears to be a standard room. 
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emails and text messages; download and run mobile telephone applications, including encrypted 

call and messaging application such as WhatsApp, Signal, and Dust; take, send, and receive 

pictures and videos; save and store notes and passwords; and store documents. 

C. The Subject Offenses 

5. For the reasons detailed below, I believe that there is probable cause to believe that 

the Subject Premises and Subject Devices contain evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of 

violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1005 (false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial 

institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) (collectively, the "Bank Fraud Offenses"), 

-----5-·2-· l::J:S~&--§·§--3 0H6Ea-)(l)(-A )-and-3 0109(d)(-l-)(A)(l)--(illegal-Gampaign--contributions )-~the--

"Campaign Finance Offenses"), and 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the other 

Subject Offenses) (collectively, the "Subject Offenses"). 

D. Prior Applications 

6. The FBI and the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New 

York ("USAO") have been investigating several courses of criminal conduct by Michael Cohen. 

Cohen is an attorney who currently holds hunself out as the personal attorney for President Donald 

Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump Organization, 

an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

7. In connection with an investigation then being conducted by the Office of the 

Special Counsel ("SCO"), the FBI sought and obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, Chief 

United States District Judge for the District of Columbia, three search warrants for emails and 

other content information associated with two email accounts used by Cohen, and one search 

warrant for stored content associated with an iCloud account used by Cohen. Specifically: 

6 
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a. On or about July 18, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

between January 1, 2016 and July 18, 2017 (the "First Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

b. On or about August 8, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant 

for content stored in the iCloud account associated with Apple ID - @gmail.com (the 

"Cohen iCloud Account" and the "Cohen iCloud Warrant"). 

c. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

wanant for emails in the Cohen Gmail Account sent or received between June 1, 2015 and 

N'ovember-13-;'-20l-7-(tlie:...''Second-eohen-Gmail-WaiTant11.)-. - -----------'--'---------=-------

d. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

wmTant for emails in the account (the "Cohen MDCPC Account") sent or 

received between the opening of the CohenMDCPCAccount4 and November 13, 2017 (the "First 

Cohen MDCPC Warrant"). 

8. The SCO has since referred certain aspects of its investigation into Cohen to the 

USAO, which is working with the FBl's New York Field Office. As part of that referral, on or 

about February 8, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO with all non-privileged emails and other 

content infonnation obtained pursuant to the First Cohen Gmail Warrant, Second Cohen Gmail 

Warrant, and Cohen MDCPC Warrant. On or about March 7, 2018, the SCO I?rovided the USAO 

4 Based on my review of this wan-ant and the affidavit in support of it, I know that the wmTant did 

not specify a time period, but the affidavit indicated that, pursuant to court order, the service 

provider had provided non-content information for the Cohen MDCPC Account that indicated that 

the account contained emails from the approximate period of March 2017 through the date of the 
warrant. 
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with all non-privileged content obtained pursuant to the Cohen iCloud Wanant.5 A filter team 

working with the SCO had previously reviewed the content produced pursuant to these wmrants 

for privilege. 

9. On or about February 28, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained search warrants for 

emails in the Cohen Gmail Account and the Cohen MDCPC Account, among other accounts, sent 

or received between November 14, 2017 and February 28, 2018 (the "Third Cohen Gmail Warrant" 

and the "Second Cohen MDCPC Wanant"). The content produced pursuant to these wm-rants is 

subject to an ongoing review for privilege by an SDNY filter team.6 

---------· ·-···-----10-. ~-'Fhe-emails- seareh-'-Wafl'ants-deseribed-above--arn-rdtmed-to-collectively-as-the-- - ---

"Cohen Email Warrants." 

11.. On or about April 7, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained a wm-rant for 

prospective and historical cellphone location infom1ation for Subject Device-I and Subject 

Device-2. On or about April 8, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained authority to employ 

an electronic technique, commonly known as a "triggerfish," to determine the location of Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2. 

Il. Probable Cause 

A. Overview 

12. The United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District ofN ew York and FBI 

are investigating, among other things, schemes by Target Subject Michael Cohen (a) to defraud 

multiple banks from in or about 2016 up to and including the present, and (b) to make an illegal 

5 The SCO had previously provided a subset of this non-privileged content on or about February 
2, 2018. 
6 On or about Februm-y 28, 2018 and April 7, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained Rule 
41 search warrants authorizing the sem-ch of emails and content obtained pursuant to previously 
issued wm-rants for additional subject offenses. 
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campaign contribution in October 2016 to then-presidential candidate Donald Trump. As noted, 

Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President Donald 

Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump Organization, 

an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

13. The investigation has revealed that Cohen has made affirmative misrepresentations 

in and omitted material info1mation from financial statements and other disclosures that Cohen 

provided to multiple banks in connection with a transaction intended to relieve Cohen of 

approxhnately $22 million in debt he owed on taxi medallion loans from the banks. As set forth i, 
' 

- - - - --=--- iJ.rdetail-below;-in-these-financial-statements,and--in--his-0rnl-and-other-written.::statement-S-to-thes.,_-_--____ _ _ _ J 
fi 
f 

banks, Cohen appears to have (i) intentionally misrepresented his ability to pay cash by failing to 

disclose cash he began receiving in 2017 from new consulting work; (ii) significantly understated 

his total holdings of cash and cash equivalents; (iii) failed to disclose tens of thousands of dollars 

he received in monthly interest income, and (iv) failed to inform the banks from which he was 

seeking debt relief that he had agreed to make a $3.8 million cash payment to a third party,_ 

in connectionwith acquisition of the taxi medallions securing Cohen's 

debt. By making these misrepresentations and material · omissions, Cohen avoided making 

monthly payments on his loans, and attempted to fraudulently induce the banks to relieve him of 

certain repayment obligations and personal guarantees that Cohen and his wife had signed. 

14. Additionally, the investigation has revealed that shortly before the 2016 

presidential election, Cohen made a payment of $130,000 from a limited liability corporation 

("LLC") to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who is alleged to have had an extramarital affair with 

then-candidate Trump. This payment was made to Clifford in exchange for an agreement not to 

make any public disclosures about her alleged affair with Trump. As set forth below, there is 
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probable cause to believe that Cohen made this payment to Clifford for the purpose of influencing 

the presidential election, and therefore that the payment was an excessive in-kind contribution to 

the Trump campaign. 

15. Based on my review of emails obtained from the Cohen Email Warrants, 

information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant, and documents produced pursuant to 

subpoenas, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned that Cohen has used the Subject 

Premises to (a) receive documents related to the transaction intended to relieve Cohen of his taxi 

medallion debt, (b) receive documents and/or conduct meetings related to his consulting work, ( c) 

------ receivedocunients-and/orconduct-meetings-relatingto··his-finanees-and-assets,some-of-whiGh,as-- -~--~----

noted above and as detailed further herein, he has concealed from the banks in connection with the 

refinancing of his taxi medallion debt, ( d) receive and send documents relating to his payment to 

Clifford, and ( e) house and operate electronic devices that were utilized in connection with, among 

other things, the taxi medallion transaction, Cohen's consulting work, and his payment to Clifford. 

Specifically, as described below, Subject Premises-I likely contains evidence concerning Cohen's 

taxi medallion loans, his negotiations with banks, his personal finances, his consulting work, his 

tax returns, and his payment to Clifford, as well as electronic devices containing such evidence, 

all of which constitute or contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. Additionally, as described 

below, Subject Premises-2 likely contains evidence relating to Cohen's consulting work, his 

finances, and his payment to Clifford, as well as electronic devices containing such evidence. 

Subject Premises-3, as described below, likely contains evidence relating to Cohen's assets and 

fmances, including assets that may not have been disclosed to banks in connection with the 

refinancing of Cohen's taxi medallion debt or documents relating to such assets, and documents 

or evidence related to Cohen's payment to Clifford. Subject Premises-4 likely contains electronic 

10 
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devices, including Subject Device-1 and Subject Device-2, which themselves contain evidence of 

the Subject Offenses, including concerning Cohen's taxi medallion loans, his negotiations with 

banks, his personal finances, his consulting work, his tax returns, and his payment to Clifford. 

Accordingly, and as set fmih in more detail below, there is probable cause to believe that the 

Subject Premises and Subject Devices will include evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

B. Probable Cause Regarding Subjects' Commission of the Subject Offenses7 

The Bank Fraud Scheme 

(i) Cohen's Statements to Sterling National Bank 

-----,-------16.-As seLforth_in~detaiLbelow,in20JA,_Gohen,_tlu:m..1gh LLCs controlled by:._h_im~an_d ____ _ 

his wife, Laura Cohen, entered into a series ofloans from Sterling National Bank ("Sterling") and 

the Melrose Credit Union ("Melrose"), secured by taxi medallions, for approximately $20 million. 

Though entered into by LLCs, the loans were also secured by personal guarantees in the names of 

both Cohen and his wife. Over time, as the taxi industry weakened and the medallions lost value, 

Cohen sought to renegotiate the tenns of those loans and/or relieve himself from their obligations, 

including the personal guarantees. As part of that effo1i, Cohen made a series ofrepresentations 

to Sterling and Melrose about his net worth, assets, available cash and income, among other things. 

Specifically, based on my review of records maintained by Sterling and Melrose, and public 

sources concerning the taxi industry and the value of taxi medallions, as well as my paiiicipation 

in interviews with a Sterling executive vice-president (the "Sterling Employee-1 ") and two other 

7 In the following recitation of probable cause, I frequently refer to phone calls or text messages 
involving Cohen. The text messages described herein as sent or received by Cohen were all sent 
or received from the telephone numbers associated with Subject Device-1 or Subject Device-2. 
The vast majority of the phone calls described herein made or received by Cohen were made or 
received by the telephone numbers associated with Subject Device-1 or Subject Device-2, although 
in ce1iain limited instances Cohen used a landline or other phone. 
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Sterling employees ("Sterling Employee-2" and "Sterling Employee-3"), I have learned, among 

other things, the following: 

a. Taxi medallions are small metal plaques affixed to taxis. Without a medallion, it 

is illegal to operate a taxi in cities with medallion systems, such as New York City. Cohen and his 

wife own multiple LLCs that collectively own 32 taxi medallions (each LLC owns two 

medallions). 8 Cohen's purchase of these New York taxi medallions was originally financed by 

loans from Capital One bank, for which the medallions served as ,collateral. Cohen was not a taxi 

operator, and leased his medallions to a third party. That third party made monthly payments to 

·~cohen,whoin tmn used-some-ofthose-proceeds-to-make-his-monthly-loan-payments-to-Gapital-~-~--- -------c 

One. 

b. In early 2014, Cohen became a customer of Sterling when he sought to refinance a 

m01tgage on a rental property that he owned. In or around April 2014, Cohen raised with Sterling 

the prospect of refinancing his taxi medallion loans, which were then at Capital One. By in or about 

September 2014, Cohen began negotiating a lending transaction with Sterling that would allow 

Cohen to pay off his loans at Capital One and b01row more money from the then-increase in value 

of the medallions. According to Sterling Employee-I, in 2014, prior to the recent upheaval in the 

taxi industry-as a result of the emergence of ride-sharing services, such as Uber-taxi medallion 

loans were viewed by banks and investors as safe, sh01t term credits, as the market value of taxi 

medallions was consistently rising. Consequently, taxi medallion loans-like the loans held by 

Cohen-were frequently refinanced at increasing amounts as the value of the medallions rose. 

According to Sterling Employee-I, borrowers typically cashed out the increase in the loan amount 

8 One of these companies, Mad Dog Cab Corp., was jointly owned by Sondra Cohen, who I 
believe is Cohen's mother. 
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and used the additional funds for other purposes. Cohen appears to have followed this approach in 

2014, when he agreed to refinance his medallion loans for approximately $22 million, which-

according to letters :from Capital One in Sterling's files-was greater than his previous debt at 

Capital One Bank ($21 million, of which $14.6 million was a line of credit to Cohen). This allowed 

Cohen to cash out the proceeds :from the transaction. 

c. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling, I have learned that on or 

about December 8, 2014, each of Cohen's sixteen taxi medallion LL Cs entered into loan agreements 

and promissory notes with Sterling for the principal sum of $1,375,000, with repayment due on 

I:>ecember-8,-20l6-;-Each-loan-was-signed·by-Miehael-0r-bauraGohen,depending-on-whowas-th..,__~~~-

sole shareholder of the LLC. The address listed for each of the LLCs was the address for Subject 

Premises-I. The loans were also each secured by a security agreement, dated the same day, making 

the medallions collateral for the notes. To give Sterling additional security, Michael and Laura 

Cohen signed personal guarantees and confessions of judgment, giving Sterling the right to pursue 

collection against the Cohens' personal assets were their corporations to default under the loan 

agreements. The personal guaranty agreements stated that the LLCs had offices at the address for 

Subject Premises-I, and contamed a notice provision that stated that any notices required by the 

agreements should be mailed to Subject Premises-I. In total, Sterling agreed to lend approximately 

$22· million to the Cohens' companies. 

d. Pursuant to participation agreements, Sterling transferred 45 percent of Cohen's 

taxi medallion debt to Meh-ose.9 

9 Meh-ose, which had a busmess principally focused on taxi medallion loans, is now in 
conservatorship by the National Credit Union Administration ("NCUA"). 
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e. In evaluating Cohen's requested refinancing of the taxi medallions, Sterling (and 

Melrose, consistent with its participation in the deal) conducted due diligence. At Sterling's 

request, Cohen provided Sterling with a statement of financial condition, dated August 1, 2014 

(the "August 2014 Financial Statement"), which indicated that Cohen had $100,740,000 in total 

assets, $23,550,000 in total liabilities, and a net worth of $77,190,000.10 From my review of a 

Sterling credit memorandum, dated September 29, 2014, I lmow that Sterling viewed the 

transaction favorably because, accounting for loan payments, cash flows from the medallions were 

projected to be positive, the value of the collateral ( as estimated by Sterling) exceeded $4 2 million, 

--and-the-net-worth-ofGohen-·who:-was-the~direGt-obligm-under-the-guarantee agreements was __________ _ 

over $77 million. An internal Sterling credit and risk rating analysis report, dated October 20, 

2014, recommended approval of the loans for substantially the same reasons. 

f. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling and public sources, I have 

learned that over time, the collateral backing Cohen's loans (taxi medallions) lessened in value due 

to the rise in ride-sharing companies. Additionally, Cohen began falling behind on loan payments 

to Sterling and Melrose. I lmow from records maintained by Sterling and an interview with Sterling 

Employee-2 that, beginning in or around September 2015, Cohen told Sterling, in sum and 

substance, that the individual leasing Cohen's medallions had fallen behind in making payments to 

Cohen, and that as a result, the monthly cash flow from his taxi medallions had been reduced, 

leaving him with a shortfall of approximately $16,000 each month. For instance, I have reviewed 

an email from Sterling Employee-2, dated September 9, 2015, summarizing a call with Cohen-

which according to the email and toll records for Cohen's cellphone occun-ed on September 8, 

1° Cohen subsequently provided Sterling with a revised statement of fmancial condition, also 
dated August 1, 2014, which reported assets of $99,420,000, total liabilities of $23,550,000, and a 
net worth of $75,870,000. 
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2015--during which Cohen told Sterling Employee-2, in sum and substance, about his cash flow 

_ problems and a monthly shortfall of approximately $16,000. In that same email, Sterling 

Employee-2 commented that despite Cohen's statements, his personal financial infonnation 

"indicate[ d] a strong ability to make up the difference in payments." Cohen, however, according 

to Sterling Employee-2, pushed the bank for a reduction in Cohen's monthly payments. 

g. From my review of records maintained by Sterling and my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned that Cohen and Sterling Employee-2 spoke 

again on September 28, 2015, and that during the call Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that the 

-~--individual-to-whom-<soh€n-l€ases-themedallionshad-againreduced0monthly-payments.to_Cohen.~---

know from my review ofrecords maintained by Sterling that between in or about September 2015 

and November 2015, Sterling raised the possibility-both internally and with Cohen~f Cohen 

posting his real estate holdings, personal residence, or some other collateral as additional security 

for the banks.11 According to these records, however, Cohen resisted these requests. From my 

review of loan documents and records maintained by Sterling, I know that in or about November 

2015, as a result of Cohen's representation that he was not earning sufficient returns on his 

medallions to cover monthly interest payments, Sterling and Melrose agreed to amend their loans 

with Cohen by, among other things, reducing the intetest rate Cohen paid to Meh-ose and extending 

the loan maturity date to December 8, 2017. 

h. I know from interviews with Sterling Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2, as well 

as emails I have reviewed, that in or about October 2016, Cohen told Sterling Employee-I that 

Cohen had a potential buyer of his taxi medallions, named . who would agree to 

11 Based on my review of property records, I know that on or about October 28, 2015, around 
the time period when Sterling raised the possibility of Cohen posting his personal residence-
Subject Premises-I-as collateral, Cohen transferred Subject Premises-I into a trust. 
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assume Cohen's debt with Sterling and Melrose. Based on my review of records maintained by 

Sterling, as well as the interviews with Sterling Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2 referenced 

above, I lmow that by or before October 2016, Cohen had entered into negotiations to sell his sixteen 

corporate taxi medallion entities to 

for the balance of the loans, which at the time was $21,376,000. I know from my review ofrecords 

maintained by Sterling, and my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, that as a 

condition of the transfer of the medallion loans-and because Sterling was unfamiliar with • 

-Sterling requested that Cohen make a substantial principal payment on the loan, of 

appfoximately-one-million-dollars~pri01Lto-the··trnnsfer~G0hen-rejeeted-this-request-"initially~-But----------, 

on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen told Sterling Employee-I, in sum and substance, that he would 

make a one million dollar principal reduction payment in order to move forward with the medallion 

transfer deal with- Indeed, in an email sent by Cohen to Sterling Employee-2 on or 

about February 22, 2017, Cohen confirmed that he "agreed to pay down 1 million from the loan 

amount." 

i. Pursuant to the participation agreements between Sterling and Melrose, Sterling 

was required to secure Melrose's agreement to participate in the transfer of the taxi medallion debt 

from Cohen to On or about April 17, 2017, Sterling sent a memorandum to 

Melrose summarizing the te1ms of the proposed transaction, and noting the requirement that 

Melrose agree to the terms. On or about May 2, 2017, Sterling Employee-I told 

that Melrose had agreed to the deal in principle, and that Sterling would be sending the parties a 

te1m sheet shortly. 

j. In order for the banks to conduct diligence and evaluate the proposed transaction 

fully, they requested financial info1mation from the parties. On or about June 7, 2017, Sterling 
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Employee-I emailed Cohen to request an "updated personal financial statement," completed 

jointly with Cohen's wife, and Cohen's most recent federal income tax return. On or about June 

8, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-I a Sterling personal financial statement form that had 

been filled out by hand, which referenced a statement of financial condition, dated May 1, 2017 

(the "May 2017 Financial Statement") that was also attached. The May 2017 Financial Statement 

included a cover letter from Cohen's accountant, Jeffrey Getzel, stating, in sum and substance, that 

the information in the statement came from Cohen and that Getzel had not confinned its accuracy 

or completeness. The May 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 
I 

- --- -$4-I-;955;000;'-tota:l- liabilities--of-$-39,l-30;000, and--a-net- worth=0f-$Q,82-S-,OOO.-The-May- 20-1-7------j 

Financial Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, 

$26,155,000 in closely held companies (such as the taxi medallion entities and his real estate 

holdings), $3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence.12 

le. Based on my review of reports of law enforcement interviews of Sterling 

Employee-I, I have learned that Sterling Employee-I reviewed the May 2017 Financial Statement 

with Cohen to, among other things, verify its accuracy, and Sterling Employee-I asked Cohen about 

specific line items on the financial statement, including the cash amount, value of medallions, and 

total liabilities. Cohen stated to Sterling Employee-I, in sum and substance, that the May 2017 

Financial Statement was accurate. 

1. On or about August 16, 2017, Sterling Employee-I emailed Cohen and-

ttaching a non-binding term sheet memorializing the potential transaction between 

12 Based on my review of Cohen's financial statements, I know that the precipitous decline in 
assets from his 2014 financial statement to his 2017 financial statements can be explained 
primarily by reported depreciation in the value of Cohen's real estate assets and medallion 
investments. 
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Sterling, Meh-ose, Cohen, an The tenn sheet included a cover letter addressed 

to Cohen at Subject Premises-I. The parties negotiated the provisions of the term sheet and, on or 

about September 5, 2017, Sterling Employee-I sent 

executed term sheet. According to the tenn sheet, 

and Cohen a copy of the 

would borrow $20,000,000 

from Sterling and Meh-ose, to be secured by th~ medallions that- was to acqui~e from 

Cohen. 

m. As pa1i of the agreement, according to the te1m sheet, $1,265,913 in principal (which 

is what would remain after the $20,000,000 payment on the outstanding loan balance) would be 

- - - - - ----"T"epaid-by-Gohen-and-the-two'-banks,with-Gohen-paying--fifty~percent-and-the-banks-dividing_the ___ _ _ 

remaining half of the balance. Based on my review of an internal Sterling credit memorandum, 

dated October 4, 2017, the parties reached a preliminary agreement that Cohen would pay $632,956 

of the remaining $1,265,912 principal loan balance, and Sterling and Melrose would absorb 

$357,167 and $275,789, respectively, in the form of charge-offs. According to Sterling Employee-

!, Sterling was willing to divide the repayment of the outstanding principal balance-despite its 

prior insistence that Cohen make a principal pay-down of at least one million dollars-because 

Cohen represented on a telephone call with Sterling Employee-I, in sum and substance, that he had 

insufficient liquidity to pay the full outstanding principal balance. As part of the agreement, Ster ling 

and Melrose also agreed to relieve Cohen and his wife of the personal guarantees that they made 

on behalf of the LLCs. ~us, after completing the transaction, Cohen would no longer 

have had any outstanding obligations to Sterling or Melrose. 

n. Based on my review of emails sent by Sterling employees, I have learned that 

because the transaction between the parties was subject to full credit underwriting by Sterling and 

Melrose (as well as Melrose's regulators at NCUA), in August and September 2017, Sterling 
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required and requested additional financial statements and tax returns for Cohen and 

for its credit underwriting process. In response to Sterling's requests, on or about September 25, 

2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his 2016 tax return. The tax return listed 

Cohen's mailing address as Subject Premises-I. Additionally, on or about October 5, 2017, Cohen 

re-sent Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his May 2017 Financial Statement. A day later, on October 

6, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-2 a statement of financial condition, dated September 

30, 2017 (the "September 2017 Financial Statement"). 

o. Like the May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 
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included-a-eovel"-lettel"-fr0m-Jeffrny-G-@twl,Cohen.:s-accountant;~stating,-in_sU1nand_substance,.that _ _ _ _ __ __ ( 

the information in the statement came from Cohen, and that Getzel had not confirmed its accuracy 

or completeness. The September 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$33,430,000, total liabilities of $45,630,000, and a negative net worth of $12,200,000.13 Notably, 

unlike Cohen's May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

represented to Sterling that Cohen had a negative net worth. The September 2017 Financial 

Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, $17,630,000 in 

closely held companies (including the taxi medallion entities and his real estate holdings), 14 

$3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence (which, for the first 

13 Based on my review of Cohen's financial statements, I know that this further decline in 

assets can be explained primarily by reported depreciation in the value of Cohen's real estate assets 

and medallion investments. 
14 Notably, the September 2017 Financial Statement valued each of Cohen's thirty-two New 

York taxi medallions at approximately $180,187.50, which was considerably less than the 

$650,000 valuation ascribed to each medallion in the Cohen-- term sheet. 
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time, he indicated was held by a·trust).15 The September 2017 Financial Statement included assets 

and liabilities not held in Cohen's name, such as various entities associated with his taxi medallions 

and some of his real estate investment entities. 

p. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of 

records maintained by Sterling, I have also learned that around the time Cohen provided Sterling 

with these financial statements-i.e., in or around September 2017-Cohen stopped paying 

monthly loan payments on his taxi medallion loans altogether. According to Sterling Employee-

2, Cohen informed Sterling, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient funds to pay the monthly 

- - - ------"-·· ·,c.c. principal-and-interest-payments-on-his-medallion'-loanss--By-in-or-about-D€G€mb€r- 20-1-7, Sterling------ -··) 
I 
w 

and Melrose had not been paid approximately $276,937.92 in monthly principal and interest 

payments on the medallion loans. Based on Cohen's financial condition as conveyed in the 

September 2017 Financial Statement, and his delinquency in making payments to Sterling, among 

other things, the bank's credit underwriting committee determined (and memorialized in a 

December 2017 memorandum) that the Cohen ransaction was favorable for the bank 

- that is, that would be a better borTOwer than Cohen. 

q. On or about December 26, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a demand letter requesting 

the immediate receipt of past-due loan payments. The demand letter was addressed to Cohen at 

Subject Premises-1. On December 29, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a letter stating that he was in 

default under the loans between Sterling and Cohen's medallion corporations. TI1e notice of 

default was addressed to Cohen at Subject Premises-I. Cohen did not make an immediate payment 

on the loans, but instead sent an e-mail to Sterling Employee-I on or about January 24, 2018, 

15 Based on my review of property records maintained by the City of New Yark, and my 
participation in an interview with Getzel, I know that in 2015, Cohen transferred his residence to 
a trust. He did not disclose that transaction to Getzel or Sterling until in or about September 2017. 
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stating that during the closing of the Cohen- ransaction, Cohen would "bring all 

payments up to date as well as deposit the payoff differential." Cohen also requested by email on 

Januaiy 24, 2018, that at the closing of the Cohen• . transaction, Sterling provide a letter 

stating that all of Cohen's debts have been satisfied and that Cohen's personal guarantees of the 

medallion loans had been terminated. 

r. The Cohen- transaction, however, did not clos~. On or about January 

29, 2018, th, attorney emailed attorneys for Sterling and stated that "at this time 

there is no deal with Michael Cohen. Some of the numbers have changed and we are not prepared 'n Ii 

----- - to go-forward." --------------- - - ---~- --- ___c__::____ _____ __ _.:...=__ J 
I 

s. Based on my participation in the interview with Sterling Employee-2 and my 

review ofrecords maintained by Sterling, I know that after the Cohen• deal fell apart, 

Sterling assigned Cohen's loans to Sterling Employee-3, who specializes in collecting on 

defaulting loans. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-3, my review of 

telephone call notes taken by Sterling Employee-3, and my review of telephone records, I lmow 

that Sterling Employee..:3 spoke several times to Cohen on or about January 30, 2018 about paying 

down and/or restructuring Cohen's outstanding taxi medallion loans. On the calls, which in total 

lasted more than an hour, Cohen stated in sum and substai1ce that he did not have more than 

$1,250,000 to pay toward the medallion loans. On the call, in the course of reviewing the failed 

Cohen-- transaction, Sterling E~ployee-3 questioned Cohen about the price 

- was to have paid for each medallion, and whether there was a side agreement between 

Cohen and - Cohen denied that there was any side agreement with-

t. On or about January 31, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 and proposed 

paying $500,000 to bring the loans current and $750,000 to bring the principal balance to 
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$20,500,000. Cohen also suggested revised monthly interest payment amounts. The signature 

block on the email indicated that Cohen's address was the address for Subject Premises-2. On or 

about January 31, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 responded to Cohen and stated, in sum and 

substance, that Cohen would need to pay the entirety of the overdue payments and pay down the 

principal balance of the loan to $20,000,000 (in total, a payment of approximately $1,750,000), 

and would need to make larger monthly interest payments. 

u. On or about February 1, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 and proposed 

"[p]ayment of $1.250m which ALL can be used to pay down principal, if [Sterling] will waive 

past-due-amounts,'-'-but-stated-'-'l-do-N0'1'--have-more-than-the--$1.2-50m.:~(Emphasis--in-originaL)--~---~ 

Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient fmancial resources to post 

additional collateral or pre-fund monthly payments. The signature block on the email indicated 

that Cohen's address was the address for Subject Premises-2. Based on _my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-3, I have learned that since January 30, 2018, Sterling has 

continued to renegotiate the medallion loans with Cohen based on Cohen's representations about 

his current financial position. In particular, according to Sterling Employee-3, Cohen and Sterling 

have an agreement in pl'incipal to restructure Cohen's loans based in part of Cohen's agreement to 

make a principal payment of approximately $750,000, to make a payment of $500,000 to become 

cunent on interest payments, and to post $192,000 in cash collateral for his future monthly 

payments on the loan. Cohen also agreed to pledge an interest he had in a property. Sterling 

Employee-3 has stated that had Cohen indicated he had more than $1,250,000 available to him, 

Sterling would have, among other things, negotiated for a larger reduction to the principal amount 

of the loan. 
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(ii) Colten Made Material Misrepresentations About His Finances to Banks 

Cohen Concealed from Sterling and Melrose Cash Derived from Consulting Work 

17. As set forth in detail below, despite multiple written and oral representations by 

Cohen to Sterling (and, by extension, Melrose16) that he had insufficient funds to pay dovm the 

principal balance of the medallion loans, make monthly interest payments, or pay past-due 

amounts, it appears that between 2016 and the present, Cohen opened and maintained bank 

accounts at First Republic Bank ("First Republic"), and then received millions of dollars in 

consulting payments in these accounts, which he did not disclose to Sterling. Cohen set up these 

i 
______ accounts_anclreceiv.ecLthese_funds_duringJh_e____y_e_ry_pglQd in which he made disclosures to Sterling, _ _____ -'--. __ li 

about his personal fmances (including his assets and liabilities) and his ability to make payments • 

on the medallion loans. In these disclosures to Sterling-and despite being asked about these bank 

accounts by his accountant-Cohen misled the bank by claiming he had insufficient liquidity to 

satisfy his obligations or meet the bank's demands, while withholding information about these 

ongoing revenue streams and liquid financial assets at First Republic. 

18. Specifically, based on my review of documents and bank records produced 

pursuant to a subpoena by First Republic, and my participation in and review of reports of 

interviews with a First Republic sales manager ("First Republic Employee-I") and a First Republic 

senior managing director ("First Republic Employee-2"), I have learned, among other things, the 

following: 

16 Based on my review of a report of an interview conducted with an employee of Melrose, I 
have learned that, pursuant to the participation agreement between Sterling and Melrose, Cohen's 
financial statements and other records in Sterling's possession were forwarded to Melrose so that 
Melrose could make a determination as to whether to approve of the Cohen--
transaction. Based on my review of reports of interviews with Melrose employees, 1 also know 
that Cohen called employees at Melrose regarding the Cohen ransaction. 
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a. Cohen and his wife have been customers of First Republic since approximately 

June 2011. Cohen controls several checking and loan accounts at First Republic, some in his own 

name and others in the names of corporate entities. According to First Republic's lmow-your-

customer records on Cohen, 17 his primary physical address is the address for Subject Premises-I. 

b. On or about October 26, 2016, in Manhattan, New York, Cohen opened a new 

checking account at First Republic in the name of Essential Consultants LLC (the "Essential 

Consultants Account"). Cohen was the only authorized signatory on the account. According to 

account opening documents, the primary address for Essential Consultants LLC was the address 

or-SubjectPremises--L-When-Gohenopened-the-Essential Gonsultants-Aeeount,F-iFst-Republi._,_------~-

Employee-I conducted an in-person interview of Cohen. In response to a series of lmow-your-

customer questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic 

Employee-I entered into a form 18-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening 

Essential Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting 

work, and all of his consulting clients WOlJld be domestic individuals based in the United States. 

Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that his purpose in setting up the account was to keep the 

revenue from his consulting business-which he said was not his main source of income-separate 

from his personal finances. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen's 

statements about the intended purpose of the account and source of funds for the account were 

false. Specifically, as described below, the account was not intended to receive-and does not 

17 Certain financial institutions are required to conduct such procedures pursuant to the Bank 
Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations. See 31 U.S.C. § 5318; 31 C.F.R. § 1020.220. 

18 First Republic Employee-I first filled out the fo1m on the day he interviewed Cohen, October 
26, 2016. On or about December 19, 2016, at the request of bank compliance personnel, First 
Republic Employee- I updated the form to add more detail about Cohen's statements. 
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appear to have received-money in connection with real estate consulting work; in addition, the 

account has received substantial payments from foreign sources. 

c. I know from my review of First Republic bank records that were scheduled by an 

FBI forensic accountant that after Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, Cohen 

received payments into that account from foreign businesses and entities that do not reflect the 

stated client profile for the residential and commercial real-estate consulting services. Specifically, 

from my review of the Essential Consultants Account schedule and public sources, I know the 

following: 

------'---· -i.--Beginning-on-oi:-abouLJanuary-3l;-20JJ,_Cohen_began_recehdng_monthl"J-.~------- ____ 1 

payments of $83,333 into the Essential Consultants Account from an entity called Columbus Nova 

LLC. According to public sources, Columbus Nova is an investment management firm controlled 

by Renova Group, an industrial holding company based in Zurich, Switzerland that is controlled 

by Russian national Viktor Vekselberg. From January 2017 to August 2017, the Essential 

Consultants Account received seven payments totaling $583,332.98 from Columbus Nova LLC. 

ii. Beginning on or about April 5, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account 

began receiving payments from Novartis Investments, SARL, which I believe to be the in-house 

fmancial subsidiary of the Swiss pharmaceutical company Novartis International AG ("Novartis"). 

Between April 2017 and Febrmuy 2018, the Essential Consultants Account received eleven wire 

payments from a Swiss bank account held in the name of Novartis, each in the amount of $99,980, 

for a total of$1,099,780. 

iii. Beginning in or about April 2017, the Essential Consultants Account started 

receiving wire payments from a bank account associated with the telecommunications company 

AT&T Inc. ("AT&T"). Specifically, on or about April 14, 2017, AT&T sent $100,000 to the 
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Essential Consultants Account and, from in or about June 2017 to in or about January 2018, the 

Essential Consultants Account received ten $50,000 payments from AT&T. In total, AT&T sent 

$600,000 to the Essential Consultants Account. 

iv. On or about May 10, 2017, June 9, 2017, July 10, 2017, and November 27, 

2017, the Essential Consultants Account received four deposits in the amount $150,000 (totaling 

$600,000) from a bank account in South Korea. The account holder from which the money was 

sent is Korea Aerospace Industries Ltd. ("KAI"). KAI is a South Korea-based company that 

produces and sells fixed-wing aircraft, helicopter aircraft, and satellites to the United States 

-----~-epartment_of_D_e_fens_e,_among_other_customers~--

v. On or about May 22, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account received a 

$150,000 deposit from an account at Kazkommertsbank, a Kazakhstani bank. The listed account 

holder at Kazkommertsbank was a second Kazald1stani bank named BTA Ban1c, AO. A message 

accompanying the wire payment indicated that the payment was a "monthly consulting fee as per 

Inv BTA-101 DD May 10, 2017 consulting agreement WIN DD 08 05 2017 CNTR W/NDD 

08/05/2017 ." 

vi. In total, from on or about January 31, 2017 to on or about February 1, 2018, 

the Essential Consultants Account received approximately $3,033,112.98 in transfers and checks 

from the aforementioned entities. As of on or about January 10, 2018, the balance in the Essential 

Consultants Account was $1,369,474.23. Cohen's withdrawals from the Essential Consultants 

account reveal that it was used for largely personal purposes, including to pay, among other things, 

American Express bills and fees from "the Core Club," a private social club in New York. 

d. On or about April 4, 2017, Cohen opened another new checking account at First 

Republic, this one in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates, P.C. (the "MDC&A Account"). 
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Cohen was the only authorized signatory on the account. According to account opening 

documents, the primary address for MDC&A Account was the adcfress for Subject Premises- I. 

Among other things, the MDC&A Account received ten wire transfers and one check from an 

account in the name of Squire Patton Boggs, a law firm. As noted above, Subject Premises-2 is 

located inside the New York office of Squire Patton Boggs. In total, from on or about April 5, 

2017, to on or about January 2, 2018, the MDC&AAccount received $426,097.70 in deposits, and 

the balance in the account as of January 2, 2018, was $344,541.35. As discussed below, Cohen 

never disclosed any of the balance in the Essential Consultants or MDC&A accounts to Sterling 

during- the -negotiations--with=-respeet- to- the- ansactiGn -or- the-SubsequenLloan.-- ---- - -Ci 
i 
i 

refinancing negotiations, including in his May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 

Financial Statement. 

19. Based on my review of emails that were seized pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants, and my review of reports of interviews with employees of AT&T and Novartis, it 

appears that the aforementioned payments to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A 

Account were for political consulting work, including consulting for international clients on issues 

pending before the Trump administration. Specifically, from my review of emails from the Cohen 

Gmail Account, the Cohen MDCPC Account, and public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. On or about April 28, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an individual whom I believe 

is affiliated with KAI. In the email, Cohen attached a "Consulting Agreement" between KAI and 

Essential Consultants dated as of about May 1, 2017. The agreement indicates that Essential 

Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-2. The document indicates that Essential 

Consultants would render "consulting and advismy services, as requested" by KAI, and that KAI 

would pay Essential Consultants "a consulting fee of One Million Two Hundred Thousand 
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($1,200,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed through eight $150,000 installments between May 2017 

and December 2017. I have also reviewed invoices in amounts of $150,000 that Cohen emailed 

to an individual whom I believe is affiliated with KAI. At the top of the invoices the address listed 

for Essential Consultants is the address for Subject Premises-2. 

b. On or about May 8, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an individual whom I believe is 

affiliated with BTA Ban1c. The signature block on Cohen's email listed "Essential Consultants 

LLC" and "Michael D. Cohen & Associates, PC" and provided the address for Subject Premises-

2. In the email, Cohen attached a document purporting to be a "Consulting Agreement" between 

---B.'I'A-Ban1(and-Essential-Consultants dated-as_o£about-May 8, 2017.-'Ihe-agreementindicates_that 

Essential Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-2. The document indicates that 

Essential Consultants would render '\consulting and advisory services" to BTA Bank, and that 

BTA Ban1c would pay Essential Consultants "a consulting fee of One Million Eight Hundred 

Thousand ($1,800,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed through monthly payments of $150,000. On or 

about May 10, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an employee of BTA Ban1c, and attached to the email 

an invoice to BTA Ban1c in the name of Essential Consultants, with the address of Subject Premises-

2. The invoice contemplated a $150,000 payment to Essential Consultants for a "monthly 

consulting fee." 

c. On or about January 23, 2017, Cohen appears to have entered into a consulting 

agreement with AT&T, which contemplates that Essential Consultants "shall render consulting and 

advisory services to [AT&T]" and that AT&T would "advise [Essential Consultants] of those issues 

and matters with respect to which AT&T Services desires [Essential Consultants]' s assistance and 

advice." The agreement indicates that Essential Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-

1. The contract calls for AT&T "to pay the Consultant for his services ... a consulting fee of Fifty 
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Thousand ($50,000) Dollars ... per month." Based on my review of rep01is of interviews with 

AT&T employees, I have lea.med that AT&T retained Cohen to consult on political issues, 

including net neutrality, the merger between AT&T and Time Warner, and tax reform. 

d. On or about March 1, 2017, Cohen appears to have entered into a contract between 

Novartis and Essential Consultants, which provides that Essential Consultants will "provide 

consulting and advisory services to Novartis on matters that relate to the repeal and replacement of 

the Affordable Care Act in the US and any other issues mutually agreeable to [Essential 

Consultants] and Novaitis." The contract provides for a "consulting fee of One Million Two 

Hundred_Thousand_($ l,200,000_)_US_dollars,'~to_be paid_toEssentiaLConsultants in el]_ual monthly 

installments over the course of a year. Based on my review ofreports of interviews with Novartis 

employees, I have learned that Nova1tis retained Cohen to provide political consulting services and 

to gain access to relevant policymakers in the Trump Administration. 

e. In or about Februai·y 2017, Cohen began negotiating the terms of a "strategic 

alliance" with Squire Patton Boggs. On or about March 4, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs emailed 

Cohen a "strategic alliance agreement." Under the terms of the agreement, Cohen agreed to 

generate business for the law film, and Squire Patton Boggs agreed to pay to Cohen "an annual 

strategic alliance fee of $500,000, payable in twelve (12) equal monthly installments." Squire 

Patton Boggs also agreed to provide Cohen with "dedicated and segregated office space in [Squire 

Patton Boggs's] New York and Washington D.C. offices, which office space shall be physically 

separate from [Squire Patton Boggs's] offices and have locked doors and its own locked file 

cabinets." On or about April 3, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs announced on: its website that is had 

formed a "strategic alliance" with Michael D. Cohen & Associates and would "jointly represent 

clients." 
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20. Despite the significant amount of money that Cohen received into the Essential 

Consultants Account and the MDC&A Account, and the cash balance in both accounts, Cohen did 

not disclose that information to Sterling or Melrose. Specifically, based on my review of documents 

provided by Getzel (as noted above, Cohen's accountant at the time), my patiicipation in an 

interview with Getzel, and my review of notes and , 

have learned the following: 

I 

a. In or about May 2017, Getzel met with Cohen at Subject Premises-2. At the 

meeting, Cohen told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he had set up a law practice called Michael 

- - - -----,D~Cohen-&-Associates-E.C.,-and-a-consulting_compan_y_called_EssentiaLConsultantsLLC. _ _C_Qh_e~- --- - - ---11 

told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he expected to earn $75,000 per month in connection with 

his law practice, and that he expected gross revenues for the consulting business to be between five 

and six million dollars annually. 

b. In or about October 2017, if not earlier, Getzel was preparing a personal financial 

statement for Cohen. On or about October 6, 2017, Getzel sent an email to Cohen in which Getzel 

wrote that "[a]ttached is a draft of the new PFS as of September 30, 2017" and attached a draft of 

the September 2017 Financial Statement. The draft statement reflected that as of September 30, 

2017, Cohen had only $1,250,000 in cash, total assets of approximately $33,430,000 (comprised of 

taxi medallion interests, real estate interests, and his personal residence and prope1iy), and liabilities 

ofapproximately $45,630,000, leaving him purportedly over $12 million in debt. In the same email, 

Getzel questioned Cohen, in sum and substance, about the fact that the fmancial statement did not 

list any value associated with either the Essential Consultants Account or the J\IDC&A Account: 

"[w]e did not add any value for you[r] two operating entities - Michael D. Cohen & Associates 
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POC [sic] and Essential Consultants LLC. Please advise whether or not these should be disclo&ed 

and what value." 

c. On or about October 6, 2017, Cohen called Getzel by telephone-which is reflected 

on toll records for Cohen's cellphone-and told Getzel, in sum and substance, not to include 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A in the September 2017 Financial Statement because they had no 

value. On or about October 6, 2017, following the call with Getzel, Cohen, using the Cohen 

Account, responded to Getzel's email with the answer "[l]ooks good to me." Cohen never directed 

Getzel to make any changes to his cash position as listed in the September 2017 Financial i 
); 
I 

------Statement.-In--a-letter-dated-October-6,-201-7-,-addressed-to-Getzel,-Cohen-stated,c..'.:Lhave_reviewe I ~----- -~1 
the attached statement of financial condition and fmd it to be correct and consistent with the 

representations that I made to your fmn. The attached is an accurate reflection of my assets, 

liabilities and net worth (deficit) as of September 30, 2017." Attached to that letter was the 

September 2017 Financial Statement, which, as noted above, was then transmitted to Sterling in 

connection with the proposed taxi medallion transaction between Sterling, Cohen, and-

21. Based on my review of a report of an interview with Sterling Employee-I, I have 

learned that Cohen did not disclose his income stream from Essential Consultants to Sterling 

Employee-I or, to his knowledge, anyone else at Sterling. According to Sterling Employee-1, 

knowledge of such an income stream would have affected Sterling's demands during the 

negotiations, particularly with respect to the amount of a principal paydown of Cohen's debt. 

Cohen Understated His Available Cash 

22. In addition to withholding the existence of his Essential Consultants income from 

Sterling and Melrose, it appears that Cohen also substantially understated his available cash and 

cash equivalents in his financial disclosures. Specifically, I know from my review of the September 
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2017 Financial Statement that Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen represented that he had 

$1,250,000 in cash as of September 30, 2017. I also know that on or about January 30, 2018, in a 

telephone call with Sterling Employee-3, and on February 1, 2018, in an email to Sterling 

Employee-3, Cohen represented that he did not have more than $1,250,000 in cash. But, from my 

review of a summary of bank records that were scheduled by forensic accountants, I have learned 

that Cohen had approximately $5,000,000 in cash and cash equivalents as of September 30, 2017. 

Additionally, as of February 1, 2018, Cohen had approximately $6,000,000 in cash and cash 

equivalents. Specifically, from my review of the account schedule and bank records, I have learned 

the-following:·--- ... ---------- --------------------·--- ------

a. Cohen has three checking and/or savings accounts at Capital One Ban1c, one of 

which is in his wife's name. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $1,105,680.35 in his savings 

account, and $1,262,982.29 in total in the three accounts at Capital One Ban1c. As of February 1, 

2018, Cohen had a total of$1,389,245.78 in these accounts. 

b. Cohen has three accounts at Morgan Stanley in his name. As of September 30, 

2017, the combined total in cash and cash equivalents in those three accounts was $1,270,600.41. 

As of February 1, 2018, Cohen had $1,284.996.13 in these accounts. 

c. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $260,689.18 in an account at Signature Bank. 

As ofFebruary 1, 2018, Cohen had $261,517.55 in this account. 

d. In addition to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A Account at First 

Republic, Cohen also had two joint checking accounts with Laura Cohen at First Republic. In total, 

as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $1,876,209.27 in total in his four accounts at First 

Republic. As ofFebruary 1, 2018, Cohen had $3,332,992.95 in these accounts. 
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e. Cohen has an account at Bethpage Credit Union with $25,931.39 in it as of 

September 30, 2017. 

f. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $17,542.54 in accounts at Sterling. 

g. Cohen has two accounts at TD Bank-one in his name and one held jointly with his 

wife. Cohen also has a safety deposit box at TD Bank-Subject Premises-3. The safety deposit 

box was opened on December 13, 2017 in the names of Michael and Laura Cohen. 

h. In total, as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $4,713,935.08 in his accounts 

at Capital One Bank, City National Bank, Signature Bank, Sterling Bank, Bethpage Credit Union, 

- - - - - - First-=-Republic,-and-Mmg-an-Stanley-,-As-of- February-'-l--,20-1-8,Gohen-had-$6,2.68,7--32.-5-9-in--his--- - - -

accounts at Capital One Banlc, City National Ban1c, Signature Bank, First Republic, and Morgan 

Stanley.19 

23. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's written and oral 

representations to Sterling and Melrose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and 

that Cohen withheld info1mation regarding approximately $5 million in funds from Sterling and 

Melrose in order to secure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. Based on 

my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2l and my review of reports of interviews 

with Sterling Employee-1 and two Melrose employees, it is my understanding that that Sterling 

and Melrose would view Cohen's understating of his assets as material to its decision whether to 

renegotiate Cohen's medallion loans and on what terms, or to its decision whether approve of the 

transfer of those loans to · 

19 Based on my review of the account schedules described above, I know that, as of the date of this 
affidavit, the account balances for TD Bank have not yet been included in the schedule for either 
date and the account balances for Sterling National Bank and Bethpage Credit Union have not yet 
been included in the schedule for Febmary 1, 2018. Thus, to the extent that these accounts have 
positive balances, Cohen's total balances in fact were even higher on these dates. 
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Cohen Has Unreported Interest Income 

24. It appears that Cohen also hid from Sterling interest income that he was receiving. in 

connection with a six million dollar loan he made to another individual. Specifically, I know from 

my review of the May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 Financial Statement that 

Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen did not disclose that he had made a note receivable in the 

amount of approximately $6 million, or that he was earning approximately $60,000 per month in 

interest income in connection with that loan. But, from my review of a summary of bank records 

that were reviewed by another law enforcement agent, my review of property records and 

- - - - --documents-obtained-pursuant-to-the-Cohen-EmaiLWarrants,_and_-1n_y_participation_in_an_intende_._. ___ _ _____ f 

with Oetzel, I have learned the following: 

a. Based on my review of property records, I have learned that on or about March 12, 

2012, Cohen agreed to lend approximately 

$2,000,000.20 It appears that the promissory note was unsecured by any real property. On or about 

April 28, 2014, Cohen and amended the promissory note, and restructured the loan to 

increase the principal amount to approximately $5,000,000. Under the terms of the amended 

promissory note, the loan was secured b: 

or about April 8, 2015, Cohen at 

amount to $6,000,000.21 

apartment in Sunny Isles Beach, Florida. On 

restated the promissory note to increase the principal 

b. Based on my review of a copy of the restated note, which was obtained pursuant to 

the Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that under the te1ms of the amended and restated 

20 I learned from Oetzel tha1 

21 The note states that the loan is to husband and wife, 
jointly and severally. For ease ofreferenc~, I refer simply to ·- herein. 
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promissory note, Cohen's loan to- is an interest-only loan, and that the principal balance 

of the loan bears interest at an annual rate of 12.25 percent. I also know that the amended and 

restated promissory note includes a schedule of payments that require to pay Cohen 

approximately $61,250 per month beginning in April 2015 and ending in April 2019. The note also 

requires tha repay the principal balance of $6,000,000 on April 28, 2019. 

c. Based on my review of bank records, I have learned that, consistent with the terms 

of the amended and restated promissory note, has made monthly payments of 

approximately $61,250 since April 2015. Specifically, based onmy review ofrecords maintained 

-- ---by-CapitaLOneBank,-LhaveJeame<lthatfromApriL2015_to_October_2015,'---Cohenre_c_ehr_edche_cks _ _ ___ _ 

from an entity called totaling $61,250 per month, which he 

deposited into his personal bank account at Capital One Bank.22 It appears from my review of bank 

records and public sources tha- is the owner of 

From my review of records maintained by Capital One Bank, I have also learned that since October 

2015, Cohen has received checks from an entity called totaling 

$61,250 per month, which he deposited into his personal bank account at Capital One Bank. It 

appears from my review of bank records and public sources that - is also the owner 

In total, it appears that Cohen receives approximately $735,000 per year 

in interest payments from -

d. Based on my review of Cohen's May 2017 and September 2017 Finapcial 

Statements, my review 6fhis 2015 and 2016 tax returns obtained via subpoena and from the Cohen 

Email Warrants, and my participation in an interview with Getzel, I have learned that Cohen did 

22 In April 2015, Cohen received a pro-rated payment. For all months thereafter, the total payment 
equaled $61,250, but- ifl:en made the payment in multiple checks. 
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not disclose this interest income he was receiving from - to Sterling or Melrose, or list it 

on his tax returns. I have also learned that while this interest income is taxable, Cohen did not tell 

Getzel-his accountant-about the income, and Getzel only learned about the income because he 

began doing taxes in 2017.23 

25. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's representations to 

Sterling and Melrose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and that Cohen 

withheld information relating to the interest income he is receiving from -ln order to 

l L 

l 
t 

' 

secure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. 

- - ------- =---c'--'---"--=------ - Gohen-Had~a--Side-Agrec~ment-With-

il 
N 

~-----------"---==-----------------"-------=--I 
I 

26. As set forth in detail below, during the course of Cohen's negotiations to sell his 

interest in taxi medallions and the associated debt to Cohen not only 

misrepresented his financial position to Sterling, but also failed to disclose a side agreement he 

had negotiated with : it appears tha1 1greed to pay an above-market price 

for Cohen's taxi cab medallions, and in exchange, Cohen agreed to pay -approximately 

$3 .8 million in cash. Specifically, from my review of documents produced pursuant to a subpoena 

by Sterling, and my participation in interviews with Sterling Employee-I, Sterling Employee-2, 

and Sterling Employee-3, I have learned, among other things, the following: 

a. On or about September 5, 2017, an executed te1m sheet was circulated by Sterling 

Employee-I to Cohen and The te1m sheet listed Cohen's address as the address for 

Subject Premises-I. According to the term sheet, • would bon-ow $20,000,000 

from Sterling and Melrose, t? be secured by the medallions that ;vas to acquire from 

23 Accordingly, this il')terest income-which should have been reported as such on Cohen's tax 
returns-is included herein in calculations of Cohen's true cash position. 
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Cohen. At a price of $20 million for thirty-two taxi medallions, the proposed transaction valued 

each medallion as worth $625,000. The term sheet also contemplated a $1,265,913 pay-down of 

the principal balance of the loan. The term sheet made no mention of a $3.8 million payment from 

Cohen to or any other form of payment or financial transaction between the parties. 

b. Additionally, an internal Sterling credit memorandum, dated October 4, 2017, 

describing the terms of the Cohen-, transaction and the new loan to • 

not mention any payments from Cohen to - including a $3.8 million payment. The 

memorandum also noted that the "loan amount of $20MM indicates a $625M purchase price per 

______ medallion'-'-buC:iLis_recognjzed_thaLthis_is_noUn_line_with_currenLmarkeLYalues::: __ Jnde_e_d.,_ _ _ _ _ _ 

according to an internal Sterling memorandum dated February 5, 2018, in the month of January 

2018, taxi medallions sold for amounts ranging from $120,000 to $372,000. According to Sterling 

Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2, they were never told that agreed to a purchase 

price of $625,000 in exchange for a lump sum payment from Cohen, or that Cohen would make 

any payment to 

c. On or about January 30, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 asked Cohen whether Cohen 

had a side agreement witl to pay '-sum of money for entering into the 

medallion transaction. Sterling Employee-3 asked Cohen about such an arrangement because, 

according to Sterling Employee-3, the price tha1 ras paying for each medallion 

appeared to be well above the market price. Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he had no 

side agreement-and never had a side agreement-with · 

27. While Cohen ai1c did not disclose any payment from Cohen to 

n communications with Sterling, it appears that such a payment was contemplated. 

Indeed, based on my review of records maintained by Oetzel, and my participation in an interview 
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with Getzel, I have learned the following, in substance and in part, regarding the proposed side 

payment from Cohen to -

a. On or about September 19, 2017, Getzel prepared a memorandum for Cohen 

entitled, "Sale of NYC Medallion Entities and Debt Assumption" (the "Getzel Memorandum"). 

TI1e Getzel Memorandum summarized the proposed transaction between Cohen and '-

in part, as follows: ''Michael and Laura Cohen will transfer ownership of their 13 NYC medallion 

entities to a Buyer who will assume their bank indebtedness, upon the [Cohens'] paying down the 

debt portfolio of the 13 entities by $500,000 and a cash payment to the Buyer of $3,800,000."24 

---- - - ---- ---- -b';------AGGording--to-Getzel,Cohen-told-him-the"-parameters_of_the_deal, __ including the __ 

payment of $3,800,000 to 

$3,800,000 to p: 

but Getzel did not know where Cohen was going to obtain 

As noted above, Cohen had more than $5,000,000 in cash and 

cash equivalents as of September 2017, but had only disclosed in his September 2017 Financial 

Statement that he had $1.25 million in cash. 

28. Based on my review ofrecords maintained by Sterling (as well as Melrose, the bank 

with the participating interest in the loans) and reports of interviews ofrepresentatives of Sterling 

(and Melrose), I have seen no evidence that Sterling, Melrose, or any other financial institution 

involved in the potential deal with Cohen and - Nas aware of the planned $3.8 million 

side payment from Cohen to -

The Illegal Campaign Contribution Scheme 

29. The USAO and FBI are also investigating a criminal violation of campaign finance 

laws by Michael Cohen. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen made 

24 The reference to thirteen medallions appears to be an error by Getzel. Cohen and his wife 

together owned sixteen corporations, which in turn owned 32 taxi medallions. 
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an excessive in-kind contribution to the presidential election campaign of then-candidate Donald 

Trump in the fonn of a $130,000 payment to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who was rumored 

to have had an extramarital affair with Trump, in exchl;lllge for her agreement not to disclose that 

alleged affair. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that this payment was intended 

to keep Clifford from making public statements about the rumor.ed affair on the eve of the 2016 

presidential election, and thus constitutes a campaign contribution in excess of the applicable limit. 

30. From my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. In or around October 2011, there were rumors published on the gossip websites 

-----· FheBirty; com that·-Trump had-had-an extramadtal-affair~with Clifford,-an-adult-film actress-whose _____ _ 

screen name is Stonny Daniels, in or around July 2006. In or about October 2011, Life & Style 

Magazine, a tabloid sold in supennarkets, also published an aiiicle, based on the report in 

TheDirty.com, alleging an affair had occuned betw~en Trump and Clifford. Both Trump and 

Clifford, through their representatives, issued denials in response to the articles. 

b. Specifically, on or about October 11, 2011, Keith Davidson, who identified himself 

as Clifford's attorney, sent a cease and desist letter to TheDirty.com, demanding that the article 

regarding Trump and Clifford be removed from the website. Additionally, on or about October 

12, 2011, Cohen, who was then Executive Vice-President and Special Counsel to the Trump 

Organization, stated to El News that "[t]he totally untrue and ridiculous story ... emanated from 

a sleazy and disgusting website .... The Trump Organization and Donald J. Trump will be bringing 

a lawsuit ... [and] Mr. Trump and the Trump Organization would like to thank and commend 

Stormy Daniels and her attorneys for their honesty and swift actions." 

31. On or about June 16, 2015, Trump formally launched his 2016 presidential 

campaign. On or about May 4,-2016, Trump became the presumptive Republican Paiiy nominee 
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for president, and on July 19, 2016, Trump officially became the nominee. Based on my review 

of public sources, I have learned that while it does not appear that Cohen had an official title as 

part of the Trump campaign, on multiple occasions Cohen made public statements on behalf of 

Trump or his campaign. For instance, on or about August 18, 2016, Cohen appeared on CNN to 

defend Trump's polling numbers. 

32. On or about October 7, 2016, The Washington Post published online a video and 

accompanying audio in which Trump refened to women in what the article described as "vulgar 

terms" in a 2005 conversation with Billy Bush, who· was then the host of Access Hollywood. The 

-following-day,on--October-8,-2016,-Trump.appearedjn __ a_video_in_which_he __ stated, __ among_o_ther ___________ _ 

things, "I've said and done things I regret and words released today on this more than a decade old 

video are one of them. Anyone who knows me knows these words don't reflect who I am. I said 

it. I was wrong and I apologize." Based on my review of public sources, I also know that 

representatives of the Trump Campaign stated, in sum and substance, that the Access Hollywood 

comment was an old and isolated incident. 

33. Based on my review of public sources, including an article published in Slate 

magazine by a reporter who interviewed Clifford, I have learned that around this same time, in or 

about October 2016, Clifford was in discussions with ABC's Good Morning America show and 

Slate magazine, among other media sources, to provide these media outlets with her statement 

about her alleged relationship with Trump. According to the article in Slate, which the author 

based on conversations with Clifford over the telephone and by text message, Clifford wanted to 

be paid for her story or be paid by Trump not to disclose her accusation. As Cohen summarized 

in a 2018 email obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Wanants: "In October 2016, I was contacted 
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by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that news outlets, including ABC News, were pursuing the 20.11 

story of an alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford." 

34. From my review of telephone toll records25 and information produced pursuant to 

the iCloud Wan-ant and Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that in the days following the Access 

Hollywood video, Cohen exchanged a series of calls, text messages, and emails with Keith 

Davidson, who was then Clifford's attorney, David Pecker and Dylan Howard of American Media, 

Inc. ("AMI"), the publisher of the National Enquirer,26 Trump, and Hope Hicks, who was then 

press secretary for Trump's presidential campaign. Based on the timing of these calls, and the 

content-of-the-textmessages-and -emails,-Lbelie:v:e_thaLaL least_ some_oLthese~communicatLo_ns ___ _ 

concerned the need to prevent Clifford from going public, particularly in the wake of the Access 

Hollywood story. In particular, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 8, 2016, at approximately 7:20 p.m., Cohen received a call from Hicks. 

Sixteen seconds into the call, Trump joined the call, and the call continued for over four minutes.27 

Based on the toll records that the USAO has obtained to date, I believe that this was the first call 

25 My attribution of certain telephone numbers to certain individuals as described in this 
affidavit is based on my review of the vCard (virtual contact file) and text messages obtained from 
Cohen's telephone pursuant to the iCloud Wan-ant. 

26 Pecker is President of AMI and, according to his own statements in public reports, a personal 
friend of Trump. Howard is the chief content officer of AMI, who according to public records 
reports directly to Pecker. 

27 I believe that Trump joined the call between Cohen arid Hicks based on my review of toll 
records. Specifically, I know .that a call was initiated between Cohen's telephone number and 
Trump's telephone number at the same time the records indicate that Cohen was talking to Hicks. 
After the Cohen-Trump call was initiated, it lasted the same period of time as the Cohen-Hicks 
call. Additionally, the toll records indicate a "-1" and then Trump's telephone number, which, 
based on my training and experience, means that the call was either transfened to Trump, or that 
Trump was added to the call as a conference or three-way call participant. In addition, based on 
my conversations with an FBI agent who has interviewed Hicks, I have learned that Hicks stated, 
in substance, that to the best of her recollection, she did not learn about the allegations made by 
Clifford until early November 2016. Hicks was not specifically asked about this three-way call. 
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Cohen had received or made to Hicks in at least multiple weeks, and that Cohen and Tlump spoke 

about once a month prior to this date - specifically, prior to this call on October 8, 2016, Cohen 

and Trump had spoken once in May, once in June, once in July, zero times in August, and twice 

in September. 

b. Approximately ten minutes after the call ended, Hicks and Cohen spoke again for 

about two minutes. 

c. At 7:39 p.m., immediately after the second call with Hicks ended, Cohen called 

David Pecker (as noted above, the President of American Media Inc., or AMI) and they connected I 
-forthirty-seconds~Approximately-four-minutes-late1~-G0henccalled-Pecker-again--and-the-y-spoke---- ------------- J 

i 
for more than a minute. Three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen received a call 

from Dylan Howard (as noted above, the Chief Content Officer of AMI), and they spoke for 

approximately a minute. According to toll records, it does not appear that Cohen and Howard 

spoke regularly prior to October 8, 2016, as it had been over a month since they had called each 

other. 

d. At 7:56 p.m., approximately eight minutes after his call with Howard ended, Cohen 

called Hicks and they connected for two minutes. At approximately the same time this call ended, 

Cohen received a call from Pecker, and they spoke for about two minutes. At 8:03 p.m., about 

three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen called Trump, and they spoke for nearly 

eight minutes. 

e. At 8:39 p.m. and 8:57 p.m., Cohen received calls from Howard and spoke to him 

for about four and six minutes, respectively. At 9: 13 p.m., about ten minutes after Cohen and 

Howard hung up from the second of these calls, Howard sent Cohen a text message that said: 

"Keith will do it. Let's reconvene tomon-ow." Based on my involvement in this investigation, I 
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believe that when Howard wrote "Keith," he was refening to Keith Davidson, the attorney for 

Stephanie Clifford. At 3 :31 a.m., now on October 9, 2016, Cohen sent Howard a text message in 

response that said: "Thank you." Eight minutes later, Cohen sent Howard a text message that said: 

"Resolution Consultants LLC. is the name of the entity I formed a week ago. Whenever you wake, 

please call my cell." 

f. The following day, on October 10, 2016, at 10:58 a.m., Howard sent a text message 

to Cohen and Davidson, which stated: "Keith/Michael: connecting you both in regards to that 

business opportunity. Spoke to the client this AM and they're confirmed to proceed with the 

opportunity:-'fhanks:-Dy lan:-0verto you"twofL-At-H-:~-5-p;m-;, Bavidson-sent-Gohen-atext-message~ 

that stated: "Michael- if we are ever going to close this deal - In my opinion, it needs to be today. 

Keith." Davidson and Cohen then spoke by phone for about three minutes. Based on my 

participation in this investigation, I believe that when Howard wrote that the "client" was 

"confirmed to proceed with the opportunity," he was refening to Clifford's agreement in principle 

to accept money from Cohen in exchange for her agreement not to discuss any prior affair with 

then-candidate Trump.28 

g. Based on my review ofrecords obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

lmowthat on or about October 10, 2016, Clifford and Davidson appear to have signed a "side letter 

agreement" that stated it was an exhibit to a "confidential settlement agreement and mutual 

release" between "Peggy Peterson" and ''David Dennison." The purpose of the document, 

28 As set forth below, AMI was also involved in a payment to model Karen McDougal. 
However, because these communications were in close temporal proximity to the events involving 
the negotiation of a payment to Clifford, the execution of the agreement with Clifford, and the 
payment of money to Clifford, I believe that these communications were related to Clifford. 
Additionally, based on my review of public statements by McDougal, I have learned that she 
negotiated an agreement with AMI several months prior to these communications between Cohen 
and Pecker, Howard, and Davidson; 
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according to the agreement, was to define the "true name and identity" of persons named by 

pseudonym in "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release." The side letter agreement 

specifies the identity of "Peggy Peterson" to be Clifford, but the space for "Dennison's" identity 

is blank. The agreement also includes a signature page for "Peterson," "Dennison," and their 

attorneys. The signature page is signed by "Peterson" and his attorney, Davidson, but the 

document is unsigned by "Dennison" and his attorney. Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe that Davidson sent Cohen this partially-signed "side letter agreement" in 

order to facilitate the closing of a deal between Davidson's client and Cohen or his client on 

0ctober-l0,2016;---- -----

35. It appears that on October 13, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen took steps 

to complete a transaction with Davidson, including attempting to open an account from which 

Cohen could transfer funds to Davidson. Specifically, from my review of toll records, information 

obtained pursuant to the iCloud Wa1Tant and Cohen Email Warrants, records maintained by First 

Republic, as well as my participation in interviews with First Republic employees, I have learned 

the following: 

a. On the.morning of October 13, 2016, at 8:54 a.m., Cohen sent Pecker a text message 

that stated: ''I need to talk to you." At 9:06 a.m., Pecker sent a text message to Cohen that stated, 

"I called please call me back." The tolls between Cohen and Pecker do not show a telephone call 

between 8:54 a.m. and 9:06 a.m. However, based on my review of text messages, I have learned 

that Cohen and Pecker communicate with each other over Signal, which is an encrypted 

communications cellphone application that allows users to send encrypted text messages and make 

encrypted calls. 
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b. At 9:23 a.m., Cohen sent an email that stated "call me" to First Republic Employee-

2. The email attached documents from the Secretary of State of Delaware indicating that Cohen 

had formed a limited liability company called "Resolution Consultants LLC" on September 30, 

2016. As noted above, "Resolution Consultants" is the name of the entity that Cohen had told 

Howard he had fonned recently after Howard said Davidson would "do it." At 10:44 a.m., Cohen 

called First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum and substance, that he needed an account 

in the name of"Resolution Consultants" opened immediately, and that he did not want an address 

on the checks written out of the account. Later that day, another employee at First Republic 

-----emailed-Gohoo-account-opening-paperwork-to-complete.-Cohen-retumed_the_accounLopenin,_,o-__ _ 

documents partially completed, but failed to provide a copy of his driver's license or passport, and 

did not respond to the employee's question of how he wanted to fund the account. As a result, the 

· account was never opened. 

c. On October 17, 2016, Cohen incorporated Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. 

That same day, he filed paperwork to dissolve Resolution Consultants LLC. 

36. Despite these steps taken by Cohen, it appears that the negotiation between Cohen 

and Davidson was not progressing sufficiently fast enough for Davidson or his client, Clifford, 

and they threatened to go public with Clifford's allegations just days before the presidential 

election. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the 

iCloud Warrant, and public sources, I know the following: 

a. According to an article in The Washington Post, which quoted emails sent from 

Cohen's email account hosted by the Trump Organization, on October 17, 2016, Davidson emailed 

Cohen and threatened to cancel the aforementioned "settlement agreement" by the end of the day 
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if Cohen did not complete the transaction.29 According to the article, Davidson sent Cohen a 

second email later in the day that stated in part, "Please be advised that my client deems her 

settlement agreement canceled and void." At 4:00 p.m. that day, Cohen called Davidson and they 

spoke for over five minutes. 

b. Cohen's 4:00 p.m. call with Davidson and/or Davidson's threats to cancel the 

"settlement agreement" appear to have touched off a fhmy of communications about the settlement 

agreement and whether Clifford would go public. Specifically: 

i. At 4:43 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message that stated: "I'm told 

-----~-, ~they1re-going-with-Baily MaiL-'-Are-y0u aware?'JJ-Qne-minute-later,Gohmrespended~Call-me.'' 

Based on my involvement in this investigation, I understand Howard's text to mean that he heard 

that Clifford was going to take her story of an extramarital affair with Trump to the Daily Mail, a 

tabloid newspaper. 

ii. At 4:45 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for over two minutes. 

Moments later, Davidson and Cohen spoke for about two minutes. 

iii. At 5:03 p.m., Cohen attempted to call Trump, but the call only lasted eight 

seconds. This was Cohen's first call after he spoke with Davidson. 

iv. At 5:25 p.m., Cohen texted Howard, stating: "Well???" 

v. At 6:44 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text, stating: "Not taking my 

calls." Cohen responded one minute later: "You're lddding. Who are you trying to reach?" 

Howard responded one minute later: "The 'agent.'" Based on my involvement in this 

29 Due to the partially covert nature of the investigation to this date, the USAO has not requested 
documents from the Trump Organization or Davidson, and thus does not possess the email 
referenced in this article. 
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investigation, I understand Howard's text messages to mean that he attempted to contact Davidson 

about the matter involving Clifford, but that Davidson was not taking Howard's calls. 

vi. At 6:49 p.m., Cohen called Howard and they spoke for nearly four minutes. 

c. The following day, on October 18, 2016, TheSmoldngGun.com, a website that 

publishes legal documents and mugshots, published an miicle called: "Donald Trump and the Porn 

Superstar," which alleged that Trump had an extramm·ital affair with Clifford. However, the 

article noted that Clifford had declined to comment. 

37. On or about October 25, 2016, the communications between Cohen, Davidson, 

Howard-au-d-Peckerpicked-up-again~apparently-concerning--a-transaetion-involving-Glifford~. ________________ __,, 

Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Wan-ants and iCloud Warrant, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 25, 2016, at 6:09 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message stating: 

"Keith calling you urgently. We have to coordinate something on the matter he's calling you about 

or its [sic] could look awfully bad for everyone." One minute later, Davidson sent Cohen a text 

message stating "Call me." Cohen and Davidson called each other several times over the next half 

hour but appear not to have connected. At 6:42 p.m., Cohen and Davidson spoke for about eight 

minutes. At 7:11 p.m., they spoke for another two minutes. 

b. The next morning, on or about October 26, 2016, at 8:26 a.m., Cohen called Trump 

and spoke to him for approximately three minutes. At 8:34 a.m., Cohen called Trnmp again and 

connected for a minute and a half. 

c. At approximately 9:04 a.m.-less than thirty minutes after speaking with Trump--

Cohen sent two emails to the person who had incorporated Resolution Consultants and Essential 

Consultants for him, and stated "can you send me asap the filing receipt" and then, in the second 
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email, "for Essential Consultants LLC." That person responded with the filing receipt two minutes 

later at 9:06 a.m. and with the ce1iification of formation 23 minutes later, at 9:27 a.m. 

d. Shortly after that, Cohen contacted First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum 

and substance, that he decided not to open an account in the name of "Resolution Consulting" and 

instead would be opening areal estate consulting company in the name of"Essential Consultants." 

Cohen told First Republic Employee-2 that he was at Trump Tower, and wanted to go to a First 

Republic branch across the street to open the accom1t, so First Republic Employee-2 called First 

Republic Employee-I, a preferred banker at that branch, assist Cohen. At 11 :00 a.m., First 

· · ---------Republic-Employee~l-called-Gohen~. I-know--from-my-paitiGipation-inan-interview~with First 

Republic Employee- I, that around the time of the call he went to Cohen's office in Trump Tower-

on the same floor as the Trump Organization-· and went through account opening questions, 

including know your customer questions, with Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-

customer questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic 

Employee-I entered into a form-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening 

Essential Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting 

work, and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. 

Based on my review of records obtained from First Republic, it appears that this account (the 

"Essential Consultants Account") was created at a time between 11 :00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m. 

e. At 1:47 p.m., Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for approximately two 

minutes. At approximately 1:49 p.m., Davidson emailed Cohen wiring instructions for an attorney 

client trust account at City National Bank. 

f. After the Essential Consultants Account was opened on October 26, 2016, Cohen 

transferred $131,000 from a home equity line of credit that Cohen had at First Republic to the 
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Essential Consultants Account. Following the transfer, at approximately 4: 15 p.m. on October 26, 

2016, First Republic Employee-2's assistant emailed Cohen at his Trump Organization email 

address to tell him that the funds had been deposited into the Essential Consultants Account. 

Cohen forwarded that email to the Cohen Gmail Account and then forwarded it to Davidson. 

g. At 6:37 p.m., Cohen asked Pecker by text message, "Can we speak? Important." 

Cohen called Pecker at 6:49 p.m. and connected for thirty seconds. At 6:57 p.m., Cohen sent 

Howard a text message, stating: "Please call me. Important." Cohen called Howard at 7:00 p.m. 

and connected for about thirty seconds. At 7:06 p.m., Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

·for·nearly-thirteen-minutes;---At-7-!---24-p;m;,-Howard-sent-a-text-message-to.Gohenthat~He-said~--· 

he'd call me back in 20 minutes. I told him what you are asking for his [sic] reasonable. I'll get 

it sorted." Approximately an hour later, at 8:23 p.m., Howard told Cohen by text message to 

"check your Gmail for email from my private account." In an email sent at 8:23 p.m. by Howard 

to Cohen and Davidson, with the subject line "Confirmation," Howard stated, "Thank you both 

for chatting with me earlier. Confinning agreement on: - Executed agreement, hand-signed by 

Keith's client and returned via overnight or same-day FedEx to Michael, - Change of agreement 

to reflect the correct LLC, - Transfer of funds on Thursday AM to be held in escrow until receipt 

of agreement." After receiving that email, at approximately 8:27 p.m., Cohen asked Howard by 

text message, "Can you and David [Pecker] give me a call." Howard promptly responded: "David 

is not around I think. I'll call." At 8:28 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for three 

minutes. 

38. On October 27, 2016, Cohen made a payment to Davidson of $130,000-with the 

funds intended for Clifford-for the purpose of securing her ongoing silence with respect to the 

allegations that she had an extramarital affair with Trump. Specifically, based on my review of 
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toll records, bank records, and infonnation obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen 

Email WmTants, I have learned the following: 

a. At 9:47 a.m., Cohen sent Davidson m1 email, stating: "Keith, kindly confmn that 

the wire received today, October 27, 2016 shall be held by you in your attorney's trust account 

until such time as directed for release by me, in writing. Additionally, please ensure that all 

paperwork contains the correct name of Essential Consultants LLC. I thank you in advance for 

your assistance and look forward to hem-ing from you later." 

b. At approximately 10:01 a.m., according to records provided by First Republic 

~---· ·-- - ----Banl~Col:ien ·cortTplete-d-paperworicto-wire-$B 0;000 ·from-the·Essential-Gonsultants-Aeeount 

which had been funded a day prior from Cohen's home equity line of credit-to the attorney client 

trust account at City National Bank that Davidson had specified in the wiring instructions he sent 

to Cohen. The wire transfer was made shmily thereafter. 

c. At 10:02 a.m., Davidson responded to Cohen's email from 9:47 a.m., stating: "I 

confirm that I will work in good faith & that no funds shall be disbursed unless & until the plaintiff 

personally signs all necessary settlement paperwork, (the form of which will match the prior 

agreement). The settlement docs will nmne the co1Tect corporation, (Essential Consultants LLC). 

Plaintiff's signature will be notarized and returned to you via FedEx. Only after you receive FedEx 

will I disburse. Fair?" 

d. At 10:50 a.m., First Republic Employee-I sent Cohen an email confirming that the 

payment had been sent and providing him with the wire number. 

39. On October 28, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen finalized the transaction 

with Davidson. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant 

to the iCloud Warrant, public sources, and bank records, I know the following: 
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a. On October 28, 2016, at 11:48 a.m., Cohen spoke to Trump for approximately five 

minutes. Beginning at 1:21 p.m., Cohen attempted a series of phone calls to Davidson, Pecker, 

and Howard throughout the day, although it appears he may only have connected with Howard. 

b. Later that day, at approximately 7:01 p.m., Davidson stated to Cohen by text 

message that "all is AOK. I should have signed, notarized docs on Monday. You should have 

them on Tuesday." Cohen thanked him and said "I hope we are good." Davidson responded, "I 

assure you. We are very good." Howard also texted Cohen at 7:08 p.m., "Keith [Davidson] says 

we are good." Cohen then responded "OK" to Howard and "Excellent" to Davidson. At 

approximately to:30p:·m., ·cohenspoke to Hicks·for three·minutes-:-·-------····-------·------ - -----..... ·---····· 

c. On October 31, 2016, Cohen called Howard at 8:22 p.m. and they spoke for over 

three minutes. At 8:32 p.m., Cohen received text messages :from both Howard and Davidson. 

Howard said: "You'll have paperwork tomorrow says KD." Davidson said: "We are AOK. You 

will be receiving a package tomorrow." Cohen responded "Thank you" to Howard and "Thanks 

Keith. Will call you then" to Davidson. From my involvement in this investigation, I believe 

Davidson was referring to a signed nondisclosure agreement when he told Cohen that he would 

receive a package. 

d. Based on my review of court filings that became public in 2018, I have leamed that 

on or about October 28, 2016, "EC, LLC and/or David Dennison" entered into a "confidential 

settlement agreement and mutual release" with "Peggy Peterson," pursuant to which "Peterson" 

agreed not to disclose certain "confidential information pertaining to [Dennison]" in exchange for 

$130,000. The agreement provided that "EC, LLC" would wire the funds to "Peterson's" attomey, 

who would then transfer funds to "Peterson." Cohen signed the agreement on behalf of "EC, 
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LLC." The agreement stated that the address for "EC, LLC," which was later refeITed to in the 

agreement as "Essential Consultants, LLC," was Cohen's residence. 

e. Consistent with the "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release," on or 

about November 1, 2016, Davidson transfened $96,645 from his attorney client trust account at 

City National Bank to a bank account in Clifford's name. The wire had the annotation "net 

settlement." On the same day, at approximately 9:48 a.m. Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

with a picture of a FedEx delivery confinnation, stating that at approximately 9:09 a.m. a package 

shipped by Davidson the previous day had aITived for Cohen at his Trump Organization 

a:dcll-ess. On tlre- sanre-day;-at-approximatelT6:M-p:m-:-;-Bavidson·· sent-Goh en-an-email-with·· an 

audio file attached and said "Give this a lesson [sic] and then call me." The audio attachment was 

titled "Stonny.mp3" and was a five-minute recording of Davidson interviewing Clifford about 

recent public allegations made by an adult film star named Jessica Drake regarding her alleged 

past affair with Trnmp; in the recording, Clifford explained the reasons she believed that Drake 

was not credible. Less than an hour later, at approximately 7:05 p.m., Cohen called Trnmp, but it 

appears that they did not connect. Cohen then called a telephone number belonging to Kellyanne 

Conway, who at the time was Trump's campaign manager. They did not connect. At 

approximately 7:44 p.m., however, Cohen received a retum call from Conway, which lasted for 

approximately six minutes. 

40. On November 4, 2016, just three days after the Clifford transaction was completed 

and just four days before the presidential election, the Wall Street Journal published an article 

alleging that the National Enquirer had "Shielded Donald Trump" from allegations by Playboy 

model Karen McDougal that she and Trump had an affair. The article alleged that AMI had agreed 

to pay McDougal to bury her story. McDougal, like Clifford, had been represented by Davidson. 
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Based on my review of toll records, info1mation obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Wairants 

and iCloud Warrant, and public sources, it appears that Cohen spoke frequently to Davidson, 

Howard, Pecker, and Hicks ai·ound the time of this article's publication-just days before Election 

Day-about the importance of preventing the McDougal and Clifford stories from gaining national 

traction. Specifically, I have learned the following: 

a. Between 4:30 and 8:00 p.m. on November 4, Cohen communicated several times 

with Howard, Pecker and Davidson. For instance, at approximately 4:49 p.m., Cohen sent Howard 

a text message with a screenshot of an email forwarded to him by another Trump Organization 

--- -lawyer:--The-forwarded-email-was.:.-from-a--Wall--Street-J 0umal-rep0rter, and -asked-for-comment 

from Trump and/or the campaign on the story. Cohen also spoke with Hicks several times, 

including shortly before and/or after calls with Pecker, Howard and Davidson. Indeed, at 

approximately 7:33 p.m., using two different cellphones subscribed to him, Cohen appears to have 

been talking to Davidson and Hicks at the same time. 

b. At approximately 8:51 p.m., Cohen sent Howard a message, stating: "She's being 

really difficult with giving Keith a statement. Basically went into hiding and umeachable." One 

minute later, Howard responded: "I'll ask him again. We just need her to disappear." Cohen 

responded, "She definitely disappeared but refuses to give a statement and Keith cannot push her." 

At approximately 8:55 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text: "Let's let the dust settle. We don't 

want to push her over the edge. She's on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible 

position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist." Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe Cohen and Howard were refelring to Karen McDougal when they were 

discussing "she" and "her." Additionally, I believe Howard's statement that ''we have ... a 
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plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist" was a reference to the fact that 

AMI had given McDougal payments for her role as a purported columnist for the company. 

c. At approximately 8:58 p.m. on November 4, 2016, Howard attempted to reassure 

Cohen about the effect of the forthcoming Wall Street Journal article, texting, "I think it'll be ok 

pal. I think it'll fade into the distance." Cohen responded, "He's pissed." Howard wrote back, 

"I'm pissed! You're pissed. Pecker is pissed. Keith is pissed. Not much we can do." Based on 

my involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was refen-ing to Trump when he stated "he's 

pissed." Cohen asked Howard at approximately 9:00 p.m. how the Wall Street Journal could 

pub lish-its-miicldf-''everyone-denies-;'-'--Howard-responded,'-'Because-there-is-the-payment frmn~ --- -------

ATvll. It looks suspicious at best." 

d. At approximately 9:03 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for two minutes. 

At approximately 9:11 p.m., Cohen called Howard and spoke to him for five minutes. At 

approximately 9:15 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for nearly seven minutes. Again, 

Cohen used different phones for these two calls, such that he appears to have been on both calls 

for about a minute of overlap. At approximately 9:32 p.m., Cohen texted Pecker, "The boss just 

tried calling you. Are you free?" A minute later, Cohen texted Howard, "Is there a way to fmd 

David quickly?" 

e. At approximately 9:50 p.m., the Wall Street Journal miicle was published online. 

Howard and Hicks both sent web links for the article to Cohen. Over the next half hour, Cohen 

and Howard exchanged several text messages commenting on how the story came across. The next 

moming on November 5, 2016, at approximately 7:35 a.m., Cohen texted Hicks, "So far I see only 

6 stories. Getting little to no traction." Hicks responded, "Same. Keep praying!! It's working!" 

Cohen wrote back, "Even CNN not talking about it. No one believes it and if necessary, I have a 
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statement by Storm denying everything and contradicting the other porn stars statement. I wouldn't 

use it now or even discuss with him as no one is talking about this or cares!" Based on my 

involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was refening to the above-referenced recorded 

audio statement by Clifford that he obtained from Davidson, and was stating that such a statement 

could be used to influence potential negative media relating to Trump, but was unnecessary at that 

time. Based on a text message from Hicks to Cohen, I believe that later that morning, Pecker 

spoke to Trump. 

41. On or about November 8, 2016, Trump won the election for President of the United 

-States. ---------------

42. On or about January 12, 2018, the Wall Street Journal first reported that Cohen 

ananged a payment to Clifford. On or about January 22, 2018, Common Cause, a govermnent 

watchdog group, filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, alleging that Cohen had 

violated campaign finance laws by making the payment to Clifford. Based on my review public 

sources following that report, as well as emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Wanants, I 

have learned the following: 

a. On or about.January 23, 2018, the day after Common Cause filed its complaint, 

Cohen began emailing himself drafts of statements describing his payment to Clifford. 

Additionally, on January 23, 2018, Cohen emailed the following draft of that statement to an 

individual who appears to be writing a book on Cohen's behalf: 

2017.08.02 

In Octa ber 2016, I was contacted by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that 
news outlets, including ABC news, were pursuing the 2011 story of an 
alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford. Despite the fact that 
both parties had already denied the allegation, as Mr. Trump's longtime 
special counsel and protector, I took it upon myself to match the offer and 
keep the story from breaking. I lmew the allegation to be false, but Jam 
also a realist who understands that just because something is false doesn't 
mean that it doesn't create harm and damage. I could not allow this to 
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occur. I negotiated a non-disclosure agreement with Ms. Clifford's 
counsel and tendered the funds. I did this through my Delaware LLC and 
trans:fen-ed personal funds to cover the agreement. I was not reimbursed 
any monies from Mr. Trump, the Trump Organization, any third party or 
the Presidential campaign. At no point did I ever advise Mr. Trump of my 
communications or actions regarding this agreement. As outlandish and 
unusual as this may appear, the Trumps have been like family to me for 
over a decade. It's what you do for family. 

(Emphasis added.) Based on my involvement in this investigation, I believe that the above email 

is an acknowledgement that the allegation of the affair had existed for some time (" ... the 2011 

st01y ... "), but that Cohen was motivated to "keep the story from breaking" again in October 2016. 

b. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen said in a statement to The New York Times 

that "Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign was a party to the transaction with 

Ms. Clifford. The payment to Ms. Clifford was lawful, and was not a campaign contribution or a 

campaign expenditure by anyone." Cohen declined to answer follow-up questions including 

whether Trump had been aware of the payment, why Cohen made the payment, or whether similar 

payments had been made to other people. 

c. On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen was asked by The New York Times whether 

Trump had reimbursed him, whether he and Trump had made any arrangement at the time of the 

payment, or whether he had made payments to other women. Cohen stated in response, "I can't 

get into any o:fthat." On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen also stated to The Washington Post 

that: "In a private transaction in 2016, I used my own personal funds to :facilitate a payment of 

$130,000 to Ms. Stephanie Clifford. Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign 

was a party to the transaction with Ms. Clifford, and neither reimbursed me for the payment, either 

directly or indirectly." 

4 3. On or about March 9, 2018, Cohen stated to ABC News that "the funds were taken 

from my home equity line and trans:feITed internally to my LLC account in the same bank." 
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44. Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, there is· probable cause to believe that 

Cohen committed violations of the Campaign Finance Offenses by making an in-kind contribution 

to Trump or the Tiump campaign in the form of a $130,000 payment to Clifford on the eve of the 

election. Indeed, while he denies having given an unlawful contribution, in his own statements 

Cohen has admitted that he paid $130,000 of his "personal funds" to Clifford and that the payment 

occuned less than two weeks before the election, as Trump was facing negative media allegations 

about his behavior toward women, even though allegations of an affair between Trump and 

Clifford existed since 2011. In addition, the communication records set forth above make evident 

tliaCColien commlinicateu-with-memhers-of-the-Tiump-campaign-about-his-negotiati0n-with-· 

Clifford's attorney and the need to preclude Clifford from making a statement that would have 

reflected negatively on the candidate in advance of the forthcoming election. 

C. Probable Cause Justifying Search of the Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

4 5. Based on the foregoing, my review of records produced pursuant to subpoenas and 

the Cohen Email WmTants, and the iCloud Wairnnt, and my training and experience, there is 

probable cause to believe that the Subject Premises and Subject Devices have been used in 

furtherance of the Subject Offenses and are likely to contain instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits 

of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen permanently 

resides at Subject Premises-1 and, at least in part, works at both Subject Premises-I and Subject 

Premises-2, and that those locations contain evidence relating to the Sterling taxi medallion 

transaction, Cohen's assets, Cohen's consulting work for Essential Consultants LLC, and his 

payment to Clifford. Additionally, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 

contains evidence of Cohen's assets and his payment to Clifford. Finally, there is probable cause 

to believe that Subject Premises-4, in which Cohen is temporarily residing, contains electronic 
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devices, including SubjectDevice-1 and SubjectDevice-2, which, in turn, contain evidence of the 

Subject Offenses, such as evidence relating to the Sterling taxi medallion transaction, Cohen's 

assets, Cohen's consulting work for Essential Consultants LLC, and his payment to Clifford. 

46. First, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen lives and operates his businesses, 

at least in part, at Subject Premises-I. Specifically, from my review of property records, I know 

that Michael Cohen and Laura Cohen own (in trust) Subject Premises-I. From my review of 

Cohen's tax returns, I lmow he lists his primary residence as Subject Premises-I. Additionally, 

from my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I know that Cohen 

routinely refers ToSuoj ect Premises~lasliis home. For example, otror ab~ourSeptember 28;-201-7---

and October 6, 2017, Cohen emailed individuals that his home address is the address for Subject 

Premises-1. I also know from my review of emails that Cohen receives package delivery 

notifications that list Cohen's address as the address for Subject Premises-I. Cohen has also 

provided the address of Subject Premises-I as the address for Essential Consultants and Michael 

D. Cohen & Associates, P.C. For example, the certificates of incorporation and account opening 

documents at First Republic for both entities list their addresses as the address for Subject 

Premises-I. See supra 18(b ), 18( d). The consulting agreement between Essential Consultants 

and AT&T also indicated the address for Essential Consultants is the address for Subject Premises-

1. See supra~ 19(c). 

47. There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-1 is likely to contain 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, from my review of 

emails produced pursuant to subpoena and the Cohen Email Wan-ants and iCloud Wan-ant, as well 

as my training and experience, I know the following: 
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a. According to records maintained by Sterling, the address for all of Cohen's taxi 

medallion LLCs is the address for Subject Premises-1. See supra ,r 16(c). Additionally, the 

medallion loan documents indicate that any mailings related to the loans should be sent to Subject 

Premises-I. See id Based on my training and experience, as well as my review of public sources, 

I know that individuals keep records of properties and assets in which they have ownership 

interests. Accordingly, I submit that Subject Premises-I likely contains evidence of Cohen's 

ownership of the taxi medallion LLCs, the revenue that those medallions generate, and the 

transaction with Sterling in 2014 to re-finance the medallion loans that were then with Capital One 

Bank. 

b. From my review of records maintained by Sterling, I also know that Sterling 

addressed documents relating to the transaction and Cohen's attempts to modify the 

terms of the medallion loans to Subject Premises-I. For instance, Sterling addressed the 

transaction te1m sheet, see supra ,r 16(1), and its demand letter and notice of default, see supra ,r 

16(q), to Subject Premises-1. Accordingly, Subject Premises-I likely contains evidence 

concerning the transaction and Cohen's negotiations with Sterling. Some of those 

records-such as records relating to a payment from Cohen to -were concealed from 

Sterling and cam1ot be obtained via subpoena to Sterling. Additionally, even where documents 

were sent to Cohen by Sterling (and therefore are available from Sterling via subpoena), the fact 

that they may be found in Subject Premises-I will be relevant to Cohen's possession or knowledge 

of the documents. 

c. From my review of records maintained by First Republic, I know that Cohen 

provided the address for Subject Premises-I as the mailing i;tddresses for the Essential Consultants 

Account and MDC&A Account. See supra ,r,r 18(6), 18(e). Accordingly, it is likely that Subject 
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Premises-I contains records relating to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A Account, 

including, among other things, account opening documents, bank statements, documents provided 

as part of the know-your-customer process, any notes made by Cohen when he was opening the 

accounts, wire transfer records, and canceled checks. Even where these records can be obtained 

from First Republic, the fact that they may be found in Subject Premises-I will be relevant to, 

among other things, Cohen's ownership of the accounts, or his knowledge of trahsaptions or the 

existence of funds in accounts. 

d. Based on my review of records maintained by Capital One Bank, 1D Bank, Morgan 

Stanley, -cityNational-mmk;-si:gnature-Bank_;-arrd-Bethpage-Eredit-Bnion;-+know-that-Gohen~~----

provided the address for Subject Premises-I as the mailing for his accounts at each of these 

financial institutions. Accordingly, it is likely that Subject Premises-I contains records relating to 

these accounts, including, among other things, bank statements that list account balances. The 

existence of these records in Subject Premises-I will be relevant to, among other things, Cohen's 

ownership of the accounts and his knowledge of the balances in these accounts. 

e. Additionally, Cohen may have records of other bank accounts or assets that were 

not disclosed to Sterling and are not presently known by law enforcement. For example, as 

described above, Cohen has received interest income since 2015 that he' has not disclosed to 

Sterling or paid taxes on. Also, on Cohen's August 2014 Financial Statement, see supra~ 16(e), 

he disclosed $10,000,000 in "investments in overseas entities."30 The value of these investments 

was omitted from subsequent financial statements. However, for the reasons outlined above, there 

is probable cause to believe that Cohen omitted the value of those investments from his 2017 

30 Based on my participation.in an interview with Sterling Employee-3, I have learned that 
Cohen told Sterling Employee-3 that the reference to "investments in overseas entities" on his 
2014 Financial Statement was to serve merely as a "placeholder" for potential future investments. 
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financial statements in order to understate his assets. As Subject Premises-I is Cohen's primary 

residence and hy uses Subject Premises- I as the mailing address for bank records, there is probable 

cause to believe that account statements for unknown bank accounts or assets concealed from 

Sterling are likely to be found in Subject Premises-I. 

f. Based on my review of records maintained by AT&T and produced pursuant to the 

Cohen Email Warrants, I know that the address Cohen provided to AT&T for Essential Consultants 

is the address for Subject Premises-I. See supra 119(c). Therefore, there is probable cause to 

believe that Subject Premises-I will contain evidence concerning the operation of Essential 

Consultants -or- money that Colien- feceiveo~tru·ougnEssentiaI-Corrsultants;-from-Ar&'F-. --------

Additionally, because Cohen used the address for Subject Premises-I .for at least one consulting 

arrangement involving Essential Consultants, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises- I may contain records of other consulting anangements that Cohen, through Essential 

Consultants, has with other individuals or entities. 

g. Based on my review of records maintained by Getzel' s accounting firm, and emails 

produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that Getzel' s accounting firm sent 

documents to Subject Premises-I and used the address for Subject Premises-I as the address listed 

on Cohen's personal and corporate tax returns. See supra ,r 16(n). For instance, on or about 

October 6, 2017, an employee at Getzel's accounting frrm emailed Cohen that she had sent 

Cohen's September 2017 Financial Statement by Fed.Ex to Cohen's attention. Accordingly, 

Cohen's tax records are lilcely to be found in Subject Premises- I. 

h. Based on my review of bank records and publicly-available documents, I know that 

Cohen used $130,000 from a home equity line of credit on Subject Premises-I to pay Clifford. I 

also know that on the settlement and nondisclosure agreement between "Peggy Peterson" and "EC, 
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LLC," the address for Essential Consultants is Subject Premises-1. Accordingly, Subject 

Premises-I is likely to contain evidence of the Campaign Finance Offenses, including settlement 

and nondisclosure agreements, payment records, written and email cmTespondence, and records 

pertaining to the home equity line of credit. 

i. Based on my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants and 

iCloud Wan-ant, I know that Cohen used at least one Apple iPhone, an Apple iPad Mini, and a 

MacBook Pro to access his iCloud account. Based on my review of location records provided by 

Apple pursuant to the iCloud Wanant, I know that electronic devices linked to Cohen's iCloud 

account were used1itSu.6j ecf Premises-no, among other thirrgs;place telephone· calls-and-baekup- -

files to Cohen's iCloud account. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe _that Subject 

Premises-I contains electronic devices, including certain Apple products, that for reasons 

discussed below are likely to contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

j. Based on my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Wanants, I 

understand that Subject Premises-I recently sustained water damage to certain parts of the 

premises, and that Cohen has engaged contractors to perform certain remediation work on the 

premises. In addition, as set forth above, I believe that Cohen and his family are temporarily 

residing at Subject Premises-4 in the Loew's Regency HoteL which is approximately two blocks 

:from Subject Premises-I. However, based on my review of a work order sent to Cohen's email 

by a contractor, I understand that the first phase of the work order called for the contractor to "Pack 

& Remove all items & furnishings in Living Room, Kitchen, Sons Room & Dining Room" and 

store them off-site. In addition, based on my review of drawings sent to Cohen by the contractor, 

it appears that the work is primarily being done in these rooms. Thus, I believe that the 

construction - to the extent it is still ongoing - would not necessarily have caused Cohen to move 
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all documents or evidence responsive to the warrant out of Subject Premises-1, because it does not 

appear that work is being done to the p01iion of Subject Premises-1, such as a home office or 

Cohen's own room, where such documents or evidence would most likely be found.31 

48. Second, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen uses Subject Premises-2 as 

office space, and also that Subject Premises-2 contains certain electronic devices. Specifically, 

from my review of the "strategic alliance agreement" between Squire Patton Boggs and Cohen, 

and my review of the press release on Squire Patton Boggs's website, I know that Cohen has an 

office at Subject Premises-2. See supra~~ 18(d), 19(e). Indeed, I have learned that pursuant to 

------------------~ 
Cohen'sagreenienfwitl:fllielaw fiitn,--ne-lras-"de-dicated-and-segregated-office-spaee"-in-Squir@--------~----

Patton Boggs's offices on the 23rd floor of 30 Rockefeller Plaza, and that the space is "physically 

separate" from the firm's offices and has "locked doors and its own locked file cabinets." See 

supra 19(e). Additionally, I know that under the te1ms of the agreement, Cohen agreed to 

"arrange for [his] own computer server system that is not connected to [Squire Patton Boggs's] 

computer network system." I lmow from my paiiicipation in an interview with Getzel, who met 

Cohen at Subject Premises-2 in 2017, that Subject Premises-2 is an office with a door, it appears 

to be used only by Cohen, and it contains, among other things, a computer and paper files. 

According to Getzel, when Getzel saw Cohen at Subject Premises-2, he had two cellular 

telephones in Subject Premises-2. I also lmow from my review of emails produced pursuant to the 

Cohen Email Warrants that Cohen uses the address for Subject Premises-2 in the signature block 

31 As noted below, based on my training and experience, I believe that individuals who travel or 

stay in hotels for short-tem1 periods commonly bring some items with them, such as pmiable 

electronic devices or sensitive items, meaning that Cohen has likely taken some evidence from 

Subject Premises-1 to Subject Premises-4. Neve1iheless, given the temporary nature of Cohen's 

stay at Subject Premises-4 and the scope of the work being done at Subject Premises-1, I believe 

it is unlikely that Cohen has taken all evidence that would be subject to seizure out of Subject 

Premises-1. 
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on his emails. Based on my review of notes of a call between Cohen and First Republic Employee-

2 (which notes were taken by another First Republic employee, who was paiiicipating in the call 

and taking notes), I lmow that, on or about November 15, 2017, Cohen told First Republic 

Employee-2 that he had a new office at 3 0 Rocle Moreover, I know from an article in Vanity Fair 

published on or about February 14, 2018, that Cohen was interviewed by the magazine in Subject 

Premises-2 in or about February 2018. 

49. There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 is likely to contain 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, from my review of 

emails proouced pursuant to~suopoena ancnne Colfen Email-Warrants-and-iEloud-Wan-ant, as-well--

as my training and experience, I know the following: 

a. According to records maintained by Sterling, when Cohen was emailing with 

Sterling Employee-3 in 2018 about a modification to his existing loan from Sterling, Cohen listed 

his address in his email as the address for Subject Premises-2. See supra 1 16(t), 16(u). 

Accordingly, Subject Premises-2 likely contains evidence concerning Cohen's loan modification 

negotiations with Sterling. 

b. Based on my review of records obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that the address Cohen provided to KAI and BTA for Essential Consultants is the address 

for Subject Premises-2. See supra 1~ 19(a), 19(b). Therefore, there is probable cause to believe 

that Subject Premises-2 will contain evidence concerning the operation of Essential Consultants 

or money that Cohen received, through Essential Consultants, from KAI and BTA, among other 

entities with which Cohen had a consulting arrangement. Additionally, based on my review of 

emails sent in 2018 that were obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email W aiTants, I know that Cohen 

continues to enter into consulting arrangements through Essential Consultants, and agreements 
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relating to those arrangements indicate that Essential Consultants is located at Subject Premises-

2. Additionally, because Cohen used the address for Subject Premises-2 for multiple consulting 

arrangements involving Essential Consultants, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-2 may contain records of other unlmown consulting arrangements that Cohen has with 

other individuals or entities. 

c. Based on my review ofrecords maintained by Getzel's accounting firm, and emails 

produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Wanants, as well as my participation in an interview with 

Getzel, I have learned that Getzel visited Subject Premises-2 to meet with Cohen about his taxes. 

See supru-~20( a )~~At-that-meeting;- Getzel-discussed-with-Eohen-whether-Gohen-should disGlose~----~ 

Essential Consultants on his personal financial statement to banks. According, there is probable 

cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 will contain evidence relating to Cohen's taxes, or notes 

of his conversation with Getzel. Moreover, the fact that Cohen used Subject Premises-2 for a 

meeting regarding his personal fmancial matters provides probable cause to believe that documents 

and information regarding his finances will be found in Subject Premises-2. 

d. Based on my participation in an interview with Getzel, I know that Cohen maintains 

a computer in Subject Premises-2. From my review of IP data produced pursuant to a subpoena 

and pen register to Google, it appears that Cohen is logging into his Gmail account from Subject 

Premises-2. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 contains 

electronic devices, that for reasons discussed below are likely to contain evidence of the Subject 

Offenses. 

e. Based upon my training and experience, I have learned that individuals who 

maintain businesses typically keep records relating to the business-such as contracts with clients 

and records of payments-at the business' identified location. I am not aware of any addresses 
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associated with Essential Consultants other than Subject Premises-I and Subject Premises-2. 

Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I and Subject Premises-2 

will contain business records for Essential Consultants. 

50. Third, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 is likely to contain 

instmmentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. In paiiicular: 

a. As noted above, Cohen has two bank accounts at TD Bank. In or about November 

2017, as Cohen was receiving substantial income from consulting work-which he did not disclose 

to Sterling--Cohen opened the safety deposit box at TD Bank, which is Subject Premises-3. In 

-light of tfie aforementioned- evidence tliatCohen conceals assets:;-including-assets-at-'FB-Bank,---- - -----------------

there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 contains financial assets, objects of value 

and/or documents relating to such assets or objects of value that Cohen likely did not disclose to 

Sterling. Indeed, based on my training and experience, I am awai·e that people often conceal 

valuable items in safety deposit boxes. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-3 will contain evidence of the Bank Fraud Offenses. 

b. In addition, based on my review of records produced by TD Bank, I know that 

Cohen has accessed the vault in which Subject Premises-3 is stored on two occasions. The first 

such occasion was on Novembe~· 10, 2017. Cohen signed into the vault at approximately 5:35 and 

out of vault at approximately 5:39 on that date.32 Based on my review of toll records, I lmow that 

Cohen's first call after he signed out of the safety deposit box- approximately 45 minutes later-

was to Keith Davidson. Specifically, at 6:25 p.m. Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for less 

than a minute; three minutes later, Davidson called Cohen back and they spoke for approximately 

32 The entry in the bank's log book does not specify whether this is A.M. or P .M. However, I infer 

that it is P.M., because it is unlikely that the bank would have been open at 5:35 and 5:39 a.m. 
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22 minutes. The second such occasion was on February 2, 2018, which is during the time period 

numerous media repo1is about Cohen's payment to Clifford were being published, and is one day 

after it appears that Cohen's family moved into Subject Premises-4, as set forth above. The timing 

of Cohen's two visits to the vault- one shortly before a call to Keith Davidson and the other around 

the time that Cohen came m1der media scrutiny in connection with the payment to Davidson's 

client- gives rise to probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 will contain evidence of the 

Campaign Finance Offenses, such as documents relevant to the Cohen's dealing with Keith 

Davidson and the payment to Clifford, including documents or evidence that Cohen did not want 

to leavefo his apaiiment wfiere construction workers woulc.tbe-pres~ent:33---

51. Based on my review of emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email W ai·rants and 

cell phone location information, I believe that Cohen is temporarily residing in Subject Premises-

4. See supra ,r,r 3(d). There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-4 contains 

instrumentalities and evidence of the Subject Offenses, including, the following: 

a. As described above, it appears that Cohen moved to Subject Premises-4 on or about 

February l, 2018, at which time numerous media reports about Cohen's involvement in the 

payment to Clifford were being published. See supra ,r,r 3(d). During this time same period, 

Cohen was frequently c01responding with the media and sent himself and others statements about 

his involvement in the payment to Clifford. See supra ,r,r 42(a)-( c ). Thus, there is probable cause 

that Cohen took at least some documents and evidence relating to the Clifford payment with him 

to Subject Premises-4, in order to reference and consult them in connection with these statements. 

33 As noted above, SubjectPremises-3 is approximately five inches by ten inches. Accordingly, I 

do not believe that it would fit a large volume of hard copy documents; however, a small number 

of hard-copy documents, or a large volume of documents contained on a flash drive or other 

portable storage device, would fit in Subject Premises-3. 
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b. As described above, at the time Cohen moved to Subject Premises-4, he was also 

in the midst of ongoing negotiations with Sterling regarding the refinancing of his medallion debts. 

For example, on January 30, 2018, Cohen had a lengthy phone call with Sterling Employee-3 about 

his finances and the proposed restructuring, and on February 1, 2018, Cohen sent an email to 

Sterling Employee-3 claiming that he did not have more than $1.25 million in cash. See supra 1'1I 

16(u). Thus, there is probable cause that Cohen took at least some documents and evidence relating 

to his ongoing negotiations with Sterling with him to Subject Premises-4, in order to reference and 

consult them in connection with these negotiations. 

c. As describecr above, Coli.en used arleastorie AppleiPhone; an~A:ppldPad-Mini, 

and a MacBook Pro to access his iCloud account, and these electronic devices linked to Cohen's 

iCloud account were used at Subject Premises-1 - Cohens' permanent residence - to place 

telephone calls and backup files to Cohen's iCloud account. See supra~~ 47(i). Although Cohen's 

stay at Subject Premises-4 is temporary, based on my training and experience I know that 

individuals who travel or stay in hotels for short-tenn periods commonly bring pmiable electronic 

devices with them, such as cellular phones, tablets, or laptops. Accordingly, there is probable 

cause to believe that Subject Premises-4, where Cohen currently appears to be residing, contains 

electronic devices, including Subject Device-1, Subject Device-2, and/or ce1iain Apple products, 

that for the reasons discussed herein are likely to contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

d. Moreover, as set fo1ih above, based on cellphone location information I know that 

Subject Device-1 and Subject Device-2 were in the vicinity of Subject Premises-4 as recently as 

this morning (April 8, 2018). As set forth above, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen 

used the Subject Devices in furtherance of the Subject Offenses, including to communicate with 

Sterling employees regarding the medallion transaction, with First Republic employees regarding 
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the Essential Consultants Account, with his accountant regarding his :finances, and with 

individuals, such as Davidson, Howard and Pecker, involved in the $I30,000 payment to Clifford. 

52. Although Cohen appears to be residing currently in Subject Premises-4, it is 

unlmown whether Cohen will be physically present within Subject Premises-4 at the moment the 

wanant sought herein are executed. If Cohen is within Subject Premises-4 at that moment, Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2 - his cellphones - will likely also be within Subject Premises-4. 

If Cohen is not within Subject Premises-4 at that moment, the devices will likely be on his person, 

wherever he is located (which, based on location data for Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2 

. _____ a_s_r_e_c~entlyas toclay, isliRelytooeintneSoutnem-E>istrict-of-New~York)~As-such;this-warrant--~ -- ----- J 
seeks separate authority to seize Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2, in the event that those 

devices are not located within Subject Premises-4 ( or another Subject Premises) at the moment the 

warrants sought herein are executed. 

D. Probable Cause Justifying Search ofESI 

53. Based on the foregoing, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I, 

Subject Premises-2 and Subject Premises-4 contain electronic devices that are likely to contain 

evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses (and, as set forth above, that Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2 · are themselves electronic devices that are likely to contain 

evidence of the Subject Offenses). Specifically, based on my review of information produced 

' 
pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, the iCloud Warrant, and subpoenas, as well as pen register 

data, I submit that there is probable cause that Subject Premises-I contains an Apple iPad Mini, a 

MacBook Pro; and has, at various times, contained Apple cellphones; similarly, there is probable 

cause that Subject Premises-2 contains a computer and has, at various times, contained Apple 
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cellphones. These devices are likely to include evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the 

Subject Offenses for the following reasons: 

a. As described throughout this affidavit, Cohen used email to send and receive 

communications related to the Subject Offenses. In particular, Cohen used email to send and 

receive communications with Sterling, First Republic, Getzel, the entities to which he is providing 

consulting services, Davidson, and Howard, among others. While some of these emails have 

already been obtained via subpoenas and search wanants, I know from my training and experience 

that individuals can and do delete emails from their Internet-based inboxes but retain copies of 

--- - · ·· · · -1liose emails on tlfeirliafd driver.I-also-know thatindividuals·often· have multiple-email-accounts,•--· . -~---~--···+ 

some of which may not be known to law enforcement, and as a result electronic devices can be a 

unique repository of all emails relevant to certain Subject Offenses. Indeed, from my involvement 

in this investigation, I lmow that Cohen had an email account with the Trnmp Organization, but 

the USAO and FBI have not been able to obtain the contents of that account to date. Thus, emails 

relevant to the Subject Offenses are likely stored on electronic devices in Subject Premises-I, 

Subject Premises-2 and/or Subject Premises-4. 

b. Additionally, SubjectPremises-1, SubjectPremise-2 and SubjectPremises-4 likely 

contain electronic copies of documents relevant to the Subject Offenses. Indeed, I know from my 

training and experience that individuals often retain copies of important documents on their 

computers or other electronic devices capable of storing information, including cellphones (such 

as the Subject Devices) and tablets. Here, there are a number of documents that Cohen has likely 

retained that will be relevant to the Subject Offenses. For example, electronic devices may include 

documentation of Cohen's trne net worth, a listing of his assets, an accounting of his available 
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cash, consulting agreements with third parties, and documentation of his payment to Clifford, 

among other evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

c. Third, I know from my review of emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants that Cohen sent up online banking with First Republic. Based on my training and 

experience, I know that individuals who set up online banking often receive electronic notices 

concerning financial transactions and, on occasion, save records of their fmancial transactions to 

their devices. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen's electronic devices 

contain evidence of banking activity, including the existence of bank accounts or assets that Cohen 

clia noCdisclose to Sterling ofMelrose.-

d. Fomih, from my review of records produced by Apple, I know that Cohen 

communicates using text message as well as encrypted communications applications. These 

applications that Cohen has downloaded onto a phone include, but are not limited to, WhatsApp, 

Signal, and Dust. I know from my review of toll records and text messages that, in particular, 

Cohen communicated with Pecker using these encrypted applications. Accordingly, there is 

probable cause to believe that Cohen's cellphones -the Subject Devices-will contain encrypted 

messages that are not otherwise accessible relating to the Subject Offenses. 

54. Based on my training and experience, I know that individuals who engage in 

financial crimes commonly use computers to communicate with co-conspirators, keep fmancial 

ledgers, and retain :fraudulent documents. As a result, they often store data on their computers 

related to their illegal activity, which can include logs of online or cellphone-based "chats" with 

co-conspirators; email correspondence; contact information of co-conspirators, including 

telephone numbers, email addresses, and identifiers for instant messaging and social medial 

accounts; bank account nmnbers; and/or records of uses of :funds. 
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55. Based on my training and experience, I also know that, where computers are used 

in furtherance of criminal activity, evidence of the criminal activity can often be found months or 

even years after it occuned. This is typically true because: 

o Electronic files can be stored on a hard drive for years at little or no cost and users thus 

have little incentive to delete data that may be useful to consult in the future. 

• Even when a user does choose to delete data, the data can often be recovered months 

or years later with the appropriate forensic tools. When a file is "deleted" on a home 

computer, the data contained in the file does not actually disappear, but instead remains 

on th~ hard drive, in "slack space," until it is overwritten by new data that cannot be 

stored elsewhere on the computer. Similarly, files that have been viewed on the Internet 

are generally downloaded into a temporary Internet directory or "cache," which is only 

overwritten as the "cache" fills up and is replaced with more recently viewed Internet 

pages. Thus, the ability to retr1eve from a hard drive or otlierelectronic storage meaia:~ 

depends less on when the file was created or viewed than on a pa1iicular user's 

operating system, storage capacity, and computer habits . 

.., In the event that a user changes computers, the user will typically transfer files from 

the old computer to the new computer, so as not to lose data. In addition, users often 

keep backups of their data on electronic storage media such as thumb drives, flash 

memory cards, CD-ROMs, or portable hard drives. 

56. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully submit there is probable cause to believe that 

Cohen engaged in the Subject Offenses, and that evidence of this criminal activity is likely to be 

found in the Subject Premises, on computers and electronic media found in the Subject Premises, 

and on the Subject Devices. In particular, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject 

Premises and Subject Devices will contain evidence, :fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of 

the Subject Offenses, as more fully described in Sectiop. II of Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F to 

the proposed wanants, including the following: 

a. Evidence necessary to establish the occupancy or ownership of the Subject 

Premises, including without limitation, utility and telephone bills, mail envelopes, addressed 

conespondence, bank statements, identification documents, and keys. 

2017.08.02 

b. Evidence relating to Sterling, Melrose, and/or taxi medallions. 
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c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including tc and/or entities associated with him. 

d. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

e. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 
i 

f. Evidence ofincome to MicliaelTI-:-Colien &- .A:ssociates, including ahy documents----- ---~ I 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

g. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records. 

h. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and md any payments by ;o Cohen. 

i. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

j. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 
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k. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

1. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

m. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

n. -Evidence relating to·at1y-reiinbursenient-or-other-promises-made-to-Gohen-for -----

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

o. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

· contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

p. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

q. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

r. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

ID. Procedures for Searching ESI 

A. Execution of Warrant for ESI 

5 7. Federal Rule of Criininal Procedure 41 ( e )(2)(B) provides that a wanant to search 

for and seize property "may authorize the seizure of electronic storage media or the seizure or 
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copying of electronically stored information. 7 • for later review." Consistent with Rule 41, this 

application requests authorization to seize any computer devices and storage media and transport 

them to an appropriate law enforcement facility for review. This is typically necessary for a number 

of reasons: 

• First, the volume of data on computer devices and storage media is often impractical 

for law enforcement personnel to review in its entirety at the search location. 

0 Second, because computer data is particularly vulnerable to inadvertent or intentional 

modification or destruction, computer devices are ideally examined in a controlled 

environment, such as a law enforcement laboratory, where trained personnel, using 

specialized software, can make a forensic copy of the storage media that can be 

subsequently reviewed in a manner that does not change the underlying data. 

• Third, there are so many types of computer hardware and software in use today that it 

can be impossible to bring to the search site all of the necessary technical manuals and 

specialized personnel and equipment potentially required to safely access the 

underlying computer data. 

• Fourth, many factors can complicate and prolong recovery of data from a computer 

device, including the increasingly common use of passwords, encryption, or other 

features or configurations designed to protect or conceal data on the computer, which 

often take considerable time and resources for forensic personnel to detect and resolve. 

5 8. As discussed herein, Squire Patton Boggs is a functioning law firm that conducts 

legitimate business um-elated to Cohen's commission of the Subject Offenses. Subject Premises-

2 is an office located inside of Squire Patton Boggs's New York office. In order to execute the 

warrant in the most reasonable fashion, law enforcement personnel will attempt to investigate on 

the scene of what computers or storage media, if any, must be seized or copied, and what computers 

or storage media need not be seized or copied. Law enforcement personnel will speak with Squire 

Patton Boggs personnel on the scene as may be appropriate to determine which files and electronic 

. devices within Subject Premises-2 belong to or were used by Cohen. While, basecl on the 

foregoing, it does not appear that Cohen shared electronic devices or a server with Squire Patton 

Boggs, where appropriate, law enforcement personnel will copy data, rather than physically seize 
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computers, to reduce the extent of any disrnption of Squire Patton Boggs's operations. If, after 

inspecting the seized computers off-site, it is determined that some or all of this equipment is no 

longer necessary to retrieve and preserve the evidence, the Government will return it. 

59. Additionally, because Cohen is an attorney, and claims to serve as a personal 

attorney for Trump, the review of evidence seized from the Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

will be conducted pursuant to established screening procedures to ensure that the law enforcement 

personnel involved in the investigation, including attorneys for the Government, collect evidence 

in a manner reasonably designed to protect any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When 

appropriate, the procedures wiirinclua.e use ofa-designated~'filterteam~"-separate-and-apart from--- ----

the investigative team, in order to review potentially privileged communications and determine 

which communications to release to the investigation and prosecution team. 

B. Accessing ESI on the Subject Devices 

60. As described above, the Subject Devices are both Apple brand devices. 

61. I know :from my training and experience, as well as :from information found in 

publicly available materials including those published by Apple, that some models of Apple 

devices such as iPhones and iPads offer their users the ability to unlock the device via the use of a 

fingerprint or thumbprint (collectively, "fmgerprint") in lieu of a numeric or alphanumeric 

passcode or password. This feature is called Touch ID. I also lmow that the Apple iPhone X offers 

its users the ability to unlock the device via the use of facial recognition (through infrared and 

visible· light scans) in lieu of a numeric or alphanumeric passcode or password. This feature is 

called Face ID. 

62. If a user enables Touch ID on a given Apple device, he or she can register up to 5 

fingerprints that can be used to unlock that device. The user can then use any of the registered 
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fmgerprints to unlock the device by pressing the relevant fmger(s) to the device's Touch ID sensor, 

which is found in the round button ( often refen-ed to as the "home" button) found at the bottom 

center of the front of the device. If a user enables Face ID on a given Apple device, he or she can 

unlock the device by raising the iPhone to his or her face, or tapping the screen. In my training 

and experience, users of Apple devices that offer Touch ID or Face ID often enable it because it is 

considered to be a more convenient way to unlock the device than by entering a numeric or 

alphanumeric passcode or password, as well as a more secure way to protect the device's contents. 

63. In some circumstances, Touch ID or Face ID cannot be used to unlock a device that 

liaseiUier securizyfeafi.ire·enal:5lecl, anclapasscode or password~musrbe-used7nstead:--'Fhese-~ -~·-···· ........• 

circumstances include: (1) when the device has just been turned on or restarted; (2) when more 

than 48 hours has passed since the last tiln:e the device was unlocked; (3) when the passcode or 

password has not been entered in the last 6 days, and the device has not been unlocked via Touch 

ID in the last 8 hours or the device has not been unlocked via Face ID in the last 4 hours; (4) the 

device has received a remote lock command; or ( 5) five unsuccessful attempts to unlock the device 

via Touch ID or Face ID are made. 

64. The passcodes or passwords that would unlock the Subject Devices are not lmown 

to law enforcement. Thus, it will likely be necessary to press the fingers of the user of the Subject 

Devices to the devices' Touch ID sensor, or hold the Subject Devices in front of the user's face to 

activate the Face ID sensor, in an attempt to unlock the devices for the purpose of executing the 

search authorized by this warrant. Attempting to unlock the relevant Apple devices via Touch ID 

with the use of the fingerprints of the user, or via Face ID by holding the device in front of the 

user's face, is necessary because the government may not otherwise be able to access the data 

contained on those devices for the purpose of executing the search authorized by this warrant. 
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65. Based on these facts and my training and experience, it is likely that Cohen is the 

user of the Subject Devices, and thus that his fingerprints are among those that are able to unlock 

the Subject Devices via Touch ID or his face is able to unlock the Subject Devices via Face ID. 

66. Although I do not know which of a given user's 10 fingerprints is capable of 

unlocking a particular device, based on my training and experience I know that it is common for a 

user to unlock a Touch ID-enabled Apple device via the fingerprints on thumbs or index fingers. 

In the event that law enforcement is unable to unlock the Subject Devices as described above 

within the five attempts permitted by Touch ID, this will simply result in the device requiring the 

entry of a password or passcoaeoefore It can be unlockea. . . ---· -----~----

67. I also know from my training and experience, and my review of publicly available 

materials published by Apple that Apple brand devices, such as the Subject Devices, have a feature 

that allows a user to erase the contents of the device remotely. By logging into the Internet, the 

user or any other individual who possesses the user's account information can take steps to 

completely wipe the contents of the device, thereby destroying evidence of criminal conduct, along 

with any other information on the device. The only means to prevent this action is to disable th~ 

device's ability to connect to the Internet immediately upon seizure, which requires either access 

to the device itself to alter the settings, or the use of specialized equipment that is not consistently 

available to law enforcement agents at eve1y arrest'. 

68. Due to the foregoing, I request that the Court authorize law enforcement to press 

the fingers (including; thumbs) of Cohen to the Touch ID sensors the Subject Devices, or hold the 

Subject Devices in front of Cohen's face, for the purpose of attempting to unlock the Subject 

Devices via Touch ID or Face ID in order to search the contents as authorized by this warrant. 
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C. Review of ESI 

69. Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation 

of forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement 

officers and agents, and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and 

related proceedings, attorneys for the govermnent, attorney support staff, agency personnel 

assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government 

control) will review the ESI contained therein for information responsive to the warrant. 

70. In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques 

. ·--to·aetermine Wnicn fiies·or otner ESI contain-evidence-or-fruits-oHhe·Subject-0ffenses,---Sue,h---·· --···~------, 

techniques may include, for example: 

u surveying directories or folders and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• conducting a file-by-file review by "opening" or reading the first few "pages" of such 
files in order to determine their precise contents (analogous to perfmming a cursory 

examination of each document in a file cabinet to determine its relevance); 

• "scanning" storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted data or 

deliberately hidden files; and 

• performing electronic keyword searches through all electronic storage areas to 

determine the existence and location of data potentially related to the subject matter of 

the investigation34; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

34 Keyword searches alone are typically inadequate to detect all relevant data. For one thing, 

keyword searches work only for text data, yet many types of files, such as images and videos, do 

not store data as searchable text. Moreover, even as to text data, there may be information properly 

subject to seizure but that is not captured by a keyword search because the information does not 

contain the keywords being searched. 
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71. Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to restrict their search to 

data falling within the categories of evidence specified in the warrant. Depending on the 

circumstances, however, law enforcement personnel may need to conduct a complete review of all 

the ESI from seized devices or storage media to evaluate its contents and to locate all data 

responsive to the warrant. 

D. Return of ESI 

72. , If the Government dete1mines that the electronic devices are no longer necessaiy 

to retrieve and preserve the data, and the devices themselves are not subject to seizure pursuant to 

Federal-Rule-bf-Criminal-Procedure-41 (c );-the-Government-will· retum-these-items,upon-request. 

Computer data that is encrypted or umeadable will not be retumed unless law enforcement 

personnel have determined that the data is not (i) an instrumentality of the offense, (ii) a fruit of 

the criminal activity, (iii) contraband, (iv) otherwise unlawfully possessed, or (v) evidence of the 

Subject Offenses. 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant . 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, 
New York, New York 10065, and any closed 

containers/items contained therein, See Attachment D 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in-the Southern DTstrfot of New York 
(identijj, the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location): 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, New York, New York 10065, and any closed containers/items 
contained therein, See Attachment D 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal {identijj, the person or describe the 

property to be seized): 

See Attachment D 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this wanant on or before 

&7f in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
(not to exceed 14 days) 

0 at any time in the day or night as I fmd reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warmnt, or an officer present during the execution of the wanant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this wanant and invento1y to the Clerk of the Coutt. 

Upon its return, this warrant and inventory should be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. ____ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 (except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate bmJ ___ days (not to exceed 30). · 

the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: ..,_N_,_,e=w~Y~o=r_,_,k~N~Y ____ _ 

Judge 's signature 

Hon. Henry B. Pitman. U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Invento1y made in the presence of: 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

-- -------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------- 1--- ----,-------? 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of pe1jury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 

to the Couit. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Pri;1ted name and title 
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ATTACHMENT D 

I. Premises to be Searched--Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-4") are describ_ed as follows, and include 

electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1728 located :inside the Loews Regency Hotel at 540 Park A venue, New York, New 

York 10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61st Street. Subject 

Premises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

1'he-items0to0be-seized-from Subj ect:eremises-:c_4_are __ evidence; fruits, and :instrumentali_"t_ie_s ________ _ 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank en~ies); 1014 (false statements to a :fmancial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from Janumy 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relatmg to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to tran.c&r anv interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to : rrd/or entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has . 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals m connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. · 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, ·including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 

2013 to the present. 

i:r. agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and md/or entities controlled by 
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and any payments by to Cohen, from J anua1y 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Cliffor~ or Karen McDougal. 

j: Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trnmp, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving T1ump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n, Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution repo1ting requirements, and 'campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, incl1,1ding Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts~ taxes, debts, and/or finances, from Januaiy 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a fmancial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that fmancial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

:fmancial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

fmancial transactions involving that fmancial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include any computer devices and 

storage media that may contain any electronically stored info1mation falling within the categories 

set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 

any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 

drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 

or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 

computer devices or storage media; including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 

devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private enc1yption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 

devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 

concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

3. Any evidence concerning the identities or locations of those persons with access to, 

control over;-urownership-of the seized'-or-copied-computer deviees-01'-storage-media.---- - -----. __ _ 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage· media and/or the creation of 

forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 

enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 

personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 

government control) are authorized to l'eview the ESI contained therein for information responsive 

to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 

information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories'' and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages» of such files in order to determine 

their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 

deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 

occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 

to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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· Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 

documents, or other electronically stored info1mation within the categories identified in Sections 

II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 

a complete review of all the ESI :froin seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 

contents ~d to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Addition~lly, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separnte and apart from the investigative team, in order to 

address potential privileges. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of the Application of the United 
States of America for a Search and Seizure 
Warrant for the Premises Known and Described 
as Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park A venue, 
Room 1628, a Suite that Encompasses Rooms 
1628, 1629, and 1630 New York, New York 
10065, and Any Closed Containers/Items 
Contained Therein 
Reference No. 2018R00127 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK) ss.: 

TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

Agent Affidavit in Support of 
Application for Search and Seizure 

Warrant 

SpeciaLAgent,_EederaLB.ureaUc.of.J:rnr_es.tigation,_being_iluly______swo_m,__ ____ _ 

deposes and says: 

I. Introduction 

A .. Affiant 

1. I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau ofinvestigation ("FBI"). I have been 

a Special Agent with the FBI since 2009. In the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have participated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array 

of financial crimes, including frauds on financial institutions, as well as into offenses involving 

public corruption. I also have training and experience executing search warrants, including those 

involving electronic evidence. 

2. On or about April 8, 2018, the Honorable Henry B. Pitman, United States 

Magistrate Judge, issued a search and seizure warrant for the premises known and described as 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, New York, New York 10065, and Any 

Closed Containers/Items Contained Therein. The warrant and my supporting affidavit (the 

"Affidavit") are appended hereto. The Affidavit is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety 

as Exhibit A. 
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3. On or about April 9, 2018, based upon a conversation with another law enforcement 

agent who spoke to an employee of Loews Regency Hotel, I learned that Michael Cohen is in fact 

staying in Room 1628 (in a suite encompassing rooms 1628, 1629, and 1630) (collectively, "Room 

1628"), not Room 1728. Accordingly, I respectfully submit the attached amended warrant 

pursuant to Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure for the following Subject Premises: 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1628, New York, New York 10065, and Any 

Closed Containers/Items Contained Therein ("Subject Premises-4"). For the reasons detailed in 

the Affidavit and herein, I believe that there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-4 

contains evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1005 (false bank 

entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) 

(collectively, the "Bank Fraud Offenses"), 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) 

(iUegal campaign contributions) (the "Campaign Finance Offenses"), and 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 

(conspiracy as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses) (collectively, the "Subject Offenses"). 

4. Based on the foregojng, I respectfully request the court to issue a warrant to seize 

the items and information specified in Attachment A to this affidavit and to the Search and Seizure 

Warrant. 
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5. In light of the confidential nature of the continuing investigation, I respectfully 

request that this affidavit and all papers submitted herewith be maintained under seal until the 

Court orders otherwise. 

Sworn to before me on 
9th day of April, 2018 

__ _.c;._ ___ 1•-,7--- -- -~-----------"---- ---------------
(-{ ( tL/ B, ~-I ·-\- \"7 Cl V\ 

HON. HENRY B. /pITMAN 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE ITJDGE 
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ATTACHMENT A 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises·-4") are described as follows, and include 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1628 (a suite encompassing rooms 1628, 1629, and 1630) (collectively, "Room 
1628"), located inside the Loews Regency Hotel -at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New York 
10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61st Street. Subject Premises-
4 is located on the 16th floor of the hotel. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses I! 
...------;:.:::----=----.,.-..- ~ -~---1 

Tfie items to 6e se1zedT-fom Su6Ject Premises-4 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities . 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 'i •·_··•.•••· 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 ._ 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: ! 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer anv interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. · 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. · 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities,. including tax returns, pers9nal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

g. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 
Cohen and and/ or entities contra lled by 1 
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and any payments by to Cohen, from January 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

- - --------k cc_Evidence-relating- to-Gohen-'-s-role.-in -the-'.f-rump'--Gampaign, and-coordination-0r~ ------------'---'----
consultation with the Trump Campaign. · 

I. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen' s bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 
set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 
any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession,- an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 
drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 
or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: ' 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 
devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 
concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

3. Any evidence concerning the.identities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
f~rensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

e performing keyword searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel· will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct · 
a complete review of all the ESifrom seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 
established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to 
address potential privileges. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORI( 

In the Matter of the Application of the United ( 
States of America for a Search and Seizure : 
Warrant for the Premises Known and Described : 
as (1) 502 Park Avenue, i New ( 
York, New York 10022, (2) Michael Cohen's : 
Office at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 23rd Floor, New ( 
York, New York 10112, (3) Safe Deposit Box# : 

. Located at the TD Banlc Branch at 500 Park j 
Avenue, New York, New York 10019, and (4) : 
Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room : 
1728, New York, New YOl'k 10065, and Any ! 

TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

Agent Affidavit in Support of 
Application for Search and Seizure 

Warrant 

-------Closed-Containers/Items_C,ontain_ed-Therein, and ____ ~--- -- ------_____ _ 

the Electronic Devices Known and Described as : 
(1) an Apple iPhone with Phone Numbei-

md (2) an Apple iPhone with Phone ; 
Number 
Reference No. 2018R00127 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK)ss,: 

Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, being duly sworn, 

deposes and says: 

I. Introduction 

A. Affiant 

1. I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"). I have been 

a Special Agent with the FBI since 2009. In the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have participated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array 

of financial crimes, including frauds on financial institutions, as well as into offenses involving 

public co1mption. I also have training and experience executing search warrants, including those 

involving electronic evidence. 

2. I make this Affidavit in supp01t of an application pursuant to Rule 41 of the Federal 

Rules of Criminal Procedure for a warrant to search the premises specified below (the "Subject 
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Premises") and the electronic devices specified below (the "Subject Devices") for, and to seize, 

the items and information described in Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F. This affidavit is based 

upon my personal knowledge; my review of documents and other evidence; my conversations with 

other law enforcement personnel; and my training, experience and advice received concerning the 

use of electronic devices in criminal activity and the forensic analysis of electronically stored 

information ("ESI"). Because this affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of 

establishing probable cause, it does not include all the facts that I have leamed _during the course 

--------='-'------=· of- my- investigation,- Where __ the ___ c_onteuts . of documents and __ the actions, statements, and 

conversations of others are reported herein, they are reported in substance and in part, except where 

othe1wise indicated. 

B. The Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

3. Subject Premises-I, Subject Premi_ses-2, Subject Premises-3 and Subject Premises-

4 (collectively, the "Subject Premises") are particularly described as: 

a. Subject Premises-I is Apartment inside the building at 502 

Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022. The building located at 502 Park Avenue is a 32-

floor brick residential building. Subject Premises-I is located on the . floor of the building. 

Based on my review of New York City property records, I have learned that Michael Cohen and 

Laura Cohen own Subject Premises-1. 1 Additionally, as described below, Subject Premises-I is 

Cohen's full-time residence. 

b. Subject Premises-2 is an office located on the 23rd floor of the building at 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10112. The building located at 30 Rockefeller Plaza 

1 As noted infr~, I have learned that on 01: about October 28, 2015, Cohen transferred Subject 

Premises-I into a trust. 
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is a 66-floor office building that.spans the entire block between Sixth Avenue and Rockefeller 

Plaza. Subject Premises-2 is located on the 23rd floor of the building inside of the offices of the 

law firm Squire Patton Boggs. The office is assigned to Michael Cohen, As described below, 

Michael Cohen works and conducts meetings at Subject Premises-2. 

c. Subject Premises-3 is a safety deposit box lo~ated inside the TD Bank 

branch location at 500 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10019. Based onmy review of records 

maintained by TD Bank, I have learned that the safety deposit box is approximately five inches by 

------ ten-inches::.in-size,-and.is_marked_as~box # _ _ Ih~~l!fe_!y deposit box is in the name ofMichael ________ _ _ _ 

Cohen and Laura Cohen. 

d. Subject Premises-4 is Room 1728 located inside the Loews Regency Hotel 

at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10065. The building is a luxmy hotel located on Park 

A venue and 61 st Street. Subject Premises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. Based on my 

review of emails obtained pursuant to search warrants described below, I have learned that on or 

about January 5, 2018, Cohen received an email from an employee of Loews Regency, which 

included a price quote for a long-term stay suite based on a three-month stay from January 8 to 

April 8, 2018.2 On or about January 29, 2018, Cohen sent an email to a Loews Regency employee, 

stating, in pertinent patt: "I just spoke to my wife and she has scheduled the move for Thursday. 

Please made down that we will be taking possession on Thursday, February 1st." Based on my 

review of cell phone location data, I have leamed that, over the past 24 hours, two cellular phones 

used by Cohen have been located in the vicinity of Subject Premises-4. In patiicular, on or about 

2 Although the quoted price contemplated a three-month stay from J~uary 8 to April 8, it appears 

that Cohen did not move in until February 1, and as of today, April 8, cellphone location 

information demonstrates that Cohen's cellular phones are in still in the vicinity of Subject 

Premises-4. 
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April 8, 2018, law enforcement agents using a "triggerfish" device identified Room 1728 as the 

room within the hotel in which the Subject Devices are most likely pl'esent.3 

e. Therefore, I believe that Cohen is temporarily residing in Subject 

Premises-4, 

4. , Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2 (coHectively, the "Subject Devices") are 

paiiicularly described as: 

a. Subject Device-I is an Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

-Based-onmy__reyiew_of_ri:;_cords maintained byA._'f&T,I have learned that Subjec;t_ 
-------~ 

Device-I is subscribed to Michael Cohen. Based on my review of cellphone location information 

maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject Device-1 is presently located in the Southern 

District of New York. 

b. Subject Device-2 is an Apple iPhone serviced by AT&T with the telephone number 

Based on my review ofrecords maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject 

Device-2 is subscribed to Michael Cohen. Based on my review of cellphone location information 

maintained by AT&T, I have learned that Subject Device-2 is presently located in the Southern 

District ofNew Yodc 

c. Based on my training, experience, and research, and from consulting the 

manufacturer's and service providers' advertisements and product technical specifications 

available online, I know that the Subject Devices have capabilities that allow them to, among other 

things: make and receive telephone calls; save and store contact information; send and receive 

3 Based on my conversations with these agents, I understand that it is also possible that the Subject 

Devices are one floor below, in Room 1628. However, as noted, I understand that Cohen received 

a price quote for a long-term stay suite and is residing there with his family. Based on my 

conversations with FBI agents conducting surveillance, I understand that Room 1728 appears to 

be a suite, whereas Room 1628 appears to be a standard room. 
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emails and text messages; download and run mobile telephone applications, including encrypted 

call and messaging application such as WhatsApp, Signal, and Dust; take, send, and receive 

pictures and videos; save and store notes and passwords; and store documents. 

C. The Subject Offenses , 

5. For the reasons detailed below, I believe that there is probable cause to believe that 

the Subject Premises and Subject Devices contain evidence, ftuits, and ins1:nunentalities of 

violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1005 (false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial 

-~ -----~institution),-1343_(:wkefhmd), and 1344 (Qi:l:tJ,!S fraud) (co!~ctively,_the "1:3ank Fraud Offenses''), 

52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) (the 

"Campaign Finance Offenses"), and 18 U,S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy as it pertains to the othe1•, 

Subject Offenses) (collectively, the "Subject Offenses"). 

D. Prior Applications 

6. The FBI and the United States Attomey's Office for the Southern District of New 

Yorlc ("USAO") have been investigating several courses of criminal conduct by Michael Cohen. 

Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President Donald 

Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump Organization, 

an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

7. In connection with an investigation then being conducted by the Office of the 

Special Counsel ("SCO"), the FBI sought and obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, Chief 

United States District Judge for the District of Columbia, three search warrants for emails and 

oth~r content information associated with two email accounts used by Cohen, and one search 

warrant for stored content associated with an iCloud account used by Cohen. Specifically: 
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a. On or about July 18, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

between January 1, 2016 and July 18, 2017 (the "First Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

b. On or about August 8, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant 

for content stored in the iCLoud account associated with Apple ID - @gmail.com (the 

"Cohen iCloud Account" and the "Cohen iCloud Waffant"). 

c. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

--~---------'warrant- fo1~emails- in_the __ Cohen~Gmail Account sent or received between June 1, 2015 and 

November 13, 2017 (the "Second Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

d. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

warrant for emails in the accoun1 the "Cohen MDCPC Account"} sent or 

received between the opening of the Cohen MDCPC Account4 and November 13, 2017 (the "First 

Cohen MDCPC Warrant"). 

8. The SCO has since referred ce1tain aspects of its investigation into Cohen to the 

USAO, which is working with the FBI's New York Field Office. As part of that refel'l'al, on or 

about February 8, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO with all non-privileged emails and other 

content information obtained pursuant to the First Cohen Gmail Warrant, Second Cohen Gmail 

Warrant, and Cohen MDCPC Warrant. On or about March 7, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO 

4 Based on my review of this warrant and the affidavit in suppo1t of it, I know that the warrant did 

not sp"ecify a time period, but the affidavit indicated that, pursuant to comt order, the service 

provider had provided non-content information for the Cohen MDCPC Account that indicated that 

the account contained emails from the approximate period of March 2017 through the date of the 

warrant. 
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with all non-privileged content obtained pursuant to the Cohen iCloud Warrant.5 A filter team 

worldng with the SCO had previously reviewed the content produced pursuant to these warrants 

for privilege. 

9. On or about Febrnary 28, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained search warrants for 

emails in the Cohen Gmail Account and the Cohen MDCPC Account, among other accounts, sent 

or received between November 14, 2017 and February 28, 2018 (the "Third Cohen Gmail Warrant" 

and the "Second Cohen MDCPC Warrant"), The content produced pursuant to these wa1rnnts is 

subject-to-an-ongoing review__for__pri:v:iteg~by: an SDNY filter team.6 

10. The emails search wa1rnnts described above are referred to collectively as the 

"Cohen Email Warrants." 

11. On or about April 7, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained a wa1rnnt for 

prospective and historical cellphone location information for Subject Device-1 and Subject 

Device-2. On or about April 8, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained authority to employ 

an electronic technique, commonly lmown as a ''triggerfish," to determine the location of Subject 

Device-1 and Subject Device-2. 

TI. Probable Cause 

A. Overview 

12. The United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and FBI 

are investigating, among other things, schemes by Ta1·get Subject Michael Cohen (a) to defraud 

multiple banks from in or about 2016 up to and including the present, and (b) to make an illegal 

5 The SCO had previously provided a subset of this non-privileged content on or about February 

2, 2018. 
6 On or about February 28, 2018 and April 7, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained Rule 

41 search warrants authorizing the search of emails and content .D btained pursuant to previously 

issued warrants for additional subject offenses. 
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campaign contribution in October 2016 to then-presidential candidate Donald Trump. As noted, 

Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President Donald 

Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump Organization, 

an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

13. The investigation has revealed that Cohen has made affirmative misrepresentations 

in and omitted material information from financial statements and other disclosures that Cohen 

provided to multiple banks in connection with a transaction intended to relieve Cohen of 

------approximately-$22-million...in_d_e_bthe owed on taxi medallion loans from the banks. As set fo1th 

in detail below, in these financial statements, and in his oral and other written statements to these 

banks, Cohen appears to have (i) intentionally misrepresented his ability to pay cash by failing to 

disclose cash he began receiving in 2017 from new consulting work; (ii) significantly understated 

his total holdings of cash and cash equivalents; (iii) failed to disclose tens of thousands of dollars 

he received in monthly interest income, and (iv) failed to inform the banks from which he was 

seeldng debt relief that he had agreed to make a $3.8 million cash payment to a third party,. 

in connection wit acquisition of the taxi medallions securing Cohen's 

debt. By making these misrepresentations and material omissions, Cohen avoided making 

monthly payments on his loans, and attempted to fraudulently induce the banks to relieve him of 

certain repayment obligations and personal guarantees that Cohen and his wife had signed. 

14. Additionally, the investigation has revealed that shortly before the 2016 

presidential election, Cohen made a payment of $130,000 from a limited liability corporation 

("LLC") to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who is alleged to have had an extramarital affair with 

then-candidate Trump. This payment was made to Clifford· in exchange for an agreement not to 

make any public disclosures about her alleged affair with Trump. As set fo1th below, there is 

9 
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probable cause to believe that Cohen made this payment to Clifford for the purpose of influencing 

the presidential election, and therefore that the payment was an excessive in-kind contribution to 

the Trump campaign. 

15. Based on my review of emails obtained from the Cohen Email Warrants, 

inf01mation obtained pursuant to the iCloud Wan-ant, and documents produced pursuant to 

subpoenas, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned that Cohen has used the Subject 

Premises to (a) receive documents related to the transaction intended to relieve Cohen of his taxi 

------------medallion-debt,-(b}receiv_e_d_o_cuments an_d/or conduct meetings rel_a.!~c!_to his consulting work, ( c) 
- -------------~~~ 

receive documents and/or conduct meetings relating to his finances and assets, some of which, as 

noted above and as detailed further herein, he has concealed from the banks in connection with the 

refmancing of his taxi medallion debt, ( d) receive and send documents relating to his payment to 

Clifford, and ( e) house and operate electronic devices that were utilized in connection with, among 

other things, the taxi medallion transaction, Cohen's consulting work, and his payment to Clifford. 

Specifically, as described below, SubjectPremises-1 likely contains evidence concerning Cohen's 

taxi medallion loans, his negotiations with banks, his personal fmances, his consulting work, his 

tax returns, and his payment to Clifford, as well as electronic devices containing such evidence, 

all of which constitute or contain evidence of the Subject Offenses. Additionally, as described 

below, Subject Premises-2 likely contains evidence relating to Cohen's consulting work, his 

finances, and his payment to Clifford, as well as electronic devices containing such evidence. 

Subject Premises-3, as described below, likely contains evidence relating to Cohen's assets and 

finances, including assets that may not have been disclosed to banks in connection with the 

refinancing of Cohen's taxi medallion debt or documents relating to such assets, and documents 

or evidence related to Cohen'.s payment to Clifford .. SubjectPremises-4 likely contains electronic 
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devices, including Subject Device-1 and Subject Device-2, which themselves contain evidence of 

the Subject Offenses, including concerning Cohen's taxi medallion loans, his negotiations with 

banks, his personal finances, his consulting work, his tax returns, and his payment to Clifford. 

Accordingly, and as set forth in more detail below, there is probable cause to believe that the 

Subject Premises and Subject Devices will include evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

B. Probable Cause Regarding Subjects' Commission of the Subject Offenses 7 

The Bank Fraud Scheme 

-- --~ --~-Ci) Cohen '~_Statements to Sterling National Bfmk _____ _ 

16. As set forth in detail below, in 2014, Cohen, through LLCs controlled by him and 

his wife, Laura Cohen, entered into a series of loans from Sterling National Bank ("Sterling') and 

the Melrose Credit Union ("Melrose"), secured by taxi medallions, for approximately $20 million. 

Though entered into by LLCs, the loans were also secured by personal guarantees in the names of 

both Cohen and his wife. Over time, as the taxi industry weakened and the medallions lost value, 

Cohen sought to renegotiate the terms of those loans and/ or relieve himself from their obligations, 

including the personal guarantees. As part of that effort, Cohen made a series of representations 

to Sterling and Melrose about his net worth, assets; availaqle cash and income, among other things. 

Specifically, based on my review of records maintained by Sterling and Melrose, and public 

sources concerning the taxi industry and the value of taxi medallions, as well as my participation 

in interviews with a Sterling executive vice-president (the "Sterling Employee-I") and two other 

7 In the following recitation of probable cause, I frequently refer to phone calls or text messages 

involving Cohen. The text messages described herein as sent or received by Cohen were all sent 

or received from the telephone numbers associated with Subject Device-I or Subject Device-2. 

The vast majority of the phone calls described herein made or received by Cohen were made or 

received by the telephone numbers associated with Subject Device-I or Subject Device-2, although 

in certain limited instances Cohen used a landline or other phone. 

11 
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Steding employees ("Sterling Employee-2" and "Sterling Employee-3"), I have leamed, among. 

other things, the following: 

a. Taxi medallions are small metal plaques affixed to taxis. Without a medallion, it 

is illegal to operate a taxi in cities with medallion systems, such as New York City. Cohen and his 

wife own multiple LLCs that collectively own 32 taxi medallions ( each LLC owns two 

medallions).8 Cohen's purchase of these New York taxi medallions was originally fmanced- by 

loans from Capital One bank, for which the medallions served as collateral. Cohen was not a taxi 

---------~-----operator,andleased-his-medallions_to_athird_party. That third Q§:1._'ty: made monthly payments to 
-----~------.----'' 

Cohen, who in turn used some of those proceeds to make his monthly loan payments to Capital 

One. 

b. In early 2014, Cohen became a customer of Sterling when he sought to refinance a 

mortgage on a rental property.that he owned. In or around April 2014, Cohen raised with Sterling 

the prospect of refinancing his taxi medallion loans, which were then at Capital One. By in or about 

September 2014, Cohen began negotiating a lending transaction with Sterling that would allow 

Cohen to pay off his loans at Capital One and borrow more money from the then-increase in value 

of the medallions. According to Sterling Employee-I, in 2014, prior to the recent upheaval in the 

taxi industry-as a result of the emergence ofride-sharing services, such as Uber-taxi medallion 

loans were viewed by banks and investors as safe, short term credits, as the market value of taxi 

medallions was consistently rising. Consequently, taxi medallion loans-like the loans held by 

Cohen-were :frequently refinanced at increasing amounts as the value of the medallions rose. 

According to Sterling Employee-I, borrowers typically cashed out the increase in the loan amount 

8 One of these companies, Mad Dog Cab Corp., was jointly owned by Sondra Cohen, who I 

believe is Cohen's mother. 
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and used the additional funds for other purposes. Cohen appears to have followed this approach in 

2014, when he agreed to refinance his medallion loans for approximately $22 million, which-

according to letters from Capital One in Sterling's files-was greater than his previous debt at 

Capital One Bank ($21_ million, of which $14.6 million was a line of credit to Cohen). This allowed 

Cohen to cash out the proceeds from the transaction. 

c. Based on my reviey., of records maintained by Sterling, I have learned that on or 

about December 8, 2014, each of Cohen's sixteen taxi medallion LLCs entered into loan agreements 

------~and-promissory-notes_with_Steriing_for the~J_'.lrincigal§_!U11 of $1,375,000, with repayment due on 

December 8, 2016. Each loan was signed by Michael or Laura Cohen, depending on who was the 

sole shareholder of the LLC. The address listed for each of the LLCs was the address for Subject 

Premises-1. The loans were also each secured by a security agreement, dated the same day, maldng 

the medallions collateral for the notes.· To give Sterling additional security, Michael and Laura 

Cohen signed personal guarantees and confessions of judgment, giving Sterling the right to pursue 

collection against the Cohens' personal assets w~re their corporations to default under the loan 

agreements. The personal guaranty agreements stated that the LLCs had offices at the address for 

Subject Premises-1, and contained a notice provision that stated that any notices required by the 

agreements should be mailed to Subject Premises-1. In total, Sterling agreed to lend approximately 

$22 million to the Cohens' companies. 

d. PurslJant to participation agreements, Sterling transferred 45 percent of Cohen's 

taxi medallion debt to Mekose.9 

9 Mekose, which had a business principally focused on taxi medallion loans, is now in 

conservatorship by the National CreditUnion Administration ("NCUA"). 
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e. In evaluating Cohen's requested refinancing of the taxi medallions, Sterling (and 

Melrose, consistent with its pru.ticipation in the deal) conducted due diligence. _ At Sterling's 

request, Cohen provided Sterling with a statement of financial condition, dated August 1, 2014 

(the "August 2014 Financial Statement"), which indicated that Cohen had $100,740,000 in total 

assets, $23,550,000 in total liabilities, and a net w01th of $77,190,000. 1° From my review of a 

Sterling credit memorandum, dated September 29, 2014, I know that Sterling viewed the 

transaction favorably because, accounting for loan payments, cash flows from the medallions were 

-----projected-to be positive,Jhe_ value_ofthe collatergL( as estimated _!)y§!_eding) exceeded $4 2 million, 
-----------

and the net w01th of Cohen-who was the dil'ect obligor under the guru.·antee agl'eements-was 

over $77 million. An intemal Sterling credit and risk rating analysis report, dated October 20, 

2014, recommended approval of the loans for ~ubstantially the same reasons. 

f. Based on my review of recor_ds maintained by Sterling and public somces, I have 

learned that over time, the collateral backing Cohen's loans (taxi medallions) lessened in value due 

to the rise in ride~shru.'ing companies, Additionally, Cohen began falling behind on loan payments 

to Sterling and Melrose. I know from records maintained by Sterling and an interview with Sterling 

Employee-2 that, beginning in or around September 2015, Cohen told Sterling, in sum and 

substance, that the individual leasing Cohen's medallions had fallen behind in maldng payments to 

Cohen, and that as a result, the monthly cash flow from his taxi medallions had been reduced, 

leaving him with a sh01tfall of approximately $16,000 each month. For instance, I have reviewed 

an email from Sterling Employee-2, dated September 9, 2015, summarizing a call with Cohen-

which according to the email and toll records for Cohen's cellphone occurred on September 8, 

10 Cohen subsequently provided Sterling with a revised statement of financial condition, also 

dated August 1, 2014, which repo1ted assets of $99,420,000, total liabilities of $23,550,000, and a 

net worth of $75,870,000. 
14 
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2015-during which Cohen told Sterling Employee-2, in sum and substance, about his cash flow 

problems and a monthly shortfall of approximately $16,000. In that same email, Sterling 

Employee-2 commented that despite Cohen's statements, his personal financial information 

"indicate[d] a strong ability to make up the difference in payments." Cohen, however, according 

to Sterling Employee-2, pushed the bank for a reduction in Cohen's monthly payments. 

g. From my review of records maintained by Sterling and my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned that Cohen and Sterling Employee-2 spoke 

- --=-----'----~.again on-September:-28,2015, and_that during the cart Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that the 

individual to whom Cohen leases the medallions had again reduced monthly payments to Cohen. I 

lmow from my review ofrecords maintained by Sterling that between in or about September 2015 

and November 2015, Sterling raised the possibility-both internally and with Cohen-----of Cohen 

posting his real estate holdings, personal residence, or some other collateral as additional security 

for the banks.11 According to these records, however, Cohen resisted these requests. From my 

review of loan documents and records maintained by Sterling, I lmow that in or about November 

2015, as a result of Cohen's representation that he was not earning sufficient retruns on his 

medallions to cover monthly interest payments, Sterling and Melrose agreed to amend their loans 

with Cohen by, among other things, reducing the interest rate Cohen paid to Melrose and extending 

the loan maturity date to December 8, 2017. 

h. I lmow from intenriews with Sterling Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2, as well 

as emails 'r have reviewed, that in or about October 2016, Cohen told Sterling Employee-I that 

Cohen had a potential buyer of his taxi medallions, named who would agree to 

11 Based on my review of property records, I lmow that on or about October 28, 2015, around 

the time period when Sterling raised the possibility of Cohen posting his personal residence-

Subject Premises-I-as collateral, Cohen transferred Subject Premises-I into a trust. · 
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~ ---- -------

assume Cohen's debt with Sterling and Melrose. Based on my review of records maintained by 

Sterling, as well as the interviews with Sterling Employee-1 and Sterling Employee~2 referenced 

above, I know that by or before October 2016, Cohen had entered into negotiations to sell his sixteen 

corporate taxi medallion entities to 

for the balance of the loans, which at the time was $21,376,000. I lmow from my review of records 

maintained by Sterling, and my pa1ticipation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, that as a 

condition of the transfer of the medallion loans-and because Sterling was unfamiliar with -

::SJeding requested that Cohen make a substantial principal payment on the loan, of 

approximately one million dollars, prior to the transfer. Cohen rejected this request initially. But 

on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen told Sterling Employee-I, in sum and substance, that he would 

make a one million dollar principal reduction payment in order to move forward with the medallion 

transfer deal with - Indeed, in an email sent by Cohen to Sterling Employee-2 on or 

about Febrµary 22, 2017, Cohen confirmed that he "agreed to pay down 1 million from the loan 

amount." 

i. Pursuant to the pa1ticipation agreements between Sterling and Mefrose, Sterling 

was required to secure Mefrose's agreement to participate in the transfer of the taxi medallion debt 

from Cohen to On or about April 17, 2017, Sterling sent a memorandum to 

Mefrose summarizing the terms of the proposed transaction, and noting the requirement that 

Melrose agree to the terms. On or about May 2, 2017, Sterling Employee-I told _ 

that Meh'ose had agreed to the deal in principle, and that Sterling would be sending the patties a 

terJ,TI sheet sh01tly. 

j. In order for the banks to conduct diligence and evaluate the proposed transaction 

fully, they requested financial inrormation from the pa1ties. On or about June 7, 2017, Sterling 
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Employee-1 emailed Cohen to request an "updated personal financial statement," completed 

jointly with Cohen's wife, and Cohen's most recent federal income tax return. On or about June 

8, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-1 a Sterling personal financial statement form that had 

been filled out by hand, which refei·enced a statement of financial condition, dated May 1, 2017 

(the "May 2017 Financial Statement") that was also attached. The May 2017 Financial Statement 

included a cover letter from Cohen's accountant, Jeffrey Getzel, stating, in sum and substance, that 

the information in the statement crune from Cohen and that Getzel had not confirmed its accuracy 

-------01'--c0mpleteness,-The-May~2017_ Ein_ancial _S-11:!tement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$41,955,000, total liabilities of $39,130,000, and a net worth of $2,825,000. The May 2017 

Financial Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, 

' 
$26,155,000 in closely held companies (such as the taxi medallion entities and his real estate 

holdings), $3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence. 12 

k. Based on my review of reports of law enforcement interviews of Sterling 

Employee-I, I have leamed that Sterling Employee-I reviewed the May 2017 Financial Statement 

with Cohen to, among other things, verify its accuracy, and Sterling Employee-I asked Cohen about 

specific line items on the financial statement, including the cash amount, value of medallions, and 

total liabilities. Cohen stated to Sterling Employee-I, in sum and substance, that the May 2017 

Financial Statement was accurate. 

1. On or about August 16, 2017, Sterling Employee-I emailed Cohen an<-

attaching a non-binding te1m sheet memorializing the potential transaction between 

12 Based on my review of Cohen's financial statements, I lmow that the precipitous decline in 

assets from his 2014 financial statement to his 2017 financial statements can be explained 

primarily by repmied depreciation in the value of Cohen's real estate assets and medallion 

investments. 
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Sterling, Melrose, Cohen, anci The term sheet included a cover letter addressed 

to Cohen at Subject Premises-I. The parties negotiated the provisions of the term sheet and, on or 

about September 5, 2017, Sterling Employee-1 sent 

executed term sheet. According to the term sheet 

1d Cohen a copy of the 

would borrow $20,000,000 

from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions that - vas to acquire from 

Cohen. 

m. As pait of the agreement, according to the term sheet, $1,265,913 in principal (which 

is-what-would-remain-afte1'-the_$20,000,0_00_payment on the outstanding loan balance) would be 
-------

repaid by Cohen and the two banks, with Cohen paying fifty percent and the banks dividing the 

remaining half of the balance. Based on my review of an intemal Sterling credit memorandum, 

dated October 4, 2017, the paities reached a preliminary agreementthat Cohen would pay $632,956 

of the remaining $1,265,912 principal loan balance, and Sterling and Melrose would absorb 

$357,167 and $275,789, respectively, in the fo1m of charge-offs. According to Sterling Employee-

!, Sterling was willing to divide the repayment of the outstanding principal balance--despite its 

prior insistence that Cohen make a principal pay-down of at least one million dollars-because 

Cohen represented on a telephone call with Sterling Employee-1, in sum and substance, that he had 

insufficient liquidity to pay the full outstanding principal balance. As pad of the agreement, Sterling 

and Melrose also agreed to relieve Cohen and his wife of the personal guai·antees that they made 

on behalf of the LLCs. Thus, after completing the - ransaction, Cohen would no longer 

have had any outstanding obligations to Sterling or Melrose. 

n. Based on my review of emails sent by Sterling employees, I have learned that 

because the transaction between the paities was subject to full credit underwriting by Sterling and 

Melrose (as well as Melrose's regulators at NCUA), in August and September 2017, Sterling 
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required and requested additional financial statements and tax returns for Cohen an< 

for its credit underwriting process. In response to Sterling's requests, on or about September 25, 

2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his 2016 tax return. The tax retum listed 

Cohen's mailing address as Subject Premises-I. Additionally, on or about October 5, 2017, Cohen 

re-sent Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his May 2017 Financial Statement. A day later, on October 

6, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-2 a statement of financial condition, dated September 

30, 2017 (the "September 2017 Financial Statement"). 

----- ---- -=-=o.--1,ike-thecMay-201-7-EinanciaLStat~m(;mt, the September 2017 Financtal Statement 

included a cover letter from Jeffrey Getzel, Cohen's accountant, stating, in sum and substance, that 

the information in the statement came from Cohen, and that Getzel had not confirmed its accuracy 

or completeness. The September 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$33,430,000, total liabilities of $45,630,000, and a negative net w01th of $12,200,000.13 Notably, 

unlike Cohen's May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

represented to Sterling that Cohen had a negative net worth. The September 2017 Financial 

Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, $17,630,000 in_ 

closely held companies (including the taxi medallion entities and his real estate holdings), 14 

$3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence (which, for the first 

13 Based on my review of Cohen's financial statements, I know that this further decline in 

assets can be explained primarily by reported depreciation in the value of Cohen's real estate assets 

and medallion investments. 

14 Notably, the September 2017 Financial Statement valued each of Cohen's thirty-two New· 

York taxi medallions at approximately $180,187.50, which was considerably less than the 

$650,000 valuation ascribed to each medallion in the Cohen- term sheet. 
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time, he indicated was held by a trnst). 15 The September 2017 Financial Statement included assets 

and liabilities not held in Cohen's name, such as various entities associated with his taxi medallions 

and some of his real estate investment entities. 

p. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of 

records maintained by Sterling, I have also learned that around the time Cohen provided Sterling 

with these fmancial statements-i.e., in or ru·ound September 2017-Cohen stopped paying 

monthly loan payments on his taxi medallion loans altogether. According to Sterling Employee-

- - -----'----- 2-,Gohen-informedcSterling,insumandsubstance, that he had insufficient fuods to pay the monthly __ -e.. 

principal and interest payments on his medallion loans. By in or about December 2017, Sterling 

and Melrose had not been paid approximately $276,937.92 in monthly principal and interest 

payments on the medallion loans. Based on Cohen's financial condition as conveyed in the 

September 2017 Financial Statement, and his delinquency in making payments to Sterling, among 

other things, the bank's credit underwriting committee determined (and memorialized in a 

December 2017 memorandum) that the Cohen--- :ransaction was favorable for the bank 

- that is, that Nould be a better borrower than Cohen. 

. 
q. On or about December 26, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a demand letter requesting 

the immediate receipt of past-due loan payments. The demand letter was addressed to Cohen at 

Subject Premises-I. On December 29, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a letter stating that he was in 

default under the loans between Sterling and Cohen's medallion corporations. The notice of 

default was addressed to Cohen at SubjectPremises-1. Cohen did not make an immediate payment 

on the loans, but instead sent an e-mail to Sterling Employee-I on or about January 24, 2018, 

15 Based on my review of property records maintained by the City of New York, and my 

pa1ticipation in an interview with Getzel, I know that in 2015, Cohen transferred his residence to 

a trust. He did not disclose that transaction to Getzel or Sterling until in or about September 2017. 
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stating that during the closing of the Coher rnnsaction, Cohen would "bring all 

payments up to date as well as deposit the payoff differential." Cohe~ also requested by email on 

January 24, 2018, that at the closing of the Cohen- Tansaction, Sterling provide a letter 

stating that all of Cohen's debts have been satisfied and that Cohen's personal g1,1arantees of the 

medallion loans had been terminated. 

29, 2018, the 

ransaction, however, did not close. On or about January 

attorney emailed attorneys for Sterling and stated that "at this time 

there is no deal with Michael Cohen. Some of the ~':!mbers have changed and we are not prepaTed 

· to go forward." 

s. Based on my participation in the interview with Sterling Employee-2 and my 

review of records maintained by Sterling, I know that after the Cohen- ieal fell apart, 

Sterling assigned Cohen's loans to Sterling Employee-3, who specializes in collecting on 

defaulting loans. From my paiticipation in an interview with Sterling Employee-3, my review of 

telephone call notes taken by Sterling Employee-3, and my review of telephone records, I lmow 

that SterlingEmployee-3 spoke several times to Cohen on or about January 30, 2018 about paying 

down and/or restructuring Cohen's outstanding taxi medallion loans. On the calls, which in total 

lasted more than an hom, Cohen stated in sum and substance that he did not have more than 

$1,250,000 to pay toward the medallion loans. On the cail, in the course of reviewing the failed 

Cohen-- transaction, . Sterling Employee-3 .questioned Cohen about the price 

was to have paid for each medallion, and whether there was a side agreement between 

Cohen and - Cohen denied that there was any side agreement with- , 

t. On or about January 31, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 and proposed 

paying $500,000 to bring the loans current and $750,000 to bring the principal balance to 
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$20,500,000. Cohen also suggested revised monthly interest payment amounts. The signature 

block on the email indicated that Cohen's address was the address for Subject Premises-2. On or 

about January 31, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 responded to Cohen and stated, in sum and 

substance, that Cohen would need to pay the entirety of the overdue payments and pay down the 

principal balance of the loan to $20,000,000 (in total, a payment of approximately $1,750,000), 

and would need to make larger monthly interest payments. 

u. On or about February 1, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 and proposed 

"[p]ayment of $1.250m which ALL can be used to pay down principal, if [Sterling] will waive 
-------,-=cc__=_~ 

past due amounts," but stated "I do NOT have more than the $1.250m." (Emphasis in original.) 

Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient financial resoUl'ces to post 

additional collateral or pre-fund monthly payments. The signature block on the email indicated 

that Cohen's address was the address for Subject Premises-2. Based on my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-3, I have learned that since January 30, 2018, Sterling has 

continued to renegotiate the medallion loans with Cohen based on Cohen's representations about 

his clllTent financial position. In particular, according to Sterling Employee-3, Cohen and Sterling 

have an agreement in principal to restructure Cohen's loans based in part of Cohen's agreement to 

make a principal payment of approximately $750,000, to make a payment of $500,000 to become 

cu1Tent on interest payments, and to post $192,000 in cash collateral for his future monthly 

payments on the loan. Cohen also agreed to pledge an interest he had in a property. Steding 

Employee-3 has stated that had Cohen indicated he had more than $1,250,000 available to him, 

Sterling would have, among other things, negotiated for a larger reduction to the principal amount 

of the loan. 
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(ii) Cohen Made Material Misrepresentations About His Finances to Banks 

Cohen Concealed from Sterling and Melrose Cash Derived from Consulting Work 

17. As set forth in detail below, despite multiple written and oral representations by 

<;:ohen to Sterling ( and, by extension, Melrose16) that he had insufficient funds to pay down the 

principal balance of the medallion loans, make monthly , interest payments, or pay past-due 

amounts, it appears that between 2016 and the present, Cohen opened and maintained bank 

accounts at First Republic Bank ("First Republic"), and then received millions of dollars in 

consulting-payments_inthese_acJ;oJIDts, whiQ_b_ he did not disclose to Sterling. Cohen set up these 

accounts and received these funds during the very period in which he made disclosures to Sterling 

about his personal finances (including his assets and liabilities) and his ability to make payments 

on the medallion loans. In these disclosures to Sterling-and despite being asked ·about these bank 

accounts by his accountant-Cohen misled the bank by claiming he had insufficient liquidity to 

satisfy his obligations or meet the bank's demands, while withholding information about these 

ongoing revenue streams and liquid financial assets at First Republic. 

18. Specifically, · based on my· review of documents and bank records produced 

pursuant to a subpoena by First Republic, and my participation in and review of reports of 

interviews with a First Republic sales manager ("First Republic Employee-1 ") and a First Republic 

senior managing director ("First Republic Employee-2"), I have learned, among other things, the 

following: 

16 Based on my review of a rep01t of an interview conducted with an employee of Melrose, I 

have learned that, pursuant to the participation agreement between Sterling and Melrose, Cohen's 

financial statements and other records in Sterling's possession were forwarded to Mel.J•n""' "" th~t 

Melrose could make a determination as to whether to approve of the Cohen-' 

transaction. Based on my review of reports of interviews with Melrose employees, I also know 

that Cohen called employees at Melrose regarding the Cohen :ransaction. 
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a. Cohen and his wife have been customers of First Republic since approximately 

June 2011. Cohen controls several checking and loan accounts at First Republic, some in his own 

name and others in the names of corporate entities. According to First Republic's know-your-

customer records on Cohen, 17 his primary physical address is the address for Subject Premises-1. 

b._ On or about October 26, 2016, in Manhattan, New Yodc, Cohen opened a new 

checking account at First Republic in the name of Essential Consultants LLC (the "Essential 

Consultants Account"). Cohen was the only authorized signato1y on the account. According to 

________ a_c_c_ount opening documents, the primmy address for Essential Consultants LLC was the address 

for Subject Premises-I. When Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, First Republic 

Employee-I conducted an in-person interview of Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-

customer questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic 

Employee-I entered into a form18-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening 

Essential Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting 

work, and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. 

Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that his purpose in setting up the account was to keep the 

revenue from his consulting business-which he said was not his main source of income--separate 

from his personal finances. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen's 

statements about the intended purpose of the account and source of funds for the account were 

false. Specifically, as described below, the account was not intended to receive-and does not 

17 Certain financial institutions are required to conduct such procedures pmsuant to the Bank 

Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations. See 31 U.S.C. § 5318; 31 C.F.R. § 1020.220. 

18 First Republic Employee-I first filled out the form on the day he interviewed Cohen, October 

26, 2016. On or about December 19, 2016, at the request of bank compliance personnel, First 

Republic Employee-1 updated the form to add more detail about Cohen's statements. 
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appear to have received-money in connection with real estate consulting work; in addition, the -

account has received substantial payments from foreign sources. 

c. I know from my review of First Republic bank records that were scheduled by an 

FBI forensic accountant that after Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, Cohen 

received payments into that account from foreign businesses and entities that do not reflect the 

stated client profile for the residential and commercial real-estate consulting services. Specifically, 

from my review of the Essential Consultants Account schedule and public sources, I know the 

~~-----~-~folfowing:~~--

i. Beginning on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen began receiving monthly 

payments of $83,333 into the Essential Consultants Account from an entity called Columbus Nova 

LLC. According to public sources, Columbus Nova is an investment management firm controlled 

by Renova Group, an industrial holding company based in Zurich, Switzerland that is controlled 

by Russian national Vilctor Vekselberg. From January 2017 to August 2017, the Essential 

Consultants Account received seven payments totaling $583,332.98 from Columbus NovaLLC. 

ii. Beginning on or about April 5, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account 

began receiving payments from Novartis Investments, SARL, which I believe to be the in-house 

financial subsidiary of the Swtss phannaceutical company Novartis Intemational AG ("Novartis"). 

Between April 2017 and February 2018, the Essential Consultants Account received eleven wire 

payments from a Swiss bank account held in the name ofNovaitis, each in the amount of $99,980, 

for a total of $1,099,780. 

iii. Beginning in or about April 2017, the Essential Consultants Account statted 

receiving wire payments from a bank account associated with the telecommunications company 

AT&T Inc. ("AT&T"). Specifically, on or about April 14, 2017, AT&T sent $100,000 to the 
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Essential Consultants Account and, from in or about June 2017 to in or about January 2018, the 

Essential Consultants Account received ten $50,000 payments from AT&T. In total, AT&T sent 

$600,000 to the Essential Consultants Account. 

iv. On or about May 10, 2017, June 9, 2017, July 10, 2017, and November 27, 

2017, the Essential Consultants Account received four deposits in the amount $150,000 (totaling 

$600,000) from a bank account in South Korea. The account holder from which the money was 

sent is Korea Aerospace Industries Ltd. ("KAI"). KAI is a South Korea-based company that 

______ p_rodu_c_es_a_nd_s_e_ll_s _fl_1x_e_d-wing aircraft, helicopter aircraft, and satellites to the United States 

Department of Defense, among other customers. 

v. On or about May 22, 201 7, the Essential Consultants Account received a 

$150,000 deposit from an account at Kazkomme1tsbank, a Kazakhstani bank. The listed account 

holder at Kazkommertsbank was a second Kazakhstani bank named BTA Bank, AO. A message 

accompanying the wire payment indicated that the payment was a "monthly consulting fee as per 

Inv BTA-101 DD May 10, 2017 consulting agreement WIN DD 08 05 2017 CNTR W/NDD 

08/05/2017." 

vi. In total, from o~ or about January 31, 2017 to on or about February 1, 2018, 

the Essential Consultants Account received approximately $3,033,112.98 in transfers and checks 

from the aforementioned entities. As of on or about January 10, 2018, the balance in the Essential 

Consultants Account was $1,369,474.23. Cohen's withdrawals from the Essential Consultants 

account reveal that it was used for largely personal purposes, including to pay, among other things, 

American Express bills and fees from "the Core Club," a private social club in New York. 

d. On or about April 4, 2017, Cohen opened another new checking account at First 

Republic, this one in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates, P.C. (the "MDC&A Account"). 
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Cohen was the only authorized signatory on the account. According to account opening 

documents, the primary address for MDC&A Account was the address for Subject Premises-I. 

Among other things, the MDC&A Account received ten wire transfers and one check from an 

account in the name o_f Squire Patton Boggs, a law firm. As noted above, Subject Premises-2 is 

located inside the New York office of Squire Patton Boggs. In total, from on or about April 5, 

2017, to on or about January 2, 2018, the MDC&A Account received $426,097.70 in deposits, and 

the balance in the account as of January 2, 2018, was $344,541.35. As discussed below, Cohen 

·· never-disclosed-anyof-the-balance-in_the_EssentiaLCon§.ultants or MDC&A accounts ·to Sterling 

during the negotiations with respect to the :ansaction or the subsequent loan 

refinancing negotiations, including in his May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 

Financial Statement. 

19. Based on my review of emails that were seized pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants, and my review of reports of interviews with employees of AT&T and Novmtis, it 

appears that the aforementioned payments to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A 

Account were for political consulting work, including consulting for international clients on issues 

pending before the Trump administration. Specifically, from my review of emails fr<;im the Cohen 

Gmail Account, the Cohen MDCPC Account, and public sources, I have leamed the following: 

a. On or abput April 28, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an individual whom I believe 

is affiliated with KAI. In the email, Cohen attached a "Consulting Agreement" between KAI and 

Essential Consultants dated as of about May 1, 2017. The agreement indicates that Essential 

Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-2. The document indicates that Essential 

Consultants would render "consulting and advisory services, as requested" by KAI, and that KAI 

would pay Essential Consultants "a consulting fee of One Million Two Hundred Thousand 
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($1,200,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed through eight $150,000 installments between May 2017 

and December 2017. I have also reviewed invoices in amounts of $150,000 that Cohen emailed 

to an individual whom I believe is affiliated with KAI. At the top of the invoices the address listed 

for Essential Consultants is the address for Subject Premises-2. 

b. On or about May 8, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an individual whom I believe is 

affiliated with BTA Bank. The signature block on Cohen's email listed "Essential Consultants 

LLC" and "Michael D. Cohen & Associates, PC" and provided the address for Subject Premises-

2-:-lffthe-email;-Gohen-attached-a-document-pUl'pmting to_be_a "Cons_ulting Agreement" between 

BTA Bank and Essential Consultants dated as of about May 8, 2017. The agreement indicates that 

Essential Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-2. The document indicates that 

Essential Consultants would render "consulting and advisory services" to BTA Bank, and that 

BTA Bank would pay Essential Consultants "a consulting fee of One Million Eight Hundred 

Thousand ($1,800,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed through monthly payments of $150,000. On or 

about May 10, 2017, Cohen sent an email to an employee ofBTA Bank, and attached to the email 

an invoice to BTA Bank in the name of Essential Consultants, with the address of SubjectPremises-

2. The invoice contemplated a $150,000 payment to Essential Consultants for a "monthly 

consulting fee." 

c. On or about January 23, 2017, Cohen appears to have entered into a consulting 

agreement with AT&T, which contemplates that Essential Consultants "shall render consulting and 

advisory services to [AT&T]" and that AT&T would "advise [Essential Consultants] of those issues 

and matters with respect to which AT&T Services desires [Essential Consultants]' s assistance and 

advice." The agreement indicates that Essential Consultants had the address of Subject Premises-

1. The contract calls for AT&T "to pay the Consultant for his services ... a consulting fee of Fifty 
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Thousand ($50,000) Dollars ... per month." Based on my review of reports of interviews with 

AT&T employees, I have learned that AT&T retained Cohen to consult on political issues, 

including net neutrality, the merger between AT&T and Time Warner, and tax reform. 

d. On or about March 1, 2017, Cohen appears to ha".e entered into a contract between 

Novartis and Essential Consultants, which provides that Essential Consultants will "provide 

consulting and advisory services to N,ovartis on matters that relate to the repeal and replacement of 

the Affordable Care Act in the US and any other issues mutually agreeable to [Essential 

---~ -~-----eonsultantsJ-and-N0vartis • .'.'_'.fhe_contracLp1·a_'lides for a "consulting fee of One Million Two 

Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000) US dollars," to be paid to Essential Consultants in equal monthly 

installments over the course of a year. Based on my review of reports of interviews with Novartis 

employees, I have learned that Novartis retained Cohen to provide political consulting services and 

to gain access to relevant policymakers in the Trnmp Administration. 

e. In or about February 2017, Cohen began negotiating the terms of a "strategic 

alliance'' with Squire Patton Boggs. On or about March 4, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs emailed 

Cohen a "strategic alliance agreement." Under the terms of the agreement, Cohen agreed to . 

generate business for the law firm, and Squire Patton Boggs agreed to pay to Cohen "an annual 

strategic alliance fee of $500,000, payable in twelve (12) equal monthly installments." Squire 

Patton Boggs also agreed to provide Cohen with "dedicated and segregated office space in [Squire 

Patton Boggs's] New York and Washington D.C. offices, which office space shall be physically 

separate from [Squire Patton Boggs's] offices and have locked doors and its own locked file 

cabinets." On or about April 3, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs announced on its website that is had 

formed a "strategic alliance" with Michael D. Cohen & Associates and would "jointly represent 

clients." 
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20. Despite the significant amount of money that Cohen received into the Essential 

Consultants Account and the MDC&A Account, and the cash balance in both accounts, Cohen did 

not disclose that information to Sterling or Melrose. Specifically, based on my review of documents 

provided by Getzel (as noted above, Cohen's accountant at the time), my participation in an 

interview with Getzel, and my review of notes and a 

have learned the following: 

. I 

a. In or about May 2017, Getzel met with Cohen at Subject Premises"2. At the 

meeting,Gohen-told-Getzel,-in sllln-anclsubstance, .thath~ had set UQ a law 

D. Cohen & Associates P.C., and a consulting company called Essential Consultants LLC. Cohen 

told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he expected to earn $75,000 per month in connection with 

his law practice, and that he expected gross revenues for the consulting business to be between five 

and six million dollars annually. 

b. In or about October 2017, if not earlier, Getzel was preparing a personal financial 

statement for Cohen. On or about October 6, 2017, Getzel sent an email to Cohen in which Getzel 

wrote that "[a]ttached is a draft of the new PFS as of September 30, 2017" and attached a draft of 

the September 2017 Financial Statement. The draft statement reflected that as of September 30, 

2017, Cohen had only $1,250,000 in cash, total assets of approximately $33,430,000 (comprised of 

taxi medallion interests, real estate interests, and his personal residence and property), and liabilities 

of approximately $45,630,000, leaving him purp01tedly over $12 million in debt. In the same email, 

Getzel questioned Cohen, in sum and substance, about the fact that the financial statement did not 

list any value associated with either the Essential Consultants Account or the MDC&A Account: 

"[w]e did not add any value for you[1J two operating entities - Michael D. Cohen & Associates 
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POC [sic] and Essential Consultants LLC. Please advise whether or not these should be disclosed 

and what value." 

c. On or about October 6, 2017, Cohen called Getzel by telephone-which is reflected 

on toll records for Cohen's cellphone-and told Getzel, in sum and substance, not to include 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A in the September 2017 Financial Statement because they had 110 

value. On or about October 6, 2017, following the call with Getzel, Cohen, using the Cohen 

Account, responded to Getzel's email with the answer "[l]ooks good to me." Cohen never directed 

----·--· ----=-~ 
Getzelro mfilre1fny- clianges- to- his- eash--position~as- listed __ in __ th_e__fumtember 2017 _ Financial ---

Statement. In a letter dated October 6, 2017, addressed to Getzel, Cohen stated, "I have reviewed 

the attached statement of financial condition and find it to be correct and consistent with the 

representations that I made to your firm. The attached is an accurate reflection of niy assets, 

liabilities and net worth (deficit) as of September 30, 2017." Attached to that letter was the 

September 2017 Financial Statement, which, as noted above, was then transmitted to Sterling in 

connection with the proposed taxi medallion transaction between Sterling, Cohen, and 

21. Based on my review of a report of an interview with Sterling Employee-1, I have 

learned that Cohen did not disclose his income stream from Essential Consultants to Sterling 

Employee-1 or, to his knowledge, anyone else at Sterling. According to Sterling Employee-1, 

lmowledge of such an income stream would have affected Sterling's demands during the 

negotiations, particularly with respect to the amount of a principal paydown of Cohen's debt. 

Cohen Understated His Available Cash 

22. In addition to withholding the existence of his Essential Consultants income from 

Sterling and Melrnse, it appears that Cohen also substantially understated his available cash and 

cash equivalents in his financial disclosures. Specifically, I lmow from my review of the September 
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2017 Financial Statement that Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen represented that he had 

$1,250,000 in cash as of September 30, 2017. I also know that on or about Januaiy 30, 2018, in a 

· telephone call with Sterling Employee-3, and on February 1, 2018, in an email to Sterling 

Employee-3, Cohen represented that he did not have more than $1,250,000 in cash. But, from my 

review of a summruy of bank: records that were scheduled by forensic accountants, I have learned 

that Cohen had approximately $5,000,000 in cash and cash equivalents as of September 30, 2017. 

Additionally, as of Febmruy 1, 2018, Cohen had approxi.tp.ately $6,000,000 in cash and cash 

~- equivalerits-:-Specifically;from·my-review of' the accountschsl.d:u.k and banlc records, I have learned 
-----~-"------ .. 

the following: 

a. Cohen has three checking and/or savings accounts at Capital One Banlc, one of 

which is in his wife's name. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $1,105,680.35 in his savings 

account, and $1,262,982.29 in total in the three accounts at Capital One Bank. As of February 1, 

2018, Cohen had a total of $1,389,245.78 in these accounts. 

b. Cohen has three accounts at Morgan Stanley in his name. As of September 30, 

2017, the combined total in cash and cash equivalents in those three accounts was $1,270,600.41. 

As ofFebrnaty 1, 2018, Cohen had $1,284.996.13 in these accounts. 

c. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $260,689.18 in an account at Signature Bank. 

As ofFebmary 1, 2018, Cohen had $261,517.55 in this account. 

d. In addition to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A Account at First 

Re pub lie, Cohen also had two joint checking accounts with Laura Cohen at First Republic. In total, 

as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $1,876,209.27 in total in his four accounts at First 

Republic. As ofFebruary 1, 2018, Cohen had $3,332,992.95 in these accounts. 
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e. Cohen has an· account at Bethpage Credit Union with $25,931.39 in it as of 

September 30, 2017. 

f. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $17,542.54 in accounts at Sterling. 

g. Cohen has two accounts at TD Bank-one in his name and one held jointly with his 

wife. Cohen also has a safety deposit box at TD Bank-Subject Premises-3. The safety deposit 

box was opened on December 13, 2017 in the names of Michael and Laura Cohen. 

h. In total, as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $4,713,935.08 in his accounts 

----'---"---at-Gapital-One.Banlc,-Gity_NationaLBank,filgnature Banlc, St~rling Bank, Bethpage Credit Union, 

First Republic, and Morgan Stanley. As of Febmary 1, 2018, Cohen had $6,268,732.59 in his 

accounts at Capital One Bank, City National Banlc,_ Signature Banlc, First Republic, and Morgan 

Stanley.19 

23. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's written and oral 

representations to Sterling and Melrose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and 

that Cohen withheld information regarding approximately $5 million in funds from Sterling and 

Melrose in order to secure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. Based on 

my pa1ticipation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of rep01ts of interviews 

with Sterling Employee-I and two Melrose employees, it is my understanding that that Sterling 

and Melrose would view Cohen's understating of his assets as material to its decision whether to 

renegotiate Cohen's medallion loans and on what terms, or to its decision whether approve of the 

transfer of those loans to 

19 Based on my review of the account schedules described above, I know that, as of the date of this 

affidavit, the account balances for TD Bank have not yet been included in the schedule fOl' either 

date and the account balances for Sterling National Battle and Bethpage Credit Union have not yet 

been included in the schedule for February 1, 2018. Thus, to the extent that these accounts have 

positive balances, Cohen's total balances in fact were even higher on these dates. 
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Cohen Has Unreported Interest Income 

24. It appears that Cohen aiso hid from Sterling interest income that he was receiving in 

connection with a six million dolla1· loan he made to another individual. Specifically, I know from 

my review of the May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 Financial Statement that 

Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen did not disclose that he had made a note receivable in the 

amount of approximately $6 million, or that he was eaming approximately $60,000 per month in 

interest income in connection witl;i that loan. But, from my review of a summa1y of bank records 

that were reviewed by another law enforcement agent, my review of property re_cords and 

documents obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Wairnnts, and my participation in an inte1;view 

with Getzel, I have leai·ned the following: 

a. Based on my review of property records, I have learned that on or about Mai·ch 12, 

2012, Cohen agreed to lenc approximately 

$2,000,000.20 It appears that the promiss01y note was unsecured by any real property. On or about 

April 28, 2014, Cohen am- amended the promissory note, and restructured the loan to 

increase the principal amount to approximately $5,000,000. Under the terms of the amended 

promissory note, the loan was secured by 

or about April 8, 2015, Cohen and 

amount to $6,000,000.21 

1partment in Sunny Isles Beach, Florida. On 

·estated the promisso1y note to increase the principal 

b. Based on my review of a copy of the restated note, which was obtained pursuant to 

the Cohen Email Wai-rants, I have !eained that under the terms of the amended and restated 

20 I leamed from Getzel tha1 

21 The note states that the loan is to ·, husband and wife, 

jointly and severally. For ease of reference, I refer simply to 
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promissory note, Cohen's loan tc is an interest-only loan, and that the principal balance 

of the loan bears interest at an annual rate of 12.25 percent. I also lmow that the amended and 

restated promissory note includes a schedule of payments that require - J pay Cohen 

approximately $61,250 per month beginning in April 2015 and ending in April 2019. The note also 

requires tha1- epay the principal balance of $6,000,000 on April 28, 2019. 

c. Based on my review of bank records, I have learned that, consistent with the terms 

of the amended and restated promissory note, - 1as made monthly payments of 

approximately$6-t2S-0-s-ince--:A.pril--201-5.---Specifical1y,-based_on_my- review Qf records maintained 
------·-··----"--------

by Capital One Bank, I have learned that from April 2015 to October 2015, Cohen received checks 

from an entity called ;otaling $61,250 per month, which he 

deposited into his personal bank account at Capital One Bank.22 It appears from my review of bank 

records and public sources that- is the owner of 

From my review of records.maintained by Capital One Bank, I have also learned that since October 

2015, Cohen has received checks from an entity called , totaling 

$61,250 per month, which he deposited into his personal bank account at Capital One Bank. It 

appears from my review of bank records and public sources that-is also the owner of JI 
In total, it appears that Cohen receives apprnximately $735,000 per year 

in interest payments frorr-

d. Based on my review of Cohen's May 2017 and September 2017 Financial 

Statements, my review of his 2015 and 2016 tax returns obtained via subpoena and from the Cohen 

Email Warrants, and my participation in an interview with Getzel, I have learned that Cohen did 

22 In April 2015, Cohi-"" ,.,,,..,,h,,.d a pro-rated payment. For all months thereafter, the total payment 

equaled $61,250, but :rften made the payment in multiple checks. 
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not disclose this interest income he was receiving fror- :o Sterling or Melrose, or list it 

on his tax returns. I have also learned that while this interest income is taxable, Cohen did not tell 

Getzel-his accountant-about the income, and Getzel only learned about the income because he 

25. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's representations to 

Sterling and Melrose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and that Cohen 

withheld information relating ~o the interest income he is receiving from - in order to 

I 
l 

t 
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sec.ure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. _ _______ __ ____c;:__ =-=-_J 
Cohen Had a Side Agreement With 1 

26. As set forth in detail below, during the course of Cohen's negotiations to sell his 

interest in taxi medallions and the associated debt to Cohen not only 

misrepresented his financial position to Sterling, but also failed to disclose a side agreement he 

had negotiated with t appears tha tgreed to pay an above-market price 

for Cohen's taxi cab medallions, and in exchange, Cohen agreed to pay approximately 

$3 .8 million in cash. Specifically, from my review of documents produced pursuant to a subpoena 

by Sterling, and my paiticipation in interviews with Sterling Employee-I, Sterling Employee-2, 

and Sterling Employee-3, I have leamed, among other things, the following: 

a. On or about September 5, 2017, an executed te1m sheet was circulated by Sterling 

Employee-I to Cohen and The term sheet listed Cohen's address as the address for 

Subject Premises-I. According to the term sheet, wo"uld borrow $20,000,000 

from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions tha- ;vas to acquire from 

23 Accordingly, this interest income--which should have been reported as such on Cohen's tax 

returns-is included herein in calculations of Cohen's true cash position. 
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Cohen. At'a price of $20 million for thirty-two taxi medallions, the proposed transaction valued 

each medallion as wo1th $625,000. The term sheet also contemplated a $1,265,913 pay-down of 

the principal balance of the loan. The term sheet made no mention of a $3.8 million payment from 

Cohen to · Jr any other form of payment or financial transaction between the patties. 

b. Additionally, an intemal Sterling credit memorandum, dated October 4, 2017, 

describing the terms of the Cohen-- ransaction and the new loan to did 

not mention any payments from Cohen to-lncluding a $3.8 million payment. The 

memoranclum al~b lrote·d-that-the~loan"amount-of-$20MM1ndicJ1,t~_a._$625M purchase price peF 

medallion" but "it is recognized that this is not in line with current mai·ket values." Indeed, 

according to an internal Sterling memorandum dated Febniary 5, 2018, in the month of January 

2018, taxi medallions sold for amounts ranging from$120,000 to $372,000. According to Sterling 

Employee-1 and Sterling Employee-2, they were never told that · agreed to a purchase 

pric~ of $625,000 in exchange for a lump sum payment from Cohen, or that Cohen would make 

any payment to 

c. On or about Januai-y 30, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 asked Cohen whether Cohen 

had a side agreement with - J pay a sum of money for entering into the 

medallion transaction. Sterling Employee-3 asked Cohen about such an ai-rangement because, 

according to Sterling Employee-3, the price that was paying for each medallion 

appeared to be well above the market price. Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he had no 

side agreement-and never had a side agreement-witl 

27. While Cohen and lid not disclose any payment from Cohen to 

1 communications with Sterling, it appears that such a payment was contemplated. 

Indeed, based on my review of records maintained by Getzel, and my participation in an interview 
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with Getzel, I have learned the following, in substance and in part, regarding the proposed side 

payment from Cohen to 

a. On or about September 19, 2017, Getzel pre_pared a memorandum for Cohen 

. entitled, "Sale of NYC Medallion Entities and Debt Assumption" (the "Getzel Memorandum"). 

The Getzel Memorandum summarized the proposed transaction between Cohen and 

in part, as follows: "Michael and Laura Cohen will transfer ownership of their 13 NYC medallion 

entities to a Buyer who will assume their bank indebtedness, upon the [Cohens'] paying down the 

debt portfolio ofihel3ehtitie's-by-$500;000 and-a-Gash-paymentto_the_B--1ly:er of $3,800,000."24 
··----------- - --

b. According to Getzel, Cohen told him the parameters of the deal, including the 

payment of $3,800,000 to but Getzel did not know where Cohen was going to obtain 

$3,800,000 to pay- As noted above, Cohen had more than $5,000,000 in cash and 

cash equivalents as of September 201 7, but had only disclosed in his September 2017 Financial 

Statement that he had $1.25 million in cash. 

28. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling (as well asMekose, the bank 

with the participating interest in the loans) and reports of interviews of representatives of Sterling 

(and Melrose), I have seen no evidence that Sterling, Melrose, or any other financial institution 

involved in the potential deal with Cohen and - was aware of the planned $3 .8 million 

side payment from Cohen to 

The Illegal Campaign Contribution Scheme 

29. The USAO and FBI are also investigating a criminal violation of campaign finance 

laws by Michael Cohen. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen made 

24 The reference to thhteen medallions appears to be an e1Tor by Getzel. · Cohen and his wife 

together owned sixteen corporations, which in turn owned 32 taxi medallions. 
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an excessive in-kind contribution to the presidential election campaign of then-candidate Donald 

Trump in the form of a $130,000 payment to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who was rumored 

to have had an extramarital affair with Trump, in exchange for her agreement not to disclose that 

alleged affair. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that this payment was intended 

to keep Clifford from making public statements about the rumored affair on the eve of the 2016 

presidential election, and thus constitutes a campaign contribution in excess of the applicable limit. 

30. From my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. In or around October 2011, there were rumors published on the gossip websites 

TheDirty. com that Trump had had an extramarital affair with Clifford, an adult film actress whose 

screen name is Stormy Daniels, in or around July 2006. In or about October 2011, Life & Style 

Magazine, a tabloid sold in supermarkets, also published an article, based on the report in 

TheDirty.com, alleging an affair had occurred between Trump and Clifford. Both Trump and 

Clifford, through their representatives, issued denials in response to the articles. 

b, Specifically, on or about October 11, 2011, Keith Davidson, who identified himself 

as Clifford's attorney, sent a cease and desist letter to TheDirty.com, demanding that the article 

regarding Trump and Clifford be removed from the website. Additionally, on or about October 

12, 2011, Cohen, who was then Executive Vice-President and Special Counsel to the Tmmp 

Organization, stated to El News that "[t]he totally untrue and ridiculous story ... emanated from 

a sleazy and disgusting website .... The Trump Organization and Donald J. Trump will be bringing 

a lawsuit ... [and] Mr, Trump and the Trump Organization would like to thank and commend 

Stormy Daniels and her attorneys for their honesty and swift actions." 

31. On or about June 16, 2015, Trump formally launched his 2016 presidential 

campaign. On or about May 4, 2016, Trump became the presumptive Republican Party nominee 
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for president, and on July 19, 2016, Trump officially became the nominee, Based on my review 

of public sources, I have learned that while it does not appear that Cohen had an official title as 

part of the Trump campaign, on multiple occasions Cohen made public statements on behalf of 

Trump or his campaign. For instance, on or about August 18, 2016, Cohen appeared on CNN to 

defend Tmmp's polling numbers. 

32. On or about October 7, 2016, The Washington Post published online a video and 

accompanying audio in which Trump referred to women in what the article described as ''vulgar 

----~--~-~--te1ms"•in a-2005-conversation-with-Billy-Bush,-who_w!ls_then th~_host of Access Hollywood. The 

following day, on October 8, 2016, Trump appeared in a video in which he stated, among other 

things, "I've said and done things I regret and words released today on this more than a decade old 

video are one of them. Anyone who knows me knows these words don't reflect who I am. I said 

it. I was wrong and I apologize." Based on my review of public sources, I also know that 

representatives of the Trump Campaign stated, in sum and substance, that the Access Hollywood 

comment was an old and isolated incident. 

33. Based on my review of public sources, including an article published 'in Slate 

magazine by a reporter who interviewed Clifford, I have learned that around this same time, in or 

about October 2016, Clifford was in discussions with ABC's Good Morning America show and 

Slate magazine, among other media sources, to provide these media outlets with her statement 

about her alleged relationship with Trump. According to the article in Slate, which the author 

based on conversations with Clifford over the telephone and by text message, Clifford wanted to 

be paid for her st01y or be paid by Trump not to disclose her accusation, As Cohen summarized 

ina 2018 email o~tained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants: "In October 2016, I was contacted 
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by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that news outlets, including ABC News, were pursuing the 2011 

story of an alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford." 

34. From my review of telephone toll records25 and information produced pursuant to 

the· iCloud W mrnnt and Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that in the days following the Access 

Hollywood video, Cohen exchanged a series of calls, text messages, and emails with Keith 

Davidson, who was then Clifford's attorney, David Pecker and Dylan Howard of American Media, 

Inc. ("AMI"), the publisher of the National Enqidrer,26 Trump, and Hope Hicks, who was then 

press secretm·y for Trump's presidential campaign. Based on th~ timing of these calls, and the 

content of the text messages and emails, I believe that at least some of these communications 

concerned the need to prevent Clifford from going public, particularly in the wake of the Access 

Hollywood story. In pmticular, I have learned the following: · 

a. On October 8, 2016, at approximately 7:20 p.m., Cohen received a call from Hicks. 

Sixteen seconds into the call, Trump joined the call, and the call continued for over four minutes.27 

Based on the toll records that the USAO has obtained to date, I believe that this was the first caII 

25 My attribution of ce1tain telephone numbers to ce1tain individuals as described in this 

affidavit is based on my review of the vCard (viitual contact file) and text messages obtained from 

Cohen's telephone pursuant to the iCloud_ Wm-rant. 
26 Pecker is President of AMI and, according to his own statements in publi~ rep01ts, a personal 

friend of Trump.· Howard is the chief content officer of AMI, who according to public records 

reports directly to Pecker. 
27 I believe that Tiump joined the call between Cohen and Hicks based on my review of toll 

records. Specifically, I know that a call was initiated between Cohen's telephone number and 

Trump's telephone number at the same time the records indicate that Cohen was talking to Hicks. 

After the Cohen-Trump caII was initiated, it lasted the smne period of time as the Cohen-Hicks 

call. Additionally, the toll records indicate a "-1" and then Trump's telephone number, which, 

based on my training and experience, means that the call was either transferred to Trmnp, or that 

Tlump was added to the call as a conference or three-way call pmticipant. In addition, based on 

my convernations with an FBI agent who has interviewed Hicks, I have learned that Hicks stated, 

in substance, that to the best of her recollection, she did not lem·n about the allegations made by 

Clifford until em·ly November 2016. Hicks was not specifically asked about this three-way call. 
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Cohen had received or made to Hicks in at least multiple weeks, and that Cohen and Trump spoke 

about once a month prior to this date - specifically, prior to this call on October 8, 2016, Cohen 

and Trump had spoken once in May, once in June, once in July, zero times in August, and twice 

in September. 

b. Approximately ten minutes after the call ended, Hicks and Cohen spoke again for 

about two minutes. 

c. At 7:39 p.m., immediately after the second cail with Hicks ended, Cohen called 

~--~---Davia-Peclce1·(as-noted-above,the-PresidentofAmedcanMe_dialn9_,, or AMI).and they connected 

for thirty seconds. Approximately four minutes later, Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for more than a minute .. Three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen received a call 

from Dylan Howard (as noted above, the Chief Content Officer of AMI), and they spoke for 

approximately a minute. According to toll records, it does not appear that Cohen and Howard 

spoke regularly prior to October 8, 2016, as it had been over a month since they had called each 

other. 

d. At 7:56 p.m., approximately eight minutes after his call with Howard ended, Cohen 

called Hicks and they connected for two minutes. At approximately the same time this call ended, 

Cohen received a call from Pecker, and they spoke for about two minutes. At 8:03 p.m., about 

three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen called Trump, and they spoke for nearly 

eight minutes. 

e. At 8:39 p.m. and 8:57 p.m., Cohen received calls from Howard and spoke to him 

for about fom and six minutes, respectively. At 9:13 p.m., about ten minutes after Cohen and 

Howard hung up from the second of these calls, Howard sent Cohen a text message that said: 

"Keith will do it. Let's reconvene tomorrow." Based on my involvement in this investigation, I 
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----------

believe that when Howard wrote "Keith," he was referring to Keith Davidson, the attorney for 

Stephanie Clifford. At 3 :31 a.m., now on October 9, 2016, Cohen sent Howard a text message in 

response that said: "Thank you." Eight minutes later, Cohen sent Howard a text message that said: 

"Resolution Consultants LLC. is the name of the entity I formed a week ago. Whenever you wake, 

please call my cell." 

f. The following day, on October 10, 2016, at l 0:58 a.m., Howard sent a text message 

to Cohen and Davidson, which stated: "Keith/Michael: connecting you both in regards to that 

business opportunfty.-Sfmke-to-the-client-this-AM-and-they-'re_c_on_firmecltc:l_J'.>X_()_c~ed with the 

oppmtunity. Thanks. Dylan. Over to you two." At 12:25 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

that stated: "Michael - if we are ever going to close this deal - In my opinion, it needs to be today. 

Keith." Davidson and Cohen then spoke by phone for about three minutes. Based on my 

participation in this investigation, I believe that when Howard wrote that the "client" was 

"confirmed to proceed with the oppmtunity," he was referring to Clifford's agreement in principle 

to accept money from Cohen in exchange for her agreement not to discuss any prior affair with 

then-candidate Trump.28 

g. Based on my review of records obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Wa11·ants, I 

know that on or about October 10~ 2016, Clifford and Davidson appear to have signed a "side ~etter 

agreement" that stated it was an exhibit to a "confidential settlement agreement and mutual 

release" between "Peggy Peterson" and "David Dennison.» The· purpose of the document, 

28 As set forth below, AMI was als·o involved in a payment to model Karen McDougal. 

However, because these communications were in close temporal proximity to the events involving 

the negotiation of a payment to Clifford, the execution of the agreement with Clifford, and the 

payment of money to Clifford, I believe that these communications were related to Clifford. 

Additionally, based on my review of public statements by McDougal, I have learned that she 

negotiated an agreement with AMI several months prior to these communications between Cohen 

and Pecker, Howard, and Davidson. 
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accoriling to the agreement, was to · define the "tme name and identity" of persons named by 

pseudonym in "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release." The side letter agreement 

specifies the identity of "Peggy Peterson" to be Clifford, but the space for "Dennison's" identity 

is blank. The agreement also includes a signature page for "Peterson," "Dennison," and their 

attorneys. The signature page is signed by "Peterson" and his attorney, Davidson, but the 

document is"' unsigned by "Dennison" and his attorney. Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe that Davidson sent Cohen this partially~signed "side letter agreement" in 

~------___ __,o=r-=d=er=--· .::..:to~f~cilitate the closing of a deal_between Davidson'-s client and Cohen or his client on 

October 10, 2016. 

35. It appears that on October 13, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen took steps 

to complete a transaction with Davidson, including attempting to open an account :from which 

Cohen could transfer funds to Davidson. Specifically, from my review of toll records, information 

obtained pursuant to the iCloud Wairnnt and Cohen Email Warrants, records maintained by First 

Republic, as well as my participation in interviews with First Republic employees, I have leained 

the following: 

a. On the morning of October 13, 2016, at 8:54 a.m., Cohen sent Pecker a text message 

that stated:·"I need to talk to you." At 9:06 a.m., Pecker sent a text message to Cohen that stated, 

''I called please call me back." The tolls between Cohen and Pecker do not show a telephone call 

between 8:54 a.m. and 9:06 a.m. However, based on my review of text messages, I have leai·ned 

that Cohen and Pecker communicate with each other over Signal, which is an encrypted 

communications cellphone application that allows users to send encrypted text messages and make 

encrypted calls. 
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b. At 9:23 a.m., Cohen sent an email that stated "call me" to First Republic Employee-

2. The email attached documents from the Secretary of State of Delaware indicating that Cohen 

had formed a limited liability company called "Resolution Consultants LLC" on September 30, 

2016. As noted above, "Resolution Consultants" is the name of the entity that Cohen had told 

Howard he had formed recently after Howard said Davidson would "do it." At 10 :44 a.m., Cohen 

called First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum and substance, that he needed an account 

in the name of "Resolution Consultants" opened immediately, and that he did not want an address 

ontfiecliecks writte11-out-ofthe-account-. bater-thatday,_anothel'_llIDP!9Y.~~-at First Republic __ t 
---------------------~-- --.t 

emailed Cohen account opening pape1work to complete. Cohen retumed the account opening 

documents partially completed, but failed to provide a copy of his driver's license or passp01t, and 

did not respond to the employee's question of how he wanted to fund the account. As a result, the 

account was never opened. 

c. On October 17, 2016, Cohen incorporated Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. 

That same day, he filed paperwodc to dissolve Resolution Consultants LLC. 

36. Despite these steps taken by Cohen, it appears that the negotiation between Cohen 

and Davidson was not progressing sufficiently fast enough for Davidson or his client, Clifford, 

and they threatened to go public with Clifford's allegations just days before the presidential 

election. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the 

iCloud Warrant; and public sources, I lmow the following: 

a. According to an article in The Washington Post, which quoted emails sent from 

Cohen's email account hosted by the Trump Organization, on October 17, 2016, Davidson emailed 

Cohen and threatened to cancel the aforementioned "settlement agreement" by the end of the day 
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if Cohen did not complete the transaction. 29 According to the article, Davidson sent Cohen a 

second email later in the day that stated in part, "Please be advised that my client deems her 

settlement agreement canceled and void." At 4:00 p.m. that day, Cohen called Davidson and they 

spoke for over five minutes. 

b. Cohen's 4:00 p.m. call with Davidson and/or Davidson's threats to cancel the 

"settlement agreement" appear to have touched off a flurry of communications about the settlement 

agreement and whether Clifford would go public. Specifically: 

i. :At-4:4-3-p;m.,Howard-senLCohena_te_X_Lmessage that state~: "Tm told --~ 

they're going with DailyMail. Are you aware?" One minute later, Cohen responded: "Call me." 

Based on my involvement in this investigation, I understand Howard's text to mean that he heard , 

that Clifford was going to take her story of an extramarital affair with Trump to the Daily Mail, a 

tabloid newspaper. 

ii. At 4:45 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for over two minutes. 

Moments later, Davidson and Cohen spoke for about two minutes. 

iii. At 5:03 p.m., Cohen attempted to call Trump, but the call only lasted eight 

seconds. This was Cohen's first call after he spoke with Davidson. 

iv. At 5:25 p.m., Cohen texted Howard, stating: "Well???" 

v. At 6:44 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text, stating: "Not taldng my 

calls." Cohen responded one minute later: "You're lddding. Who are you trying to reach?" 

Howard responded one minute later: "The 'agent."' Based on my involvement in this 

29 Due to the partially covert nature of the investigation to this date, the USAO has not requested 

documents from the Trump Organization or Davidson, and thus does not possess the email 

referenced in this article. · 
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investigation, I understand Howard's text messages to mean that he attempted to contact Davidson 

about the matter involving Clifford, but that Davidson was not taking Howard's calls, 

vi. At 6 :49 p.m., Cohen called Howard and they spoke for nearly four minutes. 

c. The following day, on October 18, 2016, TheSmokingGun.com, a website that 

publishes legal documents and mugshots, published an article called: "Donald Ttump and the Pom 

Superstar," which alleged that Trump had an extramarital affair with Clifford. However, the 

article noted that Clifford had declined to comment 

-------'{!J.-. --Gn-01'-about-October-25,-2016, the_c_ommunications be~~en_ Cohen, Davidson, 

Howard and Pecker picked up again, apparently concerning a transaction involving Clifford. 

Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

W aimnts and iCloud Warrant, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 25, 2016, at 6:09 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message stating: 

"Keith calling you urgently. We have to coordinate something on the matter he's calling you about 

or its [sic] could look awfully bad for everyone." One minute later, Davidson sent Cohen a text 

message stating "Call me." Cohen and Davidson called each other several times over the next half 

hour but appeai· not to have connected. At 6:42 p.m., Cohen and Davidson spoke for about eight 

minutes. At 7:11 p.m., they spoke for another two minutes, 

b. The next moming, on or about October 26, 2016, at 8:26 a.m., Cohen called Trump 

and spoke to him for approximately three minutes, At 8 :34 a.m., Cohen called Trump again and 

connected for a minute and a half. 

c. At approximately 9:04 a.m.-less than thirty minutes after spealdng with Trump-

Cohen sent two emails to the person who had incorporated Resolution Consultants and Essential 

Consultants for him, and stated "can you send me asap the filing receipt" and then, in the second 
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email, "fo1: Essential Consultants LLC." That person responded with the filing receipt two minutes 

later at 9:06 a.m. and with the ce1tification of fonnation 23 minutes later, at 9:27 a.m. 

d. Sh01tly after that, Cohen contacted First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum 

and substance, that he decided not to open an account in the name of "Resolution Consulting" and 

instead would be opening a real estate consulting company in the name of"Essential Consultants." 

Cohen told First Republic Employee-2 that he was at Trnmp Tower, and wanted to go to a First 

Republic branch across the street to open the account, so First Republic Employee-2 called First 

Republic-Empleyee~l--,----a-preferred_hankeLatJ:hatiranc_ll,_ 1l§_sist Cohen. At 11 :QQ a.m., First 
-----~ 

Republic Employee-1 called Cohen. I know from my participation in an interview with First 

Republic Employee-1, that around the time of the call he went to Cohen's office in Trump Tower-

on the same floor as the Trump Organization-and went through account operiing questions, 

including know your customer questions, with Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-

customer questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic 

Employee-1 entered into a fo1m-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening 

Essential Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting 

work, 'and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. 

Based, on my review of records obtained from First Republic, it appears that this account (the 

"Essential Consultants Account") was created at a time between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. 

e, At 1:47 p.m., Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for approximately two 

minutes. At approximately 1 :49 p.m., Davidson emailed Cohen wiring instructions for an attorney 

client trust account at_ City National Banlc. 

f. After the Essential Consultants Account was opened o·n October 26, 2016, Cohen 

transfeffed $131,000 from a home equity line of credit that Cohen had at First Republic to the 
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Essential Consultants Account. Following the transfer, at approximately 4:15 p.m. on October 26, 

2016, First Republic Employee-2's assistant emailed Cohen at his Trump Organization email 

address to tell him that the funds bad been deposited into the Essential Consultants Account. 

Cohen forwarded that email to the Cohen Gmail Account and then forwarded it to Davidson. 

g. At 6:37 p.m., Cohen asked Pecker by text message, "Can we speak? Imp01tant." 

Cohen called Pecker at 6:49 p.m. and connected for thirty seconds. At 6:57 p.m., Cohen sent 

Howard a text message, stating: "Please call me. Imp01tant." Cohen called Howard at 7:00 p.m. 

· and connectea-f01·abounlrii-ty-1reconds:-At--7:06-p.m.,Cohen-calledPe_ck(:}Lfl.gain and they spoke 1

1 

for nearly thirteen minutes. At 7:24 p.m., Howard sent a text message to Cohen that: "He said--------------( 

he'd call me back in 20 minutes. I told him what you are asking for his [sic] reasonable. I'll get 

it soited." Approximately an hour later, at 8:23 p.m., Howard told Cohen by text message to 

"check your Gmail for email from my private account." In an email sent at 8:23 p.m. by Howard 

to Cohen and Davidson, with the subject line "Confirmation," Howard stated, "Thank you both 

for chatting with me earlier. Confirming agreement on: - Executed agreement, hand-signed by 

Keith's client and returned via overnight or same-day FedEx to Michael, - Change of agreement 

to reflect the conect LLC, - Transfer of funds on Thursday AM to be held in escrow until receipt 

of agreement." After receiving that email, at approximately 8:27 p.m., Cohen asked Howard by 

text message, "Can you and David [Pecker] give me a call/' Howard promptly responded: "David 

is not around I think. I'll call." At 8:28 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for tlu·ee 

minutes. 

38. On October 27, 2016, Cohen made a payment to Davidson of $130,000-with the 

funds intended for Clifford-for the purpose of securing her ongoing silence with respect to the 

allegations that she had an extramarital affair with Trump. Specifically, based on my review of 
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toll records, bank records, and information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Wairnnt and Cohen 

Email Warrants, I have learned the following: 

a. At 9:47 a.m., Cohen sent Davidson an email, stating: "Keith, ldndly confum that 

the wire received today, October 27, 2016 shall be held by you in your attorney's trust account 

until such tin1e as directed for release by me; in writing. Additionally, please ensure that all 

paperwork contains the correct name of Essential Consultants LLC. I thank you in advance for 

your assistance and look fmward to hearing from you later." 

--- ---------- --b.-~Ai-approximately--10~01-a.m.,-according_tQ recgrg~ovided by Fil~ Republic 

Bank, Cohen completed paperwork to wire $130,000 from the Essential Consultants Account-

which had been funded a day prior from Cohen's home equity line of credit-to the attorney client 

trust account at City National Bank that Davidson had specified in the wiring instructions he sent 

to Cohen. The wire transfer was made shortly thereafter. 

c. At 10:02 a.m., Davidson responded to Cohen's email from 9:47 a.m., stating: "I 

confirm that I will wodc in good faith & that no funds shall be disbursed unless & until the plaintiff 

personally signs all necessa1y settlement paperwork, (the form of which will match the prior 

agreement). The settlement docs will name the correct corporation, (Essential Consultants LLC). 

Plaintiff's signature will be notat·ized and retumed to you via FedEx. Only after you receive FedEx 

will I disburse. Fair?" 

d. At 10:50.a,m., First Republic Employee-I sent Cohen an email confirming that the 

payment had been sent and providing him with the wire number. 

39. On October 28, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen finalized the transaction 

with Davidson. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pmsuant 

to the iCloud Warrant, public sources, and bank records, I know the following: 
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a. On October 28, 2016, at 11 :48 a.m., Cohen spoke to Trnmp for approximately five 

minutes. Beginning at 1:21 p.m., Cohen attempted a series of phone calls to Davidson, Pecker, 

and Howard throughout the day, although it appears he may only have connected with Howard. 

b. Later that day, at approximately 7:01 p.m., Davidson stated to Cohen by text 

message that "all is AOK. I should have signed, notarized docs on Monday. You should have 

them on Tuesday." Cohen thanked him and said "I hope we are good." Davidson responded, "I 

assure you. We are very good." Howard also texted Cohen at 7:08 p.m., "Keith [Davidson] says 

---- we are gooo.~"--Cohen-then-responded-'-'OK-'.'-to-Howard___and--'.'ExceHent" to Davidson. At 

approximately 10:30 p.m., Cohen spoke to Hicks for three minutes. 

c. On October 31, 2016, Cohen called Howard at 8:22 p.m. and they spoke for over 

three minutes. At 8:32 p.m., Cohen received text messages from both Howard and Davidson. 

Howard said: "You'll have pape1work tomorrow says KD." Davidson said: "We are AOK. You 

will be receiving a package tomorrow." Cohen responded "Thank you" to Howard and "Thanks 

Keith. Will call you then" to Davidson. From my involvement in this investigation, I believe 

Davidson was referring to a signed nondisclosure agreement when he told Cohen that he would 

receive a package. 

d. Based on my review of comt filings that became public in 2018, I have leamed that 

on or about October 28, 2016, "EC, LLC and/or David Dennison" entered into a "confidential 

settlement agreement and mutual release" with ''Peggy Peterson," pursuant to which "Peterson" 

agreed not to disclose ce1tain "confidential information pe1taining to [Dennison]" in exchange for 

$130,000. The agreement provided that "EC, LLC" would wire the funds to "Peterson's" attomey, 

who would then transfer funds to "Peterson." Cohen signed the agreement on behalf of "EC, 
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LLC." The agreement stated that the address for "EC, LLC," which was later referred to in the 

agreement as "Essential Consultants, LLC," was Cohen's residence. 

e. Consistent with the "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release," on or 

about November 1, 2016, Davidson transferred $96,645 from his attomey client trust account at 

City National Bank to a bank account in Clifford's name. The wire had the annotation "net 

settlement." On the same day, at approximately 9:48 a.m. Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

with a pictm-e of a FedEx delivery confirmation, stating that at approximately 9:09 a.m. a package 

shipped by Davidson the previous day had arrived for Cohen at his Trump Organization 
-------~"--

----------------· 

address. On the same day, at approximately 6:14 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen an email with an 

audio file attached and said "Give this a lesson [sic] and then call me." The audio attachment was 

titled "Stormy.mp3" and was a five-minute recording of Davidson interviewing Clifford about 

recent public allegations made by an adult film star named Jessica Drake regarding her alleged 

past affair with Trump; in the recording, Clifford explained the reasons she believed that Drake 

was not credible. Less than an hour later, ·at approximately 7:05 p.m., Cohen called Trump, but it 

appears that they did not connect. Cohen then called a telephone number belonging to Kellyanne 

Conway, who at the time was Trump's campaign manager. They did not connect. At 

approximately 7:44 p.m., however, Cohen received a return call from Conway, which lasted for 

approximately six minutes. 

40. On November 4, 2016,justthree days after the Clifford transaction was completed 

and just four days before the presidential election, the Wall Street Journal published an article 

all~ging that the National Enquirer had "Shielded Donald Trump" from allegations by Playboy 

model Karen McDougal that she and Trump had an affair. The a1ticle alleged that AMI had agreed 

to pay McDougal to bury her story. McDougal, like Clifford, had been represented by Davidson. 
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Based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants 

and iCloud Warrant, and public sources, it appears that Cohen spoke frequently to Davidson, 

Howard, Pecker, and Hicks around the time of this ru.iicle's publication-Just days before Election 

Day-about the imp01iance of preventing the McDougal and Clifford stories from gaining national 

traction. Specifically, I ~ave learned the following: 

a. Between 4:30 and 8:00 p.m. on November 4, Cohen communicated several times 

with Howard, Pecker and Davidson. For instance, at approximately 4:49 p.m., Cohen sent Howard 

------atextmessage-with-a-sereenshot-of-an-emaiLforwar_d~d to__him by another Trump Organization 
---~-----------: 

lawyer. The forwarded email was from a Wall Street Journal repmier, and asked for comment 

from Trump and/or the campaign on the story. Cohen also spoke with Hicks several times, 

including shmily before and/or after calls with Pecker, Howard and Davidson. Indeed, at 

·approximately 7:33 p.m., using two different cellphones subscribed to him, Cohen appears to-have 

been talking to Davidson and Hicks at the same time. 

b. At approximately 8:51 p.m., Cohen sent Howard a message, stating: "She's being 

really difficult with giving Keith a statement. Basically went into hiding and unreachable." One 

minute later, Howard responded: "I'll ask him again. We just need her to disappear." Cohen 

responded, "She definitely disappeared but refuses to give a statement and Keith cannot push her." 

At approximately 8:55 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text: "Let's let the dust settle. We don't 

want to push her over the edge. She's onside at present and we have a solid position and a plausible 

position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist." Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe Cohen and Howard were referring to Karen McDougal when they were 

discussing "she" and "her." Additionally, I believe Howard's statement that ''we have ... a 
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plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist" was a reference to the fact that 

AMI had given McDougal payments for her role as a purp01ted columnist for the company. 

c. At approximately 8:58 p.m. on November 4, 2016, Howard attempted to reassure 

Cohen about the effect of the f01thcoming Wall Street Journal a1ticle, texting, "I think it'll be ok 

pal. I think it'll fade into the distance." Cohen responded, "He's pissed." Howard wrote back, 

"I'm pissed! You're pissed. Pecker is pissed. Keith is pissed. Not much we can do." Based on 

my involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to Trump when he stated "he's 

pissed." Cohen asked Howard at approximately 9:00 p.m. how the Wall Street Journal could 
------ ----~----

publish its a1ticle if "everyone denies." Howard responded, "Because there is the payment from 

AMI. It looks suspicious at best." 

d. At approximately 9:03 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for two minutes. 

At approximately 9:11 p.m., Cohen called Howard and spoke to him for five minutes. At 

approximately 9:15 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for nearly seven minutes, Again, 

Cohen used different phones for these two calls, such that he appears to have been on both calls 

for about a minute of overlap. At appi-oximately 9:32 p.m., Cohen texted Pecker, "The boss just 

tried calling you. Are you free?" A minute later, Cohen texted Howard, "ls there a way to find 

David quicldy?" 

e. At approximately 9:50 p.m., the Wall Street Journal article was published online. 

Howard and Hicks both sent web links for the article to Cohen. Over the next half hour, Cohen 

and Howard exchanged several text messages commenting on how the story came across. The next 

morning on November 5, 2016, at approximately 7:35 a.m., Cohen textedHicks, "So far I see only 

6 stories. Getting little to no traction." Hicks responded, "Same. Keep praying!! It's working!" 

Cohen wrote back, "Even CNN not talking about it. No one believes it and if necessary, I have a 
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statement by Storm denying everything and contradicting the other porn stars statement. I wouldn't 

use it now or even discuss with him as no one is talking about this or cares!" Based on my 

involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was refening to the above~referenced recorded 

audio statement by Clifford that he obtained from Davidson, and was stating that such a statement 

could be used to influence potential negative media relating to Trump, but was unnecessary at that 

time. Based on a text message from Hicks to Cohen, I believe that later that morning, Pecker 

spoke to Trump. 

41. Onor aomifNovemoe1·8;-2016,"1'rump-w0n-the-election forPresident of the United 
~~---------- - --

States. 

42. On or about January 12, 2018, the Wall Street Journal first reported that Cohen 

arranged a payment to Clifford. On or about January 22, 2018, Common Cause, a government 

watchdog group, filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, alleging that Cohen had 

violated campaign finance laws by making the payment to Clifford. Based on my review public 

sources following that report, as well as emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

have learned the following: 

a. On or about January 23, 2018, the day after Common Cause filed its complaint, 

Cohen began emailing himself drafts of statements describing his payment to Clifford. 

Additionally, on January 23, 2018, Cohen emailed the following draft of that statement to an 

individual who appears to be writing a book on Cohen's behalf: 

In October 2016, I was contacted by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that 

news outlets, including ABC news, were pursuing the 2011 story of an 

alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford. Despite the fact that 

both parties had already denied the allegation, as Mr. Trump's longtime 

special counsel and protector, I took it upon myself to match the offer and 

keep the story from breaking. I knew the allegation to be false, but I am 

also a realist who understands that just because something is false doesn't 

mean that it doesn't create harm and damage. I could not allow this to 
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occur. I. negotiated a non-disclosme agreement with Ms. Clifford's 

counsel and tendered the funds. I did this through my Delaware LLC and 

transferred personal funds to cover the agreement. I was not reimbursed 

any monies from Mr: Trump, the Trump Organization, any thil:d party or 

the Presidential campaign. At no point did I ever advise Mr. Trump of my 

communications or actions regarding this agreement. As outlandish and 

unusual as this may appear, the Trumps have been like family to me for 

over a decade. It's what you do for family. 

(Emphasis added.) Based on my involvement in this investigation, I believe that the above email 

is an aclmowledgement that the allegation of the affair had existed for some time (" ... the 2011 

-------=-st:__::6ry ... "), but that Cohen was motivated to "keep the story from breaking" again in October 2016. 

-------------

b. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen said in a statement to The New York Times 

that "Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign was a party to the transaction with 

Ms. Clifford. The payment to Ms. Clifford was lawful, and was not a campaign contribution or a 

campaign expenditure by anyone." Cohen declined to answer follow-up questions including 

. whether Trump had been aware of the payment, why Cohen made the payment, or whether similar 

payments had been made to other people. 

c. On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen was asked by The New York Times whether 

Trump had reimbursed him, whether he and Trump had made any airnngement at the time of the 

payment, or whether he had made payments to other women. Cohen stated in response, "I can't 

get into any of that." On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen also stated to The Washington Post 

that: "In a private transaction in 2016, I used my owii. personal funds to facilitate a payment of 

$130,000 to Ms. Stephanie Clifford. Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign 

was a party to the transaction with Ms. Clifford, and neither reimbursed me for the payment, either 

directly or indirectly." 

43. On or about Mai·ch 9, 2018, Cohen stated to ABC News that "the funds were taken 

from my home equity line and transfel1'ed internally to my LLC account in the same bank." 
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44. Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, there is probable cause to believe that 

Cohen committed violations of the Campaign Finance Offenses by making an in-kind col)tribution 

fo Trump or the Tmmp campaign in the form of a $130,000 payment to Clifford on the eve of the 

election. Indeed, while he denies having given an unlawful contribution, in his own statements 

Cohen has admitted that he paid $130,000 of his "personal funds" to Clifford and that the payment 

occmTed less than two weeks before the election, as Trump was facing negative media allegations 

about his behavior toward women, even though allegations of an affair between Tmmp and 

----------------Glifford-existed since20-1-1-.-Inaddition,_the_communication records set fmth above make evident 

that Cohen communicated with members of the Tmmp campaign about his negotiation with 

Clifford's attorney and the need to preclude Clifford from making a statement that would have 

reflected negatively on the candidate in advance of the forthcoming election. 

C. Probable Cause Justifying Search of the Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

45. Based on the foregoing, my r·eview of records produced pursuant to subpoenas and 

the Cohen Email Warrants, and the iCloud Warrant, and my training and expedence, there is 

probable cause to believe that the Subject Premises and Subject Devices have been used in 

fu1therance of the Subject Offenses and are likely to contain instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits 

of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen permanently 

resides at Subject Premises-1 and, at least in pa1t, works at both Subject Premises-1 and Subject 

Premises-2, and that those locations contain evidence relating to the Sterling taxi medallion 

trnnsaction, Cohen's assets, Cohen's consulting work for Essential Consultants LLC, and his 

payment to Clifford. Additionally, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 

contains evidence of Cohen's assets and his payment to Clifford. Finally, there is probable cause· 

to believe that Subject Premises-4, in which Cohen is temporarily residing, contains electronic 
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devices, including SubjectDevice-1 arid SubjectDevice-2, which, in turn, contain evidence of the 

Subject Offenses, such as evidence relating to the Sterling taxi medallion transaction, Cohen's 

assets, Cohen's consulting work for Essential Consultants LLC, and his payment to Clifford. 

46. First, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen lives and operates his businesses, 

at least in part, at Subject Premises-1. Specifically, from my review of prope1ty records, I know 

that Michael Cohen and Laura Cohen own (in trust) Subject Premises-I. From my review of 

Cohen's tax returns, I know he lists his primary residence as Subject Premises-1. Additionally, 

---irom-my review of emaWrproduced-pursuant-to-the Gohen-EmaiLWarrants,_Llro0w that Cohen 

routinely refers to Subject Premises-I as his home. For example, on or about September 28, 2017 

and. October 6, 2017, Cohen emailed individuals that his home address is the address for Subject 

Premises-I. I also know from my review of emails that Cohen receives package delivery 

notifications that list Cohen's address as the address for Subject Premises-1. Cohen has also 

provided the address of Subject Premises-I as the address for Essential Consultants and Michael 

D. Cohen & Associates, P. C. For example, the ce1tificates of incorporation and account opening 

documents at First Republic for both entities list their addresses as the address for Subject 

Premises-1. See supra ,r,r 18 (b), 18 ( d). The consulting agreement between Essential Consultants 

and AT&T also indicated the address for Essential Consultants is the address for Subject Premises-

!. See supra if 19(c). 

47. There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I is likely to contain 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. Specifically, from my review of 

emails produced pursuant to subpoena and the Cohen Email Warrants and iCloud Warrant, as well 

as my training and experience, I know the following: 
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a. According to records maintained by Sterling, the address for all of Cohen's taxi 

medallion LLCs is the address for Subject Premises-I. See supra 1 16(c). Additionally, the 

medallion loan documents indicate that any mailings related to the loans should be sent to Subject 

Premises-I. See id Based on my training and experience, as well as my review of public sources, 

I know that individuals keep records of properties and assets in which they have ownership 

interests. Accordingly, I submit that Subject Premises-I likely contains evidence of Cohen's 

ownership of the taxi medallion LLCs, the revenue that those medallions generate, and the 

. transaction with Sterling in 2014 to re-finance the medallion loans that were then with Capital One 

Banl<. 

b. From my review of records maintained by Sterling, I also know that Sterling 

addressed documents relating to th, :rans action and Cohen's attempts to modify the 

·terms of the medallion loans to Subject Premises-I. For instance, Sterling addressed the 

transaction term sheet, see supra 116(1), and its demand letter and notice of default, see supra 1 

16(q), to Subject Premises-I. Accordingly, Subject Premises-I likely contains evidence 

concerning the transaction and Cohen's negotiations with Sterling. Some of those 

records-such as records relating to a payment from Cohen to · were concealed from 

Sterling and cannot be obtained via subpoena to Sterling. Additionally, even where documents 

were sent to Cohen by Sterling (and therefore are available from Sterling-via subpoena), the fact 

that they may be found in Subject Premises-I will be relevant to Cohen's possession or knowledge 

of the documents. 

c. From my review of records maintained by First Republic, I know that Cohen 

provided the address for Subject Premises-I as the mailing addresses for the Essential Consultants 

Account and J\/IDC&A Account. See supra ~118(6), 18(e). Accordingly, it is likely that Subject 
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Premises-I contains records relating to the Essential Consultants Account and J\IDC&A Account, 

including, among other things, account opening documents, bank statements, documents provided 

as part of the know-your-customer process, any notes made by Cohen when he was opening the 

accounts, wire transfer records, and canceled checks. Even where these records can be obtained 

from First Republic, the fact that they may be found in Subject Premises-I will be relevant to, 

among other things, Cohen's ownership of the accounts, or his knowledge of transactions or the 

existence of funds in accounts. 

- ---cr.-Based onmyTeviewofrecords-maintained by-CapitaLOne_B_a_nk,J'P l.3ank, Morgan 

Stanley, City National Bank, Signature Bank, and Bethpage Credit Union, I know that Cohen 

provided the address for Subject Premises-I as the mailing for his accounts at each of these 

financial institutions. Accordingly, it is likely that Subject Premises-I contains records relating to 

these accounts, including, among other things, bank statements that list account balances. The 

.existe_nce of these records in Subject Premises-I will be relevant to, among other things, Cohen's 

ownership of the accounts and his knowledge of the balances in these accounts. 

e. Additionally, Cohen may have records of other bank accounts or assets that were 

not disclosed to Sterling and are not presently known by law enforcement. For example, as 

described above, Cohen has received interest incorne since 2015 that he has not disclosed to 

Sterling or paid taxes on. Also, on Cohen's August 2014 Financial Statement, see supra ,r 16(e), 

he disclosed $10,000,000 in "investments in overseas entities."30 The value of these investments 

was omitted from subsequent financial statements. However, for the reasons outlined above, there 

is probable cause to believe that Cohen omitted the value of those investments from his 2017 

30 Based on n;iy participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-3, I have learned that 

Cohen told Sterling Employee-,3 that the reference to "investments in overseas entities" on his 

2014 Financial Statement was to serve merely as a "placeholder" for potential future investments. 
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financial statements in order to understate his assets. As Subject Premises-I is Cohen's primary 

residence and he uses Subject Premises-I as the mailing address for bank records, there is probable 

cause to believe that account statements for unknown bank accounts or assets concealed from 

Sterling are likely to be found in Subject Premises-1. 

f. Based on my review of records maintained. by AT&T and produced pursuant to the 

Cohen Email W mmnts, I know that the address Cohen provided to AT&T for Essential Consultants 

is the address for Subject Premises-I. See supra ,r 19(c). Therefore, there is probable cause to 

----~ieve that Su~ecrPremises..;-1----will--contain-evidence-concerning_the~QP~tion _2f__]3,ssential 
-------------·--~----·-

Consultants or money that Cohen received, through Essential Consultants, from AT&T. 

Additionally, because Cohen used the address for Subject Pre.mises-1 for at least one consulting 

an·angement involving Essential Consultants, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-I may contain records of other consulting arrangements that Cohen, th.rough Essential 

Consultants, has with other individuals or entities. 

g. Based on my review ofrecords maintained by Getzel's accounting firm, and emails 

produced pmsuant to the Cohen Email Wa1rnnts, I have learned_ that Getzel' s accounting firm sent 

documents to Subject Pre.mises-I and used the address for Subject Premises-I as the address listed 

on Cohen's personal and corporate tax returns. See supra ,r 16(n). For instance, on or about 

October 6, 2017, an employee at Getzel's accounting firm emailed Cohen that she had sent 

Cohen's September 2017 Financial Statement by FedEx to Cohen's attention. Accordingly, 

Cohen's tax re·cords are likely to be found in Subject Premises-I. 

h. Based on my review of bank records and publicly-available documents, I know that 

Cohen used $130,000 from a home equity line of credit on Subject Premises-I to pay Clifford. I 

also know that on the settlement and nondisclosure agreement between "Peggy Peterson" and "EC, 
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LLC," the address for Essential Consultants is Subject Premises-I. Accordingly, Subject 

Premises-I is likely to contain evidence of the Campaign Finance Offenses, including settlement 

and nondisclosure agreements, payment records, written and email correspondence, and records 

pertaining to the home equity line of credit. 

i. Based on my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants and 

iCloud Wru.rnnt, I know that Cohen used at least one Apple iPhone, an Apple iPad Mini, and a 

MacBook Pro to access his iCloud account. Based on rriy review of location records provided by 

--Apple -pursuant-to-the-iGloud-Warmnt,_Lkno:w~thaL~W1)11'0JliC devices linked to_ s iCloud 

account were used at Subject Premises-I to, among other things, place telephone calls and backup 

files to Cohen's iCloud account. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises- I contains electronic devices, including certain Apple products, that for reasons 

discussed below are likely to contain evidence of the Subject_Offenses. 

j. Based on my review of emails produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

understand that Subject Premises-1 recently sustained water damage to certain parts of the 

premises, and that Cohen has engaged contractors to pe1form certain remediation work on the 

premises. In addition, as set forth above, I believe that Cohen and his family are temporarily 

residing at Subject Premises-4 in the Loew's Regency Hotel, which is approximately two blocks 

from Subject Premises-1. However, based on my review of a wodc order sent to Cohen's email 

by a contractor, I understand that the first phase of the work order called for the contractor to ''Pack 

& Remove all items & furnishings in Living Room, Kitchen, Sons Room & Dining Room" and 

store them off-site. In addition, based on my review of drawings sent to Cohen by the contractor, 

it appears that the work is primru.·ily being done in these rooms. Thus, I believe that the 

construction -to the extent it is still ongoing - would not necessarily have caused Cohen to move 
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all documents or evidence responsive to the wairnnt out of Subject Premises-1, because it does not 

appeai· that work is being done to the pmtion of Subject Premises-I, such as a home office or 

Cohen's own room, where such documents or evidence would most likely be found.31 

48. Second, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen uses Subject Premises-2 as 

office space, and also that Subject Premises-2 contains ce1tain electronic devices. Specifically, 

from my review of the "strategic alliance agreement" between Squire Patton Boggs and Cohen, 

and my review of the press release on Squire Patton Boggs's website, I know that Cohen has an 

---· -offiGe-at-SubjectJ:>remisesc-2._See supra ~~_ll_(Q), 19(~). Indeed, L~~".e leained that pursuant to 

Cohen's agreement with the law firm, he has "dedicated and segregated office space" in Squfre 

Patton Boggs's offices on the 23rd floor of 30 Rockefeller Plaza, and that the space is "physically 

separate" from the firm's offices and has "locked doors and its own locked file cabinets." See 

supra 'if I9(e). Additionally, I lmow that under the terms of the agreement, Cohen agreed to 

"arrange for [his] own computer server system that is not connected to [Squire Patton Boggs's] 

computer network system." I lmow from my participation in an interview with Getzel, who met 

Cohen at SubjectPremises-2 in 2017, that Subject Premises-2 is an office with a door, it appears 

to be used only by Cohen, and it contains, among other things, a computer and paper files. 

According to Getzel, when Getzel saw Cohen at Subject Premises-2, he had two cellular 

telephones in Subject Premises-2. I also know from my review of emails produced pursuant to the 

Cohen Email Warrants that Cohen uses the address for Subject Premises-2 in the, signature block 

31 As noted below, based on my training and experience, I believe that individuals who travel or 

stay in hotels for short-term periods commonly bring some item~ with them, such as portable 

electronic devices or sensitive items, meaning that Cohen has likely taken some evidence from 

Subject Premises-1 to Subject Premises-4. Neve1theless, given the temporary nature of Cohen's 

stay at Subject Premises-4 and the scope of the work being done at Subject Premises-I, i believe 

it is unlikely that Cohen has taken all evidence that would be subject to seizure out of Subject 

Preinises-1. 
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on his emails. Based on my review of notes of a call between Cohen and First Republic Employee-

2 (which notes were taken by another First Republic employee, who was participating in the call 

and taking notes), I know that, on or about November 15, 2017, Cohen told First Republic 

Employee-2 that he had a new office at 30 Rock. Moreover, I know from an article in Vanity Fair 

published on or about Febrnary 14, 2018, that Cohen was interviewed by the magazine in Subject 

Premises-2 in or aboutFebrnary 2018. 

49. There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 is likely to contain 

---instrnmentalities,evidence,and fruits_of_the_S:ubjec.rt Offenses, Specificall~f~()m my revie"'.:~~--

emails produced pursuant to subpoena and the Cohen Email Warrants and iCloud Warrant, as well 

as my trnining and experience, I know the following: 

a. According to records maintained by Sterling, when Cohen was emailing with 

Sterling Employee-3 in 2018 about a modification to his. existing loan from Sterling, Cohen listed 

his address in his email as the address for Subject Premises-2. See supra ,r 16(t), 16(u). 

Accordingly, Subject Premises-2 likely contains evidence concerning Cohen's loan modification 

negotiations with Sterling. 

b, Based on my review of records obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that the address Cohen provided to KAI and BTA for Essential Consultants is the address 

for Subject Premises-2. See szpra ,r,r 19(a), 19(b). Therefore, th.ere is probable cause to believe 

that Subject Premises-2 will contain evidence concerning the operation of Essential Consultants 

or money that Cohen received, through Essential Consultants, from KAI and BTA, among other 

entities with which Cohen had a consulting arrangement. Additionally, based on my review of 

emails sent in 2018 that were obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I know that Cohen 

continues to enter into consulting arrangements th.rough Essential Consultants, and agreements 
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relating to those arrangements indicate that Essential Consultants is located at Subject Premises-

2. Additionally, because Cohen used the address for Subject Premises-2 for multiple consulting 

arrangements involving Essential Consultants, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-2 may contain records of other unknown consulting a1rnngements that Cohen has with 

other individuals or entities. 

c. Based on my review ofrecords maintained by Getzel's accounting firm, and emails 

produced pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, as well as my participation in an interview with 

Getzel, I have learnea.tnarGetzel-visited-Subjeet-Premises-2-tomeeLwith_C~n about hi~ taxes. 

I 

·------------

See supra 120(a). At that meeting, Getzel discussed with Cohen whether Cohen should disclose 

Essential Consultants on his personal financial statement to banks. According, there is probable 

cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 will contain evidence relating to Cohen's taxes, or notes 

of his conversation with Getzel. Moreover, the fact that Cohen used Subject Premises-2 for a 

meet.ing regarding his personal financial matters provides probable cause to believe that documents 

and information regarding his fmances will be found in Subject Premises-2. 

d. Based on my participation in an interview with Getzel, l lmow that Cohen maintains 

a computer in Subject Premises-2. From my review of IP data produced pursuant to a subpoena 

and pen register to Google, it appears that Cohen is logging into his Gmail account from Subject 

Premises-2. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-2 contains 

electronic devices, that for reasons discussed below ate likely to contain evidence of the Subject 

. Offenses. 

e. Based upon my training and experience, I have learned that individuals who 

maintain businesses typically keep records relating to the business-such as contracts with clients 

and records of payments-at the business' identified location. I am not aware of any addresses 
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associated with Essential Consultants other than Subject Premises-} and Subject Premises-2. 

Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I and Subject Premises-2 

will contain business records for Essential Consultants. 

50. Third, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 is likely to contain 

instrumentalities, evidence, and fruits of the Subject Offenses. In particular: 

a. As noted above, Cohen has two bank accounts at TD Bank. In or about November 

2017, as Cohen was receiving substantial income from consulting work-which he did not disclose 

to Sterling-Co lien openecttne-safety-deposit-boxat-TD-Bank,-which_isS:ttbjectPremises-3. In 

light of the aforementioned evidence that Cohen conceals assets, including assets at TD Bank, 

there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 contains financial assets, objects of value 

and/or documents relating to such assets or objects of value that Cohen ·likely did not disclose to 

Sterling. Indeed, based on my training and experience, I am aware that people often conceal 

valuable items in safety deposit boxes. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Subject 

Premises-3 will contain evidence of the Bank Fraud Offenses. 

b, In addition, based on my review of records produced by TD Bank, I know that 

Cohen has accessed the vault in which Subject Premises-3 is stored o·n two occasions. The first 

such occasion was on November 10, 2017. Cohen signed into the vault at approximately 5:35 and 

out of vault at approximately 5:39 on that date.32 Based on my review ?ftoll records, I know that. 

Cohen's first call after he signed out of the safety deposit box- approximately 45 minutes later-

was to Keith Davidson. Specifically, at 6:25 p.m. Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for less 

than a minute; three minutes later, Davidson called Cohen back and they spoke for approximately 

32 The entry in the bank's log book does not specify whether this is A.M. or P .M. However, I infer . 

that it is P .M., because it is unlikely that the bank would have been open at 5 :35 and 5 :39 a.m. 
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22 minutes. The second such occasion was on February 2, 2018, which is dming the time period 

numerous media reports about Cohen's payment to Clifford were being published, and is one day 

after it appears that Cohen's family moved into Subject Premises-4, as set forth above. The timing 

of Cohen's two visits to the vault-one shortly before a call to Keith Davidson and the other m·ound 

the time that Cohen came under media scrutiny in connection with the payment to Davidson's 

client- gives rise to probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-3 will contain evidence of the 

Campaign Finance Offenses, such as documents relevant to th'e Cohen's dealing with Keith 

Davidson and the~_paymenno Clifford;-including-documents 01~evidenc_e_that Cohen did not want 
--·~-~------

to leave in his apartment where construction workers would be present. 33 

51. Based on my review of emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants and 

cell phone location information, I believe that Cohen is temporm-ily residing in Subject Premises-

4. See supra ,r,r 3(d). There is also probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-4 contains 

instrumentalities and evidence of the Subject Offenses, including, the following: 

a. As described above, it appem·s that Cohen moved to Subject Premises-4 on or about 

February 1, 2018, at which time numerous media reports about Cohen's involvement in the 

payment to Clifford were being published. See supra ,r,r 3( d). During this time same period, 

Cohen was frequently c01Tesponding with the media and sent himself and others statements about 

his involvement in the payment to Clifford. See supra ,r,r 42(a)-(c). Thus, there is probable cause 

that Cohen took at least some documents and evidence relating to the Clifford payment with him 

to Subject Premises-4, in order to reference and consult them in connection with these statements. 

33 As noted above, Subject Premises-3 is approximately five inches by ten inches. Accordingly, I 

do not believe that it would fit a large volume of hard copy documents; however, a small number· 

of hard-copy documents, or a large volume of documents contained on a flash drive or other 

_portable storage device, wou1d fit in Subject Premises-3. 
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b. As described above, at the time Cohen moved to Subject Premises-4, he was also 

in the midst of ongoing negotiations with Sterling regarding the refinancing of his medallion debts. 

For example, on January 30, 2018, Cohen had a lengthy phone call with Sterling Employee-3 about 

his finances and the proposed restructuring, and on Februa1y 1, 2018, Cohen sent an email to 

Sterling Employee-3 claiming that he did not have more than $1.25 million in cash. See supra 

16(u). Thus, there is probable cause that Cohen took at least some documents and evidence relating 

to his ongoing negotiations with Sterling with him to Subject Premises-4, in order to reference and 

-----~---
consult them in connectionwitntnese negotiations;---------- ___ _ 

c. As described above, Cohen used at least one Apple iPhone, an Apple iPad Mini, 

and a MacBook Pro to access his iCloud account, and these ele.ctronic devices linked to Cohen's 

iCloud account were used at Subject Premises-1 - Cohens' permanent residence - to place 

telephone calls and backup files to Cohen's iCloud account. See supraim 47(i). Although Cohen's 

stay at Subject Premises-4 is temporary, based on my training and experience I know that 

individuals who travel or stay in hotels for shmt-term periods commonly bring potiable electronic 

devices with them, such as cellular phones, tablets, or laptops. Accordingly, there is probable 

cause to believe that Subject Premises-4, where Cohen currently appears to be residing, contains 

electronic devices, including Subject Device-I, Subject Device-2, and/or certain Apple products, 

that for the reasons discussed herein are likely to contain evidence of the Subject Offenses, 

d. Moreover, as set fo1ih above, based on cellphone location information I know that 

Subject Device-1 and Subject Device-2 were in the vicinity of Subject Premises-4 as recently as 

this moming (April 8, 2018). As set fotih above, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen 

used the Subject Devices in futiherance of the Subject Offenses, including to communicate with 

Sterling employees regarding the medallion transaction, with First Republic employees regarding 
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. the Essential Consultants Account, with his accountant regarding his finances, and with 

individuals, such as Davidson, Howard and Pecker, involved in the $130,000 paymentto Clifford. 

52. Although Cohen appears to be residing cutTently in Subject Premises-4, it is 

unknown whether Cohen will be physically present within Subject Premises-4 at the moment the 

warrant sought herein are executed. If Cohen is within Subject Premises-4 at that moment, Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2-his cellphones -will likely also be within Subject Pre1;11ises-4. 

If Cohen is not within Subject Premises-4 at that moment, the devices will likely be on his person, 

---~~-~·~- wherever he is-Iocated~Ewhich,based on location_data_foLSubject Device- I and Subj_e()!J)evice-2 
----

as recently as today, is likely to be in the South em District of New York). As such, this warrant 

seeks separate authority to seize Subject Device-I and Subject Device-2, in the event that those 

devices are not located within Subject Premises-4 ( or another Subject Premises) at the moment the 

warrants sought herein are executed. 

D. Probable Cause Justifying Search ofESI 

53. Based on the foregoing, there is probable cause to believe that Subject Premises-I, 

Subject Premises-2 and Subject Premises-4 contain electronic devices that are likely to contain 

evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses (and, as set fo1th above, that Subject 

Device-I and Subject Device-2 are themselves electronic devices that are likely to contain 

evidence of the Subject Offenses). Specifically, based on my review of information produced 

pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, the iCloud Warrant, and subpoenas, as well as pen register 

data, I submit that there is probable cause that Subject Premises-1 contains an Apple iPad Mini, a 

MacBo.ok Pro, and has, at various time.s, contained Apple cellphones; similarly, there is probable 

cause that Subject Premises-2 contains a computer and has, at various times, contained Apple 
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cellphones, These devices are likely to include evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the 

Subject Offenses for the following reasons: 

a. As described throughout this affidavit, Cohen used email to send and receive 

communications related to the Subject Offenses. In particular, Cohen used email to send and 

receive communications with Sterling, First Republic, Getzel, the entities to which he is providing 

consulting services, Davidson, and Howard, among others. While some of these emails have 

already been obtained via subpoenas and search warrants, I lmow from my training and experience 

. 
. 

--- ---lliarinoivia.ua:Is-can-and-do-delete-'emails-fromtheklnternei':_based_ inbo]C~lJ_:t:t!_!ftain ~pies of 

those emails on their hard drives. I also lmow that individuals often have multiple email accounts, 

some of which may not be known to law enf orcem.ent, and as a result electronic devices can be a 

unique repository of all emails relevant to ce1tain Subject Offenses. Indeed, from my involvement 

in this i1;-vestigation, I lmow that Cohen had an email account with the Tlump Organization, but 

the USA O and FBI have not been able to obtain the contents of that account to date. Thus, emails 

relevant to the Subject Offenses are likely stored on electronic devices in Subject Premises-I, 

Subject Premises-2 and/or Subject Premises-4. 

b. Additionally, SubjectPremises-1, Subject Premise-2 and SubjectPremises-4 likely 

contain electronic copies of documents relevant to the Subject Offenses. Indeed, I lmow from my 

training and experience that individuals often retain copies of impo1tant documents on their 

computers or other electronic devices capable of storing information, including cellphones (such 

as the Subject Devices) and tablets. Here, there are a number of documents that Cohen has likely 

retained that will be relevant to the Subject Offenses, For example, electronic devices may include 

documentation of Cohen's true net worth, a listing of his assets, an accounting of his available 
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cash, consulting agreements with third parties, and documentation of his payment to Clifford, 

among other evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

c. Third, I know from my review of emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants that Cohen sent up online banking with First Republic. Based on my training and 

experience, I know that individuals who set up online banking often receive electronic notices 

concerning financial transactions and, on occasion, save records of their financial transactions to 

their d~vices. Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen's electronic devices 

contain evidence ofEiaiil(ing activity,--'mclu:dingtheexistence ofbankaccounts_or assets that Cohen 
--···~-------

did not disclose to Sterling or Melrose. 

d. Fourth, from my review of records produced by Apple, I know that Cohen 

communicates using text message as well as encrypted communications applications. These 

applications that Cohen has downloaded onto a phone include, but are not limited to, WhatsApp, 

Signal, and Dust. I know from my review of toll records and text messages that, in particular, 

Cohen communicated with Pecker using these encrypted applications. Accordingly, there is 

probable cause to believe that Cohen's cellphones -the Subject Devices -will contain encrypted 

messages that are not otherwise accessible relating to the Subject Offenses. 

54. Based on my training and experience, I know that individuals who engage in 

financial crimes commonly use computers to communicate with co-conspirators, keep financial 

ledgers, and retain fraudulent documents. As a result,· they often store data on their computers 

related to their illegal activity, which can include logs of online or cellphone-based "chats" with 

co-conspirators; email correspondence; contact information of co-conspirators, including 

telephone numbers, email addresses, and identifiers for instant messaging and social medial 

accounts; .bank account numbers; and/or records of uses of funds. 
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55. Based on my training and experience, I also know that, where computers are used 

in furtherance of criminal activity, evidence of the criminal activity can often be found months or 

even years after it occurred. This is typically true because: 

• Electronic files can be stored on a hard drive for years at little or no cost and users thus 

have little incentive to delete data that may be useful to consult in the future. 

• Even when a user does choose to delete data, the data can often be recovered months 

or years later with the appropriate forensic tools. When a file is "deleted" on a home 

computer, the data contained in the file does not actually disappear, but instead remains 

on the hard drive, in "slack space," until it is overwritten by new data that cannot-be 

___ ______,s=tored elsewhere on the computer. Similarly, files that have been viewed on the Internet 

are generally-ciownloadeainto a-tempora1.ylnternet-direct01y-01'--'-'eache,:'-.whichjs_only_ ______________ , 

overwritten as the "cache" fills up and is replaced with more recently viewed Internet 

pages. Thus, the ability to retrieve from a hard drive or other electronic storage media 

depends less on when the file was created or viewed than on a pmticular user's 

operating system, storage capacity, and computer habits. 

• In the event that a use1: changes computers, the user will typically transfer files from 

the old computer to the new computer, so as not to lose data. In addition, users often 

keep back.ups of their data on electronic storage media such as thumb drives, flash 

mem01y cards, CD~ROMs, or p01table hard drives. 

56. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully submit there is probable cause to believe that 

Cohen engaged in the Subject Offenses, and that evidence of this criminal activity is likely to be 

found in the Subject Premises, on computers and electronic media found in the Subject Premises, 

and on the Subject Devices. In particulae, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject 

Premises and Subject Devices will contain evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of 

the Subject Offenses, as more fully described in Section II of Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F to 

the proposed warrants, including the following: 

a. Evidence necessmy to establish the occupancy or ownership of the Subject 

Premises, including without limitation, utility and telephone bills, mail envelopes, addressed 

correspondence, bank statements, identification documents, and keys. 

2017.08.02 

6. Evidence relating to Sterling, Melrose, and/or taxi medallions. 
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c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any inter~st in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including tc and/or entities associated with him. 

d. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

e. Eviden,ce relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any otner individuals-in-conneetion:-with£ssentiaLC_QJJ.SJ!li~ts. -------· 

f. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

g. Evidence relating to Cohen's net w01th, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records. 

h. Evidence relating to agreements, l.oans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cohen and md any payments by Cohen. 

i. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

j. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 
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k. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, American Media, Inc., 

David Pecker,. and/or Dylan Howard apout Donald Trump, the. Trump Campaign, Stephanie 

Clifford, and/or Karet;t McDougal. 

I. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trnmp Campaign. 

m. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving Trump 's-relationsl:iip-hrt11e-run-up-to0the-ele0tion. --- ---

n. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

o. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

p. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

q. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 

that fmancial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the somce of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

fmancial transactions involving that financial institution; 

r. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

III. Procedures for Searching ESI 

A. Execution of Warrant for ESI 

57. Federal Rule of Criminal Pmcedure 41(e)(2)(B) provides that a wan"ant to search 

for and seize property "may authorize the seizlil'e of electronic storage media or the seizure or 
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copying of electronically stored information ... for later review." Consistent with Rule 41, this 

application requests authorization to seize any computer devices and storage media and transport 

them to an appropriate law enforcement facility for review. This is typically necessary for a nmnber 

of reasons: 

• First, the volume of data on computer devices and storage media is often impractical 

for law enforcement personnel to review in its entfrety at the search location. 

• Second, because computer data is particularly vulnerable to in~dvertent or intentional 

modification or destruction, computer devices are ideally examined in a controlled 

--- ----~ _ environment, such as a law enforcement laborat01y, where trained personnel, using 

specialized software, can mal~a-forensic-copy-of-the..:_gtorage_media that can be 

subsequently reviewed in a manner that does not change the underlying data. 

• Third, there are so many types of computer hardware and software in use today that it 

can be impossible to bring to the search site all of the necessary technical manuals and 

specialized personnel and equipment potentially required to safely access the 

underlying computer data. 

• Fourth, many factors can complicate and prolong recovery of data from a computer 

device, including the increasingly common use of passwords, enc1yption, or other 

features or configurations designed to protect or conceal data on the computer, which 

often take considerable time and resources for forensic personnel to detect and resolve. 

58. As discussed herein, Squire Patton Boggs is a functioning law firm that conducts 

legitimate business unrelated to Cohen's commission of the Subject Offenses. Subject Premises~ 

2 is an office located inside of Squire Patton Boggs's New York office. In order to e~ecute the 

warrant in the most reasonable fashion, law enforcement personnel will attempt to investigate on 

the scene of what computers or storage media,. if any, must be seized or copied, and what computers 

or storage media need not be seized or copied. Law enforcement personnel will speak with Squire 

Patton Boggs personnel on the scene as may be appropriate to dete1mine which files and electronic 

devices within Subject Premises-2 belong to or were used by Cohen. While, based on the 

foregoing, it does not appear that Cohen shared electronic devices or a server with Squire Patton 

Boggs, where appropriate, law enforcement personnel will copy data, rather than physically seize 
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computers, to reduce the extent of any disruption of Squire Patton Boggs's operations. If, after 

inspecting the seized computers off-site, it is determined that some or all of this equipment is no 

longer necessary to retrieve and preserve the evidence, the Government will return it. 

59. Additionally, because Cohen is an attorney, and claims to serve as a personal 

attorney for Trnmp, the review of evidence seized from the Subject Premises and Subject Devices 

will be conducted pursuant to established screening procedures to ensure that the law enforcement 

personnel involved in the investigation, including attorneys for the Government, collect evidence 

in a manner reason~ly-designed to protecfifny-attorney.'"Client-01~othernpplicable_p:r:hdlege,_ ~h~L . i
1 

--------------)! 

appropriate, the procedures will include use of a designated "filter team," separate and apait from 

the investigative team, in order to review potentially privileged communications and dete1mine 

which communications to release to the investigation and prosecution team. 

B. Accessing ESI on the Subject Devices 

60. As described above, the Subject Devices are both Apple brand devices. 

61. I know from my training and experience, as well as from information found in ,, 

publicly available materials including those published by Apple, that some models of Apple 

devices such as iPhones and iPads offer their users the ability to unlock the device via the use of a 

fmgerprint or thumbprint (collectively, "fingerprint") in lieu of a numeric or alphanumeric 

passcode or password. This feature is called Touch ID. I also know that the Apple iPhone X offers 

its users the ability to unlock the device via t4e use of facial recognition (through infrai·ed and 

visible light scans) in lieu of a numeric or alphanumeric passcode 01· password. This feature is 

called Face ID. 

62. If a user enables Touch ID on a given Apple device, he or she can register up to 5 

fingerprints that can be used to unlock that device. The user can then use any of the registered 
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fingerprints to unlock the device by pressing the relevant finger(s) to the device's Touch ID sensor, 

which is found in the round button ( often referred to as the "home" button) found at the bottom 

center of the front of the device. If a user enables Face ID on a given Apple device, he or she can 

unlock the device by raising the iPhone to his or her face, or tapping the screen. In my training 

and experience, users of Apple devices that offer Touch ID or Face ID often enable it because it is 

considered to be a more convenient way to unlock the device than by entering a numeric or 

alphanumeric passcode or password, as well as a more secure way to protect the device's contents. 

63. In some circumstances, TouclfIDor-F ace-IDcannot~be-used-to unlock a~d_evice that ---

has either security feature enabled, and a. passcode or password must be used instead. These 

circumstances include: (1) when the device has just been turned on or restaited; (2) when more 

than 48 hours has passed since the last time the device was unlocked; (3) when the passcode or 

password has not been entered in the last 6 days, and the device has not been unlocked via Touch 

ID in the last 8 hours or the device has not been unlocked via Face ID in the last 4 hours; (4) the 

device has received a remote lock command; or ( 5) five unsuccessful attempts to unlock the device 

via Touch ID or Face ID ai·e made. 

64. T~e passcodes or passwords that would unlock the Subject Devices m·e not known 

to law enforcement. Thus, it will likely be necessary to press the fingers of the user of the Subject 

Devices to the devices' Touch ID sensor, or hold the Subject Devices in front of the user's face to 

I 

activate the Face ID sensor, in an attempt to unlock the devices for the putpose of executing the 

search authorized by this warrant. Attempting to unlock the relevant Apple devices via Touch ID 

with the use of the fingerprints of the user, or via Face ID by holding the device in front of the 

user's face, is necessaiy because the government may not otherwise be able to access the data 

contained on those devices for the purpose of executing the search authorized by this warrant. 
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65. Based on these facts and my training and experience, it is likely that Cohen is the 

user of the Subject Devices, and thus that his fingerprints are among those that are able to unlock 

the Subject Devices via Touch ID or his face is able to unlock the Subject Devices via Face ID. 

66. Although I do not know which of a given user's 10 fingerprints is capable of 

unlocking a particular device, based on my training and experience I know that it is common for a 

user to unlock a Touch ID~enabled Apple device via the finge1prints on thumbs or index fingers. 

In the event that law enforcement is unable to unlock the Subject Devices as described above 

within the five attempts permittecroy Toucli-ID~tlris-will-sirnply result-in-the-de:vkeJ:~q11-iring the_ 

entry of a password or passcode before it can be unlocked. 

67. I also know from my training and experience, and my review of publicly available 

materials published by Apple that Apple brand devices, such as the Subject Devices, have a feature 

that allows a user to erase the contents of the device remotely. By logging into the Internet, the 

user or any other individual who possesses the user's account information can take steps to 

completely wipe the contents of the device, thereby destroying evidence of criminal conduct, along 

with any other information on the device, The only means to prevent this action is to disable the 

device's ability to connect to the Internet immediately upon seizure, which requires eithei' access 

to the device itself to alter the settings, or the use of specialized equipment that is not consistently 

available to law enforcement agents at every a11'est. 

68. Due to the foregoing, I request that the Court authorize law enforcement to press 

the fingers (including thumbs) of Cohen to the Touch ID sensors the Subject Devices, or hold the 

Subject Devices in front of Cohen's face, for the purpose of attempting to unlock the Subject 

Devices via Touch ID or Face ID in order to search the contents as authorized by this warrant. 
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C. Review of ESI 

69. Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation 

of forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement 

officers and agents,_ and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and 

related proceedings, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel 

assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical expe1ts under government 

control) will review the ESI contained therein for info1mation responsive to the wanant. 

----------- -----.C70-. -----Jtrconducting-this-review,law-enforcement p_e _ _rsonnel may_ us~ y~ri()US techniques 

to dete1mine which files or other ESI contain evidence or fmits of the Subject Offenses. Such 

techniques may include, for example: 

• surveying directories or folders and the individual files they contain (analogous to 

looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 

believed to contain pe1tinent files); 

• conducting a file-by-file review by "opening" or reading the first few "pages" of such 

files in order to determine their precise contents (analogous to performing a cursory 

examination of each document in a file cabinet to determine its relevance); 

• "scanning" storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted data or 

deliberately hidden files; and 

• pe1f01ming electronic keyword searches through all electronic storage areas to 

determine the existence and location of data potentially related to the subject matter of 

the investigation34; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 

other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

34 Keyword searches alone are typically inadequate to detect all relevant data. For one thmg, 

keyword searches work only for text data, yet many types of files, such as images and videos, do 

not store data as searchable text. Moreover, even as to text data, there may be information properly 

subject to seizure but that is not captured by a keyword search because the information does not 

contain the keywords being searched. 
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71. Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable effo1ts to restrict their search to 

data falling within the categories of evidence specified in the warrant. Depending· on the 

circumstances, however, law enforcement personnel may need to conduct a complete review of all 

the ESI from seized devices or storage media to evaluate its contents and to locate all data 

. responsive to the wan·ant. 

D: Return of ESI 

72. If the Government determines that the electronic devices are no longer necessary 

---------
to retrieve and preserve the data, and the~aevices tfiemselves-arenot·subject-to-seizure-pursuantto .. __ _ 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(c), the Govemment will return these items, upon request. 

Computer data that is encrypted or unreadable will not be returned unless law enforcement 

personnel have determined that the data is not (i) an instrumentality of the offense, (ii) a fruit of 

the criminal activity, (iii) contraband, (iv) otherwise unlawfully possessed, or (v) evidence of the 

Subject Offenses. 
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IV. Conclusion and Ancillary Provisions 

73. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request the court to issue a warrant to seize 

the items and information specified in Attachments A, B, C, D, E and F to this affidavit and to the 

Search and Seizure Warrants. 

74. In light of the confidential nature of the continuing investigation, I respectfully 

request that this affidavit and all papers submitted herewith be maintained under seal until the 

Comt orders otherwise. 

Sworn to before me on 
8th day of April, 2018 

Ii \-\-c" ~i S. ~;tn~~ 
ON. HENR B. PITMAN 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 

2017.08.02 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
· forthe 

Southem District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, 
New York, New York 10065, and any closed 

containers/items contained therein, See Attachment D 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

------------------------'--~SEARGH~AND-SEIZURE_WARRAl~lT .... _------------------""+--

I
';·.·_ 

To: · Any authorized law enforcement officer 

- An appliciiticinoyafedera.l law enforcementofficerorrurnttorney forthe·govemmentrequests-thesearclf 

of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 

(identijj1 the person or descNbe the property to be searched and give its location): 
Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1728, New York, New York 10065, and any closed containers/items 

contained therein, See Attachment D 

The person or property to be seal'ched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 

property to be seized): 

See Attachment D 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 

property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before 

0 in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
(not to exceed 14 days) 

0 at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property 

taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 

place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the Warrant, must prepare an 

inventmy as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Clerk of the Corut. 

Upon its return, this wanant and inventory shm.ild be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Comt. ____ _ 
USMJJnitials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 ( except for delay 

of trial), and authorize the officer executing this wanant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 

searched or seized (check the appropriate bOJ..) ___ days (not to exceed 30). · 

the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: __,_N~e=w~Y=or~k,,____,_N~Y _____ _ 

/sf 
Ji1dge 's signature 

Hon. Henry B. Pitman. U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 

~~L----
I 
!, 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: I Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Invento1y made in the presence of: 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

--------~------
t 

-~------------~------------------------------ ------ "--------- --------- ------ -- -! 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of pe1ju1y that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 

to the Coutt. 

Date: Executing officer's signature 

Prti1ted name and title 
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ATTACHMENT D 

I. Premises to be Searched--Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-4") are describ.ed as follows, and include 

electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1728 located inside the Loews Regency Hotel at 540 Park A venue, New York, New 

Yodc 10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61st Street. Subject 

Premises-4 is located on the 17th floor of the hotel. 

----- -]]-. Items.:.to-Be-Seizeo---- - - - ---- - ~ =--.:.=-----------==-..;__c_.:::_ _ _ ____ ____::_:=c.::-= 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

---·-------- ,--:--------;:-----;-:------:;c-;---------:-- ·-----c--..---i-'--''-------~ 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 are evidence; fruits, and instrumentalities 

of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 

(false bank en~-ies); 1014 (false statements to a fmancial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 

contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 

medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 

entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, inclqding tc IDdlor entities associated with him. 

c. Evidence relating to a plan., proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 

_ with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 

indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 

of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 

that indicate the nature and pmpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 

or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. ·. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 

monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 

entities, 'including tax returns, personal fmancial statements, and bank records, from Janua1y 1, 

2013 to the present. 

rr 'R:11-lilAMe: 1'elatinQ' to airreements, loans, and/or financial transactions between 

Cob.en and and/or entities controlled by 
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and any payments by - to Cohen, from Januaiy 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 

and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving :M:ichael Cohen, Donald Trun;ip and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 

payments to Stephanie Cliffor~ or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media";Iiic., 

David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trnmp, the Trnmp Campaign, Stephanie 

Cliffot(b and/or Karen McDougal._ 

I I 
---------- ---------- -- ------ - I ------- ------ - ----,, 

l 
k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination 01· 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of-the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 

publicity involving T1ump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 

payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n, Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution rep01ting requirements, and ·campaign contribution limits. -

o. Communications with others, inch,1ding Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 

relating to Cohen's bank accounts~ taxes, debts, and/or finances, from Januaiy 1, 2013 to the 

present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a fmancial institution related to the intended plllpose of an account or loan at 

that fmancial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

-financial transactions involving that fmancial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the S~bject Offenses unde1· investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises~4 also include any computer devices and 

storage media that may contain any electronically stored info1mation falling within the categories 

set faith in Section IT.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 

any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 

14 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 
drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 

or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media; including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 

devices, or records of login credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
device-s--=-or-storage-media,including---any-hardware-or-software-manuals-01'-othei=infermati0n-----=--=-= 

conce1ning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

3.---~Any-evidenee-concerning-the-identitiesor-locationsof-those persons_withaccess_to.,__ __ 

control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computel' devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enfOl'cement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to teview the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• smveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain ( analogous to 
looldng at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading tbe first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage ateas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences of language contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

15 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable effmts to search only for files, 

documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sectio:t\S 

II.A and ILB of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 

a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 

contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Addition~lly, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedUl'es designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures sha11 include 

use of a designated "filter team/ separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to 

-------'=-'-------a,ddress-potentia1=.p1imleges~-~-----'-----------=---'-'=-------'---------e=:--"-==-------
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IV. Conclusion and Ancillary Provisions 

73. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request the court to issue a warrant to seize 

the items and information specified in Attachments A, B, C, D, E and_F to this affidavit and to the 

Search and Seizure Warrants. 

74. In light of the confidential nature of the continuing investigation, I respectfully 

request that this affidavit and all papers submitted herewith be maintained under seal until the 

Court orders otherwise. 

Special Agent 
FBI 

Sworn to before me on 
8th day of April, 2018 il'I T 6 1-c 0-t ,.,.,,c 
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AO 93 (SONY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District ofNew York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1628, 
New York, New York 10065, and any closed 

containers/items contained therein, See Attachment A 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

18MAG 
Case No. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

2968 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location): 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1628 (a suite encompassing rooms 1628, 1629, and 1630) 
(collectively, "Room 1628"), New York, New York 10065, and any closed containers/items contained therein, See 
Attachment A 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment A 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the perscmor 
property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before ------'--~--------'"-'"· --~-------
(not ~o exceed 14 days) 

in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 0 at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause h~ be'in 
established. · 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt fol' the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Clerk of the Court. 

0 Upon its return, this warrant and inventory should be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. +-+-,-,----
·. USMJ Initials 

'I , 
' '; \ J ' : ' J I 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § .2705 (ex~ept for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) 0 for ___ days (not to exceed 30). · · 

the facts justifying, the later specific d~te of 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: ~N~e=w~Y~o=r~k~N~Y~----- Hon. Henry B. Pitman, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of: 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Court. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT A 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-4") are described as follows, and include 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1628 (a suite encompassing rooms 1628, 1629, and 1630) (collectively, "Room 
1628"), located inside the Loews Regency Hotel at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New York 
10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61st Street. Subject Premises-
4 is located on the 16th floor of the hotel. 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses · 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 
of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him. · 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

g. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions · between 
Cohen and and/or entities controlled by 
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, and any payments by to Cohen, from January 
1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
______ llayid_J>_e_cker,_andLor_QyJan_Howard __ ahouLDonald__Irump,~the_Trump_Campaign,_Stephanie _____ _ 

Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. · 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Getzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 
set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 
any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 
drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 
or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: 

1. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 
devices, or records oflogin credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 
concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

--------------~' 

3. Any evidence concerning thejdentities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside.of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences oflanguage contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and 11.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 
established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to 
address potential privileges. 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1628, 
New York, New York 10065, and any closed 

containers/items contained therein, See Attachment A 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location): 
Loews Regency Hotel, 540 Park Avenue, Room 1628 (a suite encompassing rooms 1628, 1629, and 1630) 
(collectively, "Room 1628"), New York, New York 10065, and any closed containers/items contained therein, See 
Attachment A 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment A 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before _it----+" ·_-------l,[,...,b=··_-_{._'.,,_[,__ _______ _ 
(not to exceed 14 days) 

liZf' in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 0 at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Clerk of the Court. 

0 Upon its return, this warrant and inventory shoqld be filed under seal by the Clerk of the Court. ____ _ 
USMJ Initials 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. § 2705 (except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose property, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) Ofor ___ days (not to exceed 30). 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: NewYork NY 

Ountil, the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Isl 
Judge's signature 

Hon. Henry B. Pitman, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of : 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant 
to the Court. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT A 

I. Premises to be Searched-Subject Premises-4 

The premises to be searched ("Subject Premises-4") are described as follows, and include 
electronic devices, and all locked and closed containers found therein: 

Room 1628 (a suite encompassing rooms 1628, 1629, and 1630) (collectively, "Room 
1628"), located inside the Loews Regency Hotel at 540 Park Avenue, New York, New York 
10065. The building is a luxury hotel located on Park Avenue and 61st Street. Subject Premises-
4 is located on the 16th floor of the hotel. 

II. Items to Be Seized 

A. Evidence, Fruits, and Instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 are evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities 
of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy, as it pertains to the other Subject Offenses), 1005 
(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 
(bank fraud), and 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign 
contributions) (the "Subject Offenses"), described as follows: 

a. Evidence relating to Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi 
medallions, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

b. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement for Michael Cohen and/or 
entities associated with him to transfer anv interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 
liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him. · 

c. Evidence relating to a plan, proposal, or agreement to modify loans that Cohen has 
with Sterling and/or Melrose. 

d. Evidence relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, including any documents that 
indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or the nature 
of any work done by Cohen or any other individuals in connection with Essential Consultants. 

e. Evidence of income to Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including any documents 
that indicate the nature and purpose of payments made to or from Michael D. Cohen & Associates, 
or evidence of the purpose of accounts opened in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's net worth, available cash and cash equivalents, 
monthly and annual income, income sources, and other assets, whether held personally or through 
entities, including tax returns, personal financial statements, and bank records, from January 1, 
2013 to the present. 

g. Evidence relating to agreements, loans, and/or financial transactions · between 
Cohen and and/or entities controlled by 

2 
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and any payments by 1 to Cohen, from January 
1, 2012 to the present. 

h. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 
agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related documents, 
and any communications related to such agreements. 

i. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 
agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, or 
payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

j. Evidence of communications between Michael Cohen and American Media, Inc., 
David Pecker, and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie 
Clifford, and/or Karen McDougal. 

k. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 
consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

1. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 
Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape and other potential sources of negative 
publicity involving Trump's relationship in the run up to the election. 

m. Evidence relating to any reimbursement or other promises made to Cohen for 
payment to Clifford or others in connection with the election. 

n. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 
contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

o. Communications with others, including Jeffrey Oetzel and/or other accountants, 
relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances, from January 1, 2013 to the 
present. 

p. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 
representations to a financial institution related to the intended purpose of an account or loan at 
that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 
financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 
financial transactions involving that financial institution, from January 1, 2013 to the present. 

q. Evidence of Cohen's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

B. Search and Seizure of Electronically Stored Information 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include any computer devices and 
storage media that may contain any electronically stored information falling within the categories 
set forth in Section II.A of this Attachment above, including, but not limited to, a MacBook Pro, 
any other desktop and laptop computers, any Apple iPhone or other cellphone or smartphone 

3 
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belonging to Michael Cohen or in his possession, an Apple iPad Mini, portable hard drives, disk 
drives, thumb drives, and personal digital assistants. In lieu of seizing any such computer devices 
or storage media, this warrant also authorizes the copying of such devices or media for later review. 

The items to be seized from Subject Premises-4 also include: 

I. Any items or records needed to access the data stored on any seized or copied 
computer devices or storage media, including but not limited to any physical keys, encryption 
devices, or records of login credentials, passwords, private encryption keys, or similar information. 

2. Any items or records that may facilitate a forensic examination of the computer 
devices or storage media, including any hardware or software manuals or other information 
concerning the configuration of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

3. Any evidence concerning the.identities or locations of those persons with access to, 
control over, or ownership of the seized or copied computer devices or storage media. 

C. Review of ESI 

Following seizure of any computer devices and storage media and/or the creation of 
forensic image copies, law enforcement personnel (which may include, in addition to law 
enforcement officers and agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency 
personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under 
government control) are authorized to review the ESI contained therein for information responsive 
to the warrant. 

In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various techniques to locate 
information responsive to the warrant, including, for example: 

• surveying various file "directories" and the individual files they contain (analogous to 
looking at the outside of a file cabinet for the markings it contains and opening a drawer 
believed to contain pertinent files); 

• opening or cursorily reading the first few "pages" of such files in order to determine 
their precise contents; 

• scanning storage areas to discover and possibly recover recently deleted files or 
deliberately hidden files; 

• performing key word searches through all electronic storage areas to determine whether 
occurrences of language contained in such storage areas exist that are intimately related 
to the subject matter of the investigation; and 

• reviewing metadata, system information, configuration files, registry data, and any 
other information reflecting how, when, and by whom the computer was used. 

4 
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Law enforcement personnel will make reasonable efforts to search only for files, 
documents, or other electronically stored information within the categories identified in Sections 
II.A and II.B of this Attachment. However, law enforcement personnel are authorized to conduct 
a complete review of all the ESI from seized devices or storage media if necessary to evaluate its 
contents and to locate all data responsive to the warrant. 

Additionally, review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 
established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 
any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 
use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to 
address potential privileges. 

5 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 
Associated with the Email Accounts 

Maintained at 
Premises Controlled by Google, Inc., 
the Email Account 
Maintained at Premises Controlled by 
Oath, Inc., and the Email Account 

maintained at 
Premises Controlled by 1 & 1 Internet, 
Inc., USAO Reference No. 
2018R00127 

TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

AGENT AFFIDAVIT 

18MAG 169 6 

Agent Affidavit in Support of Application for a Search Warrant 
for Stored Electronic Communications 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

Special Agent of the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern 

District of New York, being duly sworn, deposes and states: 

I. Introduction 

A. Affiant 

1. I am a Special Agent with the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District 

of New York (the "USAO"). I have been a Special Agent with the USAO since August 2016. I 

previously served as a Special Agent with the United States Department of Labor Inspector 

General :from May 2011 to August 2016. In the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have participated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array 
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of financial crimes, including frauds on fmancial institutions. I also have training and experience 

executing search warrants, including those authorizing the search of email accounts. 

B. The Provider, the Subject Account and the Subject Offenses 

2. I make this affidavit in support of an application for a search warrant pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703 for all content and other information associated with the email accounts 

@gmail.com (the "Cohen Account"), (the "MDCPC 

Account"),- ygmail.com (the " . (the 

Account"), and -@aol.com (the " - Account") ( collectively, the 

"Subject Accounts"). The Cohen Account, Account, and 

Account are maintained and controlled by Google, Inc., headquartered at 1600 Amphitheatre 

Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043 ("Google"), the MDCPC Account is maintained and 

controlled by 1 & 1 Internet, Inc., headquartered at 701 Lee Road, Suite 300, Chesterbrook, 

Pennsylvania 19087 ("1 & 1"), and th- A..ccount is maintained and controlled by Oath, Inc., 

22000 AOL Way, Dulles, Virginia 20166 ("Oath") (together, the "Providers"). The information 

to be searched is described in the following paragraphs and in Attachments A, B, C and D to the 

proposed warrants. 

3. As detailed below, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject Accounts contain 

evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 371 (conspiracy to defraud the 

United States), 1005 (false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a fmancial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) ( collectively, the "Subject Offenses"). The Target Subjects of 

this investigation are MICHAEL COHEN ("Cohen") and others known and unknown. This 

affidavit is based upon my personal knowledge, my review of documents produced pursuant to 

grand jury subpoenas and prior search warrants, my review of interview reports prepared by other 

law enforcement officers, and my conversations with other law enforcement officers, as well as 

2 
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my training and experience concerning the use of email in criminal activity. Because this affidavit 

is being submitted for the limited purpose of establishing probable cause, it does not include all 

the facts I have learned during my investigation. Where the contents of documents and the actions, 

statements, and conversations of others are reported herein, they are reported in substance and in 

part, except where otherwise indicated. 

C. Services and Records of the Provider 

4. I have learned the following about the Providers: 

a. The Providers offer email services to the public. In particular, Google permits 

subscribers to maintain email accounts under the domain name gmail.com. Google also allows a 

subscriber to maintain email accounts under any domain name under the subscriber's control. For 

example, if a subscriber controls the domain name ' ' Google enables the subscriber 

to host any email address under this domain name on servers operated by Google. Oath permits 

subscribers to maintain email accounts under the domain name aol.com. 1 & 1 permits subscribers 

to maintain email accounts under any domain name under the subscriber's control. For example, 

if a subscriber controls the domain nam{ ' 1 & 1 enables the subscriber to host any 

email address under this domain name on servers operated by · l & 1. A subscriber using the 

Providers' services can access his or her email account from any computer connected to the 

Internet. 

b. The Providers maintain the following records and information with respect to every 

subscriber account: 

i. Email contents. In general, any email (which can include attachments such 

as documents, images, and videos) sent to or from a subscriber's account, or stored in draft form 

in the account, is maintained on the Providers' servers unless and until the subscriber deletes the 

email. If the subscriber does not delete the email, it can remain on the Providers' computers 

3 
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indefinitely. Even if the subscriber deletes the email, it may continue to be available on the 

Provider's servers for a certain period of time. 

11. Address book. The Providers also allow subscribers to maintain the 

equivalent of an address book, comprising email addresses and other contact information of other 

email users. 

111. Subscriber and billing information. The Providers collect and maintain 

(typically unverified) identifying information about each subscriber, including, for example, name, 

username, address, telephone number, and alternate email addresses. The Providers also maintain 

records concerning the date on which the account was created, the Internet protocol ("IP") address 

of the user at the time of account creation, the current status of the account (e.g., active or closed), 

the length of service, and the types of services utilized by the subscriber. Additionally, for paying 

subscribers, the Providers maintain records of the subscriber's means and source of payment, 

including any credit card or bank account number. 

1v. Transactfonal information. The Providers also typically retain certain 

transactional information about the use of each account on its system. This information can include 

records of login (i.e., session) times and durations and the methods used to connect to the account 

(such as logging into the account through the Providers' website). 

v. Customer correspondence. The Providers also typically maintain records 

of any customer service contacts with or about the subscriber, including any inquiries or 

complaints concerning the subscriber's account. 

vi. Search history. Google and Oath also typically maintain records of any 

search history or web history associated with the subscriber's account. 

4 
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vii. Associated content. Google also typically maintains content and records 

relating to the following applications that are associated with its e-mail accounts: (A) "Google 

Docs," which provides document-editing software that can be used to create, share, store, and 

manage documents online; (B) "Google Drive," which enables users to store files on Google 

servers, where they can be accessed remotely by the user and others; and (C) "Gchat" or "Instant 

Messenger," which provides a chat interface through which users can communicate with each 

other in real time. Oath also typically maintains content and records relating to AOL instant 

message, which provides a chat interface through which users can communicate with each other 

in real time. 

viii. Preserved and backup records. The Providers also maintain preserved 

copies of the foregoing categories ofrecords with respect to an account, for at least 90 days, upon 

receiving a preservation request from the Government pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(f). The 

Providers may also maintain backup copies of the foregoing categories of records pursuant to its 

own data retention policy. 

D. Jurisdiction and Authority to Issue Warrant 

5. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 2703(a), (b)(l)(A) & (c)(l)(A), the Government may require 

a provid~r of an electronic communications service or a remote computing service, such as the 

Providers, to disclose all stored content and all non-content records or other information pertaining 

to a subscriber, by obtaining a warrant issued using the procedures described in the Federal Rules 

of Criminal Procedure. 

6. A search warrant under § 2703 may be issued by "any district court of the United States 

(including a magistrate judge of such a court)" that "has jurisdiction over the offense being 

investigated." 18 U.S.C. § 2711(3)(A)(i). 

5 
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7. When the Government obtains records under§ 2703 pursuant to a search warrant, the 

Government is not required to .notify the subscriber of the existence of the warrant. 18 U.S.C. 

§ 2703(a), (b)(l)(A), (c)(2) & (3). Additionally, the Government may obtain an order precluding 

the Provider from notifying the subscriber or any other person of the warrant, for such period as 

the Court deems appropriate, where there is reason to believe that such notification will seriously 

jeopardize an investigation. 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b). 

E. Prior Applications 

8. On or about July 18, 2017, in connection with an investigation being conducted by the 

Office of the Special Counsel ("SCO"), the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") sought and 

obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, Chief United States District Judge for the District 

of Columbia, a search warrant for emails in the Cohen Account sent or received between January 

1, 2016 and July 18, 2017. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained from 

Judge Howell search warrants for emails in the Cohen Account sent or received between June 1, 

2015 and November 13, 2017, and emails in the MDCPC Account sent or received between the 

opening of the account and November .13, 2017. The SCO has since referred certain aspects of 

their investigation into Cohen to the USAO, which is working with the FBI's New York Field 

Office. As part of that referral, the SCO provided the USAO with emails and other content 

information obtained pursuant to the search warrants executed by the SCO, which had already 

been reviewed for privilege. 1 As discussed below, this affidavit is based in part on my review of 

1 In an abundance of caution, in a separate application the USAO has sought authorization, 
pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 41, to review the emails obtained pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account 
Warrants for evidence related to certain additional conduct that was not the focus of the Prior 
Cohen Account Warrants. The emails obtained from the Prior Cohen Account Warrants that relate 
to that aq.ditional conduct do not form a basis for the instant application. 

6 
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responsive materials produced pursuant to the July 18 and November 13, 2017 warrants (the "Prior 

Cohen Account Warrants"). 

9. On or about November 7, 2017, and January 4, 2018, as well as certain prior dates, the 

SCO sought and obtained from Judge Howell orders authorizing and extending the installation and 

use of pen registers and trap and trace devices to record communications sent to or from the Cohen 

Account. The SCO has provided pen register data obtained pursuant to those orders to the USAO. 

This affidavit, as discussed below, is based in part on my review of the pen register data obtained 

pursuant to the November 7, 2017 and January 4, 2018 orders (the "Pen Register Data"). 

10. On or about February 16, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained from the Honorable 

Debra Freeman, United States Magistrate Judge for the Southern District of New York, an order 

pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) for email header information associated with the MDCPC 

Account. This affidavit, as discussed below, is based in part on my review of email header 

information produced by 1 & 1 in response to that order (the "MDCPC Header Information"). 

II. Probable Cause 

A. Overview 

11. The United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and FBI are 

investigating, among other things, a scheme by Target Subject Michael Cohen to defraud multiple 

banks. Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President 

Donald Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump 

Organization, an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

12. The investigation has revealed that Cohen has made affirmative misrepresentations in 

and omitted . ml:).terial information from financial statements and other disclosures that Cohen 

provided to multiple banks in connection with a transaction intended to relieve Cohen of 

approximately $22 million in debt he owed on taxi medallion loans from the banks. As set forth 

7 
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in detail below, in these financial statements, and in his oral and other written statements to these 

banks, Cohen appears to have (i) intentionally omitted cash assets that he began receiving in 2017 

from new consulting work; (ii) significantly understated his total holdings of cash and cash 

equivalents; and (iii) failed to inform the banks from which he was seeking debt relief that he had 

agreed to make a $3 .8 million cash payment to a third party, in connection with 

acquisition of the taxi medallions securing Cohen's debt. By making these 

misrepresentations and material omissions, Cohen avoided making monthly payments on his 

loans, and attempted to and had secured proposed agreements from the banks to relieve him of 

certain repayment obligations worth millions of dollars. 

13. Based on my review of emails obtained from the Prior Cohen Account Warrants, 

MDCPC Header Information, and documents produced pursuant to subpoenas, I have learned that 

Cohen has used the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC Account to, among other things, (i) 

communicate with and their attorney, 

about the proposed transfer of Cohen's medallions and associated debts; (ii) negotiate a pay-down 

of the principal amount of the taxi medallion loans; (iii) communicate with his accountant about 

the contents of the false financial statements at issue; and (iv) send those false financial statements 

to banks. Additionally, • 1sed the 

Account, _ Account and- Account, respectively, to communicate with Cohen 

about the status of the taxi medallion transaction, and to send relevant financial statements to 

banks. Accordingly, and as set forth in more detail below, there is probable cause to believe that 

the Subject Accounts will include evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

B. Cohen's Statements to Ster]ing National Bank 

14. As set forth in detail below, in 2014, Cohen, through limited liability corporations 

("LLCs") controlled by him and his wife, Laura Cohen, entered into a series ofloans from Sterling 

8 
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National Bank ("Sterling") and the Melrose Credit Union ("Melrose"), secured by taxi medallions, 

for approximately $20 million. Though entered into by LLCs, the loans were also secured by 

personal guarantees in the names of both Cohen and his wife. Over time, as the taxi industry 

weakened and the medallions were devalued, Cohen sought to renegotiate the terms of those loans 

and/or relieve himself from their obligations, including the personal guarantees. As part of that 

effort, Cohen made a series of representations to Sterling and Melrose about his net worth, assets, 

available cash, and financial outlook. Specifically, based on my review of records maintained by 

Sterling and Melrose, and public sources concerning the taxi industry and the value of taxi 

medallions, as well as my review of reports prepared by law enforcement officers of interviews 

with a Sterling executive vice-president (the "Sterling Employee- I") and my participation in an 

interview with a Sterling employee (the "Sterling Employee-2"), I have learned, among other 

things, the following: 

a. Taxi medallions are small metal plaques affixed to taxis. Without a medallion, it 

is illegal to operate a taxi in cities with medallion systems, such as New York City. Cohen and his 

wife own multiple LLCs that collectively own 32 taxi medallions ( each LLC owns two 

medallions).2 Cohen's purchase of these New York taxi medallions was originally financed by 

loans from Capital One Bank, for which the medallions served as collateral. Cohen was not a taxi 

operator, and leased his medallions to a third party. That thitd party made monthly payments to 

Cohen, who in turn used some of those proceeds to pay his monthly loan payments. 

b. In early 2014, Cohen became a customer of Sterling when he sought to refinance a 

mortgage on a rental property that he owned. In or around April 2014, Cohen raised with Sterling 

2 One of these companies, Mad Dog Cab Corp., was jointly owned by Sondra Cohen, who I 
believe is Cohen's mother. 
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the prospect of refinancing his taxi medallion loans, which were then at Capital One Banlc. By in 

or about September 2014, Cohen began negotiating a lending transaction with Sterling that would 

allow Cohen to pay off his loans at Capital One and borrow more money from the then-increase in 

value of the medallions. According to Sterling Employee- I, in 2014, prior to the recent upheaval 

in the taxi industry-as a result of the emergence of ride-sharing services, such as Uber-taxi 

medallion loans were viewed by banlcs and investors as safe, short term credits, as the market value 

of taxi medallions was consistently rising. Consequently, taxi medallion loans-like the loans held 

by Cohen-were frequently refinanced at increasing amounts as the value of the medallions rose. 

According to Sterling Employee-I, borrowers typically cashed out the increase in the loan amount 

and used the additional funds for other purposes. Cohen appears to have followed this approach in 

2014, when he agreed to refinance his medallion loans for approximately $22 million, which-

according to letters from Capital One Banlc in Sterling's files-was greater than his previous debt 

at Capital One Banlc ($21 million, of which $14.6 million was a line of credit to Cohen). This 

allowed Cohen to cash out the proceeds from the transaction. 

c. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling, I have learned that on or 

about December 8, 2014, each of Cohen's sixteen taxi medallion corporations entered into loan 

agreements and promissory notes with Sterling for the principal sum of$1,375,000, with repayment 

due on December 8, 2016. Each loan was signed by Michael or Laura Cohen, depending on who 

was the sole shareholder of the corporation. The loans were also each secured by a security 

agreement, dated the same day, maldng the medallions collateral for the notes. To give Sterling 

additional security, Michael and Laura Cohen signed personal guarantees and confessions of 

judgment, giving Sterling the right to pursue collection against the Cohens' personal assets were 

their corporations to default under the loan agreements. In total, Sterling agreed to lend 

10 
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approximately $22 million to the Cohens' companies. Pursuant to participation agreements, 

Sterling transferred 45 percent of that debt to Melrose. 3 Under fue terms of Sterling's participation 

agreements with Melrose, Sterling was precluded from amending or modifying the loans without 

the consent of Melrose. 

d. In evaluating Cohen's requested refinancing of the taxi medallions, Sterling ( and 

Melrose, consistent with its participation in the deal) conducted due diligence. At Sterling's 

request, Cohen provided Sterling with a statement of financial condition, dated August 1, 2014 

(the "August 2014 Financial Statement"), which indicated that Cohen had $100,740,000 in total 

assets, $23,550,000 in total liabilities, and a net worth of $77,190,000. 4 From my review of a 

Sterling credit memorandum, dated September 29, 2014, I know that Sterling viewed the 

transaction favorably because, accounting for loan payments, cash flows from the medallions were 

projected to be positive, the value of the collateral (as estimated by Sterling) exceeded $42 million, 

and the net worth of Cohen-who was the direct obligor under the guarantee agreements-was 

over $77 million. An internal Sterling credit and risk rating analysis report, dated October 20, 

2014, recommended approval of the loans for substantially fue same reasons. 

e. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling and public sources, I have 

learned that over time, the collateral backing Cohen's loans (taxi medallions) lessened in value due 

to the rise in ride-sharing companies and significant devaluation of taxi medallions. Additionally, 

_Cohen began falling behind on loan payments to Sterling and Melrose. I know from records 

maintained by Sterling and an interview with Sterling Employee-2 that, beginning in or around 

3 Melrose, which had a business principally focused on taxi medallion loans, is now in 
conservatorship by the National Credit Union Administration (''NCUA"). 

4 Cohen subsequently provided Sterling with a revised statement of fmancial condition, also 
dated August 1, 2014, which reported assets of $99,420,000, total liabilities of $23,550,000, and a 
net worth of$75,870,000. 
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September 2015, Cohen told Sterling, in sum and substance, that the individual leasing Cohen's 

medallions had fallen behind in making payments to Cohen, and that as a result, the monthly .cash 

flow from his taxi medallions had been reduced, leaving him with a shortfall of approximately 

$16,000 each month. For instance, I have reviewed an email from Sterling Employee-2, dated 

September 9, 2015, summarizing a call with Cohen-which according to the email and toll records 

for Cohen's cellphone occurred on September 8, 2015--during which Cohen told Sterling 

Employee-2, in sum and substance, about his cash flow problems and a monthly shortfall of 

approximately $16,000. In that same email, Sterling Employee-2 commented that despite Cohen's 

statements, his personal financial information "indicate[ d] a strong ability to make up the difference 

in payments." Cohen, however, according to Sterling Employee-2, pushed the bank for a reduction 

in Cohen's monthly payments. 

f. From my review of records maintained by Sterling and my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned that Cohen and Sterling Employee-2 spoke 

again on September 2 8, 2015, and that during the call Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that the 

individual to whom Cohen leases the medallions had again reduced monthly payments to Cohen. I 

know from my review of records maint~ined by Sterling that between in or about September 2015 

and November 2015, Sterling raised the possibility-both internally and with Cohen-of Cohen 

posting his real estate holdings, personal residence, or some other collateral as additional security 

for the banks. According to these records, however, Cohen resisted these requests. From my review 

ofloan documents and records maintained by Sterling, I know that in or about November 2015, as 

a result of Cohen's representation that he was not earning sufficient returns on his medallions to 

cover monthly interest payments, Sterling and Melrose agreed to amend their loans with Cohen by, 
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among other things, reducing the interest rate Cohen paid to Melrose and extending the loan 

maturity date to December 8, 2017. 

g. I know from interviews with Sterling Employee-1 and Sterling Employee-2, as well 

as emails I have reviewed, that in or about October 2016, Cohen told Sterling Employee-1 that 

Cohen had a potential buyer of his taxi medallions, named who would agree to 

assume Cohen's debt with Sterling and Melrose. Based on my review of records maintained by 

Sterling, as well as the interviews with Sterling Employee-1 and Sterling Employee-2 referenced 

above, I know that by or before October 2016, Cohen had entered into negotiations to sell his sixteen 

corporate taxi medallions to who is a medallion owner and taxi operator, for the 

balance of the loans, which at the time was $21,376,000. I know from my review of records 

maintained by Sterling, and my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, that as a 

condition of the transfer of the medallion loans-and because Sterling was unfamiliar with-

- -Sterling requested that Cohen make a substantial principal payment on the loan, of 

approximately one million dollars, prior to the transfer. Cohen rejected this request initially. But 

on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen told Sterling Employee-1, in sum and substance, that he would 

make a one million dollar principal reduction payment in order to move forward with the medallion 

transfer deal with - Indeed, in an email sent from the Cohen Account to Sterling 

Employee-2 on or about February 22, 2017, Cohen confirmed that he "agreed to pay down 1 million 

from the loan amount." 

h. Pursuant to the participation agreements between Sterling and Melrose, Sterling 

was required to secure Melrose's agreementto participate in the transfer of the taxi medallion debt 

from Cohen to On or about April 17, 2017, Sterling sent a memorandum to 

Melrose summarizing the terms of the proposed transaction, and noting the requirement that 
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Melrose agree to the terms. On or about May 2, 2017, . emailed Sterling 

Employee-1 from the Account to inquire about the status of the transaction. 

Sterling Employee-1 responded to at the 

Melrose had agreed to the deal, and that Sterling would be sending 

shortly. 

a term sheet 

1. In order for the banks to evaluate the proposed transaction fully, they requested 

financial information from the parties. On or about October 26, 2016, a Sterling employee emailed 

Account about the "Cohen Medallion Purchase," and stated "[i]n order to 

proceed with the assumption of Michael's loans," Sterling needed certain financial information 

responded from the Account, copying 

Account, that he would send a financial statement and tax 

returns shortly. Additionally, on or about June 7, 2017, Sterling Employee-1 emailed Cohen to 

request an "updated personal financial statement,'' completed jointly with Cohen's wife, and 

Cohen's most recent federal income tax return. On or about June 8, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling 

Employee-1 from the Cohen Account, attaching a Sterling personal financial statement form that 

had been filled out by hand, which referenced a statement of financial condition, dated May 1, 

2017 (the "May 2017 Financial Statement"), that was also attached. The May 2017 Financial 

Statement included a cover letter from Cohen's accountant, Jeffrey Getzel, stating, in sum and 

substance, that the information in the statement came from Cohen and that Oetzel had not 

confirmed its accuracy or completeness. The May 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had 

total assets of $41,955,000, total liabilities of $39,130,000, and a net worth of $2,825,000. The 

May 2017 Financial Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in 
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cash, $26,155,000 in closely held companies (such as the taxi medallion entities and his real estate 

holdings), $3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence. 

j. Based on my review of reports of law enforcement interviews of Sterling 

Employee-1, I have learned that Sterling Employee-1 reviewed each line of the May 2017 Financial 

Statement with Cohen to, among other things, verify its accuracy, and Sterling Employee-1 asked 

Cohen about the cash amount listed on the May 2017 Financial Statement. Cohen stated to Sterling 

;Employee-1, in sum and substance, that the May 2017 Financial Statement was accurate. 

k. On or about August 16, 2017, Sterling Employee-1 emailed Cohen at the Cohen 

Account and , at the Account, attaching a non-binding term 

sheet memorializing the potential transaction between Sterling, Melrose, Cohen, and • 

On or about August 29, 2017, emailed Sterling Employee-1 from the-

Account, requesting that he be included on "all future e-mails to and/or __ 

concerning this matter," and providing proposed edits to the term sheet. On or about 

August 30, 2017, Sterling Employee-1 emailed at the 

Account, Cohen at the Cohen Account, and Ill at the - Account, and provided them with a 

revised te1m sheet. On or about September 5, 2017, Sterling Employee-1 sent 

at the <\ccount, Cohen at the Cohen Account, and·-:1t the <\ccount a 

copy of the executed term sheet. According to the term sheet, would borrow 

$20,000,000 from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions that - was to 

acquire from Cohen. 

1. As part of the agreement, according to the term sheet, $1,265,913 in principal (which 

is what would remain after the $20,000,000 payment on the outstanding loan balance) would be 

repaid by Cohen and the two banks, with Cohen paying fifty percent and the banks dividing the 
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remaining half of the balance. Based on my review of an internal Sterling credit memorandwn, 

dated October 4, 2017, the parties reached a preliminary agreement that Cohen would pay $632,956 

of the remaining $1,265,912 principal loan balance, and Sterling and Melrose would absorb 

$357,167 and $275,789 respectively in the form of charge-offs. According to Sterling Employee-

1, Sterling was willing to divide the repayment of the outstanding principal balance-despite its 

prior insistence that Cohen make a principal pay-down of at least one million dollars-because 

Cohen represented on a telephone call with Sterling Employee-I, in sum and substance, that he had 

insufficient liquidity to pay the full outstanding principal balance. As part of the agreement, Sterling 

and Melrose also agreed to relieve Cohen and his wife of the personal guarantees that they made 

on behalf of the LLCs. Thus, after completing the transaction, Cohen would no longer 

have had any outstanding obligations to Sterling or Melrose. 

m. Based on my review of emails sent by Sterling employees, I have learned that 

because the transaction between the parties was subject to full credit underwriting by Sterling and 

Melrose (as well as Melrose's regulators at NCUA), in August and September 2017, Sterling 

required and requested additional financial statements for Cohen and - for its credit 

underwriting process. In response to Sterling's requests, on or about October 5, 2017, ,. 

sent from the . Account to a Sterling employee a copy of 1111 
personal financial statement. The fmancial statement lists the 

Account as the email contact for . Additionally, on or about October 5, 2017, 

Cohen, using the Cohen Account, re-sent Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his May 2017 Financial 

Statement. A day later, on October 6, 2017, Cohen, using the Cohen Account, emailed Sterling 

Employee-2 a statement of financial condition, dated September 30, 2017 (the "September 2017 

Financial Statement''). 
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n. Like the May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

included a cover letter from Jeffrey Getzel, Cohen's accountant, stating, in sum and substance, that 

the information in the statement came from Cohen, and that Getzel had not confirmed its accuracy 

or completeness. The September 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$33,430,000, total liabilities of $45,630,000, and a negative net worth of $12,200,000. Notably, 

unlike Cohen's May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

represented to Sterling that Cohen had a negative net worth. The September 2017 Financial 

Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, $17,630,000 in 

closely held companies (such as the taxi medallion entities and his real estate holdings), 5 

$3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence (which, for the first 

time, he indicated was held in trust). The September 2017 Financial Statement included assets and 

liabilities not held in Cohen's name, such as various entities associated with his taxi medallions and 

some-of his real estate investment entities. 

o. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of 

records maintained by Sterling, I have also learned that at or around the time Cohen provided 

Sterling with these financial statements-in or around September 2017-Cohen stopped paying 

monthly loan payments on his taxi medallion loans altogether. According to Sterling Employee-

2, Cohen informed Sterling, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient funds to pay the monthly 

principal and interest payments on his medallion loans. By in or about December 2017, Sterling 

and Melrose had not been paid approximately $276,937._92 in monthly principal and interest 

payments on the medallion loans. Based on Cohen's financial condition as conveyed in the 

5 Notably, the September 2017 Financial Statement valued each of Cohen's thirty-two New 
York taxi medallions at approximately $180,187.50, which was considerably less than the 
$650,000 valuation ascribed to each medallion in the Cohen-- term sheet. 
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September 2017 Financial Statement, and his delinquency in making payments to Sterling, among 

other things, · the bank's credit underwriting committee determined ( and memorialized in a 

December 2017 memorandum) that the Cohen-' transaction was favorable for the bank 

- that is, that would be a better borrower than Cohen. 

p. On or about December 26, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a demand letter requesting 

the immediate receipt of past-due loan payments. On December 29, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a 

letter stating that he was in default under the loans between Sterling and Cohen's medallion 

corporations. Cohen did not make an immediate payment on the loans, but instead sent an e-mail 

to Sterling Employee- I on or about January 24, 2018, from the Cohen Account, stating that during 

the closing of the Cohen- - transaction; Cohen would "bring all payments up to date as 

well as deposit the payoff differential." Cohen also requested by email sent from the Cohen 

Account on January 24, 2018, that at the closing of the Cohen- transaction, Sterling 

provide a letter stating that all of Cohen's debts have been satisfied and that Cohen's personal 

guarantees of the medallion loans had been terminated. 

q. The Cohen-'-transaction, however, did not close. On or about January 

29, 2018, - the attorney, emailed attorneys for Sterling from the- \~count 

and stated that "at this time there is no deal with Michael Cohen. Some of the numbers have 

changed and we are not prepared to go forward." 

r. Based on my participation in the interview with Sterling Employee-2 and my 

review of records maintained by Sterling, I know that after the Cohen-- deal fell apart, 

Sterling assigned Cohen's loans to an employee at Sterling who specializes in collecting on 

defaulting loans ("Sterling Employee-3"). From my review of telephone call notes, I know that 

Sterling Employee-3 spoke to Cohen on or about January 30, 2018 about paying down and/or 
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restructuring Cohen's outstanding taxi medallion loans. Based on my review of an email between 

Sterling Employee-3 and Cohen, I know that on the January 30, 2018 call, Cohen stated that he 

would send a "corrected current" version of his personal financial statement. Following that call, 

on or about January 31, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 from the Cohen Account a 

copy of the September 2017 Financial Statement. Later that day, Cohen again emailed Sterling 

Employee-3 from the Cohen Account and proposed paying $500,000 to bring the loans current 

and $750,000 to bring the principal balance to $20,500,000. Cohen also suggested revised monthly 

interest payment amounts. On or about January 31, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 responded to 

Cohen at the Cohen Account and stated, in sum and substance, that Cohen would need to pay the 

entirety of the overdue payments and pay down the principal balance of the loan to $20,000,000 

(in total, a payment of approximately $1,750,000), and would need to make larger monthly interest 

payments. 

s. On or about February 1, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 from the Cohen 

Account and proposed "[p]ayment of $1.250m which ALL can be used to pay down principal, if 

[Sterling] will waive past due amounts," but stated "I do NOT have more than the $1.250m." 

(Emphasis in original.) Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient financial 

resources to post additional collateral or pre-fund monthly payments. Based on my participation 

in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned that Sterling continues to renegotiate the 

medallion loans with Cohen based on Cohen's representations about his current financial position. 
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C. Cohen Made Material Misrepresentations About His Finances to Banks 

Cohen Concealed from Sterling and Melrose Cash Derived from Consulting Work 

15. As set forth in detail below, despite multiple representations by Cohen to Sterling (and, 

by extension, Melrose6) that he had insufficient funds to pay down the principal balance of the 

medalli~n loans, make monthly interest payments, or· pay past-due amounts, it appears that 

between 2016 and the present, Cohen opened and maintained bank accounts at First Republic Bank 

("First Republic"), and then received millions of dollars in purported consulting payments in these 

accounts, which he did not disclose to Sterling. Cohen set up these accounts and received these 

funds during the very period in which he made disclosures to Sterling about his personal finances 

(including his assets and liabilities) and his ability to make payments on the medallion loans. In 

these disclosures to Sterling-and despite being asked about these bank accounts by his 

accountant-Cohen withheld information about liquid financial assets at First Republic. 

16. Specifically, based on my review of documents and bank records produced pursuant to 

a subpoena by First Republic, and my participation in and review of reports of interviews with two 

First Republic employees, I have learned, among other things, the following: 

a. Cohen and his wife have been customers of First Republic since approximately 

June 2011. Cohen controls several checking and loan accounts, some in his own name and others 

in the names of corporate entities. 

6 Based on my review of a report of an interview conducted with an employee of Melrose, I 
have learned that, pursuant to the participation agreement between Sterling and Melrose, Cohen's 
financial statements and other records in Sterling's possession were forwarded to Melrose so that 
Melrose could make a determination as to whether to approve of the Cohen--
transaction. Based on my review of reports of interviews w1-tli MPslrn.«Ps employees, l also Know 
that Cohen called employees at Melrose regarding the Cohen• transaction. 
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b. On or about October 26, 2016, in Manhattan, New York, Cohen opened a new 

checking account at First Republic in the name of Essential Consultants LLC (the "Essential 

Consultants Account"). Cohen was the only authorized signatory on the account. When Cohen 

opened the Essential Consultants Account, a First Republic employee ("First Republic Employee-

1 ") conducted an in-person interview of Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-customer 

questions 7 about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic Employee-I 

entered into a form 8-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening Essential 

Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting work, 

and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. Cohen 

also stated, in sum and substance, that his purpose in setting up the account was to keep th,e revenue 

from his consulting business-which he said was not his main source of income-separate from 

his personal finances. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen's 

statements about the intended purpose of the account and source of funds for the account were 

false. Specifically, the account was not intended to receive-and does not appear to have 

received-money in connection with real estate consulting work; in addition, the account has 

received substantial payments from foreign sources. 

c. First, on or about October 27, 2016-the day after he opened the Essential 

Consultants Account, Cohen used the account to wire $130,000 to an account held in the name of 

attorney Keith Davidson's law firm. Based on my review of emails between Cohen and Davidson, 

7 Certain financial institutions are required to conduct such procedures pursuant to the Bank 
Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations. See 31 U.S.C. § 5318; 31 C.F.R. § 1020.220. 

8 First Republic Employee-I first filled out the form on the day he interviewed Cohen, October 
26, 2016. On or about December 19, 2016, at the request of bank compliance personnel, First 
Republic Employee-I updated the form to add more detail about Cohen's statements. 
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obtained pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account Warrants, I believe that this payment did not relate 

to any real estate consulting work, but rather was a "settlement" payment made to Davidson's 

client. 9 Based on my review of public sources, I have learned that Davidson's client is alleged to 

have had an extramarital affair with Donald Trump. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen made 

a public statement that "[i]n a private transaction in 2016, I used my own personal funds to 

facilitate a payment of $130,000 to [Davidson's client]." 

d. Second, I know from my review of First Republic bank records that were scheduled 

by an FBI forensic accountant that after Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, Cohen 

received payments into that account from foreign· businesses and entities that do not reflect the 

stated client profile for the residential and commercial real-estate consulting services. Specifically, 

from my review of the Essential Consultants Account schedule and public sources, I know the 

following: 

i. Beginning on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen began receiving monthly 

payments of $83,333 from an entity called Columbus Nova LLC, which were deposited into the 

Essential Consultants Account. According to public sources, Columbus Nova is an investment 

management firm controlled by Renova Group, an industrial holding company based in Zurich, 

Switzerland that is controlled by Russian national Viktor Vekselberg. From January 2017 to 

August 2017, the Essential Consultants Account received seven payments totaling $583,332.98 

from Columbus Nova LLC. 

9 Specifically, I have learned from my review of bank records that on or about October 26, 
2016, Cohen transferred $131,000 from a home equity line of credit account at First Republic to 
the Essential Consultants Account; on or about October 27, 2016, Cohen transferred $130,000 
from the Essential Consultant Account to an account held in the name of Davidson's law firm at a 
bank based in Los Angeles; and on or about November 1, 2016, a wire transfer in the amount of 
approximately $96,645 was made from Davidson's account to a bank account in the name of 
Davidson's client. 
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ii. Beginning on or about April 5, 2017, Cohen began receiving payments from 

Novartis Investments, SARL, which I believe to be the in-house financial subsidiary of the Swiss 

pharmaceutical company Novartis International AG ("Novartis"). Between April 2017 and January 

2018, the Essential Consultants Account received ten wire payments from a Swiss bank account 

held in the name of Novartis, each in the amount of $99,980, for a total of $999,800. 

iii. Beginning in or about April 2017, the Essential Consultants Account started 

receiving wire payments from a bank account associated with the telecommunications company 

AT&T Inc. ("AT&T"). Specifically, on or about April 14, 2017, AT&T wired $100,000 to the 

Essential Consultants Account and, from in or about June 2017 to in or about January 2018, the 

Essential Consultants Account received nine $50,000 payments from AT&T. In total, AT&T wired 

$550,000 to the Essential Consultants Account. 

iv. On or about May 10, 2017, June 9, 2017, July 10, 2017, and November 27, 

2017, the Essential Consultants Account received four deposits in the amount $150,000 (totaling 

$600,000) from a bank account in South Korea. The account holder from which the money was 

sent is Korea Aerospace Industries Ltd. ("KAI"). KAI is a South Korea-based company that 

produces and sells fixed-wing aircraft, helicopter aircraft, and satellites to the United States 

Department of Defense, among other customers. 

v. On or about May 22, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account received a 

$150,000 deposit from an account at Kazkornrnertsbank, a Kazakhstani bank. The listed account 

holder at Kazkommertsbank was a second Kazakhstani bank namedBTA Bank, AO. A message 

accompanying the wire payment indicated that the payment was a "monthly consulting fee as per 

Inv BTA-101 DD May 10, 2017 consulting agreement WIN DD 08 05 2017 CNTR W/NDD 

08/05/2017." 
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vi. In total, from on or about January 31, 2017 to on or about January 10, 2018, 

the Essential Consultants Account received approximately $2,883,132.98 in transfers and checks 
\ 

from the aforementioned entities. As of on or about January 10, 2018, the balance in the Essential 

Consultants Account was $1,369,474.23. 

e. On· or about April 4, 2017, Cohen opened another new checking account at First 

Republic, this one in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates, P.C. (the "MDC&A Account"). 

Cohen was the only authorized signatory on the account. Among other things, the MDC&A 

Account received ten wire transfers and one check from an account in the name of Squire Patton 

Boggs, a law firm. In total, from on or about April 5, 2017, to on or about January 2, 2018, the 

MDC&A Account received $426,097.70 in deposits, and the balance in the account as of January 

2, 2018, was $344,541.35. As discussed below, Cohen never disclosed any of the balance in the 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A accounts to Sterling during the negotiations with respect to the 

transaction, including in his May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 

Financial Statement. 

17. Based on my review of emails from the Cohen Account that were seized pursuant to 

the Prior Cohen Account Warrants, and my review of reports of interviews with employees of 

AT&T and Novartis, it appears that the aforementioned payments to the Essential Consultants 

Account and MDC&A Account ostensibly were for political consulting work, including consulting 

for international clients on issues pending before the Trump administration. 10 Specifically, from 

my review of emails from the Cohen Account and public sources, I have learned the following: 

10 Based on my review of public sources, I have learned that Cohen is not registered as a 
lobbyist or as a person acting as an agent of foreign principals, as may have been required by the 
Foreign Agents Registration Act. 
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a. On or about April 28, 2017, Cohen sent an email from the Cohen Account to an 

individual whom I believe is affiliated with KAI. In the email, Cohen attached a document 

purporting to be a "Consulting Agreement" between KAI and Essential Consultants dated as of 

about May 1, 2017. The document indicates that Essential Consultants would render "consulting 

and advisory services, as requested" by KAI, and that KAI would pay Essential Consultants "a 

consulting fee of One Million Two Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed 

through eight $150,000 installments between May 2017 and December 2017. 

b. On or about May 10, 2017, Cohen sent an email from an alternate email address, 

copying the Cohen Account, to an employee of BTA Bank. To the email, Cohen attached an 

invoice to BTA Bank in the name of Essential Consultants. The invoice contemplated a $150,000 

payment to Essential Consultants for a "monthly consulting fee." 

c. On or about February 13, 2017, Cohen emailed an AT&T employee from the Cohen 

Account what appears to be a consulting agreement, which contemplates that Essential Consultants 

"shall render consulting and advisory services to [AT&T]" and that AT&T would "advise [Essential 

Consultants] of those issues and matters with respect to which AT&T Services desires [Essential 

Consultants]' s assistance and advice." The contract calls for AT&T "to pay the Consultant for his 

services ... a consulting fee of Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars ... per month." Based on my 

review of reports of interviews with AT&T employees, I have learned that AT&T retained Cohen 

to consult on political issues, including net neutrality, the merger between AT&T and Time Warner, 

and tax reform. 

d. On or about January 17, 2017, Cohen emailed to a representative of Novartis from 

the Cohen Account a contract between Novartis and Essential Consultants, which provides that 

Essential Consult1:1.nts will "provide consulting and advisory services to Novartis on matters that 
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relate to the repeal and replacement of the Affordable Care Act in the US and any other issues 

mutually agreeable to [Essential Consultants] and Novartis." The contract provides for a 

"consulting fee of One Million Two Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000) US dollars," to be paid to 

Essential Consultants in even monthly installments over the course of a year. Based on my review 

of reports of interviews with Novartis employees, I have learned that Novartis retained Cohen to 

provide political consulting services and to gain access to relevant policymakers in the Trump 

Administration. 

e. On or about April 3, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs, a law firm, announced on its 

website that is had formed a "strategic alliance" with Michael D. Cohen & Associates and would 

"jointly represent clients." 

18. Despite the significant amount of money that Cohen received into the Essential 

Consultants Account and the MDC&A Account, and the cash balance in both accounts, Cohen did 

not disclose that information to Sterling or Melrose. Specifically, based on my review of documents 

provided by Getzel, and my review of notes and a 

have learned the following: 

I 

a. In or about May 2017, Getzel met with Cohen at a law firm in Manhattan, New 

York. At the meeting, Cohen told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he had set up a law practice 

called Michael D. Cohen & Associates P.C., and a consulting company called Essential Consultants 

LLC. Cohen told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he expected to earn $75,000 per month in 

connection with his law practice, and that he expected gross revenues for the consulting business to 

be between five and six million dollars annually. 

b. In or about October 2017, if not earlier, Getzel was preparing a personal financial 

statement for Cohen. On or about October 6, 2017, Getzel sent an email to Cohen at the Cohen 
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Account in which Getzel wrote that "[a]ttached is a draft of the new PFS as of September 30, 2017" 

and attached a draft of the September 2017 Financial Statement. The draft statement reflected that 

as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had only $1,250,000 in cash, total assets of approximately 

$33,430,000 (comprised of taxi medallion interests, real estate interests, and his personal residence 

and property), and liabilities of approximately $45,630,000, leaving him purportedly over $12 

million in debt. In the same email, Getzel questioned Cohen, in sum and substance, about the fact 

that the financial statement did not list any assets associated with either the Essential Consultants 

Account or the MDC&A Account: "[w]e did not add any value for you[r] two operating entities -

Michael D. Cohen & Associates POC [sic] and Essential Consultants LLC. Please advise whether 

or not these should be disclosed and what value." 

c. On or about October 6, 2017, Cohen called Getzel by telephone-which is reflected 

on toll records for Cohen's cellphone-and told Getzel, in sum and substance, not to include 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A in the September 2017 Financial Statement because they had no 

value. 

d. On or about October 6, 2017, following the call with Getzel, Cohen, using the Cohen 

Account, responded to Getzel's email with the answer "[l]ooks good to me." Cohen never directed 

Getzel to make any changes to his cash position as listed in the September 2017 Financial 

Statement. Neither Essential Consultants nor MDC&A was listed on the September 2017 Financial 

Statement that was provided to Sterling. 

19. Based on the foregoing, and from my review of bank records and emails sent by Cohen 

to Sterling, I know that the September 2017 Financial Statement made no mention whatsoever of 

assets that Cohen held in the Essential Consultants Account or the MDC&A Account. As of 

September 30, 2017-the date of the September 2017 Financial Statement-Cohen had 
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approximately $673,729.95 in the Essential Consultants Account and $248,619.28 in the MDC&A 

Account. As of October 6, 2017, the date when Getzel asked Cohen about the two accounts, Cohen 

had approximately $823,709.95 in the Essential Consultants Account and $248,619.28 in the 

MDC&A Account. 

Cohen Understated His Available Cash 

20. Jn addition to withholding the existence of the Essential Consultants Account and the 

MDC&A Account :from Sterling and Melrose, it appears that Cohen also substantiaily understated 

his available cash and cash equivalents in his financial disclosures. Specifically, I know from my 

review of the September 2017 Financial Statement that Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen 

represented that he had $1,250,000 in cash as of September 30, 2017. But, from my review of a 

summary of bank records that were scheduled by an FBI forensic accountant, I have learned that 

Cohen had over $5,000,000 in cash and cash equivalents as of September 30, 2017. Specifically, 

from my review of the account schedule and bank records, I have learned the following: 

a. Cohen has three checking and/or savings accounts at Capital One Bank, one of 

which is in his wife's name. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $1,105,680.35 in his savings 

account, and $1,262,982.29 in total in the three accounts at Capital One Bank. 

b. Cohen has three accounts at Morgan Stanley in his name. As of September 30, 

2017, the combined total in cash and cash equivalents in those three accounts was $1,270,600.41. 

c. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $260,689.18 in an account at Signature Bank. 

d. Jn addition to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A Account at First 

Republic, Cohen also had two joint checking accounts with Laura Cohen at First Republic. Jn total, 

as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $1,876,209.27 in total in his four accounts at First 

Republic. 
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e. Cohen has an account at Bethpage Credit Union with $25,931.39 in it as of 

September 30, 2017. 

f. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $17,542.54 in accounts at Sterling. 

g. Cohen has two accounts at TD Bank-one in his name and one held jointly with his 

wife-and the total balance across the two accounts as of September 30, 2017 was $300,096.72. 

h. In total, as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $5,014,051.80 in his accounts 

at Capital One Bank, Signature Bank, TD Bank, Bethpage Credit Union, First Republic, and 

Morgan Stanley. 

21. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's representations to Sterling 

and Melrose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and that Cohen withheld 

information regarding approximately $5 million in funds from Sterling and Melrose. in order to 

secure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. Based on my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of reports of interviews with Sterling 

Employee-I and two Melrose employees, it is my understanding that that Sterling and Melrose 

would view Cohen's understating of his assets as material to its decision whether to renegotiate 

Cohen's medallion ioans and on what terms, or approve . of the transfer of those loans to 

Cohen Had a Side Agreement With· 

22. As set forth in detail below, it appears that during the course of Cohen's negotiations to 

sell his interest in taxi medallions and the associated debt to , Cohen not only 

misrepresented his financial position to Sterling, but also failed to disclose a side deal he had 

negotiated with - it appears that -igreed to pay an above-market price for 

Cohen's taxi cab medallions, and in exchange, Cohen agreed to pay approximately 
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$3 .8 million in cash. Specifically, from my review of documen~s produced pursuant to a subpoena 

by Sterling, and reports prepared by law enforcement officers of interviews with Sterling 

Employee-I, as well as my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned, 

among other things, the following: 

a. On or about September 5, 2017, an executed term sheet was circulated by Sterling 

Employee-I to Cohen and - See supra ,r 14(k). According to the term sheet, 1111 
- would borrow $20,000,000 from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions 

that - was to acquire from Cohen. At a price of $20 million for thirty-two taxi medallions, 

the proposed transaction valued each medallion as worth $625,000. The term sheet also 

contemplated a $1,265,913 pay-down of the principal balance of the loan. The term sheet made no 

mention of a $3.8 million payment from Cohen to - or any other form of payment or 

fmancial transaction between the parties. 

b. Additionally, an internal Sterling credit memorandum, dated October 4, 2017, 

describing the terms of the Cohen--transaction and the new loan tc 

not mention any payments from Cohen to ·-· including a $3.8 million payment. The 

memorandum also noted that the "loan amount of $20MM indicates a $625M purchase price per 

medallion" but "it is recognized that this is not in line with current market values." Indeed, 

according to an internal Sterling memorandum dated February 5, 2018, in the month of January 

2018, taxi medallions sold for amounts ranging from $120,000 to $372,000. According to Sterling 

Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2, they were never told that - agreed to a purchase 

price of $625,000 in exchange for a lump sum payment from Cohen, or that Cohen would make 

any payment to 
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23. While Cohen and did not disclose any payment from Cohen to 

- ln communications with Sterling, it appears that such a payment was contemplated. 

Indeed, based on my review of records maintained by Getzel, and a report prepared by law 

enforcement agents of an interview with Getzel, I have learned the following, in substance and in 

part, regarding the proposed side-payment from Cohen to 

a. On or about September 19, 2017, Getzel prepared a memorandum for Cohen 

entitled, "Sale of NYC Medallion Entities and Debt Assumption" (the "Getzel Memorandum"). 

The Getzel Memorandum summarized the proposed transaction between Cohen and 

in part, as follows: "Michael and Laura Cohen will transfer ownership of their 13 NYC medallion 

entities to a Buyer who will assume their bank indebtedness, upon the [Cohens'] paying down the 

debt portfolio of the 13 entities by $500,000 and a cash payment to the Buyer of $3,800,000." 11 

b. According to Getzel, Cohen told him the parameters of the deal, including the 

payment of $3,800,000 to 

$3,800,000 to pay ' 

but Getzel did not know where Cohen was going to obtain 

As noted above, Cohen had more than $5,000,000 in cash and 

cash equivalents as of September 2017, but had only disclosed in his September 2017 Financial 

Statement that he had $1.25 million in cash. 

24. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling (as well as Melrose, the bank 

with the participating interest in the loans) and reports of interviews of representatives of Sterling 

(and Melrose), I have seen no evidence that Sterling, Melrose, or any other financial institution 

involved in the potential deal with Cohen and was aware of the planned $3.8 million 

side payment from Cohen to · 

· 11 The reference to thirteen medallions appears to be an error by Getzel. Cohen and his wife 
together owned sixteen corporations, which in turn owned 32 taxi medallions. 
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D. Probable Cause Regarding the Subject Accounts 

25. As set forth above, since at least September 2015, if not earlier, Cohen has told Sterling 

that he has difficulty making payments on his medallion loans and, since at least October 2016, 

Cohen has been actively engaged in an attempt to sell his taxi medallions and the associated debts 

In the course of doing so, Cohen has used the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC 

Account to engage in email communications regarding the terms of the transactions and the 

undisclosed side-payment at the Account, 1-
- atthe 1 Account, and:-at the- Account. Specifically, 

as described above, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject Accounts have been used 

regarding the proposed Cohen- transaction with Sterling: 

a. Cohen has used the Cohen Account to, among other things, negotiate a pay-down 

of the principal amount of the loan, see supra ,r 14(g), to send term sheets to Sterling, see supra ,r 
14G), to communicate with his accountant about the contents of financial statements, see supra ,r 
16, to send financial statements to Sterling, see supra ,r 14(i), (1), to check on the status of the 

transaction as of January 24, 2018, see supra ,r 14(n), to negotiate a reduction of his debt with 

. Sterling on or around January 31, 2018, see supra ,r 14(0), to tell Sterling on February 1, 2018, he 

does not have the ability to pay more than $1,250,000, see supra ,r 14(p ), and to communicate with 

individuals responsible for sources of payments to the Essential Consultants Account, see supra ,r 
15. In other words, from the communications described above, it appears likely that the Cohen 

Account will contain recent evidence of the Subject Offenses, including communications and 

potential misrepresentations to Sterling, and evidence indicating that statements made to Sterling 

are false or misleading. 

b. has used the Account to communicate about 

the proposed taxi medallion transaction with Cohen, which appears to have been discussed as early 
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as October 2016. See supra ,r 14(g). 12 Specifically, as described above, as early as May 2, 2017, 

used the Account to inquire about the status of the transaction, 

Account to exchange drafts of the proposed term 

sheet with Cohen, - and Sterling, see supra ,r 140). The _ Account was also 

used by, to send a personal financial statement for 

see supra ,r 14(1). The Account was copied on emails from the , 

Account about the transaction, see supra ,r 14(i), and was listed on financial 

statement as the contact email for , see supra ,r 14(m). Additionally, based on my 

review of MDCPC Header Information, I know that on or about September 1, 2017-at or around 

the time the md Cohen were negotiating a te1m sheet- 1sed the 

Account to send and receive eight emails from Cohen at the MDCPC Account. 

c. -has used the \..ccount to communicate with Sterling employees, Cohen, 

about the proposed taxi medallion transaction since at least December 2016. 

See supra ,r,r 14(g), 24(c). Specifically, on or about August 29, 2017, . told Sterling that he 

should be included on "all future e-mails" involving the proposed transaction, see supra ,r 140). 

Additionally, was involved in making revisions to the parties' term sheets, and he told 

Sterli:iig on January 29, 2018 that- would not go forward with the planned transaction, 

see supra ,r 140), (n). Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that the - Account will 

· contain evidence of the negotiations between Sterling and the parties, evidence of a payment from 

Cohen to md the reasons for the collapse of the Cohen-' transaction. 

12 For instance, from records provided by Sterling, I know that on or about December 2, 
2016, sent an email to a Sterling employee using the 
Account. The email forwarded correspondence between •• l who was using the 
Account, and an employee of Capital One regarding extending : loan with 
Capital One. 
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26. Additionally, it appears that Cohen set up the IVIDCPC Account to receive emails he 

was previously receiving at the Cohen Account. Specifically, based on my review of records 

maintained by AT&T, I have learned that on or about May 5, 2017, Cohen sent an email from the 

IVIDCPC Account to a blind copy list of recipients stating that "[ d]ue to the overwhelming volume 

of phone calls and emails coming into my previous cellular number and e-mail address, I have 

elected to create for Clients Only the following. Kindly use this new information for all future 

contact and communications." The signature line on the email listed "Essential Consultants LLC" 

and "Michael D. Cohen & Associates, PC," as well as the IVIDCPC Account as the email address. 13 

27. In addition, based on my review of emails from the IVIDCPC Account produced 

pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account Warrants and the IVIDCPC Header Information, I have learned 

that Cohen has used the IVIDCPC Account to send and receive emails from the Cohen Account, to 

communicate with tht \ccount, and to send and receive emails from other email accounts 

about his political consulting business. Additionally, from my review of the IVIDCPC Header 

Information, it appears that since the November 13, 2017 search warrant on the IVIDCPC Account, 

Cohen has continued to send and receive emails at the IVIDCPC Account that appear likely to be 

relevant to the commission of the Subject Offenses. For example, emails obtained pursuant to the 

Prior Cohen Account Warrants, as well as the IVIDCPC Header Information have revealed the 

following: 

a. On approximately eight occasions in August and September 2017, while Cohen, 

were communicating about a term sheet for the Cohen-'- taxi 

13 Based on my review of emails from the IVIDCPC Account obtained pursuant to subpoena, I 
have learned that Cohen has used the account to communicate with numerous individuals with 
whom he does not enjoy an attorney-client privilege, including some of the individuals described 
below. See infra ,r 27. 
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medallion transaction, see supra ,r 14(k), Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send or receive 

emails from it the \ccount. For instance, on or about August 22, 2017, - used 

the - l\..ccount to send an email t.o Sterling Employee-1 and copied Cohen on the email at the 

MDCPC Account. On the same day, Sterling Employee-1 responded to - at the- \ccount 

and Cohen at the MDCPC Account. On or about August 22, 2017, Cohen also used the MDCPC 

Account to send an email to Sterling Employee-1. 

b. As noted above, on or about September 1, 2017, Cohen used the MDCPC Account 

to send or receive eight emails with the Account. 

c. Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from individuals who 

work at companies with whom it appears Cohen has a political consulting agreement. For 

example, beginning in April 2017-the same month when Cohen began receiving payments from 

AT&T, see supra ,r,r 16(d), 17(c)-Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails 

from AT&T employees. These emails contain, among other things, invoices from Cohen to AT&T 

for consulting work by Cohen. Similarly, beginning in April 2017-which is also the month 

Cohen began receiving payments from Novartis for consulting work, see supra ,r,r 16(d), 17( d)-

Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from employees of Novartis. These 

emails concern, among other things, invoices from Cohen and requests for Novartis for Cohen's 

assistance on an initiative relating to drug pricing. 

d. From my review of the MDCPC Header Information, I have learned that Cohen has 

continued to use the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from individuals who work at 

companies with whom it appears Cohen had a political consulting agreement, such as Novartis and 

AT&T. For instance, on approximately six occasions between November 28, 2017 and January 

30, 2018, the MDCPC Account was used to send and receive emails from accounts belonging to 
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individuals using @att.com email addresses. Similarly, on approximately seventeen occasions 

between December 1, 2017 and February 20, 2018, the MDCPC Account was used to send and 

receive emails from accounts belonging to individuals using @novartis.com email addresses. 

Since November 15, 2017, the MDCPC Account has also sent and received em~ils with individuals 

using the email domains @bta.kz, which I believe is the email domain used by employees of BTA 

Ban1c, see supra ,r,r 16( d), 17(b ), and@squirepb.com, which I believe is the email domain used by 

employees of the law firm Squire Patton Boggs-both of which Cohen appears to have a 

consulting relationship with, see supra 11 16(e), 17(e). Accordingly, it appears that Cohen 

continues to use the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails that will be relevant to whether 

he is maintaining a consulting business, what type of consulting work he is doing, and whether he 

is receiving money for that consulting work. 

28. In addition to the foregoing, based on my review of the Pen Register Data, see supra ,r 

9, it appears that since the date of the last search warrant on the Cohen Account (i.e., November 

13, 2017), Cohen has continued to use the Cohen Account to communicate with the ,. 

- i\.ccount, the Account, and other email accounts that appear likely to be relevant 

to the commission of the Subject Offenses described above. For example, the Pen Register Data 

has revealed the following: 

a. Emails sent by the Cohen Account to the- '\.ccount on or about December 18, 

2017 at 8:26 p.m., December 21, 2017 at 9:35 p.m., December 22, 2017 at 4:32 p.m., January 3, 

2018 at 8:01 a.m., January 3, 2018 at 2:56 p.m., and January 4, 2018 at 3:31 p.m. 

b. An email sent by the Cohen Account to the . Account on or about 

January 25, 2018 at 8:55 p.m. 
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c. Emails from the Cohen Account to the email account on or 

about December 1, 2017 at 2:14 p.m., December 29, 2017 at 10:20 p.m., January 2, 2018 at 3:52 

p.m., January 2, 2018 at 5:44 p.m., and January 8, 2018 at 6:38 p.m. Based upon my review of 

emails contained in the Cohen Account, I have learned that the email account 

belongs to Jeffrey Getzel, Cohen's accountant, through whom Cohen made misrepresentations to 

financial institutions, as discussed above. 

d. Emails from the Cohen Account to email accounts belonging to Sterling employees, 

including Sterling Employee-I, on or about January 25, 2018 at 10:23 p.m., January 26, 2018 at 

12:55 a.m., January 29, 2018 at 5:30 p.m., January 29, 2018 at 8:29 p.m., January 30, 2018 at 6:44 

p.m. 

e. An email sent from the Cohen Account to the email account 

clientserviceny@firstrepublic.com on or about January 25, 2018 at 5:29 p.m. As stated above, 

First Republic is the bank at which the Essential Consultants Account is held. 

f. Numerous emails sent from the Cohen Account to the email account 

including emails on or about December 4, 2017 at 2:17 p.m. and January 29, 

2018 at 5 :43 p.m. Based upon the email address and domain name, as well as my review of reports 

of interviews and documents reflecting that Cohen's taxi medallions were leased and operated by 

, I believe that the email address belongs to - 29. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling, I know that Cohen used the 

Cohen Account to send and receive documents related to the Cohen- transaction. 

Based on my training and experience, I know that Google allows users of e-mail accounts to easily 

save documents to file sharing and retention platforms such as Google Docs and Google Drive. I 
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also know, from my training and experience, that users of e-mail accounts often use instant 

messaging interfaces linked to their email accounts. Further, I have learned that the Providers 

maintain records of search and web histories associated with email accounts and, based on my 

training and experience, users of e-mail accounts use associated web search browsers associated 

with a subscriber's account to research topics they are e-mailing about. Accordingly, there is 

probable cause to believe that content information associated with the Subject Accounts will also 

contain evidence related to the Subject Offenses. 

30. Thus, I respectfully submit that there is probable cause to believe that emails and other 

content inf 01mation from the Subject Accounts will contain evidence of Cohen's efforts to sell his 

taxi medallions and the associated debt, and his misrepresentations and omissions to Sterling and 

Melrose in connection with these negotiations. Although Cohen appears to have communicated 

with , and · primarily through the Cohen Account and 

· MDCPC Account, I know, based on my involvement in the investigation, that Cohen also used at 

least one other email account associated with his position at the Trump Organization. Thus, I 

respectfully submit that there is probable cause to believe that emails and other content information 

from the • Account, , Account and - Account since on or 

about October 1, 2016-the approximate date of when Cohen's efforts to sell his taxi medallions 

and the associated debt began-will reflect communications with the Cohen Account, MDCPC 

Account, and possibly one or more additional accounts used by Cohen, and probable cause to 

believe that such emails will constitute evidence of Cohen's commission of the Subject Offenses, 

including the extent to which Cohen did or did not inform other individuals involved in the conduct 

described above-such a~ 

omissions to financial institutions. 
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31. Temporal Limitation. This application seeks all emails and other requested content 

information specified in Attachments A, B, C, and D for the following periods: 

a. For the Cohen Account, this application seeks all emails sent, created, or received 

between November 14, 2017, and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. As described above, 

pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account Warrants, the SCO obtained and provided to the USAO 

emails from the Cohen Account that were sent, created, or received before November 14, 2017. 

This application also seeks other information specified above associated with the Cohen Account 

that was created between December 1, 2014 (the month when Cohen entered into the medallion 

loans with Sterling), and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. 

b. For the MDCPC Account, this application seeks all emails sent, created, or received 

between November 14, 2017, and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. As described above, 

pursuant to a prior warrant, the SCO obtained and provided to the USAO emails from the MDCPC 

Account that were sent, created, or received before November 14, 2017. 

c. For the Account and , Account, this application 

seeks emails and all other content information specified above sent, created, or received between 

October 1, 2016, and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. As described above, October 

2016 is the month in which Cohen began negotiating the taxi medallion sale with the 

d. For the • Account, this application seeks emails and all other content 

information specified above sent, created, or received between December 1, 2016, and the date of 

the proposed warrant, inclusive. As described above, December 2016 is the month in which-

began representing the n relation to the taxi medallion transaction. 

E. Evidence, Fruits and Instrumentalities 

32. Based upon the foregoing, I respectfully submit there is probable cause to believe that 

information stored on Google's servers associated with the Cohen Account will contain evidence, 
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fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of the Subject Offenses, as more fully described in 

Section II of Attachment A to the proposed warrant for the Cohen Account and MDCPC Account, 

including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of the person(s) who created or used the Cohen Account or MDCPC Account. 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling, Melrose, 

and/or taxi medallions; 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal, or 

agreement for Cohen and/or entiti~s associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, 

and any associated debts ot liabilities, to others, including to 

associated with him; 

and/or entities 

d. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential 

Consultants, LLC or Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature 

and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & 

Associates; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC Account about any matters relating to 

Essential Consultants, LLC, or about any plan or proposal or agreement for Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to and/ or entities associated with him; 

f. Communications between the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC Account and Jeffrey 

Getzel relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 
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g. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan 

at that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Cohen Account and MDCPC Account was 

accessed or used, to determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, 

and events relating to the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

i. Evidence indicating the Cohen Account and MDCPC Account owner's intent as it 

relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

33. Based upon the foregoing, I further submit there is probable cause to believe that . 

information stored on Google's servers associated with the i\ccount and -

\ccount will contain evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of the Subject 

Offenses, including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of the person(s) who created or used th( . Account and 

Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal 

or agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to 

with him; 

and/or entities associated 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s)- who 
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corpmunica'ted with the Account anc Account about any 

matters relating to any plan or proposal or agreement for Cohen and/ or entities associated with him 

to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to -

md/or entities associated with him; 

d. Communications between the Account and 

Account and others, including employees or representatives of Sterling, Melrose, or other financial 

iristitution(s), regarding Cohen's finances; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan 

at that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

f. Evidence indicating how and when the Account and -- 1 Account were accessed or used, to determine the geographic and chronological context 

of account access, use, and events relating to the crimes under investigation and to the account 

owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the Account and Account 

owners' intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

34. Based upon the foregoing, I further submit there is probable cause to believe that 

information stored on Oath's servers associated with the- 4..ccount will contain evidence, 

fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of the Subject Offenses, including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of the person(s) who created or used the Account; 
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b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal 

or agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to 

with him; 

and/or entities associated 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the \ccount about .any matters relating to any plan or proposal or 

agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, 

and any associated debts or liabilities, to and/or entities associated with him; 

d. Communications between the - \ccount and others, including employees or 

representatives of Sterling, Melrose, or other financial institution(s), regarding Cohen's finances; 

and 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution. 

ID. Review of the Information Obtained Pursuant to the Warrant 

35. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(g), the presence of a law enforcement officer is not 

required for service of a search warrant issued under § 2703, or for the collection or production of 

responsive records. Accordingly, the warrant requested herein will be transmitted to the Providers, 

which shall be directed to produce a digital copy of any responsive records to law enforcement 

personnel within 30 days from the date of service. ~aw enforcement personnel (including, in 

addition to law enforcement officers and agents, and depending on the nature of the ESI and the 
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status of the investigation and related proceedings, attorneys for the government, attorney support 

staff, agency personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts 

under government control) will retain the records and review them for evidence, fruits, and 

instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses as specified in Section III of Attachments A, B and C to 

the proposed warrant. 

36. In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various methods to 

locate evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses, including but not limited to . 

undertaking a cursory inspection of all emails within the Subject Account. This method is 

analogous to cursorily inspecting all the files in a file cabinet in an office to determine which paper 

evidence is subject to seizure. Although law enforcement personnel may use other methods as 

well, particularly including keyword searches, I know that keyword searches and similar methods 

are typically inadequate to detect all information subject to seizure. As an initial matter, keyword 

searches work only for text data, yet many types of files commonly associated with emails, 

including attachments such as scanned documents, pictures, and videos, do not store data as 

searchable text. Moreover, even as to text data, keyword searches cannot be relied upon to capture 

all relevant communications in an account, as it is impossible to know in advance all of the unique 

words or phrases that investigative subjects will use in their communications, and consequently 

there are often many communications in an account that are relevant to an investigation but that 

do not contain any keywords that an agent is likely to search for. 

3 7. Because Cohen and Lre attorneys, the review of the content within the Subject 

Accounts will be conducted pursuant to established screening procedures to ensure that the law 

enforcement personnel involved in the investigation, including attorneys for the Government, 

collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect any attorney-client or other applicable 
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privilege. When appropriate, the procedures will include use of a designated "filter team," separate 

and apart from the investigative team, in order to review potentially privileged communications 

and detennine which communications to release to the investigation and prosecution team. 

IV. Request for Non-Disclosure and Sealing Order 

38. The existence and scope of this ongoing criminal investigation are not publicly known. 

As a result, premature public disclosure of this affidavit or the requested warrants could alert 

Cohen that he is under investigation, causing him to destroy evidence, flee from prosecution, or 

otherwise seriously jeopardize the investigation. In particular, based on my experience 

investigating white collar cases, including cases featuring documents such as agreements, drafts 

of agreements, notes of conversations, and other documentary evidence, premature disclosure of 

an investigation may cause the target of the investigation to attempt to destroy or conceal such 

evidence. In addition, as also set forth above, Cohen uses computers and electronic 

communications in furtherance 6f his activity and thus could easily delete, encrypt, or otherwise 

conceal such digital evidence from law enforcement were he to learn of the Government's 

investigation. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b)(3). Cohen also appears to have the financial means that 

would facilitate his flight from prosecution. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b)(2), (5). 

39. Accordingly, there is reason to believe that, were the Providers to notify the subscriber 

or others of the existence of the warrant, the investigation would be seriously jeopardized. 

Pursuant to 18 U.S. C. § 2 7 05(b ), !therefore respectfully request that the Court direct the Providers 

not to notify any person of the existence of the warrant for a period of 180 days from issuance, 

subject to extension upon application to the Court, if necessary. 

40. For similar reasons, I respectfully request that this affidavit and all papers submitted 

herewith be maintained under seal until the Court orders otherwise, except that the Government 

be permitted without further order of this Court to provide copies of the warrant and affidavit as 
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need be to personnel assisting it in the investigation and prosecution of this matter, and to disclose 

those materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure obligations in any 

prosecutions related to this matter. 

V. Conclusion 

41 . Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request that the Court issue the warrants sought 

herein pursuant to the applicable provisions of the Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. 

§ 2703(b)(l)(A) (for contents) and § 2703(c)(l)(A) (for records and other information), and the 

relevant provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41. 

46 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 
Associated with the Email Account 

naintained at 
Premises Controlled by 1 & 1 Internet, 
Inc., USAO Reference No. 
2018R00127 

181!AG 16t'll 9{· 6 ·., 

- ,, €l..·" .. 

SEARCH WARRANT AND NON-DISCLOSURE ORDER 

TO: 1 & 1 Internet, Inc. ("Provider") 

United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation ( collectively, the "Investigative Agencies") 

1. Warrant. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent of the United States 

Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, and pursuant to the provisions of the 

Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email account maintained at premises controlled by 1 

& 1 Internet, Inc., contains evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as specified in 

Attachment D hereto. Accordingly, the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the Investigative 

Agencies, within 7 days of the date of service of this Warrant and Order, the records specified in 

Section II of Attachment D hereto, for subsequent review by law enforcement personnel as 

authorized in Sections III and IV of Attachment D. The Government is required to serve a copy 

of this Warrant and Order on the Provider within 14 days of the date of issuance. The Warrant 

and Order may be served via electronic transmission or any other means through which the 

Provider is capable of accepting service. 
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2. Non-Disclosure Order. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), the Court finds that there is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this warrant will result in destruction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoing investigation. Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

existence of this Warrant and Order to the listed subscriber or to any other person for a period of 

180 days from the date of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Court if 

necessary, except that Provider may disclose this Waffant and Order to an attorney for Provider 

for the purpose of receiving legal advice. 

3. Sealing. It is further ordered that this Warrant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed under seal, except that the Government may without further order of this 

Court serve the Warrant and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or Warrant and 

Order as need be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

(eJr -i,g(~\V 
Date Issued 

ORABLEGAB 
'efUnited St;i.tes M. ate Judge 

Southern District of:New York 
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Email Search Attachment D 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This wanant is directed to 1 & 1 Internet, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 701 Lee 

Road, Suite 300, Chesterbrook, Pennsylvania 19087, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider' s possession, custody, or control associated with the email account 

'.the "Subject Account") for the time period between November 14, 2017 

and the date of this wanant, inclusive. 

A law enforcement officer will serve this wa1Tant by transmitting it via email or another 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Account: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Account, including all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email). 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

c. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber · and payment information 

regarding the Subject Account, including but not limited to name, username, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Account, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations. 

e. Customer correspondence. All correspondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Account, including complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with support services 

and records of actions taken. 

f. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

Ill. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations ofl 8 U.S. C. § § 3 71 ( conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

the United States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling National 

Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medallions; 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal, or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 
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medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to and/or 

entities associated with him; 

d. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential Consultants, 

LLC or Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature and purpose of 

payments made to or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & Associates; 

e. The identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the 

person(s) - who communicated with the Subject Account about any matters relating to Essential 

Consultants, LLC, or about any plan or proposal or agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him; 

f. Communications between the Subject Account and Jeffrey Getzel relating to Michael 

D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

g. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution withrelation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing irtto an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Account was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

1. Evidence indicating the Subject Account owner's intent as it relates to the Subject 

Offenses under investigation. 

3 
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IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect ~vidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTIIERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 

.t'rem1ses Controlled by Google, Inc., 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 

SEARCH WARRANT AND NON-DISCLOSURE ORDER 

TO: Google, Inc. ("Provider") 

United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (collectively, the "Investigative Agencies") 

1. Warrant. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent :)f the United States 

Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, and pursuant to the·provisions of the 

Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email accounts :ygmail.com, @gmail.com, and 

maintained at premises controlled by Google, Inc., contain evidence, 

fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as specified in Attachments A and B hereto. Accordingly, 

the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the Investigative Agencies, within 7 days of the date 

of service of this Warrant and Order, the records specified in Section II of Attachments A and B 

hereto, for subsequent review by law enforcement personnel as authorized in Sections III and IV 

of Attachments A and B. The Government is required to serve a copy of this Warrant and Order 

on the Provider within 7 days of the date of issuance. The Warrant and Order may be served via 
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electronic transmission or any other means through which the Provider is capable of accepting 

service. 

2. Non-Disclosure Order. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), the Court finds that there is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this warrant will result in destruction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoing investigation. Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

existence of this Warrant and Order to the listed subscriber or to any other person for a period of 

180 days from the date of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Court if 

necessary, except that Provider may disclose this Warrant and Order to an attorney for Provider 

for the purpose of receiving legal advice. 

3. Sealing. It is further ordered that this Warrant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed under seal, except that the Government may without further order of this 

Court serve the Warrant and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or Warrant and 

Order as need be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

2 
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· Email Search Attachment A 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed to Google, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 1600 

Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated with the email account 

@gmail.com (the "Subject Account") for the time period referenced below. 

A law enforcement officer will serve this warrant by transmitting it via email or another 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Account: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Account, including all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email) 

limited to items sent, received, or created between November 14, 2017 and the date of this warrant, 

inclusive. 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

c .. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Account, including but not limited to name, usemame, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service~ types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Account, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations, limited to items sent, 

received, or created between December 1, 2014 and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

e. Customer correspondence. All conespondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Account, including complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with support services 

and records of actions taken, limited to items sent, received, or created between December 1, 2014 

and the date of this wanant, inclusive. 

f. Search History. All search history and/or web history associated with the Subject 

Account, limited to items sent, received, or created between December 1, 2014 and the date of this 

· wanant, inclusive. 

g. Associated content. All Google Docs, files maintained on Google Drive, and instant 

messages or Gchats associated with the Subject Account, limited to items sent, received, or created 

between December 1, 2014 and the date of this wanant, inclusive. 

h. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any ev,idence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations ofl 8 U.S. C. § § 3 71 ( conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 
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the United States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling National 

Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medallions; 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal, or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to and/or 

entities associated with him; 

d. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential Consultants, 

LLC or Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature and purpose of 

payments made to· or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & Associates; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Subject Account about any matters relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, 

. or about any plari or proposal or.agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with 

him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, 

including to and/or entities associated with him; 

f. Communications between the Subject Account and Jeffrey Getzel relating to Michael 

D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

g. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

3 
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institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Account was· accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

i. Evidence indicating the Subject Account owner's intent as it relates to the Subject 

Offenses under investigation. 

IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
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Email Search Attachment B 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed t9 Google, Inc. (the ''Provider"), headquartered at 1600 

Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated with the email 

accounts g?gmail.com and (the "Subject Accounts") for the time 

period between October 1, 2016 and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

A law enforcement officer will serve this warrant by transmitting it via email or another 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Accounts: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Accounts, · including all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email). 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Accounts. 

c. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Accounts, including but not limited to name, usemame, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Accounts, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations. 

e. Customer correspondence. All correspondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Accounts, including complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with support services 

and records of actions taken. 

f. Search History. All search history and/or web history associated with the Subject 

Accounts. 

g. Associated content. All Google Docs, files maintained on Google Drive, ·and instant 

messages or Gchats associated with the Subject_Accounts. 

h. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities o.f violations of 18 U.S.C. § § 371 ( conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

the l}nited States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a fmancial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Accounts; 
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b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to nd/or entities associated 

with him; 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Subject Accounts about any matters relating to any plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to nd/or entities associated 

with him; 

d. Communications between the Subject Accounts and others, includiq.g employees or 

representatives of Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, or other financial institution(s), 

regarding Michael D. Cohen's finances; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source offunds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

f. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Accounts was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the Subject Accounts owners' intent as it relates to the Subject 

Offenses under investigation. 

3 
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IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTIIBRN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 
A !<!<nr.i.ated with the Email Account 

- ~aol.com, Maintained at 
Premises Controlled by Oath, Inc., 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 

SEARCH WARRANT AND NON-DISCLOSURE ORDER 

TO: Oath, Inc. ("Provider") 

United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (collectively, the "Investigative Agencies") 

1. Warrant. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent of the United States 

Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, and pursuant to the provisions of the 

Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal ,Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email account ~aol.com, maintained at premises controlled by Oath, 

Inc., contains evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as specified in Attachment C 

hereto. Accordingly, the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the Investigative Agencies, 

within 7 days of the date of service of this Warrant and Order, the records specified in Section II 

of Attachment C hereto, for subsequent review by law enforcement personm;l as authorized in 

Sections III and IV of Attachment C. The Government is required to serve a copy of this Warrant 

and Order on the Provider within 14 days of the date of issuance. The Wru.rnnt and Order may be 

served via electronic transmission or any other means through which the Provider is capable of 

accepting service. 
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2. Non-Disclosure Order. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), the Court finds that there is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this warrant will result in destruction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoing investigation. Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

existence of this Warrant and Order to the listed subscriber or to any other person for a period of 

180 days from the date of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Court if 

necessary, except that Provider may disclose this Warrant and Order to an attorney for Provider 

for the purpose ofreceiving legal advice. 

3. Sealing. It is further ordered that this Warrant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed under seal, except that the Government may without further order of this 

Court serve the Warrant and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or Warrant and 

Order as need be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

Date Issuea. 

02.28.2018 

10 :Q~~-
Time lssu~ /f D ) p /J 

Af• ~-- \_,~ 

- I~ ' 

ORABI~E GABIUFT . GORENSTEIN • s;.,_,, __ ,,,,,-

hief United States M,agistrate Judge 
Southern District of New York 

2 
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Email Search Attachment C 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed to Oath, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 22000 AOL Way, 

Dulles, Virginia 20166, and applies to all content and other information within the Provider's 

possession, custody, or control associated with the email account @aol.com (the "Subject 

Account") for the time period between December 1, 2016 and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

A law enforcement officer will serve this warrant by transmitting it via email or another 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the infonnation specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Account: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Account, including all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the · source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email). 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

c. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Account, including but not limited to name, usemame, address, telephone 

number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 
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d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Account, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations. 

e. Customer correspondence. All conespondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Account, including complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with support services 

and records of actions taken. 

f. Search History. All search history and/or web history. 

g. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(:f) or otherwise. 

III. Review oflnformation by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

the United States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 · 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, tc 

with him; 

2 
02.28.2018 

md/or entities associated 
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c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Subject Ac.count about any matters relating to any plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to and/or entities associated 

with him; 

d. Communications between the Subject Account and others, including employees or 

representatives of Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, or other financial institution(s), 

regarding Michael D. Cohen's finances; and 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files -reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of ari account or loan at that fmancial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution. 

IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

3 
02.28.2018 
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AO I 06 (Rev. 06/09) Application for a Search Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

A Device Containing the Results of Three Email 
Search Warrants, See Attachment A 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Casts MAG 
APPLICATION FOR A SEARCH WARRANT 

169 7 
I, a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government, request a search warrant and state under 

penalty of perjury that I have reason to believe that on the following person or property {identify the person or describe the 

-~ _ _!:",R.ffj'B(,fgJ.tf6Wti1;1ng:{rfj;'.figJ3fti~gf~ hree=Emaik-Search~Warrants,=See=-Attachment=k --- --- - - -- -- -- - --- ---- --- --- - ·. - - --

located in the Southern District of New York , there is now concealed (identify the -------- ------------
person or describe the property to be seized): 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT AND RIDER. 

The basis for the search under Fed. R. Crim. P. 41 ( c) is (check one or more) : 

ref evidence of a crime; 
0 contraband, fruits of crime, or other items illegally possessed; 
0 property designed for use, intended for use, or used in committing a crime; 
0 a person to be arrested or a person who is unlawfully restrained. 

The search is related to a violation of: 

Code Section Offense Description 
1s use 371, 100s, 1014, 
1343, 1344 

Conspiracy to defraud the United States; false bank entries; false statements to a 
financial institution; wire fraud; bank fraud 

The application is based on these facts: 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT AND RIDER. 

ii Continued on the attached sheet. 
,!if Delayed notice of _lQ_ days (give exact ending date if more than 30 days: _ ____ ) is requested 

under 18 U.S.C. § 3103a, the basis of which is set forth on the attached sheet. 

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence. 

Date: <fJs= z,<(/!Ar 
City and state: ~)J~~'f_/4-t-'-( /V_,__y _ _ 

Judg(s ;si_§_nd · 

Hon. Gabriel W. Gorenstein, u.'s.\ IV1agl~trate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of the Application of the United 
States Of America for a Search Warrant for A 
Device Containing the Results of Three Email 
Search Warrants, USAO Reference No 
2018R00127 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK) ss.: 

18MAG 169 7 
TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

Agent Affidavit in Support of 
Application for a Search Warrant 

of the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern 

I. Introduction 

A. Affiant 

1. I am a Special Agent with the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern 

District of New York (the "USAO"). I have been a Special Agent with the USAO since August 

2016. I previously served as a Special Agent with the United States Department of Labor Inspector 

General from May 2011 to August 2016. In the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have participated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array 

of financial crimes, including frauds on financial institutions. I also have training and experience 

executing search warrants, including those authorizing the search of email accounts. 

2. I make this Affidavit in support of an application pursuant to Rule 41 of the Federal 

Rules of Criminal Procedure for a warrant to search the electronic device specified below (the 

"Subject Device") for the items and information described in Attachment A. This affidavit is based 

upon my personal knowledge; my review of documents and other evidence; my conversations with 

other law enforcement personnel; and my training, experience and advice received concerning the 

use of computers in criminal activity and the forensic analysis of electronically stored information 

("ESI"). Because this affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of establishing probable 

2 
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cause, it does not include all the facts that I have learned during the course of my investigation. 

Where the contents of documents and the actions, statements, and conversations of others are 

reported herein, they are reported in substance and in part, except where otherwise indicated. 

B. Prior Warrants and the Subject Device 

3. As set forth in detail below, the USAO and the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

("FBI") are investigating, among other things, a scheme by Michael Cohen to defraud multiple 

banks. Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President 

Donald Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump 

Organization, an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

4. In connection with an investigation then being conducted by the Office of the 

Special Counsel ("SCO"), the FBI sought and obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, Chief 

United States District Judge for the District of Columbia, three search warrants ( collectively, the 

"SCO Warrants") for emails and other content information associated with two email accounts 

used by Cohen. Specifically: 

a. On or about July 18, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

between January 1, 2016 and July 18, 2017. This warrant, which is numbered 17-mj-00503, is 

attached as Exhibit A (the "First Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

b. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

warrant for emails in the Cohen Gmail Account sent or received between June 1, 2015 and 

November 13, 2017. This warrant, which is numbered 17-mj-00855, is attached as Exhibit B (the 

"Second Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

c. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

warrant for emails in the account the "Cohen MDCPC Account") sent or 

3 
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received between the opening of the Cohen MDCPC Account1 and November 13, 2017. This 

warrant, which is numbered 17-mj-00854, is attached as Exhibit C (the "Cohen MDCPC 

Warrant"). 

5. The SCO has since referred certain aspects of its investigation into Cohen to the 

USAO, which is working with the FBI' s New York Field Office. As part of that referral, on or 

about February 8, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO with all non-privileged emails and other 

content information obtained pursuant to the SCO Warrants. A filter team working with the SCO 

had previously reviewed the e-mails produced pursuant to the SCO Warrants for privilege. 

6. These emails are contained on the Subject Device, which is particularly described 

as a black and red USB drive with a white label that says "Tracking#: 180208140208." That is, 

the Subject Device contains the emails and other content information obtained pursuant to the SCO 

Warrants, less any emails that were screened and removed by the SCO's privilege team. 

7. The Subject Device is presently located in the Southern District of New York. 

C. The Subject Offenses 

8. The affidavits in support of the SCO Warrants describe evidence of several 

different courses of conduct by Cohen, including, among other things, false statements to :financial 

institutions relating to the purpose of an account he opened in the name of Essential Consultants 

LLC and the nature of funds flowing into that account, and activities undertaken by Cohen on 

behalf of certain foreign persons or foreign entities without having registered as a foreign agent. 

The SCO Warrants accordingly define the evidence to be seized by reference to subject offenses 

1 Based on my review of this warrant and the affidavit in support of it, I know that the warrant did 
not specify a time period, but the affidavit indicated that, pursuant to court order, the service 
provider had provided non-content information for the Cohen MDCPC Account that indicated that 
the account contained emails from the approximate period of March 201 7 through the date of the 
warrant. 

4 
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and specific categories of information related to these courses of conduct. The subject offenses in 

the SCO Warrants are summarized as follows: 

Exhibit Warrant Subiect Offenses in Prior Warrant 
A First Cohen Gmail 18 U.S.C. §§ 1014 (false statement to frnancial institution), 1956 (money 

Warrant laundering), 951 (acting as an unregistered foreign agent), and 22 U.S.C. 
§§ 611 et seq. (Foreign Agents Registration Act ("FARA")) 

B Second Cohen Gmail 18 U.S.C. §§ 1014 (false statement to financial institution), 1343 (wire 
Warrant fraud), 1344 (bank fraud), 1956 (money laundering), 951 (acting as an 

unregistered foreign agent), and 22 U.S.C. §§ 611 et seq. (FARA) 
C Cohen MDCPC Warrant 18 U.S.C. §§ 1014 (false statement to financial institution), 1343 (wire 

fraud), 1344 (bank fraud), 1956 (money laundering), 951 (acting as an 
unregistered foreign agent), and 22 U.S.C. §§ 611 et seq. (FARA) 

9. Based on my participation in this investigation, including my review of documents 

obtained pursuant to subpoena and court order, my conversations with witnesses and review of 

reports of conversations with witnesses, and my review of publicly available information, I have 

learned of additional conduct by Cohen, described below, which was not described in the affidavit 

seeking the First Cohen Gmail Warrant and was described briefly in the affidavits seeking the 

Second Cohen Gmail Warrant and the Cohen MDCPC Warrant.2 

10. I am therefore requesting authority to expand the search of the non-privileged e-

mails obtained pursuant to the SCO Wanants, as contained on the Subject Device, for evidence 

related to this additional conduct. As set forth below, in addition to the c·ategories of evidence 

already described in the SCO Warrants, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject Device 

contains evidence of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 371 (conspiracy to defraud the United States), 1005 

(false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a fmancial institution), 1343 (wire fraud), and 1344 

(bank fraud) (collectively, the "Subject Offenses"), related to the additional conduct described 

below.3 

2 I do not base this applicati~n on my review of emails obtained pursuant to the SCO Warrants. 
3 The SCO Warrants cite many of the same statutes as subject offenses and describe categories of 
information that likely encompass evidence of the additional conduct described herein. 

5 
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II. Probable Cause Regarding the Subject Offenses 

11. Together with this application, I am submitting an application for a search 

warrant, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703, for all content and other information associated with (a) 

the Cohen Gmail Account, for the time period November 14, 2017 to the present; (b) the Cohen 

MDCPC Account, for the time period November 14, 2017 to the present; and (c) three other 

email accounts. The affidavit in support of this application is attached as Exhibit D (the 

"Accompanying Affidavit"), and is incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

12. As set forth in the Accompanying Affidavit, there is probable cause to believe that 

Cohen h_as made affirmative misrepresentations in and omitted material information from financial 

statements and other disclosures that Cohen provided to multiple banks in connection with a 

transaction intended to relieve Cohen of approximately $22 million in debt he owed on taxi 

medallion loans from the banks. As set forth in detail in the Accompanying Affidavit, in these 

financial statements, and in his oral and other written statements to these banks, Cohen appears to 

have (i) intentionally omitted cash assets that he began receiving in 2017 from new consulting 

work; (ii) significantly understated his total holdings of cash and cash equivalents; and (iii) failed 

to inform the banks from which he was seeking debt relief that he had agreed to make a $3.8 

million cash payment to a third party, , in connection with 

acquisition of the taxi medallions securing Cohen's debt. By making these misrepresentations and 

material omissions, Cohen avoided making monthly payments on his loans, and attempted to and 

has secured proposed agreements from the banks to relieve him of certain repayment obligations 

worth millions of dollars. 

Nevertheless, in an abundance of caution, I am seeking explicit authorization to search the Subject 
Device for evidence of this additional conduct. 

6 
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13. As noted above, the Accompanying Affidavit seeks email content for the Cohen 

Gmail Account and the Cohen MDCPC Account for the period from November 14, 2017 to the 

present, and therefore establishes probable cause that a search of the email content from that time 

period will reveal evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses. As set forth 

below, the Accompanying Affidavit also establishes probable cause to believe that a search of 

the Subject Device (i.e., the non-privileged emails from the earlier time periods covered by the 

SCO Warrants) will similarly reveal evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the Subject 
··--· ·-. ····-· ·· ·- ····- ... ···-··-·-·····-·- . . --=-----.-. ··=-=--=-=····=--=-=--=--=-=--=-=--=--=--=-=---=-=---=· ====-=--=-=-=--=···"7···! 

Offenses.4 For example, as described in the Accompanying Affidavit: 

a. In or about December 2014, Sterling National Bank ("Sterling") agreed to 

lend approximately $22 million to Cohen's medallion companies. See Accompanying Affidavit 

,r 14(c). 

b. In or about September 2015, Cohen began pushing Sterling for a reduction 

in his monthly payments. See id. ,r 14( e ). 

c. In or about October 2016, Cohen told a Sterling employee ("Sterling 

Employee-I") that he had a potential buyer of his taxi medallions, named , who 

would agree to assume Cohen's debt with Sterling (and Melrose Credit Union, the participating 

bank). See id. ,r 14(g). Negotiations of the potential taxi medallion transaction then followed for 

more than a year. See id. ,r,r 14(g)-( q). 

4 As noted, the Subject Device contains email content for the Cohen Gmail Account from the 
period of June 1, 2015 to November 13 , 2017, and email content for the Cohen MDCPC Account 
for the period of March 2017 to November 13, 2017. 

7 
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d. On or about February 22, 2017, the Cohen Gmail Account5 sent an email to 

a Sterling employee ("Sterling Employee-2") stating that he "agreed to pay down 1 million from 

the loan amount." See id 14(g). 

e. On or about June 8, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-I from the 

Cohen Gmail Account, attaching a Sterling personal financial statement form that had been filled 

out by hand, which referenced a statement of financial condition, dated May 1, 2017 (the "May 

2017 Financial Statement"), that was also attached. See id 14(i). 

f. On or about October 5, 2017, Cohen, using the Cohen Gmail Account, re-

sent Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his May 2017 Financial Statement. A day later, on October 6, 

2017, Cohen; using the Cohen Gmail Account, emailed Sterling Employee-2 a statement of 

financial condition, dated September 30, 2017 (the "September 2017 Financial Statement"). See 

id 14(m). The September 2017 Financial Statement omitted assets that Cohen held in certain 

bank accounts and substantially understated his available cash and cash equivalents. See id. 

19-20. 

g. It appears that Cohen set up the Cohen MDCPC Account to receive emails 

he was previously receiving at the Cohen Gmail Account. On or about May 5, 2017, Cohen sent 

an email from the Cohen MDCPC Account to a blind copy list of recipients, stating that "[d]ue to 

the overwhelming volume of phone calls and emails coming into my previous cellular number 

and e-mail address, I have elected to create for Clients Only the following. Kindly use this new 

5 As noted in n.2, supra, I do not base this application on my review of emails obtained pur,suant 
to the SCO Warrants. Where the content of emails sent from or received by the Cohen Gmail 
Account and/or the Cohen MDPC Account are described herein, my description is based on copies 
of these emails produced by third parties pursuant to subpoena or otherwise. 

8 
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information for all future contact and communications." The signature line on the email listed 

the Cohen MDCPC Account as the new email address. See id. ,r 26. 

h. Based on my review of header information obtained by court order, I have 

learned that, on approximately eight occasions in August and September 2017, while Cohen, 

~ and , , and were communicating about a term sheet for the 

Cohen--- taxi medallion transaction, the Cohen MDCPC Account sent or received 

emails from :., including emails on which Sterling employees were copied. On or about 

August 22, 2017, Cohen also used the Cohen MDCPC Account to send an email to Sterling 

Employee-1. See id. ,r 27(a). 

i. Based on my review of header information obtained by court order, I have 

learned that on or about September 1, 2017-at or around the time the · and Cohen 

were negotiating a term sheet-_ the Cohen MDCPC Account sent or received eight emails to or 

from . See id. ,r 25(b ). 

14. Therefore, there is probable cause to believe that a search of the Subject Device 

will reveal evidence, fruit and instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses, including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling, 

Melrose, and/or taxi medallions; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, 

_ proposal, or agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to 

entities associated with him; 

and/or 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish 

the identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) -

9 
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who communicated with the Cohen Gmail Account and/or the Cohen MDCPC Account about any 

plan or proposal or agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest 

in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to · 

and/ or entities associated with him; 

d. Communications between the Cohen Gmail Account and/or the Cohen 

MDCPC Account and Jeffrey Getzel relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or 

finances; ····· ·- -- --.. -. -.. -__ -__ -._.-__ -_-__ -__ -_-__ -__ -_-_-.-. ---- -----... -. . -.. --.... -_-. -==-===== = == .... 
e. Evidence indicating the Cohen Gmail Account and the Cohen MDCPC 

Account owner's intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation .. 

Ill. Procedures for Searching ESI 

A. Review of ESI 

15. Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related 

proceedings, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, interpreters, and outside vendors or technical experts under 

government control) will review the ESI contained on the Subject Device for information 

responsive to the warrant. 

16. In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various methods to 

locate evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses, including but not limited to 

undertaking a cursory inspection of all emails contained on the Subject Device. This method is 

analogous to cursorily inspecting all the files in a file cabinet in an office to determine which paper 

evidence is subject to seizure. Although law enforcement personnel may use other methods as 

well, paiiicularly including keyword searches, I know that keyword searches and similar methods 

are typically inadequate to detect all information subject to seizure. As an initial matter, keyword 

10 
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searches work only for text data, yet many types of files commonly associated with emails, 

including attachments such as scanned documents, pictures, and videos, do not store data as 

searchable text. Moreover, even as to text data, keyword searches cannot be relied upon to capture 

all relevant communications in an account, as it is impossible to know in advance all of the unique 

words or phrases that investigative subjects will use in their communications, and consequently 

there are often many communications in an account that are relevant to an investigation but that 

do not contain any keywords that an agent is likely to search for. 

IV. Conclusion and Ancillary Provisions 

17. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request the court to issue a wan·ant to seize 

the items and information specified in Attachment A to this affidavit and to the Search and Seizure 

Warrant. 

18. In light of the confidential nature of the continuing investigation, and for the 

reasons more fully set forth in the Accompanying Affidavit, I respectfully request that this affidavit 

and all papers submitted herewith be maintained under seal until the Court orders otherwise. 

Special Agent, USAO 
\ . \ ' / t ! J ! t 

Sworn to before,n'le\ori:' I i 1 . 1 , 

2 day ofF,el1r{i~;Yi, :ionr : .. , -~1/-h~ 
---N-----'.~G~A-~·-RIEt W~NSTE~:' 

ITED ST1{~~J~R~TE.JUDGE 
' . ' . ' '\ ''\' -, ; ; ' 

.,1 ) '\ i 
1 .,·;' l i 
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Attachment A 

I. Device to be Searched 

The device to be searched (the "Subject Device") is described as a black and red USB drive 
with a white label that says "Tracking#: 180208140208", which contains emails and other content 
information obtained pursuant to the three search warrants, numbered 17-mj-00503, 17-mj-00855 
and 17-mj-00854, obtained by the Special Counsel's Office ("SCO"), less the emails that were 
screened and removed by the SCO's privilege team. 

II. Review of ESI on the Subject Devices 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 
===--,--- .. and::dep.ending.,:<)n,thecnature-00:f::the::E£landcthe::status-0£the-investigation-and-relatedcproceedings, .. _____ ---- --···· 

attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 
this investigation, interpreters, and outside vendors or technical experts under government control) 
are authorized to review the ESI contained on the Subject Device for evidence, fruits, and 
instrumentalities of one or more violations of 18 U.S.C. § 371 (conspiracy to defraud the United 
States), 1005 (false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire 
fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) ( collectively, the "Subject Offenses"), as listed below: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling National 

Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medallions; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal, or 

agreement for MichaelD. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to • 

entities associated with him; 

and/or 

c. The identity of any person(s)-including records that reveal the whereabouts of the 

person(s)-who communicated with fYgmail.com and/or (the 

"Subject Accounts") about any plan or proposal or agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities 
···--·---- ------------------

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him; 

d. Communications between the Subject Accounts and Jeffrey Getzel relating to 

Michael D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 
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e. Evidence indicating the owner of the Subject Accounts' intent as it relates to the 

Subject Offenses under investigation. 

----------

2 
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Exhibit A 

----- - ------------ - --- ----- ----- -- ---
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AO 93 (Rev. 11/13) Search and Seizure Warrant 
F,,. • t1t m.il: D 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
JUL 2,.,,1 20i7 

' 1!~_4<,_ . U.1J .• Ol$trlct and iii'Qrtkf:11ptcy Courts · for the 

District of Columbia 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

INFORMATION AS~or.tATFn WITH THE EMAIL 
ACCOUNT @GMAIL.COM 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

C .. · e·•. 1,17-mJ' -00503 · as " . . . B I A , a· .... o . H·0wel!, ery . Ass~~ine ,, .. ..., . /2017 
Assign. Date · r 118 - .• . · Warrant . . . t' Sea·roh -and Seizure Descnp mn: · · · · · · · 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 
====~========== ========--•=-=---:-:-==---=-=--=--=--=·~·=· ====--:::=========-====--c..c§ To:· - Any autnorizea law enforcemenfofficer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Northern District of California 
(identijj1 the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location):· 

See Attachment A. 

r find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or property 
described above, and that such search will reveal (identify the person or describe the property to be seized): 

See Attachment B. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before August 1, 2017 (not to exceed 14 days) 
in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 0 at any time in the day or night because good cause has been established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property taken to the 
person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the place where the 
property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an inventory 
as required by Jaw and promptly return this warrant and inventory to Hon. B"eryl A. Howell 

(United States Magistrate Judge) 

0 Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b), I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2705 ( except for delay of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose 
property, will be searched or seized (check the appropriate box) 

0 for __ days (not to exceed 30) 0 until, the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: fai-~ /4? J·!/: q .. 50 ( /k 
· Judge 's signature 

City and state: WashingtClri, DC Hon. Ber/I A. Howell, Chief U.S. District Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev 11/13) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: 
~M ... cJ()So>$ 

[nventory made in the presence of: 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

0 r JI f-e;;, ) Fi ft_ s; : t,__.f.k_.r- I I 5' oc> €~ 

I I r-oo6CJ - 2-017071q-) 
A -f;>,. I,!: f ,./-

. ____ I I . S_V { ._._ e- ti. .fc. r p r-o cJ.u_c_ -fro -, F, > 
. ------· . --- - - -·--· - ···-- · . .. __ f:IG\,i;;;....;_ . ----- -------------- ---------~ ---- ······-- ---- -·-- - - - · ···-- .. ··•·--· --- --- _____ ::.:. 

Ccrtifica tion 

FILED 
JUL 2 ·1 2017 

Clerk, U.S. District and 
Bankruptcy Courts 

I declare under penalty of pe~jury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant to the 
designated judge. 

Date; 7/?0/?cJ(7 ____ _ 
'·' Primed nwne and ri1/e 
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ATTACHMENT A 

This warrant applies to infonnation associated with the Google Mail Account 

- @gmail.com that is stored at premises owned, maintained, controlled, or operated by 

Google, a company headquartered at 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043. 

1 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I. Information to be disclosed by Google 

To the extent that the information described in Attachment A is within the possession, 

custody, or control of the Google (hereinafter "the Provider"), regardless of whether such 

information is stored, held or maintained inside or outside of the United States, and including any 

emails, records, files, logs, or information that have been deleted but are still available to the 

Provider, the Provider is required to disclose the following information to the government for each 

----~~----_ aeeountorc::identifier=listed:cin-Attachment-:-A7:: ~-~------~-----~-~----~-~-------~~-~ --~-_--~~----_-_ --~ -_ ~ 

a. The contents of all emails associated with the account, including stored or preserved 

copies of emails sent to and from the account, draft emails, the source and 

destination addresses associated with each email, the date and time at which each 

email was sent, and the size and length of each email; 

b. All records or other information regarding the identification of the account, to 

include full name, physical address, telephone numbers and other identifiers, 

records of session times and durations, the date on which the account was created, 

the length of service, the IP address used to register the account, log-in IP addresses 

associated with session times and dates, account status, alternative email addresses 

provided during registration, methods of connecting, log files, and means and 

source of payment (including any credit or bank account number); 

c. The types of service utilized; 

d. All records or other information stored at any time by an individual using the 

account, including address books, contact and buddy lists, calendar data, pictures, 

and files; 

e. All records pertaining to communications between the Provider and any person 

regarding the account, including contacts with support services and records of 

actions taken; and other identifiers, records of session times and durations, the date 

on which the account was created, the length of service, the types of service utilized, 

the IP address used to register the account, log-in IP addresses associated with 

.session times and dates, account status, alternative e-mail addresses provided 

2 
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during registration, all other user names associated with the account, all account 

names associated with the subscriber, methods of connecting; 

f. All search history or web history; 

g. All records indicating the services available to subscribers of the accounts; 

h. All usernames associated with or sharing a login IP address or browser cookie with 

the accounts; 

i. All cookies, including third-party cookies, associated with the user; 

j. All records that are associated with the machine cookies associated with the user; 
--~-------~------- •--•------- ----- ----------------and-·-----~-----~·--~---~-------~-------

k. All telephone or instrument numbers associated with the Account (including MAC 

addresses, Electronic Serial Numbers ("ESN"), Mobile Electronic Identity 

Numbers ("MEIN"), M9bile Equipment Identifier ("MEID"), Mobile Identification 

Numbers ("MIN"), Subscriber Identity Modules ("SIM"), Mobile Subscriber 

Integrated Services Digital Network Number ("MSISDN"), International Mobile 

Subscriber Identifiers ("IMSI"), or International Mobile Equipment Identities 

("IMEI"). 

II. Information to be Seized by the Government 
All information described above in Section I that constitutes evidence, contraband, fruits, 

and/or instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1014 (false statements to a financial 

institution) and 18 U.S.C. § 1956 (money laundering), as well as 18 U.S.C. § 951 (acting as an 

unregistered foreign agent) and the Foreign Agents Registration Act ("FARA"), 22 U.S.C. § 61 I 

et seq., involving Michael Dean Cohen and occurring on or after January I, 2016, including, for 

each account or identifier listed on Attachment A, information pertaining to the following matters: 

a, Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential 

Consultants, LLC; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Bo and Abe Realty, 

LLC; 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files that false representations to a 

financial institution with relation to intended the purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an 

3 
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account a financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the 

purpose or nature of any financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

d. Records of any funds or benefits received by or offered to Michael Dean Cohen by, 

or on behalf of, any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign 

persons, or foreign principals; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files that reveal efforts by Michael 

Dean Cohen to conduct activities on behalf of, for the benefit of, or at the direction 

of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign persons, or 
· · -- '-- ·forergnprmcrpats;··-- - --- --- ---- ---- --- - --- · · --------· -· -----

f. Evidence indicating how and when the account was accessed or used, to determine 

the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating 

to the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the account owner's state of mind as it relates to the crimes 

under investigation; 

h: The identity of the person(s) who created or used the account, including records 

that help reveal the whereabouts of such person(s); and 

L The identity of any person(s)-including records that help reveal the whereabouts 

of the person(s)-who communicated with the account about any matters relating 

to activities conducted by Michael Dean Cohen on behalf of, for the benefit of, or 

at the direction of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, 

foreign persons, or foreign principals. 

4 
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Exhibit B 
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.. ... 
AO 93 (Rev. I J/13) Search and Seizure Warrant 

To: 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly descl'ibe ihe property to be searched 
or identi.fj; /he pe1:son by ndin.e and acfdress) 

for the 

District of Columbia 

Case: 1 :17-mj-00855 

INFORMATION A!-'.;:~r,~1ATi=n WITH THE EMAIL 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Assigned To : Chief Judge Howell, Beryl A. 
Assign. Date: 11/13/2017 

ACCOUNT §}GMAILCOM Description: Search and Seizure Warrant 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 
Any autfiorizea lavienforcement officer 

An application by a .fedel'al law enforce1nent office1· or an attorney for tbe government requests the search 
ofthe following person or property located in the Northern District of California 
(idenfify the person or describe ti1e propert;i to be searched and give its ideation): 

See At.tachment A. 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or property 
described above, and that such search will reveal (identify the pel'son or describe the property to be seized): · 

See Attachment 8. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before November 20, 2017 (not 10 exceed 14 days) 
t;/ iri the daytime 6;00 a.m. to 10:00 p.-m. 0 at any time in the day or nig_ht because good cause has been established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant afld a receipt for the property taken to the 
person from whom, or from whose premises, the prope1ty was taken, qr leave the copy and receipt at the pla9e where the 
property was. takei1, 

The officer executing this wanaht, or an officer present i:luri11g the exec1,1tion pf the warrai1t, inust prepm·e an inventory 
as requfred by law and ptomptly return this warrant and inventory to Hon. Beryl A. Howell · 

(United States Magistrate Judge) 

0 Pursµant to 18 U.S.C. § 3103 a(b ), t find ihat immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2705 (except for delay of trial), and ~1,1thorize the officer execbting this warrant to delay notice to the person wpo, or whose 
property, will be sea1'ched or seized (check the appropriCJl!i box) 

0 for __ days (not to exceed 30) unti!, the facts justifying, the foter spedfic dcit~ of 

D~t~ and time issue.d: 
Judge's signature 

Washington, DC r.t9n. Beryl A. Howe1i, Chief U:S. District Judge 
Printed name and title 
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Ab 93 (Rev. l l/13) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 
Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: . Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of: 

Jnventory of the property takeri and rt.ame of any person(s) seized: 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this invento1y is correct and was returned along with the original warrant to the 
designated judge. · 

Date: 
Executii1g officer's signature 

Prfli/ed na11ie and iii!e 
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ATTACHMENT A 

This warrant applies to infonnation associated with the Google Mail Account 

@gmail.com that is stored at premises owned, maintained, controlled, or operated 

by Google, 1:\- company he~dquartered at 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043. 

- ---- -- ----- -- - ----- -------- - - --- - _____ c-c_ =-======-========= 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I. Information to be disclosed by Google 

To the extent that the infonnation described in Attachment A is within the possession, 

custody, oi• control of the Google (hereinafter "the Provider"), regardless of whether such 

information is stored, held or maintained inside or outside of the United States, and including any 

emails, records, files, logs, or information that have been deleted but are still available to the 

Provider, the Provider is required to disclose the following information to the government for each 

account or identifier listed in Attachment A: 
-,----__ -___ -_-___ -__ -_---__ -__ -_-_-__ - - ------ --------- ----- --------- --_-___ -__ -_-__ -__ -__ -_ -___ -_--_-_ -__ -__ -_. __ -,,~---_ -__ -__ -___ -__ -__ -_-_-___ -__ -_ -_______ J 

a, _ The contents of all emails associated with the account, including stored or preserved 

copies of emails sent to and from the account, draft emails, the source arid 

destination addresses associated with each email, the date and time at which each 

email was sent, and the size and length of each email; 

b. All records or other information regarding the identification of the account, to 

include full name, physical address, telephone nu1nbers and other identifiers, 

records of se~sion times and durations, the date on which the account was created, 

the length of service, the IP address used to register the account, log~in IP addresses 

associated with session times and dates, account status, alternative email addresses 

provided during registration, methods of connecting, log files, and means arn;I 

source ofpaymei1t (including arty credit or bank account number); 

c. The types of service titilized; 

d. All records or other information stored at any tinie by an individual using the 

account, including address books, contact and buddy lists, calendar data, pictures, 

and files; 

e. All records pertaining to commtinications between the Ptovider and any person 

regarding the account, including contacts with support services and records of 

actions taken; and other identifiers., l'ecorcis of session thnes and durations, the date 

on which the account was created, the length of service, the types of service utilized, 

the IP address used to register the account, log-in IP addresses associated with 

session times and dates, account status, alternative e-mail addresses provided 

during registration, all other user names associated with the account, all account 

names associated with the subscriber, methods of connecting; 

2 
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.~, 
l 

,.....,., .. 

f. All search history or web history; 

g. All records indicating the services available to subscribers of the accounts; 

)1. Ali useroames assodated with or sharing a login IP atldress or browser cookie with 
the accounts; 

1. All cookies, including third-party cookies, as_sociated with the user; 

j. All records that are ass_ociated with the machine cookies associated with the user; 

and 

k. All telephone or instrument numbers associated with the Account (including MAC 
· ·· addresses, · Efectronic · Serial Numbers ("ESN"), Mobile·· Electronic Identity - · · ·· - · -· · 

Numbers ("MEIN"), Mobile Equipment Identifier (''MEID"), Mobile Identification 

Numbers C'M]N"), Subscriber Identity Modules ("SIM"), Mobile Subscriber 

Integrated Services Digital Network Number ("MSISDN"), International Mobile 

Subscriber Identifiers ("IMSI"), or International Mollile Equipment Identities 

C'IMEI"). 
IL Information to be Seized by the Government 

All information described above in Section I that constitutes evidence, contraband, fruits, 

and/or instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1014 (false statements to a financial 

ihstitution), 18 U.S.C. § 1343 (wire fraud), 18 U.S.C. § 1344 (bank fraud), and 18 lJ.S.C. § 1956 

(money laundering), as well as 18 U.S.C. § 951 (acting as an unn~gistered foreign agent) and the 

Foreign Agents Registration Act ("FARA''), 22 U.S.C. § 611 et seq., involving Michael Dean 

Cohen and occurdng on or after June 1, 2015, including, for each account or identifier listed on 

Attachment A, infonnation perta_ining to the following matters: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential 

Const)ltants, LLC; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files that false representations to a 

financial institution with relation to intended the pµrpose of an accoµnt or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any bushtess or entity associated with a_n 

account a financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an accoµnt; or the 

purpose or nature of any financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

3 
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c. Records of any funds cfr benefits received by or offered to Michael Dean Cohen by, 

or oil behalf of, any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign 

persoi1s, or foreign principals; 

' d. Communications, records, documents; and other files that reveal efforts by Michael 

Dean Cohen to conduct activities on behalf of, for the benefit of, or at the direction 

of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign persons, or 

foreign principals; 

e. Evidence indicating how and when the account was accessed or used, to dete1mine 

·--···-- -- l:he·geograpliic-ana·c1fronological contexrof accounf access; use; and eventfi,elating 

to the cl'imes under investigation and to the. account owner; 

f. Evidence indicating the account owner's state of mirtd ,a/3 it relates to the crimes 

under investigation; 

g. The identity of the person(s) who created or used the account, including records 

that help reveal the whereabouts of such person(s); and 

h. The identity of any person(s)-including records that help reveal the whereabouts 

of the person(s)-who communicated with the account about any matters relating 

to activities conducted by Michael Dean Cohen on behalf of; for the benefit of, or 

at the direction of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, 

foreign persons, ot foreign principals. 

III. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in Attachment A and Attachment B shall be conducted 

pursuant to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner consistent with 

professional responsibility requirements concerning the ma:interiance of attotney~cUent and other 

operative privileges. When appropriate, the procedures shall include use of a designat~d "filter 

team/' separate and apart from the investigative team, in otder to address potential priviieges. 

4 
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Exhibit C 
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AO 93 (Rev. I 1/13) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

In the Matter ofth.e Search of 
(Brie.fly de.scribe the property to be searched 
/Jr identif:; the person by name and address) 

for the 
District of Columbia 

) 
) Case: 1: 17-mj-00854 
) Assigned To : Chief Judge Howell, Beryl A. 
) Assign. Date : 11/13/2017 . 
) D~scription: Search and Seizure Warrant 
) 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

--= 

- ··---· --··-==--=-=-===========---==:-c=== To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Northern District of .California 
(identify the person or describe the p;·op·erty to be searched and.give ifs /occrtion): 

See Attachment A. 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or property 
described above, and that such search will reveal (identijj, the perso11 or desci•ibe the property to be seized): 

See Attachment B. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this wanant on or before November 20, 2017 (no! to 1t;.rcee(j 14 days) 
~ - in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 0 at any time in the day orni15ht because good cause has been established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must g\ve a copy oftbe warrant and a receip~ for the property taken to the 
person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the place where the 
property was taken, 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the wanant, must prepare an inventory 
as required by law and pl'omptly return this wai:rant and inventory to · Hon~ Beryl A. Howell 

{UriitedStates Magistrate Judge) 

0 Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3 I03a(b), I find that immediate nofrfication may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2705 (except for delay of trial), and authorize the officer executing this wartant to delay notice to the person who, or whose 
property, will be searched or seized (check the appi•opriate bo;,,) · 

d fol' __ d&ys (not to exceed 30) until, the facts justifying, the l~t<;Jr specific date of 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: \1\/ashington, DC Hon. Beryi A, Howell, Chief U.S. District Jwctge 
Printed 11a11ie and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 11/13) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page:;) 

J,.l.eturn 
Case No.: b1:1te and time warrant executed: Copy ofwarra:nt and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of: 

Inventory of the property takeh and name of any person(s) seized: 

----_ -__ - ___ -_-___ _cc::-_ - __ -___ ccc=:-::-=--:c--=--------_-__ -___ -_-__ -___ -__ - __ -__ - ____ -_---__ -_--___ - __ -_-__ -_-_-_-_-___ -_-_-__ --_- ---- --___ -_ -----_--__ -__ -___ -__ -_ -__ -_____ ,,--__ =----==----=--------__ -___ -__ -___ -__ -__ -__ -___ -____ -__ -1-----------,--:1 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned ~long with the original warrant to the 
designated judge. 

Date: 
Executing officer's sfv1ati1re 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT A 

This warrant applies to information associated with the e1nail that 

is stored at premises owned, maintained, controlled, or operated by 1&1 Internet, Inc. ("1 &l "), an 

electronic communication and/or remote computing service provider headquartered in Sunnyvale, 

California. 

I 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I, Information to be disclosed by 1&1 
To the extent that the info1mation described in Attachment A is within the possession, 

custody, 01: control of the l&l (hereinafter "the :Prov1cler''), tc;gardless of whether such information 
is stored, held or maintained inside or outside of the United States, and including any emails, 
records, files, logs, or information that have been deleted but an;: still available to the Provider, the 
Provider is required to disclose the following infonnation to the government for each account or 
identifier listed·in Attachment A: --------~ 

a. The contents of all emails associated with the account, including stored or preserved 
copies of emails sent to and from the account, draft emails, the source and 
destination ad.dresses associated with each email, the date and time at which each 
email was sent, and the size and length of each email; 

b. All records or other information regarding the identification of the account, to 
include full name, physical address, telephone numbers and other identifiers, 
records of session times and durations, the date on which the ac.count was created, 
the length of service, the IP address used to register the account, log-in IP addresses 
ass9clated with session times and dates1 account status, alternative email addresses 
provided. during registtation, i11ethods of connecting, log files, and means and 
source of payment (including any credit or bank account number); 

c. The types of service utili:z;ed; 

d. All records or other information stored at any time by an individual using the 
accou.nt, including address books, contact and buddy lists, ca.Iendar data, picture~, 
and files; 

e. All records pertaining to communications between the Provider and any person 
regarding the account, including contacts with support services and records of 
actions taken; and other identifiers, records of se&'sion times and diltations; the date 
on which the account was created, the length of service,.thetypes ofservice utilized, 
the IP address used to register the account, iog~hi IP addresses associated with 
session tin1es and dates, account status, alternative e-mail aqdress~s provided 
during 1·egisttation"' all othet user names associated with the account, all account 
names associated with the subscriber, methods of connecting~ 

2 
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f. All search history or web history; 

g. All records indicating the services available to subscribers of the accounts; 

h. All usernames associated with or sharing a iogiri IP address or browser cookie with 

the acc:oun{s; 

i. All cookies, including third-party cookies, associated with the user; 

j. All 1·ecords that are associated with the machine cookies associated with the user; 

and 

k. All telephone or instrument numbers associated with the Account (including MAC 
-----------

. --------- -- -- --------------addresses, Electronic Serial Numbers ("ESN''), Mobile Electronic Identity 

Numbers ('1MEIN"), Mobile Equipment Identifier ("MEID"), Mobile Identification 

Numbers ("MIN"), Subscriber Identity Modules ("SIM"). Mobile Subscriber 

Integrated Services Digital Network Number C'MSISDN"), International Mobjle 

Subscriber Identifiers ("IMSI"), or International Mobile Equi:pment Identities 

("IMEI''). 

II. Information to be Seized by the Government 

All information described above in Section I that constitutes evidence, contraband, fruits, 

and/or instrumentaJities of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1014 (false statements to a financial 

institution),.18 U.S.C. § 1343 (wire fraud), 18 U.S.C. § 1344 (bank fraud), and 18 U.S.C. § 1956 

(money laundering), as well as 18 U.S.C. § 951 (acting as an unregistered foreign agent) and the 

Foreign Agents Registration Act ("FARA''), 22 U.S.C. § 611 et seq., involving Michael Dean 

Cohen, including, for each account or identifier listed on Attachment A, information pertaining to 

the following matters: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential 

Consultants, LLC; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files that false representations to a 

financial institution with relation to intended the purpose of ah account or loan at 

that financial institution; the 1i.aWte of any business_ or entity associated with an 

acco-unt a financial institution; the so-urce of funds flowing into an account; or the 

purpose or nature of any financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

3 
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c. Records of any funds or benefits received by or offered to Michael Dean Cohen by, 
or on behalf of, any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign 
persons, or foreign principals; 

d. Commui1ications, records, docwnents, and other files that reveal effo1ts by Michael 
Dean Cohen to conduct activities on behalf of, for the benefit of, or at the direction 
of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign pei-sons, or 
foreign principals; 

e. Evidence indicating how and when the account was accessed or used, to determine 
.. the geographic and 6hrot10loglcal context ofaocount acce-ss; 1.1se:-anc1 events relating. . 

to the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 
f. Evidence indicating the account owner's state of mind as it relates to the crimes 

under investigation; 

g. The identity of the person(s) who created or used the account, including records 
that help reveal the where.abouts of such person(s); and 

h. The identity of any person(s)-including records that help reveal the whereabouts 
of the person(s)-who communicated with the account about any matters relating 
to activities conducted by Michael Dean Cohen on behalf of, for the benefit of, or 
at the direction of any foreign govermnent, foreign officials, foreign entities, 
foreign persons, or foreign principals. 

III. Review Protocols 
Review of the items described in Attachment A and Attachment B shall be conducted 

pursuant to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner consistent with 
professional responsibility reqqirements concerning the maintenance of attorney-client and other 
operative privileges. When appropriate, the procedures shall inclttde use of a designated "filter 
team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address pot!;li1tial privileges. 

4 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 
Li """r-i<>tPrl mith the Email Accounts 

'.fYgmail.com, 

Maintained at 
Premises Controlled bv Google, Inc., 
the Email Account 
Maintained at Premises Controlled by 

TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

AGENT AFFIDAVIT 

===== ==Oath,,-lnG.,,:-and::.thec-Email:-A.cc0_unt= ------ -- - __ ___ __________________________ _____ __ __ ... _ . ___________________ _ 
maintained at 

Premises Controlled by 1 & 1 Internet, 
Inc., USAO Reference No. 
2018R00127 

Agent Affidavit in Support of Application for a Search Warrant 
for Stored Electronic Communications 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

Special Agent ::if the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern 

District of New York, being duly sworn, deposes and states: 

I. Introduction 

A. Affiant 

1. I am a Special Agent with the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District 

of New York (the "USAO"). I have been a Special Agent with the USAO since August 2016. I 

previously served as a Special Agent with the United States Department of Labor Inspector 

General from May 2011 to August 2016. In the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have participated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array 
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of financial crimes, including frauds on financial institutions. I also have training and experience 

executing search warrants, including those authorizing the search of email accounts. 

B. The Provider, the Subject Account and the Subject Offenses 

2. I make this affidavit in support of an application for a search warrant pursuant to · 18 

U.S.C. § 2703 for all content and other information associated with the email accounts 

@gmail.com (the "Cohen Account"), "MDCPC 

-=-(!h~--- . --- ----- - --- •· 

Account"), and -@aol.com (the Account") ( collectively, the 

"Subject Accounts"). The Cohen Account, Account, and 

Account are maintained and controlled by Google, Inc., headquartered at 1600 Amphitheatre 

Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043 ("Google"), the MDCPC Account is maintained and 

controlled by 1 & 1 Internet, Inc., headqua1tered at 701 Lee Road, Suite 300, Chesterbrook, 

Pennsylvania 19087 ("l & l"), and the- \.ccount is maintained and controlled by Oath, Inc., 

22000 AOL Way, Dulles, Virginia 20166 ("Oath") (together, the "Providers"). The information 

to be searched is described in the following paragraphs and in Attachments A, B, C and D to the 

proposed warrants. 

3. As detailed below, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject Accounts contain 

evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 371 (conspiracy to defraud the 

United States), 1005 (false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) ( collectively, the "Subject Offenses"). The Target Subjects of 

this investigation are MICHAEL COHEN ("Cohen") and others known and unknown. This 

affidavit is based upon my personal knowledge, my review of documents produced pursuant to 

grand jury subpoenas and prior search warrants, my review of interview reports prepared by other 

law enforcement officers, and my conversations with other law enforcement officers, as well as 

2 
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my training and experience concerning the use of email in criminal activity. Because this affidavit 

is being submitted for the limited purpose of establishing probable cause, it does not include all 

the facts I have learned during my investigation. Where the contents of documents and the actions, 

statements, and conversations of others are reported herein, they are reported in substance and in 

part, except where otherwise indicated. 

C. Services and Records of the Provider 

4. I have learned the following about the Provi~e_rs_:_.-__ -._-_-_-... -_ -----------.--=---=--.-. - .. -.. _---.-=-=-.---- ------.. ------.. -.. 

a. The Providers offer email services to the public. In particular, Google permits 

subscribers to maintain email accounts under the domain name gmail.com. Google also allows a 

subscriber to maintain email accounts under any domain name under the subscriber's contro 1. For 

example, if a subscriber controls the domain name " Google enables the subscriber 

to host any email address under this domain name on servers operated by Google. Oath permits 

subscribers to maintain email accounts under the domain name aol.com. 1 & 1 permits subscribers 

to maintain email accounts under any domain name under the subscriber's control. For example, 

if a subscriber controls the domain name "-' 1 & 1 enables the subscriber to host any 

email address under this domain name on servers operated by 1 & 1. A subscriber using the 

Providers' services can access his or her email account from any computer connected to the 

Internet. 

b. The Providers maintain the following records and information with respect to every 

subscriber account: 

1. Email contents. In general, any email (which can include attachments such 

as documents, images, and videos) sent to or from a subscriber's account, or stored in draft form 

in the account, is maintained on the Providers' servers unless and until the subscriber deletes the 

email. If the subscriber does not delete the email, it can remain on the Providers' computers 

3 
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indefinitely. Even if the subscriber deletes the email, it may continue to be available on the 

Provider's servers for a certain period of time. 

11. Address book. The Providers also allow subscribers to maintain the 

equivalent of an address book, comprising email addresses and other contact information of other 

email users. 

m. Subscriber and billing information. The Providers collect and maintain 

----~·-:c----..,-~(typically:-un¥erified)-identifying-information-abouteach-subscriber,-including,-for_exampJe,-name, ___ ··---- _ -··· 

usemame, address, telephone number, and alternate email addresses. The Providers also maintain 

records concerning the date on which the account was created, the Internet protocol ("IP") address 

of the user at the time of account creation, the current status of the account (e.g., active or closed), 

the length of service, and the types of services utilized by the subscriber. Additionally, for paying 

subscribers, the Providers maintain records of the subscriber's means and source of payment, 

including any credit card or bank account number. 

iv. Transactional information. The Providers also typically retain certain 

transactional information about the use of each account on its system. This information can include 

records oflogin (i.e., session) times and durations and the methods used to connect to the account 

(such as logging into the account through the Providers' website). 

v. Customer correspondence. The Providers also typically maintain records 

of any customer service contacts with or about the subscriber, including any inquiries or 

complaints concerning the subscriber's account. 

v1. Search history. Google and Oath also typically maintain records of any 

search history or web history associated with the subscriber's account. 

4 
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v11. Associated content. Google also typically maintains content and records 

relating to the following applications that are associated with its e-mail accounts: (A) "Google 

Docs," which provides document-editing software that can be used to create, share, store, and 

manage documents online; (B) "Google Drive," which enables users to store files on Google 

servers, where they can be accessed remotely by the user and others; and (C) "Gchat" or "Instant 

Messenger," which provides a chat interface through which users can communicate with each 

_ _____ _ _ ____ otheLin-reaLtime.c--Oath.also.,typjcall¥_maintains. contenLancLrecords.relating,. to_AOL.instanL __ -.. ----........ , 

message, which provides a chat interface through which users can communicate with each other 

in real time. 

v111. Preserved and backup records. The Providers also maintain preserved 

copies of the foregoing categories of records with respect to an account, for at least 90 days, upon 

receiving a preservation request from the Government pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(±). The 

Providers may also maintain backup copies of the foregoing categories of records pursuant to its 

own data retention policy. 

D. Jurisdiction and Authority to Issue Warrant 

5. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 2703(a), (b)(l)(A) & (c)(l)(A), the Govemmentmayrequire 

a provider of an electronic communications service or a remote computing service, such as the 

Providers, to disclose all stored content and all non-content records or other information pertaining 

to a subscriber, by obtaining a wan-ant issued using the procedures described in the Federal Rules 

of Criminal Procedure. 

6. A search wan-ant under§ 2703 may be issued by "any district court of the United States 

(including a magistrate judge of such a comi)" that "has jurisdiction over the offense being 

investigated." 18 U.S.C. § 2711(3)(A)(i). 

5 
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7. When the Government obtains records under§ 2703 pursuant to a search warrant, the 

Government is not required to notify the subscriber of the existence of the warrant. 18 U.S.C. 

§ 2703(a), (b)(l)(A), (c)(2) & (3). Additionally, the Government may obtain an order precluding 

the Provider from notifying the subscriber or any other person of the warrant, for such period as 

the Court deems appropriate, where there is reason to believe that such notification will seriously 

jeopardize an investigation. 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b ). 

8. On or about July 18, 2017, in connection with an investigation being conducted by the 

Office of the Special Counsel ("SCO"), the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") sought and 

obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, Chief United States District Judge for the District 

of Columbia, a search warrant for emails in the Cohen Account sent or received between January 

1, 2016 and July 18, 2017. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained from 

Judge Howell search warrants for emails in the Cohen Account sent or received between June 1, 

2015 and November 13, 2017, and emails in the MDCPC Account sent or received between the 

opening of the account and November 13, 2017. The SCO has since referred certain aspects of 

their investigation into Cohen to the USAO, which is working with the FBI's New York Field 

Office. As part of that referral, the SCO provided the USAO with emails and other content 

information obtained pursuant to the search warrants executed by the SCO, which had already 

been reviewed for privilege. 1 As discussed below, this affidavit is based in part on my review of 

1 In an abundance of caution, in a separate application the USAO has sought authorization, 
pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 41, to review the emails obtained pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account 

· Warrants for evidence related to certain additional conduct that was not the focus of the Prior 
Cohen Account Warrants. The emails obtained from the Prior Cohen Account Warrants that relate 
to that additional conduct do not fonn a basis for the instant application. 
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responsive materials produced pursuant to the July 18 and November 13, 2017 warrants (the "Prior 

Cohen Account Warrants"). 

9. On or about November 7, 2017, and January 4, 2018, as well as certain prior dates, the 

SCO sought and obtained from Judge Howell orders authorizing and extending the installation and 

use of pen registers and trap and trace devices to record communications sent to or from the Cohen 

Account. The SCO has provided pen register data obtained pursuant to those orders to the USAO. 

· --- --· -· ·· ----This· affidavitf asc~disGUssed,.below;ccis=based=in~partc on=my=review=of~:the=penregister=data=obtainedc-c= - -----·cc. 

pursuant to the November 7, 2017 and January 4, 2018 orders (the "Pen Register Data"). 

10. On or about February 16, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained from the Honorable 

Debra Freeman, United States Magistrate Judge for the Southern District of New York, an order 

pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) for email header information associated with the MDCPC 

Account. This affidavit, as discussed below, is based in part on my review of email header 

information produced by 1 & 1 in response to that order (the "MDCPC Header Info1mation"). 

II. Probable Cause 

A. Overview 

11. The United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and FBI are 

investigating, among other things, a scheme by Target Subject Michael Cohen to defraud multiple 

banks. Cohen is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President 

Donald Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump 

Organization, an international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

12. The investigation has revealed that Cohen has made affirmative misrepresentations in 

and omitted material information from financial statements and other disclosures that Cohen 

provided to multiple banks in connection with a transaction intended to relieve Cohen of 

approximately $22 million in debt he owed on taxi medallion loans from the banks. As set forth 

7 
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in detail below, in these financial statements, and in his oral and other written statements to these 

banks, Cohen appears to have (i) intentionally omitted cash assets that he began receiving in 2017 

from new consulting work; (ii) significantly understated his total holdings of cash and cash 

equivalents; and (iii) failed to inform the banks from which he was seeking debt relief that he had 

agreed to make a $3.8 million cash payment to a third party, in connection with 

acquisition of the taxi medallions securing Cohen's debt. By making these 

===---====misrepresentati0ns-=anckmateriab0missions,=G0hen--=-av:0ided=making:::-monthly=payments=on--:hi ____ ___ --~ - _____ _ _ 

loans, and attempted to and had secured proposed agreements from the banks to relieve him of 

certain repayment obligations worth millions of dollars. 

13. Based on my review of emails obtained from the Prior Cohen Account Warrants, 

MDCPC Header Information, and documents produced pursuant to subpoenas, I have learned that 

Cohen has used the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC Account to, among other things, (i) 

communicate witl: and their attorney, 

about the proposed transfer of Cohen's medallions and associated debts; (Ii) negotiate a pay-down 

of the principal amount of the taxi medallion loans; (iii) communicate with his accountant about 

the contents of the false financial statements at issue; and (iv) send those false financial statements 

to banks. Additionally, 1sed the 

Accoun1 -..ccount, respectively, to communicate with Cohen 

about the status of the taxi medallion transaction, and to send relevant financial statements to 

banks. Accordingly, and as set forth in more detail below, there is probable cause to believe that 

the Subject Accounts will include evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

B. Cohen's Statements to Sterling National Bank 

14. As set forth in detail below, in 2014, Cohen, through limited liability corporations 

("LLCs") controlled by him and his wife, Laura Cohen, entered into a series of loans from Sterling 

8 
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National Bank ("Sterling") and the Melrose Credit Union ("Melrose"), secured by taxi medallions, 

for approximately $20 million. Though entered into by LLCs, the loans were also secured by 

personal guarantees in the names of both Cohen and his wife. Over time, as the taxi industry 

weakened and the medallions were devalued, Cohen sought to renegotiate the terms of those loans 

and/or relieve himself from their obligations, including the personal guarantees. As part of that 

effort, Cohen made a series of representations to Sterling and Melrose about his net worth, assets, 

Sterling and Melrose, and public sources concerning the taxi industry and the value of taxi 

medallions, as well as my review of reports prepared by law enforcement officers of interviews 

with a Sterling executive vice-president (the "Sterling Employee-I") and my participation in an 

interview with a Sterling employee (the "Sterling Employee-2"), I have learned, among other 

things, the following: 

a. Taxi medallions are small metal plaques affixed to taxis. Without a medallion, it 

is illegal to operate a taxi in cities with medallion systems, such as New York City. Cohen and his 

wife own multiple LLCs that collectively own 32 taxi medallions ( each LLC owns two 

medallions).2 Cohen's purchase of these New York taxi medallions was originally financed by 

loans from Capital One Bank, for which the medallions served as collateral. Cohen was not a taxi 

operator, and leased his medallions to a third party. That third party made monthly payments to 

Cohen, who in tum used some of those proceeds to pay his monthly loan payments. 

b. In early 2014, Cohen became a customer of Sterling when he sought to refinance a 

mortgage on a rental property that he owned. In or around April 2014, Cohen raised with Sterling 

2 One of these companies, Mad Dog Cab Corp., was jointly owned by Sondra Cohen, who I 
believe is Cohen's mother. · 
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the prospect of refinancing his taxi medallion loans, which were then at Capital One Bank. By in 

or about September 2014, Cohen began negotiating a lending transaction with Sterling that would 

allow Cohen to pay off his loans at Capital One and borrow more money from the then-increase in 

value of the medallions. According to Sterling Employee- I, in 2014, prior to the recent upheaval 

in the taxi industry-as a result of the emergence of ride-sharing services, such as Uber-taxi 

medallion loans were viewed by banks and investors as safe, short term credits, as the market value 

---· ---- - - . ----- of-taxi=medallions-,waS:=consistently=rising-;=Gonsequently,=taxi-medallion°loans~like:the-loans,,held- ..... - --'-=-=-=0------

by Cohen-were frequently refinanced at increasing amounts as the value of the medallions rose. 

According to Sterling Employee- I, borrowers typically cashed out the increase in the loan amount 

and used the additional funds for other purposes. Cohen appears to have followed this approach in 

2014, when he agreed to refinance his medallion loans for approximately $22 million, which-

according to letters from Capital One Bank in Sterling's files-was greater than his previous debt 

at Capital One Bank ($21 million, of which $14.6 million was a line of credit to Cohen). This 

allowed Cohen to cash out the proceeds from the transaction. 

c. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling, I have learned that on or 

about Dec~mber 8, 2014, each of Cohen's sixteen taxi medallion corporations entered into loan 

' agreements and promissory notes with Sterling for the principal sum of $1,375,000, with repayment 

due on December 8, 2016. Each loan was signed by Michael or Laura Cohen, depending on who 

was the sole shareholder of the corporation. The loans were also each secured by a security 

agreement, dated the same day, making the medallions collateral for the notes. To give Sterling 

additional security, Michael and Laura Cohen signed personal guarantees and confessions of 

judgment, giving Sterling the right to pursue collection against the Cohens' personal assets were 

their corporations to default under the loan agreements. In total, Sterling agreed to lend 
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approximately $22 million to the Cohens' companies. Pursuant to participation agreements, 

Sterling transferred 45 percent of that debt to Melrose. 3 Under the terms of Sterling's participation 

agreements with Melrose, Sterling was precluded from amending or modifying the loans without 

the consent of Melrose. 

d. In evaluating Cohen's requested refinancing of the taxi medallions, Sterling (and 

Melrose, consistent with its participation in the deal) conducted due diligence. At Sterling's 

--·--------=c-:request;=c€fohen-cprovidedc::~herling=witlra-statement.:cof,financial-:ccondition;:-dated:--A:ugustc::cl"f=20-14c--...:.:-c-:=-. ---

(the "August 2014 Financial Statement"), which indicated that Cohen had $100,740,000 in total 

assets, $23,550,000 in total liabilities, and a net worth of $77,190,000. 4 From my review of a 

Sterling credit memorandum, dated September 29, 2014, I know that Sterling viewed the 

transaction favorably because, accounting for loan payments, cash flows from the medallions were 

projected to be positive, the value of the collateral (as estimated by Sterling) exceeded $42 million, 

and the net worth of Cohen-who was the direct obligor under the guarantee agreements-was 

over $77 million. An internal Sterling credit and risk rating analysis report, dated October 20, 

2014, recommended approval of the loans for substantially the same reasons. 

e. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling and public sources, I have 

learned that over time, the collateral backing Cohen's loans (taxi medallions) lessened in value due 

to the rise in ride-sharing companies and significant devaluation of taxi medallions. Additionally, 

Cohen began falling behind on loan payments to Sterling and Melrose. I know from records 

maintained by Sterling and an interview with Sterling Employee-2 that, beginning in or around 

3 Melrose, which had a business principally focused on taxi medallion loans, is now in 
conservatorship by the National Credit Union Administration ("NCUA"). 

4 Cohen subsequently provided Sterling with a revised statement of financial condition, also 
dated August 1, 2014, which reported assets of $99,420,000, total liabilities of $23,550,000, and a 
net worth of $75,870,000. 
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September 2015, Cohen told Sterling, in sum and substance, that the individual leasing Cohen's 

medallions had fallen behind in making payments to Cohen, and that as a result, the monthly cash 

flow from his taxi medallions had been reduced, leaving him with a shortfall of approximately 

$16,000 each month. For instance, I have reviewed an email from Sterling Employee-2, dated 

September 9, 2015, summarizing a call with Cohen-which according to the email and toll records 

for Cohen's cellphone occurred on September 8, 2015-during which Cohen told Sterling 

Employee-2, __ in_sum_and_substance,_ahouLhis_caslLflmv:_problems-cand_a,,monthLy __ shortfalLo:L___ __ -:-c--,---· 

approximately $16,000. In that same email, Sterling Employee-2 commented that despite Cohen's 

statements, his personal financial information "indicate[ d] a strong ability to make up the difference 

in payments." Cohen, however, according to Sterling Employee-2, pushed the bank for a reduction 

in Cohen's monthly payments. 

f. From my review of records maintained by Sterling and my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned that Cohen and Sterling Employee-2 spoke 

again on September 28, 2015, and that during the call Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that the 

individual to whom Cohen leases the medallions had again reduced monthly payments to Cohen. I 

know from my review ofrecords maintained by Sterling that between in or about September 2015 

and November 2015, Sterling raised the possibility-both internally and with Cohen----of Cohen 

posting his real estate holdings, personal residence, or some other collateral as additional security 

for the banks. According to these records, however, Cohen resisted these requests. From my review 

of loan documents and records maintained by Sterling, I know that in or about November 2015, as 

a result of Cohen's representation that he was not earning sufficient returns on his medallions to 

cover monthly interest payments, Sterling and Melrose agreed to amend their loans with Cohen by, 
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among other things, reducing the interest rate Cohen paid to Melrose and extending the loan 

maturity date to December 8, 2017. 

g. I lmow from interviews with Sterling Employee-1 and Sterling Employee-2, as well 

as emails I have reviewed, that in or about October 2016, Cohen told Sterling Employee-1 that 

Cohen had a potential buyer of his taxi medallions, named who would agree to 

assume Cohen's debt with Sterling and Melrose. Based on my review of records maintained by 

corporate taxi medallions to , who is a medallion owner and taxi operator, for the 

balance of the loans, which at the time was $21,376,000. I lmow from my review of records 

· maintained by Sterling, and my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, that as a 

condition of the transfer of the medallion loans-and because Sterling was unfamiliar with . 

--Sterling requested that Cohen make a substantial principal payment on the loan, of 

approximately one million dollars, prior to the transfer. Cohen rejected this request initially. But 

on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen told Sterling Employee-1, in sum and substance, that he would 

make a one million dollar principal reduction payment in order to move forward with the medallion 

transfer deal with - Indeed, in an email sent from the Cohen Account to Sterling 

Employee-2 on or aboutFebruary22, 2017, Cohen confirmed that he "agreed to pay down 1 million 

from the loan amount." 

h. Pursuant to the participation agreements between Sterling and Melrose, Sterling 

was required to secure Melrose' s agreement to participate in the transfer of the taxi medallion debt 

from Cohen to On or about April 17, 2017, Sterling sent a memorandum to 

Melrose summarizing the tenns of the proposed transaction, and noting the requirement that 
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Melrose agree to the terms. On or about May 2, 2017, emailed Sterling 

Employee- I from the :\.ccount to inquire about the status of the transaction. 

Sterling Employee-:-1 responded t< 

Melrose had agreed to the de~l, and that Sterling would be sending 

shortly. 

1 Account that 

a term sheet 

i. In order for the banks to evaluate the proposed transaction fully, they requested 

=cc---=cc--c----~- .--.----fi·nancial=information=from=the=parties~ en=or0 about=0ctober=--26,=-2016,--a,-Sterling=employeeemailed-... -. - - .. ____ ....... 

the Account about the "Cohen Medallion Purchase," and stated "[i]n order to 

proceed with the assumption of Michael's loans," Sterling needed certain financial information 

t responded from the A..ccount, copying 

Account, that he would send a financial statement and tax 

returns shortly. Additionally, on or about June 7, 2017, Sterling Employee-I emailed Cohen to 

request an "updated personal financial statement," completed jointly with Cohen's wife, and 

Cohen's most recent federal income tax return. On or about June 8, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling 

Employee- I from the Cohen Account, attaching a Sterling personal financial statement form that 

had been filled out by hand, which referenced a statement of financial condition, dated May 1, 

2017 (the "May 2017 Financial Statement"), that was also attached. The May 2017 Financial 

Statement included a cover letter from Cohen's accountant, Jeffrey Getzel, stating, in sum and 

substance, that the information in the statement came from Cohen and that Getzel had not 

confirmed its accuracy or completeness. The May 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had 

total assets of $41,955,000, total liabilities of $39,130,000, and a net worth of $2,825,000. The 

May 2017 Financial Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in 
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cash, $26,155,000 in closely held companies (such as the taxi medallion entities·and his real estate 

holdings), $3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence. 

j. Based on my review of reports of law enforcement interviews of Sterling 

Employee-1, I have learned that Sterling Employee-1 reviewed each line of the May 2017 Financial 

Statement with Cohen to, among other things, verify its accuracy, and Sterling Employee-I asked 

Cohen about the cash amount listed on the May 2017 Financial Statement. Cohen stated to Sterling 

__ -··· ____ __ ... E;mpl0yeed,::-in~sumccand-substanGe,-cthatccthe::cMay:c20.1-7 .. Einancial-:Statement-was .. accuratecc-. __ - _-_-__ -_ -_-_-__ -... ----.. --.--.-.... -... ~." 

k. On or about August 16, 2017, Sterling Employee-I emailed Cohen at the Cohen 

Account an, :1.t the Account, attaching a non-binding term 

sheet memorializing the potential transaction between Sterling, Melrose, Cohen, and • 

On or about August 29, 2017, - ~mailed Sterling Employee-1 from the 

Account, requesting that he be included on "all future e-mails to and/or 

concerning this matter," and providing proposed edits to the term sheet. On or about 

August 30, 2017, Sterling Employee-1 emailed at the 

Account, Cohen at the Cohen Account, at the- 1\.ccount, and provided them with a 

revised term sheet. On or about September 5, 2017, Sterling Employee- I sent 

at the 1\.ccount, Cohen at the Cohen Account, and- at the - \.ccount a 

copy of the executed term sheet. According to the term sheet, would borrow 

$20,000,000 from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions that - was to 

acquire from Cohen. 

I. As part of the agreement, according to the term sheet, $1,265,913 in principal (which 

is what would remain after the $20,000,000 payment on the outstanding loan balance) would be 

repaid by Cohen and the two banks, with Cohen paying fifty percent and the banks dividing the 
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remaining half of the balance. Based on my review of an internal Sterling credit memorandum, 

dated October 4, 2017, the parties reached a preliminary agreement that Cohen would pay $632,956 

of the remaining $1,265,912 principal loan balance, and Sterling and Melrose would absorb 

$357,167 and $275,789 respectively in the form of charge-offs. According to Sterling Employee-

1, Sterling was willing to divide the repayment of the outstanding principal balance-despite its 

prior insistence that Cohen make a principal pay-down of at least one million dollars-because 

insufficient liquidity to pay the full outstanding principal balance. As part of the agreement, Sterling 

and Melrose also agreed to relieve Cohen and his wife of the personal guarantees that they made 

on behalf of the LLCs. Thus, after completing the :ransaction, Cohen would no longer 

have had any outstanding obligations to Sterling or Melrose. 

m. Based on my review of emails sent by Sterling employees, I have learned that 

because the transaction between the parties was subject to full credit underwriting by Sterling and 

Melrose (as well as _Melrose's regulators at NCUA), in August and September 2017, Sterling 

required and requested additional financial statements for Cohen and 'or its credit 

underwriting process. In response to Sterling's requests, on or about October 5, 2017, -

~ent from the , Account to a Sterling employee a copy of ]-

personal financial statement. The financial statement lists the 

Account as the email contact for Additionally, on or about October 5, 2017, 

Cohen, using the Cohen Account, re-sent Sterling Employee-2 a copy of his May 2017 Financial 

Statement. A day later, on October 6, 2017, Cohen, using the Cohen Account, emailed Sterling 

Employee-2 a statement of financial condition, dated September 30, 2017 (the "September 2017 

Financial Statement"). 
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n. Like the May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

included a cover letter from Jeffrey Getzel, Cohen's accountant, stating, in sum and substance; that 

the information in the statement came from Cohen, and that Getzel had not confirmed its accuracy 

or completeness. The September 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$33,430,000, total liabilities of $45,630,000, and a negative net worth of $12,200,000. Notably, 

unlike Cohen's May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

represented=-to-=-Sterlingc::that-=Gohen=had=-a=negative=-net=worth.-The=-September=--201=-'I=Einancial=-==---------------------------

Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, $17,630,000 in 

closely held companies (such as the taxi medallion entities and his real estate holdings), 5 

$3,200,000 in real estate investments, and his $11,000,000 personal residence (which, for the first 

time, he indicated was held in trust). The September 2017 Financial Statement included assets and 

liabilities not held in Cohen's name, such as various entities associated with his taxi medallions and 

some of his real estate investment entities. 

o. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of 

records maintained by Sterling, I have also learned that at or around the time Cohen provided 

Sterling with these financial statements-in or around September 2017-Cohen stopped paying 

monthly loan payments on his taxi medallion loans altogether. According to Sterling Employee-

2, Cohen informed Sterling, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient funds to pay the monthly 

principal and interest payments on his medallion loans. By in or about December 2017, Sterling 

and Melrose had not been paid approximately $276,937.92 in monthly principal and interest 

payments on the medallion loans. Based on Cohen's financial condition as conveyed in the 

5 Notably, the September 2017 Financial Statement valued each of Cohen's thirty-two New 
York taxi medallions at approximately $180,187.50, which was considerably less than the 
$650,000 valuation ascribed to each medallion in the Coher- term sheet. 
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September 2017 Financial Statement, and his delinquency in making payments to Sterling, among 

other things, the bank's credit underwriting committee determined (and memorialized in a 

December 2017 memorandum) that the Coher- transaction was favorable for the bank 

- that is, tha would be a better borrower than Cohen. 

p. On or about December 26, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a demand letter requesting 

the immediate receipt of past-due loan payments. On December 29, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a 

corporations. Cohen did not make an immediate payment on the loans, but instead sent an e-mail 

to Sterling Employee- I on or about January 24, 2018, from the Cohen Account, stating that during 

the closing of the Cohen _ _ transaction, Cohen would "bring all payments up to date as 

well as deposit the payoff differential." Cohen also requested by email sent from the Cohen 

Account on January 24, 2018, that at the closing of the Cohen-' transaction, Sterling 

provide a letter stating that all of Cohen's debts have been satisfied and that Cohen's personal 

guarantees of the medallion loans had been terminated. 

transaction, however, did not close. On or about January 

.ttomey, emailed attorneys for Sterling from the i\ccount 

and stated that "at this time there is no deal with Michael Cohen. Some of the numbers have 

changed and we are not prepared to go forward." 

r. Based on my participation in the interview with Sterling Employee-2 and my 

review of records maintained by Sterling, I lmow that after the Cohen· deal fell apart, 

Sterling assigned Cohen's loans to an employee at Sterling who specializes in collecting on 

defaulting loans ("Sterling Employee-3"). From my review of telephone call notes, I know that 

Sterling Employee-3 spoke to Cohen on or about January 30, 2018 about paying down and/or 
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restructuring Cohen's outstanding taxi medallion loans. Based on my review of an email between 

Sterling Employee-3 and Cohen, I know that on the January 30, 2018 call, Cohen stated that he 

would send a "corrected current" version of his personal financial statement. Following that call, 

on or about January 31, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 from the Cohen Account a 

copy of the September 2017 Financial Statement. Later that day, Cohen again emailed Sterling 

Employee-3 from the Cohen Account and proposed paying $500,000 to bring the loans current 

----=-and:-$'7-50;-000-to-bring:the=principal,balance=to-$20,500,000-;:::Gohen,also,suggested-revised-monthlyc--cc,=--==='::c==--=--c:== 

interest payment amounts. On or about January 31, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 responded to 

Cohen at the Cohen Account and stated, in sum and substance, that Cohen would need to pay the 

entirety of the overdue payments and pay down the principal balance of the loan to $20,000,000 

(in total, a payment of approximately $1,750,000), and would need to make larger monthly interest 

payments. 

s. On or about February 1, 2018, Cohen emailed SterlingEmployee-3 from the Cohen 

Account and proposed "[p]ayment of $1.250m which ALL can be used to pay down principal, if 

[Sterling] will waive past due amounts," but stated "I do NOT have more than the $1.250m." 

(Emphasis in original.) Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient financial 

resources to post additional collateral or pre-fund monthly payments. Based on my participation 

in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned that Sterling continues to renegotiate the 

medallion loans with Cohen based on Cohen's representations about his current financial position. 
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C. Cohen Made Material Misrepresentations About His Finances to Banks 

Cohen Concealed from Sterling and Melrose Cash Derived from Consulting Work 

15. As set forth in detail below, despite multiple representations by Cohen to Sterling (and, 

by extension, Melrose 6) that he had insufficient funds to pay down the principal balance of the 

medallion loans, make monthly interest payments, or pay past-due amounts, it appears that 

between 2016 and the present, Cohen opened and maintained bank accounts at First Republic Bank 

accounts, which he did not disclose to Sterling. Cohen set up these accounts and received these 

funds during the very period in which he made disclosures to Sterling about his personal finances 

(including his assets and liabilities) and his ability to make payments on the medallion loans. In 

these disclosures to Sterling-and despite being asked about these bank accounts by his 

accountant- Cohen withheld information about liquid financial assets at First Republic. 

16. Specifically, based on my review of documents and bank records produced pursuant to 

a subpoena by First Republic, and my participation in and review of reports of interviews with two 

First Republic employees, I have learned, among other things, the following: 

a. Cohen and his wife have been customers of First Republic since approximately 

June 2011. Cohen controls several checking and loan accounts, some in his own name and others 

in the names of corporate entities. 

6 Based on my review of a repo1i of an interview conducted with an employee of Melrose, I 
have learned that, pursuant to the paiiicipation agreement between Sterling and Melrose, Cohen's 
financial statements and other records in Sterling' s possession were forwarded to Melrose so that 
Melrose could make a determination as to whether to approve of the Cohen- -
transaction. Based on my review of reports of interviews w:+t. Unl~nnn nmployees, I also Kl10W 

that Cohen called employees at Melrose regarding the Cohen ransaction. 
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b. On or about October 26, 2016, in Manhattan, New York, Cohen opened a new 

checking account at First Republic in the name of Essential Consultants LLC (the "Essential 

Consultants Account"). Cohen was the only authorized signatory on the account. When Cohen 

opened the Essential Consultants Account, a First Republic employee ("First Republic Employee-

1 ") conducted an in-person interview of Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-customer 

questions 7 about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic Employee-1 

----------------------------~-entered=into=a--=form 08-~Gohen=stat-ed;cc-in=sum=and=substance,=--that-:-~he--:--was==Opening--:-:-Essential--=-=-:--:--c:_-_-_-__ -___ -___ -__ -____ _ 

Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting work, 

and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. Cohen 

also stated, in sum and substance, that his purpose in setting up the account was to keep the revenue 

from his consulting business-which he said was not his main source of income-separate from 

his personal finances. As set forth below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen's 

statements about the intended purpose of the account and source of funds for the account were 

false. Specifically, the account was not intended to receive-and does not appear to have 

received-money in connection with real estate consulting work; in addition, the account has 

received substantial payments from foreign sources. 

c. First, on or about October 27, 2016-the day after he opened the Essential 

Consultants Account, Cohen used the account to wire $130,000 to an account held in the name of 

attorney Keith Davidson's law firm. Based on my review of emails between Cohen and Davidson, 

7 Certain financial institutions are required to conduct such procedures pursuant to the Bank 
Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations. See 31 U.S.C. § 5318; 31 C.F .R. § 1020.220. 

8 First Republic Employee-1 first filled out the form on the day he interviewed Cohen, October 
26, 2016. On or about December 19, 2016, at the request of bank compliance personnel, First 
Republic Employee-1 updated the form to add more detail about Cohen's statements. 
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obtained pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account Warrants, I believe- that this payment did not relate 

to any real estate consulting work, but rather was a "settlement" payment made to Davidson's 

client. 9 Based on my review of public sources, I have learned that Davidson's client is alleged to 

have had an extramarital affair with Donald Trump. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen made 

a public statement that "[i]n a private transaction in 2016, I used my own personal funds to 

facilitate a payment of $130,000 to [Davidson's client]." 

by an FBI forensic accountant that after Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, Cohen 

received payments into that account from foreign businesses and entities that do not reflect the 

stated client profile for the residential and commercial real-estate consulting services. Specifically, 

from my review of the Essential Consultants Account schedule and public sources, I know the 

following: 

1. Beginning on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen began receiving monthly 

payments of $83,333 from an entity called Columbus Nova LLC, which were deposited into the 

Essential Consultants Account. According to public sources, Columbus Nova is an investment 

management firm controlled by Renova Group, an industrial holding company based in Zurich, 

Switzerland that is controlled by Russian national Viktor Vekselberg. From January 2017 to 

August 2017, the Essential Consultants Account received seven payments totaling $583,332.98 

from Columbus Nova LLC. 

9 Specifically, I have learned from my review of bank records that on or about October 26, 
2016, Cohen transferred $131,000 from a home equity line of credit account at First Republic to 
the Essential Consultants Account; on or about October 27, 2016, Cohen transferred $130,000 
from the Essential Consultant Account to an account held in the name of Davidson's law firm at a 
bank based in Los Angeles; and on or about November 1, 2016, a wire transfer in the amount of 
approximately $96,645 was made from Davidson's account to a bank account in the name of 
Davidson's client. 
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ii. Beginning on or about April 5, 2017, Cohen began receiving payments from 

Novartis Investments, SARL, which I believe to be the in-house financial subsidiary of the Swiss 

pharmaceutical company Novartis International AG (''Novartis"). Between April 2017 and January 

2018, the Essential Consultants Account received ten wire payments from a Swiss bank account 

held in the name of Novartis, each in the amount of $99,980, for a total of $999,800. 

iii. Beginning in or about April 2017, the Essential Consultants Account started 

-~--- --- ~ 0 receivirrg-cwire=paymentsirom=a::-bank=account-:assuciatedccwith-cthecielecommunications=--company-= 

AT&T Inc. ("AT&T"). Specifically, on or about April 14, 2017, AT&T wired $100,000 to the 

Essential Consultants Account and, from in or about June 2017 to in or about January 2018, the 

Essential Consultants Account received nine $50,000 payments from AT&T. In total, AT&T wired 

$550,000 to the Essential Consultants Account. 

iv. On or about May 10, 2017, June 9, 2017, July 10, 2017, and November 27, 

2017, the Essential Consultants Account received four deposits in the amount $150,000 (totaling 

$600,000) from a bank account in South Korea. The account holder from which the money was 

sent is Korea Aerospace Industries Ltd. ("KAI"). KAI is a South Korea-based company that 

produces and sells fixed-wing aircraft, helicopter aircraft, and satellites to the United States 

Department of Defense, among other customers. 

v. On or about May 22, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account received a 

$150,000 deposit from an account at Kazkommertsbank, a Kazakhstani bank. The listed account 

holder at Kazkommertsbank was a second Kazakhstani bank named BTA Bank, AO. A message 

accompanying the wire payment indicated that the payment was a "monthly consulting fee as per 

Inv BTA-101 DD May 10, 2017 consulting agreement WIN DD 08 05 2017 CNTR W/NDD 

08/05/2017 ." 
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vi. In total, from on or about January 31, 2017 to on or about January 10, 2018, 

the Essential Consultants Account received approximately $2,883,132.98 in transfers and checks 

from the aforementioned entities. As of on or about January 10, 2018, the balance in the Essential 

Consultants Account was $1,369,474.23. 

e. On or about April 4, 2017, Cohen opened another new checking account at First 

Republic, this one in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates, P.C. (the ''MDC&A Account"). 

Account received ten wire transfers and one check from an account in the name of Squire Patton 

Boggs, a law firm. In total, from on or about April 5, 2017, to on or about January 2, 2018, the 

MDC&A Account received $426,097.70 in deposits, and the balance in the account as of January 

2, 2018, was $344,541.35. As discussed below, Cohen never disclosed any of the balance in the 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A accounts to Sterling during the negotiations with respect to the 

·ansaction, including in his May 2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 

Financial Statement. 

17. Based on my review of emails from the Cohen Account that were seized pursuant to 

the Prior Cohen Account Warrants, and my review of reports of interviews with employees of 

AT&T and Novartis, it appears that the aforementioned payments to the Essential Consultants 

Account and MDC&A Account ostensibly were for political consulting work, including consulting 

for international clients on issues pending before the Trump administration. 10 Specifically, from 

my review of emails from the Cohen Account and public sources, I have learned the following: 

10 Based on my review of public sources, I have learned that Cohen is not registered as a 
lobbyist or as a person acting as an agent of foreign principals, as may have been required by the 
Foreign Agents Registration Act. 
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a. On or about April 28, 2017, Cohen sent an email from the Cohen Account to an 

individual whom I believe is affiliated with KAI. In the email, Cohen attached a document 

purporting to be a "Consulting Agreement" between KAI and Essential Consultants dated as of 

about May 1, 2017. The document indicates that Essential Consultants would render "consulting 

and advisory services, as requested" by KAI, and that KAI would pay Essential Consultants "a 

consulting fee of One Million Two Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed 

b. On or about May 10, 2017, Cohen sent an email from an alternate email address, 

copying the Cohen Account, to an employee of BTA Bank. To the email, Cohen attached an 

invoice to BTA Bank in the name of Essential Consultants. The invoice contemplated a $150,000 

payment to Essential Consultants for a "monthly consulting fee." 

c. On or about February 13, 2017, Cohen emailed an AT&T employee from the Cohen 

Account what appears to be a consulting agreement, which contemplates that Essential Consultants 

"shall render consulting and advisory services to [AT&T]" and that AT&T would "advise [Essential 

Consultants] of those issues and matters with respect to which AT&T Services desires [Essential 

Consultants]' s assistance and advice." The contract calls for AT&T "to pay the Consultant for his 

services ... a consulting fee of Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars ... per month." Based on my 

review ofreports of interviews with AT&T employees, I have learned that AT&T retained Cohen 

to consult on political issues, including net neutrality, the merger between AT&T and Time Warner, 

and tax reform. 

d. On or about January 17, 2017, Cohen emailed to a representative of Novartis from 

the Cohen Account a contract between Novartis and Essential Consultants, which provides that 

Essential Consultants will "provide consulting and advisory services to Novartis on matters that 
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relate to the repeal and replacement of the Affordable Care Act in the US and any other issues 

mutually agreeable to [Essential Consultants] and Novartis." The contract provides for a 

"consulting fee of One Million Two Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000) US dollars," to be paid to 

Essential Consultants in even monthly installments over the course of a year. Based on my review 

of reports of interviews with Novartis employees, I have learned that Novartis retained Cohen to 

provide political consulting services and to gain access to relevant policymakers in the Trump 

.. •--- -· ·--· · - A:dministration,c;:::, =====-=::c .. ··•-- -· -·-····•·• -·-- ... --·-·-- ~=============== 

e. On or about April 3, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs, a law firm, announced on its 

website that is had formed a "strategic alliance" with Michael D. Cohen & Associates and would 

''jointly represent clients." 

18. Despite the significant amount of money that Cohen received into the Essential 

Consultants Account and the MDC&A Account, and the cash balance in both accounts, Cohen did 

not disclose that information to Sterling or Melrose. Specifically, based on my review of documents 

provided by Oetzel, and my review of notes an, 

have learned the following: 

I 

a. In or about May 2017, Oetzel met with Cohen at a law firm in Manhattan, New 

York. At the meeting, Cohen told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he had set up a law practice 

called Michael D. Cohen & Associates P.C., and a consulting company called Essential Consultants 

LLC. Cohen told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he expected to earn $75,000 per month in 

connection with his law practice, and that he expected gross revenues for the consulti1;1g business to 

be between five and six million dollars annually. 

b. In or about October 2017, if not earlier, Getzel was preparing a personal financial 

statement for Cohen. On or about October 6, 2017, Getzel sent an email to Cohen at the Cohen 
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Account in which Getzel wrote that "[a]ttached is a draft of the new PPS as of September 30, 2017" 

and attached a draft of the September 2017 Financial Statement. The draft statement reflected that 

as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had only $1,250,000 in cash, total assets of approximately 

$33,430,000 (comprised of taxi medallion interests, real estate interests, and his personal residence 

and property), and liabilities of approximately $45,630,000, leaving him purportedly over $12 

million in debt. In the same email, Getzel questioned Cohen, in sum and substance, about the fact 

=--====-=::---===-:c:-:::that=thec:financial0 statement::-did0not=list-any-assets=associated=with=either:the=Essential-=Gonsultants 

Account or the MDC&A Account: "[w]e did not add any value for you[r] two operating entities -

Michael D. Cohen & Associates POC [sic] and Essential Consultants LLC. Please advise whether 

or not these should be disclosed and what value." 

c. On or about October 6, 2017, Cohen called Getzel by telephone-which is reflected 

on toll records for Cohen's cellphone-and told Getzel, in sum and substance, not to include 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A in the September 2017 Financial Statement because they had no 

value. 

d. On or about October 6, 2017, following the call with Getzel, Cohen, using the Cohen 

Account, responded to Getzel's email with the answer "[l]ooks good to me." Cohen never directed 

Getzel to make any changes to his cash position as listed in the September 2017 Financial 

Statement. Neither Essential Consultants nor MDC&A was listed on the September 2017 Financial 

Statement that was provided to Sterling. 

19. Based on the foregoing, and from my review of bank records and emails sent by Cohen 

to Sterling, I know that the September 2017 Financial Statement made no mention whatsoever of 

assets that Cohen held in the Essential Consultants Account or the MDC&A Account. As of 

September 30, 2017-the date of the September 2017 Financial Statement-Cohen had 
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approximately $673,729.95 in the Essential Consultants Account and $248,619.28 in the MDC&A 

Account. As of October 6, 2017, the date when Getzel asked Cohen about the two accounts, Cohen 

had approximately $823,709.95 in the Essential Consultants Account and $248,619.28 in the 

MDC&A Account. 

Cohen Understated His Available Cash 

20. In addition to withholding the existence of the Essential Consultants Account and the 

_ .... _ .. _ -· __ .MIJC&A.Accountfrom.Sterling.and.Melrose,it.apµears.thaLCohen_also_substantially._ .. understated. ... ,----··-·-,,-···· 

his available cash and cash equivalents in his financial disclosures. Specifically, I know from my 

review of the September 2017 Financial Statement that Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen 

represented that he had $1,250,000 in cash as of September 30, 2017. But, from my review of a 

summary of bank records that were scheduled by an FBI forensic accountant, I have learned that 

Cohen had over $5,000,000 in cash and cash equivalents as of September 30, 2017. Specifically, 

from my review of the account schedule and bank records, I have learned the following: 

a. Cohen has three checking and/or savings accounts at Capital One Bank, one of 

which is in his wife's name. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $1,105,680.35 in his savings 

account, and $1,262,982.29 in total in the three accounts at Capital One Bank. 

b. Cohen has three accounts at Morgan Stanley in his name. As of September 30, 

2017, the combined total in cash and cash equivalents in those three accounts was $1,270,600.41. 

c. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $260,689.18 in an account at Signature Bank. 

d. In addition to the Essential Consultants Account and MDC&A Account at First 

Republic, Cohen also had two joint checking accounts with Laura Cohen at First Republic. In total, 

as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $1,876,209.27 in total in his four accounts at First 

Republic. 
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e. Cohen has an account at Bethpage Credit Union with $25,931.39 in it as of 

September 30, 2017. 

f. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $17,542.54 in accounts at Sterling. 

g. Cohen has two accounts at TD Bank----one in his name and one held jointly with his 

wife-and the total balance across the two accounts as of September 30, 2017 was $300,096.72. 

h. In total, as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $5,014,051.80 in his accounts 

-- ------- at=8apital=One-=Bank,=Signature~Bank"'::'.f.Bs"Bank,--Bethpage=Gredit-=8nion,---Eirst-=Republie,:-cand----- --_-_-_ - _-- I 
I 

Morgan Stanley. 

21. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's representations to Sterling 

and Melrose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and that Cohen withheld 

information regarding approximately $5 million in funds from Sterling and Melrose in order to 

secure favorable terms in his renegotiation of his medallion loan. Based on my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of reports of interviews with Sterling 

Employee-I and two Melrose employees, it is my understanding that that Sterling and Melrose 

would view Cohen's understating of his assets as material to its decision whether to renegotiate 

Cohen's medallion loans and on what terms, or approve of the transfer of those loans to 

Cohen Had a Side Agreement Witb 

22. As set forth in detail below, it appears that during the course of Cohen's negotiations to 

sell his interest in taxi medallions and the associated debt to Cohen not only 

misrepresented his financial position to Sterling, but also failed to disclose a side deal he had 

negotiated with it appears that tgreed to pay an above-market price for 

Cohen's taxi cab medallions, and in exchange, Cohen agreed to pay pproximately 
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$3.8 million in cash. Specifically, from my review of documents produced pursuant to a subpoena 

by Sterling, and reports prepared by law enforcement officers of interviews with Sterling 

Employee-I, as well as my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned, 

among other things, the following: 

a. On or about September 5, 2017, an executed term sheet was circulated by Sterling 

Employee- I to Cohen and - See supra l 4(k). According to the term sheet, • 

vould=borrow=$2030003000=from::-Sterling,and:cMelrosef'to=besecured=by,the:medaHions==------------__ -___ -_-__ -__ .. -.. • 

that -;vas to acquire from Cohen. At a price of $20 million for thirty-two taxi medallions, 

the proposed transaction valued each medallion as worth $625,000. The term sheet also 

contemplated a $1,265,913 pay-down of the principal balance of the loan. The term sheet made no 

mention of a $3.8 million payment from Cohen to - or any other form of payment or 

financial transaction between the parties. 

b. Additionally, an internal Sterling credit memorandum, dated October 4, 2017, 

describing the terms of the Cohen-~-transaction and the new loan to did 

not mention any payments from Cohen to - including a $3.8 million payment. The 

memorandum also noted that the "loan amount of $20MM indicates a $625M purchase price per 

medallion" but "it is recognized that this is not in line with current market values." Indeed, 

according to an internal Sterling memorandum dated February 5, 2018, in the month of January 

2018, taxi medallions sold for amounts ranging from $120,000 to $372,tlOO. According to Sterling 

Employee-I and Sterling Employee-2, they were never told that agreed to a purchase 

price of $625,000 in exchange for a lump sum payment from Cohen, or that Cohen would make 

any payment to 
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23. While Cohen and did not disclose any payment from Cohen to 

in communications with Sterling, it appears that such a payment was contemplated. 

Indeed, based on my review of records maintained by Getzel, and a report prepared by law 

enforcement agents of an interview with Getzel, I have learned the following, in substance and in 

part, regarding the proposed side-payment from Cohen to 

a. On or about September 19, 2017, Getzel prepared a memorandum for Cohen 
" 
il 

- - - - - -- ---<mtitled:F~~sale:cof=N¥G-Medallion=Entities=and=-Bebt-=-Assumption'-~--€the ''GetzebMemorandum~). ------------------------·-:ci 
ti 

The Getzel Memorandum summarized the proposed transaction between Cohen and- i 

in part, as follows: "Michael and Laura Cohen will transfer ownership of their 13 NYC medallion 

entities to a Buyer who will assume their bank indebtedness, upon the [Cohens'] paying down the 

debt portfolio of the 13 entities by $500,000 and a cash payment to the Buyer of $3,800,000." 11 

b. According to Getzel, Cohen told him the parameters of the deal, including the 

payment of $3,800,000 to 

$3,800,000 to pa; 

, but Getzel did not know where Cohen was goilig to obtain 

As noted above, Cohen had more than $5~000,000 in cash and 

cash equivalents as of September 2017, but had only disclosed in his September 2017 Financial 

Statement that he had $1.25 million in cash. 

24. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling (as well as Melrose, the bank 

with the participating interest in the loans) and rep011s of interviews of representatives of Sterling 

(and Melrose), I have seen no evidence that Sterling, Melrose, or any other financial institution 

involved in the potential deal with Cohen and · was aware of the planned $3.8 million 

side payment from Cohen to 

11 The reference to thirteen medallions appears to be an enor by Getzel. Cohen and his wife 
together owned sixteen corporations, which in tum owned 32 taxi medallions. 
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D. Probable Cause Regarding the Subject Accounts 

25. As set forth above, since at least September 2015, if not earlier, Cohen has told Sterling 

that he has difficulty making payments on his medallion loans and, since at least October 2016, 

Cohen has been actively engaged in an attempt to sell his taxi medallions and the associated debts 

tc In the course of doing so, Cohen has used the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC 

Account to engage in email communications regarding the terms of the transactions and the 

=f\,C_f(}@!,:c:_ , ___ . 

Account. Specifically, 

as described above, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject Accounts have been used 

regarding the proposed Cohen- transaction with Sterling: 

a. Cohen has used the Cohen Account to, among other things, negotiate a pay-down 

of the principal amount of the loan, see supra 14(g), to send te1m sheets to Sterling, see supra 

14G), to communicate with his accountant about the contents of financial statements, see supra 

16, to send financial statements to Sterling, see supra 14(i), (1), to check on the status of the 

transaction as of January 24, 2018, see supra~ 14(n), to negotiate a reduction of his debt with 

Sterling on or around January 31, 2018, see supra~ 14(0), to tell Sterling on February 1, 2018, he 

does not have the ability to pay more than $1 ,250,000, see supra~ 14(p), and to communicate with 

individuals responsible for sources of payments to the Essential Consultants Account, see supra 

15. In other words, from the communications described above, it appears likely that the Cohen 

Account will contain recent evidence of the Subject Offenses, including communications and 

potential misrepresentations to Sterling, and evidence indicating that statements made to Sterling 

· are false or misleading. 

b. has used the '\.ccount to communicate about 

the proposed taxi medallion transaction with Cohen, which appears to have been discussed as early 
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as October 2016. See supra~ 14(g). 12 Specifically, as described above, as early as May 2, 2017, 

used the 

see supra 14(h). He used the 

Account to inquire about the status of the transaction, 

Account to exchange drafts of the proposed term 

sheet with Cohen,. md Sterling, see supra~ 14G). The . Account was also 

used by , to send a personal financial statement fo1 

see supra 14(1). Th( Account was copied on emails from the , 

-A:ccount=about=the=:transaction3"'=see=supra=~=l-4€i},- and=was:;=listed==on= =financiat------ - - -

statement as the contact email fo see supra~ 14(m). Additionally, based on my 

review of MDCPC Header Information, I know that on or about September 1, 2017-at or around 

the time the- and Cohen were negotiating a term sheet- used the 

and 

\ccount to send and receive eight emails from Cohen at the MDCPC Account. 

1as used the-lccount to communicate with Sterling employees, Cohen, 

Lbout the proposed taxi medallion transaction since at least December 2016. 

See supra 14(g), 24( c ) . . Specifically, on or about August 29, 2017, old Sterling that he 

should be included on "all future e-mails" involving the proposed transaction, see supra 14G). 

Additionally, - vas 'involved in making revisions to the parties' term sheets, and he told 

Sterling on January 29, 2018 that- vould not go forward with the planned transaction, 

see supra~ 14G), (n). Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that the . Account will 

contain evidence of the negotiations between Sterling and the parties, evidence of a payment from 

Cohen to and the reasons for the collapse of the Cohen- transaction. 

12 For instance, from records provided by Sterling, I know that on or about December 2, 
2016, _ sent an email to a Sterling employee using the . 
Account. The email forwarded co1Tespondence between- who was 
Account, and an employee of Capital One regarding extending 
Capital One. 
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26. Additionally, it appears that Cohen set up the MDCPC Account to receive emails he 

. was previously receiving at the Cohen Account. Specifically, based on my review of records 

maintained by AT&T, I have learned that on or about May 5, 2017, Cohen sent an email from the 

MDCPC Account to a blind copy list ofrecipients stating that "[d]ue to the overwhelming volume 

of phone calls and emails coming into my previous cellular number and e-mail address, I have 

elected to create for Clients Only the following. Kindly use this new information for all future 

- - eontact-=arrd-=-eummurrieations~=The0 signature::line~offthe-email=listed~ Essen tial=Gonsultants-:-bbG;ll ... --=-= -- .... - --- - --··· 

and "Michael D. Cohen & Associates, PC," as well as the MDCPC Account as the email address. 13 

27. In addition, based on my review of emails from the MDCPC Account produced 

pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account Warrants and the MDCPC Header Information, I have learned 

that Cohen has used the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from the Cohen Account, to 

communicate with the \ccount, and to send and receive emails from other email accounts 

about his political consulting business. Additionally, from my review of the MDCPC Header 

Information, it appears that since the November 13, 2017 search warrant on the MDCPC Account, 

Cohen has continued to send and receive emails at the MDCPC Account that appear likely to be 

relevant to the commission of the Subject Offenses. For example, emails obtained pursuant to the 

Prior Cohen Account Warrants, as well as the MDCPC Header Infonnation have revealed the 

following: 

a. On approximately eight occasions in August and September 2017, while Cohen, 

were communicating about a term sheet for the Cohen taxi 

13 Based on my review of emails from the MDCPC Account obtained pursuant to subpoena, I 
have learned that Cohen has used the account to communicate with numerous individuals with 
whom he does not enjoy an attorney-client privilege, including some of the individuals described 
below. See infra 127. 
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medallion transaction, see supra 1 l 4(k), Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send or receive 

emails frou at the '\.ccount. For instance, on or about August 22, 2017, .Lised 

the '\.ccount to send an email to Sterling Employee- I and copied Cohen on the email at the 

MDCPC Account. On the same day, Sterling Employee-I responded tc-t the ~ccount 

and Cohen at the MDCPC Account. On or about August 22, 2017, Cohen also used the MDCPC 

Account to send an email to Sterling Employee-:-1. 

-===b:--=.ks:110ted-cabove;''Un=-urab0ut=-S-eptember-=l,=20l'7-T@ohem.1sed=the=MQ@PeA:ccount---·· ----------

to send or receive eight emails with the : '\.ccount. 

c. Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from individuals who 

work at companies with whom it appears Cohen has a political consulting agreement. For 

example, beginning in April 2017-the same month when Cohen began receiving payments from 

AT&T, see supra 1116(d), l 7(c)-Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails 

from AT&T employees. These emails contain, among other things, invoices from Cohen to AT&T 

for consulting work by Cohen. Similarly, beginning in April 2017-which is also the month 

Cohen began receiving payments from Novartis for consulting work, see supra 1116(d), 17(d)-

Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from employees of Novartis. These 

emails concern, among other things, invoices from Cohen and requests for Novartis for Cohen's 

assistance on an initiative relating to drug pricing. 

d. From my review of the MDCPC Header Infonnation, I have learned that Cohen has 

continued to use the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from individuals who work at 

companies with whom it appears Cohen had a political consulting agreement, such as Novartis and 

AT&T. For instance, on approximately six occasions between November 28, 2017 and January 

30, 2018, the MDCPC Account was used to send and receive emails from accounts belonging to 
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individuals using @att.com email addresses. Similarly, on approximately seventeen occasions 

between December 1, 2017 and February 20, 2018, the MDCPC Account was used to send and 

receive emails from accounts belonging to individuals using @novartis.com email addresses. 

Since November 15, 2017, the MDCPC Account has also sent and received emails with individuals 

using the email domains @bta.kz, which I believe is the email domain used by employees of BTA 

Bank, see supra ,r,r 16(d), 17(b), and@squirepb.com, which I believe is the email domain used by 

employees of the law firm Squire Patton~Qggs __ both of which Cohen appears to have a 
- - - -------- _, --··· · ---

consulting relationship with, see supra ,r,r 16(e), 17(e). Accordingly, it appears that Cohen 

continues to use the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails that will be relevant to whether 

he is maintaining a consulting business, what type of consulting work he is doing, and whether he 

is receiving money for that consulting work. 

28. In addition to the foregoing, based on my review of the Pen Register Data, see supra ,r 

9, it appears that since the date of the last search warrant on the Cohen Account (i.e., November 

13, 2017), Cohen has continued to use the Cohen Account to communicate with the _ 

Account, the Account, and other email accounts that appear likely to be relevant 

to the commission of the Subject Offenses described above. For example, the Pen Register Data 

has revealed the following: 

a. Emails sent by the Cohen Account to the - ~ccount on or about December 18, 

2017 at 8:26 p.m., December 21, 2017 at 9:35 p.m., December 22, 2017 at 4:32 p.m., January 3, 

2018 at 8:01 a.m., January 3, 2018 at 2:56 p.m., and January 4, 2018 at 3:31 p.m. 

b. An email sent by the Cohen Account to the 

January 25, 2018 at 8:55 p.m. 
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c. Emails from the Cohen Account to the email account on or 

about December 1, 2017 at 2:14 p.m., December 29, 2017 at 10:20 p.m., January 2, 2018 at 3:52 

p.m., January 2, 2018 at 5:44 p.m., and January 8, 2018 at 6:38 p.m. Based upon my review of 

emails contained in the Cohen Account, I have learned that th~ t email account 

belongs to Jeffrey Getzel, Cohen's accountant, through whom Cohen made misrepresentations to 

financial institutions, as discussed above. 

d~--Errrails=fromthe"€ohen-:Ac·countto-emaiJ:ae·counts=belongingto"Sterlingemployecs, 

including Sterling Employee-I, on or about January 25, 2018 at 10:23 p.m., January 26, 2018 at 

12:55 a.m., January 29, 2018 at 5:30 p.m., January 29, 2018 at 8:29 p.m., January 30, 2018 at 6:44 

p.m. 

e. An email sent from the Cohen Account to the email account 

clientserviceny@firstrepublic.com on or about January 25, 2018 at 5:29 p.m. As stated above, 

First Republic is the bank at which the Essential Consultants Account is held. 

f. Numerous emails sent from the Cohen Account to the email account 

including emails on or about December 4, 2017 at 2:17 p.m. and January 29, 

2018 at 5 :43 p.m. Based upon the email address and domain name, as well as my review of reports 

of interviews and documents reflecting that Cohen's taxi medallions were leased and operated by 

I believe that the email address belongs to 

29. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling, I know that Cohen used the 

Cohen Account to send and receive documents related to the Cohen- transaction. 

Based on my training and experience, I know that Google allows users of e-mail accounts to easily 

save documents to file sharing and retention platforms such as Google Docs and Google Drive. I 
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also know, from my training and experience, that users of e-mail accounts often use instant 

messaging interfaces linked to their email accounts. Further, I have learned that the Providers 

maintain records of search and web histories associated with email accounts and, based on my 

training and experience, users of e-mail accounts use associated web search browsers associated 

with a subscriber's account to research topics they are e-mailing about. Accordingly, there is 

probable cause to believe that content information associated with the Subject Accounts will also 

- contain-evidence-related~to-tne-Subject0ffenses; - -- --- ------ -- -- --- ------ ---------- - ----·-····-· · 

30. Thus, I r~spectfully submit that there is probable cause to believe that emails and other 

content information from the Subject Accounts will contain evidence of Cohen's efforts to sell his 

taxi medallions and the associated debt, and his misrepresentations and omissions to Sterling and 

Melrose in connection with these negotiations. Although Cohen appears to have communicated 

with primarily through the Cohen Account and 

MDCPC Account, I lmow, based on my involvement in the investigation, that Cohen also used at 

least one other email account associated with his position at the Trump Organization. Thus, I 

respectfully submit that there is probable cause to believe that emails and other content information 

from th \ccount, Account and- Account since on or 

about October 1, 2016-the approximate date of when Cohen's efforts to sell his taxi medallions 

and the associated debt began-will reflect communications with the Cohen Account, MDCPC 

Account, and possibly one or more additional accounts used by Cohen, and probable cause to 

believe that such emails will constitute evidence of Cohen's commission of the Subject Offenses, 

including the extent to which Cohen did or did not inform other individuals involved in the conduct 

described above--------such as 

omissions to financial institutions. 

02.28.2018 
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31. Temporal Limitation. This application seeks all emails and other requested content 

information specified in Attachments A, B, C, and D for the following periods: 

a. For the Cohen Account, this application seeks all emails sent, created, or received 

between November 14, 2017, and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. As described above, 

pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account Warrants, the SCO obtained and provided to the USAO 

emails from the Cohen Account that were sent, created, or received before November 14, 20n. 

that was created between December 1, 2014 (the month when Cohen entered into the medallion 

loans with Sterling), and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. 

b. For the MDCPC Account, this application seeks all emails sent, created, or received 

between November 14, 2017, and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. As described above, 

pursuant to a prior warrant, the SCO obtained and provided to the USAO emails from the MDCPC 

Account that were sent, created, or received before November 14, 2017. 

c. For the Account and Account, this application 

seeks emails and all other content information specified above sent, created, or received between 

October 1, 2016, and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. As described above, October 

2016 is the month in which Cohen began negotiating the taxi medallion sale with the 

d. For the - Account, this application seeks emails and all other content 

infonnation specified above sent, created, or received between December I, 2016, and the date of 

the proposed warrant, inclusive. As described above, December 2016 is the month in which-

began representing the in relation to the taxi medallion transaction. 

E. Evidence, Fruits and Instrumentalities 

32. Based upon the foregoing, I respectfully submit there is probable cause to believe that 

information stored on Google's servers associated with the Cohen Account will contain evidence, 
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fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of the Subject Offenses, as more fully described in 

Section II of Attachment A to the proposed warrant for the Cohen Account and MDCPC Account, 

including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of the person(s) who created or used the Cohen Account or MDCPC Account. 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling, Melrose, 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal, or 

agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, 

and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to 

associated with him; 

and/or entities 

d. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential 

Consultants, LLC or Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature 

and purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & 

Associates; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC Account about any matters relating to 

Essential Consultants, LLC, or about any plan or proposal or agreement for Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him; 

f. Communications between the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC Account and Jeffrey 

Getzel relating to Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 
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g. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan 

at that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

fmancial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Cohen Account and MDCPC Account was 

-c-=-~.=-· __ --,-,-.-_ -_- . ---- accessed--or-=used;::to-=-determine4he-:geo graphic=and=chronological=context-= ofcaccount-:-access,:::use,---- - .. -------- - - - --

and events relating to the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

i. Evidence indicating the Cohen Account and MDCPC Account owner's intent as it 

relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

33. Based upon the foregoing, I further submit there is probable cause to believe that 

information stored on Google's servers associated with th( Account and . 

Account will contain evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of the Subject 

Offenses, including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of the person(s) who created or used th 

Account; 

\.ccount and 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal 

or agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, tc 

with him; 

and/or entities associated 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s)- who 
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communicated with the Account and Account about any 

matters relating to any plan or proposal or agreementfor Cohen and/or entities associated with him 

to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to -

- and/or entities associated with him; 

d. Communications between the Account and 

Account and others, including employees or representatives of Sterling, Melrose, or other financial 

-institution€SJf tegarding=8ohen~s=financesj--- -- -_-__ -_-__ -_-_-___ -_-_-__ - _-__ -_-__ -_-_ ------------------==------------=--==c-::::=======-

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan 

at that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

f. Evidence indicating how and when the Account and 

Account were accessed or used, to determine the geographic and chronological context 

of account access, use, and events relating to the crimes under investigation and to the account 

owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the 1..ccount and 

owners' intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

34. Based upon the foregoing, I further submit there is probable cause to believe that 

information stored on Oath's servers associated with the Account will contain evidence, 

fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of the Subject Offenses, including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of the person(s) who created or used the i\.ccount; 
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b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal 

or agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to • 

with him; 

md/or entities associated 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

--- - --- -- -communieated=with=the - \ccount::-about=-any=matters=relating=to=any::planc or-::::pr0p0saL--:-orF-__ ----- -

agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, 

and any associated debts or liabilities, t< 

d. Communications between the 

md/or entities associated with him; 

1\ccount and others, including employees or 

representatives of Sterling, Melrose, or other financial institution(s), regarding Cohen's finances; 

and 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose ot an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution. 

III. Review of the Information Obtained Pursuant to the Warrant 

35. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(g), the presence of a law enforcement officer is not 

required for service of a search warrant issued under§ 2703, or for the collection or production of 

responsive records. Accordingly, the warrant requested herein will be transmitted to the Providers, 

which shall be directed to produce a digital copy of any responsive records to law enforcement 

personnel within 30 days from the date of service. Law enforcement personnel (including, in 

addition to law enforcement officers and agents, and depending on the nature of the ESI and the 
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- -"-~- --

status of the investigation and related proceedings, attorneys for the government, attorney support 

staff, agency personnel assisting the government in this investigation, and outside technical experts 

under government control) will retain the records and review them for evidence, fruits, and 

instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses as specified in Section III of Attachments A, Band C to 

the proposed warrant. 

36. In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various methods to 

-locate-=-evidencerfruits5-= and:::instrumentalities-o:€:the=-Subjeet-=0ffenses,cinoluding=but-:n0tcclimited-Jo_--- _-_-__ -_-_-_-__ ____ _ 

undertaking a cursory inspection of all emails within the Subject Account. This method is 

analogous to cursorily inspecting all the files in a file cabinet in an office to determine which paper 

evidence is subject to seizure. Although law enforcement personnel may use other methods as 

well, particularly including keyword searches, I know that keyword searches and similar methods 

are typically inadequate to detect all information subject to seizure. As an initial matter, keyword 

searches work only for text data, yet many types of files commonly associated with emails, 

including attachments such as scanned documents, pictures, and videos, do not store data as 

searchable text. Moreover, even as to text data, keyword searches cannot be relied upon to capture 

all relevant communications in an account, as it is impossible to know in advance all of the unique 

words or phrases that investigative subjects will use in their communications, and consequently 

there are often many communications in an account that are relevant to an investigation but that 

do not contain any keywords that an agent is likely to search for. 

37. Because Cohen and- are attorneys, the review of the content within the Subject 

Accounts will be conducted pursuant to established screening procedures to ensure that the law 

enforcement personnel involved in the investigation, including attorneys for the Government, 

collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect any attorney-client or other applicable 
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privilege. When appropriate, the procedures will include use of a designated "filter team," separate 

and apart from the investigative team, in order to review potentially privileged communications 

and determine which communications to release to the investigation and prosecution team. 

IV. Request for Non-Disclosure and Sealing Order 

38. The existence and scope of this ongoing criminal investigation are not publicly known. 

As a result, premature public disclosure of this affidavit or the requested warrants could alert 

----.. -._-... -... Gohen-that:-he-:.-is=under-::-inv:estigation,-::Gausing:chim::to-.. d .. estr .. ay-ecvide.11 .. ce,-fle~-frQill .. pr:...ose9utiQ..I1,=Qr-==--==---==-=.::::.J 

otherwise seriously jeopardize the investigation. In particular, based on my experience 

investigating white collar cases, including cases featuring documents such as agreements, drafts 

of agreements, notes of conversations, and other documentary evidence, premature disclosure of 

an investigation may cause the target of the investigation to attempt to destroy or conceal such 

evidence. In addition, as also set forth above, Cohen uses computers and electronic 

communications in furtherance of his activity and thus could easily delete, encrypt, or otherwise 

conceal such digital evidence from law enforcement were he to learn of the Government's 

investigation. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b )(3). Cohen also appears to have the financial means that 

would facilitate his flight from prosecution. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b)(2), (5). 

39. Accordingly, there is reason to believe that, were the Providers to notify the subscriber 

or others of the existence of the warrant, the investigation would be seriously jeopardized. 

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705 (b ), I therefore respectfully request that the Court direct the Providers 

not to notify any person of the existence of the warrant for a period of 180 days from issuance, 

subject to extension upon application to the Court, if necessary. 

40. For similar reasons, I respectfully request that this affidavit and all papers submitted 

herewith be maintained under seal until the Court orders otherwise, except that the Government 

be permitted without further order of this Court to provide copies of the warrant and affidavit as 

45 
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need be to personnel assisting it in the investigation and prosecution of this matter, and to disclose 

those materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure obligations in any 

prosecutions related to this matter. 

V. Conclusion 

41. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request that the Court issue the warrants sought 

herein pursuant to the applicable provisions of the Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. 

=:·=::c ==·c=c-=§-:-2c103 Eb)(J-)EA).:( for=-contentcS}-ancl-§-2103 (c)( L)(A)-(for-records.ancLother_infonnation),~and.the ______ -__ -_-__ -__ _ __ . 

relevant provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41. 

Sworn to before me this 
28th day of February, 2018 

HONORABLE GABRIEL W. GORENSTEIN 
Chief United States Magistrate Judge 
Southern District of New York 

02.28.2018 
46 

Special Agent Mason Posilkin 
United States Attorney's Office 
Southern District of New York 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 
Associated with the Email Accounts 

l, Maintained at 
Premises Controlled by Google, Inc., 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 

. ··-·-····-----··-- ····--··-···--- - -· ---= =======-c=== ===== =-::====--=--=---=-=--=---··· 
SEARCH WARRANT AND NON-DISCLOSURE ORDER 

TO: Google, Inc. ("Provider") 

United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and the Federal 
· Bureau of Investigation ( collectively, the "Investigative Agencies") 

1. Warrant. Upon an affidavit of Special Ageni of the United States 

Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, and pursuant to the provisions of the 

Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email accounts . - @gmail.com- ~gmail.com, and 

, maintained at premises controlled by Google, Inc., contain evidence, 

fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as specified in Attachments A and B hereto. Accordingly, 

the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the Investigative Agencies, within 7 days of the date 

of service of this ·warrant and Order, the records specified in Section II of Attachments A and B 

hereto, for subsequent review by law enforcement personnel as authorized in Sections III and IV 

of Attachments A and B. The Government is required to serve a copy of this Warrant and Order 

on the Provider within 7 days of the date of issuance. The Warrant and Order may be served via 
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electronic transmission or any other means through which the Provider is capable of accepting 

service. 

2. Non-Disclosure Order. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), the Court finds that there is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this warrant will result in destruction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoing investigation. Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

--· -·- - - ·-· -==existence~0Hhis=-Warrant0 andc0rderstocthe· listed:csubscriber,0r=t0cany=other.,person-Jor:=a=peri0d-.of ... 

180 days from the date of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Court if 

necessary, except that Provider may disclose this Warrant and Order to an attorney for Provider 

for the purpose of receiving legal advice. 

3. Sealing. It is further ordered that this Warrant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed under seal, except that the Government may without further order of this 

Court serve the Warrant and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or Warrant and 

Order as need be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

Date Issued 

02.28.2018 

Time Issued 

HONORABLE GABRIEL W. GORENSTEIN 
Chief United States Magistrate Judge 
Southern District of New York 

2 
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Email Search Attachment A 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed to Google, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 1600 

Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated with the email account 

@gmail.com (the "Subject Account") for the time period referenced below. 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information as·sociated with the Subject Account: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Account, including all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email) 

limited to items sent, received, or created between November 14, 2017 and the date of this warrant, 

inclusive. 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

c. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Account, including but not limited to name, usemame, address, telephone 

_ _____ I 
··- · . ·- ·-----, 

i I, ; 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Account, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations, limited to items sent, 

received, or created between December 1, 2014 and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

e. Customer correspondence. All correspondence with the subscriber or others associated 

-==-__::---:-=--:--=--withthe-:-Subject-Account,=including complaints,:inquiries,or=other-:-contacts::with,-support=services 

and records of actions taken, limited to items sent, received, or created between December 1, 2014 

and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

f. Search History. All search history and/or web history associated with the Subject 

Account, limited to items sent, received, or created between December 1, 2014 and the date of this 

warrant, inclusive. 

g. Associated content. All Google Docs, files maintained on Google Drive, and instant 

messages or Gchats associated with the Subject Account, limited to items sent, received, or created 

between December 1, 2014 and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

h. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical expe1is under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations of18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy to commit offense orto defraud 

2 
02.28.2018 
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the United States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling National 

Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medallions; 

- ---.---------''- -----c;--@ommunications~recordsrdocumentsrand=other--=-files-::involving,a=plan,--proposal,.=or------ - -·------··J 
I 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including t< 

entities associated with him; 

and/or 

d. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential Consultants, 

LLC or Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature and purpose of 

payments made to or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & Associates; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Subject Account about any matters relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, 

or about any plan or proposal or agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with 

him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, 

including t< md/or entities associated with him; 

f. Communications between the Subject Account and Jeffrey Getzel relating to Michael 

D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

g. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

3 
02.28.2018 
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institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Account was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

------__ -_ -___ -_ -------i:=-==Evidence=-indicating-:::-the=-Subject-=·::Account-c:owner,;s:.:cintent-:-:-aS-=-it-==relates=to.::-the-Subjeet 

Offenses under investigation. 

IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
02.28.2018 
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Email Search Attachment B 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed to Google, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 1600 

Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated with the email 

account: @gmail.com and the "Subject Accounts") for the time 

======periQclbetween.DctobeLl,=2OJ6_andJhe_date __ o£this_warrant,)nclusiv:e.~-----,- -----,-____ -__ - ___ -__ -__ -__ -_-___ -__ -___ -____ _ _____ -__ -__ -__ -____ -

A law enforcement officer will serve this warrant by transmitting it via email or another 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Produced_ by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Accounts: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Accounts, "including all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email). 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Accounts. 

c. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Accounts, including but not limited to name, usemame, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Accounts, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations. 

e. Customer correspondence. All correspondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Accounts, including complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with support services 

f. Search History. All search history and/or web history associated with the Subject 

Accounts. 

g. Associated content. All Google Docs, files maintained on Google Drive, and instant 

messages or Gchats associated with the Subject Accounts. 

h. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories ofrecords, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(£) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations ofl 8 U.S.C. §§ 371 ( conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

the United States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Accounts; 

2 
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b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, t< 

with him; 

and/or entities associated 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

===== =-- c0mmuni0ated--=-with=the-Subject:0·Accounts=about-,-any111atters-=relating: to=any=plan::-or-~proposal::o.,.,r-----,.-- - -----,----,----,----,---:, 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, tc 

with him; 

and/or entities associated 

d. Communications between the Subject Accounts and others, including employees or 

representatives of Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, or other financial institution(s), 

regarding Michad D. Cohen's fmances; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a fmancial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

f. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Accounts was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the Subject Accounts owners' intent as it relates to the Subject 

Offenses under investigation. 

3 
02.28.2018 
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IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
02.28.2018 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 
Associated with the Email Account 
llll@aol.com, Maintained at 
Premises Controlled by Oath, Inc., 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 

SEARCH WARRANT AND NON-DISCLOSURE ORDER 
·-·•-· ········-·---··---·--=========-========= -·········--- -----·----=--,·=--=--~::_:-.-:=.=--=--===::-.=::c .. --::c._=-··=·- -=--=•· -...,-·=·-=--=·-=· ... CC •• 

TO: Oath, Inc. ("Provider") 

United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (collectively, the "Investigative Agencies") 

1. Warrant. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent of the United States 

Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, and pursuant to the provisions of the 

Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email account - ~aol.com, maintained at premises controlled by Oath, 

Inc., contains evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as specified in Attachment C 

hereto. Accordingly, the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the Investigative Agencies, 

within 7 days of the date of service of this Warrant and Order, the records specified in Section II 

of Attachment C hereto, for subsequent review by law enforcement personnel as authorized in 

Sections III and IV of Attachment C. The Government is required to serve a copy of this Warrant 

and Order on the Provider within 14 days of the date of issuance. The Warrant and Order may be 

served via electronic transmission or any other means through which the Provider is capable of 

accepting service. 
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2. Non-Disclosure Order. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), the Court finds that there is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this warrant will result in destruction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoing investigation. Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

existence of this Warrant and Order to the listed subscriber or to any other person for a period of 

180 days from the date of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Court if 

-- · -necessar-y;'"exceptthat-::Provider-cma y:-disclose=this=Warrant=andcc0rder=toccanc--attorney,for=Provider.=---

for the purpose of receiving legal advice. 

3. Sealing. It is further ordered that this Warrant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed under seal, except that the Government may without further order of this 

Court serve the Warrant and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or Warrant and 

Order as need be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

Date Issued 

02.28.2018 

Time Issued 

HONORABLE GABRIEL W. GORENSTEIN 
Chief United States Magistrate Judge 
Southern District of New York 

2 
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Email Search Attachment C 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed to Oath, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 22000 AOL Way, 

Dulles, Virginia 20166, and applies to all content and other information within the Provider's 

possession, custody, or control associated with the email account - @aol.com (the "Subject 

Account") for the time period between December 1, 2016 and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

·-· .. ___ A-law-enforcement-officer-wilLserve this-wa.mmLhyAr.ansmitting.,.iLv:ia-emaiLor- another ___ _ __ .. ___ --·· _ 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Account: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Account, including all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email) . 

. b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

~- Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Account, including but not limited to name, usemame, address, telephone 

number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 
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d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Account, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations. 

e. Customer correspondence. All correspondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Account, including complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with support services 

and records of actions taken. 

f. Search History. All search history and/or web history. 

======== ·=gc --Fre-.s-erve-d::-or-=backup=records-c==c-Any=preserved=oFbackup-copies-=-ofanycofthe:foregoing---·-·· - -===-=== 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy to commit offense orto defraud 

the United States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to 

with him; 

2 
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c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Subject Account about any matters relating to any plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to 

with him; 

and/or entities associated 

--------- --- --- - -- ---d.- -€ommunications=between~he-=Subject~cA:ccount=and==others;==including=-employees0 ,or--- · • ---· --·- --- -

representatives of Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, or other financial institution(s), 

regarding Michael D. Cohen's finances; and 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution. 

IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

3 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 

· Associated with the Email Account 
:.com, maintained at 

Premises Controlled by 1 & 1 Internet, . 
Inc., USAO Reference No. 
2018R00127 

- --------- --- ---------------------·_·-cc-=·:-: S-E-AR(:!H"'W:ARRA:Nc_r':--AND==N€>N""'"DIS€1:'i€>ST:J:RE=€>RDER-------_-_._. ____________ -_ ... _- __ -___ -__ ._-_-_ ------·--·--

TO: 1 & 1 Internet, Inc. ("Provider") 

United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation ( collectively, the "Investigative Agencies") 

1. Warrant. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent of the United States 

Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, and pursuant to the provisions of the 

Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email account 1, maintained at premises controlled by 1 

& 1 Internet, Inc., contains evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as specified in 

Attachment D hereto. Accordingly, the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the Investigative 

Agencies, within 7 days of the date of syrvice of this Warrant and Order, the records specified in 

Section II of Attachment D hereto, for subsequent review by law enforcement personnel as 

authorized in Sections III and IV of Attachment D. The Government is required to serve a copy 

of this Warrant and Order on the Provider within 14 days of the date of issuance. The Warrant 

and Order may be served via electronic transmission or any other means through which the . 

Provider is capable of accepting service. 
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2. Non-Disclosure Order. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(6), the Court finds that there is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this wanant will result in destruction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoing investigation. Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

existence of this W anant and Order to the listed subscriber or to any other person for a period of 

180 days from the. date of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Court if 

-------necessary,0 except-=that-=Provider-:-ma-y=disclose-this-=Warrant-=-and=Grder-to=-an,attomey-=--for-C:Rroviderc.c,------

for the purpose ofreceiving legal advice. 

3. Sealing. It is further ordered that this Wanant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed under seal, except that the Government may without further order of this 

Court serve the W anant and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or W anant and 

Order as need be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

Date Issued 

02.28.2018 

Time Issued 

HONORABLE GABRIEL W. GORENSTEIN 
Chief United States Magistrate Judge 
Southern District of New York 

2 
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Email Search Attachment D 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed to 1 & 1 Internet, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 701 Lee 

Road, Suite 300, Chesterbrook, Pennsylvania 19087, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider' s possession, custody, or control associated with the email account 

(the "Subject Account") for the time period between November 14, 2017 

_ ___________ ndthe.,.date.of.thiswarrant,jnclusive . . =----=======--=:=-====== = 

A law enforcement officer will serve this warrant by transmitting it via email or another 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Account: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Account, including all message content, attachments, and header 

infonnation (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email). 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

c. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Account, including but not limited to name, username, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration JP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Account, 

including any JP logs or other records of session times and durations. 

e. Customer correspondence. All correspondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Account, including complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with support services 

-------- -------------and~recordsc--o-factions=iaken.--- ---- ---c:==c- --- - -- - ---- --- -------------- - - -

f. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories ofrecords, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(±) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 ( conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

the United States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling National 

Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medallions; 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal, or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

2 
02.28.2018 
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medallions, and any associated debts-or liabilities, to others, including to 

entities associated with him; 

and/or 

d. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential Consultants, 

LLC or Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature and purpose of 

payments made to or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & Associates; 

e. The identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the 

=====c--=-1"\pMerson(s)·= wlm-comruurricated=with-=th-e=SubjB-et=-kewunt-=ab-011t--:any=matters=-relatirrgi:o-=Ess-ential=,==cccc=------== 0=::: 

Consultants, LLC, or about any plan or proposal or agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including t< and/or entities associated with him; 

f. Communications between the Subject Account and Jeffrey Getzel relating to Michael 

D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

g. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing jnto an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Account was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

i. Evidence indicating the Subject Account owner's intent as it relates to the Subject 

Offenses under investigation. 

3 
02.28-2018 
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IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
02.28.2018 
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AO 93 (SONY Rev. 05/10) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

A Device Containing the Results of Three Email Search 
Warrants, See Attachment A 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

169 7 -

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location): 
A Device Containing the Results of Three Email Search Warrants, See Attachment A 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment A 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or 
property. 

YOUARECOMMANDEDtoexecutethiswarrantonorbefore ~C0 / 'tf-, Ul p-
(not to exceed 14 days) 

0 in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. (y{ at any time in the day or night as I find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the c,9PY a,119 receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. ' · · 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the waf1:ant, must prepare an 
inventory as r~quired by l~w and prompt~y return this warrant and inventory to the Gfo~k .o.~the Court. ~-'· . 

Upon its return, this warrant and mventory sh011ld be filed under seal by the,qe1;k'ofthe Court._:_ .. · __ _:_ 
, • · ,[(SM. Jnitidls 
' ' ' 

I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 u:s,C:'.,§'~p05 (except,frg,ctelay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person \vh~, 'or »1hose piroperty,.wi11 be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) ~for 30 days (not to exceed 30). ·, · .' 1 , 

1 
, 

/I' 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: New York NY 

the fa ·ustifying, the later speci 

Hon. Gabriel W. Gorenstein, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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Attachment A 

I. Device to be Searched 

The device to be searched (the "Subject Device") is described as a black and red USB drive 
with a white label that says "Tracking#: 180208140208", which contains emails and other content 
information obtained pursuant to the three search warrants, numbered 17-mj-00503, 17-mj-00855 
and 17-mj-00854, obtained by the Special Counsel's Office ("SCO"), less the emails that were 
screened and removed by the SCO' s privilege team. 

II. Review of ESI on the Subject Devices 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 
and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 
attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 
this investigation, interpreters, and outside vendors or technical experts under government control) 
are authorized to review the ESI contained on the Subject Device for evidence, fruits, and 
instrumentalities of one or more violations of 18 U.S.C. § 371 (conspiracy to defraud the United 
States), 1005 (false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire 
fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) (collectively, the "Subject Offenses"), as listed below: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling National 

Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medallions; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal, or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to 

entities associated with him; 

and/or 

c. The identity of any person(s)-including records that reveal the whereabouts of the 

person(s) -who communicated with g}gmail.com and/or · (the 

"Subject Accounts") about any plan or proposal or agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to and/or entities associated with him; 

d. Communications between the Subject Accounts and Jeffrey Getzel relating to 

Michael D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 
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e. Evidence indicating the owner of the Subject Accounts' intent as it relates to the 

Subject Offenses under investigation. 

2 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT col 8 MAG 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK. 

I 
I 

In the Matter of a Wanant for All : 
Content and Other Infonnation i 
Associated with the Email Accounts : 

I 

@gmail.com, : 
-@gmaii.com, and i _ 1, Maintained at : 

Premises Controlled by Google, Inc., ! 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 : 

I 
I 

-------------------------- --------~--------------------· 

2877 
TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

AGENT AFFIDAVIT 

Agent Affidavit in Support of Application for a Search Warrant 
-- for Storecf Elecfronic ommuilications 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss . 

COUNTYOFNEWYORK ) 

Special Agent of the United States Attomey's Office for the Southern 

District ofNew York, being duly sworn, deposes and states: 

I. Introduction 

1. I am a Special Agent with the United States Attorney's Ofiice for the Southern District 

ofNew York (the "USAO"). I have been a Special Agent with the USAO since August 2016. I 

_previously served as a Special Agent with the United States Department of Labor Inspector 

General from May 2011 to August 2016. f?. the course of my experience and training in these 

positions, I have pruticipated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide anay 

of financial crimes, including frauds on finru1cial institutions. I also have training and experience 

executing search warrants, including those authorizing the search of email accounts. 

2. I make this affidavit in support of an application for a search wanant pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703 for all content and other information associated with the email accounts 

@grnail.com, @gmail.com, and (the "Subject 

Accounts"), maintained and controlled by Google, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 1600 
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Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043. The infmmation to be searched is 

described in the following paragraphs and in Attachments A and B to the proposed warrant. 

3. On or about February 28, 2018, I submitted an Affidavit in support of an application 

for a search wauant pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703 for all content and other information associated 

with the Subject Accounts maintained and contrnlled by the "Provider, a true and co1Tect copy of 

which is attached hereto as Exhibit A (the "Original Affidavit"), and which is incorporated by 

reference as if fully set fo1ih herein. 1 

4. On that same date, the Honorable Gabriel W. Gorenstein, United States Magistrate 

Judge, issued a search wrurnnt for the requested data, a true and correct copy of which is attached 

hereto as Exhibit B (fue "Original Search Wanant''). Shortly thereafter, the Provider was served 

with the Original Search Wan-ant. On or about March 7, 2018, the Provider provided a response 

to the Original Search Wanant. That return was .incomplete because the Provider declined to 

produce data that it stored on computer servers located outside of the United States. It is my 

understanding, from speaking with the Assistant United States Attorney assigned to this matter as 

well as other law enforcement agents, that the Provider's refusal to provide foreign stored data was 

in light of the Second Circuit' s decision in which it held that Mlcrosoft Corporation was not 

required to produce foreign stored data pursuant to a warrant issued under the Stored 

Communications Act. See Matter of Warrant to Search a Certain E-Mail Account Controlled and 

Maintained by Microsoft Co,poration, 829 F.3d 197 (2d Cir. 2016), cert granted 138 S. Ct. 356 

(2017) (the "Microsoft Litigation"). 

1 The Original Affidavit also sought content inf01mation for two additional email accounts hosted 

by different providers. This affidavit only requests a seasch warrant with respect to the Subject 

Accounts described herein. 
2 

2017.03.25 
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5. On March 23, 2018, the Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data Act (the "CLOUD 

Act") was enacted and became law. The CLOUD Act clarifies that in responding to legal process 

issued under the Stored Communications Act, providers are required to disclose data even if it is 

stored abroad. Specifically, section 103 of the CLOUD Act amended 18 U.S.C. § 2713 as follows: 

§ 2713. Required preservation and disclosure of corrummications and records 
A provider of electronic communication service or remote computing service shall comply 
with the obligations of this chapter to preserve, backup, or disclose the contents of a wire 
or elecb:onic communication and any record or other inf01mation pe1taining to a customer 
or subsc1iber within such provider's possession, custody, or control, regardless of whether 

--~ uch communication.,record, or othecinfo1mationis located withi.ILoLoutside of the UnitecL___ 
States. 

6: From my background, training, and experfonce in this investigation and in others, I 

know that, in general, any email (which can include attachments such as documents, images, and 

videos) sent to or from a subscriber's account, or stored in draft form in the account, is maintained 

on the Provider's servers unless and until the subscriber deletes the email. If the subscriber does 

not delete the email, it can remain on the Provider's computers indefinitely. Even if the subscriber 

deletes the email, it may continue to be available on the Provider's servers for a certain period of 

time. In addition, from my review of other search waiTant returns in this investigation, I know that 

the subjects of the investigation maintained email data relevant to the investigation in email 

accounts for many months after the email was sent or received. 

7. Accordingly, I respectfully submit this Affidavit seeking the issuance of the attached 

proposed search warrant which seeks the same data as was sought in the Original Search Wairnnt, 

for the reasons set forth in the Original Affidavit and herein. 

II. Request for Non-Disclosure and Sealing Order 

8. The existence and scope of this ongoing criminal investigation are not publicly known. 

As a result, premature public disclosure of this affidavit or the requested waiwnts could alert target 

3 
'2017.03.25 
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subject Michael Cohen that he is under investigation, causing him to destroy evidence, flee from 

prosecution, or otherwise seriously jeopardize the investigation. In particular, based on my 

experience investigating white collar cases, including cases featuring documents such as 

agreements, drafts of agreements, notes of conversations, and other documentary evidence, 

premature disclosure of an investigation may cause the target of the investigation to attempt to 

destroy or conceal such evidence. In addition, as set forth in the Original Affidavit, Cohen uses 

computers and electronic communications in furtherance of his activity and thus could easily 

delete, encrypt, or otherwise conceal such digital evidence from law enforcement were he to Learn 

of the Gove:rnment's investigation. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b)(3). (::ohen also appears to have the 

:financial means that would facilitate his flight from prosecution. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(6)(2), (5). 

9. Accordingly, there is reason to believe that, wern the Provider to notify the subscriber 

or others of the existence of the wainmt, the investigation would be seriously jeopardized. 

Pmsuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), I therefore respectfully request that the Court direct the Provider 

not to notify any person of the existence of the warrant for a period of 180 days from issuance, 

subject to extension upon application to the Comt, if necessaiy 

10. For similai· reasons, I respectfully request that this affidavit and all papers submitted 

herewith be maintained under seal until the Cami orders otherwise, except that the Government 

be permitted without further order of this Court to provide copies of the warrant and affidavit as 

need be to personnel assisting it in the investigation and prosecution of this matter, and to disclose 

those materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure obligations in ai1y 

prosecutions r~lated to this matter. 

4 
2017.03.25 
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ID. Conclusion 

11. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request that the Cowt issue the warrant sought 

herein pursuant to the applicable provisions of the Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. 

§ 2703(b)(l)(A) (for contents) and § 2703(c)(l)(A) (for records and other inf01mation), and the 

relevant provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41. 

Sworn to before me this 
J'7t'/ .., day of April, 2018 

f~ L~ 
HONOm HENRYB.J>ITMAN 
United States Magistrate Judge 
Southern District of New York 

2017-03.25 
5 

United States Attorney's Utl1ce 
Southern District of New York 
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----- - -----

Exhibit A 
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UNl'TED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a W ru.l'ant for All 
Content and Other Information 
A ~-~nr.i::it~ri the Email Accounts 

@grnail.com, 
-@gm.ail.com, and 

Maintained at 
Premises Controlled bv Google, Inc., 
the Email Accoun1 

TO BE lfil,ED UNDER SEAL 

AGENT AEFIDA VIT 

. Maintained at Premises Controlled by 
-----Oath, Inc..-and-theEmail-Aceount- - l8MAG 169 6 

. maintained at 
P1'emi.ses Controlled by 1 & 1 Internet, 
Inc., USAO Reference No. 
2018R00127 

Agent Affidavit in Supp01·t of AppJication for a Search Warrant 
for Stored Electronic Commllllications 

STATEOFNBWYORK ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

Special Agent Jf the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern 

District. ofN ew Yark. being duly sworn, deposes and states: 

I. Introduction 

A. Affiant 

1. I run a Special Agent with the United States Attomey' s Office for the Southern. District 

of New York (the ''USAO"). l have been a Special Agent with the USAO since August 2016. I 

p1·eviously served as a Special Agent with the United States Department of Labor Inspector 

General from May 2011 to August 2016. In the course of my experience and training in. these 

positions, I have participated :in criminal investigations into federal offenses fa valving a wide array 
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of financial crimes, including frauds ·011 financial institutions. I also have training and experienee 

executin,g search warrants, including those authorizingthe search of email accouuts. 

B. The Provider, the Subject Account and the Subject Offenses 

2. I make this affidavit in support of an application for a search warrant pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703 for all content and other information associated with the email accounts 

@gmail.com (the "Cohen Account"), 

Accountl_!_),.@gmail.com-(the~ 

".MDCPC 

L (the 

~ccount'1), anc-~aol.com (the -1\.ccount") (collectively, the 

"Subject Accounts"). The Cohen Account, .ccount, and 

Account are maintained and controlled by Google, Inc., headquartered at 1600 Amphitheatre 

Parkway, Mountain View, Caluornia 94043 (''Google'1), the MDCPC Account is maintained and 

controlled by 1 & 1-Internet, Inc., headquartered at 701 Lee Road, Suite 300, Che,sterbrook, 

Pennsylvania 190?7 ("1 & 1 ''), and th-Account is roaintarn:ed and contro11ed by Oath, Inc., . 

22000 AOL Way, Dulles, Virginia 20166 ("Oath'') (togethei~ the "Providers'l The information 

to be searched is described in the following paragraphs and in Attachments A, B, G and D to the 

proposed wauants. 

3. As detai{ed below, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject Accounts contam 

evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities ofviolatioos of18 U.S.C, § 371 (conspiracy to defraud the 

United States), 1005 (false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wfre fraud), and 1344 (bank.fraud) (collectively, the "Subject Offenses"). The Target Subjects of 

this investigation are :MICHAEL ~UHEN ("Cohen") a:fld others known and unknown. This 

affidavit is based upon my personal lrnowledge, my review of documents produced pru.-suant to 

grand jmy subpoenas and prior search watrnnts, my review of interview reports prepared by other 

law enforcement officers, and my convei;sations i.:vith other law enforcement officers, as well as 

• 2 
02.28.2018 
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my training and experience concerning the use of email in criminal activity. Because this affidavit 

is being submitted for the limited purpose of establishing probable cause, it does not include all 

the facts I have learned during my investigation. Where the contents of docum.ents and the actio1is~ 

statements, and conversations of others are repo1ted herein, they are reported iJ.1 substance and in 

pa1t, except where otherwise indicated. 

C. Services and Reco1·ds of the Provider 

- 4. I have learned-the following-B.bouLthe.Etoviders: __ 

a. Th,e Providers offe;t email services to the public. In pa1ticular1 Google pennits 

snbscnoers to maintain email accounts under the domain name gm.ail.com. Google also allows a 

SJ.Jbscriber to maintain email accounts under any domain m.UI!e under the s.ubsc.ribee s contt·o 1. For 

example, if a subscribe!' controls the domain name Google enables the subscriber 

to host any email address under th.is domain name on servers operated by Google. Oath permits 

subscribers to maintain email accounts undei· the domain nrune aol.com. 1 & 1 pertnits subscribers 

to maintain email accounts unde1· any do.ma.in name ,under the subscriber's control. For example, 

if a subscriber controls the doma:in n.a.ttlEJ _ ... 1 & 1 enables the subscribe!' to host any 

email address under tj:us domain name on servers operated by 1 & 1. A subscribei· using the 

Providers' services can access his or her email account from any computer connected to the 

Intetnet. 

b. The Providers maintain the foilow.ing records and informl'ltion with respect to every 

subscriber account: 

i. Email contents. In general, any email (which can incl~de attachments such 

as doctUD.ents, images, and videos) sent to or from a subsc1:iber's account, or stored in cfraftfom1 

in the account, is maintained on -the Providers' servern unless and until the subscriber deletes the 

. 
email. If the subscriber does 11ot delete the email, it can remain on the Providers' computers 

3 

02.28,201& 
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indefinitely, Even if the subse1:iber deletes the email, it may continue t:o be available on the 

Prqvider's servers for a certainpedod of time. 

ii. Address book. · The Providers also allow subscribers to maintain the 

equivalent of an address book, comprising email adcfresses and other contact information of other 

email users. 

iii. Subscriber and billing t,1fotmation. The Providers collect and maintain 

(typically unverified) identifying-in:f01mation about each subscriber, including;-for-example, oame, 

usernam~, address, telephone number~ and alternate email addresses. The Providers also maintain 

records ooncerning the date on which the account was created, the Intemet protocol ("lP") address 

of the user at the time of account creation, the current status of the account (e.g., active or closed), 

the length of service, and the types of services utilized by the subscriber. Additionally, for payiog 

subscribeIS, the Providers maintain records of the subscriber' s means and source of payment, 

including any credit card or bank account number. 

iv. Trctnsact~onal information. The Providers also typically retain certain 

transactional information about the use of each account on its system. This informati?n can include 

records of login (i.e., session) times and durations and the methods used to connect to the account 

(such as logging into the account through the Providers' website), 

v. Customer correspondence. The Providers also typically mrunta.in records 

of any customer service contacts with or about the subscriber, including any inquiries or 

complaints concer.oingthe subscriber's account. 

vi. Search history. Google and Oath also typically maintain records of any 

search history or web history associated wi~ the subscdber's accou~t. 

4 
02.28.7.0J 8 
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vii. Associated content. Google also typically maintains content and records 

relating to the following applications that are associated with its e-mail accounts: (A) "Google 

Docs," which provides document-editing software that can be used to create, share, store, and 

manage documents online; (B) "Google Drive," which enables users to store files on Google 

servers, where they can be accessed remotely by the user and others; and (C) "Gchat" or "Instant 

Messenger," which provides a chat .inteiface through which users can communicate with each 

other in real time:- 0ath:-also typically maintains content and records reJating to AOL instant-

message, which provides a chat interface through which users cau communicate with each other 

in real time. 

viii. Preserved and backup records. Tho Providers also maintain preserved 

copies of the foregoing categories of records with respect to an account, for at least 90 days, upon 

receiving a preservation request from the Government pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(£). The 

Providers may also maintain backup copies of the foregoing categories of records pursuant to its 

own data retention policy. 

D. Jm-isdictiou and Autboriiy to Issue Warrant 

5. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 2703(a), (b)(l)(A) & (c)(l)(A), the Government may require 

a provid!"r of an elec.tronic communications service or a remote computing service, such as the 

Providers, to disclose all stored content and all non-content records or other infmmation pertaining 

to a subscriber, by obtainfog a WatTant issued using the procedures described in the Federal Rules 

of Criminal Procedw:e. 

6. A search wru.rnnt under § 2703 may be issued by "any district court of the United States 

(in.eluding a magistrate judge of such a court)" that "has jurisdiction _over the offense being 

investigated." 18 U.S.C. § 2711(3)(A)(i). 
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7. When the Government obtains records under § 2703 pursuant to a search wammt, the 

Goverrunent is. not required to .notify the subscriber of the existence of the war.rant. 18 U.S.C. 

§ 2703(a), (b)(l)(A), (c)(2) & (3). Additionally, the Government may obtain an order precluding 

the Provider from notifying the subscriber or any other person of the warrant, for such period as 

the Court deems appropriate, where there is reason to believe that such notification will seriously 

jeopardize an investigation. 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b). 

E. Prior Applicatious 

8. On or about July 18,2017, in connection with an investigation being conducted by the 

Office of the Special Counsel ("SCO"), the Federal Bureau of Investigation (''FBI'') sought and 

obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, CbiefUnited States District Judge for the District 

of Columbia, a search warrant for emails in the Cohen Account sent or received between January 

l , 2016 and July 18, 2017. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained from 

Judge Howell search wanants for emails in the Cohen A~count sent or received between June 1, 

2015 and November 13, 2017, and emails :in .the MDCPC AccoUilt sent or received between the 

opening of the account and November .13, 2017. The SCO has smce refeu-ed certain aspects of 

their inves~gation into Cohen to the USAO, which is working with the FBI's New York Field 

Office. As part of that· referral, the SCO provided the USAO with emails and other content 

info1mation obtained pursuant to the search warrants executed by the SCO, which had afready 

been reviewed for privilege. 1 As discussed below, this affidavit is based in part on my review of 

1 In an abuudance of caution, in a separate application the USAO has sought authorization, 

pursuant to Fed. R. Cl'im. P. 41, tq review the emails obtam.ed pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account 

Wau·ants for evidence related to certain additional conduct that was not the focus of th.e Prim· 

Cohen Account Warrants. The emails obtained.from the Prior Cohen Account Wan-ants that relate 

to that aµditional conduct do not form a basis for the fristant application. 
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responsive materials produced pursuant to the July 18 and November 13, 2017 warrants (the "Prior 

Cohen Account Warrants"). 

9. On or about November 7, 2017, andJanuary_4, 2018, as well as certain.prior dates, the 

SCO souglit and obtained from Judge Howell orders authorizing and extending the installation and 

use of pen registers and trap and trace devices to record communications sent to or from the Cohen 

Account. The SCO has provided pen register data obtained pursuant to those orders to the USAO. 
. . 

This affidavit, as-discussed below, is based in-part on-my review of-the-pen registe1°data obtained-

pm'Suantto the November 7, 2017 and January 4, 2018 orders (the "Pen Register Data"). 

10. On or about February 16, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained from the Honorable 

Debra Freeman, United States Magistrate Judge for the Southern District of New York, an order 

pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) for email header info1mation associated with the MDCPC 

Account. This affidavit, as discussed below. is based in pru.t on my review of email header 

information produced by 1 & 1 in response to that order (the "MDCPC Header Information"). 

Il. Probable Cause 

A. Overview 

11. The United States Attorney's Office for the Sou:thern Disb:iot of New York and FBI are 

investigating, am9ng other things, a scheme by Target Subject Michael Cohen to defraud multiple 
. . 

banks. Cohen is an attomeywho currently holds himself out as the personal att01ney for President 

Donald Trump, and who previously served for over a decade as an executive .in the Tmmp 

Organization, au international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

12. The investigation has revealed that Cohen has made affirmative misrepresentations in 

and omitted .~terial information from financial statements and other disclosut:es that Cohen 

provided to multiple banks iu connection with a transaction intended to relieve· Cohet,i of 

approximately $22 million in debt he owed on taxi .01edallion lo~s from the banks. As set forth 
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in detail below, in these financial statements, and in his 01-al and other wi'itten statements to these 

banks1 Cohen appears to have (i) intentionally omitted cash assets that he began receiving in 2017 

fi:om new consulting work; (ii) significantly understated hls total holdings of cash and cash 

equivalents; and (iii) failed to info1m the banks from which he was seeking debt re1ief tbat he had 

agreed to make a $3. 8 million cash payment to a third party", in connection with 

acquisition of fue taxi medallions securing Cohen's debt. By making these 

misrepresentations and -mate.dal- omissions, 8ohen-avoided-malcing monthly -payments on his -

loans, and attempted to and had seemed proposed agreements from the banks to relieve him of 

ceitain repayment obligations worthmillioDs of dollars. 

13. Based on my review of emails obtained from the Prior Cohen Aoc01mt Warrants, 

11DCPC Headel.' Information, and documents produced pursuant to subpoenas, I have learned that 

Cohen has used the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC Account to, among other things, (i) 

cormmmicate -with . !311d their aitomey; 

about the proposed transfer of Cohen's medallions mid associated debts; (ii) negotiate a pay-down 

of the principal amount of the trod medallion loans; (iii) communicate with his accountant about 

the contents of the false financial statements at issue; and (iv) send those false financial statements 

to banks. Additionally, 1Sed th., 

Account, l\.ccount an -1..ccount, respectively, to communicate with Cohen 

about the status of the taxi medallion transaction, and to send J:elev-ant financial statements to 

banks. Accordingly, and as set forth in more detail below, there is probable cause to belie-Ve that 

the Subject Accounts will include evidence of the Subject Offenses. 

B. Cohen's Statements to Sterling National Bank 

14. As set forth in detail below, in 2014, Cohen, tbrough limited liability corporations 

("LLCs") controlled by him and his wife, Lani·a Cohen, entered into a series ofloans from Sterling 
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National Bank ("Sterling'') and the Melrose Credit Union ("Melrose"), secured by taxi medallions, 

for approximately $20 million. Though entered into by LLCs, the loans were also secured by 

personal guarantees in the names of both Cohen and his wife. Over time, as the taxi industry 

weakened and the medallions were devalued, Cohen sought to renegotiate the terms of those loans 

and/or relieve himself from their obligations, including the personal guarantees. As pait of that 

effort, Cohen made a series of representations to Sterling and Melrose about his net worth, assets, 

available cash, and-financial outlook. Specifically, based on my review of-records maintained by-

Sterling and Melrose, and public som'Ces concerning the taxi industry and the value of taxi 

medallions, as well as my review of reports prepared by law enforcement officers of interviews 

with a Sterling executive vice-president (the "Sterling Employee-1") and my participation in an 

iuterview with a Sterling employee (the "Sterling Employee-2"), I have learned, among other 

things, the following: 

a. Taxi medallions are small metal plaques affixed to taxis. Witbout a medallion, it 

is illegal to operate a taxi in cities with medallion system~, such as New York City. Cohen and bis 

wife own multiple LLCs that collectively own 32 taxi medallions (each LLC owns two 

medallions).2 Cohen's purchase of these New York taxi medallions was originally financed by 

loans from Capital 011e Bank, for which the medallions served as coliatcrnl. Cohen was not a taxi 

operator, and leased his medallions to a third party. That thii:d party made monthly payments to 

Cohen, who in tum used some of those proceeds to pay bis monthly loan payments. 

b. In early 2014, Cohen became a customer of Sterling when he sought to renuance a 

mortgage on a rental property that he owned. In or around April 2014, Cohen raised with Sterling 

2 One of these companies, Mad Dog Cab C01p., was jointly owned by Sondra Cohen, who I 

believe is Cohen's mother. 
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the prospect of refinancing his taxi medallion-loans, which were then at Capital One Bank. By in 

or about September 2014, Cohen began negotiating a lending transaction with Sterling that would 

allow Cohen to pay off his loans at Capital One and borrow more money from the then-increase in 

value of the medallions. According to Sterling Employee-!, in 2014, prior to the recent upheaval 

in the taxi industry-as a result of the emergence of ride-sharing services, such as U ber'--taxi 

medallion loans were viewed by banks and investors as·safe, shorttenn credits, as the marlc~t value 

- of taxi medallions was consistently rising. Consequently, taxi medallion loans-like the loans held 

by Cohen--were :frequently refinanced a~ increasing amounts as the value of the medallions rose. 

According to Sterling Employee-I, borrowers typically cashed out the increase in the loan amount 

and used the additional funds for other purposes. Cohen appears to have followed this approach in 

2014, when he agreed to refinance his medallion lo1:filS for ~pproximately $22 million, which-

according to letters from Capital One Bank in Sterling's files-was greater than his previous debt 

at Capital One Bank ($21 million, of which $14.6 million was a line of credit to Cohen). This 

allowed Cohen to cash out the proceeds from the transaction. 

c. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling, I have learned that on or 

about December 8, 2014, each of Cohen's sixteen trud medallion corporations entered into loan 

agreements and promissory notes with Sterling for the principal sum of $1,375,000, with repayment 

due on December 8, 2016. Each loan was signed by Michael or Laura Cohen, depending on who 

was the sole shareholder of the corporation. The loans were also each secured by a security 

agreement, dated ·the same day, making the medallions collateral for the notes. To give Sterling 

additional security, Michael and Laura Cohen signed personal guarantees and confessions of 

. . 

judgment, giving Sterling the right to pursue collection against the Cohens' personal assets were 

their corporations to default under the loan agreements. In total, Sterling agreed to lend 
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approximately $22 million to the Cohens' companies. Pursuant to participation agreements, 

Sterling transferred 45 percent of that debt to Meh-ose. 3 Under the terms of Sterling's participation 

agreements with Melrose, Sterling was precluded from amending or modifying the loans without 

the consent of Meh-ose. 

d. In evaluating Cohen's requested refinancing of the taxi. medallions, Sterling (and 

Melrose, consistent with its participation in the deal) conducted due diligence. At Sterling's 

request, Cohen provided Sterling-with-a-statement of financial-condition, dated August-l-1 2014-

(the "August 2014 Financial Statement"), which indicated that Cohen bad $100,740,000 in total 

assets, $23,550,000 in total liabilities, and a net worth of $77,190,000.4 From my review of a 

Sterling credit memorandum, dated September 29, 2014, 1 know that Sterling viewed the 

transaction favorably because, accounting for loan payments, cash flows from the medallions were 

projected to be positive, the value of the collateral (as estimated by Sterling) exceeded $42 million. 

and the net worth of Cohen-who was the direct obligor under the guarantee agreements-was 

over $77 million. An internal Sterling credit and risk l'ating analysis report, dated October 20, 

2014, recommended approval of the loans for substantially the same reasons. 

e. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling and public sources, I have 

learned that over time, the collateral bacldng Cohen's loans (taxi medallions) lessened in value due 

to the rise in ride-sharing companies and significant devaluation of taxi medallions. Additionally, 

.Col1en began falling behind on loan payments to Sterling and Meh-ose. I lrnow from records 

- maintained-by Sterling-an~ an interview with ·Sterling· Employee-2 ·that, beginning-in or-around 

3 Melrose, which bad a business principally focused on taxi .ineda!Jion loans, is now in 
conservatorsWp by the National Credit Union Administration (''NCUA"). 

4 Cohen subsequently provided Sterling with a revised statement of financial condition, also 

datedAugust 1, 2014, which reported assets of $99,420,000, total liabilities of$23,550,000, and a 

net worth of $75,870,000. 
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September 2015, Cohen told Sterling, in sum and substance, that the individual leasing Cohen's 

medallions had fallen behind in maldng payments to Cohen, and that as a result, the monthly .cash 

flow from his taxi medallions had been reduced, leaving him with a shortfall •Of approximately 

$16,000 each month. For instance, I have reviewed an email from Sterling Employee.-2, dated 

September 9, 2015, summarizing a call with Cohen-which·according to the email and toll records 

for Cohen's cellphone occtUTed on September 8, 2015-dw·ing which Cohen to[d Sterling 

--Employee-2, in sum and- substance, about his cash flow problems and a monthly shortfall of 

appl'oximately $16,000. In.that same emajl, Sterling Employee-2 commented_that despite Cohen's 

statements, his personal financial infonnation "indicate[ c1J a strong ability to make up the difference 

in payments." Cohen, however, according to Sterling Employee-2, pushed the bank fot a reduction 
i 

in Cohen's monthly payments. 

f. From my review of records maintained by Sterling and my participation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned th.at Cohen and Ster.ling Employee-2 spoke 

again on September 28, 2015, and that dw-ing the call Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that the 

individual to whom Cohen leases the medallions had ~gain reduced monthly payments to Cohen. I 

lcnow from my review of records maintajued by Sterling that between in or about September 2015 

and November 2015, Sterling raised the possibility-both internally and with Cohen-of Cohen 

posting his real estate holdings, personal residence, or some other collateral as additional security 

for the banks. According to tbese records, however, Cohen resisted these requests. From myreview 

ofloan documents and records maintained by Sterling, I know that in or about November 2015, as 

a result of Cohen's representation that he was not earning sufficient returns on his medallions to 

cover monthly interest payments, ste11ing and Mel.rose a~eed to amend their loans with Cohen by, 
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among other things, reducing the interest rate Cohen paid to Melrose a11d e1,.iending the loan 

maturity date to December 8, 2017. 

g. I lmow from interviews with. Sterling Employee-I and Sterling EmJJloyee-2, as well 

as emails I have rev:iewed, that in ot about Octobe1· 2016, Cohen told Sterling Em.ployee-1 that 

Cohen had a potential buyer of his taxi medalli~ns, named who would agree to 

assume Cohen's debt with Sterling and Mekose. Based on my review of records maintained by 

Sterling;-as-well as the interviews-witli-Sterling Bmployee..-1 and-Sterling Employee-2-teferenced 

above~ I know that by or before October 2016, Cohen had entered into negotiations to sell his sixteen 

cotporate taxi medallions to who is a medallion owner and taxi operatm~ for the 

balance of the loans, which at the time was $21,376,000. I know from my review of records 

maintained by Stetting, and my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, that as a 

condition of the f:):ansfer of the medallion loans-and because Ste.ding was tmfa.rniliar witl-
-Sterling requested that Cohen make a substantial principal payment on the loan, .of 

approximately one million dollars, prior to the transfer. Cohen rejected this request initially. But 

on or about January 31, 2017 Cohe~ told Sterling Employee-I, iri sum and substance, that he would 

make a one million dollar principal reduction payment in order to move forward with the tnedalHon 

transfer deal witl Indeed, in an email sent from the Cohen Account to Sterling 

Employee~2 on or about Februa1y 22, 2017, Cohen confu:med that he uagreed to pay down 1 million 

fi:m;n the loan amount.'' 

h. Putsuant to the participation agreements between Sterling and Melrose, Steding 

was required to secure Melrose•s agreemenHo participate in the trnnsfer of-the taxi medallion debt 

from Cohen to Ju or about April 17, 2017, Sterling sent a me1norandum to 

Meh-ose summarizing the terms of the proposed transaction, and noti11g the requirement that 
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Melrose ag:cee to the terms. On or about May 2, 2017, emailed Sterling 

Employee-! from the t\.ccount to inquire about the status of the transaction. 

Stetting Employee-1 responded to the 

Melrose had agreed to the q,eal, and that Sterling would be sendin~ 

shortly. 

term sheet 

1. In order for the banks to evaluate the proposed transaction fully, they requested 

financial -in:formation-:iJ:onrtb.e parties. On,or about-0ct0ber 26, 2016i a S1:6rling-employee emailed ----

the Account ab.out the "Cohen Medallion Purchase," and stated "[i]n order to 

proceed with the assumption of Michael's loans," Sterling needed certain financia1 information 

from responded from the ~ccount, copymg 

A..ccoun.t, that he would send a ::financial statement and tax 

returns shortly. Additionally, on or about June 71 2017, Sterling Employee) emailed Cohen to 

request an "updated personal .financial statement;'-' completed jointly with Cohen's wife, and 

Cohen's most recent federal incotne tax rnn.un. On or about June 8, 2017, Cohen emailed Sterling 

Employee-1 from the Cohen Account, attaching a Sterling personal :financial statement form that 

had been :lilied out by hand, which referenced a statement of financial condition, dated May I, 

2017 (the "May 2017 Financial Statement''), that was also attached. The May 2017 Financial 

Statement illcluded a cover letter from Cohen's accountant, Jeffrey Getzel, stating, -in. sum and 

substance, that the information 1n the statement came from Cohen and ~at Getzel had not 

confi1med its accuracy or completeness. The May 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had 

total assets of $41,955,000, total liabilities of $39,130,000, an.d a net worth of $2,825,000, The 

May 2017 Financial Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in 
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cash, $26,155,000 i11 closely held companies (such as the -taxi medallion entities and his real estate 

holdings), $3,200,000 in real estate inves'ttt!-ents, and his $11,000,000 personal residence. 

j. Based on my rnview of reports of law enforcement interviews of Sterling 

Employee-I, I have learned.that Sterling Employee-1 reviewed each line of the May 2-017 Financial 

Statement with Cohen to) among other things, verify its accw·acy, and Sterling Employee-I asked 

Cohen about the cash amollnt listed on the May 2017 Financial Statement. Cohen stated to Sterling 

- ?mployee=-1, jn sum and substance, thattheMay201~-Fi.nancial Statement was accurate-. - - . 

k. On or about August 16, 2017, Sterling Employee-! emailed Cohen at fu.e Cohen 

Account and at the A.ccow1t, attaching a non-binding te1m 

sheet memorializing the potential transaction between Sterling, Melrose, Cohen, and 

- 0~ or about Au~t 29,_ 2017, :mailed Sterling Employee-I :from the-

Account, requesting that he be included on. "all future e-mails tc and/or-

concerning this matter/' and providing proposed. edits to the term sheet. On or about 

August 30, 2017, Sterling Employee-I emailed at the 

Account, Cohen at the Cohen Ac~ount, anr-at the-~ccount, and provided them -with a 

revised tenu sheet. On or about Septembe1· 5, 2017, Steding Employee-I sent . 

at the Account, Cohen at the Cohen Account,-ao 

copy of the executed term sheet. According to the term sheet~ would borrow 

$20,000,000 from Sterling and Melrose, to be secured by the medallions tba1-was to 

acquire from Cohen. 

I. As part of the agreement, according to th.e term sheet, $1,265,913 in. principal (which 

is what would remain after the $20,000,000 payment 011 the outstanding loan balance) would be 

repaid by-CoheJ1 and.the two banks, with Cohen paying fifty percent ~d the banks dividing the 
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remaining half of the balance. Based on my Teview of an intemal Sterling credit memorandlll)1, 

dated October 4J 2017, the parties reached a prefouinary agreement that Cohen would pay $632,956 

of the remaining $1,265,912 principal loan balance, and Sterling and Melrose ~ould absorb 

$357, 167 and $275,789 respectively in the form of charge-offs. According ~o Sterling Employee-

!, Sterling was willing to divide the repayment of the outstanding principal balance-despite its 

prior insistence tbat Cohen make a p:i:incipal pay-down of at least one ;million dollru:s-because 
. ' 

·Cohen represented·on a::te1eph011e callwitlrSterling Employee-I, in sum-and-substance, thathehad---

insufficient liquidity to pay the full outsta11ding principal balance. As part of the agreement, Sterling 

and Mekose also agreed to relieve Cohen and his wife of the personal guarantees th.at they made 

on behalf oftheLLCs. Thus, after completi.ngthi-ransaction, Cohen would no longer · 

have bad any outstanding obligations to Sterling ox Melrose. 

m. Based on my re-view of emails sent by Sterling employees, I have learned that 

because the transaction between the parties was subject to full cl'edit underwriting by Sterling and 

Mell'ose (as well as Melrose's regulators at NCUA}, in Augµst and September 2017, Sterling 

required and requested additional financial statements for Cohen aud for :its credit 

underwriting process. In response to Sterling>s requests, on or about October 5, 2017, -

Account to a Sterling employee a _ copy of. 

)ersonal financial statement. The financial statement lists the 

Account as the email con.tact fo: Additionally, on or about Octobe1 5, 2017, 

Cohen, using the Cohen Account, re-sent Sterling Employee-2 a copy, of his May 2017 Financial 

Statement. A day later, on October 6, 2017, Cohen, using the Cohen. Account, emailed Sterling 

Employee-2 a statement of financial condition, dated September 30, 2017 (tf;te ffSeptember 2017 

Financial Statement''). 
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n. Like the. May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Stafoment 

included a cover letter from Jeffrey Getzel, Cohen's accountant, stating, in sum and substance, that 

the :information in the statement crune from Cohen, and that Getzel had not con:fumed its accuracy 

or completeness. The September 2017 Financial Statement stated that Cohen had total assets of 

$33,430,000, total liabiUties of $45,630,000, and a nega:tivenet worth of $12,200,000. Notably, 

unlike Cohen's May 2017 Financial Statement, the September 2017 Financial Statement 

repJ·e-s-ente1l-to Sterling i.bat Cohen--'had- a· negative net worth;--The September 20,J '9-Financial 

Statement indicated that Cohen's assets were comprised of $1,250,000 in cash, $17,630,000 in 

closely held companies (such as the taxi medallion entities and his real estate holdings), 5 

$3,209,000 in real estate investments, and hls $11,000,000 p~rsonal residence (which_, for the first 

time, he indicated was h.eld in trust). The September 2017 Financial, Statement included assets and 

liabili:tjes not held in Cohen's name, such as various entities associated wlth his taxi medallions and 

some of his real estate investment entities. 

o. From my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee--2, and my review of 

records maintained by Sterling, I have also lea.med that at or around the time Cohen pfovided 

Steding with these financial statements-in or around September 2017~ Cohen stopped paying 

monthly loan payments on hls taxi medallion loans altogether. According-to Sterling Employee-

2, Cohen informed Sterling, in sum and substance, that he had in.sufficient funds to pay tb:emontbly 

principal and interest payments on his medallion loans. By in or about Decembei· 2017, Steding 

and Mekose had not been paid avproximately $276,937:92 in monthly principal and interest 

payments on the medallion loans. Based on Cohen's financial condition as conveyed in the 

5 Notably, the September 2017 Financial Statement valued each of Coh_en' s thirty-two New 

York taxi medallions at approximately $180,187.50, which :was considerably less th.an the 

$650,000 valuation ascribed to each medallion in the Cohen~-term·sheet. · 
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September 2017 Financial Statement, and h.is delinquency in making paJlllents to Sterling, among 

other things? ·the bank's credit underwdting committee detennined (and memorialized in a 

December 2017memorandum) that the Cohen--transaction was favorable for the bank 

-that is, that-would be a better borrower than Coheo. 

p. On or about December 26, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a demand letter requesting 

the immediate receipt of past-due loan payments. On December 29, 2017, Sterling sent Cohen a 

letter stating tlrarhe--wrudn default under tbe-foans··between· Sterlin,g-and-Cohen's medallion -_--

corporations. Cohen did not make an immediate payment on the loans, but instead sent an e-mail 

to Sterling Bmployee-1 on or about January 24, 2018, :from the Cohen Account, stating that during 

the closing of the Cohen--1 transaction,· Cohen would "bring all payments up to date as· 

well as deposit the payoff differential." Cohen also requested by email sent from the Cohen 

Account on January 24, 2018, that at the closing of the Cohen-transaction, Sterling 

provide a letter stating that all of Cohen's debts have been satisfied and that Cohen's personal 

guarantees of the medallion loans had been terminated. 

q. The Cohen-ransaction, however, did not close. On or about January 

29, 2018, the attomey, emailed attorneys for Sterling from the l..cco11nt 

and stated that "at this time there is no deal with Michael Cohen. Some of the numbers have 

changed and we are not prepared to go fmward." 

r. Based on my participation in the interview with Sterling Employee-2 and my 

review of records maintained by Sterling, I !mow that after the Cohe1 deal fell apart, 

Sterling assigned Cohen.' s loans to an employee at Sterling who specializes in collecting on 

defaulting loans ("Sterling Bmployee-3"). From my review of telephone c&li notes, I lmow that 

Sterling Employee-3 spoke to Cohen on or about Jaunary 30, 2018 about paying down and/or 
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restructuring Cohen's outstanding taxi medallion loans. Based on my review of an email between 

Sterling Employee-3 and Cohen, I know that on the January 30, 2018 call, Cohen stated that he 

would send a "conected current-'' version of his personal :financial statement. Following that call, 

on or about January 31, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 from the Cohen Account a 

copy of the September 2017 Financial Statement. Later that day, Cob.en again emailed Sterling 

Em:ployee-3 from the Cohen Account and proposed paying $500,000 to bring the loans current 

and-$-950,000 to bring the pdncipal-balance to $20,500,000. Gohen also suggested revised monthly 

interest payment amounts. Ou or about January 31, 2018, Sterling Employee-3 responded to 

Cohen at the Cohen Account and stated, in sum and substance, that Cohen would need to pay the 

entirety of the overdue payme.n.ts and pay down the principal balance of the loan to $20,000,000 

(in total, a payment of approximately $1,750,000), a:nd would need to make larger monthly-interest 

payments. 

s. On or about Febmary 1, 2018, Cohen emailed Sterling Employee-3 from the Cohen 

Account and proposed "[p ]ayment of $1.250m which ALL can be used to pay down principal, if 
/ 

[Sterling] will waive past due amounts," but stated "I do NOT have more than the $1.250m." · 

(Emphasis in original.) Cohen also stated, in sum and substance, that he had insufficient financial 

resources to post additional collateral or pre~ fund monthly payments. Based on my participatioh 

in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have leamed tl1at Sterling continues to renegotiate the 

medallion loans with Cohen based 011 Cohen's representations about his cml'ent :financial position. 
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C. Cohen Made Material Misrepresentations About His Finances to Banks 

Cohen Concealed from Sterling and Melrose Cash Derived from Consulting Work 

15. As set forth in detail below, despite multiple representations by Cohen to Sterling (and, 

by extension, Meh·ose6) that he had insufficient funds to pay down the principal balance of the 

medalli~n loans, make monthly interest payments, or · pay past-due amounts, it appears that 

bet<.veen 20 l6 and th.e present, Cohen opened a:nd maintained bank acco1mts at Fil'st Republic Bank 

------- ( 1'First Republic!!),andthen 1-eceived millions of dollar-s in. pwported-consulting payments in these-- -

accounts, which he did not disclose to Sterling. Cohen set up these accounts and received these 

funds during the very pe!iod in which he made disclosures to Sterling about bis personal finances 

(including his assets and liabilities) and his ability to make payments on the medallion loans. In 

these disclosures to Sterling-and despite being asked abo-q.t these baolc accounts b~ his 

accountant-Cohen withheld information about liquid :financial assets at First Republic. 

16. Specifically, based on my review of documents and banlnecords produced pw·suant to 

a subpoena by First Republic, and my participation in and review of reports of interviews with two 

First Republic employees, I have Jeatned, among other things., the following: 

a. Cohen and his wife have been customers of First Republic since approximately 

June 2011. Cohen controls several checking and loan accounts, some in his own name and otlw:s 

in the names of cmporate entities. 

6 Based on my review of a 1·eport of an interview conducted with an employee of Meh-ose, 1 
bave learned that, pursuant to the participation agreement between Ste.rlio.g and Melrose, Cohen's 
financial statements and other records in Sterling's posse~sion were forwarded to Melrose so that 
Melrose could make a determination as to whethel' to approve of the Cohex 
transaction. Based on my review·of rep01ts of interviews with Melrose employees, I also know 
that Cohen called employees at Melrose regardingthe Coher-transaotion. 
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b. On or about October 26, 2016, in Manhattan, New York, Cohen opened a new 

checking account at First Republic in the name of Essential Consultants LLC (the "Essential 

Consultants Account"). Cohen was the only authorized signatory ori the account. When Cohen 

opened the Essential Consultants Account, a First Republic employee ("First Republic Employee-

!") conducted an in-person interview of Cohen: In response to a series of know-your-customer 

questions 7 about the purpose of the account- the answers to which First Republic Employee-I 

- entereo into a form 8-Cohen-stated, in and substance, that -he was opening-Essential 

Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting work, 

and all of his consulting clients would be domestic .individuals based in the United States. Cohen 

also stated, in sum and substance, that his purpose in setting up the account was to keep tb.e revenue 

from his consulting business- which he said was not hls maµi source of income-separate from 

his personal finances. As set forth below, thexe is probable cause to believe that Cohen's 

statements about the intended ptnpose of the account and source of .:funds for the account were 

false, Specifically, the account was not intended to receive-and does not appear to have 

received- money in connection with real estate consulting work; in addition, the account has 

recefved substantial payments from foreign sources. 

c. f irst, on or about October 27, 2016- the day after he openecl the Essential 

Consultants Account, Cohen. used the account to wire $130,000 to an account held in the name of 
\ 

attorney Keith Davidson's law fom. Based on my re-view of emails between Cohen an9-Davidson, 

7 Certain financial institutions are required to conduct such procedures pursuant to the Banlc 

Secrecy Act and its implementing regulations. See 31 U.S.C. § 5318; 31 C.F.R. § 1020.220. 

8 First Republic Employee-! first filled out the form on the day he interviewed Cohen, October 

26, 2016. Ou or about December 19, 2016; at the request of bank compliance personnel, First 

Republic Employee-I updated the folm to add more detail about Cohen's statements. 
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obtained pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account W au·ants, I believe that this payment did not relate 

to any real estate consulting work, but rather was a "settlement'' payment made to Davidson's 

client. 9 Based on my review of public sources, I have learned that Davidson's client is alleged to 

have had an extramarital affair with Donald Trump. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen made 

a public statement that "[i]n a private transaction in 2016, I used my own personal funds to 

facilitate a payment of $130,000 to {Davidson's client]." 

- d,- seconcl;Tknow from my reviewof'Fb:st Republic bankrecords that were scheduled --

by an FBI forensic accountant that after Cohen opened the Essential Consultants Account, Cohen 

received payments into that account from foreign· businesses and entities that do not reflect the 

stated client profile for the residential and commercial real-estate consulting services. Specifically, 

from my review of the Essential Consultants Account schedule and public sources, 1 know the 

following: 

L Beginning on or about January 31, 2017, Cohen began receiving monthly 

payments of $83,333 from an entity called Columbus.Nova LLC, which were deposited into the 

. Essential Consultants Account. According to public sources, Coltnnbus Nova is an investment 

management fum controlled by Renova Group, an industrial holding company based iu Zurich, 

Switzerland that is controlled by Russian nationa_l Vilctor Vekselberg. From January 2017 to 

August 2017, the Essential Consultants Account received seven payments totaling $583,332.98 

from Columbus Nova LLC. 

9 Specifically, I have le!ll'ned from my review of bank records that on or about October 26, 
2016, Cohe:t;1 transfened $131,000 from a home equity line of credit account at First Republic fo 

the Essential Consultants Account; on or about October 27, 2016, Cohen transferred $130,000 

from the Essential Consultant Account to an account held in the name of Davidson's Jaw firm at a 
bank based in.Los Angeles; and on or about November 1, 2016, a wire transfer in the amount of 

approximately $96,645 was made from Davidson's account to a bank account in the name of 
Davidson's client. 
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ii. Beginning onor about April 5, 2017, Cohen began receiving payments frorri 

Novartis Investments, SARL, which I believe to be the in-house financial subsidiary of the Swiss 

pharmaceutical company Novattis International AG ("Novartis"). Between April 2017 and January 

2018,• the Essential Consultants Account received ten wire payments from a Swiss bank account 

held in the name of Novartis, each in the amount of $99,980, for a total of $999,800. 

ill. Beginning in or about April 2017, the Essential Consultants Account started 

- - receiving wire payments~from a bMk account associated-with the telecommunications company 

AT&T lnc. ("AT&T"). Specifically, on or about April 14, 2017, AT&T wired $100,000 to the 

Essential Consultants-Account and, from in or about June 2017 to in or about January 2018, the 

Essential Consultants Account received nine $50,000 payments from AT&T. ln tota1, AT &Twired 

$550,000 to the Essential Consultants Account. 

iv. On or about May 10, 2017, J1me 9, 2017, July 10, 2017, and November 27, 

2017, the Essential Consultants Account received four deposits in the amou11t $150,000 (totaling 

$600,000) from a bank account in South Korea. The account holder from which the money was 

sent is Korea Aerospace Industries Ltd. (''KAI"). KAI is a South Korea-based company that 

produces and sells fixed-wing aircraft, helicopter aircraft, and satellites to the United States 

Department of Defense, among other customers. 

v. On or about May 22, 2017, the Essential Consultants Account received a 

$150,000 deposit from an account at K.azkommertsbanlc, a Kazak]Jstani bank. The listed account 

holder atKazko1nmertsbank was a second Kazakbstani banknamed'BTA Bank, AO. A message 

accompanying the wire payment indicated that the payment was a "monthly consulting fee as per 

Inv BTA-101 DD May 10, 2017 con~u.lting agreement W/N DD 08 05 2017 CNTR W/NDD 

08/05/2017." 
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vi. In total, from on or about January 31,2017 t.o on or about Januru·y 10. 2018, 

the Essential Consultants Account received approximately $2,883,132.98 in transfers and checks 
I 

from the aforementioned entities. As of on or about January 10, 2018, tb.e balance in the Essential 

Consultants Account was $1,369)474.23. 

e. on·or about April 4, 2017, Cohen opened another new checking account at First 

Republic, this one in the name of Michael D. Cohen & Associates, P. C. (the "MDC&A Account"). 

- Cohen was ilie only authoiized-sign.a_ory on tlfe account. Amongotlier tlmrgs, -tJ:re MDC&A:--

Account received ten wire transfers and one check from au account in the n81Ile of Squire Patton 

Boggs, a law firm. In total, :from on or about April 5, _2017, to on or aboutJauuary 2, 2018, the 

MDC&A Account received $426,097.70 in deposits, and the balance in the account as of J anuruy 

2, 2018, was $344,541.35. As discussed below, Cohen never disclosed any oftne balance in the 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A accounts to Sterling dm-ing the negotiations with respect to the 

transaction, including in his May _2017 Financial Statement and September 2017 

Financial Statement. 

17. Based on my review of emails from the Cohen Accmmt that were seized pursuant to 

the P1ior Cohen Account Wai-rants> and my rnview of repo1ts of interviews with employees of 

AT&T and Novartis, it appears that-the aforementioned payments to the Essential Consultants 

Account and MDC&A Account ostensibly were for political consulting work, including consulting 

for international clients on issues pending before the Trump administration. 10 Specifically, :from 

my rev:iew of emails from the Cohen Account and public sources, I have leai.11.ed the following: 

IO Based on my review of public sources; I have learned that Cohen is not registered as a 
lobbyist or as a person acting as an agent of foreign principals, as may have been required by- the 
Foreign Agents Registl'ation Act. 
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a. On or about April 28, 2017, Cohen sent an email from tl1e Cohen Account to an 

individual whom I believe is affiliated with KAI. In the email, Cohen attached a document 

purporting to be a "C011sulting Agreement" between KAI and Essential Consultants dated as of 

about May 1, 2017. The document indicates that Essential Consultants would render "_consulti,ng 

and advisory services, as requested" by KAI, and that KAI would pay Essential Consultants "a 

consulting fee of One Million Two Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000.00) US Dollars," disbursed 

-through eight $150,000 installments b~tween May _2017 ·andDecem,ber 2017:----

b. On or about May 10, 2017, Cohen sent an email from an alternate email address, 

copying the Cohen Account, to an employee of BT.A Banlc. To the email, Cohen attached an 

invoice to BTA Bank in the name of Essential Co~sultants. The invoice contemplated a $150,000 

lJayment to Essential Consultants for a ''monthly consulting fee." 

c. On or abm,it February 13, 2017, Cohen emailed an AT&T employee from the Cohen 

Account what appears to be a consulting agreement, which contemplates that Essential Consitltants 

"shall render consulting and advisory services to [AT&T]" and that AT&T would ''advise [Essential 

Consoltants] of those issues- and matters with respect to which AT&T Services desires [Essential 

Consultants J's assistance and advice." The contract calls for AT&T "to pay the Consultant for his 

services ... a consulting fee of Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollats . .. per month.''. Based onmy 

review of reports of interviews with AT&T employees, I have learned that AT&T retained Cohen 

to consult on political issues, includingnetneut:rality, the merger between AT&T and Time Warner, 

and tax reform. 

d. On_orabout January 17, 2017, Cohen emailed to a representativ-e ofNovrutis from . 

the Coh.en Account a contract between Novartis and Essential Consult~ts, whicl?, provides that 

Essential Consult1;111ts will "provide consulting and adviso1-y services to Novartis on matters that 
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rel_ate to the repeal and replacement of the Affordable Care Act in the US and any other issues 

mutoally agreeable fo [Essential Consultants] and Novartis/' The contract provides for a 

"consulting fee of One Mi11:ion Two Hundred Thousand ($1,200,000) US dollars," to be paid to 

Essential Consultants in even monthly installments over the course of a year. Based on my review 

of reports of interviews with Novartis employees, I have leruued that Nova1tis retained Cohen to 

provide political consulting services and to gain access to ·relevant policymakers in the Trump 

Administratio 

e. On or about April 3, 2017, Squire Patton Boggs,, a law finn, announced on its 

website that is had formed a "strategic alliance" with Mjcbael D. Cohen & Associates and woqld 

"jointly represent clients." 

18. Despite the significant amount of money that Cohen Teceived into the Essential 

Consultants Account and the MDC&A Ac9ount, and the cash balance in both accounts, Cohen did 

not disclose that infoimation to Sterling or Melrose, Specifically, based 011 my review of-documents 

provided by Getzel, and myTeview of notes anc 

have learned 1;he following: 

I 

a, Iii or about May 2017, Getzel met with Cohen at a law fum in Manhattan, New 

York. At the meeting, Cohen told Getzel, in sum and substance, that he had set up a law practice 

calledMichaelD. Cohen & AssociatesP.C., and a consulting company calledEssen1;ial Consultants 

LLC. 'Cohen told Getzel, in sum and sub&1:ance, that he expected to earri $75,000 per month in 

connection with his law practice, and that he expected gross revenues for the consulting bus.iness to 

be between five and six. million dollars anuually. 

b. In or about October 2017, if not eai-1:ier, Getzel was preparing a personal financial 

statement for Cohen. On or about October 6, 2017, Getzel sent at1 email to Cohen at the Cohen 
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Account in which Getzel wrote that"[ a]ttached is a draft of the new PFS as of September 30, 2017" 

and attached a draft of the September 2017 Financial Statement The draft statement reflected that 

as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had only $1,250,000 in cash, total assets of approximately 

$~3,430,000 ( comprised of taxi medallion interests, real estate interests, and his personal residence 

and property), and liabilities of approximately $45,630,000, leaving him purpmtedly over $12 

million in debt. In the same email, Getzel questioned Cohen, in sum and substance, about the fact 

-- thatthe financial statemerU-did hot list any assets associated with either the Essential Consultants 

Account or the MDC&AAccount ''[w]e did not add any value for you[r] two operating entities -

Michael D. Cohen & Associates POC [sic] and Essential Consultants LLC. Please advise whether 

or not these should be disclosed and what value." 

c. On or about October 6, 2017, Cohen called Getzel by telephone---wbich is reflected 

on toll records for Cohen's cellphone-and told Oetzel, in sum and substance, not to include 

Essential Consultants or MDC&A in the September 2017 Financial Statement because they had no 

value. 

d. On or about Octooer 6, 2017, foliowingtbe call with Getzel, Cohen, using the Cohen 

Account, responded to Getzel's email with the answer "[l]ooks good_to me." Cohen never directed 

Oetzel to make any changes to bis cash position as listed in the September 2017 Financial 

Statement. Neither ~se.ntial Consultants nor MDC&A was listed on the September 2017 Financial 

Statement that was provided to Sterling. 

19. Based on fhe foregoing, and :fi:ommy r~view of bank records and emails sent by Cohen 

to Sterling, I know that the September 2017 Financial Statement made no mention whatsoever of 

assets that Cohen held in the Essential Consultants Accmmt or the MDC&A Account. As of 

September 30, 2017-the date of the Septembe1· 2017 Financial Statement- Cohen had 
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approximately $673,729.95 .in the Essential Consultants Account and $248,619.28 in th~ .I\IDC&A 

AccoU1,1t. As of Octa ber 61 20171 the date when Gettel asked Cohen about the two accounts, Cohen 

had approximately $823,709.95 in the Essential Consult8J?-ts Account and $248,619.28 in the 

MDC&A Accolint. 

Cohen Understated His Available Cash 

20. In addition to withholding the existence of the Essential Consultants Account and the 

MDC:&kAmrount from Sterling and Melrose, it appears that-Cohen-also substantiailyunderstated --

his available cash and _oash equivalents in his financial disclosures. Specifically~ I know from my 

review of the September 2017 Financial Statement that Cohen provided to Sterling that Cohen 

repi-esented that he had $1,250,000 in cash as of September 30, 2017. But, from my review of a 

suouna,ry of bank records that were scheduled by an FBI forensic accountant, I have learned that 

Cohen had over $5,000,000 in cash and cash equivalents as of September 30, 2017. Specifically, 

from my review of the account schedule and bank records, I have learned the following: 

a. Cohen has three checking and/or savings accounts at Capital One Bank, one of 

which is .in his wife's name. As of Septembe'r 30, 2017, Cohen had $1,105,680.35 in his saving~ 

account, and $1,262,982.29 in total in the three accounts at Capital One Bank. 

b. Cohen has three accounts at Morgan Stanley :in ltis name. As of September 30, 

2017, the combined total in cash and cash eqnivalents in those three accotmts was $1,2701600.41. 

c. As of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $260,689.18 in an account at Signatui·e Bank. 

d. .In addition to the Essential Consultants Account and NIDC&A Account at First 

Republic, Cohe11 also had two joint checking accounts witb Laura Cob.en at First Republic. In total, 

as of Septembet 30, 2017, Cohen had at least $1,876,209.27 in total in his four accounts at First 

Republic. 
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e. Co};i.en has an accollllt at Bethpage Credit Union with $25,931.39 in it as of 
September 30, 2017. 

f. AB of September 30, 2017, Cohen had $17,542.54 in accounts at Sterling. 

g. Cohen has two accounts at TD Bank-one in bis name and one held jointly with his 

wife-and the total balance across the two accounts as of September 30, 2011 was $300,096.72. 

h. In total. as of September 30, 2017, Cohen had.atleast $5,014,051.80 in his accounts 

rCapital One Banlr,Signatt.l.l'e-Bank, TD Bank~--Bethpage Credit-Union,- Fkst Republic, and ---

Morgan Stanley. 

21. Accordingly, based on the foregoing, it appears that Cohen's representations to Sterling 

and Meh-ose that he did not have more than $1,250,000 were false, and that Cohen withheld 

information regarding approximately $5 million in funds from Sterling and Meh·ose. in order to 

secure favorable tenns in bis renegotiation of his medallion loan. Based on my. pa1iicipation in an 

interview with Sterling Employee-2, and my review of reports of interviews with Sterling 

Employee-1 and two Melrose employees, it is -IDY understanding that that Sterling and Meli'ose 

wou1d -yiew Cohen's understating of his assets as material to its decision whether to renegotiate 

Cohen's medallion ioans and on what terms, or approve _ of the transfer of those loans to 

Cohen Had a Side Agreement With 

2:2. As set forth in detail below. it appears that during the course of Cohen's negotiations to 

sell bis interest in taxi. medallions and the associated debt to Cohen n9t only 

misrepresented bis :financial position to Sterling, but also failed to disclose a side deal he had 

negotiated with it appears that agreed to pay an above-market price for 

Cohen's taxi cab medallions, and in exchange, Cohen agreed to pay pproximately 
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$3. 8 million in cash. Specifically, from my review of documen~s produced pursuant to a subpoena 

by Sterling, and repo1ts prepared by law enforcement officers of interviews with Sterling 

Employee-1, as well as my participation in an interview with Sterling Employee-2, I have learned; 

among otherthlngs, the following: 

a. On or about September 5, 2017, an executed term sheet was cfrculated by Sterling 

Employee-I to Cohen and - See supra 14{k). Acoor~g to the term shee, 

would borrow $20;000;000·:from Sterling and Melrose;;:o-be-secured·by the medallions 

tha1-ra1? to acquh-e from, Cohen. At a price of $20 million for thirty-two taxi medallions~ 

the proposed transaction valued each medallion as worth $625,000. The term sheet also 

contemplated a $1,265,913 pay-down of the principal balance of the loan. The term sheet made no 

mention of a $3.8 million payment from Cohen to 

:financial transaction between the parties. 

or any other f01m of payment or 

b. Additionally, an intemal Sterling credit memorandum, dated October 4, 2017. 

describingthetenns of the Cohen- transaction ~d the uey;r loan 1 

not mention any payments from Cohen to in.eluding a $3. 8 million payment. The 

memorandum also noted ,tJ.1:;i.t the "loan amount of $20.MM indicates a $625M purchase price per 

medallion" but "it is recognized that this is not in ]fo,e with cm.rent market values:' Indeed, 

according to an intemal Sterling memorandum dated February 5, 2018, in the month of January 

2018, taxi medallions sold for amounts ranging from $120,000 to $372,000. According to Sterling 

Employee-1 and Sterling Employee-.2, they were never toid th.a- agreed to a purchase 

price of $625,000 in exchange for a lump sum payment from Cohen, or that Cohen would make 

any payment. to 
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23. While Cohen and did not disclose any payment from Cohen to 

in communications with Sterling, it appears that such a payment was contemplated. 

Indeed, based on my review of records maintained by Getzei and a rep01t prepai-ed by law 

enforcement agents of an interview with Getzel, I have learned the following, in substance and in 

part, regarding the proposed side-payment from Cohen t, 

a. On or about September 19, 2017, Getzel prepared a 111etnorandum for Cohen 

ntitl.ed, "Sale-of-NYC-Medallion Entities and Elebt-Assumption"· (the-~1Getzel Memorandum''}-----

The Getzel Memorandum summarized the proposed transaction between Cohen and 

inpa1t, as follows: ''Michael and Laura Cohen will t.ransfer _ovmership of their 13 NYC medallion 

entities to a Buyer who wilI assume their bank indebtedness, upon the [Cohens'] paying down the 

debt portfolio of the 13 entities by $500,000 and a cash payment to the Buyer of $3,800,000."11 

b, According to Getzel, Cohen told him the parameters of the deal, including the 

payment of $3,800,0001 1t Getzel did not know where Cohen was going to obtain 

$3,800,000 to pa}- As noted above, Cohen had more than $5,000,000 it1 cash and 

cash equivalents as of September 2017, but had only disclos~d in his September 2017 Financial 

Statement that he had $1.25 mill;ion in cash. 

24, Based on my review of ,records maintained by Sterling (as well as Meli:ose, the bank 

with the participating interest in the loans) and reports of interviews of representatives of Sterling 

(and Melrose), I have seen no evidence that Sterling, Melrose, or any other financial institution 

involved in the potential deal with Cohen and was aware of the planned $3. 8 million 

side payment from Cohen t 
. . 

· 11 The refetence to thirteen medallions appears to be an error by Getzel. Cohen and his wife 
together owned six.teen c01porations, which in turn owned 32 taxi medallions. 
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D. Probable Cause Regarding the Subject Accounts 

25. As set forth above, since at le~st September 2015, if not earlier, Cohen has told Sterling 

iliat he has difficulty making payments on his medallion loans and, since at least October 2016, 

Cohen has been actively engaged in an attempt to sell his taxi medallions and the associated debts 

. In the course of do:i11g s01 Cohen has used the Cohen Account and/~r ~CPC 

Account to engage in email communicatioru; regarding the -terms of the transactions and the 

Account,--

at the-1,,_ccount. Specifically, 

as described above, there is probable qause to believe that the Subject Accounts have been used 

- undisclosed- side-payment with-

at the 

regarding the proposed Cohen transaction with. Sterling: 

a, Cohen has used the Cohen Account to, among other things, negotiate a pay-down 

of the principal amount of the loan, see supra~ 14(g), to send term sheets to Sterling, see supra ,r 

14G), to communicate withhfa accountan~ about the contents of financial statements, see supra il 

16, to send financial statements to Sterling, see szpra ,r 14(i), (1), to check on the status of the 

transaction as of Januai.y 24. 2018, see supra if 14(n), to negotiate a 1·eduction of his debt with 

. Sterling on or around January 31, 2018, see supra 114(0), to tell Sterling on February 1, 2018, he 

does not have the ability to pay more than $ 1~25 0, 000, see supra if l 4(p ), and to communicate with 

individuals responsibl~ for sources of payments to the Essential Consultants Account~ see supra f 
' 15. In other wordsJ from the communications described above, it appears likely that tb._e Cohen 

Account will contain recent evidence of the Subject Offenses, including communications and 

potential tnisrepresentations to Sterling, and evidence indicating that statements made to Sterling 

are false or misleading. 

b. 1as used the Account. to communicate about 

the proposed taxi medallion transaction with Cohen, which appears to have been discussed as early 
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as October 2016. See supra ,r 14(g). 12 Specifically, as descdbed above~ as early as May 2, 2017, 

usedfh_e 1..ccountto inquire about the status of the transaction, 

Account to exchange drafts of the proposed term 

sheet with Cohen,. ·, and Sterling, see supra ,r 14G). The 

used by o send a personal financial statement for 

Account was copied on emails from the 

Accountal:f outtlie -transaction, s-ee supra-,r- 1-4(r); and was listed- on-- financial---

statement as the contact email for see supra 1 I 4(m). Additionally, based on my 

review ofMDCPC Header Info1-mation, I know that on or about September I, 2017-at or around 

and 

and Cohen were negotiating a tenn sheet- used the 

Account to send and receive eight emails from Cohen at the MDCPC Account. 

c, -has u~ed tb.1-\..ccount to communicate with Sterling employees, Cohen, 

:ibout the proposed taxi medallion transaction since at leastDecember 2016. 

See supra ,r, 14(g), 24(c). Specifically, on o:i.· about August 29, 2017,.told Sterling that he 

should be included on "all future e-mails" involving the proposed transaction, see supra , 140). 

Additionally,. was involved in making revisions to the parties' term sheets, and he told 

Sterl.hig on January 29, 2-018 ihat-would not go forwatd with the plamied transaction, 

see sup,:a 1 14G), (n). Accordingly, there is probable cause to believe that the ~ccount will 

contain evidence of the negotiations between Sterling and the patties, evidence of a payment from 

Cohen to and the reasons for the collapse of the Coher transaction. 
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26. Additionally, it appears that Cohen set up the MDCPC Account to receive emails he 

was previously receiving at the Cohen Accoru1t. Spe?ifically, based on my review of records 

maintained by AT&T, I have learned that on o! about May 5, 20171 Cohen sent an mnail from the 

MDCPC Acco1mt to a blind copy list of recipients stating that"[ dJue to the overwh~lming volume 

of phone calls and emails .coming into my previous cellular number and e-mail address, I have 

elected to create for Clients Only the following. Kindly use this new information for all future 

- contact and communications."''-Tne.signatm:e line on theemailltsted "Essential Consulta11ts-LLC1' 

and "MichaelD. Cohen &Associates, PC,'' as well astheMDCPCAccount as the email address.13 

27. In addition, based on my review of emails from the MDCPC Account produced 

pursuant to the Prior Cohen Account Warrants and theMDCPC !leader Information, I have learned 

that Cohen has used the MDCPC Acc01m.t to send and receive emails from the Cohen Accotmt, to 

communicate with the-!\.ccmmt, and to send and receive emails from other em.ail accounts 

- . 

about his political consulting business. Additionally, from my revfow of the MDCPC Header 

Jnfonnation) it ::ippea;rs that since the November 13, 2017 search wrunnt on the l\IDCPC Account, 

Cohen has continued to send and receive emails at the MDCPC Account that appear likely to be 

relevant to the commission of the Subject Offenses. Fm example, emails obtained pursuant to the 

Prior Coheo Account Wru1'ants:, as well as the MDCPC Header Information have revealed the 

following: 

a. On approximately eight occasions in August and September 2017, while Cohen, 

vere communicating about a term sp.eet for the Cohe1 taxi 

13 Based on my review of emails from fue 11DCPC Account obtained pursuant to subpoena, I 
have learned that Cohen has used the account to communicate with numerous individuals with 
whom he does not enjoy an attomey-client privilege, including some of the indjviduals described 
below. See infra 127. 
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medallion transaction, see supra ,r 140c), Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send or receive 

emails frrn-at the-Account. For instance, on or about August 22, 2017,-used 

fr-\.ccoun,t to send au t:mail t_o Sterling Employee-I and copied Cohen on the email at the 

MDCPC Account. On the same day; Sterling Employee-1 responded tQ-at tht Account 

and Cohen at the MDCPC Account. On or about August 22, 2017, Cohen also used the MDCPC 

Account to send an email to Sterling E.mployee-1. 

- - -- -b.- .&-tmted·above, nn or aboutSeptember 1, 201-7, Cohen-used-the fyIDCPG Acco1.U1t-

to send or receive eight emails witb the Account. 

c. Cohen used the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from. individuals who 

woclc at companies with whom it appea,.•s Coh~n has a political consulting agreement. For 

example, beginning in April 2017-the satne month when Cohen began receiving payments from 

AT&T, see supra ,,r 16(d), 17(c)-Cohen used theMDCPC Account to send and receive emails 

from AT&T employees. These emails contain, among other things, invoices from Cohen to AT&T 

for consulting work by Cohen. Similarly, beginning in April 2017- which is also the month 

Cohen began receiving payments from Novartis for consulting work, see supra~~ l6(d), 17( d)-

Cohen.used the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from employees ofNovartis, These 

,emails concern, among other things, invoices from Cohen and requests for Novartis for Cohen's 

-
assistance on at1 initiative relating to drug pricing. 

d. From my review of the MDCPC Header Information, I have leamed that Cohen-has 

continued to use the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails from individuals who wotk at 

companies with whom jt appears Cohen had a political consulting agreement, such as Novartis and 

AT&T. For instance, on approximately six occasions between November 28, 2017 and January 

30, 2018, the 11DCPC Account was used to send and receive emails from acommts belonging to 
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individnals using @att.com email addresses. Similarly, on approximately seventeen occasions 

between December 1, 2017 and February 20, 2018, ;the :MDCPC Account was used to sen.d and 

receive emails from accounts belonging to individuals using @novartis.com email addresses. 

' 
Since November 15,201 7, the MD CP C Account has also sent and received em~i1s with individuals 

using the email domains @bta.kz, which I believe js the email domain used by employees ofBTA 

Bank, see ,supra ,r,r 16(d)~ 17(b), and@squirepb.com, which I believe is th~ email domain used by 

employees of the Jaw-fom Squb::e Patton Boggs=botli of which Cohen appears-to have a 

consulting relationship with, see supra n 16(e), 17(e). Accmdingly, it appears that Cohen 

continues to use the MDCPC Account to send and receive emails that will be relevant to whether 

he is maintaining a consulting business, what type of consulting work he is doing, and whether he 

is receiving money for that consulting work. 

28. In addition to the foregoing, based on my review of the Pen Register Data, se~ supra 'II 

9, it appears that since the date of the last search warrant on tbe Cohen Account (i.e., November 

13, 2017), Cohen has continued to use the Cohen Account to connnunicate with the . 

::counti the - tccount, and othei· email acc~:mnts that appear likely to be relevant 

to the commission. of the Subject Offenses described above. For example, the Pen Register Data 

has revealed the following: 

a. Emails sent by-the Cohen Account to th{- 1..ccount on or about December 18, 

2017 at 8:26 p.m., December 21, 2017 at 9:35 p.m., December 22, 2017 at4:32 p.m., January 3, 

2018 at 8:01 a.m., Janmuy 3, 2'018· at2:56 p.m., and Januaty 4, 2018 at 3:31 p .m. 

b. An email ~eat by the Cohen Account to the 

January 251 2018 at 8:55 p.m. 
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c. Emails from the Cohen Accouilt to the email accoun 

about December I, 2017 at2:14 p.m.~ December 29, 2017 at 10:20 p.m., January 2, 2018 at 3:52 

p.m., Januaty 2, 2018 at 5:44 p.m., a11d January 8, 2018 at 6:38 p.m. Based upon my review of 

emaUs contained iu the Cohen Account, I have learned that the email account 

belongs to Jeffrey Oetzel, Cohen's accountant, through whom Cohen made misrepresentations to 

financial institutions~ as discussed above. 

----- - - d:-Emailsfrom the- Cohen :Account to-email accmm.rn belonging to Sterling employees,--

including Steding Employee-!, on or about January 25, 2018 at 10:23 p.m., January 26, 2018 at 

12:55 a.m., January 29, 2018 at5:30 p.m., January 29, 2018 at 8:29 p.m., January 30, 2018 at6:44 

p.m. 

e. An email sent from the Cohen Account to the email account 

clientserviceny@firstrepublic.com on or ab011t January 25, 2018 at 5:29 p.m. As stated above, 

Fi.rst Republic is the bank at which the Essential Consultants Account i<l .h.eJd. 

f. Nmnerous emails sent from the Cohen Account to the email account 

, including emails onor aboutDecember 4, 2017. at2:17 p.m. andJanuaty29, 

2018 at 5:43 p.m. Based upon the etn!fil address and domain name, as well as my review ofreports 

of interviews and documents l'eflecting that Cohen's taxi medallions were leased, and operated by 

I believe that the J email addres,c; belongs to 

29. Based on my review of records maintained by Sterling, I know that Cohen used tb.e 

Cohen Account to send and receive documents related to the Cohen- transaction. 

Based on my training and experience, I lmow that Google allows users of e-mail accounts to easily 

save docume11ts to file shating and rete11tion platforms such as Google Docs and Google Drive. I 
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also La10w, from my training and experienoe, that users of e-mail accounts often use instant 

messaging interfaces linked to their email accounts. Further, I have learned that the Providers 

maintain records of search and web histories associated with email accounts and; based on my 

tmining and expe1:ience, usern of e-mail accounts use associated web search browsers associated 

with a subscriber's account to research topics they are e-mailing about. Accotdingly, 1here is 

probable cause to believe that content information associated with the Subject Accounts will also 

- --oontam-evidence telated·ti:fthe" Subject Offenses. · - - -

30. Thus, I respectfully s-µb]Jlit th.at there is probable cause to believe that ~mails and other 

content information from the Subj~ctAccounts will contaiti evidence of Cohen's efforts to sell his 

taxi medallions and the associated debt, and his misrepresentations and omissions to Sterling and 

Melrose in connection. with these negotiations. .Although Cohen appears to have communicated 

with )rimarily through the Cohen Account and 

• MDCPC Account, I know, based on my involvement in the investigation, that Cohen also used at 

least one other email account associated with his position at the Trump Organization. Thus, I 

respectfully submit that th.ere is probable Cij.USe to believe that emails and other content information 

from the Account, , Account and -!\.cco1mt since o.o cir 

about Octpber 1, 2016- the approximate date of when Cohen's eff011s to sell his taxi medallions 

and the associated debt began-will reflect communications with the Cohen Account, MDCPC 

Account, and possibly one or more additional accounts used by Cohen, and probable cause to 

believe that such emails will con·stitute evidence of Cohen's commission of tbe Subject Offenses, 

including the extent to which Cohen did or did not inform other individuals involved in the conduct 

described above- such a: 

omissions to financial institutions. 

02.28.2018 
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31. Temporal Limitation. This application seeks all emails and othet· requested content 

information ~ecified in Attachtnents·A, B, C, and D for tlie following periods: 

a. For the Cohen Account, this application seeks all emails sent, created, or received 

between November 14, 2017, and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. As described above, 

pursuant to the Prior Cohen Acconnt Wairnnts, the SCO obtained and provided to the USAO 

emails from the Cohen Account that were sent, created, or received before November 14, 2017. 

This application also seeks other information speci:fi"ed·aoove-associated with the Cohen Account- ·-

that was c\·eated between December l, 2014 (the month when Cohen entered into the medallion 

loans with Sterling), and the date of the proposed warrant, inclusive. 

b. For the MDCPC Account, this application seeks all emails se114 creafod, or received 

between November 14, 2017, and the date of the pl'oposed warrant, inclusive. As descdbed above, 

pursuant to a prior warrant, the SCO obtained and provided to the USAO emails from 1he MDCPC 

Account that were sent, created, or received before November 14, 2017. 

c. Forthe \ocount and . A..ccount, this application 

seeks emails and all other content iufonnation specified above sent, created, or received between 

October 1, 2016, f;Uld the date of the proposed wan'8.Ilt, inclusive. As described above, October 

2016 is the month in which Cohen began negotiating the trud medallion sale with t1: 

d. For the \ccount, this application seeks emails and all other content 

:infotmation specified above sent, created, or received between December I, 2016, and the date of 

the proposed wal1'ant, inclusive. As described above, December 2016 is the month in which 

began representing tl relaifon to the taxi medallion transaction. 

E. Evidence, Fruits and Instrumentalities 

32. Based upon the foregoing, I respectfully submit there is probable cause to believe that 

m.forniation stored 011 Google's servers associated with the Cohen Account will contain evidence, 
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fruits, and instrumentalities of violations of the Subject Offenses, as mol'e fully described in 

Section II of Attachment A to the proposec! wairant fot the Cohen Account and MDCPC Account, 

including the following: 

a. Connnunications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of the person(s) who created or used the Cohen Accom1t or MDCPC Account. 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling, Mehose, 

--ancl/ortrutimedallio.rts; - -- --

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal,· or 

agreement for Cohen and/or entiti~ associated -with. him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, 

and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, includ:iug tc 

associated with him; 

ind/or entitfos 

d. Communications, _i:ecords, documents, and other files involving Essential 

Consultants, LLC or Michael.D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature 

ai1d purpose of payments made to or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & 

Associates; 

e. Communications, records, document~, and other files -necessary to establish the 

identity of any person(s)-including records that reveal the whereabouts oftbe person(s)-who 

communicated with the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC Account about any matters relating to 

Essential Consultants, I.LC, or about any plan or proposal or agreement for Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, to others, including to md/or entities associated with him; 

f. Communications between the Cohen Account and/or MDCPC Account and Jeffrey 

Getzel relating to Cohen's battle accounts, taxes, debts, and/or :finances; 
' 
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g. Communicatio:J,l.S, records. documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan 

at that financial institution; the nature of any business or e:ntity associated with an account at a 

financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or na1.me of ~y 

financial t:ansactions :involving that.financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Cohen Account and J\IDCPC Account was 

accessed or usea, to-cfetermiue thegeogrnpliic and cm·onologicaI-c--ontext of account access;-use;-

and events relating; to the ctimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

i. Evidence indicating the Cohen Account and MDCPC Account owner's intent as it 

relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

33. Based upon the forego:ing, I ft.uiher subnrit there is probable cause to believe that _ 

infonnation stored on Google's servers assooiated with the Account and. 

\.ccountwill contain evidence fruits, anditisa:umentalitles of violations of the Subject 

Offenses, including 1.he foJlowing: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity ofthe.person(s) who created or used tl 

Account; 

Account and 

b. Communications, tecotds, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal 

or agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

meda11ions, and any associated debts or liabilities, t< 

with.him; 

and/or entities associated 

c. Communicatio11s1 records, docwnents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of any person(s) - including records that reveal the wheteabouts oftlrn person(s) - who 
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communicated with the <\.ccount and . Account about. any 

matters rela~g to any plan or proposal or agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him 

to transfer any interest in. taxi meda11ions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to -

md/or entities associated with him; 

<i Coumrunications between th, Account aud _ 

Account and others, including employees or representatives of Sterling, Melrose, or other financial 

--iiistifu.tion(s), regarding Cohen's finances; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false 

representations to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan 

at that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an f:LCC01mt at a 

fu1ancial :institution; the source of funds flowing .into an accmmt; or the purpose or nature of any 

financial tr~sactions involving that financial institution; 

f. Evidence indicating how and when the Account and -

Account were accessed or usedJ to deterqiine the geographic and chronological context 

of account access, use, and events relating to the ci-imes under investigation and to the account 

owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the 1 Account and 1 Accom1t 

owners' intent as it relates to the Subject Offenses under investigation. 

34. Based upon the foregoing, I further submit there is probable cause to believe that 

information stored on Oath's servers associated with. the-~ccount will contain evidence, 

fruits, and instrumentalities _of violations of the Subject Offenses, including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of the person(s) w.ho created or useithe- ccount; 
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b, Communications, records, documents, an.d other files involving a plan or prnposal 

or agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, t, 

with.him; 

and/or entities associated 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the 

identity of any petson(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicate with-llie--Accounfabout _any matters relating to any plan or pro1Josal or 

agreement for Cohen and/or entities associated with him to -transfer any interest'in taxi medallions, 

and any associated debts or liabilities, t nd/or entities associated with him; 

d. Communications between 1-\.ccount and others, including employees or 

representatives of Ste1·Iing, Melrose, or other .financial institution(s), regarding Cohen1s finances; 

and 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the sout'ce of funds :flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any finan_cial transactions 

involving that :financial institution. 

m. Review of the Information Obtained Pm-suanHo the Warrant 

35. Pmsuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(g), the presence of a law enforcement officer is not 

required for service of a search warrant issued unde1· § 2703~ or for tlie collection ot productjo,n of 

responsive records. Accordingly, th0 WatTant requested herein will be transmitted to the Providers, 

which shall be directed to produce a digital copy of any responsive records to law enforcement 

persounel within 30 days fi:om the date of service. ~aw enforcement personnel (including, in 
- . 

addition to law enforcement officers and agents, and depending on the nature of the ESI and the 
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status of the investigation and !'elated proceedings, attorneys for the goveroment, attorney support 

staff, agency personnel assisting the government m this mvestigation, and outside technical experts 

under government control) will retam the records a.ud review them for evidence, fruits, and 

:instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses as specified in Section ID of Attachments A, B and C to 

the proposed warrant. 

36. In conductiJlg this review, law enforc~ent personnel may use various methods io 

ocate evidence, fruits~ anamiliuinentalities of tlieStTo1ec t Offenses, i.ficluailig out not limited to . 

undertaking a cursory inspection of all emails within the Subject Acco:unt. This method is 

analogous to cursorily inspecting all the files in a file cabinet in an office to determine which paper 

evidence is subject to seizure. Although law en;forcement personnel may use other methods as 

well, particularly incllJding keyword searches, I know that keyword searches and similar methods 

are typically .inadequate to detect all information subject to seizure. As an initial matter, keyword 

searches work only for text data, yet many types of files commonly associated with emails, 

including at4i,chments such as sca,nned documents, pictares, and videos, do not store da~ as 

searchable text, Moreover, even as to text data, keywot'd searches cannot be relied upon to capture 

all relevant comtnuuications in all account, as it is :impossible to lmow in advance all of the unique 

words or phrases that in,vestigati.ve subje0ts will us~ in their communications, and consequently 

there ate often many communications in an account that are relevant to an mvestigation but that 

do not _contain any keywords that an agent is likely to search for. 

37. Because Cohen anr: ll'e attomeys, the review of the qonte11t within the Subject 

Accounts will be conducted pursuant to established screening procedures to enslll'e that the law 

enforcement personnel involved in the investigation, including attomeys for tb.e Government, 

collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect any attorney-client or other applicable 
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privilege. When appropriate, the procedures will include use of a designated "filter team," separate 

and apart from the investigative team, in order to review potentially privileged communications 

and determine which communications to release to the investigation and prosecution team. 

IV. Request for Non-Disclosure and Sealing 0 1·der 

3 8. The existence and scope of this 011going criminal investigation are not publicly known. 

As a result, premature public disclosure of this affidavit or the requested warrants could alert 

Colie1rthat he is under investigation, causing him to destroy evidence, flee from prosecution, or 

othe1wise se1iously jeopardize the investigation. In particular, based on my experience 

investigating white collar cases, including cases featuring documents such as agreements, drafts 

of agreements, notes of conversations, and other documentary evidence, premature disclosure of 

an investigation may cause the target of the investigation to attempt to destroy or conceal such 

evidence. In addition, as also set forth above, Cohen uses computers and electronic 

communications in :furtherance of his activity and thus could easily delete, encrypt, or otherwise 

conceal such digital evidence from law enforcement were he to learn of the Goveroment's 

investigation. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b)(3). Cohen al.so appears to have the :financial means that 

would facilitate bis flight from prosecution. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b)(2), (5). 

39. Accordingly, there jg reason to believe that, were the Providers to notify the subscriber 

or others of the existence of the warrant, the investigation would be seriously jeopardized. 

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C, § 2705(b), !therefore respectfully request that the Court direct the Providers 

not to notify any person of the existence of the warrant for a period of 180 days from issuance, 

subject to extension upon application to the Co~rt, if n.ecessary. 

40, For s.i.lnilar reasons, I respectfully request that this affidavit and all papets submitted 

herewith be maintained under seal until the Court orders otherwise, except that the Government 

be permitted without further order of this Court to provide copies of the warrant and affidavit as 
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need be to personnel assisting it in the investigation and proseoution of this matter, and to disclose 

those materials as necessaiy to comply with discovery and disclosure obligations in any 

prosecutions related to this matter. 

V. Conclusion 

41. Based on the foregoing, I respectfi1lly request that the Court issue the warrants sought 

herein pursuant to the applicable provisions of the Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. 

2703(b)(l)(A) (for~conteuts) and § 2703(c)(t)(:A)-(for-tecords and othednformation), and the 

relevant provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedlll'e 41. 
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•, 

UNITED STA1ES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 
Associated with the Email Accounts 

~gm.ail.com, . 

. Maintaine4 at 
Premises Controlled by Google, Inc., 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 

SEARCH w ARRANT AND NON-DISCLOSURE ORDER 

TO: Google, Inc. ("P1:ovider") 

United States Attorney's Office for fue South.em District of New York and the Federal 
Bm:eau of Investigation (collectively, the ''Investigative Agencies'1) 

1. Warrant. Upon au affidavit of Special Agent )f the United States 

Attoiney' s Office for the Southem District of New York, and pursn.ant to the· provisions of the 

Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email a.ccount: !@gmail.coJ.)1, 

, maintained at premises controlled by Google, Inc., contain evidence, 

fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as spec.ifi..ed in Attachments A and B hereto. Accordingly, 

the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the Irtvestigative Agencies, within 7 days of the date 

of service of this Watrant and Order, the 1;ecords specified in Section JI of Attachments A and B 

heret~, for subsequent review by law enforcement' personnel as authorized in Sections Ill and N 

of Attachments A and B. The Government is required to serve a copy of this Wa11·ant and Orde~ 

on the Pro--vider within 7 days of the date of issuance. The Warrant and Order may be served via 
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eleci1:0nic transmission or any other means through which the Provider is capable of accepting 

service. 

2. Non-Disclosure Order. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b). the Coutt finds that th~re is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this warrant will result in destruction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoi:o,g investigation. Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

existence-of this-Warrant and 0rder to the listed subscriber 01· to-any-other pei-son for a-period of 

180 days from the date of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Co1.11t if 

necessruy, except that Provider may disclose this Warrant and Order to an attorney for Provider 

for the purpose of receiving legal advice. · 

3. Sealing. It is :further ordered that this Warrant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed under seal, except that the Govemment may without further order of this 

Comt serve the Warrant and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or Wal.Tant and 

Order as ~eed be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

tbis matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligatio.t?-S in any _prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

U?;w/S 
ate Issued Time Issued 
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· Email Search Attachment A 

l Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed to Google, Inc. (the "Provider"), beadguartered at 1600 

Amphitheatre Paxkway, MountattJ. View1 California 94043, and applies to all content aiid other 

information within tlieProvider's possession, custody, or control associated with the email account 

@gtt1ail.com (the "Subject Account'') for the time period referenced below. 

A law enforcement officer will- serve. this warrant by tran,smittin~iLvia_ email or_ another __ 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production," Jaw enforcement personnel will £eview tbe information for items falling wi1hin the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Prod need by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control. the Provider is directed 

to produce the following info1mation associated with the SubjectAccmmt: 

. a. Email content. AU emails sent to or from, stored in &·aft form in. or o1herwise 

associated with the Subject Account, including all message content, attachments, and header 

inf01mation (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email) 

limited to items sent, received, 01· created between November I 4~ 2017 and the date of this warrant, 

.inclusive. 

b. Address book i,ifonnation. All address bool<:, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

c . . Subscriber and payment -t,iformation. All subscriber and payment infonuation 

regarding the Subject Account, including but not.limited to name, username, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service~ types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Account, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations, limited to items sent, 

received, or created between December I, 2014 and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

e. Customer correspondence. All co11:es1)ondence with. the subscriber or others assoeiated 

with the Subject Account, including complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with-support-services 

and records of actions taken, limited to items sent, received, or created between December 1,.2014 

and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

f. Seai·ch Hist01y. All search bistory and/or web history associated wi~ the Subject 

Account, limited to items sent, received, or created between December 1, 2014 and the date of this 

watTant, inclusive. 

g. Associated content. All Google Docs, files maintained on Google Drive, and instant 

messages or Gchats associat-ed with the Subject Account, limited to items sent, received, or c1·eated 

between December l, 2014 and the date of this wan·ant, inclusive. 

h. · Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or bac~p copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pw-suant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(:f) or otherwise. 

ID. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, .attomeys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under govemmeut control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the P1·ovider in order to locate any evfdence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations of18 U.S.C. §§ 371 ( conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

2 
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the United States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a £nancial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and othel' files necessary to establish the identity 

offue person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling National 

Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medal)ions; 

o. Communications, records, documents;- and other files-involving a plan, proposal,-or----

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including 

entities associated with him~ 

d. Communications, rec01:ds, documents, and other files involving Essential Consultants, 

LLC or Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the natm:e and purpose of 

payments made to'or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & Associates; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - :including rec01;ds that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Subject Account about any matters relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, 

or about any plan or proposal or.agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with 

him to transfer any .interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts O.l' liabilities, to others, 

inc1uding1 and/or entities associated withhim; 

f. Communications between the Subject Account and Jeffrey Getzel relating to Michael 

D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

_g. Coxmnunications, records, docurn_ents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relatiop. to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that :fin~cial 

3 
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institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a :financial :institution; 

tl1e source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or natme of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Account was · accessed ~r used, to 

detennine the geog1:apbic and chronological context of account access, use, and eyents relating to 

the crimes Ollder investigation and to the account owner; and 

·. Evidence-indicatingihe-Subject Account·owner's·intent as i:t relates -to-the-Subject 

Offenses under investigation. 

IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attaclunent shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedui-es designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any_ attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures sball include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate 1;tnd apart from the IDvestig.ative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
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Email Search Attachment B 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

Thls wan-ant is directed t~ Google, Inc, (the "Provider''), headquartered at 1600 

Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, Califomia 94043, and applies to ~11 content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated wtt:h the email 

accounts ~gmail.co:tn at (fue "Subject Accounts'') for the time 

period between Gctober I, 2016 and the-date-o~this wan-ant, inclusive. 

A law enforcement officer will serve this wanant by transmitting it via email or an.oilier 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is 'directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officyr an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling witbm the 

categories specified in Section ID below. 

IT. Information to be Prnduced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the followlng information associated with the SubjectAccounts: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored m draft fonn in, or othetwise 

associated with the Subject Accounts, 'including all message content, attachments, and header 

inf01mation {specifically including the source- ap.d destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email). 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar infol!Oation, 

associated with the Subject Accounts. 

c. Subscriber and payment infonnatton. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subjtct Accounts, including but not limited to name, username, address, telephone 

r 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Accounts, 

including any IP logs or other recotds of session times and dtu·ations. 

e. · Customer con·espondence. All con-espondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Accounts, including_coruplaints, inquities, or other contacts with support services 

- and records-of actions·taken.---

f Search History. All search history and/or web history associated with the Subject 

Accounts. 

g. A.ssociated content. All Google Docs, files maintained on Google D1·ive, and instant 

messages or Gcbats associated with the SubjectAccounts. 

h. Preserved or backup 1'ecords. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregojng 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

m. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to Jaw enforcement 0fficers and 

agents, attorneys fol' the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical. experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider m order to locate any evidence, fiuits, 

and instrumentalities o_f violations of 18 U.S. C. § § 371 ( conspiracy to commit offense 01: to defraud 

the VnitedStates), 1005 (false bank.entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (hank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Accounts; 

2 
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b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any inteJ:est in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to 

with him; 

md/or entities associated 

c. Comnrnnicatious, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of fhe person(s) - who 

comtnu.nicated-with the Subject Accounts about any matters relating to any-plan-or-proposal at 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any- associated debts or liabilities, to 

withhim; 

md/or entities associated 

d. Communications between the Subject Accounts and others, facludi.Qg employees or 

representatives of Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, or other :financial institution(s)) 

regarding MichaelD. Cohen's finances; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and otheI files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended pm:pose of au account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a :financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the pmpose or natw:e of any financial transactions 

involving that :financial institution; 

f. Evidence indicatmg how and when the Subject Accounts was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the Subject Accounts owners' intent as it relates to the Subject 

Offenses i.:mder investigation. 

3 
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IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When approptiate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in otder to address 

potential privileges. 

4 · 
02.28.2018 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Infmmation 
Associated with the Email Accounts 

and 
1, Maintained at 

Premises Controlled by Google, Inc., 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 

18 MAG 28·77 

-- - ------,SEARCH-W-ARRANT-AND NON-DISCLOSURE 0RD:IDR 

TO: Google, Inc. ("Provider") 

United States Attorney's Office for the South.em District of New York and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (collectively, the "Investigative Agencies") 

1. Warrant. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent 3f the United States 

Attorney's Office for the Southern Disttict of New York, and pursuant to the provisions of the 

Stored Comn:iunicatLons Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email accoUJ1ts @gmail.com, and 

, maintained at premises controlled by Google, Inc., contain evidence, 

fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as specified in Attachments A and B hereto. Accordingly, 

the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the Investigative Agencies, within 7 days of the date 

of service of this WaiTant ai1d Order, the records specified in Section II of Attachments A and B 

hereto, for subsequent review by law enforcement personnel as authorized in Sections III and N 

of Attachments A and B. The Govemmentis required to serve a copy of this Warrant and Order 

on the Provider within 14 days of the date of issuance. The Warrant and Order may be served via 
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electronic trnnsmission or any other means through which the Provider is capable of accepting 

service. 

2. Non-Disclosure Order. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), the Comt finds that there is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this wanant will result in in deskuction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoing investigatiol). Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

existence of this Wanant and Order to the listed subscriber or to any other person for a period of - -- --- -------------
180 days from the date of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Comt if 

necessary, except that Provider may disclose this Wanant and Order to an attorney for Provider 

for the purpose of receiving legal advice. 

3. Sealing. It is :ftnther ordered that this Wanant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed wider seal, except that the Government may without futther order of this 

Cou1t serve the Wrurnnt and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or Wanant and 

Order as need be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated:New York, New York 

Date Issued 

2017.03.25 

Time Issued 

HONORABLifiIBNRY B. PITMAN. 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRA TB JUDGE 
Southern District ofNew York 

2 
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Email Search Attachment A 

I. Subject Account and Execution ofWru·rant 

This wall'ant is directed to Google, Inc. (the "Provider"), beadquBI1ered at 1600 

Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated with the email account 

@gmail.com (the "Subject Account") for the time period referenced below. 

A law enforcement officer will serve this WfilTant by transmitting it via email or another 
-------- - -

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the info1mation specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section ID below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following info1mation assodated with the Subject Account: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Suqject Account, including all message content, attachments, and header 

infmmation (specifically inclucling the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email) 

limited to items sent, received, or created between November 14, 2017 and February 28, 2018, 

inclusive. 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

c. Subscriber and payment information.. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Account including but not limited to name, 1isername, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address) account creation date, acc0tmt status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional recmds associated with the Subject Account, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations, limited to items sent, 

received, or created between December 1, 2014 and February 28, 2018, inclusive. 

e. Customer correspondence. All conespondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Account, including complaints, inquilies, or other contacts with support services --- ---- -- - ------· 

and records of actions tal<en, limited to itelnS sent, received, or created between December 1, 2014 

and February 28, 2018, inclusive. 

f. Sear~h Histo,y. All search history and/or web history associated with the Subject 

Account, limited to items sent, received, or created between December 1, 2014 and Febrnary 28, 

2018, inclusive. 

g. Associated content. All Google Docs, fi les maintained on Google Drive, and instant 

messages or Gchats associated with the Subject Account, limited to items sent, received, or created 

between December 1, 2014 and February 28, 2018, inclusive. 

h. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(±) or othetwise. 

Ill. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enfoi'cement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency persom1el assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

2 
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and instrumentalities of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud the United 

States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 (wire 

fraud) and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following : 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other :files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling National 

Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medallions; 
----- - -----

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal, or 

agreeroentfm Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to 

entities associated with him; 

and/or 

d. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential Consultants, 

LLC or Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature and purpose of 

payments made to or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & Associates; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files neoessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Subject Account about any matters relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, 

or about any plan or proposal or agreement fm Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with 

him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, 

including tc and/or entities associated with him; 

f. CommUllications between the Subject Account and Jeffrey Oetzel relating to Michael 

D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

3 
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g. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a :financial institution with relation to the intended pUipose of an account or loan at that fmancial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the somce of .funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Account was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

i. Evidence indicating the Subject Account owner's intent as it relates to the Subject 

Offenses under investigation. 

IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pmsuan.t to established 

procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect any attorney-

client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, tbe pmcedures shall include use of a 

designated "filter team," separate and apa1t from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
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Email Search Attachment B 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This wanant is directed to Google, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquaitered at 1600 

Am_phitheaa:e Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated with the email 

accounts @gmail.com and (the "Subject Accounts") fo,r the time 

period between October L 2016 and February 28, 2018, inclusive. 

A !aw enforcement officer wil1 serve this wairnnt by transmitting it via email or another 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

pmduction, 1aw enforcement personnel will review the .infmmation for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section IlI below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provide1· 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider js directed 

to produce the followfog information associated with the Subject Accounts: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Accow)tS, including all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

emai l, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email). 

b. Address book information. All adckess book, contact list, or similai· information 

associated with the Subject Accounts. 

5 
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c. Subscriber and payment in.formation. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Accounts, including but not limited to name, usemame, address, telephone 

number, alternate email addresses, regish·ation IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of se1vices utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactio11al records associated with the SubjectAccoW1ts, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations. 

e. Customer correspondence. All con-espondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Accounts, including complaints, inquhies, or other contacts with supp01t services 

and records of actions taken. 

f. Search Histo,y. All seatch history and/or web history associated with the Subject 

Accounts. 

g. Associated content. All Google Docs, files maintained on Google Drive, and instant 

messages or Gchats associated with the Subject Accounts. 

h. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pmsuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attomeys for the government, attorney suppo1t staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instnunentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

6 
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the United States\ 1005 (false bank.entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud) , including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Accounts; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to 

with him; 

and/or entities associated 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Subject Accounts about any matters relating to any plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to 

with him; 

and/or entities associated 

d. Communications between the Subject Accounts and others, including employees or 

representatives of Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, or other :financial institution(s), 

regarding Michael D. Cohen's finances; 

e. Communications, records, documents} and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the sow-ce of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

7 
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f. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Accounts was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the Subject Accounts ovmers' intent as it relates to the Subje~t 

Offenses under investigation. 

IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When approp1-iate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team,') separate and aprui from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

8 
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AO 93 (SDNY Rev. 05/10) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Southern District of New York 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Three Electronic Devices, See Attachment A 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CaseN!8 MAG 2958 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

---rrrr~. ---Any-authorized law-enforcement-offic-er 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Southern District of New York 
(identify the person or describe the property to be searched and give its location): 
Three Electronic Devices, See Attachment A 

The person or property to be searched, described above, is believed to conceal (identify the person or describe the 
property to be seized): 

See Attachment A 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to sear~h and seize the person or 
property. · 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before l.i •-,~ 2, [~ .! fl 
' · ' (not to exceed 14 days) 

0 in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. at any time in the day or night as I 'find reasonable cause has been 
established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a'receiptfor ti'ie property 
taken to the person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the 
place where the property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the wa;rrant, must prepare an 
inventory as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to the Cletk oft~e1Court. ,., , ,,fl 

Upon its return, this warrant and inventory should be filed under seal by th,~ Clerk ofth~ Court: / 7r/..,J 
· ' _U._'S_'M._:J_L_n-iti-.a-ls 

0 I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed irt 18 ,l,\S.C. § 2705 (except for delay 
of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or wh0se.pro·pel'ty, will be 
searched or seized (check the appropriate box) !i'ffor 30 days (not to exceed30/ ·· 

Date and time issued: Lj-7-// 

City and state: NewYork NY 

the facts justifying, the latersp~dfic date of , 
' ' 

Hon. Henry B. Pitman. U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 01/09) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of : 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

Certification 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant . 
to the Court. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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Attachment A 

I. Devices to be Searched 

The devices to be searched (the "Subject Devices") are described as: 

a. Subject Device-I: A black and red USB drive with a white label that says "Tracking 
#: 180208140208." 

b. Subject Device-2: A silver DVD with a white label that reads "Cohen -
2018.03.07." 

c. Subject Device-3: A white DVD'labelled "2-28-18 Cohen SW Returns - Google 
-------~and_l_&~l"'--.'_' ------------'-------------=-----------'----'------

II. Review of ESI on the Subject Devices 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 
and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 
attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 
this investigation, interpreters, and outside vendors or technical experts under government control) 
are authorized to review the ESI contained on the Subject Devices for evidence, fruits, and 
instrumentalities of one or more violations of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) 
(illegal campaign contributions) (the "Subject Offense"), as listed below: 

a. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related 

documents, and any communications related to such agreements. 

b. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen 

McDougal, or payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

c. Evidence of communications with American Media, Inc., David Pecker, and/or 

Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie Clifford, 

and/or Karen McDougal. 

d. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 
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e. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's lmowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

g. Evidence indicating Michael Cohen's intent with respect to the Subject Offense, 

including whether the payment to Clifford and any similar payments were made to 

influence the Presidential election. 

2 
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AO 106 (Rev. 06/09) Application for a Search Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

In the Matter of the Search of 

SoufucmDIBITTctofl'S' MAG 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

Three Electronic Devices, See Attachment A 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

APPLICATION FOR A SEARCH WARRANT 

I, a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government, request a search warrant and state under 
penalty of perjury that I have reason to believe that on the following person or property (identify the person or describe the 
pr9m:.rjJJ_fo beAearched and~ivi:,jts lo.:,atior,1,l:... 

----ITTJiN/G~~~a~~11g t,~~s~ff~ ~~tee §i()~-;~~l;~•oV~,See-Attachment-

located in the Southern District of New York , there is now concealed (identify the 
person or describe the property to be seized): 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT AND RIDER. 

The basis for the search under Fed. R. Crim. P. 41(c) is (check one or more): 

ref evidence of a crime; 
0 contraband, fruits of crime, or other items illegally possessed; 

0 property designed for use, intended for use, or used in committing a crime; 
0 a person to be arrested or a person who is unlawfully restrained. 

The search is related to a violation of: 

Code Section 
52 use 30116(a)(1 )(A), 30109 
(d)(1 )(A)(1) 

Offense Description 
Illegal campaign contributions 

The application is based on these facts: 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT AND RIDER. 

ii Continued on the attached sheet. 
-ryf Delayed notice of 30 days (give exact ending date if more than 30 days: ) is requested -- . -----

under 18 U.S.C. § 3103a, the basis of which is set forth on the attached sheet. 

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence. 

Date: 

/ 1' '· .· Al' • 

.:' •· d·: >""1' '' 
'-"''· ~ · · .. ,~· -~ 2::f·=~=--------
)? , ' .' Judg.''e's.sign'ature · > 

,{; ·, ,, - ' '. 

' - , ' I . ' ' ; ' ·, \ ' ' ' 
Hon. Henry B .. Pltrnan, U.S. Magistiate Judge 

,Printr/1 nair(e ancJtitle' 
/ \ ! ' < ' ·- ' ·, --,__ ·.I\ I ' I 

/ i ! I 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of the Application of the United 
States Of America for a Search Warrant for Three 
Electronic Devices, USAO Reference No 
2018R00127 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK) ss.: 

TO BE FILED UNDER SEAL 

Agent Affidavit in Support of 
Application for a Search Warrant 

Special Agent of the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern 

District ofNewYorlc(''U~AO"), being duly sworn, deposes and----cs--c-ay-,-s,..,.: __________ _____ -i 

i I. Introduction 

A. Mfiant 

1. I have been a Special Agent with the USAO since August 2016. I previously served 

as a Special Agent with the United States Department of Labor Inspector General from May 2011 

to August 2016. In the course of my experience and training in these positions, I have participated 

in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a wide array of financial cnmes, 

including frauds on financial institutions, and have been involved in investigations involving 

violations of campaign finances laws and regulations. I also have training and experience 

executing search warrants, including those authorizing the search of email accounts and electronic 

devices. 

2. I make this Affidavit in support of an application pursuant to Rule 41 of the Federal 

Rules of Criminal Procedure for a warrant to search the electronic devices specified below (the 

''.Subject Devices") for the items and information described in Attachment A. This affidavit is 

based upon my personal knowledge; my review of documents and other evidence; my 

conversations with other law enforcement personnel; and my training, experience and advice 

received concerning the use of computers in criminal activity and the forensic analysis of 

2 

ii 
1: 
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electronically stored information ("ESI"). Because this affidavit is being submitted for the limited 

purpose of establishing probable cause, it does not include all the facts that I have learned during 

the course of my investigation. Where the contents of documents and the actions, statements, and 

conversations of others are reported herein, they are reported in substance and in part, except where 

otherwise indicated. 

B. Prior Warrants and the Subject Devices 

3. The USAO and the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") have been 

investigating, among other things, a scheme by Michael Cohen to defraud multiple banks. Cohen 

is an attorney who currently holds himself out as the personal attorney for President Donald Trump, 

and who previously served for over a decade as an executive in the Trump Organization, an 

international conglomerate with real estate and other holdings. 

4. In connection with an investigation then being conducted by the Office of the 

Special Counsel ("SCO"), the FBI sought and obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, Chief 

United States District Judge for the District of Columbia, three search warrants for emails and 

other content information associated with two email accounts used by Cohen, and one search 

warrant for stored content associated with an iCloud account used by Cohen. Specifically: 

a. On or about July 18, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

between January 1, 2016 and July 18, 2017. This warrant, which is numbered 17-mj-00503, is 

attached as Exhibit A (the "First Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

b. On or about August 8, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant 

for content stored in the iCloud account associated with Apple ID ~ginail.com (the 

"Cohen iCloud Account"). This warrant, which is numbered, 17-mj-00570, is attached as Exhibit 

D (the "Cohen iCloud Warrant"). 

3 
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c. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

warrant for emails in the Cohen Gmail Account sent or received between June 1, 2015 and 

November 13, 2017. This warrant, which is numbered 17-mj-00855, is attached as Exhibit B (the 

"Second Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

d. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search 

warrant for emails in the account the "Cohen MDCPC Account") sent or 

received between the opening of the Cohen MDCPC Account1 and November 13, 2017. This 

warrant, which is numbered 17-mj-00854, is attached as Exhibit C (the "First Cohen MDCPC 

Warrant"). 

5. The SCO has since referred certain aspects of its investigation into Cohen to the 

USAO, which is working with the FBI's New York Field Office. As part of that referral, on or 

about February 8, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO with all non-privileged emails and other 

content information obtained pursuant to the First Cohen Gmail Warrant, Second Cohen Gmail 

Warrant, and Cohen MDCPC Warrant. On or about March 7, 2018, the SCO provided the USAO 

with all non-privileged content obtained pursuant to the Cohen iCloud Warrant.2 A filter team 

working with the SCO had previously reviewed the content produced pursuant to these warrants 

for privilege. 

6. On or about February 28, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained search warrants for 

emails in Cohen Gmail Account and Cohen MDCPC Account, among other accounts, sent or 

1 Based on my review of this warrant and the affidavit in support of it, I know that the warrant did 
not specify a time period, but the affidavit indicated that, pursuant to court order, the service 
provider had provided non-content information for the Cohen MDCPC Account that indicated that 
the account contained emails from the approximate period of March 2017 through the date of the 
warrant. 
2 The SCO had previously provided a subset of this non-privileged content on or about February 
2, 2018. 

4 
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received between November 14, 2017 and February 28, 2018. These warrants, which are both 

numbered 18 Mag. 1696, are attached as Exhibits E (the "Third Cohen Gmail Warrant") and F (the 

"Second Cohen MDCPC Warrant"), respectively. The content produced pursuant to these 

warrants is being reviewed for privilege by an SDNY filter team. 

7. The search warrants described above are referred to collectively herein as the "Prior 

Warrants." 

8. The returns of the Prior Warrants are presently contained on three electronic 

devices. In particular: 

a. Subject Device-I: The non-privileged emails and content returned in 

response to the First Cohen Gmail Warrant, the Second Cohen Gmail Warrant, and the First Cohen 

MDCPC Warrant are contained on Subject Device-I, which is particularly described as a black 

and red USB drive with a white label that says "Tracking#: 180208140208." 

b. Subject Device-2: The non-privileged content returned in response to the 

Cohen iCloud Warrant is contained on Subject Device-2, which is particularly described as one 

silver DVD with a white label that reads "Cohen- 2018.03.07." 

c. Subject Device-3: The content returned in response to the Third Cohen 

Gmail Warrant and the Second Cohen MDCPC Warrant is contained on Subject Device-3, which 

is particularly described as one white DVD labelled "2-28-18 Cohen SW Returns - Google and 

l&l." 

9. The Subject Devices are presently located in the Southern District of New York. 

C. The Subject Offenses 

10. The affidavits in support of the Prior Warrants describe evidence of several 

different courses of conduct by Cohen, including, among other things, false statements to financial 

institutions relating to the purpose of an account he opened in the name of Essential Consultants 

5 
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LLC and the nature of funds flowing into that account; false statements and fraudulent omissions 

by Cohen in connection with this attempt to refinance his debts with certain financial institutions; 

and activities undertaken by Cohen on behalf of certain foreign persons or foreign entities without 

having registered as a foreign agent. The Prior Warrants accordingly define the evidence to be 

seized by reference to subject offenses and specific categories of information related to these 

cours.es of conduct. The subject offenses in the Prior Warrants are summarized as follows: 

Exhibit Warrant Subject Offenses in Prior Warrant3 

A First Cohen Gmail 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (cons2iracy to defraud the United States}, 1005 (false 
Warrant bank entries), 1014 (false statement to financial institution), 1343 (wire 

fraud), 1344 (bank fraud), 1956 (money laundering), 951 (acting as an 
umegistered foreign agent), and 22 U.S.C. §§ 611 et seq. (Foreign Agents 
Registration Act ("FARA")) 

B Second Cohen Gmail 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy to defraud the United States), 1005 (false 
Warrant bank entries), 1014 (false statement to financial institution), 1343 (wire 

fraud), 1344 (bank fraud), 1956 (money laundering), 951 (acting as an 
umegistered foreign agent), and 22 U.S.C. §§ 611 et seq. (FARA) 

C Cohen MDCPC Warrant 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 ( conspiracy to defraud the United States), 1005 (false 
bank entries), 1014 (false statement to financial institution), 1343 (wire 
fraud), 1344 (bank fraud), 1956 (money laundering), 951 (acting as an 
umegistered foreign agent), and 22 U.S.C. §§ 611 et seq. (FARA) 

D Cohen iCloud Warrant 18 U.S.C. §§ 1014 (false statement to financial institution), 1344 (bank 
fraud), 1956 (money laundering), 951 (acting as an umegistered foreign 
agent), and 22 U.S.C. §§ 611 et seq. (FARA) 

E Third Cohen Gmail 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud the United 
Warrant States), 1005 (false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to financial 

institution), 1343 (wire fraud), 1344 (bank fraud) 
F Second Cohen MDCPC 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 (conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud the United 

Warrant States), 1005 (false bank entries), 1014 (false statements to financial 
institution), 1343 (wire fraud), 1344 (bank fraud) 

11. Based on my participation in this investigation, including my review of documents 

obtained pursuant to subpoena and court order, my conversations with witnesses and review of 

reports of conversations with witnesses, and my review of publicly available information, I have 

3 On or about February 28, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained a Rule 41 warrant, authorizing it 
to expand its search of the email returns for the warrants attached as Exhibits A-C (the First Cohen 
Gmail Warrant, Second Cohen Gmail Warrant, and First Cohen MDCPC Warrant) for additional 
offenses not authorized in the original warrants for those accounts. The below chart therefore lists 
both the subject offenses listed in the original warrants for these accounts and the subject offenses. 
authorized in the February 28, 2018 warrant. 

6 

.. 
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learned of evidence of an additional Subject Offense· committed by Cohen, described below, which 

was not listed in the Prior Warrants.4 

12. I am therefore requesting authority to expand the search of the returns of the Prior 

Warrants, as contained on the Subject Devices, for evidence related to the additional Subject 

Offense. As set forth below, in addition to the categories of evidence already described in the 

Prior Warrants, there is probable cause to believe that the Subject Devices contain evidence of 

violations of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l )(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) 
-----(th_e_'-'S-u--b-de_c_t_O_f:fi_e_ns_e_"_)_--

5 
-------'-------------'--------~------- ~1 

II. Probable Cause Regarding the Subject Offense u 

13. As set forth above, the USAO and the FBI have been investigating, among other 

things, a scheme by Michael Cohen to defraud multiple banks. During the course of this 

investigation, the USAO and FBI have obtained evidence that Cohen has also committed a criminal 

violation of the campaign finance laws by making an excessive in-kind contribution to the 

presidential election campaign of then-candidate Donald Trump in the form of a $130,000 payment 

to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who was rumored to have had an extramarital affair with 

Trump, in exchange for her agreement not to disclose that alleged affair. As set forth below, there 

is probable cause to believe that this payment was intended to keep Clifford from making public 

statements about the rumored affair on the eve of the 2016 presidential election, and thus 

constitutes a campaign contribution in excess of the applicable limit. 

4 As set forth below, I base this application in part on my review of emails and text messages 
obtained pursuant to the Prior Warrants. Each of the cited emails or texts messages is either 
responsive to the applicable Prior Warrant and/or was discovered in plain view during a review of 
the emails or texts returned pursuant to the applicable Prior Warrant. 
5 The Prior Warrants describe categories of information that likely encompass evidence of the 
additional Subject Offense. Nevertheless, in an abundance of caution, I am seeking explicit 
authorization to search the Subject Devices for evidence of the Subject Offense. 

7 
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14. From my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. In or around October 2011, there were rumors published on the gossip websites 

TheDirty. com that Trump had had an extramarital affair with Clifford, an adult film actress whose 

screen name is Stormy Daniels, in or around July 2006. In or about October 2011, Life & Style 

Magazine, a tabloid sold in supermarkets, also published an article, based on the report in 

TheDirty. com, alleging an affair had occurred between Trump and Clifford. Both Trump and 

Clifford, through their representatives, issued denials in response to the articles. 

b. Specifically, on or about October 11, 2011, Keith Davidson, who identified himself 

as Clifford's attorney, sent a cease and desist letter to TheDirty.com, demanding that the article 

regarding Trump and Clifford be removed from the website. Additionally, on or about October 

12, 2011, Cohen, who was then Executive Vice-President and Special Counsel to the Trump 

Organization, stated to El News that "[t]he totally untrue and ridiculous story ... emanated from 

a sleazy and disgusting website .... The Trump Organization and Donald J. Trump will be bringing 

a lawsuit ... [ and] Mr. Trump and the Trump Organization would like to thank and commend 

Stormy Daniels and her attorneys for their honesty and swift actions." 

15. On or about June 16, 2015, Trump formally launched his 2016 presidential 

campaign. On or about May 4, 2016, Trump became the presumptive Republican Party nominee 

for president, and on July 19, 2016, Trump officially became the nominee. Based on my review 

of public sources, I have learned that while it does not appear that Cohen had an official title as 

part of the Trump campaign, on multiple occasions Cohen made public statements on behalf of 

Trump or his campaign. For instance, on or about August 18, 2016, Cohen appeared on CNN to 

defend Trump's polling numbers. 

8 
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16. On or about October 7, 2016, The Washington Post published online a video and 

accompanying audio in which Trump referred to women in what the article described as "vulgar 

terms" in a 2005 conversation with Billy Bush, who was then the host of Access Hollywood. The 

following day, on October 8, 2016, Trump appeared in a video in which he stated, among other 

things, "I've said and done things I regret and words released today on this more than a decade old 

video are one of them. Anyone who lmows me lmows these words don't reflect who I am. I said 

it. I was wrong and I apologize." Based on my review of public sources, I also lmow that 
------- -~-~~--~--------

representatives of the Trump Campaign stated, in sum and substance, that the Access Hollywood 

comment was an old and isolated incident. 

17. Based on my review of public sources, including an article published in Slate 

magazine by a reporter who interviewed Clifford, that around this same time, in or about October 

2016, Clifford was in discussions with ABC's Good Morning America show and Slate magazine, 

among other media sources, to provide these media outlets with her statement about her alleged 

relationship with Trump. According to the article in Slate, which the author based on · 

conversations with Clifford over the telephone and by text message, Clifford wanted to be paid for 

her story or be paid by Trump not to disclose her accusation. As.Cohen summarized in a 2018 

email obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants: "In October 2016, I was contacted by 

counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that news outlets, including ABC News, were pursuing the 2011 

story of an alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford." 

18. From my review of telephone toll records6 and information produced pursuant to 

the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that in the days following the Access 

6 My attribution of certain telephone numbers to certain individuals as described in this 
affidavit is based on my review of the vCard (virtual contact file) obtained from Cohen's telephone 
pursuant to the iCloud Warrant. 

9 
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Hollywood video, Cohen exchanged a series of calls, text messages, and emails with Keith 

Davidson1 who was then Clifford's attorney, David Pecker and Dylan Howard of American Media, 

Inc. ("AMI"), the publisher of the National Enquirer,7 Trump, and Hope Hicks, who was then 

press secretary for Trump's presidential campaign. Based on the timing of these calls, and the 

content of the text messages and emails, I believe that at least some of these communications 

concerned the need to prevent Clifford from going public, particularly in the wake of the Access 

Hollywood story. In particular, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 8, 2016, at approximately 7:20 p.m., Cohen received a call from Hicks. 

Sixteen seconds into the call, Trump joined the call, and the call continued for over four minutes.8 

Based on the toll records that the USAO has obtained to date, I believe that this was the first call 

Cohen had received or made to Hicks in at least multiple weeks, and that Cohen and Trump spoke 

about once a month prior to this date - specifically, prior to this call on October 8, 2016, Cohen 

and Trump had spoken once in May, once in June, once in July, zero times in August, and twice 

in September. 

b. Approximately ten minutes after the call ended, Hicks and Cohen spoke again for 

about two minutes. 

7 Pecker is President of AMI and, according to his own statements in public reports, a personal 
friend of Trump. Howard is the chief content officer of AMI, who according to public records 
reports directly to Pecker. 

8 I believe that Trump joined the call between Cohen and Hicks based on my review of toll 
records. Specifically, I lmow that a call was initiated between Cohen's telephone number and 
Trump's telephone number at the same time the records indicate that Cohen was talking to Hicks. 
After the Cohen-Trump call was initiated, it lasted the same period of time as the Cohen-Hicks 
call. Additionally, the toll records indicate a "-1" and then Trump's telephone number, which, 
based on my training and experience, means that the call was either transferred to Trump, or that 
Trump was adc;led to the call as a conference or three-way call participant. In addition, based on 
my conversations with an FBI agent who has interviewed Hicks, I have learned that Hicks stated, 
in substance, that to the best of her recollection, she did not learn about the allegations made by 
Clifford until early November 2016. Hicks was not specifically asked about this three-way call. 

10 
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c. At 7:39 p.m., immediately after the second call with Hicks ended, Cohen called 

David Pecker (as noted above, the President of American Media Inc., or AMI) and they connected 

for thirty seconds. Approximately four minutes later, Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for more than a minute. Three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen received a call 

from Dylan Howard (as noted above, the Chief Content Officer of AMI), and they spoke for 

approximately a minute. According to toll records, it does not appear that Cohen and Howard 

spoke regularly prior to October 8, 2016, as it had been over a month since they had called each 

other. 

d. At 7:56 p.m., approximately eight minutes after his call with Howard ended, Cohen 

called Hicks and they connected for two minutes. At approximately the same time this call ended, 

Cohen received a call from Pecker, and they spoke for about two minutes. At 8:03 p.m., about 

three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen called Trump, and they spoke for nearly 

eight minutes. 

e. At 8:39 p.m. and 8:57 p.m., Cohen received calls from Howard and spoke to him 

for about four and six minutes, respectively. At 9:13 p.m., about teri minutes after Cohen and 

Howard hung up from the second of these calls, Howard sent Cohen a text message that said: 

"Keith will do it. Let's reconvene tomorrow." Based on my involvement in this investigation, I 

believe that when Howard wrote "Keith," he was referring to Keith Davidson, the attorney for 

Stephanie Clifford. At 3:31 a.m., now on October 9, 2016, Cohen sent Howard a text message in 

response that said: "Tharik you." Eight minutes later, Cohen sent Howard a text message that said: 

"Resolution Consultants LLC. is the name of the entity I formed a week ago. Whenever you wake, 

please call my cell." 

11 
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f. The following day, on October 10, 2016, at 10:58 a.m., Howard sent a text message 

to Cohen and Davidson, which stated: "Keith/Michael: connecting you both in regards to that 

business opportunity. Spoke to the client this AM and they're confirmed to proceed with the 

opportunity. Thanks. Dylan. Over to you two." At 12:25 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

that stated: "Michael - if we are ever going to close this deal - fumy opinion, it needs to be today. 

Keith." Davidson and Cohen then spoke by phone for about three minutes. Based on my 

participation in this investigation, I believe that when Howard wrote that the "client" was 

"confirmed to proceed with the opportunity," he was referring to Clifford's agreement in principle 

to accept money from Cohen in exchange for her agreement not to discuss any prior affair with 

then-candidate Trump.9 

g. Based on my review of records obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that on or about October 10, 2016, Clifford and Davidson appear to have signed a "side letter 

agreement" that stated it was an exhibit to a "confidential settlement agreement and mutual 

release" between "Peggy Peterson" and "David Dennison." The purpose of the document, 

according to the agreement, was to define the "true name and identity" of persons named by 

pseudonym in "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release." The side letter agreement 

specifies the identity of "Peggy Peterson" to be Clifford, but the space for "Dennison's" identity 

is blank. The agreement also includes a signature page for "Peterson," "Dennison," and their 

attorneys. The signature page is signed by "Peterson" and his attorney, Davidson, but the 

9 As set forth below, AMI was also involved in a payment to model Karen McDougal. 
However, because these communications were in close temporal proximity to the events involving 
the negotiation of a payment to Clifford, the execution of the agreement with Clifford, and the 
payment of money to Clifford, I believe that these communications were related to Clifford. 
Additionally, based on my review of public statements by McDougal, I have learned that she 
negotiated an agreement with AMI several months prior to these communications between Cohen 
and Pecker, Howard, and Davidson. 

12 
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document is unsigned by "Dennison" and his attorney. Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe that Davidson sent Cohen this partially-signed "side letter agreement" in 

order to facilitate the closing of a deal between Davidson's client and Cohen or his client on 

October 10, 2016. 

19. It appears that on October 13, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen took steps 

to complete a transaction with Davidson, including attempting to open an account from which 

Cohen could transfer funds to Davidson. Specifically, from my review of toll records, information 

obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, records maintained by First 

Republic, as well as my participation in interviews with First Republic employees, I have learned 

the following: 

a. On the morning of October 13, 2016, at 8:54 a.m., Cohen sent Pecker a text message 

that stated: "I need to talk to you." At 9:06 a.m., Pecker sent a text message to Cohen that stated, 

"I called please call me back." The tolls between Cohen and Pecker do not show a telephone call 

between 8:54 a.m. and 9:06 a.m. However, based on my review of text messages, I have learned 

that Cohen and Pecker communicate with each other over Signal, which is an encrypted 

communications cellphone application that allows users to send encrypted text messages and make 

encrypted calls. 

b. At 9:23 a.m., Cohen sent an email that stated "call me" to a banker at First Republic 

Bank ("First Republic Employee-2"). The email attached documents from the Secretary of State 

of Delaware indicating that Cohen had formed a limited liability company called "Resolution 

Consultants ~LC" on September 30, 2016. As noted above, "Resolution Consultants" is the name 

of the entity that Cohen had told Howard he had formed recently after Howard said Davidson 

would "do it." At 10:44 a.m., Cohen called First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum and 
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substance, that he needed an account in the name of "Resolution Consultants" opened immediately, 

and that he did not want an address on the checks written out of the account. Later that day, another 

employee at First Republic emailed Cohen account opening paperwork to complete. Cohen 

returned the account opening documents partially completed, but failed to provide a copy of his 

driver's license or passport, and did not respond to the employee's question of how he wanted to 

fund the account. As a result, the account was never opened. 

c. On October 17, 2016, Cohen incorporated Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. 

That same day, he filed paperwork to dissolve Resolution Consultants LLC. 

20. Despite these steps taken by Cohen, it appears that the negotiation between Cohen 

and Davidson was not progressing sufficiently fast enough for Davidson or his client, Clifford, 

and they threatened to go public with Clifford's allegations just days before the presidential 

election. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the 

iCloud Warrant, and public sources, I know the following: 

a. According to an article in The Washington Post, which quoted emails sent from 

Cohen's email account hosted by the Trump Organization, on October 17, 2016, Davidson emailed 

Cohen and threatened to cancel the aforementioned "settlement agreement" by the end of the day 

if Cohen did not complete the transaction. 10 According to the article, Davidson sent Cohen a 

second email later in the day that stated in part, "Please be advised that my client deems her 

settlement agreement canceled and void." At 4:00 p.m. that day, Cohen called Davidson and they 

spoke for over five minutes. 

10 Due to the partially covert nature of the investigation to this date, the Government has not 
requested documents from the Trump Organization or Davidson, and thus does not possess the 
email referenced in this article. 
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b. Cohen's 4:00 p.m. call with Davidson and/or Davidson's threats to cancel the 

"settlement agreement" appear to have touched off a flurry of communications about the settlement 

agreement and whether Clifford would go public. Specifically: 

1. At 4:43 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message that stated: "I'm told 

they're going with DailyMail. Are you aware?" One minute later, Cohen responded: "Call me." 

Based on my involvement in this investigation, I understand Howard's text to mean that he heard 

that Clifford was going to take her story of an extramarital affair with Trump to the Daily Mail, a ;~ 
----------------•·t 

tabloid newspaper. 

ii. At 4:45 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for over two minutes. 

Moments later, Davidson and Cohen spoke for about two minutes. 

iii. At 5:03 p.m., Cohen attempted to call Trump, but the call only lasted eight 

seconds. This was Cohen's first call after he spoke with Davidson. 

iv. At 5:25 p.m., Cohen texted Howard, stating: "Well???" 

v. At 6:44 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text, stating: "Not taking my 

calls." Cohen responded one minute later: "You're kidding. Who are you trying to reach?" 

Howard responded one minute later: "The 'agent."' Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I understand Howard's text messages to mean that he attempted to contact Davidson 

about the matter involving Clifford, but that Davidson was not taking Howard's calls. 

v1. At 6:49 p.m., Cohen called Howard and they spoke for nearly four minutes. 

c. The following day, on October 18, 2016, TheSmokingGun.com, a website that 

publishes legal documents and mugshots, published an article called: "Donald Trump and the Porn 

Superstar," which alleged that Trump had an extramarital affair with Clifford. However, the 

article noted that Clifford had declined to comment. 
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21. On or about October 25, 2016, the communications between Cohen, Davidson, 

Howard and Pecker picked up again, apparently concerning a transaction involving Clifford. 

Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants and iCloud Warrant, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 25, 2016, at 6:09 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message stating: 

"Keith calling you urgently. We have to coordinate something on the matter he's calling you about 

or its [sic] could look awfully bad for everyone." One minute later, Davidson sent Cohen a text 

message stating "Call me." Cohen and Davidson called each other several times over the next half 

hour but appear not to have connected. At 6:42 p.m., Cohen and Davidson spoke for about eight 

minutes. At 7:11 p.m., they spoke for another two minutes. 

b. The next morning, on or about October 26, 2016, at 8:26 a.m., Cohen called Trump 

and spoke to him for approximately three minutes. At 8:34 a.m., Cohen called Trump again and 

connected for a minute and a half. 

c. At approximately 9:04 a.m.-less than thirty minutes after speaking with Trump-

Cohen sent two emails to the person who had incorporated Resolution Consultants and Essential 

Consultants for him, and stated "can you send me asap the filing receipt" and then, in the second 

email, "for Essential Consultants LLC." That person responded with the filing receipt two minutes 

later at 9:06 a.m. and with the certification of formation 23 minutes later, at 9:27 a.m. 

d. Shortly after that, Cohen contacted First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum 

and substance, that he decided not to open an account in the name of "Resolution Consulting" and 

instead would be opening a real estate consulting company in the name of "Essential Consultants." 

Cohen told First Republic Employee-2 that he was at Trump Tower, and wanted to go to a First 

Republic branch across the street to open the account, so First Republic Employee-2 called, a 
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preferred banker at that branch ("First Republic Employee- I"), to assist Cohen. At 11 :00 a.m., 

First Republic Employee- I called Cohen. I know from my participation in an interview with First 

Republic Employee-I, that around the time of the call he went to Cohen's office in Trump Tower-

on the same floor as the Trump Organization-and went through account opening questions, 

including know your customer questions, with Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-

customer questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic 

Employee- I entered into a form-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening 

Essential Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting 

work, and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. 

Based on my review of records obtained from First Republic, it appears that this account (the 

"Essential Consultants Account") was created at a time between 11 :00 a.m. and I :00 p.m. 

e. At I :47 p.m., Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for approximately two 

minutes. At approximately 1 :49 p.m., Davidson emailed Cohen wiring instructions for an attorney 

client trust account at City National Bank. 

f. After the Essential Consultants Account was opened on October 26, 2016, Cohen 

transferred $131,000 from a home equity line of credit that Cohen had at First Republic to the 

Essential Consultants Account. Following the transfer, at approximately 4: 15 p.m. on October 26, 

2016, First Republic Employee-2's assistant emailed Cohen at his Trump Organization email 

address to tell him that the funds had been deposited into the Essential Consultants Account. 

Cohen forwarded that email to the Cohen Gmail Account and then forwarded it to Davidson. 

g. At 6:37 p.m., Cohen asked Pecker by text message, "Can we speak? Important." 

Cohen called Pecker at 6:49 p.m. and connected for thirty seconds. At 6:57 p.m., Cohen sent 

Howard a text message, stating: "Please call me. Important." Cohen called Howard at 7:00 p.m. 
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and connected for about thirty seconds. At 7:06 p.m., Cohen called Pecker~again and they spoke 

for nearly thirteen minutes. At 7:24 p.m., Howard sent a text message to Cohen that: "He said 
' 

he'd call me back in 20 minutes. I told him what you are asking for his [sic] reasonable. I'll get 

it sorted." Approximately an hour later, at 8:23 p.m., Howard told Cohen by text message to 

"check your Gmail for email from my private account." In an email sent at 8 :23 p.m. by Howard 

to Cohen and Davidson, with the subject line "Confirmation," Howard stated, "Thank you both 

for chatting with me earlier. Confirming agreement on: - Executed agreement, hand-signed by 

Keith's client and returned via overnight or same-day FedEx to Michael, - Change of agreement 

to reflect the correct LLC, - Transfer of funds on Thursday AM to be held in escrow until receipt 

of agreement." After receiving that email, at approximately 8:27 p.m., Cohen asked Howard by 

text message, "Can you and David [Pecker] give me a call." Howard promptly responded: "David 

is not around I think. I'll call." At 8:28 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for three 

minutes. 

22. On October 27, 2016, Cohen made a payment to Davidson of $130,000-with the 

funds intended for Clifford-for the purpose of securing her ongoing silence with respect to the 

allegations that she had an extramarital affair with Trump. Specifically, based on my review of 

toll records, bank records, and information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen 

Email Warrants, I have leai:ned the following: 

a. At 9:47 a.m., Cohen sent Davidson an email, stating: "Keith, kindly confirm that 

the wire received today, October 27, 2016 shall be held by you in your attorney's trust account 

until such time as directed for release by me, in writing. Additionally, please ensure that all 

paperwork contains the correct name of Essential Consultants LLC. I thank you in advance for 

your assistance and look forward to hearing from you later." 
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b. At approximately 10:01 a.m., according to records provided by First Republic 

Bank, Cohen completed paperwork to wire $130,000 from the Essential Consultants Account-

which had been funded a day prior from Cohen's home equity line of credit-to the attorney client 

trust account at City National Bank that Davidson had specified in the wiring instructions he sent 

to Cohen. The wire transfer was made shortly thereafter. 

c. At 10:02 a.m., Davidson responded to Cohen's email from 9:47 a.m., stating: "I 

confirm that I will work in good faith & that no funds shall be disbursed unless & until the plaintiff 

personally signs all necessary settlement paperwork, (the form of which will match the prior 

agreement). The settlement docs will name the correct corporation, (Essential Consultants LLC). 

Plaintiffs signature will be notarized and returned to you via FedEx. Only after you receive FedEx 

will I disburse. Fair?" 

d. At 10:50 a.m., First Republic Employee-I sent Cohen an email confirming that the 

payment had been sent and providing him with the wire number. 

23. On October 28, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen fmalized the transaction 

with Davidson. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant 

to the iCloud Warrant, public sources, and bank records, I know the following: 

a. On October 28, 2016, at 11 :48 a.m., Cohen spoke to Trump for approximately five 

minutes. Beginning at 1:21 p.m., Cohen attempted a series of phone calls to Davidson, Pecker, 

and Howard throughout the day, although it appears he may only have connected with Howard. 

b. Later that day, at approximately 7:01 p.m., Davidson stated to Cohen by text 

message that "all is AOK. I should have signed, notarized docs on Monday. You should have 

them on Tuesday." Cohen thanked him and said "I hope we are good." Davidson responded, "I 

assure you. We are very good." Howard also texted Cohen at 7:08 p.m., "Keith [Davidson] says 
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we are good." Cohen then responded "OK" to Howard and "Excellent" to Davidson. At 

approximately 10:30 p.m., Cohen spoke to Hicks for three minutes. 

c. On October 31, 2016, Cohen called Howard at 8:22 p.m. and they spoke for over 

three minutes. At 8:32 p.m., Cohen received text messages from both Howard and Davidson. 

Howard said: "You'll have paperwork tomorrow says KD." Davidson said: "We are AOK. You 

will be receiving a package tomorrow." Cohen responded "Thank you" to Howard and "Thanks 

Keith. Will call you then" to Davidson. From my involvement in this investigation, I believe 

Davidson was referring to a signed nondisclosure agreement when he told Cohen that he would 

receive a package. 

d. Based on my review of court filings that became public in 2018, I have learned that 

on or about October 28, 2016, "EC, LLC and/or David Dennison" entered into a "confidential 

settlement agreement and mutual release" with "Peggy Peterson," pursuant to which "Peterson" 

agreed not to disclose certain "confidential information pertaining to [Dennison]" in exchange for 

$130,000. The agreement provided that "EC, LLC"would wire the funds to "Peterson's" attorney, 

who would then transfer funds to "Peterson." Cohen signed the agreement on behalf of "EC, 

LLC." The agreement stated that the address for "EC, LLC," which was later referred to in the· 

agreement as "Essential Consultants, LLC," was Cohen's residence. 

e. Consistent with the "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release," on or 

about November 1, 2016, Davidson transferred $96,645 from his attorney client trust account at 

City National Bank to a bank account in Clifford's name. The wire had the annotation "net 

settlement." On the same day, at approximately 9:48 a.m. Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

with a picture of a FedEx delivery confirmation, stating that at approximately 9:09 a.m. a package 

shipped by Davidson the previous day had arrived for Cohen at his Trump Organization 
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address. On the same day, at approximately 6:14 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen an email with an 

audio file attached and said "Give this a lesson [sic] and then call me." The audio attachment was 

titled "Stormy.mp3" and was a five-minute recording of Davidson interviewing Clifford about 

recent public allegations made by an adult film star named Jessica Drake regarding her alleged 

past affair with Trump; in the recording, Clifford explained the reasons she believed that Drake 

was not credible. Less than an hour later, at approximately 7:05 p.m., Cohen called Trump, but it 

appears that they did not connect. Cohen then called a telephone number belonging to Kellyanne 

Conway, who at the time was Trump's campaign manager. They did not connect. At 

approximately 7:44 p.m., however, Cohen received a return call from Conway, which lasted for 

approximately six minutes. 

24. On November 4, 2016, just three days after the Clifford transaction was completed 

and just four days before the presidential election, the Wall Street Journal published an article 

alleging that the Nqtional Enquirer had "Shielded Donald Trump" from allegations by Playboy 

model Karen McDougal that she and Trump had an affair. The article alleged that AMI had agreed 

to pay McDougal to bury her story. McDougal, like Clifford, had been represented by Davidson. 

Based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants 

and iCloud Warrant, and public sources, it appears that Cohen spoke frequently to Davidson, 

Howard, Pecker, and Hicks around the time of this article's publication-just days before Election 

Day-about the importance of preventing the McDougal and Clifford stories from gaining national 

traction. Specifically, I have learned the following: 

a. Between 4:30 and 8:00 p.m. on November 4, Cohen communicated several times 

with Howard, Pecker and Davidson. For instance, at approximately 4:49 p.m., Cohen sent Howard 

a text message with a screenshot of an email forwarded to him by another Trump Organization 
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lawyer. The forwarded email was from a Wall Street Journal reporter, and asked for comment 

from Trump and/or the campaign on the story. Cohen also spoke with Hicks several times, 

including shortly before and/or after calls with Pecker, Howard and Davidson. Indeed, at 

approximately 7:33 p.m., using two different cellphones subscribed to him, Cohen appears to have 

been talking to Davidson and Hicks at the same time. 

b. At approximately 8:51 p.m., Cohen sent Howard a message, stating: "She's being 

really difficult with giving Keith a statement. Basically went into hiding and umeachable." One 

minute later, Howard responded: "I'll ask him again. We just need her to disappear." Cohen 

responded, "She definitely disappeared but refuses to give a statement and Keith cannot push her." 

At approximately 8:55 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text: "Let's let the dust settle. We don't 

want to push her over the edge. She's on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible 

position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist." Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe Cohen and Howard were referring to Karen McDougal when they were 

discussing "she" and "her." Additionally, I believe Howard's statement that "we have ... a 

plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist" was a reference to the fact that 

AMI had given McDougal payments for her role as a purported columnist for the company. 

c. At approximately 8:58 p.m. on November 4, 2016, Howard attempted to reassure 

Cohen about the effect of the forthcoming Wall Street Journal article, texting, "I think it'll be ok 

pal. I think it'll fade into the distance." Cohen responded, "He's pissed." Howard wrote back, 

"I'm pissed! You're pissed. Pecker 1.s pissed. Keith is pissed. Not much we can do." Based on 

my involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to Trump when he stated "he's 

pissed." Cohen asked Howard at approximately 9:00 p.m. how the Wall Street Journal could 
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publish its article if "everyone denies." Howard responded, "Because there is the payment from 

AMI. It looks suspicious at best." 

d. At approximately 9:03 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for two minutes. 

At approximately 9:11 p.m., Cohen called Howard and spoke to him for five minutes. At 

approximately 9:15 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for nearly seven minutes. Again, 

Cohen used different phones for these two calls, such that he appears·to have been on both.calls 

for about a minute of overlap. At approximately 9:32 p.m., Cohen texted Pecker, "The boss just 

tried calling you. Are you free?" A minute later, Cohen texted Howard, "Is there a way to find 

David quickly?" 

e. At approximately 9:50 p.m., the Wall Street Journal article was published online. 

Howard and Hicks both sent web links for the article to Cohen. Over the next half hour, Cohen 

and Howard exchanged several text messages commenting on how the story came across. The next 

morning on November 5, 2016, at approximately 7:35 a.m., Cohen textedHicks, "So far I see only 

6 stories. Getting little to no traction." Hicks responded, "Same. Keep praying!! It's working!" 

Cohen wrote back, "Even CNN not talking about it. No one believes it and if necessary, I have a 

statement by Storm denying everything and contradicting the other porn stars statement. I wouldn't 

use it now or even discuss with him as no one is talking about this or cares!" Based on my 

involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to the above-referenced recorded 

audio statement by Clifford that he obtained from Davidson, and was stating that such a statement 

could be used to influence potential negative media relating to Trump, but was unnecessary at that 

time. Based on a text message from Hicks to Cohen, I believe that later that morning, Pecker 

spoke to Trump. 
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25. On or about November 8, 2016, Trump won the election for President of the United 

States. 

26. On or about January 12, 2018, the Wall Street Journal first reported that Cohen 

arranged a payment to Clifford. On or about January 22, 2018, Common Cause, a government 

watchdog group, filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, alleging that Cohen had 

violated campaign fmance laws by making the payment to Clifford. Based on my review public 

sources following that report, as well as emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 
______________ j 

have learned the following: 

a. On or about January 23, 2018, the day after Common Cause filed its complaint, 

Cohen began emailing himself drafts of statements describing his payment to Clifford. 

Additionally, on January 23, 2018, Cohen emailed the following draft of that statement to an 

individual who appears to be writing a book on Cohen's behalf: 

In October 2016, I was contacted by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that 
. news outlets, including ABC news, were pursuing the 2011 story of an 
alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford. Despite the fact that 
both parties had already denied the allegation, as Mr. Trump's longtime 
special counsel and protector, I took it upon myself to match the offer and 
keep the story from breaking. I knew the allegation to be false, but I am 
also a realist who understands that just because something is false doesn't 
mean that it doesn 't create harm and damage. I could not allow this to 
occur. I negotiated a non-disclosure agreement with Ms. Clifford's 
counsel and tendered the funds. I did this through my Delaware LLC and 
transferred personal funds to cover the agreement. I was not reimbursed 
any monies from Mr. Trump, the Trump Organization, any third party or 
the Presidential campaign. At no point did I ever advise Mr. Trump of my 
communications or actions regarding this agreement. As outlandish and 
unusual as this may appear, the Trumps have been like family to me for 
over a decade. It's what you do for family. 

(Emphasis added.) Based on my involvement in this investigation, I believe that the above email 

is an acknowledgement that the allegation of the affair had existed for some time (" . .. the 2011 

story ... "), but that Cohen was motivated to "keep the story from breaking" again in October 2016. 
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b. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen said in a statement to The New York Times 

that ''Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign was a party to the transaction with 

Ms. Clifford. The payment to Ms. Clifford was lawful, and was not a campaign contribution or a 

campaign expenditure by anyone." Cohen declined to answer follow-up questions including 

whether Trump had been aware of the payment, why Cohen made the payment, or whether similar 

payments had been made to other people. 

c. On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen was asked by The New York Times whether 

Trump had reimbursed him, whether he and Trump had made any arrangement at the time of the 

payment, or whether he had made payments to other women. Cohen stated in response, "I can't 

get into any of that." On ot about February 14, 2018, Cohen also stated to The Washington Post 

that: "In a private transaction in 2016, I used my own personal funds to facilitate a payment of 

$130,000 to Ms. Stephanie Clifford. Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign 

was a party to the transaction with Ms. Clifford, and neither reimbursed me for the payment, either 

directly or indirectly." 

d. On or about March 9, 2018, Cohen stated to ABC News that "the funds were taken 

from my home equity line and transferred internally to my LLC account in the same bank." 

27. Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, there is probable cause to believe that 

Cohen committed violations of the Subject Offense by making an in-kind contribution to Trump 

or the Trump campaign in the form ofa $130,000 payment to Clifford on the eve of the election. 

Indeed, while he denies having given an unlawful contribution, in his own statements Cohen has 

admitted that he paid $130,000 of his "personal funds" to Clifford and that the payment occurred 

less than two weeks before the election, as Trump was facing negative media allegations about 

his behavior toward women, even though allegations of an affair between Trump and Clifford 
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existed since 2011. In addition, the communication records set forth above make evident that 

Cohen communicated with members of the Trump campaign about his negotiation with 

Clifford's attorney and the need to preclude Clifford from making a statement that would have 

reflected negatively on the candidate in advance of the forthcoming election. 

28. Therefore, there is probable cause to believe that a search of the Subject Devices 

will reveal evidence, fruit and instrumentalities of the Subject Offenses, including the following: 

a. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or 

their agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related 

documents, and any communications related to such agreements. 

b. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump 

and/or agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal, 

or payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

c. Evidence of communications with American Media, Inc., David Pecker, 

and/or Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie Clifford, and/or 

Karen McDougal. 

d. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination 

or consultation with the Trump Campaign. 

e. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or 

associates of the Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape. 

£ Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, 

campaign contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 
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g. Evidence indicating Michael Cohen's intent with respect to the Subject 

Offense, including whether the payment to Clifford and any similar payments were made to 

influence the Presidential election. 

III. Procedures for Searching ESI 

A. Review of ESI 

29. Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related 

proceedings, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, interpreters, and outside vendors or technical experts under 

government control) will review the ESI contained on the Subject Devices for information 

responsive to the warrant. 

30. In conducting this review, law enforcement personnel may use various methods to 

locate evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of the Subject Offense, including but not limited to 

undertaking a cursory inspection of all emails, texts or files contained on the Subject Devices. This 

method is analogous to cursorily inspecting all the files in a file cabinet in an office to determine 

which paper evidence is subject to seizure. Although law enforcement personnel may use other 

methods as well, particularly including keyword searches, I know that keyword searches and 

similar methods are typically inadequate to detect all information subject to seizure. As an initial 

matter, keyword searches work only for text data, yet many types of files commonly associated 

with emails, including attachments such as scanned documents, pictures, and videos, do not store 

data as searchable text. Moreover, even as to text data,. keyword searches cannot be relied upon 

to capture all relevant communications in an account, as it is impossible to know in advance all of 

the unique words or phrases that investigative subjects will use in their communications, and 
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consequently there are often many communications in an account that are relevant to an 

investigation but that do not contain any keywords that an agent is likely to search for. 

IV. Conclusion and Ancillary Provisions 

31. Based on the foregoing, I respectfully request the court to issue a warrant to seize 

the items and information specified in Attachment A to this affidavit and to the Search and Seizure 

Warrant. 

32. In light of the confidential nature of the continuing investigation, and for the 

reasons more fully set forth in the Accompanying Affidavit, I respectfully request that this affidavit 

and all papers submitted herewith be maintained under seal until the Court orders otherwise. 

Sworn to before me on 
7th day of April,}PiJ;8 .l I J , 
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Attachment A 

I. Devices to be Searched 

The devices to be searched (the "Subject Devices") are described as: 

a. Subject Device-I: A black and red USB drive with a white label that says "Tracking 
#: 180208140208." 

b. Subject Device-2: A silver DVD with ·a white label that reads "Cohen -
2018.03.07." 

c. Subject Device-3: A white DVD labelled "2-28-18 Cohen SW Returns - Google 
and l&l." , --------~~~=-=--'------------_ _..:..:....____:_ _______________________ ..J, 

II. Review of ESI on the Subject Devices 

Law enforcement personnel (including, in addition to law enforcement officers and agents, 
and depending on the nature of the ESI and the status of the investigation and related proceedings, 
attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the government in 
this investigation, interpreters, and outside vendors or technical experts under government control) 
are authorized to review the ESI contained on the Subject Devices for evidence, fruits, and 
instrumentalities of one or more violations of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) 
(illegal campaign contributions) (the "Subject Offense"), as listed below: 

a. Evidence relating to payments to Stephanie Clifford, Karen McDougal, or their 

agents or legal representatives, including any nondisclosure agreements and related 

documents, and any communications related to such agreements. 

b. Evidence of communications involving Michael Cohen, Donald Trump and/or_ 

agents or associates of the Trump Campaign about Stephanie Clifford or Karen 

McDougal, or payments to Stephanie Clifford or Karen McDougal. 

c. Evidence of communications with American Media, Inc., David Pecker, and/or 

Dylan Howard about Donald Trump, the Trump Campaign, Stephanie Clifford, 

and/or Karen McDougal. 

d. Evidence relating to Cohen's role in the Trump Campaign, and coordination or 

consultation with the Trump Campaign. 
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e. Evidence of communications with Donald Trump and/or agents or associates of the 

Trump Campaign about the Access Hollywood tape. 

f. Evidence relating to Cohen's knowledge of the campaign finance laws, campaign 

contribution reporting requirements, and campaign contribution limits. 

g. Evidence indicating Michael Cohen's intent with respect to the Subject Offense, 

including whether the payment to Clifford and any similar payments were made to 

influence the Presidential election. 

2 
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Exhibit A 
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AO 93 (Rev. 11/13) Search and Seizure Warrant FILED 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

JO[ ·2-.-1 2017 
Cieri(, u.s.. District and 

Bankruptcy Courts for the 

District of Columbia 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property lo be searched 
or identify the person by name and address) 

INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE EMAIL 
ACCOUNT @GMAIL.COM 

) 
. ) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

case: 1:17-mJ-00503 . 
Ass'l@ne.¢1 To : H0vyell,. B:ryl A. 
Assign. Date: 711812011 · re Warrant 
Description: Search and Seizu . 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 
---To:--Any-authorized-law-enforcement.officer----

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Northern District of California 
(identify the person or describe the property lo be searched and give its location): 

See Attachment A. 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or property 
described above, and that such search will reveal (identify the person or describe the properly to be seized): 

See Attachment B. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before August 1, 2017 (not to exceed 14 days) 
in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 0 at any time in the day 01· night because good cause has been established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property taken to the 
person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the place where the 
property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an inventory 
as required by Jaw and promptly return this warrant and inventory to . Hon. 13.er;yl A. Howell . 

(United States Magistrate Judge) 

0 Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3 l03a(b), I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2705 (except for delay of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose 
property, will be searched or seized (check the appropriate box) 

0 for __ days (not to e:xceed 30) 0 until, the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: ~d I /1,'0_r"-c::/ 
· · · ·· Judge's signature - -----

City and state: vyashin!;Jt9!1, l)C .. Hon. Beryl A. Howell, Chief U.S. District Judge 
Prii1ted name and ti/le . 
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AO 93 (Rev 11/13) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No. : Date and tin e warrant executed: 

· r-M ,,.,pOS-(J):§ 7 lb ?-o 17 0)', IB 
Inventory made in the presence of: 

lnve11tory of the property taken and riariie or ariy person(s) seized: 

Ori3 1f-c;.,) Fi&-s=-: ~/./-er- ll50C9€1 

I J r;ooGCf - Zo17071q-) 

A ,14 c:u:J,~--rl- A ~,. I 1 f- .. t-
H ½ V Ci.J-~ e- fo. r {) ro e,l.v._e--ho ..., Fi t.e_ > 

FILED 
JUL 2 ·1 2017 

Clerk, U.S. District and 
Bankruptcy courts 

I dech1re under penalty of pe~jury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant to the 
designated judge. 

. . 
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ATTACHMENT A 

This warrant applies to information associated with the Google Mail Account 

@gmail.com that is stored at premises owned, maintained, controlled, or operated by 

Google, a company headquartered at 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043. 

1 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I. Information to be disclosed by Google 

To the extent that the information described in Attachment A is within the possession, 

custody, or control of the Google (hereinafter "the Provider"), regardless of whether such 

information is stored, held or maintained inside or outside of the United States, and including any 

emails, records, files, logs, or information that have been deleted but are still available to the 

Provider, the Provider is required to disclose the following information to the government for each 

account or 'identifier listed in Attachment A: 
------- j; ----------~· i) 

a. The contents of all erriails associated with the account, including stored or preserved 'j! 

copies of emails sent to and from the account, draft emails, the source and r 
destination addresses associated with each email, the date and time at which each 

email was sent, and the size and length of each email; 

b. All records or other information regarding the identification of the account, to 

include full name, physical address, telephone numbers and other identifiers, 

records of session times and durations, the date on which the account was created, 

the length of service, the IP address used to register the account, log-in IP addresses 

associated with session times and dates, account status, alternative email addresses 

provided during registration, methods of connecting, log files, and means and 

source of payment (including any credit or bank account number); 

c. The types of service utilized; 

d. All records or other information stored at any time by an individual using the 

account, including address books, contact and buddy lists, calendar data, pictures, 

and files; 

e. All records pertaining to communications between the Provider and any person 

regarding the account, including contacts with support services and records of 

actions taken; and other identifiers, records of session times and durations, the date 

on which the account was created, the length of service, the types of service utilized, 

the IP address used to register the account, log-in IP addresses associated with 

.session times and dates, account status, alternative e-mail addresses provided 

2 
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f. 

g. 
h. 

i. 

J. 

k. 

during registration, all other user names associated with the account, all account 

names associated with the subscriber, methods of connecting; 

All search history or web history; 

All records indicating the services available to subscribers of the accounts; 

All usernames associated with or sharing a login IP address or browser cookie with 

the accounts; 

All cookies, including third-party cookies, associated with the user; 

All records that are associated with the machine cookies associated with the user; 

and 

All telephone or instrument numbers associated with the Account (including MAC 

addresses, Electronic Serial Numbers ("ESN"), Mobile Electronic Identity 

Numbers ("MEIN"), Mobile Equipment Identifier ("MEID"), Mobile Identification 

Numbers ("MIN"), Subscriber Identity Modules ('1SIM"), · Mobile Subscriber 

Integrated Services Digital Network Number ("MSISDN"), International Mobile 

Subscriber Identifiers ("IMSI"), or International Mobile Equipment Identities 

("IMEI"). 

II. Information to be Seized by the Government 

All information described above in Section I that constitutes evidence, contraband, fruits, 

and/or instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 101.4 (false statements to a financial 

institution) and 18 U.S.C. § 1956 (money laundering), as well as 18 U.S.C. § 951 (acting as an 

unregistered foreign agent) and the Foreign Agents Registration Act ("FARA"), 22 U.S.C. § 611 

et seq., involving Mich\lel Dean Cohen and occurring on or after January 1, 2016, including, for 

each account or identifier listed on Attachment A, information pertaining to the following matters: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential 

Consultants, LLC; 

b. Communications, records, doc.uments, and other files involving Bo and Abe Realty, 

LLC; 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files that false representations to a 

financial institution with relation to intended the purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an 

3 
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account a financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the 

purpose or nature of any financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

d. Records of any funds or benefits received by or offered to Michael Dean Cohen by, 

or on behalf of, any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign 

persons, or foreign principals; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files that reveal efforts by Michael 

Dean Cohen to conduct activities on behalf of, for the benefit of, or at the direction 

of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign persons, or 

f. 

g. 

__ for_ejgn_prindp_als; ___________ ---'------------------

Evidence indicating how and when the account was accessed or used, to determine 

the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating 

to the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 

Evidence indicating the account owner's. state of mind as it relates to the crimes 

under investigation; 

h. The identity of the person(s) who created or used the account, including records 

that help reveal the whereabouts of such person(s); and 

i. The identity of any person(s)-including records that help reveal the whereabouts 

of the person(s)-who communicated with the account about any matters relating 

to activities conducted by Michael Dean Cohen on behalf of, for the benefit of, or 

at the direction of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, 

foreign persons, or foreign principals. 

4 
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AO 93 · (Rev. I 1/13) Search and Seizure Wa;rant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

District of Columbia 

ln the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be s.earched 
or identify the pe1:sim by naine and address) 

INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE EMAIL 
. ACCOUNT @GMA(L.COM 

) 
) 
) 
) 
.) 
) 

Case: 1: 17-mj-00855 
Assigned Ta : Chief Judge Howell, Beryl A 
Assign. Date: 11/13/2017 · 
Description: Search anq $eizure Warrant 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 
----+00-: -Any-authorized-law-eaforGement-officer~------------------ -------- -----~, 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or ah attorney for the government requests the s.earch 
of the following person or property located in the North~rn District of California 
(identify the person()/' describe the propert]i to be searched a11d g_ive its location): 

See Attachment A. 

I find that the affi.davft(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to s.earch and seize the person or property 
described above, and that such search will rnveal (identify the person or describe the property to be .seized): · 

See Attachment B. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this wan-ant on or before November 20, 2017 (not to exceed 14 days) 
in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to I 0:00 p.n1. 0 at any time ip_ the day or night because good cause has b.een established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the wanant and a receipt for the property taken to the 
person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the place where the 
property was taken. 

}'he officer ~xecutlng this wanant, cir an officer present during the ¢xecl,ltion of the wa(raqt, 1uust prepare art invyrttory 
as required by law and promptly return tbis warrant and inventory to Hon. Beryl A Howell · 

(United States Magisttate Judge) 

0 Pursuant to 18 U.S.C, § 3 to3a(b), I find that 'immediate ilqtification tnay have an adverse rest1lt listed in 18 U.~.C. 
§ 2705 (except foi' delay of trial); and authorize the officer execbting this wi:j:rrant to deiay notice to the p'erso!i Wl:w, o.r whose 
prcipe1ty, will be s¢atched or seized (check the appropriqte 'b.ox) 

0 for __ days (not (b exceecf-30) 0 until, the fact~ justifying, the later sp~dfk d/ite of 

Date an<;i time issti.ed: 
J,i1dge 's ;;ignature 

City and $Jate: Washing,ton, bC Ho)1. Beryl A. Howeii, ChlefU:S. Di~frict Juc;lge 
Printe.d name andtitle 
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AO 93 (Rev. l l/13) Search and Sefzure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case Nq.: Date and time warrant executed: Copy of warr~nt and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of: 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

---i--------------------------------------------------------1----

Certification 

I declare imder penalty of perjury tha:t this inven;toty ls correct and was 1·eturned along with the original warrant to the 
designated judge. · 

Date: 
Executii1g officer's signature 

PrinNd nanie a11d iitle 
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ATTACHMENT A 

This warrant applies to information associated with the Google Mail Account 

@gmail.com that is stored at premises owned, maintained, controlled, or operated 

by Google, ~company headquartered at 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountmn View, CA 94043. 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I. Information to be disclosed by Go.ogle 

To the extent that the information described in Attachment A is within the possession, 

custody, or control of the Google (hereinafter ''the Provider;,), regardless of whether such 

information is stored, held or maintained inside or outside of the United States, and including any 

emails, records, files, log?, or information that have been deleted but are still available to the 

Provider, the Provider is required to disclose the following information to the government for each 

account or identifier listed in Attachment A: 

a. "The contents ofaflem~ails associated witlil:lie account, inclucling StOTecl Of preserved 

copies of emails sent to and froni the account, draft emails, the source and 
destination addresses associated with each email, the date and time at which each 

email Was sent, and the size _and length of each emaii; 

b. All records or other information regardi~g the identification of the account, to 

include full name, physical addres~, telephone numbers and other identifiers, 

records ofsession times and durations, the date on which the account was created, 

the length of service, the IP address used to register the account, log~in IP addresses 

associated with session Hmes and dates, account status, alternative email addresses 

provided during registration, methods of connecting, iog files, and 11).earts and 

source of paymei1t (including any credit or bank account number); 

c. The types of service t-itilized; 

d. All records or other information stored at any time by an inclividual µsing the 

account, including address books; contact and buddy lists, calendar data, pictures, 

and filesi 

e. All rec.ords pertaiiiing t0 comri:lluiications betweert the Provider and any person 

reg;atding the 1J.ccount, including contacts with support 13\:?:tvices ~nd records of 

actions taken:; and other identifiers, records of s,e.ssion tithes and dur4tions, the date 

on which the accou_ntW!iS created, the length of service; the types of service utilized, 

the IP address used to register the account, log-in lP addresses assO'ciated with 

session times and dates, account status, alternative e-mail addresses provided 

during registration; all other user names assoGiated With the account, all account 

names associated With the subscdber, methods of connecting;; 

2 
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f. All search history or web history; 

g. All records indicating the services available to subscribers of the accounts; 

h. All usernames associated with or sharing a login IP !:i.ddress or browser cookie with 

the accounts; 

i. All cookies, including third~party cookies, as_sociated with the µs~r; 

j. All records that are associated with the machine cookies associ&ted with the user; 

and 

k. All telephone or instrument numbers associated with the Account (including MAC 

------------addresses,--Electronic-=Se-dal_:Numbers-(-''ESN-'!_),--Mobile-Electronic-Identity 

Numbers ("MEIN"), Mobile Equipment Identifier C'MEID"), Mobile Identification 

Numbers ("MIN"), Svbscriber identity Modules ('1SIM"), Mobile Subscriber 

Integrated Services Digital Network Number ("MSISDN'1
), International Mobile 

Subscdber Identifiers ("IMSI;'), or Irtt_etnatJonft] Mobile Equipment Identities 

("{MEI"). 

II. Information to be Seized by the Government 

All information described above in Section I that constitutes evidence, contraband, fruits, 

and/or instrumehtalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1014 (false statements to a financial 

institution), 18 U.S.C. § 1343 (wire fraud), 18 U.S.C. § 1344 (bank fraud), and 181),S.C. § 1956 

(money laundering), as wen as 18 U.S.C. § 951 (acting as an unregistered foreign agent) and the 

Foreign Agents Registration Act ("FARA"), 22 U.S.C. § 611 et seq., involving Michael Dean 

Cohen and occurring on or after Jun~ 1, 2015, including, for ~ach a_ccount or identifier listed ori 

Attachment A, information pertajning to the following matters: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other .files involving Essential 

Cm1sultants, LLC; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files that false representations to_ a 

financiaJ institution with relation to intended the pµrpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with a_n 

account a financial ~nstitution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the 

purpose or nature of any financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

3 
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c. Recotds of any funds or benefits received by or offered to Michael Dean Cohen by, 

or on behalf of, any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign 

persons, or foreign principals; 

d. Commurticatio11s, records, documents; ancl other files that reveal efforts by Michael 

Dean Cohen to conduct activities on behalf of, for the benefit of, or at the direction 

of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign persons, or 

foreign principals; 

e. Evidence indicating how and when .the account was accessed or used, to dete1mine 

-----------------l,he_geographi~rnnclchronologicaLcontextofac_countacceJl_s,Jise; and events relatino-----------

f. 

g. 

to the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 

Evidence indjcating the account owner's state of mind as it relates to the crimes 

under investigation; 

The identity of the person(s) who crel;Jted or used the account, including record:;; 

that help reveal the whereabouts of such person(s); and 

h. The identity of any person(s)-including records that help reveal the whereabouts 

of the person(s)-who conimunicated with the account about ai1y matte1·s relating 

to activities conducted by Michael Dean Cohen on behalf of; for the benefit of, or 

at the direction of at\Y foreign government, foreign officials, fordgn entities, 

foi·eig;n persons, or foreign principals. 

III. Review Protocols 
Review of the items described in Attachment A and Attachment B shall be conducted 

pursuant to established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner i,onsisti;mt with 

professional responsibility requirements concerning the maintenance of attorney-client and other 

operative privileges. When appropriate, the procedures shall include use of a designated "filtei-

tearnt sep0.tate and apart from the inv~tigative team, in otder to address potential privileges. 

4 
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Exhibit C 
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A0-93 (Rev. ll/13)SearchandSeiz1treWarrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

District of Columbia 

In. tl;ie )\!fatter of the ~earch of ) 
(Briefly describe tiwproperty to be.seai•phed ) 
(ii' ide>itify thep¢rson by name and address) ) 

INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE ACCOUNT ) 
I- WHICH IS STORED AT THE ) 

PREMISES OF 1·&1 INTERNET, iNC. ) 

Case: 1: 17-mj-00854 
Assigned To : Chief Judge Howell, Beryl A. 
Assign. Date: 11/13/2017 
D~scription: Search and Seizure Warrant 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 
----To:--Any-authorized~law-€nforoement-offieer-------- ------

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 
of the following person or property located in the Northern District of California 
(ide1ftify the person br describe lhe_p)·bperry to be searched and iive ifs iocation): 

See Attachment A. 

-= 

r fhld that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or propetiy 
described above, and that such search will reveal (identijj, tlif! person 6r desci•ibe the property-to be seized): 

See Attachment B. 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this wa!1'ant on or before November 20, 2017 (not to ?~ce-ecf 14 days) 
i;t· in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 0 at any time in the <lay or night because good cause has been established. 

Unless delayed notice i-s authorized beiow, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property taken tp the 
person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the place where the 
pl'o·perty was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an inventory 
as required by law and promptly return tMs warrantand inventory to Hon. Beryl A. Howeli 

(United States Magistrate Judge) 

0 Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3 i03a(b), I find that .iinmediate notification inay have .an adverse resuit listed in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2705 (except for delay oftrtal), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose 
property, wili be searched or seized (check the appi•opriate ho;,.) · 

CJ fol' __ days (110110 exceed 30) P until, the facts justifying, th_e later speGiflc date of 

Date and time issued: 

City and state? Washington, DC Hon. Beryi A. Howell; Chief u .s. District Jt1dge 
Printed name and-title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 11/13) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

1,l#urn 
Case No.: Pate and time warrant executed: Copy of warrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of: 

Inventory o:rthe property ti)keh a:~d name of ariy pei'son(s) seiied: 

! 

' 

Certification H 

I deplare under penalty of pe1jury that this inventory is correct &nd was returned ~long with the origlri.al warrant.to the 
designated judge. 

Date: 
Execµting officer's sfg11ah4rri 

Pi•hited name tuid title 
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ATTACHMENT A 

This warrant applies to information associated with the ¢1nail hat 

is stored at premises owned, maintained, controlled, or opei'ated by 1 &1 Interne\ Inc. (" 1 & l "), an 

electronic communication and/ot remote computing service provider headquartered in Sunnyvale, 

California. 

1 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I. Information to be disclosed by 1&;1 
To the extent that the information described in Attach1neht A is within the possession, 

custody, o~ control of the 1&1 (herninafter "the Provider;'), regardless of whether imoh info11nation 
is stored, held or maintained inside or outside of the United States; and including any emails, 
records, files, logs, or information that have been deleted but ai·e still available to the Provider, the 
Provider is required to disclose the following information to the governmertt for each account or 
identifier listed in Attachment A: 

a-. --'Phe-contents-ofall-errfails-asso-ciatea-with-tlre-a:coount;trrclading--:stored ·or preserveci--

copies of emails sent to and from the account, draft emails, the source and 
destination addresses associated with each email, the date and time at which each 
email was sent, and the size and length of each email; 

b. All records or other information regarding the identification of the account, to 
include full name; physical address, telephone. numbers and other identifiers, 
records of session times and durations, the date on which the account was created, 
the length of service, the IP address used to register the account, log-in IP addresses 
asspciated with session times and dates1 account status, alternative em1;1.il addresses 
provided ,:h.Jrii1g registl'ation, methods of connecting, log files, and means arid 
source of payment (including any credit or bank account humbet)i 

c. The types of.service utilized; 

d. All records or other information $tared at any time by an individual using the 
acc;ount1 including address books, contact and budqy lists, calendar data, pioti.lres, 
a11d f'Hes; 

e. All records pertaining to communications between the Provider and any pe1·son 
regarding the account, int;iuding contacts with support services and records of 
actions taken; and other identifiers, records ofsessioh tiines and di.trations, tll.e date 
oh which the accountwas created, the length of service, the types of service utilized, 
the IP• address us~d to register the account, log~hi IP addtesses a:sso:cfated with 
session titnes and dates~ account status, altern1:1.tive e..,p.'.Jajl ac.ldrt::sses provided 
dlirfog registi'ation, all other user names associated with the account, all account 
names associated with the subscriber, methods of connecting; 

2 
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f, 

g. 

h. 

I, 

j. 

k. 

All search history or web history; 

All records indicating the services available to subscribers of the accounts; 

All usernames associ.ated with or sharing a login IP ~ddress ot browser cookie with 

the accounts; 

A11 cookies, in:duding third-party <;:ookies, associat~d with the user; 

All records that an;: associated with the maqhine cooki.es associated with the user; 

and 

All telephone or instrument numbers associated with the Account (including MAC 

addresses, _ _Electronic~ __ SeriaLNumhers_(..'.'ESN~'),_MQbile_Ele_ctronic __ Jdentit')! _____ _ 

Numbers (HMEIN"), Mobile Equipment Identifier ("MEID"), Mobile Identification 

Numbers ("MIN"), Subscriber Identity Modules ("SIM"), Mobile Subscriber 

Integrated Services Digital Network Number ("MSISDN"), Intemational Mobile 

Subscriber Identifiers ("IMSI"), or International Mobile Equipment Identities 

(''IMEI"). 

II. IIJformation. to be Seized by the Government 

All information described above in Section I that constitutes evidence, contraband, frnits, 

and/or instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1014 (false statements to a financial 

institution), 18 U.S.C. §-1343 (wire fraud), 18 U.S.C. § 1344 (bank fraud), and 18 U.S.C. § 1956 

(m011ey laundering), as weII as 18 U.S.C. § 951 (acting as an unregistered foreign agent) and the 

Foreign Agents Registration Act ("FARAH), 22 U.S.C. § 611 et seq., involving Michael Dean 

Coh~n, inqluding, for each acoqunt or id1;mtifier listed on Attachment A, infortnatioJ1 pertalning to 

the following matters: 

1:1.. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential 

Consultants, LLC; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other filesthat false representations to a 

financial institution with relation to intended the purpose of an account i:lr loan at 

that financial instit11tio11; the riati,tte of any business or ent1ty associated with an 

account a fii1i;incial institution; the· source of fuhqs flowing into an account; or the 

pur!}ose or nature of any financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

3 
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c. Records of any funds or benefits received by or offered to Michael Dean Cohen by, 
or on behalf of, any foreign government, foreign officiais, foreign entities, foreign 
persons, or foreign principals; 

q. Communications, records, documents, and other files that revefll efforts by Michael 
Dean Cohen to conduct activities on behalf of, for the benefit of, or at the direction 
of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign pel'sons, or 
foreign principals; 

e. Evi~ence indicating how and when the account was accessed or used, to determine 
-----'--------------~the_geographicanclchrnnological-conte~tcif'.-accountaccess,use,and events-relating------------------: 

to the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 
f. Evidence indicating the account owner's state of rqind as it relates to the crimes 

under investigation; 

g. The identity of the person(s) who created or used the account, including records 
that help reveal the Whereabouts of such person(s); and 

h. The identity of any person(s)-including records that help reveal the whereabouts 
of the persoh(s)-who communicated with the account about any matters relating 
to activities conducted by Michael Dean Cohen on behalf of, for the benefit of, or 
at the direction of any foreign government, forr,,ign officials, foreign entities, 
foreign persons, or foreign principals. 

III. Review Protocols 
Review of the· items described in Attachment A and Attachment B ,5hall be c:ondllcted 

pursuant to established procedures designed to .collect evidence in a manner consistent with 
professional responsibility requirements concemirtg the maintenance of attoriiey--client and other 
operative privileges. When appropriate, the procedures shall iricltioe us~ of a designated "filter 
tea111," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to addres.s potential privileges. 

4 
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AO 93 (Rev, 11/13) Search and Seizure Warrant 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

District of Columbia 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Briefly describe the property to be searched 
or ident/jj, /he person by name and address) 

INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE APPLE ID 
;gGMAILCOM THAT IS STORED AT 

PREMISES CONTROLLED BY APPLE, INC. 

.) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

case: 17-mj-00570 
Assigned To : Howell, Beryl A. 
Assign.' Date : 8/7/2017 . 
Description: Search and Seizure Warrant 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE WARRANT 

To: Any authorized law enforcement officer 

An application by a federal law enforcement officer or an attorney for the government requests the search 

of the following person or property located in the Northern District of California 

(ide11tifji the person or describe the property to he searched and give its location): 

See Attachment A. 

I find that the affidavit(s), or any recorded testimony, establish probable cause to search and seize the person or property 

described above, and that such search will reveal (identijy the person or describe the property to be seized): 

See Attachment B, 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to execute this warrant on or before AL(gu:;it 2'1, 2017 . (not to exceed 14 days) 

in the daytime 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 0 at any time in the day or night because good cause has been established. 

Unless delayed notice is authorized below, you must give a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property taken to the 

person from whom, or from whose premises, the property was taken, or leave the copy and receipt at the place where the 

property was taken. 

The officer executing this warrant, or an officer present during the execution of the warrant, must prepare an inventory 

as required by law and promptly return this warrant and inventory to __ Hon. Beryl A. Howell 
· (Uniied States Mag/s/ra/e Judge) 

0 Pursuant to I 8 U.S.C. § 3103a(b), I find that immediate notification may have an adverse result listed in 18 U.S.C. 

§ 2705 (except for delay of trial), and authorize the officer executing this warrant to delay notice to the person who, or whose 

property, will be searched or seized (check the appropriate box) 

0 for ___ days (1101 to exceed 30) until, the facts justifying, the later specific date of 

Date and time issued: 

City and state: Washington, DC Hon. Beryl A. Howell, Chief U.S. ei.~rict Judge 
Printed name and title 
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AO 93 (Rev. 11/13) Search and Seizure Warrant (Page 2) 

Return 

Case No.: 

.. 

I Date and time warrant executed: I Copy ofwarrant and inventory left with: 

Inventory made in the presence of: 

Inventory of the property taken and name of any person(s) seized: 

·-·--------t------------------------'-----------------------------1--------· 

C.ettitkatioit · 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this inventory is correct and was returned along with the original warrant to the 

designated judge. 

Date: 
Executing officer's signature 

Printed name and title 
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ATTACHMENT A 

This warrant applies to information · associated with the Apple ID 

@gmail.com that is stored at premises owned, maintained, controlled, or operated 

by Apple, Inc. ("Apple"), a company headquartered at 1 Infinite Loop, Cupertino, CA 95014, 
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ATTACHMENT B 

I. Information to be disclosed by Apple, Inc. 

To the extent that the. information described in Attachment A is within the possession, 

custody, or control of Apple, Inc. (hereinafter "the Provider"), regardless of whether such 

infonnation is stored, held or maintained inside or outside of the United States, and including any 

emails, records, files, logs, or information that have been deleted but are still available to the 

Provider, the Provider is required to disclose the following information to the government for each 

_______ __,,,account or identifier listed in Attachment A: 

a. The contents of all emails associated with the account, including stored or preserved 

copies of emails sent to and from the account, draft emails, the source and 

destination addresses associated with each email, the date and time at which each 

email was sent, and the size and length of each email; 

b. All records or other information regarding the identification of the account, to 

include full name, physical address, telephone numbers and other identifiers, 

records of session times and durations, the date on which the account was created, 

the length of service, the IP address used to register the account, log-in IP addresses 

.associated with session times and dates, account status, alternative email addresses 

provided during registration, methods of connecting, log files, and means and 

source of payment (including any credit or bank account number); 

c. The types of service utilized; 

d. All records or other information stored at any time by an individual using the 

account, including address books, contact and buddy lists, calendar data, pictures, 

and files; 

e. All records pertaining to communications between the Provider and any person 

regarding the account, including contacts with support services and records of 

actions taken; and other identifiers, records of session times and durations, the date 

on which the account was created, the length of service, the types of service utilized, 

the IP address used to register the account, log-in IP addresses associated with 

session times and dates, account status, alternative e~mail addresses provided 

I'.·. 1 
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during registration, all other user names associated with the account, all account 

names associated with the subscriber, methods of connecting; 

f. All search history or web history; 

g. All records indicating the services available to subscribers of the accounts; 

h. All usernames associated with or sharing a login IP address or browser cookie with 

the accounts; 

i. All cookies, including third-party cookies, associated with the user; 

J• All records that are associated with the machine cookies associated with the user; 

________ __c_ ____ and,------------------------...c.__ ___ _ 

k. All telephone or instrument numbers associated with the Account (including MAC 

addresses, Electronic Serial Numbers (''ESN"), Mobile Electronic Identity 

Numbers ("MEIN"), Mobile Equipment Identifier ("MEID"), Mobile Identification 

Numbers ("MIN"), Subscriber Identity Modules ("SIM"), Mobile Subscriber 

Integrated Services Qigital Network Number ("MSISDN"), International Mobile 

Subscriber Identifiers ("IMS!"), or International Mobile Equipment Identities 

("IMEi"). 

II. Information to be Seized by the Government 

All information described above in Section I that constitutes evidence, contraband, fruits, 

and/or instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S.C. § I 014 (false statements to a financial 

institution), l 8 U.S.C. § 1344 (bank fraud), 18 U.S.C. § 1956 (money laundering), 18 U.S,C. § 951 · 

(acting as an unregistered foreign agent), and 22 U.S.C. § 611 et seq. (Foreign Agents Registration 

Act), involving Michael Dean Cohen and occurring on or after January l, 2016, including, for each 

account or identifier listed on Attachment A, information pertaining to the following matters: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential 

Consultants, LLC; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Bo and Abe Realty, 

LLC; 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files that false representations to a 

financial institution with relation to intended the purpose of an account or loan at 

that financial institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an 
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account a financial institution; the source of funds flowing into an account; or the 

purpose or nature of any financial transactions involving that financial institution; 

d. Records of any funds or benefits received by or offered to Michael Dean Cohen by, 

or on behalf of, any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign 

persons, or foreign principals; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files that reveal efforts by Michael 

Dean Cohen to conduct activities on behalf of, for the benefit of, or at the direction 

of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, foreign persons, or 

-------=-'-----------·foreign-principals; ---~---- -------- ------·------

f. Evidence indicating how and when the account was accessed or used, to determine 

the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating 

to the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the account owner's state of mind as it relates to the crimes 

under investigation; 

h. The identity of the person(s) who created or used the account, including records 

that help reveal the whereabouts of such person(s); and 

1. The identity of any person(s )--including records that help reveal the whereabouts 

of the person(s)--who communicated with the account about any matters relating 

to activities conducted by Michael Dean Cohen on behalf of, for the benefit of, or 

at the direction of any foreign government, foreign officials, foreign entities, 

foreign persons, or foreign principals. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTIIERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

fu the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 
Associated with the Email Accounts 

g)gmail.com, . 
l@gmail.com, and 

. . Maintaine4 at 
Premises Controlled by Google, Inc., 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 

l. l"-9 O · 

I 
I 

----------~__L-
SEARCH w ARRANT AND NON-DISCLOSURE ORDER 

TO: Google, Inc. ("Provider") 

United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation ( collectively, the "Investigative Agencies'.') 

1. Warrant. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent of the United States 

Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, and pursuant to the· provisions of the 

Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email accounts @gmail.com, - @gmail.com, and 

, maintained at premises controlled by Google, Inc., contain evidence, 

fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as specified in Attachments A and B hereto. Accordingly, _ 

the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the fuvestigative Agencies, within 7 days of the date 

of service of this Warrant and Order, the records specified in Section II of Attachments A and B 

hereto, for subsequent review by law enforcement personnel as authorized in Sections III and IV 

of Attachments A and B. The Government is required to serve a copy of this Warrant and Order · 

on the Provider within 7 days of the date of issuance. The Warrant and Order may be served via 

I 
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electronic transmission or any other means through which the Provider is capable of accepting 
,'. 

service .. 

2. Non-Disclosure Order. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), the Comi finds that there is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this warrant will result in destruction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoing investigation. Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

exfatemre-of this--Warrant-and~erder·to-the-listed subscriber-or-to-any otherpersorHor-a-period-of 

180 days from the date of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Court if 

necessary, except that Provider may disclose this Warrant and Order to an attorney for Provider 

for the purpose of receiving legal advice, · 

3. Sealing. It is further ordered that this Warrant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed under seal, except that the Government may without further order of this 

Court serve the Warrant and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or Warrant and 

Order as ~eed be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

Date Issued 

2 
02,28,2018 
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' Email Search Attachment A 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed to Google, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 1600 

Amphitheatre Parkway; Mountain View, California 94043, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated with the email account 

- ygmail,coni (the "Subject Account") for the time period referenced below. 

- --- ---- - - - A- law-e1:1:forcement-office1~will-serve-this-warrant-by-transmitting-it-via-email-or-anothe,Jc---- --- --¾----

appropriate manner to the Provider, The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section ID below. 

Il. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Account: 

. a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Account, including all message content, · attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email) 

limited to items sent, received, or created between November 14, 2017 and the date of this warrant, 

inclusive. 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

c .. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subject Account, including but not .limited to name, usemame, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service·, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Account, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations, limited to items sent, 

received, or created between December 1, 2014 and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

e. Customer correspondence. All co1Tespondence with the subscriber or others associated 

witntlre-SubJect:A:ccount;-including-complaints,inquiries,or·othercontacts-with-suppo1t-serviees 

and records of actions taken, limited to items sent, received, or created between December 1, 2014 

and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

f. Search History. All search history and/or web history associated wi~ the Subject 

Account, limited to items sent, received, or created between December 1, 2014 and the date of this 

· warrant, inclusive. 

g. Associated content. All Google Docs, files maintained on Google Drive, and instant 

messages or Gchats associated with the Subject Account, limited to items sent, received, or created 

between December 1, 2014 and the date of this warrant, inclusive. 

h. · Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or bac~p copies of any of the foregoing 

categories ofrecords, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, .attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical expeits under government cqntrol) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evf deuce, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations ofl 8 U.S. C. § § 3 71 ( conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

2 
02.28.2018 
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the United States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a ·financialinstitution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Sterling National 

Bank, Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medallions; 

i I 
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c:-=eommunications;-recordr,documents;-and-other-files-'ihvolving- a-plan;-·proposal;-or~-- -----[ 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to 

entities associated with him; 

d. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential Consultants, 

LLC or MichaelD. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature and purpose of 

payments made to.or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & Associates; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other ;files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicated with the Subject Account about any matters relating to Essential Consultants, LLC, 

. or about any plari or proposal or.agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with 

him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, 

including to md/or entities associated with him; 

f. Communications between the Subject Account and Jeffrey Getzel relating to Michael 

D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

g. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

. to a financial institution with relatiop. to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that fin~cial 

3 
02.28.2018 
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institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that fmancial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Account was· accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

1. via.ence inilicatmg tlieSuojecrA:ccounCowner's intentas inelates-to the Subject~----

Offenses under investigation. 

IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any. attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate ~nd apart from the investig.ative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
02.2&.20l8 
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Email Search Attachment B 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This warrant is directed t~ Google, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 1600 

· Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated with the email 

accounts - gmail.com and (the "Subject Accounts") for the time 

- ------period-between-October-1,-2016-and-the-date_of-this-warrant,-inclusiv:e ___ _ 

A law enforcement officer will serve this warrant by transmitting it via email or another 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is 'directed to produce to the law enforcement 

offi.cyr an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section III below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Accounts: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form in, or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Accounts, ' including all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source ap.d destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each email was sent, and the size and length of each email). 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Accounts. 

c. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber and payment information 

regarding the Subj~ct Accounts, including but not limited to name, usemame, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration JP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Accounts, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations. 

e. · Customer correspondence. All correspondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Accounts, including.complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with support services 

-------.a::t:fd-reuords-of-actionstaken. 

f. Search History. All search history and/or web history associated with the Subject 

Accounts. 

g. Associated content. All Google Docs, files maintained on Google Drive, ·and instant 

messages or Gchats associated with the Subject Accounts. 

h. Preserved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical. experts under government control) are 

,authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities o_f violations ofl 8 U.S. C. § § 3 71 ( conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

the 1Jnited States), 1005 (false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Accounts; 

2 
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b. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan or proposal or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to 

with him; 

and/or entities associated 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files necessary to establish the identity 

of any person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the person(s) - who 

communicate°d\1/itlrthe--Subject-A:ccourits-about-any-matters-felating-to-any-plan-or-proposal-or~--- ----

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi 

medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to 

with him; 

md/or entities associated 

d. Communications between the Subject Accounts and others, 'includirJ.g employees or 

representatives of Sterling National Bank, Melrose Credit Union, or other financial institution(s), 

regarding Michael D. Cohen's :finances; 

e. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an account at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that :financial institution; 

f. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Accounts was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic and chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; 

g. Evidence indicating the Subject Accounts owners' intent as it relates to the Subject 

Offenses under investigation. 

3 
02.28.2018 
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IV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be · conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect evidence in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney-client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4· 
02.28.2018 
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UNITED STAIBS DISTRICT _COURT 
SOUTIIBRN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In the Matter of a Warrant for All 
Content and Other Information 
Associated with the Email Account 

maintained at 
Premises Controlled by 1 & 1 Internet, 
Inc., USAO Reference No. 
2018R00127 

TO: 1 & 1 Internet, Inc. ("Provider") 

18MAG 169 6 ~-- ' 

United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation ( collectively, the "Investigative Agencies") 

1. Warrant. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent . of the United States 

Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, and pmsuant to the provisions of the 

Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(l)(A) and § 2703(c)(l)(A), and the relevant 

provisions of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, the Court hereby finds there is probable 

cause to believe the email accoun1 naintained at premises controlled by 1 

& 1 Internet, Inc., contains evidence, fruits, and instrumentalities of crime, all as specified in 

Attachment D hereto. Accordingly, the Provider is hereby directed to provide to the Investigative 

Agencies, within 7 days_ of the date of service of this Warrant and ·order, the records specified in 

Section II of Attachment D hereto, for subsequent review by law enforcement personnel as 

authorized in Sections ID and N of Attachment D. The Government is required to serve a copy 

of this Warrant and Order on the Provider within 14 days of the date of _issuance. 'Il1;e Warrant 

and Order may be served via electronic transmission or any other means through which the 

Provider is capable of accepting service. 
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2. Non-Disclosure Ordel_', Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), the Court finds that there is 

reason to believe that notification of the existence of this warrant will result in destruction of or 

tampering with evidence or flight from prosecution, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an 

ongoing investigation. Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Provider shall not disclose the 

existence of this Warrant and Order to the listed subscriber or to any other person for a period of 

180 days from the date. of this Order, subject to extension upon application to the Court if 

I 

I 
I 
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i i, 
necessary;-exceprthat·Providennay-disclose-this-Warrant-and-0rder-to-anattomey-for-'-Provider- ··--··-··--( i 

I i I I for the purpose of receiving legal advice. 

3. Sealing. It is further ordered that this Warrant and Order, and the Affidavit upon which 

it was issued, be filed under seal, except that the Government inay without further order of this 

Court serve the Warrant and Order on the Provider; provide copies of the Affidavit or Warrant and 

Order as need be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with disc9very and disclosure . 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

f ei!r -ixrJA ir 
Date Issued 

02.28.2018 

· L .:: G0.REN$TEIN 
'efUnited'~tit~~;Ml · '··ate¾J~hl}i~, i:' 

Southern District ofilqew; Y 01:k. ·,. , '., ;' 
. .l;t,/1,·1,' \\.}~>\~:~.~ ...... 
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t' 

Email Search Attachment D 

I. Subject Account and Execution of Warrant 

This wanant is directed to 1 & 1 Internet, Inc. (the "Provider"), headquartered at 701 Lee 

Road, Suite 300, Chesterbrook, Pennsylvania 19087, and applies to all content and other 

information within the Provider's possession, custody, or control associated with th\:l email account 

(the "Subject Account") for the time period between November 14, 2017 

- --- -------. ancl-the-dateof'-tbis-warrant, inclusivGc-.---- - --=--- - - - - ---=--=----------'-----='-----

A law enforcement officer will serve this warrant by transmitting it via email or another 

appropriate manner to the Provider. The Provider is directed to produce to the law enforcement 

officer an electronic copy of the information specified in Section II below. Upon receipt of the 

production, law enforcement personnel will review the information for items falling within the 

categories specified in Section ill below. 

II. Information to be Produced by the Provider 

To.the extent within the Provider's possession, custody, or control, the Provider is directed 

to produce the following information associated with the Subject Account: 

a. Email content. All emails sent to or from, stored in draft form m; or otherwise 

associated with the Subject Account, inclucµng all message content, attachments, and header 

information (specifically including the source and destination addresses associated with each 

email, the date and time at which each emailwas sent, and the size and length of each email). 

b. Address book information. All address book, contact list, or similar information 

associated with the Subject Account. 

c. Subscriber and payment information. All subscriber · and payment infom1ation 

regarding the Subject Account, including but not limited to name, username, address, telephone 
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number, alternate email addresses, registration IP address, account creation date, account status, 

length of service, types of services utilized, means and source of payment, and payment history. 

d. Transactional records. All transactional records associated with the Subject Account, 

including any IP logs or other records of session times and durations. 

e. Customer correspondence. All conespondence with the subscriber or others associated 

with the Subject Account, including complaints, inquiries, or other contacts with support services 

and records-ofactions·taken-. --~---

f. Prese-rved or backup records. Any preserved or backup copies of any of the foregoing 

categories of records, whether created in response to a preservation request issued pursuant to 18 

U.S.C. § 2703(f) or otherwise. 

III. Review of Information by the Government 

Law enforcement personnel (who may include, in addition to law enforcement officers and 

agents, attorneys for the government, attorney support staff, agency personnel assisting the 

government in this investigation, and outside technical experts under government control) are 

authorized to review the records produced by the Provider in order to locate any evidence, fruits, 

and instrumentalities of violations of 18 U.S. C. § § 3 71 ( conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud 

the United Stat~s ), 1005 ( false bank entries); 1014 (false statements to a :financial institution), 1343 

(wire fraud), and 1344 (bank fraud), including the following: 

a. Communications, records, documents, and othediles necessary to establish the identity 

of the person(s) who created or used the Subject Account; 

b. Communications, records, documents, and other files· involving Sterling National 

Bank, ·Melrose Credit Union, and/or taxi medallions; 

c. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving a plan, proposal, or 

agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities associated with hi!TI to transfer any interest in taxi 

2 
02.28.2018 
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medallions, and any associated debts or liabilities, to others, including to md/or 

entities associated with him; 

d. Communications, records, documents, and other files involving Essential Consultants, 

LLC or Michael D. Cohen & Associates, including those which indicate the nature and purpose of 

payments made to or from Essential Consultants or Michael D. Cohen & Associates; 

I 
l 

I r 
[ 
i-
i 
I r, 
! 
R 

I 
I 
i 

e. The identity of any_person(s) - including records that reveal the whereabouts of the l 
-------person(s)-=who-comrnrinicated·with--the-Subject-Account-abotrtanyrtratters-relatingto-Essential1-··· ·------1 

Consultants, LLC, or about any plan or proposal or agreement for Michael D. Cohen and/or entities 

associated with him to transfer any interest in taxi medallions, and any associated debts or 

liabilities, t<? others, including to and/or entities associated with him; 

f. Communications between the Subject Account and Jeffrey Getzel relating to Michael 

D. Cohen's bank accounts, taxes, debts, and/or finances; 

g. Communications, records, documents, and other files reflecting false representations 

to a financial institution with· relation to the intended purpose of an account or loan at that financial 

institution; the nature of any business or entity associated with an accmmt at a financial institution; 

the source of funds flowing into an account; or the purpose or nature of any financial transactions 

involving that financial institution; 

h. Evidence indicating how and when the Subject Account was accessed or used, to 

determine the geographic an.d chronological context of account access, use, and events relating to 

the crimes under investigation and to the account owner; and 

i. Evidence indicating the Subject Account owner's intent as it relates to the Subject 

Offenses under investigation. 

3 
02.28.2018 
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JV. Review Protocols 

Review of the items described in this Attachment shall be conducted pursuant to 

established procedures designed to collect ~vidence_ in a manner reasonably designed to protect 

any attorney~client or other applicable privilege. When appropriate, the procedures shall include 

use of a designated "filter team," separate and apart from the investigative team, in order to address 

potential privileges. 

4 
02.28.2018 
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18 MAG 2- · 95-.. 7 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT . 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
------ --------------- ---- ---------- -------------------· ' ' In re: Warrant and Order For Prospective : 

and Historical Location Information and ! 
Pen Register Information for the : 
Cellphones Assigned Call Numbers ! 

and ,, 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 

·-- ---- ----- ------------ -- --------- --------------------' ' 

Warrant and Order 

WARRANT AND ORDER 

18Mag. ___ _ 

for Cellphone Location Information and Pen Register Information 

l 

I 
l 1-, 

_and for Sealing an_d _l'l'!:)n-Disclosure ; 
- - ----- ---- ----- -•· ! 

TO: AT&T ("Service Provider"), and any subsequent provider of service to the Target 
Cellphones specified below ("Subsequent Service Provider") 

United States Attorney's Office and Federal Bureau of Investigation ("Investigative 
Agencies") 

Upon the Application and Agent Affidavit submitted by the Government in this matter: 

I. Findings 

The Court hereby finds: 

1. The Target Cellphones (the "Target Cellphones") that are the subject of this Order are 

assigned call numbers and , are subscribed to in the name of Michael 

Cohen (the "Subscriber") and are currently serviced by the Service Provider. 

2. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(l)(A) and the applicable provisions of Rule 41 of the 

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the Government's application sets forth probable cause to 

believe that the prospective and historical location information for the Target Cellphone will reveal 

evidence, fruits, or instrumentalities of suspected violations of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 

30109(d)(l)(A)(l) ("the Subject Offense"). 

3. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d), the Government's application also sets forth specific 

and articulable facts showing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the historical I 
I I 

I 
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location information and toll records for the Target Cellphone are relevant and material to an 

ongoing criminal investigation. 

4. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3123(b)(l), the Government has certified that the pen register 

information for the Target Cellphones is relevant to an ongoing investigation by the Investigating 

Agencies of Michael Cohen and others unknown in connection with suspected violations of the 

Subject Offense. 

5. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b), there is reason to believe that notification of the 

existence of this Warrant and Order will result in destruction of or tampering with evidence, danger 

to the physical safety of an individual, flight from prosecution, and/or intimidation of potential 

witnesses, or otherwise will seriously jeopardize an ongoing investigation. 

NOW, THEREFORE,pursuantto Fed, R. Crim. P. 41, 18 U.S.C. §§ 3121 et seq., 18 U.S.C. 

§§ 2701 et seq., and 18 U.S.C. § 3103a, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

II. Order to Service Provider 

6. Service Provider. This Order shall apply to the Service Provider specified above, and 

to any subsequent provider of service to the Target Cellphones without need for further Order of 

this Court. 

7. Prospective Location Information. The Service Provider shall provide to the 

Investigating Agencies on a prospective basis, for a period of 45 days from the date of this Order 

( or the date that the Target Cellphones are seized, whichever comes first), information concerning 

the location of the Target Cellphones ("Prospective Location Information"), including all 

available: 

a. precision location information, including GPS data, E-911 Phase II data, and 

latitude-longitude data; and 

2 
2017.02.09 
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b. cell site data, including any data reflecting (a) the cell towers and sectors thereof 

utilized in routing any phone, text, or data communication to or from the Target Cellphones, and 

(b) the approximate range of the target phone from the cell towers during the communication 

(including per-call measurement ("PCM") or round-trip time ("RTT" or "NELOS") data); 

8. Historical Location Information and Toll Records. The Service Provider shall 

provide to the Investigating Agency all available historical cell site location information reflecting 

the cell towers and sectors thereof utilized in routing any phone, text, or data communication to or 

from the Target Cellphones, and the approximate range of the target phone from the cell towers P;:~ 
''( / 

during the communication (PCMIRTT or NELOS data), for the period from October 1, 2016 t..., -;;;,·~-~ 
jV QvC: ..... i,ef 

tlrrough4hc date ofth:i:S"8rde-r, as well as all available toll records (including call detail, SMS detail, Q~,,,/ ttit't, 

:t~~ 
or data session detail records) for the communications. J, i...o, 1 

9. Pen register with caller identification and/or trap and trace device. The Service -k, f tt,lt."\,t 

Provider shall provide to the Investigating Agencies, for a period of 60 days from the date of this 

order ( or the date that the Target Cellphones are seized, whichever comes first), all dialing, routing, 

addressing, or signaling information associated with each voice, text, or data communication 

transmitted to or from the Target Cellphones, including but not limited to: 

a. any unique identifiers associated with the phone, including ESN, MEIN, 

MSISDN, IMSI, IMEI, SIM, MIN, or MAC address; 

b. source and destination telephone numbers and/or Internet protocol ("IP") 

addresses; 1 

1 The Service Provider is not required to provide post-cut-through dialed digits ("PCTDD"), or 
digits that are dialed after a telephone call from the Target Phone has been connected. If possible, 
the Service Provider will forward only pre-cut-through-dialed digits to the Investigative Agency. 
However, if the Service Provider's technical capabilities require it to forward all dialed digits, 
including PCTDD, to the Investigative Agency, the Investigative Agency will only decode and 

3 
2017.02.09 
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c. date, time, and duration of the communication; and 

d. cell-site information as specified above. 

10. Technical Assistance. The Service Provider shall furnish the Investigating Agency all 

information, facilities, and technical assistance necessary to accomplish the disclosure of all of the 

foregoing information relating to the Target Cellphones unobtrusively and with the minimum 

interference to the service presently provided to the Subscriber. 

11. Non-Disclosure to Subscriber. The Service Provider, including its affiliates, officers, 

employees, and agents, shall not disclose the existence of this Warrant and Order, or the underlying 

investigation, to the Subscriber or any other person, for a period of 180 days from the date of this 

Warrant and Order, subject to extension upon application to the Court, if necessary. 

III. Additional Provisions 

12. Compensation for Costs. The Investigating Agency shall compensate the Service 

Provider for reasonable expenses incurred in complying with the Warrant and this Order. 

13. Sealing. This Warrant and Order, and the supporting Application and Agent Affidavit, 

shall be sealed until otherwise ordered by the Court, except that the Government may without 

further order of this Court: serve this Warrant and Order on the Service Provider; provide copies 

of the Warrant and Order or the supporting Application and Agent Affidavit as need be to 

forward to the agents assigned to the investigation, the numbers that are dialed before the call is 
cut through. 

4 
2017.02.09 
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personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of this matter; and 

disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure obligations in any 

prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

Date Issued Time Issued 

~----------------------UNI+lih),~;'T~ES-MAGIS+RAI'R-JUDGE------
Southern District .of New York 

5 
2017.02.09 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

18MAG 2957 
' 

In re: Warrant and Order For ! 
Prospective and Historical Location ! APPLICATION 
Information and Pen Register : 
Information for the Cellphones : 18Mag. ___ _ 
Assigned Call Numbers 
and USAO Reference 
No. 2018R00127 

Application for Warrant and Order 
for Cellphone Location and Pen Register Information 

The United States of America, by its attorney, Robert Khuzami, Attorney for the United 

States Acting Under Authority Conferred by 28 U.S.C. § 515, Assistant United 

States Attorney, of counsel, respectfully requests that the Court issue the accompanying proposed 

Warrants and Orders for prospective and historical location information and pen register 

information for two cellphones (the "Target Cellphones"). As grounds for this Application the 

Government relies on the following facts and authorities. 

I. Introduction 

1. I am an Assistant United States Attorney in the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern 

District of New York. This Application is submitted in conjunction with the accompanying 

affidavit of a law enforcement agent ("Agent Affidavit"), to be sworn before this Court, and 

incorporated by reference herein. I make this Application based on information and belief, 

including the Agent Affidavit, my review of other documents in the case, and information received 

from investigative personnel. 

I 

I 
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2. The Investigating Agency, Target Cellphones, Subscriber, Target Subject(s), Service 

Provider, Subject Offenses, Successor Service Provider, and Successor Cellphones referenced in 

this Application are as specified in the Agent Affidavit. 

II. Legal Authority 

A. Prospective Location Information 

3. The Government seeks to obtain both precision location information and cell site data 

for the Target Cellphones on a prospective basis (the "Prospective Location Information") for a 

period of 45 days from the date of this order - the same period of time for which a warrant for a 

tracking device may be granted under Rule 4l(e)(2)(C). It bears noting, however, that while the 

Prospective Location Information may permit "tracking" the user of the phone in the colloquial 

sense, this is not an application for a warrant for a "tracking device" as defined in Fed. R. Crim. 

P. 4l(a)(2)(E) and 18 U.S.C. § 3117(b). Those provisions only apply where an agent is seeking to 

physically install a tracking device on a given object. Instead, the Prospective Location 

Information will be obtained by requiring the Service Provider to provide the information. 

4. The authority for this application is found in 18 U.S.C. §§ 2703(c )(1 ), which authorizes 

a court of competent jurisdiction to require any electronic communication service provider (which 

includes a cellular telephone service provider 1) to disclose any "record or other information 

pertaining to a subscriber" other than the "contents of communications," wheri the government 

obtains, inter alia, a warrant under the procedures of Rule 41. See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(l)(A).2 

1 See 18 U.S.C. § 2711(1) (incorporating by cross-reference statutory definitions set forth in 18 
U.S.C. § 2510); 18 U.S.C. § 2510(15) ( defining "electronic communication service" as "any 
service which provides to users thereof the ability to send or receive wire or electronic 
communications"). 
2 Another provision of 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(l), specifically, § 2703(c)(l)(B), enables the 
Government to compel an electronic communication service provider to disclose non-content 
information pertaining to a subscriber by obtaining an order issued under 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d), 

1 
2017.02.09 
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Because data concerning a subscriber's location, such as precision location information and cell 

site data, constitutes "information pertaining to a subscriber" that does not include the "contents 

of communications," that data is among the types of information available under§ 2703(c)(l)(A).3 

Further, as specified in 18 U.S.C. § 2711(3), this Court is a court of competent jurisdiction under 

the Stored Communications Act because it has jurisdiction over the Subject Offenses. 

5. The Government's request for cell site data also implicates the pen register statute, 

because such data constitutes signaling information used by the Service Provider to route 

communications to and from the Target Cellphones. In order to collect such data, a valid pen 

register order is required.4 Accordingly, I hereby certify pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3122 that such 

instead of a warrant. Rather than requiring a showing of probable cause, a§ 2703( d) order requires 
only a showing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the information sought is relevant 
and material to an ongoing criminal investigation. However, given that continued monitoring of 
an individual's specific location through precision location information arguably implicates Fourth 
Amendment interests, see United States v. Jones, 565 U.S. 400,418 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring 
in the judgment), the Government here seeks to obtain the Precision Location Information sought 
herein by a § 2703( c) warrant rather than a § 2703( d) order. 
3 See In re Application, 460 F. Supp. 2d 448, 459-60 & n. 55 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (Kaplan, J.) 
( cellphone location information falls within§ 2703( c )(1 )); accord, e.g., United States v. Caraballo, 
963 F. Supp. 2d 341, 361 (D.Vt. 2013); In re Order, 632 F. Supp. 2d 202,207 (E.D.N.Y. 2008); 
In re Application, 405 F. Supp. 2d 435, 444-45 (S.D.N.Y. 2005). But see In re Application, 849 
F. Supp. 2d 526,574 (D.Md. 2011) (rejecting view that cellular location data falls within the scope 
of the SCA and finding that phone must be treated as "tracking device" for purposes of Rule 41 
where used to collect location data); In re Application, 2009 WL 159187, at ·*5-*6 (S.D.N.Y. 
Jan.13, 2009) (McMahon, J.) (same). 
4 See 18 U.S.C. § 3121 (prohibiting use of pen register or trap and trace device without an order 
under the pen register statute); 3127(3) & (4) (defining pen register and trap and trace device to 
include devices or processes that record, inter alia, signaling information). Although cell site data 
constitutes "signaling" information within the meaning of the pen register statute, a separate statute 
precludes the Government from relying "solely" on the authority provided by the pen register 
statute to ascertain.a subscriber's location. 47 U.S.C. § 1002(a). Here, the Government seeks to 
obtain such data pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703( c) as well as the pen register statute, rather than 
"solely'' under the latter statute. See In re Application, 460 F. Supp. 2d at 456-59. 

2 
2017.02.09 
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signaling information is relevant to an ongoing investigation being conducted by the Investigating 

Agency into suspected violations of the Subject Offenses by the Target Subject(s). 

B. Historical Location Information 

6. The Government also seeks historical eel~ s~te data for the Target Cel!pho1:es. for the~ t 
+h;,o1.1._sh 1'-' o\/lrr, t;U- /) 1 Jo t6 a,,., J, J o,ri Ltt2A1 11 2-0 11b w .p I t.J--&. 

period from October 1, 2016 to tJiepfesOEot (the "Historical Location Information"). Because such 

data constitutes non-content information concerning a subscriber, the Court is authorized to order 

the Service Provider to provide this data pursuant to a warrant application under 18 U.S.C. § 

2703(c) or an application for an order under 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d). See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(l)(B). 
I 

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703( d), I respectfully submit that the Agent Affidavit offers 1:,pecific and 

articulable facts showing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Historical Location 

Information is relevant and material to an ongoing criminal investigation. Further, although a 

warrant for the Historical Location Information is not required, I respectfully submit that the same 

probable cause supporting the Government's request for a warrant to obtain the Prospective 

Location Information requested above also supports the issuance of a warrant under § 2703( c) for 

the Historical Location Information. 5 In addition, the Government seeks toll records for the same 

5 A warrant is not required to obtain historical cell site information. Individuals do not have a 
reasonable expectation of privacy in historical cell site information because individuals voluntarily 
convey that information to third-party service providers. See United States v. Graham, 824 F.3d 
421, 424-25 (4th Cir. 2016) (en bane); United States v. Davis, 785 F.3d 498, 511-13 (I 1th Cir. 
2015) (en bane), cert. denied, 136 S. Ct. 479 (2015); In re Application of U.S. for Historical Cell 
Site Data, 724 F.3d 600, 614-15 (5th Cir. 2013); United States v. Guerrero, 768 F.3d 351, 358-59 
(5th Cir. 2014); see also United States v. Pascual, 502 F. App'x 75, 80 & n.6 (2d Cir. 2012), cert. 
denied, 134 S. Ct. 231 (2013) ("general principles" of third-party doctrine "point[]" toward this 
conclusion regarding cell-site records); but see United States v. Ulbricht, 858 F.3d 71, 97 n.29 (2d 
Cir. 2017) ( declining to express its view as to whether the Fourth Amendment applies to historical 
cell site location information). Moreover, because historical cell site information does not enable 
law enforcement to conduct live monitoring of a person's location within private spaces such as 
"the interior of the [person's] home," it is not comparable to prospective precision location 
information, for which a warrant is arguably required. See In re Application of U.S. for Order 
Directing Provider of Elec. Commc'n Serv. to Disclose Records to Gov't, 620 F.3d 304, 312-15 
(3d Cir. 2010). Nevertheless, because the Supreme Court has recently granted certiorari to review 

3 
2017.02.09 
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period as the Historical Location Information is requested, which the Government is also 

authorized to obtain pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §2703( d). 

C. Pen Register Information 

7. Finally, the Government seeks an order pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 3121-26 authorizing 

the use of a pen register on the Target Cellphones for a period of 60 days from the date of this 

order ( or the date that the Target Cellphones are seized, whichever comes first). Specifically, the 

Government seeks an order directing the Service Provider to furnish any information, facilities, 

and technical assistance necessary to operate, unobtrusively and with minimum disruption of 

service, a pen register and trap and trace device to capture all dialing, routing, addressing, or 

signaling" information associated with each call transmitted to or from the Target Cellphones, as 

specified further in the proposed Warrant and Order (the "Pen Register Information").6 

8. I hereby certify pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3122 that the Pen Register Information is 

relevant to an ongoing investigation being conducted by the Investigating Agency into suspected 

violations of the Subject Offenses by the Target Subject(s). 

the Sixth Circuit's decision in United States v. Carpenter, 819 F.3d 880, 887-90 (6th Cir. 2016) 
(holding Government's collection of business records containing historical cell site data did not 
constitute search under Fourth Amendment), cert. granted, 137 S. Ct. 2211 (June 5, 2017) (No". 
16-402), the Government, in an abundance of caution, requests a warrant under 18 U.S.C. § 
2703(c), upon articulation of probable cause as set forth in the Agent Affidavit. 
6 The Government is also not seeking authorization to obtain post-cut-through dialed digits 
("PCTDD"), or digits that are dialed after a telephone call from the Target Phone has been 
connected. Pursuant to the attached Order, if possible, the Provider will forward only pre-cut-
through-dialed digits to the Investigating Agency. However, if the Provider's technical 
capabilities require it to forward all dialed digits, including PCTDD, to the Investigating Agency, 
the Investigating Agency will only decode and forward to the agents assigned to the investigation 
the numbers that are dialed before the call is cut through. 

4 
2017.02.09 
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D. Sealing and Non-Disclosure Order to Service Provider 

9. When the Government obtains records or information under§ 2703( c ), it is not required 

to notify the subscriber or customer. 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(3). Additionally, the Government may 

obtain an order precluding the Provider from notifying the subscriber or any other third-party of 

the warrant or order obtained, for such period as the Court deems appropriate, where there is reason 

to believe that such notification will result in endangering the life or physical safety of an 

individual, flight from prosecution, destruction of or tampering with evidence, or intimidation of 

potential witnesses, or will otherwise seriously jeopardize the investigation. 18 U.S.C. § 2705(b). 

10. Further, 18 U.S.C. § 3123(d) provides that an order directing installation of a pen 

register or trap and trace device shall direct the pertinent service provider "not to disclose the 

existence of the pen register or trap and trace device or the existence of the investigation to the 

listed subscriber, or to any other person unless or until otherwise ordered by the Court." 

11. Accordingly, as explained further in the Agent Affidavit, in light of the confidential 

nature of the continuing criminal investigation and the adverse consequences expected in the event 

of premature notification, the Government respectfully requests that the Court direct the Service 

Provider not to notify the Subscriber or any other person of the Warrant and Order sought herein 

for a period of 180 days, subject to extension upon application to the Court, if necessary. 

12. For similar reasons, I respectfully request that the proposed Warrant and Order, this 

Application, and the accompanying Agent Affidavit, be maintained under seal until the Court 

orders otherwise, except that the Government be permitted without further orqer of this Court to 

serve this Warrant and Order on the Service Provider; provide copies of the Warrant and Order or 

the supporting Application and Agent Affidavit as need be to personnel assisting the Government 

in the investigation and prosecution of this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to 

comply with discovery and disclosure obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

5 
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III. Prior Requests 

14. Except as may be set forth above, no prior request for the relief requested herein has 

been made. 

Dated: New York, New York 
April 7, 2018 

Assistant United States Attorney 
Tel.: (212) 637-: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

In re: Warrant and Order For Prospective 
and Historical Location Information and 
Pen Register Information for the 
Cellphones Assigned Call Numbers 

and 
USAO Reference No. 2018R00127 

·------------------------------------------------------

' ' ' ' ' ' 

18MAG 2957 
AGENT AFFIDAVIT 

18 Mag._· __ _ 

Agent Mfidavit in Support of Warrant and Order 
for Cellphone Location and Pen Register Information 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

Special Agent of the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern 
District of New York, being duly sworn, deposes and states: 

I. Introduction 

1. I am a Special Agent with the United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District 

of New York ("Investigating Agency"). As such, I am a "federal law enforcement officer" within 

the meaning of Fede~al Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(a)(2)(C), that is, a government agent 

engaged in enforcing the criminal laws and duly authorized by the Attorney General to request a 

search warrant. I have been a Special Agent with the USAO since August 2016. I previously 

served as a Special Agent with the United States Department of Labor Inspector General from 

May 2011 to August 2016. In the course ofmy experience and training in these positions, I have 

participated in numerous investigations involving the use of cellphone location data. 

2. Requested Information. I respectfully submit this Affidavit pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 

§§ 2703(c) and (c)(l)(A) and the applicable procedures of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41; 

18 U.S.C. §§ 2703(d) & 2705; and 18 U.S.C. §§ 3121-3126, in support of a warrant and order for 

prospective location information, historical location information, toll records, and pen register 
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information, for the Target Cellphones identified below ( collectively, the "Requested 

Information"). 

3. Basis for Knowledge. This Affidavit is based upon my participation in the 

investigation, my examination of reports and records, and my conversations with other law 

enforcement agents and other individuals, as well as my training and experience. Because this 

Affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of obtaining the Requested Information, it 

does not include all the facts that I have learned during the course of this investigation. Where the 

contents of documents and the actions, statements, and conversations of others are reported herein, 

they are reported in substance and in part, except where otherwise indicated. In addition, unless 

otherwise indicated, statements by others referenced in this Affidavit were not necessarily made 

to me, but may have been provided to me by someone else to whom I have spoken or whose report 

I have read (and who in turn may have had either direct or indirect knowledge of the statement). 

Similarly, unless otherwise indicated, information in this Affidavit resulting from surveillance 

does not necessarily set forth my personal observations, but may have been provided to me by 

other law enforcement agents who observed the events, and to whom I have spoken or whose 

report I have read. 

4. Target Cellphones, Subscriber, Target Subject, and Service Provider. The Target 

Cellphones referenced in this Affidavit are the cellphones assigned call numbers 

and . As further discussed below, the Target Cellphones are subscribed to in the 

name of Michael Cohen (the "Subscriber"). The Subscriber _ is believed to use the Target 

Cellphones and is a Target Subject of this investigation. AT&T is the Service Provider for the 

Target Cellphones. 

2 
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5. Precision Location Capability. Cellphone service providers have technical 

capabilities that allow them to collect at least two kinds of information about the locations of the 

cellphones to which they provide service: (a) precision location information, also known as E-911 

Phase II data, GPS data, or latitude-longitude data, and (b) cell site data, also Im.own as 

"tower/face" or "tower/sector" information. Precision location information provides relatively 

precise location information about a cellphone, which a provider can typically collect either via 

GPS tracking technology built into the phone or by triangulating the device's signal as received 
------------------------- _______________________ ,_:.:; 

by the provider's nearby cell towers. Cell site data, by contrast, reflects only the cell tower and 

sector thereof utilized in routing any communication to and from the cellphone, as well as the 

approximate range of the cellphone from the tower during the communication (sometimes referred 

to as "per-call measurement" ("PCM") or "round-trip time" ("RTT" or "NELOS" data). Because 

cell towers are often a half-mile or more apart, even in urban areas, and can be ten or more miles 

apart in rural areas, cell site data is typically less precise than precision location information. Based 

on my training and experience, I know that the Service Provider has the technical ability to collect 

precision location information from any cellphone on its network, including by initiating a signal 

on the Service Provider's network to determine the phone's location. I further know that cell site 

data is routinely collected by the Service Provider in the course of routing calls placed to or from 

any cellphone on its network.1 

6. Successor Service Provider. Because it is possible that the Target Subject may change 

cellphone service provider during the course of this investigation, it is requested that the warrant 

1 Toll records are sometimes necessary or helpful in order to obtain or interpret historical cell site 
data and are therefore also requested herein. 

3 
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and investigative order requested apply without need for further order to any Successor Service 

Provider who may provide service to the Target Cellphones during the time frames at issue herein. 

II. Facts Establishing Probable Cause 

7. Although I understand that probable cause is not necessary to obtain all of the 

Requested Information, I respectfully submit that probable cause exists to believe that the 

Requested Information will lead to evidence of the crime of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 

30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) (the "Subject Offense"), as well as the location 

of the Target Subject who is engaged in the Subject Offense. 

Introduction 

8. The USAO and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (the "FBI") are investigating a 

criminal violation of the campaign finance laws by Michael Cohen, a lawyer who holds himself 

out as the personal attorney for President Donald J. Trump. As detailed below, there is probable 

cause to believe that Cohen made an excessive in-kind contribution to the presidential election 

campaign of then-candidate Donald Trump in the form of a $130,000 payment to Stephanie 

Clifford, an individual who was rumored to have had an extramarital affair with Trump, in 

exchange for her agreement not to disclose that alleged affair on the eve of the 2016 presidential 

election. 

Prior Relevant Process 

9. In connection with an investigation_ then being conducted by the Office of the Special 

Counsel ("SCO"), the FBI sought and obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, Chief United 

States District Judge for the District of Columbia, three search warrants for emails and other 

content information associated with two email accounts used by Cohen, and one search warrant 

for stored content associated with an iCloud account used by Cohen. Specifically: 

4 
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a. On or about July 18, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for emails 

in the account @gmail.com (the "Cohen Gmail Account") sent or received between 

January 1, 2016 and July 18, 2017 (the "First Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

b. On or about August 8, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

content stored in the iCloud account associated with Apple ID • 

"Cohen iCloud Account" and the "Cohen iCloud Warrant"). 

~gmail.com (the 

c. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

emails in the Cohen Gmail Account sent or received between June 1, 2015 and November 13, 2017 

(the "Second Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

d. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

emails in the account :the "Cohen MDCPC Account") sent or received 

between the opening of the Cohen MDCPC Account2 and November 13, 2017 (the "First Cohen 

MDCPC Warrant"). 

10. The SCO has since referred certain aspects of its investigation into Cohen to the USA O, 

which is working with the FBI's New York Field Office. 

11. On or about February 28, 2018, the USAO sought and obtained search warrants for 

emails in Cohen Gmail Account and Cohen MDCPC Account, among other accounts, sent or 

received between November 14, 2017 and February 28, 2018 (the "Third Cohen Gmail Warrant" 

and "Second Cohen MDCPC Warrant"). 

2 Based on my review of this warrant and the affidavit in support of it, I lmow that the warrant did 
not specify a time period, but the affidavit indicated that, pursuant to court order, the service 
provider had provided non-content information for the Cohen MDCPC Account that indicated that 
the account contained emails from the approximate period of March 2017 through the date of the 
warrant. 

5 
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12. The above-described warrants are referred to herein as the "Cohen Emails Warrants" 

and, with respect to the iCloud Warrant, the "Cohen iCloud Warrant." 

The Illegal Campaign Contribution Scheme 

13. From my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. In or around October 2011, there were rumors published on the gossip website 

TheDirty. com that Trump had had an extramarital affair with Clifford, an adult film actress whose 

screen name is Stormy Daniels, in or around July 2006. In or about October 2011, Life & Style 

Magazine, a tabloid sold in supermarkets, also published an article, based on the report in 

TheDirty.com, alleging an affair had occurred between Trump and Clifford. Both Trump and 

Clifford, through their representatives, issued denials in response to the articles. 

b. Specifically, on or about October 11, 2011, Keith Davidson, who identified himself 

as Clifford's attorney, sent a cease and desist letter to TheDirty.com, demanding that the article 

regarding Trump and Clifford be removed from the website. Additionally, on or about October 

12, 2011, Cohen, who was then Executive Vice-President and Special Counsel to the Trump 

Organization, stated to El News that "[t]he totally untrue and ridiculous story ... emanated from 

a sleazy and disgusting website .... The Trump Organization and Donald J. Trump will be bringing 

a lawsuit ... [and] Mr. Trump and the Trump Organization would like to thank and commend 

Stormy Daniels and her attorneys for their honesty and swift actions." 

14. On or about June 16, 2015, Trump formally launched his 2016 presidential campaign. 

On or about May 4, 2016, Trump became the presumptive Republican Party nominee for president, 

and on July 19, 2016, Trump officially became the nominee. Based on my review of public 

sources, I have learned that while it does not appear that Cohen had an official title as part of the 

Trump campaign, on multiple occasions Cohen made public statements on behalf of Trump or his 

6 
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campaign. For instance, on or about August 18, 2016, Cohen appeared on CNN to defend Trump's 

polling numbers. 

15. On or about October 7, -2016, The Washington Post published online a video and 

accompanying audio in which Trump referred to women in what the article described as "vulgar 

terms" in a 2005 conversation with Billy Bush, who was then the host of Access Hollywood. The 

following day, on October 8, 2016, Trump appeared in a video in which he stated, among other 

things, "I've said and done things I regret and words released today on this more than a decade old 

video are one of them. Anyone who knows me knows these words don't reflect who I am. I said 

it. I was wrong and I apologize." Based on my review of public sources, I also know that 

representatives of the Trump Campaign stated, in sum and substance, that the Access Hollywood 

comment was an old and isolated incident. 

16. Based on my review of public sources, including an article published in Slate magazine 

by a reporter who interviewed Clifford, that around this same time, in or about October 2016, 

Clifford was in discussions with ABC's Good Morning America show and Slate magazine, among 

other media sources, to provide these media outlets with her statement about her alleged 

relationship with Trump. According to the article in Slate, which the author- based on 

conversations with Clifford over the telephone and by text message, Clifford wanted to be paid for 

her story or be paid by Trump not to disclose her accusation. As Cohen summarized in a 2018 

email obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants: "In October 2016, I was contacted by 

counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that news outlets, including ABC News, were pursuing the 2011 

story of an alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford." 

7 
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17. From my review of telephone toll records3 and information produced pursuant to the 

iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that in the days following the Access 

Hollywood video, Cohen exchanged a series of calls, text messages, and emails with Keith 

Davidson, who was then Clifford's attorney, David Pecker and Dylan Howard of American Media, 

Inc. ("AMI"), the publisher of the National Enquirer,4 Trump, and Hope Hicks, who was then 

press secretary for Trump's presidential campaign. For these text messages and calls-as well as 

all of the text messages and calls referenced in this affidavit involving Cohen-Cohen used one of 

the Target Cellphones for the communication. 

18. Based on the timing of the calls in the days following the Access Hollywood story, and 

the content of the text messages and emails, I believe that at least some of these communications 

concerned the need to prevent Clifford from going public, particularly in the wake of the Access 

Hollywood story. In particular, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 8, 2016, at approximately 7:20 p.m., Cohen received a call from Hicks. 

Sixteen seconds into the call, Trump joined the call, and the call continued for over four minutes. 5 

3 My attribution of certain telephone numbers to certain individuals as described in this 
affidavit is based on my review of the vCard (virtual contact file) obtained from Cohen's telephone 
pursuant to the iCloud Warrant. 

4 Pecker is President of AMI and, according to his own statements in public reports, a personal 
friend of Trump. Howard is the chief content officer of AMI, who according to public records 
reports directly to Pecker. 

5 I believe that Trump joined the call between Cohen and Hicks based on my review of toll 
records. Specifically, I know that a call was initiated between Cohen's telephone number and 
Trump's telephone number at the same time the records indicate that Cohen was talking to Hicks. 
After the Cohen-Trump call was initiated, it lasted the same period of time as the Cohen-Hicks 
call. Additionally, the toll records indicate a "-1" and then Trump's telephone number, which, 
based on my training and experience, means that the call was either transferred to Trump, or that 
Trump was added to the call as a conference or three-way call participant. In addition, based on 
my conversations with an FBI agent who has interviewed Hicks, I have learned that Hicks stated, 
in substance, that to the best of her recollection, she did not learn about the allegations made by 
Clifford until early November 2016. Hicks was not specifically asked about this three-way call. 

8 
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Based on the toll records that the USAO has obtained to date, I believe that this was the first call 

Cohen had received or made to Hicks in at least multiple weeks, and that Cohen and Trump spoke 

about once a month prior to this date - specifically, prior to this call on October 8, 2016, Cohen 

and Trump had spoken once in May, once in June, once in July, zero times in August, and twice 

in September. 

b. Approximately ten minutes after the call ended, Hicks and Cohen spoke again for 

about two minutes. 

c. At 7:39 p.m., immediately after the second call with Hicks ended, Cohen called 

David Pecker ( as noted above, the President of American Media Inc., or AMI) and they connected 

for thirty seconds. Approximately four minutes later, Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for more than a minute. Three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen received a call 

from Dylan Howard ( as noted above, the Chief Content Officer of AMI), and they spoke for 

approximately a minute. According to toll records, it does not appear that Cohen and Howard 

spoke regularly prior to October 8, 2016, as it had been over a month since they had called each 

other. 

d. At 7:56 p.m., approximately eight minutes after his call with Howard ended, Cohen 

called Hicks and they connected for two minutes. At approximately the same time this call ended, 

Cohen received a call from Pecker, and they spoke for about two minutes. At 8:03 p.m., about 

three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen called Trump, and they spoke for nearly 

eight minutes. 

e. At 8:39 p.m. and 8:57 p.m., Cohen received calls from Howard and spoke to him 

for about four and six minutes, respectively. At 9: 13 p.m., about ten minutes after Cohen and 

Howard hung up from the second of these calls, Howard sent Cohen a text message that said: 

9 
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"Keith will do it. Let's reconvene tomorrow." Based on my involvement in this investigation, I 

believe that when Howard wrote "Keith," he was referring to Keith Davidson, the attorney for 

Stephanie Clifford. At 3:31 a.m., now on October 9, 2016, Cohen sent Howard a text message in 

response that said: "Thank you." Eight minutes later, Cohen sent Howard a text message that said: 

"Resolution Consultants LLC. is the name of the entity I formed a week ago. Whenever you wake, 

please call my cell." 

f. The following day, on October 10, 2016, at 10:58 a.m., Howard sent a text message 

' to Cohen and Davidson, which stated: "Keith/Michael: connecting you both in regards to that 

business opportunity. Spoke to the client this AM and they're confirmed to proceed with the 

opportunity. Thanks. Dylan. Over to you two." At 12:25 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

that stated: "Michael - if we are ever going to close this deal - In my opinion, it needs to be today. 

Keith." Davidson and Cohen then spoke by phone for about three minutes. Based on my 

participation in this investigation, I believe that when Howard wrote that the "client" was 

"confirmed to proceed with the opportunity," he was referring to Clifford's agreement in principle 

to accept money from Cohen in exchange for her agreement not to discuss any prior affair with 

then-candidate Trump. 6 

g. Based on my review of records obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that on or about October 10, 2016, Clifford and Davidson appear to have signed a "side letter 

agreement" that stated it was an exhibit to a "confidential settlement · agreement and mutual 

6 As set forth below, AMI was also involved in a payment to model Karen McDougal. 
However, because these communications were in close temporal proximity to the events involving 
the negotiation of a payment to Clifford, the execution of the agreement with Clifford, and the 
payment of money to Clifford, I believe that these communications were related to Clifford. 
Additionally, based on my review of public statements by McDougal, I have learned that she 
negotiated an agreement with AMI several months prior to these communications between Cohen 
and Pecker, Howard, and Davidson. 

10 
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release" between "Peggy Peterson" and "David Dennison." The purpose of the document, 

according to the agreement, was to define the "true name and identity" of persons named by 

pseudonym in "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release." The side letter agreement 

specifies the identity of "Peggy Peterson" to be Clifford, but the space for "Dennison's" identity 

is blank. The agreement also includes a signature page for "Peterson," "Dennison," and their 

attorneys. The signature page is signed by "Peterson" and his attorney, Davidson, but the 

document is unsigned by "Dennison" and his attorney. Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe that Davidson sent Cohen this partially-signed "side letter agreement" in 

order to facilitate the closing of a deal between Davidson's client and Cohen or his client on 

October 10, 2016. 

19. It appears that on October 13, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen took steps to 

complete a transaction with Davidson, including attempting to open an account from which Cohen 

could transfer funds to Davidson. Specifically, from my review of toll records, information 

obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, records maintained by First 

Republic Bank ("First Republic"), as well as my participation in interviews with employees of 

First Republic, I have learned the following: 

a. On the morning of October 13, 2016, at 8:54 a.m., Cohen sent Pecker a text message 

that stated: "I need to talk to you." At 9:06 a.m.; Pecker sent a text message to Cohen that stated, 

"I called please call me back." The tolls between Cohen and Pecker do not show a telephone call 

between 8:54 a.m. and 9:06 a.m. However, based on my review of text messages, I have learned 

that Cohen and Pecker communicate with each other over Signal, which is an encrypted 

communications cellphone application that allows users to send encrypted text messages and make 

encrypted calls. 

11 
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b. At 9:23 a.m., Cohen sent an email that stated "call me" to a banker at First Republic 

Bank ("First Republic Employee-2"). The email attached documents from the Secretary of State 

of Delaware indicating that Cohen had formed a limited liability company called "Resolution 

Consultants LLC" on September 30, 2016. As noted above, "Resolution Consultants" is the name 

of the entity that Cohen had told Howard he had formed recently after Howard said Davidson 

would "do it." At 10:44 a.m., Cohen called First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum and 

substance, that he needed an account in the name of "Resolution Consultants" opened immediately, 

and that he did not want an address on the checks written out of the account. Later that day, another 

employee at First Republic emailed Cohen account opening paperwork to complete. Cohen 

returned the account opening documents partially_ completed, but failed to provide a copy of his 

driver's license or passport, and did not respond to the employee's question of how he wanted to 

fund the account. As a result, the account was never opened. 

c. On October 17, 2016, Cohen incorporated Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. 

That same day, he filed paperwork to dissolve Resolution Consultants LLC. 

20. Despite these steps taken by Cohen, it appears that the negotiation between Cohen and 

Davidson was not progressing sufficiently fast enough for Davidson or his client, Clifford, and 

they threatened to go public with Clifford's allegations just days before the presidential election. 

Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the iCloud 

Warrant, and public sources, I know the following: 

a. According to an article in The Washington Post, which quoted emails sent from 

Cohen's email account hosted by the Trump Organization, on October 17, 2016, Davidson emailed 

Cohen and threatened to cancel the aforementioned "settlement agreement" by the end of the day 

12 
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if Cohen did not complete the transaction. 7 According to the article, Davidson sent Cohen a second 

email later in the day that stated in part, "Please be advised that my client deems her settlement 

agreement canceled and void." At 4:00 p.m. that day, Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for 

over five minutes. 

b. Cohen's 4:00 p.m. call with Davidson and/or Davidson's threats to cancel the 

"settlement agreement" appear to have touched off a flurry of communications about the settlement 

agreement and whether Clifford would go public. Specifically: 

1. At 4:43 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message that stated: "I'm told they're 

going with DailyMail. Are you aware?" One minute later, Cohen responded: "Call me." Based 

on my involvement in this investigation, I understand Howard's text to mean that he heard that 

Clifford was going to take her story of an extramarital affair with Trump to the Daily Mail, a 

tabloid newspaper. 

11. At 4:45 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for over two minutes. 

Moments later, Davidson and Cohen spoke for about two minutes. 

iii. At 5:03 p.m., Cohen attempted to call Trump, but the call only lasted eight 

seconds. This was Cohen's first call after he spoke with Davidson. 

1v. At 5:25 p.m., Cohen texted Howard, stating: "Well???" 

v. At 6:44p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text, stating: "Not taking my calls." 

Cohen responded one minute later: "You're kidding. Who are you trying to reach?" Howard 

responded one minute later: "The 'agent."' Based on my involvement in this investigation, I 

7 Due to the partially covert nature of the investigation to this date, the Government has not 
requested documents from the Trump Organization or Davidson, and thus does not possess the 
email referenced in this article. 
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understand Howard's text messages to mean that he attempted to contact Davidson about the 

matter involving Clifford, but that Davidson was not taking Howard's calls. 

vi. At 6:49 p.m., Cohen called Howard and they spoke for nearly four minutes. 

c. The following day, on October 18, 2016, TheSmokingGun.com, a website that 

publishes legal documents and mugshots, published an article called: "Donald Trump and the Porn 

Superstar," which alleged that Trump had an extramarital affair with Clifford. However, the 

article noted that Clifford had declined to comment. 

21. On or about October 25, 2016, the communications between Cohen, Davidson, Howard 

and Pecker picked up again, apparently concerning a transaction involving Clifford. Specifically, 

based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants 

and iCloud Warrant, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 25, 2016, at 6:09 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message stating: 

"Keith calling you urgently. We have to coordinate something on the matter he's calling you about 

or its [sic] could look awfully bad for everyone." One minute later, Davidson sent Cohen a text 

message stating "Call me." Cohen and Davidson called each other several times over the next half 

hour but appear not to have connected. At 6:42 p.m., Cohen and Davidson spoke for about eight 

minutes. At 7: 11 J>.m., they spoke for another two minutes. 

b. The next morning, on or about October 26, 2016, at 8:26 a.m., Cohen called Trump 

and spoke to him for approximately three minutes. At 8:34 a.m., Cohen called Trump again and 

connected for a minute and a half. 

c. At approximately 9:04 a.m.-less than thirty minutes after speaking with Trump-

Cohen sent two emails to the person who had incorporated Resolution Consultants and Essential 

Consultants for him, and stated "can you send me asap the filing receipt" and then, in the second 

14 
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email, "for Essential Consultants LLC." That person responded with the filing receipt two minutes 

later at 9:06 a.m. and with the certification of formation 23 minutes later, at 9:27 a.m. 

d. Shortly after that, Cohen contacted a particular employee at First Republic ("First 

Republic Employee-2") and told him, in sum and substance, that he decided not to open an account 

in the name of "Resolution Consulting" and instead would be opening a real estate consulting 

company in the name of "Essential Consultants." Cohen told First Republic Employee-2 that he 

was at Trump Tower, and wanted to go to a First Republic branch across the street to open the 

account, so First Republic Employee-2 called another employee of First Republic ("First Republic 

Employee-I"), a preferred banker at that branch, to assist Cohen. At 11 :00 a.m., First Republic 

Employee-I called Cohen. I know from my participation in an interview with First Republic 

Employee-I, that around the time of the call he went to Cohen's office in Trump Tower-on the 

same, floor as the Trump Organization-and went through account opening questions, including 

know your customer questions, with Cohen. In response to a series of know-your-custo~er 

questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic Employee-I 

entered into a form-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening Essential 

Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting work, 

and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. Based 

on my review ofrecords obtained from First Republic, it appears that this account (the "Essential 

Consultants Account") was created at a time between 11 :00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m. 

e. At 1:47 p.m., Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for approximately two 

minutes. At approximately 1 :49 p.m., Davidson emailed Cohen wiring instructions for an attorney 

client trust account at City National Bank. 
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f. After the Essential Consultants Account was opened on October 26, 2016, Cohen 

transferred $131,000 from a home equity line of credit that Cohen had at First Republic to the 

Essential Consultants Account. Following the transfer, at approximately 4: 15 p.m. on October 26, 

2016, First Republic Employee-2's assistant emailed Cohen at his Trump Organization email 

address to tell him that the funds had been deposited into the Essential Consultants Account. 

Cohen forwarded that email to the Cohen Gmail Account and then forwarded it to Davidson. 

g. At 6:37 p.m., Cohen asked Pecker by text message, "Can we speak? Important." 

Cohen called Pecker at 6:49 p.m. and connected for thirty seconds. At 6:57 p.m., Cohen sent 

Howard a text message, stating: "Please call me. Important." Cohen called Howard at 7:00 p.m. 

and connected for about thirty seconds. At 7:06 p.m., Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for nearly thirteen minutes. At 7:24 p.m., Howard sent a text message to Cohen that: "He said 

he'd call me back in 20 minutes. I told him what you are asking for his [sic] reasonable. I'll get 

it sorted." Approximately an hour later, at 8:23 p.m., Howard told Cohen by text message to 

"check your Gmail for email from my private account." fu an email sent at 8 :23 p.m. by Howard 

to Cohen and Davidson, with the subject line "Confirmation," Howard stated, "Thank you both 

for chatting with me earlier. Confirming agreement on: - Executed agreement, hand-signed by 

Keith's client and returned via overnight or same-day FedEx to Michael, - Change of agreement 

to reflect the correct LLC, - Transfer of funds on Thursday AM to be held in escrow until receipt 

of agreement." After receiving that email, at approximately 8:27 p.m., Cohen asked Howard by 

text message, "Can you and David [Pecker] give me a call." Howard promptly responded: "David 

is not around I think. I'll call." At 8:28 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for three 

minutes. 
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22. On October 27, 2016, Cohenmadeapaymentto Davidsonof$130,000-with the funds 

intended for Clifford-for the purpose of securing her ongoing silence with respect to the 

allegations that she had an extramarital affair with Trump. Specifically, based on my review of 

toll records, bank records, and information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen 

Email Warrants, I have learned the following: 

a. At 9:47 a.m., Cohen sent Davidson an email, stating: "Keith, kindly confirm that 

the wire received today, October 27, 2016 shall be held by you in your attorney's trust account 

until such time as directed for release by me, in writing. Additionally, please ensure that all 

paperwork contains the correct name of Essential Consultants LLC. I thank you in advance for 

your assistance and look forward fo hearing from you later." 

b. At approximately 10:01 a.m., according to records provided by First Republic 

Bank, Cohen completed paperwork to wire $130,000 from the Essential Consultants Account-

which had been funded a day prior from Cohen's home equity line of credit-to the attorney client 

trust account at City National Bank that Davidson had specified in the wiring instructions he sent 

to Cohen. The wire transfer was made shortly thereafter. 

c. At 10:02 a.m., Davidson responded to Cohen's email from 9:47 a.m., stating: "I 

confirm that I will work in good faith & that no funds shall be disbursed unless & until the plaintiff 

personally signs all necessary settlement paperwork, (the form of which will match the prior 

agreement). The settlement docs will name the correct corporation, (Essential Consultants LLC). 

Plaintiffs signature will be notarized and returned to you via FedEx. Only after you receive FedEx 

will I disburse. Fair?" 

d. At 10:50 a.m., First Republic Employee-1 sent Cohen an email confirming that the 

payment had been sent and providing him with the wire number. 
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23. On October 28, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen finalized the transaction with 

Davidson. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the 

iCloud Warrant, public sources, and bank records, I know the following: 

a. On October 28, 2016, at 11 :48 a.m., Cohen spoke to Trump for approximately five 

minutes. Beginning at I :21 p.m., Cohen attempted a series of phone calls to Davidson, Pecker, 

and Howard throughout the day, although it appears he may only have connected with Howard. 

b. Later that day, at approximately 7:01 p.m., Davidson stated to Cohen by text 

message that "all is AOK. I should have signed, notarized docs on Monday. You should have 

them on Tuesday." Cohen thanked him and said "I hope we are good." Davidson responded, "I 

assure you. We are very good." Howard also texted Cohen at 7:08 p.m., "Keith [Davidson] says 

we are good." Cohen then responded "OK" to Howard and "Excellent" to Davidson. At 

approximately 10:30 p.m., Cohen spoke to Hicks for three minutes. 

c. On October 31, 2016, Cohen called Howard at 8:22 p.m. and they spoke for over 

three minutes. At 8:32 p.m., Cohen received text messages from both Howard and Davidson. 

Howard said: "You'll have paperwork tomorrow says KD." Davidson said: "We are AOK. You 

will be receiving a package tomorrow." Cohen responded "Thank you" to Howard and "Thanks 

Keith. Will call you then" to Davidson. From my involvement in this investigation, I believe 

Davidson was referring to a signed nondisclosure agreement when he told Cohen that he would 

receive a package. 

d. Based on my review of court filings that became public in 2018, I have learned that 

on or about October 28, 2016, "EC, LLC and/or David Dennison" entered into a "confidential 

settlement agreement and mutual release" with "Peggy Peterson," pursuant to which "Peterson" 

agreed not to disclose certain "confidential information pertaining to [Dennison]" in exchange for 
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$130,000. The agreement provided that "EC, LLC" would wire the funds to "Peterson's" attorney, 

who would then transfer funds to "Peterson." Cohen signed the agreement on behalf of "EC, 

LLC." The agreement stated that the address for "EC, LLC," which was later referred to in the 

agreement as "Essential Consultants, LLC," was Cohen's residence. 

e. Consistent with the "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release," on or 

about November 1, 2016, Davidson transferred $96,645 from his attorney client trust account at 

City National Bank to a bank account in Clifford's name. The wire had the annotation "net 

settlement." On the same day, at approximately 9:48 a.m. Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

with a picture of a FedEx delivery confirmation, stating that at approximately 9:09 a.m. a package 

shipped by Davidson the previous day had arrived for Cohen at his Trump Organization 

address. On the same day, at approximately 6:14 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen an email with an 

audio file attached and said "Give this a lesson [sic] and then call me." The audio attachment was 

titled "Stormy.mp3" and was a five-minute recording of Davidson interviewing Clifford about 

recent public allegations made by an adult film star named Jessica Drake regarding her alleged 

past affair with Trump; in the recording, Clifford explained the reasons she believed that Drake 

was not credible. Less than an hour later, at approximately 7:05 p.m., Cohen called Trump, but it 

appears that they did not connect. Cohen then called a telephone number belonging to Kellyanne 

Conway, who at the time was Trump's campaign manager. They did not connect. At 

approximately 7:44 p.m., however, Cohen received a return call from Conway, which lasted for 

approximately six minutes. 

24. On November 4, 2016, just three days after the Clifford transaction was completed and 

just four days before the presidential election, the Wall Street Journal published an article alleging 

that the National Enquirer had "Shielded Donald Trump" from allegations by Playboy model 
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Karen McDougal that she and Trump had an affair. The article alleged that AMI had agreed to 

pay McDougal to bury her story. McDougal, like Clifford, had been represented by Davidson .. 

Based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants 

and iCloud Warrant, and public sources, it appears that Cohen spoke frequently to Davidson, 

Howard, Pecker, and Hicks around the time ofthis article's publication-just days before Election 

Day-about the importance of preventing the McDougal and Clifford stories from gaining national 

traction. Specifically, I have learned the following: 

a. Between 4:30 and 8:00 p.m. on November 4, Cohen communicated several times 

with Howard, Pecker and Davidson. 'For instance, at approximately 4:49 p.m., Cohen sent Howard 

a text message with a screenshot of an email forwarded to him by another Trump Organization 

lawyer. The forwarded email was from a Wall Street Journal reporter, and asked for comment 

from Trump and/or the campaign on the story. Cohen also spoke with Hicks several times, 

including shortly before and/or after calls with Pecker, Howard and Davidson. Indeed, at 

approximately 7:33 p.m., using two different cellphones subscribed to him, Cohen appears to have 

been talking to Davidson and Hicks at the same time. 

b. At approximately 8:51 p.m., Cohen sent Howard a message, stating: "She's being 

really difficult with giving Keith a statement. Basically went into hiding and unreachable." One 

minute later, Howard responded: "I'll ask him again. We just need her to disappear." Cohen 

responded, "She definitely disappeared but refuses to give a statement and Keith cannot push her." 

At approximately 8:55 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text: "Let's let the dust settle. We don't 

want to push her over the edge. She's on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible 

position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist.'' Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe Cohen and Howard were referring to Karen McDougal when they were 
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discussing "she" and "her." Additionally, I believe Howard's statement that "we have ... a 

plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist" was a reference to the fact that 

AMI had given McDougal payments for her role as a purported columnist for the company. 

c. At approximately 8:58 p.m. on November 4, 2016, Howard attempted to reassure 

Cohen about the effect of the forthcoming Wall Street Journal article, texting, "I think it'll be ok 

pal. I think it'll fade into the distance." Cohen responded, "He's pissed." Howard wrote back, 

"I'm pissed! You're pissed. Pecker is pissed. Keith is pissed. Not much we can do." Based on 

my involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to Trump when he stated "he's 

pissed." Cohen asked Howard at approximately 9:00 p.m. how the Wall Street Journal could 

publish its article if "everyone denies." Howard responded, "Because there is the payment from 

AMI. It looks suspicious at best." 

d. At approximately 9:03 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for two minutes. 

At approximately 9:11 p.m., Cohen called Howard and spoke to him for five minutes. At 

approximately 9:15 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for nearly seven minutes. Again, 

Cohen used different phones for these two calls, such that he appears to have been on both calls 

for about a minute of overlap. At approximately 9:32 p.m., Cohen texted Pecker, "The boss just 

tried calling you. Are you free?" A minute later, Cohen texted Howard, "Is there a way to find 

David quickly?" 

e. At approximately 9:50 p.m., the Wall Street Journal article was published online. 

Howard and Hicks both sent web links for the article to Cohen. Over the next half hour, Cohen 

and Howard exchanged several text messages commenting on how the story came across. 

The next morning on November 5, 2016, at approximately 7:35 a.m., Cohen texted Hicks, "So far 

I see only 6 stories. Getting little to no traction." Hicks responded, "Same. Keep praying!! It's 
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working!" Cohen wrote back, "Even CNN not talking about it. No one believes it and if necessary, 

I have a statement by Storm denying everything and contradicting the other porn stars statement. 

I wouldn't use it now or even discuss with him as no one is talking about this or cares!" Based on 

my involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to the above-referenced 

recorded audio statement by Clifford that he obtained from Davidson, and was stating that such a 

statement could be used to influence potential negative media relating to Trump, but was 

unnecessary at that time. Based on a text message from Hicks to Cohen, I believe that later that 

morning, Pecker spoke to Trump. 

25. On or about November 8, 2016, Trump won the election for President of the United 

States. 

26. On or about January 12, 2018, the Wall Street Journal first reported that Cohen 

arranged a payment to Clifford. On or about January 22, 2018, Common Cause, a government 

watchdog group, filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, alleging that Cohen had 

violated campaign finance laws by making the payment to Clifford. Based on my review public 

sources following that report, as well as emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

have learned the following: 

a. On or about January 23, 2018, the day after Common Cause filed its complaint, 

Cohen began emailing himself drafts of statements describing his payment to Clifford. 

Additionally, ori January 23, 2018, Cohen emailed the following draft of that statement to an 

individual who appears to be writing a book on Cohen's behalf: 

2018-04-07017.02.09 

In October 2016, I was contacted by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that 
news outlets, including ABC news, were pursuing the 2011 story of an 
alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford. Despite the fact that 
both parties had already denied the allegation, as Mr. Trump's longtime 
special counsel and protector, I took it upon myself to match the offer and 
keep the story from breaking. I knew the allegation to be false, but I am 
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also a realist who understands that just because something is false doesn 't 
mean that it doesn 't create harm and damage. I could not allow this to 
occur. I negotiated a non-disclosure agreement with Ms. Clifford's 
counsel and tendered the funds. I did this through my Delaware LLC and 
transferred personal funds to cover the agreement. I was not reimbursed 
any monies from Mr. Trump, the Trump Organization, any third party or 
the Presidential campaign. At no point did I ever advise Mr. Trump of my 
communications or actions regarding this agreement. As outlandish and 
unusual as this may appear, the Trumps have been like family to me for 
over a decade. It's what you do for family. 

(Emphasis added.) Based on my involvement in this investigation, I believe that the above email 

----~· · s_an__ackno.wledgemenLthaLth_e_allegation of the affair had~xisted for some timsL(" ... the ~2~0=1~1----~ 

story ... "), but that Cohen was motivated to "keep the story from breaking" again in October 2016. 

b. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen said in a statement to The New York Times 

that ''Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign was a party to the transaction with 

Ms. Clifford. The payment to Ms. Clifford was lawful, and was not a campaign contribution or a 

campaign expenditure by anyone." Cohen declined to answer follow-up questions including 

whether Trump had been aware of the payment, why Cohen made the payment, or whether similar 

payments had been made to other people. 

c. On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen was asked by The New York Times whether 

Trump had reimbursed him, whether he and Trump had made any arrangement at the time of the 

payment, or whether he had made payments to other women. Cohen stated in response, "I can't 

get into any of that." On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen also stated to The Washington Post 

that: "In a private transaction in 2016, I used my own personal funds to facilitate a payment of 

$130,000 to Ms. Stephanie Clifford. Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign 

was a party to the transaction with Ms. Clifford, and neither reimbursed me for the payment, either 

directly or indirectly." 
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d. On or about March 9, 2018, Cohen stated to ABC News that "the funds were taken 

from my home equity line and transferred internally to my LLC account in the same bank." 

27. For the foregoing reasons, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen used the Target 

Cellphones to commit the Subject Offense. Cohen used the Target Cellphones to communicate 

with Davidson, Howard, Pecker, and others about the payment to Clifford on the eve of the 

election. Indeed, while Cohen denies having given an unlawful contribution, in his own statements 

Cohen has admitted that he paid $130,000 of his "personal funds" to Clifford and that the payment 

occurred less than two weeks before the election, as Trump was facing negative media allegations 

about his behavior toward women, even though allegations of an affair between Trump and 

Clifford existed since 2011. In addition, the communication records set forth above make evident 

that Cohen communicated-using the Target Cellphones-with members of the Trump campaign 

and others about his negotiation with Clifford's attorney and the need to preclude Clifford from 

making a statement that would have reflected negatively on the candidate in advance of the 

forthcoming election. 

28. I have reviewed records maintained by AT&T, from which I have learned, in substance 

and in part, that the Target Cellphones are still active. Based on my training and experience, my 

familiarity with this investigation, and the information set forth above, I therefore believe that the 

Requested Information will lead to evidence of the Subject Offense. Specifically, the Requested 

Information includes historical location data for the Target Cellphones, which may show where 

the Target Cellphones-and by extension Cohen-was on particular dates and times between 

October 1, 2016-the approximate time that negotiations regarding the Clifford payment began-

and the present. That location information can, among other things, be used to corroborate any in-
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person meetings between the Cohen and the other individuals involved in the negotiations of the 

the payment to Clifford. 

29. Based on my training and experience, I also know that historical location information 

can be useful to establish a pattern of behavior by a particular individual, which assists law 

enforcement in tracking such an individual-and, thereby, locating his electronic devices. Along 

with the historical information, the prospective information will also lead to the present location 

of the Target Cellphones; law enforcement may then obtain evidence from the Target Cellphones, 

by subpoena or search warrant, including but not limited to contact lists containing contact 

information for participants in the illegal campaign contribution scheme and well as text messages 

between these participants. 

III. Request for Warrant and Order 

30. Based on the foregoing I respectfully request that the Court require the Service Provider 

to provide the Requested Information as specified further in the Warrant and Order proposed 

herewith, including prospective precision location and cell site data for a period of 45 days from 

the date of this Order ( or the date that the Target Cellphones are seized, whichever comes first), # / 
' r'> 

tJ1>\Jtvi,,wt"r~I 2ot:I c...,_d 
historical cell site data and toll records for the period from October 1, 2016 through th~ -r.,., 

J ',l\~~"'1-
0rder, and pen register information for a period of 60 days from the date of this Order. '1 Loi, to 

f ,-( {<" t 
31. Nondisclosure. The existence and scope of this ongoing criminal investigation are not 

publicly known. As a result, premature public disclosure of this affidavit or the requested Warrant 

and Order could alert potential criminal targets that they are under investigation, causing them to 

destroy evidence, flee from prosecution, or otherwise seriously jeopardize the investigation. 

Accordingly, I respectfully request that the Provider be directed not to notify the subscriber or 

others of the existence of the Warrant and Order for a period of 180 days, and that the Warrant and 
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Order and all supporting papers be maintained under seal until the Court orders otherwise, as 

specified in the Application submitted in conjunction with this Affidavit. 

United States Attorney's Office 
Southern District of New York 

Sworn to befon:~,:my,~his 
_ _.:____ _ _ _,.Jh_dal,-''--QLAp1il,l20.Ji ,-., '- ,------ - ------"=---'--- ---- ---'--- - ---- ----: 

I 
I 
f 
i 

' , :0,· ·, 
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HONOitA~LE HENR~ PITMAN 
Untte'd. St.ates Magistrate ·Judge 
Souttier,n ,bistrict o~Netv Y ?rk 
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/ 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 

29·74 

AN APPLICATION FOR A SEARCH WARRANT 

being first duly sworn, hereby depose and state as follows: 

INTRODUCTION AND AGENT BACKGROUND 

1. I make this affidavit in support of an application for a search warrant under 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41 to authorize law enforcement to employ an electronic 

investigative technique, which is described in Attachment B, to determine the location of the 

cellular devices assigned call numbers 

Devices"), which are described in Attachment A. 

md (the "Target Cellular 

2. I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"). I 

have been a Special Agent with the FBI since 2009. In the course of my experience and training 

in these positions, I have participated in criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a 

wide array of financial crimes, including offenses involving public corruption. I also have 

training and experience executing warrants for cellphone location data. 

3. TI1e facts in this affidavit come from my personal observations, my training and 

experience, and information obtained from other agents and witnesses. This affidavit is intended 

to show merely that there is sufficient probable cause. for the requested warrant and does not set 

forth all of my knowledge about this matter. 
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4. One purpose of applying for this warrant is to determine with precision the Target 

Cellular Devices' location. However, there is reason to believe the Target Cellular Devices are 

currently located somewhere within this district because the Target Cellular Devices' owner is 

known to spend most of his time in this district. Pursuant to Rule 41 (b )(2), law enforcement may 

locate the Target Cellular Devices outside the district provided the device is within the district 

when the warrant is issued. 

5. Based on the facts set forth in this affidavit, th~re is probable cause to b~lieve that 

violations of52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) 

(the "Subject Offense") has been committed, are being committed, and will be committed by 

Michael Cohen and others. There is also probable cause to believe that the location of the Target 

Cellular Devices will lead to evidence of the Subject Offense, as detailed below. 

6. Because collecting the information authorized by this warrant may fall within the 

statutory definitions of a "pen register" or a "trap and trace device," see 18 U.S.C. § 3127(3) & 

( 4), this warrant is designed to comply with the Pen Register Statute as well as Rule 41. See 18 

U.S.C. §§ 3121-3127. This warrant therefore includes all the information required to be included 

in a pen register order. See 18 U.S.C. § 3123(b)(l). 

PROBABLE CAUSE 

Introduction 

7. The United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York 

("USAO") and the FBI are investigating a criminal violation of the campaign finance laws by 

Michael Cohen, a lawyer who holds himself out as the personal attorney for President Donald J. 

Tnunp. As detailed below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen made an excessive in-

kind contribution to the presidential election campaign of then-candidate Donald Trump in the 

2 
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form of a $130,000 payment to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who is alleged to have had an 

extramarital affair with Trump, in exchange for her agreement not to disclose that alleged affair 

on the eve of the 2016 presidential election. 

8. The Target Cellular Devices referenced in this Affidavit are the cellphones 

assigned call numbers and As further discussed below, the Target 

Cellular Devices are subscribed to in the name of Michael Cohen (the "Subscriber"). The 

Subscriber is belj~yedto use the Target CeJJplignes and is a Target Subj~ct of this investigation. 

AT&T is the Service Provider for the Target Cellphones. 

Prior Relevant Process 

9. In connection with an investigation then being conducted by the Office of 

the Special Counsel ("SCO"), the FBI sought and obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell, 

Chief United States District Judge for the District of Columbia, three search warrants for emails 

and other content information associated with two email accounts used by Cohen, and one search 

warrant for stored content associated with an iCloud account used by Cohen. Specifically: 

a. On or about July 18, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for emails 

in the accoun ~gmail.com (the "Cohen Gmail Account") sent or received between 

January 1, 2016 and July 18, 2017 (the "First Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

b. On or about August 8, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

content stored in the iCloud account associated with Apple ID - @gmail.com (the 

"Cohen iCloud Account" and the "Cohen iCloud Warrant"). 

c. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

emails in the Cohen GmailAccount sent or received between June 1, 2015 and November 13, 2017 

(the "Second Cohen Gmail Warrant''). 

3 
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d. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

emails in the account :the "Cohen MDCPC Account") sent or received 

between the opening of the Cohen MDCPC Account1 and November 13, 2017 (the "First Cohen 

MDCPC Warrant"). 

10. The SCO has since referred ce1iain aspects of its investigation into Cohen 

to the USAO, which is working with the FBI's New York Field Office. 

_ ___ _ _ _ :;____:;___ ______ 1_1_. _ _ O~n or ahout_February 28, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought a11d obtained 

search warrants for emails in Cohen Gmail Account and Cohen MDCPC Account, among other 

accounts, sent or received between November 14, 2017 and February 28, 2018 (the "Third Cohen 

Gmail Warrant" and "Second Cohen MDCPC WruTant").2 

12. The above-described warrants are referred to herein as the "Cohen Emails 

Warrants" and, with respect to the iCloud Warrant, the "Cohen iCloud Warrant." 

The Illegal Campaign Contribution Scheme 

13. From my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. In or around October 2011, there were rumors published on the gossip website 

TheDirty.com that Trump had had an extramarital affair with Clifford, an adult film actress whose 

screen name is Stormy Daniels, in or around July 2006. In or about October 2011, Life & Style 

1 Based on my review of this warrant and the affidavit in support of it, I lmow that the warrant did 
not specify a time period, but the affidavit indicated that, pursuant to court order, the service 
provider had provided non-content information for the Cohen MDCPC Account that indicated that 
the account contained emails from the approximate period ofMarch 2017 through the date of the 
warrant. 
2 On or about February 28, 2018 and April 7, 2018, the USAO and FBI sought and obtained Rule 
41 search warrants authorizing the search of emails and content obtained pursuant to previously 
issued warrants for additional subject offenses. 
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Magazine, a tabloid sold in supermarkets, also published an article, based on the report in 

TheDirty.com, alleging an affair had occurred between Trump and Clifford. Both Trump and 

Clifford, through their representatives, issued denials in response to the articles. 

b. Specifically, on or about October 11, 2011, Keith Davidson, who identified himself 

as Clifford's attorney, sent a cease and desist letter to TheDirty.com, demanding that the article 

regarding Trump and Clifford be removed from the website. Additionally, on or about October 

12, 2011, Cohen, who was then Executive Vice-President and Special Counsel to the Trump~-----

Organization, stated to El News that "[t]he totally m1true and ridiculous story ... emanated from 

a sleazy and disgusting website .... The Trump Organization and Donald J. Trump will be bringing 

a lawsuit ... [and] Mr. Trump and the Trump Organization would like to thank and commend 

Stormy Daniels and her attorneys for their honesty and swift actions." 

14. On or about Jm1e 16, 2015, Trump formally launched his 2016 presidential 

campaign. On or about May 4, 2016, Trump became the presumptive Republican Party nominee 

for president, and on July 19, 2016, Trump officially became the nominee. Based on my review 

of public sources, I have learned that while it does not appear that Cohen had an official title as 

part of the Trump campaign, on multiple occasions Cohen made public statements on behalf of 

Trump or his campaign. For instance, on or about August 18, 2016, Cohen appeared on CNN to 

defend Trump's polling numbers. 

15. On or about October 7, 2016, The Washington Post published online a video 

and accompanying audio in which Trump referred to women in what the article described as 

"vulgar terms" in a 2005 conversation with Billy Bush, who was then the host of Access 

Hollywood. The following day, on October 8, 2016, Trump appeared in a video in which he 

stated, among other things, "I've said and done things I regret and words released today on this 
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more than a decade old video are one of them. Anyone who knows me knows these words don't 

reflect who I am. I said it. I was wrong and I apologize." Based on my review of public 

sources, I° also know that representatives of the Trump Campaign stated, in sum and substance, 

that the Access Hollywood comment was an old and isolated incident. 

16. Based on my review of public sources, including an article published in 

Slate magazine by a reporter who interviewed Clifford, that around this same time, in or about 

October 2016, Clifford was in discussions with ABC's Good Morning America show and Sla_t_e ________ , 

magazine, among other media sources, to provide these media outlets with her statement about her 

alleged relationship with Trump. According to the article in Slate, which the author based on 

conversations with Clifford over the telephone and by text message, Clifford wanted to be paid for 

her story or be paid by Trump not to disclose her accusation. As Cohen summarized in a 2018 

email obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants: "In October 2016, I was contacted by 

counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that news outlets, including ABC News, were pursuing the 2011 

story of an alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford." 

17. From my review of telephone toll records 3 and information produced 

pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that in the days 

following the Access Hollywood video, Cohen exchanged a series of calls, text messages, and 

emails with Keith Davidson, who was then Clifford's attorney, David Pecker and Dylan Howard 

3 My attribution of certain telephone numbers to certain individuals as described in this 
affidavit is based on my review of the vCard (virtual contact file) and text messages obtained from 
Cohen's telephone pursuant to the iCloud Wairant. 
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I 

of American Media, Inc. ("AMI"), the publisher of the National Enquirer,4 Trump, and Hope 

Hicks, who was then press secretary for Trump's presidential campaign. For these text messages 

and calls-as well as all of the text messages and calls referenced in this affidavit involving 

Cohen-Cohen used one of the Target Cellular Devices for the communication. 

18. Based on the timing of the calls in the days following the Access Hollywood 

story, and the content of the text messages and emails, I believe that at least some of these 

communications concerned the need to prevent Clifford from gping public, particularly_in_t_h_e_w_a_k_e ______ ~, 

of the Access Hollywood story. In particular, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 8, 2016, at approximately 7 :20 p.m., Cohen received a call from Hicks. 

Sixteen seconds into the call, Trump joined the call, and the call continued for over four minutes.5 

Based on the toll records that the USAO has obtained to date, I believe that this was the first call 

Cohen had received or made to Hicks in at least multiple weeks, and that Cohen and Trump spoke 

on the telephone about once a month prior to this date - specifically, prior to this call on October 

4 Pecker is President of AMI and, according to his own statements in public reports, a personal 
friend of Trump. Howard is the chief content officer of AMI, who according to public records 
reports directly to Pecker. 

5 I believe that Trump joined the call between Cohen and Hicks based on my review of toll 
records. Specifically, I know that a call was initiated between Cohen's telephone number and 
Trump's telephone number at the same time the records indicate that Cohen was talking to Hicks. 
After the Cohen-Trump call was initiated, it lasted the same period of time as the Cohen-Hicks 
call. Additionally, the toll records indicate a "-1" and then Trump's telephone number, which, 
based on my training and experience, means that the call was either transferred to Trump, or that 
Trump was added to the call as a conference or three-way call participant. In addition, based on 
my conversations with another law enforcement agent who has spoken to a law enforcement agent 
who has interviewed Hicks, I have learned that Hicks stated, in substance, to the best of her 
recollection, she did not learn about the allegations made by Clifford until early November 2016. 
Hicks was not specifically asked about this three-way call. 
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8, 2016, Cohen and Trump had spoken once in May, once in June, once in July, zero times in 

August, and twice in September. 

b. Approximately ten minutes after the call ended, Hicks and Cohen spoke again for 

about two minutes. 

c. At 7:39 p.m., immediately after the second call with Hicks ended, Cohen called 

David Pecker (as noted above, the President of American Media Inc., or AMI) and they connected 

for thirty seconds. A1212roximately four minutes later, Cohen called Pecker again and they sp~o_k_e ______ J 

for more than a minute. Three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen received a call 

from Dylan Howard ( as noted above, the Chief Content Officer of AMI), and they spoke for 

approximately a minute. According to toll records, it does not appear that Cohen and Howard 

spoke regularly prior to October 8, 2016, as it had been over a month since they had called each 

other. 

d. At 7:56 p.m., approximately eight minutes after his call with Howard ended, Cohen 

called Hicks and they connected for two minutes. At approximately the same time this call ended, 

Cohen received a call from Pecker, and they spoke for about two minutes. At 8:03 p.m., about 

three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen called Trump, and they spoke for nearly 

eight minutes. 

e. At 8:39 p.m. and 8:57 p.m., Cohen received calls from Howard and spoke to him 

for about four and six minutes, respectively. At 9:13 p.m., about ten minutes after Cohen and 

Howard hung up from the second of these calls, Howard sent Cohen a text message that said: 

"Keith will do it. Let's reconvene tomorrow." Based on my involvement in this investigation, I 

believe that when Howard wrote "Keith," he was referring to Keith Davidson, the attorney for 

Stephanie Clifford. At 3:31 a.m., now on October 9, 2016, Cohen sent Howard a text message in 
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response that said: "Thank you." Eight minutes later, Cohen sent Howard a text message that 

said: "Resolution Consultants LLC. is the name of the entity I formed a week ago. Whenever you 

wake, please call my cell." 

f. The following day, on October 10, 2016, at 10:5 8 a.m., Howard sent a text message 

to Cohen and Davidson, which stated: "Keith/Michael: connecting you both in regards to that 

business opportunity. Spoke to the client this AM and they're confirmed to proceed with the 

------~PP~rtunity. Thanks. Dylan. Over to you. two.'' At 12:25 J:).m., Davidson sent Cohen a text 

message that stated: "Michael-if we are ever going to close this deal- In my opinion, it needs to 

be today. Keith." Davidson and Cohen then spoke by phone for about three minutes. Based on 

my pmiicipation in this investigation, I believe that when Howard wrote that the "client" was 

"confirmed to proceed with the opportunity," he was referring to Clifford's agreement in principle 

to accept money from Cohen in exchange for her agreement not to discuss any prior affair with 

then-candidate Trump.6 

g. Based on my review ofrecords obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that on or about October 10, 2016, Clifford and Davidson appear to have signed a "side letter 

agreement" that stated it was an exhibit to a "confidential settlement agreement and mutual 

release" between "Peggy Peterson" and "David Dennison." The purpose of the document, 

according to the agreement, was to define the "true name and identity'' of persons named by 

6 As set forth below, AMI was also involved in a payment to model Karen McDougal. 
However, because these communications were in close temporal proximity to the events involving 
the negotiation of a payment to Clifford, the execution of the agreement with Clifford, and the 
payment of money to Clifford, I believe that these communications were related to Clifford. 
Additionally, based on my review of public statements by McDougal, I have learned that she 
negotiated an agreement with AMI several months prior to these communications between Cohen 
and Pecker, Howard, and Davidson. 
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pseudonym in "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release." The side letter agreement 

specifies the identity of "Peggy Peterson" to be Clifford, but the space for "Dennison's" identity 

is blank. The agreement also includes a signature page for "Peterson," "Dennison," and their 

attorneys. The signature page is signed by "Peterson" and his attorney, Davidson, but the 

document is unsigned by "Dennison" and his attorney. Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe that Davidson sent Cohen this partially-signed "side letter agreement" in 

-----~orderc__to_facilitate_th_e_cJosing_of a deal between Davidson's client and Cohen or his client on 

October 10, 2016. 

19. It appears that on October 13, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen took 

steps to complete a transaction with Davidson, including attempting to open an account from which 

Cohen could transfer funds to Davidson. Specifically, from my review of toll records, 

information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, records 

maintained by First Republic Bank ("First Republic"), as well as my participation in interviews 

with employees of First Republic, I have learned the following: 

a. On the morning of October 13, 2016, at 8:54 a.m., Cohen sent Pecker a text message 

that stated: "I need to talk to you." At 9:06 a.m., Pecker sent a text message to Cohen that stated, 

"I called please call me back." The tolls between Cohen and Pecker do not show a telephone call 

between 8:54 a.m. and 9:06 a.m. However, based on my review of text messages, I have learned 

that Cohen and Pecker comm1micate with each other over Signal, which is an encrypted 

communications cellphone application that allows users to send encrypted text messages and make 

encrypted calls. 

b. At 9:23 a.m., Cohen sent an email that stated "call me''. to a banker at First Republic 

Bank ("First Republic Employee-2"). The email attached documents from the Secretary of State 
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of Delaware indicating that Cohen had formed a limited liability company called "Resolution 

Consultants LLC" on September 30, 2016. As noted above, "Resolution Consultants" is the name 

of the entity that Cohen had told Howard he had fanned recently after Howard said Davidson 

would "do it." At 10:44 a.m., Cohen called First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum and 

substance, that he needed an account in the name of "Resolution Consultants" opened immediately, 

and that he did not want an address on the checks written out of the account. Later that day, 

another employee at First ReJ)ublic. emailed Cohen account OJ)eni11g_p~J)erwork to comp~l_e_te_•--~----

Cohen returned the account opening documents partially completed, but failed to provide a copy 

of his driver's license or passport, and did not respond to the employee's question of how he 

wanted to fund the account. As a result, the account was never opened. 

c. On October 17, 2016, Cohen incorporated Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. 

That same day, he filed paperwork to dissolve Resolution Consultants LLC. 

20. Despite these steps taken by Cohen, it appears that the negotiation between 

Cohen and Davidson was not progressing sufficiently fast enough for Davidson or his client, 

Clifford, and they threatened to go public with Clifford's allegations just days before the 

presidential election. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained 

pursuant to the iCloud Warrant, and public sources, I lmow the following: 

a. According to an article in The Washington Post, which quoted emails sent from 

Cohen's email account hosted by the Trump Organization, on October 17, 2016, Davidson emailed 

Cohen and threatened to cancel the aforementioned "settlement agreement" by the end of the day 
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if Cohen did not complete the transaction. 7 According to the article, Davidson sent Cohen a 

second email later in the day that stated in part, "Please be advised that my client deems her 

settlement agreement canceled and void." At 4:00 p.m. that day, Cohen called Davidson and they 

spoke for over five minutes. 

b. Cohen's 4:00 p.m. call with Davidson and/or Davidson's threats to cancel the 

"settlement agreement" appear to have touched off a fhmy of communications about the settlement 

----~gre(:)ment and whether Clifford would go public. Specifically: 

i. At 4:43 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message that stated: "I'm told 

they're going with DailyMail. Are you aware?" One minute later, Cohen responded: "Call me." 

Based on my involvement in this investigation, I understand Howard's text to mean that he heard 

that Clifford was going to take her story of an extramarital affair with Trump to the Daily Mail, a 

tabloid newspaper. 

ii. At 4:45 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for over two minutes. 

Moments later, Davidson and Cohen spoke for about two minutes. 

iii. At 5 :03 p.m., Cohen attempted to call Trump, but the call only lasted eight 

seconds. This was Cohen's first call after he spoke with Davidson. 

iv. At 5:25 p.m., Cohen texted Howard, stating: "Well???" 

v. At 6:44 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text, stating: ''Not taking my 

calls." Cohen responded one minute later: "You're kidding. Who are you trying to reach?" 

Howard responded one minute later: "The 'agent."' Based on my involvement in this 

7 Due to the partially covert nature of the investigation to this date, the USAO has not requested 
documents from the Trump Organization or Davidson, and thus does not possess the email 
referenced in this article. 
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investigation, I understand Howard's text messages to mean that he attempted to contact Davidson 

about the matter involving Clifford, but that Davidson was not taking Howard's calls. 

vi. At 6:49 p.m., Cohen called Howard and they spoke for nearly four minutes. 

c. The following day, on October 18, 2016, TheSmokingGun.com, a website that 

publishes legal documents and mugshots, published an article called: "Donald Trump and the Porn 

Superstar," which alleged that Trump had an extramarital affair with Clifford. However, the 

article noted that Clifford had declined to comment. 

21. On or about October 25, 2016, the communications between Cohen, 

Davidson, Howard and Pecker picked up again, apparently concerning a transaction involving 

Clifford. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the 

Cohen Email Warrants and iCloud Warrant, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned 

the following: 

a. On October 25, 2016, at 6:09 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message stating: 

"Keith calling you urgently. We have to coordinate something on the matter he's calling you about 

or its [sic] could look awfully bad for everyone." One minute later, Davidson sent Cohen a text 

message stating "Call me." Cohen and Davidson called each other several times over the next 

half hour but appear not to have connected. At 6:42 p.m., Cohen and Davidson spoke for about 

eight minutes. At 7: 11 p .m., they spoke for another two minutes. 

b. The next morning, on or about October 26, 2016, at 8:26 a.m., Cohen called Trump 

and spoke to him for approximately three minutes. At 8:34 a.m., Cohen called Trump again and 

connected for a minute and a half. 

c. At approximately 9:04 a.m.-less than thirty minutes after speaking with Trump-

Cohen sent two emails to the person who had incorporated Resolution Consultants and Essential 

13 
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Consultants for him, and stated "can you send me asap the filing receipt" and then, in the second 

email, "for Essential Consultants LLC." That person responded with the filing receipt two 

minutes later at 9:06 a.m. and with the ce1iification of formation 23 minutes later, at 9:27 a.m. 

d. Shortly after that, Cohen contacted a particular employee at First Republic ("First 

Republic Employee-2") and told him, in sum and substance, that he decided not to open an account 

in the name of "Resolution Consulting" and instead would be opening a real estate consulting 

---------=c--=-o=mpany in the name of "Essential Consult~ts." Cohen told First Republic Employee-2 th_a_t_h_e _______ _ 

was at Trump Tower, and wanted to go to a First Republic branch across the street to open the 

account, so First Republic Employee-2 called another employee of First Republic ("First Republic 

Employee-I"), a preferred banker at that branch, to assist Cohen. At 11 :00 a.m., First Republic 

Employee-I called Cohen. I know from my participation in an interview with First Republic 

Employee-I, that around the time of the call he went to Cohen's office in Trump Tower-on the 

same floor as the Trump Organization-and went through account opening questions, including 

know your customer questions, with Cohen. In response to a sedes of know-your-customer 

questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic Employee-I 

entered into a form-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening Essential 

Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting work, 

and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. Based 

on my review of records obtained from First Republic, it appears that this account (the "Essential 

Consultants Account") was created at a time between 11 :00 a.m. and 1 :00 p~m. 

e. At 1:47 p.m., Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for approximately two 

minutes. At approximately 1 :49 p.m., Davidson emailed Cohen wiring instructions for an 

attorney client trust account at City National Bank. 
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f. After the Essential Consultants Account was opened on October 26, 2016, Cohen 

transferred $131,000 from a home equity line of credit that Cohen had at First Republic to the 

Essential Consultants Account. Following the transfer, at approximately 4:15 p.m. on October 

26, 2016, First Republic Employee-2's assistant emailed Cohen at his Trump Organization email 

address to tell him that the funds had been deposited into the Essential Consultants Account. 

Cohen forwarded that email to the Cohen Gmail Account and then forwarded it to Davidson. 

___ . _____ g. At 6:37 p.m., Cohen asked Pecker by text message, "Can we speak? lm]101iant." 

Cohen called Pecker at 6:49 p.m. and connected for thirty seconds. At 6:57 p.m., Cohen sent 

Howard a text message, stating: "Please call me. Important." Cohen called Howard at 7:00 p.m. 

and connected for about thiliy seconds. At 7:06 p.m., Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for nearly thilieen minutes. At 7:24 p.m., Howard sent a text message to Cohen that: "He said 

he'd call me back in 20 minutes. I told hiln what you are asking for his [sic] reasonable. I'll get 

it sorted." Approximately an hour later, at 8:23 p.m., Howard told Cohen by text message to 

"check your Gmail for email from my private accow1t." In an email sent at 8:23 p.m. by Howard 

to Cohen and Davidson, with the subject line "Confnmation," Howard stated, "Thank you both 

for chatting with me earlier. Confirming agreement on: - Executed agreement, hand-signed by 

Keith's client and retwned via overnight or same-day FedEx to Michael, - Change of agreement 

to reflect the correct LLC, - Transfer of funds on Thursday AM to be held in escrow until receipt 

of agreement." After receiving that email, at approxilnately 8:27 p.m., Cohen asked Howard by 

text message, "Can you and David [Pecker] give me a call." Howard promptly responded: "David 

is not around I think. I'll call." At 8:28 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for three 

minutes. 
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22. On October 27, 2016, Cohen made a payment to Davidson of $130,000-

with the funds intended for Clifford-for the purpose of securing her ongoing silence with respect 

to the allegations that she had an extramarital affair with Trump. Specifically, based on my 

review of toll records, bank records, and information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and 

Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned the following: 

a. At 9:47 a.m., Cohen sent Davidson an email, stating: "Keith, kindly confirm that 

the wire received today, October 27, 2016 shall be held by you in your attorney's trust account 
-~~·------~ 

until such time as directed for release by me, in writing. Additionally, please ensure that all 

paperwork contains the correct name of Essential Consultants LLC. I thank you in advance for 

your assistance and look f01ward to hearing from you later." 

b. At approximately 10:01 a.m., according to records provided by First Republic 

Bank, Cohen completed paperwork to wire $130,000 from the Essential Consultants Account-

which had been funded a day prior from Cohen's home equity line of credit-to the attorney client 

trust account at City National Bank that Davidson had specified in the wiring instructions he sent 

to Cohen. The wire transfer was made shortly thereafter. 

c. At 10:02 a.m., Davidson responded to Cohen's email from 9:47 a.m., stating: "I 

confirm that I will work in good faith & that no funds shall be disbursed unless & until the plaintiff 

personally signs all necessary settlement paperwork, (the form of which will match the prior 

agreement). The settlement docs will name the correct corporation, (Essential Consultants LLC). 

Plaintiffs signature will be notarized and returned to you via FedEx. Only after you receive FedEx 

will I disburse. Fair?" 

d. At 10:50 a.m., First Republic Employee-I sent Cohen an email confirming that the 

payment had been sent and providing him with the wire number. 
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23. On October 28, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen finalized the 

transaction with Davidson. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained 

pursuant to the iCloud Warrant, public sources, and bank records, I know the following: 

a. On October 28, 2016, at 11 :48 a.m., Cohen spoke to Trump for approximately five 

minutes. Beginning at 1:21 p.m., Cohen attempted a series of phone calls to Davidson, Pecker, 

and Howard throughout the day, although it appears he may only have com1ected with Howard. 

__________ b_._L_at_e_r_tl_1a_t_day,_at approximately 7:01 p.m,, Davidson stated t<:?_ Cohen by text 

message that "all is AOK. I should have signed, notarized docs on Monday. You should have 

them on Tuesday." Cohen thanked him and said "I hope we are good." Davidson responded, "I 

assure you. We are very good." Howard also texted Cohen at 7:08 p.m., "Keith [Davidson] says 

we are good." Cohen then responded "OK" to Howard and "Excellent" to Davidson. At 

approximately 10:30 p.m., Cohen spoke to Hicks for threeminutes. 

c. On October 31, 2016, Cohen called Howard at 8:22 p.m. and they spoke for over 

three minutes. At 8:32 p.m., Cohen received text messages from both Howard and Davidson. 

Howard said: "You'll have paperwork tomorrow says I<D." Davidson said: "We are AOK. You 

will be receiving a package tomon-ow." Cohen responded "Thank you" to Howard and "Thanks 

Keith. Will call you then" to Davidson. From my involvement in this investigation, I believe 

Davidson was referring to a signed nondisclosure agreement when he told Cohen that he would 

receive a package. 

d. Based on my review of court filings that became public in 2018, I have learned that 

on or about October 28, 2016, "EC, LLC and/or David Dennison" entered into a "confidential 

settlement agreement and mutual release" with "Peggy Peterson," pursuant to which "Peterson" 

agreed not to disclose certain "confidential information pertaining to [Dennison]" in exchange for 
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$130,000. The agreement provided that "EC, LLC" would wire the funds to "Peterson's" 

attorney, who would then transfer funds to "Peterson." Cohen signed the agreement on behalf of 

"EC, LLC." The agreement stated that the address for "EC, LLC," which was later referred to in 

the agreement as "Essential Consultants, LLC," was Cohen's residence. 

e. Consistent with the "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release," on or 

about November 1, 2016, Davidson transferred $96,645 from his attorney client trust account at 

City National Bank to a bank account in Clifford's name. The wire_ had the annotati_o_n_"_n_et ______ _ 

settlement." On the same day, at approximately 9:48 a.m. Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

with a picture of a FedEx delivery confirmation, stating that at approximately 9:09 a.m. a package 

shipped by Davidson the previous day had arrived for Cohen at his Trump Organization 

address. On the same day, at approximately 6: 14 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen an email with an 

audio file attached and said "Give this a lesson [sic] and then call me." The audio attachment was 

titled "Stormy.mp3" and was a five-minute recording of Davidson interviewing Clifford about 

recent public allegations made by an adult film star named Jessica Drake regarding her alleged 

past affair with Trump; in the recording, Clifford explained the reasons she believed that Drake 

was not credible. Less than an hour later, at approximately 7:05 p.m., Cohen called Trump, but 

it appears that they did not connect. Cohen then called a telephone number belonging to 

Kellyanne Conway, who at the time was Trump's campaign manager. They did not connect. At 

approximately 7:44 p.rn., however, Cohen received a retum call from Conway, which lasted for 

approximately six minutes. 

24. On November 4, 2016, just three days after the Clifford transaction was 

completed and just four days before the presidential election, the Wall Street Journal published an 

article alleging that the National Enquirer had ''Shielded Donald Trump" from allegations by 
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Playboy model Karen McDougal that she and Trump had an affair. The article alleged that AMI 

had agreed to pay McDougal to bury her story. McDougal, like Clifford, had been represented 

by Davidson. Based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen 

Email Warrants and iCloud Warrant, and public sources, it appears that Cohen spoke frequently 

to Davidson, Howard, Pecker, and Hicks around the time of this article's publication-just days 

before Election Day-about the imp01iance of preventing the McDougal and Clifford stories from 

gainlllg national traction. Specifically, I have learned the following: 

a. Between 4:30 and 8:00 p.m. on November 4, Cohen communicated several times 

with Howard, Pecker and Davidson. For instance, at approximately 4:49 p.m., Cohen sent 

Howard a text message with a screenshot of an email forwarded to him by another Trump 

Organization lawyer. The forwarded email was from a Wall Street Journal reporter, and asked for 

comment from Trump and/or the campaign on the story. Cohen also spoke with Hicks several 

times, including shortly before and/or after calls with Pecker, Howard and Davidson. Indeed, at 

approximately 7:33 p.m., using two different cellphones subscribed to him, Cohen appears to have 

been talking to Davidson and Hicks at the same time. 

b. At approximately 8:51 p.m., Cohen sent Howard a message, stating: "She's being 

really difficult with giving Keith a statement. Basically went into hiding and unreachable." One 

minute later, Howard responded: "I'll ask him again. We just need her to disappear." Cohen 

responded, "She definitely disappeared but refuses to give a statement and Keith cannot push her." 

At approximately 8:55 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text: "Let's let the dust settle. We don't 

want to push her over the edge. She's on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible 

position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist." Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe Cohen and Howard were referring to Karen McDougal when they were 
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discussing "she" and "her." Additionally, I believe Howard's statement that "we have ... a 

plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist" was a reference to the fact that 

AMI had given McDougal payments for her role as a purported columnist for the company. 

c. At approximately 8:58 p.m. on November 4, 2016, Howard attempted to reassure 

Cohen about the effect of the forthcoming Wall Street Journal article, texting, "I think it'll be ok 

pal. I think it'll fade into the distance." Cohen responded, "He's pissed." Howard wrote back, 

------~"I~'m~p~i_ss_~~~-- You're pissed. Pecker is pissed. Keith is pissed. _Not much we can do." Bas~d 

on my involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to Trump when he stated 

"he's pissed." Cohen asked Howard at approximately 9:00 p.m. how the Wall Street Journal 

could publish its aiiicle if "everyone denies." Howard responded, "Because there is the payment 

from AMI. It looks suspicious at best." 

d. At approximately 9:03 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for two minutes. 

At approximately 9: 11 p.m., Cohen called Howard and spoke to him for five minutes. At 

approximately 9:15 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for nearly seven minutes. Again, 

Cohen used different phones for these two calls, such that he appears to have been on both calls 

for about a minute of overlap. At approximately 9:32 p.m., Cohen texted Pecker, "The boss just 

tried calling you. Are you free?" A minute later, Cohen texted Howard, "Is there a way to find 

David quickly?" 

e. At approximately 9:50 p.m., the Wall Street Journal article was published online. 

Howai·d and Hicks both sent web links for the article to Cohen. Over the next half hour, Cohen 

and Howard exchanged several text messages commenting on how the story came across. 

The next morning on November 5, 2016, at approximately 7:35 a.m., Cohen texted Hicks, "So far 

I see only 6 stories. Getting little to no traction." Hicks responded, "Same. Keep praying!! It's 
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working!" Cohen wrote back, "Even CNN not talking about it. No one believes it and if 

necessary, I have a statement by Stonn denying everything and contradicting the other porn stars 

statement. I wouldn't use it now or even discuss with him as no one is talking about this or cares!" 

Based on my involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to the above-

referenced recorded audio statement by Clifford that he obtained from Davidson, and was stating 

that such a statement could be used to influence potential negative media relating to Trump, but 

was unnecessary at that time. Based on a text tnes~age from Hicks to Cohen, I believe that later 
-~----

that morning, Pecker spoke to Trump. 

25. On or about November 8, 2016, Trump won the election for President of 

the United States. 

26. On or about January 12, 2018, the Wall Street Journal first reported that 

Cohen arranged a payment to Clifford. On or about January 22, 2018, Common Cause, a 

government watchdog group, filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, alleging 

that Cohen had violated campaign finance laws by making the payment to Clifford. Based on my 

review public sources following that report, as well as emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants, I have learned the following: 

a. On or about January 23, 2018, the day after Common Cause filed its complaint, 

Cohen began emailing himself drafts of statements describing his payment to Clifford. 

Additionally, on January 23, 2018, Cohen emailed the following draft of that statement to an 

individual who appears to be writing a book on Cohen's behalf: 

In October 2016, I was contacted by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that 
news outlets, including ABC news, were pursuing the 2011 story of an 
alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford. Despite the fact that 
both parties had already denied the allegation, as Mr. Trump's longtime 
special counsel and protector, I took it upon myself to match the off er and 
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keep the story from breaking. I lmew the allegation to be false, but I am 
also a realist who understands that just because something is false doesn't 
mean that it doesn't create harm and damage. I could not allow this to 
occur. I negotiated a non-disclosure agreement with Ms. Clifford's 
counsel and tendered the funds. I did this through my Delaware LLC and 
transferred personal funds to cover the agreement. I was not reimbursed 
any monies from Mr. Trump, the Trump Organization, any third party or 
the Presidential campaign. At no point did I ever advise Mr. Trump of my 
communications or actions regarding this agreement. As outlandish and 
unusual as this may appear, the Trumps have been like family to me for 
over a decade. It's what you do for family. 

(Emphasis added.) Based on my involvement in this inves!i_~ation, I believe that the above em_a_i_l __ ~----

is an aclmowledgement that the allegation of the affair had existed for some time(" .. . the 2011 

story ... "), but that Cohen was motivated to "keep the story from breaking" again in October 2016. 

b. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen said in a statement to The New York Times 

that "Neither the Trmnp Organization nor the Trump campaign was a party to the transaction with 

Ms. Clifford. The payment to Ms. Clifford was lawful, and was not a campaign contribution or a 

campaign expenditure by anyone." Cohen declined to answer follow-up questions including 

whether Trump had been aware of the payment, why Cohen made the payment, or whether similar 

payments had been made to other people. 

c. On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen was asked by The New York Times whether 

Trump had reimbursed him, whether he and Trump had made any arrangement at the time of the 

payment, or whether he had made payments to other women. Cohen stated in response, "I can't 

get into any of that." On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen also stated to The Washington Post 

that: "In a private transaction in 2016, I used my own personal funds to facilitate a payment of 

$130,000 to Ms. Stephanie Clifford. Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign 

was a party to the transaction with Ms. Clifford, and neither reimbursed me for the payment, either 

directly or indirectly." 
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d. On or about March 9, 2018, Cohen stated to ABC News that "the funds were taken 

from my home equity line and transferred internally to my LLC accouri.t in the same bank." 

27. For the foregoing reasons, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen 

committed the Subject Offense by making an in-kind contribution to Trump or the Trump 

campaign in the form of a $130,000 payment to Clifford on the election. Indeed, while Cohen 

denies having given an unlawful contribution, in his own statements Cohen has admitted that he 

paid $130,000 of his "personal funds" to Clifford and that the paymentoccurred less than two 

weeks before the election, as Trump was facing negative media allegations about his behavior 

toward women, even though allegations of an affair between Trump and Clifford existed since 

2011. 

28. I have reviewed records maintained by AT&T, from which I have learned, 

in substance and in part, that the Target Cellular Devices are still active. Based on my training 

and experience, my familiarity with this investigation, and the information set forth above, I 

therefore believe that the requested data will lead to evidence of the Subject Offense. 

Specifically, info1mation will lead to the present location of the Target Cellular Devices; law 

enforcement may then obtain evidence from the Target Cellular Devices, by subpoena or search 

warrant, including but not limited to contact lists containing contact information for participants 

in the illegal campaign contribution scheme and well as text messages between these participants. 

MANNER O:F EXECUTION 

29. In my training and experience, I have learned that cellular phones and other 

cellular devices communicate wirelessly across a network of cellular infrastructure, including 

towers that route and connect individual communications. When sending or receiving a 

communication, a cellular device broadcasts certain cellular and wifi signals to the cellular tower 
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that is routing its communication. These cellular and wifi signals include a cellular device's 

unique identifiers. 

30. To facilitate execution of this wairnnt to determine the location of the Target 

Cellular Devices, law enforcement may use an investigative device or devices capable of 

broadcasting cellular and wifi signals that will be received by the Tai·get Cellular Devices or 

receiving cellular and wifi signals from nearby cellular devices, including the Target Cellular 

_____ De~~dces. __ Such_a_d_exice_ma~ function in some respects like a cellular tower, exceet that it will not 

be connected to the cellular network and cannot be used by a cell phone to communicate with 

others. The device may send a signal to the Target Cellular Devices and nearby cellular devices 

and thereby prompt them to send cellular and wifi signals that include the unique identifier of the 

device. Law enforcement may monitor the cellular and wifi signals broadcast by the Target 

Cellular Devices for non-content signal infonnation and use that information to determine the 

Target Cellular Devices' location, even if it is located inside a house, apartment, or other building. 

The device will not intercept the contents of the Target Cellular Devices' communications, such 

as telephone calls, text messages, and other electronic communications. Further, the device will 

not collect any other data stored on the Target Cellular Devices, including e-mails, text messages, 

contact lists, images, or Global Positioning System (GPS) data. 

31. The investigative device may interrupt cellular service of phones or other 

cellular devices within its immediate vicinity. Any service disruption to non-target devices will 

be brief and temporary, and all operations will attempt to limit the interference with such devices. 

In order to connect with the Target Cellular Devices, the device may briefly exchange cellular and 

wifi signals with all phones or other cellular devices in its vicinity to determine whether those 

devices' unique identifiers match the identifiers of the Target Cellular Devices. These cellular 
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and wifi signals may include cell phone identifiers. The device will not complete a connection 

with cellular devices determined not to be the Target Cellular Devices, and law enforcement will 

limit collection of information from devices other than the Target Cellular Devices. To the extent 

that any information from a cellular device other than the Target Cellular Devices is collected by 

the law enforcement device, law enforcement will delete that information, and law enforcement 

will make no investigative use of it absent further order of the court, other than distinguishing the 

Target Cellular Devices from all other cellular devices. 

AUTHORIZATION REQUEST 

32. Based on the foregoing, I request that the Court issue the proposed search 

warrant, pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41. The proposed warrant also will 

function as a pen register order under 18 U.S.C. § 3123. 

33. I further request, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b) and Federal Rule of 

Criminal Procedure 41(f)(3), that the Court authorize the officer executing the wan-ant to delay 

notice until 30 days from the end of the period of authorized surveillance. This delay is justified 

because there is reasonable cause to believe that providing immediate notification of the warrant 

may have an adverse result, as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2705. Providing immediate notice to the 

subscriber or user of the Target Cellular Devices would seriously jeopardize the ongoing 

investigation, as such a disclosure would give that person an opportunity to destroy evidence, 

change patterns of behavior, and notify confederates. See 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b)(l). There is 

reasonable necessity for the use of the technique described above, for the reasons set forth above. 

See 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b)(2). 
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34. I further request that the Court authorize execution of the warrant at any 

time of day or night, owing to the potential need to locate the Target Cellular Devices outside of 

daytime hours. 

35. I further request that the Court order that all papers in support of this 

application, including the affidavit and search wairnnt, be sealed until further order of the Court. 

These documents discuss an ongoing criminal investigation that is neither public nor known to all 

_ ___ _ _______.,o=f_,t""h_..._e_.,ta=rg~t.s-of theinvestigation. Accordingly, there is good cause to seal these documents _ 

because their premature disclosure may seriously jeopardize that investigation. 

36. A search warrant may not be legally necessary to compel the investigative 

technique described herein. Nevertheless, I hereby submit this warrant application out of an 

abundance of caution. 

Respectfully submitted, 

-
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

On: 

UNITED stxfES ;IVIAQISTRA.'t.B JUDGE 

I ! 

1:•;,1 \! 
·' ,/ 

i' / 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

IN THE MA TIER OF THE USE OF A CELL-
SITE SIMULATOR TO LOCATE THE 
CELLULAR DEVICES ASSIGNED CALL 
NUMBERS AND -

Casel 8 MAG 
Filed Under Seal 

I 
WARRANT AND ORDER OF AUTHORIZATION 

29'74 

TO: Special Agents of the_ Federal Bureau 9f Investigation and Other Authorized 
Personnel 

I. Findings 

The Court hereby_ finds: 

1. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation ("Affidavit") and pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, there is 

probable cause to believe that violations of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) 

(illegal campaign contributions) (the "Subject Offense") have been committed by Michael Cohen 

(the "Target Subject"), and that the Target Subject uses cellular devices assigned call numbers 

the ("Target Cellular Devices"), which are described in 

Attachment A. Further, there is probable cause to believe that the location of the Target Cellular 

Device will constitute evidence of the Subject Offense. Specifically, there is probable cause to 

believe that the location of the Target Cellular Devices will constitute evidence of those criminal 

violations, including leading to the location of the Target Cellular Devices, on which there is 

probable cause to believe evidence of these offenses exist, as detailed below. 

2. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3123(b)(l), the Government has certified that the pen 

register information for the Target Cellular Devices is relevant to an ongoing investigation by the 
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Investigating Agency of the Target Subject and others unknown in connection with suspected 

violations of the Subject Offense. 

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 41, 18 U.S.C. §§ 3121 et seq., and 18 

U.S.C. § 3103a, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

II. Warrant and Order of Authorization 

3. Warrant. Law enforcement agents and other authorized law enforcement 

_______ of_fi_1c~ials are ~ereby authorized to employ an electronic investigative technique, which is described 

in Attachment B, to the detennine the location of the Target Cellular Devices, which are described 

in Attachment A. 

4. Data Collection and Retention. In the course of employing the technique, law 

enforcement agents and other authorized law enforcement officials (a) must make reasonable 

efforts to limit interference with cellular devices other than the Target Cellular Devices, (b) must 

promptly delete information collected from cellular devices other than the Target Cellular Devices 

once the Target Cellular Devices is located, and ( c) are prohibited from using data acquired beyond 

that necessary to locate the Target Cellular Devices, absent further order of the Court. 

5. Delayed Notice. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b) and Federal Rule of Criminal 

Procedure 41(f)(3), the Court authorizes the officer executing the wan-ant to delay in notice until 

30 days from the end of the period of authorized surveillance. This delay is justified because 

there is reasonable cause to believe that providing immediate notification of the warrant may have 

an adverse result, as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2705. Providing immediate notice to the subscriber 

or user of the Target Cellular Devices would seriously jeopardize the ongoing investigation, as 

such a disclosure would give that person an opportunity to destroy evidence, change patterns of 

behavior, and notify confederates. See 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b)(l). There is reasonable necessity 
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for the use of the technique described above, for the reasons set forth above. See 18 U.S.C. § 

3103a(b )(2). 

6. Time of Execution. The Court authorizes execution of this Warrant at any time 

of day or night, owing to the potential need to locate the Target Cellular Devices outside of daytime 

hours. 

7. Sealing. This Warrant and Order, and the suppmiing Agent Affidavit, shall be 

sealed_untiL:furtheLorder_ofJhe Cm:irt,except that the Government maywithout further order of _____ _ 

this Court: provide copies of the Warrant and Order or the supporting Application and Agent 

Affidavit as need be to personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

Date Issued Time Issued 

·. \ 
/"l; · '. pr, 

//t::?-r" -~ 
UNITED STA,1°'ES MAGISTRA1'E JUDGE 
Southern Distdct of New York' 
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ATTACHMENT A 

This warrant authorizes the use of the electronic investigative technique described in 

Attaclnnent B to identify the location of the cellular devices assigned phone numbers -

whose wireless provider is AT&T, and whose listed subscriber is Michael 

Cohen. 
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ATTACHMENT B 

Pursuant to an investigation of Michael Cohen for a violation of 52 U.S.C. §§ 

30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) (the "Subject Offense"), 

this Warrant authorizes the officers to whom it is directed to determine the location of the cellular 

devices identified in Attachment A by collecting and examining: 

1. radio cellular and wifi signals emitted by the target cellular device for the purpose of 

------~--~c~o=mm=u=n=i=c=at=ing _with cellular infrastr!l<;;.IDrn, including _tnwers that route and connect··~· ----~. 

individual communications; and 

2. radio cellular and wifi signals emitted by the target cellular device in response to radio 

cellular and wifi signals sent to the cellular device by the officers; 

for a period of thirty days, during all times of day and night. This warrant does not authorize the 

interception of any telephone calls, text messages, other electronic communications, and this 

warrant prohibits the seizure of any tangible property. The Court finds reasonable necessity for 

the use of the technique authorized above. See 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b)(2). 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

IN THE MA TIER OF THE USE OF A CELL-
SITE SIMULATOR TO LOCATE THE Case No. ---------
CELLULAR DEVICES ASSIGNED CALL 
NUMBERS AND - Filed Under Seal -

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
. -· AN APPLICATION-FORASEARCHWARRANT 

I, being first duly sworn, hereby depose and state as follows: 

INTRODUCTION AND AGENT BACKGROUND 

1. I make this affidavit in support of an application for a search warrant under 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41 to authorize law enforcement to employ an electronic 

investigative technique, which is described in Attachment B, to determine the location of the 

cellular devices assigned call numbers 

Devices"), which are described in Attachment A. 

(the _"Target Cellular 

2. · I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation ("FBI"). I 

have been a Special Agent with the FBI since 2009. In the course of my experience and training 

-in these positions, I have participated in-criminal investigations into federal offenses involving a 

wide array of financial crimes, including offenses involving public corruption. I also have 

training and experience executing warrants for cellphone location data. 

3. The facts in this affidavit come from my personal observations, my training and 

experience, and information obtained from other agents and witnesses. This affidavit is intended 

to show merely that there is sufficient probable cause for the requested warrant and does not set 

forth all of my knowledge about this matter. 
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4. One purpose of applying for this warrant is to determine with precision the Target 

Cellular Devices' location. However, there is reason to believe the Target Cellular Devices are 

currently located somewhere within this district because the Target Cellular Devic_es' owner is 

known to spend most of his time in this district. Pursuant to Rule 41(b)(2), law enforcement may 

locate the Target Cellular Devices outside the district provided the device is within the district 

. when the warrant is issued. 

___ 5_. __ B_a_s_ed <:>n the facts set forth in this affidavit, there is probable cause to believe that 
~-----------, 

violations of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) 

(the "Subject Offense") has been committed, are being committed, and will be committed by 

Michael Cohen and others. There is also probable cause to believe that the location of the Target 

Cellular Devices will lead to evidence of the Subject Offense, as detailed below. 

6. Because collecting the information authorized by this warrant may fall within the 

statutory definitions of a "pen register" or a "trap and trace device," see 18 U.S.C. § 3127(3) & 

( 4 ), this warrant is designed to comply with the Pen Register Statute as well as Rule 41. See 18 

U.S.C. §§ 3121-3127. This warrant therefore includes all the information required to be included. 

in a pen register order. See 18 U.S.C. § 3123(b)(l). 

PROBABLE CAUSE 

Introduction 

7. The United States Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York 

("USAO") and the FBI are investigating a criminal violation of the campaign finance laws by 

Michael Cohen, a lawyer who holds himself out as the personal atton:iey for President Donald J. 

Trump. As detailed below, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen made an excessive in-

kind contribution to the presidential election campaign of then-candidate D~nald Trump in the 

2-
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fonn of a $130,000 payment to Stephanie Clifford, an individual who is alleged to have had an 

extramarital affair with Trump, in exchange for her agreement not to disclose that alleged affair 

on the eve of the 2016 presidential election. 

8. The Target Cellular Devices referenced in this Affidavit are the cellphones 

assigned call numbers As further discussed below, the Target 

Cellular Devices are subscribed to in the name of Michael Cohen (the "Subscriber"). The 

AT&T is the Service Provider for the Target Cellphones. 

Prior Relevant Process 

9. In connection with an investigation then being conducted by the Office-of. 

the Special Counsel ("SCO"), the FBI sought and obtained from the Honorable Beryl A. Howell,• 

Chief United States District Judge for the District of Columbia, three search warrants for emails 

and other content information associated with two email accounts used by Cohen, and one search 

warrant for stored content associated with an iCloud account used by Cohen. Specifically: 

a. On or about July 18, 2017, the·FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for emails 

in the account @gmail.com (the "Cohen Gmail Account") sent or received between 

January 1, 2016 and July 18, 2017 (the "First Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

. b. On or about August 8, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

content stored in the iCloud account associated with Apple ID 

"Cohen iCloud Account" and the "Cohen iCloud Warrant"). 

~gmail. com ( the 

c. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and obtained a search warrant for 

emails in the Cohen Gmail Account sent or received between June 1, 2015andNovember 13, 2017 

(the "Second Cohen Gmail Warrant"). 

3 
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d. On or about November 13, 2017, the FBI sought and· obtained a search warrant for 

emails in the account :the "Cohen MDCPC Account") sent or received 

between the ~pening of the Cohen MDCPC Account1 a.lid November 13, 2017 (the "First Cohen 

MDCPC Warrant"). 

1 O. The SCO has since referred certain aspects of its investigation into Cohen 

to the USAO, which is working with the FBI' s New York Field Office. 

I 
' 

_______ _ __ l_l_. _ _ O_n_o--=-r'----a_b_o_ut_F_e_b_ru_ar_y_ 2--=-8,_2~0=1-8_, _th_e_U_S_A_O_ an_ d___:Fc.._B_I=--s_o_u_gh_t_an_ d_o_b_ta_i-=-ne::...::d--'--'-:.:.____._____---1 

search warrants for emails in Cohen Gm.ail Account and Cohen MDCPC Account, among other 

accounts, sent or received between November 14, 2017 and February 28, 2018 (the "Third·Cohen 

Gmail Warrant" and "Second Cohen MDCPC Warrant").2 

12. · The above-described warrants are referred to herein as the "Cohen Emails 

Warrants" arid, with respect to the iCloud Warrant, the "Cohen iCloud Wanant." 

The Illegal Campaign Contribution Scheme 

13. From my review of public sources, I have learned the following: 

a. In or around October 2011, there were rumors published on the gossip website 

TheDirty. com that Trump had had an extramarital affair with Clifford, an ad~lt film actress whose 

screen name .is Stormy Daniels, in. or around July 2006. In or about October 2011, Life & Style 

1 Based on my review of this warrant and the affidavit in support of it, I know that the warrant did 
not specify a time period, but the affidavit indicated that, pursuant to court order, the service 
provider had provided non-content information for the Cohen MDCPC Account that indicated ·that 
the account contained emails from the approximate period of March 2017 through the date of the 
warrant. · 
2 On or about February 28, 2018 and April 7, 2018, the_USAO and FBI sought and obtained Rule 
41 search warrants authorizing the search of emails and content obtained pursuant to previously 
issued warrants for additional subject offenses. 

4 
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Magazine, a. tabloid sold in supermarkets, also published an article, based on the report in 

TheDirty. com, alleging an affair had occurred between Trump and Clifford. Both Trump and 

Clifford, through their representatives, issued denials in response to the articles. 

b. Specifically, on or about October 11, 2011, Keith Davidson, who identified himself 

as Clifford's attorney, sent a cease and desist letter to TheDirty.com, demanding that the article 

regarding Trump and Clifford be removed from the website. Additionally, on or about October 

Organization, stated to El News that "[t]he totally untrue and ridiculous story ... emanated from 

a sleazy and disgusting website. : .. The Trump Organization and Donald J. Trump will be bringing 

a lawsuit ... [ and] Jvlr. Trump and the Trump Organization would like to thank and commend 

Stormy Daniels and her attorneys for their honesty and swift actions." 

14. On or about June 16, 2015, Trump formally launched his 2016 presidential 

campaign. On or about May 4, 2016, Trump be.came the presumptive Republican Party nominee 

for president, and on July 19, 2016, Trump officially became the nominee. Based on my review 

of public sources, I have learned that while it does not appear that Cohen had an official title as 

part of the Trump campaign, on multiple occasions Cohen made public statements on behalf of 

Trump or his campaign. For instance, on or about August 18, 2016, Cohen appeared on CNN to 

defend Trump's polling numbers. 

15.. Onor about October 7, 2016, The Washington Post published onlinea video 

and accompanying audio in which Trump referred to women in what the article described. as 

"vulgar terms" in a 2005 conversation with Billy Bush, who was then the host of Access 

Hollywood. The following day, on October 8, 2016, Trump appeared in a video in which he 

stated, among other things, "I've said and done things I regret and words released today on this 

5 
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more than a decade old video are one of them. Anyone who knows me knows these words don't 

reflect who I am. I said it. I was wrong and I apologize." Based on my review of public 

sources, I also know that representatives of the Trump Campaign stated, in sum and substance, 

that the Access Hollywood comment was an old and isolated incident. 

16. Based on my review of public sources, including an article published in 

Slate magazine by a reporter who interviewed Clifford, that around this same time, in or about 

---------October~2016,~ClifforcLwasjn_discussions with_ARCs~Goad Morning America show and~S~l~a~te _____ _ 

magazine, ainong other media sources, to provide these media outlets with her statement about her 

alleged relationship with Trump. According to the article in Slate, which the author based on 

conversations with Clifford over the telephone and by text message, Clifford wanted to be paid for 

her story or be paid by Trump not to disclose her accusation. As Cohen summarized in a 2018 

email obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants: "In October 2016, I was contacted by 

counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that news outlets, including ABC News; were pursuing the 2011 

story of an alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford." 

17. From my review of telephone toll records 3 and information produced 

pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned that in the days 

following the Access Hollywood video, Cohen exchanged a series of calls, text messages, and 

emails with Keith Davidson, who was then Clifford's attorney, David Pecker and Dylan Howard 

3 My attribution of certain telephone numbers to certain individuals as described in this · 
affidavit is based on my review of the vCard ( virtual contact file) and text messages obtained from 
Cohen's telephone pursuant to the iCloud Warrant. 
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of American Media, Inc. ("AMI"), the publisher of the National Enquirer,4 Trump, and Hope 

Hicks, who was then press secretary for Trump's presidential campaign. For these text messages 

and calls-as well as all of the text messages and calls referenced in this affidavit involving· 

Cohen-Cohen used one of the Target Cellular Devices for the communication. 

18. Based on the timing of the calls in the days following the Access Hollywood 

story, and the content of the text messages and emails, I believe that at least some of these 

comm~_c~t~ns-concemed-the-n~ecl-~-prevent-Bliffordfi:_()m:g_oing-public,partic1:1l_arly~in-the-wake-- ·----------------', 

of the Access Hollywood story. In particular, I have learned the following: 

a. On October 8, 2016, at approximately 7:20 p.m., Cohen received a call from Hicks. 

Sixteen seconds into the call, Trump joined the call, and the call continued for over four minutes.5 

Based on the toll records that the USAO has obtained to date, I believe that this was the first call 

Cohen had received or made to Hicks in at least multiple weeks, and that Cohen and Trump spoke 

on the telephone about once a month prior to this date - specifically, prior to this call on October 

4 Pecker is President of AMI and, according to his own statements in public reports, a personal 
friend of Trump. Howard is the chief content officer of AMI, who according to public records 
reports directly to Pecker. 

5 I believe that Trump joined the call between Cohen and Hicks based on my review of toll 
records. Specifically, I know that a call was initiated between Cohen's telephone number and 
Trump's telephone number at the same time the records indicate that Co.hen was talking to Hicks. 
After the Cohen-Trump call was initiated, it lasted the same period of time as the Cohen-Hicks 
call. Additionally, the toll records indicate a "-1" and then Trump's telephone number, which, 
based on my training and experience, means that the call was either transferred to Trump, or that 
Trump was added to the call as a conference or three-way call participant. In addition, based on 
my conversations with another law enforcement agent who has spoken to a law enforcement agent 
who has interviewed Hicks, I have learned that Hicks stated, in substance, to the best of her 
recollection, she did not learn about the allegations made by Clifford until early November 2016. 
Hicks was not specifically asked about this three-way call. · 
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8, 2016, Cohen and Trump had spoken once in May, once in June, once in July, zero times in 

August, and twice in September. 

b. Approximately ten minutes after the call ended, Hicks and Cohen spoke again for 

about two minutes. · 

c. At 7:39 p.m., immediately after the second call with Hicks ended, Cohen called 

David Pecker (as noted above, the President of American Media Inc., or AMI) and they connected 

_ for thirty seconds. _ Approximately four minutes later, Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 
--~-----

for more than a minute. . Three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen received a call 

from Dylan Howard (as noted above, the Chief Content Officer of AMI), and they spoke for 

approximately a minute. According to toll records, it does not appear that Cohen and Howard 

spoke regularly prior to October 8, 2016, as it had been over a month since they had called each 

other. 

d. At 7:56 p.m., approximately eight minutes after his call with Howard ended, Cohen 

called Hicks and they connected for two minutes: At approximately the same time this call ended, 

Cohen received a call from Pecker, and they spoke for about two minutes. At 8:03 p.m., about 

three minutes after ending his call with Pecker, Cohen called Trump, and they spoke for nearly 

eight minutes. 

e. At 8:39 p.m. and 8:57 p.m., Cohen received calls from Howard and spoke to him 

for about four and six minutes, respectively. At 9:13 p.m., about ten minutes after Cohen and 

Howard hung up from the second of these calls, Howard sent Cohen a text message that said: 

·"Keith will do it. Let's reconvene tomorrow." Based on my involvement in this investigation,·I 

believe that when Howard wrote "Keith," he was referring to Keith Davidson, the attorney for· 

Stephanie Clifford .. At 3:3 i a.m., now on October 9, 2016, Cohen sent Howard a text message in 
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response that said: "Thank you." Eight minutes later, Cohen sent Howard a text message that 

said: "Resolution Consultants LLC. is the name of the entity I formed a week ago. Whenever you 

wake, please call my cell." 

f. The following day, on October 10, 2016, at 10:58 a.m., Howard sent a text message 

to Cohen and Davidson, which stated: "Keith/Michael: connecting you both in regards to that 

business opportunity. Spoke to the client this AM and they're confirmed to proceed with the 

message that stated: "Michael - if we are ever going to close this deal - In my opinion, it needs to 

be today. Keith." Dav1dson and Cohen then spoke by phone for about three minutes. Based on 

my participation in this investigation, I believe that when Howard wrote that the "client" was 

"confirmed to proceed with the opportunity," he was referring to Clifford's agreement in principle 

to accept money froin Cohen in exchange for her agreement not to discuss any prior affair with 

then-candidate Trump. 6 

g. Based on my review of records obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email Warrants, I 

know that on or about October 10, 2016, Clifford and Davidson appear to have signed a "side letter 

agreement" that stated it was an exhibit to a "confidential settlement agreement ahd mutual 

release" between "Peggy Peterson" and. "David Dennison." The purpose of the document, 

according to the agreement, was to define the "true name and identity" of·persons named by 

6 As set forth below, AMI was also involved in a payment to model Karen McDougal. 
However, because these communications were in close temporal proximity to the events involving 
the negotiation of a payment to Clifford, the execution of the agreement with Clifford, and the 
payment of money to Clifford, I· believe that these communications were related to Clifford. 
Additionally;· based on my rev{ew of public statements by McDougal, I have learned that she 
negotiated an agreement with AMI several months prior to these c.ommunications between Cohen · 
and Pecker, Howard, and Davidson. 
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pseudonym in "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release." The side letter agreement 

specifies the identity of "Peggy Peterson" to be Clifford, but the space for "Dennison's" identity 

is blank. The agreement also includes a signature page for "Peterson," "Dennison'," and their 

attorneys. The signature page is signed by "Peterson" and his attorney, Davidson, but the 

document is unsigned by "Dennison" and his attorney. Based on my involvement in this _ 

investigation, I beHeve that Davidson sent Cohen this partially-signed "side letter agreement" in 

---ord@r-:-to-facilitate-the-closing-of a.deaLbetween_Davidson'.s_clienLand Cohen or his clien~t ~o=n~----- __________ _ 

October 10, 2016. 

19. It appears that on October 13, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen took 

steps to complete a transaction with Davia.son, including attempting to open an account from which 

Cohen could transfer funds to Davidson. Specifically, from my review of toll records, 

information obtained pursuant to the iCloud Warrant and Cohen Email Warrants, records 

maintained by First Republic Bank ("First Republic"), as well as my participation in interviews 

with employees of First Republic, I have learned the following: 

a. On the morning of October 13, 2016, at 8:54 a.m., Cohen sent Pecker a text message 

that stated: "I need to talk to you." At 9:06 a:m., Pecker sent a text message to Cohen that stated, 

"I called please call me back." The tolls between Cohen and Pecker do not show a telephone call 

between 8:54 a.m. and 9:06 a.m. However, based on my review of text messages,.! have learned 

that Cohen and Pecker communicate with each other over Signal, which is an encrypted 

communications cellphone application that allows users to send encrypted text messages and make 

encrypted calls. 

b. At 9:23 a.m., Cohen sent an email that stated "call l;lle" to a banker at First Republic 

Bank ("First Republic Employee-2"). The email attached documents from the Secretary of State 
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of Delaware indicating that Cohen had formed a limited liability company called "Resolution 

Consultants LLC" on September 30, 2016. As.noted above, "Resolution Consultants" is the name 

of the entity that Cohen had told Howard he had formed recently after Howard said Davidson 

would "do it." At 10:44 a.m., Cohen called First Republic Employee-2 and told him, in sum and 
( 

substance, that he needed an account in the name of "Resolution Consultants" opened immediately, 

and that he did not want an address on the checks written out of the account. Later that day, 

another::::e:n}.Q_loye~ -at-First-Rep1.1.bl~-emailed-eohen-ac_co1:!)lt~·opening-pape~9rl~~!o-complete-;--·· --------+ 

Cohen returned the account opening documents partially completed, but failed to provide a copy 

of his driver's license or passport, and did not respond to the employee's question of how he 

wanted to fund the account. As a result, the account was never opened. 

c. On October 17, 2016, Cohen incorporated Essential Consultants LLC m Delaware. 

That same day, he filed paperwork to dissolve Resolution Consultants LLC. 

20. Despite these steps taken by Cohen, it appears that the negotiation between 

Cohen and Davidson was not progressing sufficiently fast enough for Davidson or his client, 

Clifford, and they threatened to go public with Clifford's allegations just days before the 

presidential .election. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained 

pursuant to the iCloud Warrant, and public sources, I know the following: 

· a. According to an article in The Washington Post, which quoted emails sent from 

Cohen's email account hosted by the Trµmp Organization, on October 17, 2016, Davidson emailed 

Cohen and threatened to cancel the aforementioned "settlement agreement" by the end of the day 
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if Cohen did not complete the transaction. 7 According to the article, Davidson sent Cohen a 

second email later in the day that stated in part, "Please be advised that my client deems her 

settlement agreement canceled and void." At 4:00 p.m. that day, Cohen called Davidson and they 

spoke for over five minutes. 

b. Cohen's 4:00 p.m. call with Davidson and/or Davidson's threats to cancel the 

"settlement agreement" appear to have touched off a flurry of communications about the settlement 

agreement~and whether Clifford would gQJ:mblic. Spe<::i:fi.cc!!!y: , ________ _ 

i. At 4:43 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message that stated: "I'm told 

they're going with Daily Mail. Are you aware?" One minute later, Cohen responded: "Call me." 

Based on my involvement in this investigation, I understand Howard's text to mean that he heard 

that Clifford was going to take her story of an extramarital affair with Trump to the Daily Mail, a 

tabloid newspaper. , 

11. At 4:45 p.m., Howar4 called Cohen and'they spoke for over two minutes. 

Moments later, Davidson and Cohen spoke for about two minutes: 

111. At 5:03 p.m., Cohen attempted to call Trump, but the call only lasted eight 

seconds. This was Cohen's first call after he spoke with Davidson. 

1v. At 5:25 P:m., Cohen texted Howard, stating: "Well???" 

v. At 6:44 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text, stating: "Not taking ,my 

calls." Cohen responded one minute later: "You're kidding. Who are you trying to reach?"_ 

Howard responded one minute later: "The 'agent."' Based on my involvement in this 

7 Due to the partially covert nature of the investigation to this. date, the USAO has not requested 
documents from the Trump Organization or Davidson, and thus does not possess the email 
referenced in this article. 
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investigation, I understand Howard's text messages to mean that he attempted to contact Davidson 

about the matter involving Clifford, but that Davidson was not taking Howard's calls. 

v1. At 6:49 p.m., Cohen called Howard and they spoke for nearly four minutes. 

c. The following clay, on October 18, 2016, TheSmokingGun.com, a website that 

publishes legal docurrients and mugshots, published an article called: "Donald Trump and the Porn 

Superstar," which alleged that Trump had an extramarital affair with Clifford. However, the 

article-noted-that-Clifford-had-declined-to-comment.~----

21. On or about October 25, 2016, the communications between Cohen, 

Davidson, Howard and Pecker picked up again, apparently concerning a transaction involving 

Clifford. Specifically, based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the 

Cohen Email Warrants and iCloud Warrant, as well as my review of public sources, I have learned 

the following: 

a. On October 25, 2016, at 6:09 p.m., Howard sent Cohen a text message stating: 

"Keith calling you urgently. We have to coordinate something on the matter he's calling you about 

or its [sic] could look awfully bad for everyone." One minute later, Davidson sent Cohen a text 

message stating "Call me." Cohen and Davidson called each other several times over the next 

half hour but appear not to have connected. At 6:42 p.m., Cohen and Davidson spoke for about 

eight minutes. At 7:11 p.m., they spoke for another two minutes. 

b. The next morning, on or about October 26, 2016, at 8:26 a.m., Cohen called Trump 

and spoke to him for approximately three minutes. At 8:34 a.m., Cohen called Trump again and 

connected for a minute and a half. 

c. At approximately 9:04 a.m.-less than thirty minutes after speaking with Trump-

Cohen sent two emails to the person who had incorporated Resolution Consultants and Essential 
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Consultants for him, and stated "can you send me asap the filing receipt" and then, in the second 

email, "for Essential Consultants LLC." That person responded with the filing receipt two 

minutes later at 9:06 a.m. and with the certification of formation 23 minutes later, at 9:27 a.m. 

d. Shortly after that, Cohen contacted a particular employee at First Republic ("First 

Republic Employee-2") and told him, in sum and substance, that he decided not to open an account 

in the name of "Resolution Consulting" and instead would be opening a real estate consulting 

-------=-co=m=nany: in the name of "Essential Consultants." Co_!ie~ told First Republic ~~ployee-2 that he 

was at Trump Tower, and wanted to go to a First Republic branch across the street to open the 

account, so First Republic Employee-2 called another employee of First Republic ("First Republic 

Employee-I"), a preferred banker at that branch, to assist Cohen. At 11 :00 a.m., First Republic 

Employee-I called Cohen. I know from my participation in an interview with First Republic 

Employee-I, that' around the time of the call he went to Cohen's office in Trump Tower----on the 

same floor as the Trump Organization-. and went through account opening questions, including 

know your customer questions, with Cohen. In response to a series of kri.ow-your-customer 
I 

questions about the purpose of the account-the answers to which First Republic Employee-I 

entered into a · form-Cohen stated, in sum and substance, that he was opening Essential 

Consultants as a real estate consulting company to collect fees for investment consulting work, 

and all of his consulting clients would be domestic individuals based in the United States. Based 

on my review of records obtained from First Republic, it appears that this account (the "Essential 

Consultants Account") was created at a time between 11 :00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m. 

e .. At 1:47 p.m., Cohen called Davidson and they spoke for approximately two 

minutes. At approximately 1 :49 p.m., Davidson emailed Cohen wiring instructions for an 

attorney client trust account at City National Bank. 
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f. After the Essential Consultants Account was opened on October 26,_ 2016, Cohen 

transferred $131,000 from a home equity line of credit that Cohen had at First Republic to the 

Essential Consultants Account. Following the transfer, at approximately 4:15 p.m. on October 

26, 2016, First Republic Employee-2's assistant emailed Cohen at his Trump Organization email 

address to tell him that the funds had been deposited into the Essential Consultants Account. 

Cohen forwarded that email to the Cohen Gmail Account and then forwarded it to Davidson. 

----~. g-:;~At-6";-3']-p;m-;,:(;ohen-asked-Peeker-:-by---text-message,--"Gan-\\T@::-Speak-?-:-Important~."--

Cohen called Pecker at 6:49 p.m. and connected for thirty seconds. At 6:57 p.m., Cohen sent 

Howard a text message, stating: "Please call me. Important." Cohen called Howard at 7:00 p.m. 

and connected for about thirty seconds. At 7:06 p.m., Cohen called Pecker again and they spoke 

for nearly thirteen minutes. At 7:24 p.m., Howard sent a text message to Cohen that: "He said 

he'd call me back in 20 minutes. I told him what you are asking for his [sic] reasonable. I'll get 

it sorted." Approximately an·hour later, at 8:23 p.m., Howard told Cohen by text message to 

"check your Gmail for email from my private account." In an email sent at 8:23 p.m. by Howard 

to Cohen and Davidson, with the subject line "Confirmation," Howard stated, "Thank you both 

for chatting with me earlier. Confirming agreement on: - Executed agreement, hand-signed by 

Keith's client and returned via overnight or same-day FedEx to Michael, - Change of agreement 

to reflect the correct LLC, - Transfer of funds on Thursday AM to be held in escrow until receipt 

of agreement." After receiving that email, at approximately 8:27 p.m.; Cohen asked Howard by 

text message, "Can you and David [Pecker] give me a call." Howard promptly responded: "David 

is not around I think, I'll call." At 8:28 p.m., Howard called Cohen and they spoke for three 

minutes. 
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22. On October 27, 2016; Cohen made a payment to Davidson of $130,000-

with the funds intended for Clifford-· for the purpose of securing her ongoing silence with respect 

to the allegations that she had an extramarital affair with Trump. Specifically, based on my 

review of toll records, bank records, and information obtained pursuant to the i Cloud Warrant and 

Cohen Email Warrants, I have learned the following: 

a. At 9:47 a.m., Cohen sent Davidson an email, stating: "Keith, kindly confirm that 

the-wire.recei:v:ecLtoday,_OctobeL27,.20.l6_shalLb_e_heldbysou in your attorney's trust account 

until such time as directed for release by me, in writing. Additionally, please ensure that all 

paperwork _contains the correct name of Essential Consultants LLC. I thank you in advance for 

your assistance and look forward to hearing from you later." 

b. At approximately 10:01 a.m., according to records provided by First Republic 

Bank, Cohen completed paperwork to wire $130,000 from the Essential Consultants Account-

which had been funded a day prior from Cohen's home equity line of credit-to the attorney client 

trust account at City National Bank that Davidson had specified in the wiring instructions he sent· 

to Cohen. The wire transfer was made shortly thereafter. 

c. At 10:02 a.m.., Davidson responded to Cohen's email from 9:47 a.m., stating: "I 

confirm that I will work in good faith & that no funds shall be disbursed unless & until the plaintiff 
. ' 

personally signs all necessary settlement paperwork, (the form of _which will ·match the prior 

agreement). The settlement docs will name the correct corporation, (Essential Consultants LLC). 

Plaintiffs signature will be notarized and returned to you via FedEx. Only after you receive FedEx 

will I disburse. Fair?" 

d. At I 0:50 a.m., First Republic Employee-I sent Cohen an email confirming that the· 

payment had been sent and providing him with the wire number. 
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23. On October 28, 2016, and the days that followed, Cohen finalized the 

transaction with Davidson. Specifically, based on m.y review of toll records, information obtained 

pursuant to the iCloud Warrant, public sources, and bank records, I know the following: 

a. On October 28, 2016, at 11:48 a.m.., Cohen spoke to Trump for approximately five 

· minutes. Beginning at l :21 p.m., Cohen attempted a series of phone calls to Davidson, Pecker, 

and Howard throughout the day, although it appears he m.ay only have connected with Howard. 

b.--~ater-:--that-day,at--appro:zjnmtely-7~0-l~p;m.,Davids~m-stated-to-Goh~n:-by-text--------·· 

message that "all is AOK. I should have signed, notarized docs on Monday. You should have 

them. on Tuesday." Cohen thanked him and said "I hope we are good." Davidson responded, "I _ 

assure you. We are very good." Howard also texted Cohen at 7:08 p.m., "Keith [Davidson] says 

we are good.'' Cohen then responded "OK" to Howard and "Excellent" to Davidson. At 

approximately 10:30 p.m.., Cohen spoke to Hicks for three minutes. 

c. On October 31, 2016, Cohen called Howard at 8:22 p.m. and they spoke for over 

three minutes. At 8:32 p.m., Cohen received text messages from both Howard and Davidson. 

-Howard said: "You'll have paperwork tomorrow says KD.'' Davidson said: "We are AOK. You 

will be receiving a package tomorrow." Cohen responded "Thank you" to Howard and "Thanks 

Keith. Will call you then" to Davidson. From my involvement in this investigation, I believe 

Davidson was referring to a signed nondisclosure agreement when he told Cohen that he would 

receive a package. 

d. Based on m.y review of court filings that became public in 2018, I have learned that 

on or about October 28, 2016, "EC, LLC and/or David Dennison" entered into ':1 "confidential 

settlement agreement and mutual release" with "Peggy Peterson," pursuant to which ".Peterson" 

agreed not to disclose certain "confidential information pertaining to [Dennison]" in exchange for 
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$130,000. The agreement provided that "EC, LLC" would wire the funds to "Peterson's" 

attorney, who would then transfer funds to "Peterson." Cohen signed the agreement on behalf of. 

"EC, LLC."· The agreement stated that the address for "EC, LLC," which was later referred to iri 

the agreement as "Essential Consultants, LLC," was Cohen's residence. 

e. Consistent with the "confidential settlement agreement and mutual release," on or 

about November 1, 2016, Davidson transferred $96,645 from his attorney client trust account at 

-~---C=-=ity National Bank to a bankaccount in Clifford's name. The wire had the annotation "net 

settlement." On the same day, at approximately 9:48 a.m. Davidson sent Cohen a text message 

with a picture of a FedEx delivery confirmation, stating that at approximately 9:09 a.m. a package 

shipped by Davidson the previous day had arrived for Cohen at his Trump Organization 

address. On the same day, at approximately 6:14 p.m., Davidson sent Cohen an email with an 

audio file attached and said "Give this a lesson [sic] and then call me." The audio attachment was 

titled "Stormy.mp3" and was a five-minute recording of Davidson interviewing Clifford about 

recent public allegations made by an adult film star named Jessica Dralce regarding her alleged 

past affair with Trump; in the recording, Clifford explained the reasons she believed that Drake 

was not credible. Less than an hour later, at approximately 7:05 p.m., Cohen called Trump, but 

it appears that they did not connect. Cohen then called a telephone number belonging to 

Kellyanne Conway, who at the time was Trump's campaign manager. They did not connect. At 

approximately 7:44 p.m., however, Cohen received a return call from Conway, which lasted for 

approximately six minutes. 

24. On November 4, 2016, just three days after the Clifford transaction was 

completed and just four days before the presidential election, the Wall Street Journal published an 

article alleging that the National Enquirer had "Shielded Donald Trump" from allegations by. 
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Playboy model Karen McDougal ·that she and Trump had an affair. The article alleged that AMI 

- had agreed to pay McDougal to bury her story. McDougal, like Clifford, had been represented 

by Davidson. Based on my review of toll records, information obtained pursuant to the Cohen. 

Email Warrants and iCloud Warrant, and public sources, it appears that Cohen spoke frequently 

to Davidson, Howard, Pecker, and Hicks around the time of this article's publication-just days 

before Election Day-about the importance of preventing the McDougal and Clifford stories from 

a. Between 4:30 and 8:00 p.m. on November 4, Cohen communicated several times 

with Howard,' Pecker and Davidson. For instance, at approximately 4:49 p.m., Cohen sent 

Howard a text message with a screenshot of an email forwarded to him by another Trump 

Organization lawyer. The forwarded email was from a Wall Street Journal reporter, and asked for 

comment from Trump and/or the campaign on the story. Cohen also spoke with Hicks several 
\, 

times, including shortly before and/or after calls with Pecker, Howard and Davidson. Indeed, at 

approximately 7:33 p.m., using two different cellphones subscribed to him, Cohen appears to have 

been talking to Davidson and Hicks at the same time. 

b. At approximately 8:51 p.m., Cohen sent Howard a message, stating: "She's being 

really difficult with giving Keith a statement. Basically went into hiding and unreachable." One 

minute later, Howard responded: "I'll ask him again. We just need her to disappear." Cohen 

responded, "She definitely disappeared but refuses to give a statement and Keith cannot push her." 

At approximately 8:55 p.m., Howard responded to Cohen's text: "Let's let the dust settle. We don't 

want to push her over the edge. She's on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible 

position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist." Based on my involvement in this 

investigation, I believe Cohen and Howard were referring to Karen McDougal when they were 
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discussing "she" and "her." Additionally, I believe Howard's statement that "we have ... a 

plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist" was a reference to the fact that 

AMI had given McDougal payments for her role as a purported columnist for the company . 

. c. At approximately 8:58 p.m. on November 4, 2016, Howard attempted to reassure 

Cohen about the effect of the forthcoming Wall Street Journal article, texting, "I think it'll be ok 

pal. I thicl: it'll fade into the distance." Cohen responded, "He's pissed." Howard wrote back, 

------"I'm_ pissedLcc-You're_pissed. __ PeckeLis_piss~_d._ _ _Keithis _ _J;:)issed. Not much_we Cfill do." Based 

on my involvement in this investigation, I believe Cohen was referring to Trump when he stated 

"he's pissed:" Cohen asked Howard at approximately 9:00 p.m. how the Wall Street Journal 

could publish its article if "everyone denies." Howard responded, "Because there is the payment 

from AMI. It looks suspicious at best." 

d. At approximately 9:03 p.m., Hicks caHed Cohen and they spoke for two minutes. 

At approximately 9: 11 p.m., Cohen called Howard and spoke to him for five minutes. At 

approximately 9:15 p.m., Hicks called Cohen and they spoke for nearly seven minutes. Again, 

Cohen used different phones for these two calls, such that he appears to have been on both calls 

for about a minute of overlap. At approximately 9:32 p.m., Cohen texted Pecker, "The boss just 

tried calling you. Are you free?" A minute later, Cohen texted Howard, "Is there a way to find 

David quickly?" 

e. At approximately 9:50 p.m., the Wall Street Journal article was published online. 

Howard and Hicks both sent web links for the article to Cohen. Over the next half hour, Cohen 

and Howard exchanged several text messages commenting on how the story came across. 

The n~xt morning o:q. November 5, 2016, at approximately 7:35 a.m., Cohen texted Hicks, "So far 

I see only 6 stories. Getting little to no traction." · Hicks responded, "Same. Keep praying!! It's 
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working!" Cohen. wrote back, "Even CNN not talking about it. No one believes it and if 

necessary, I have a statement by Storm denying everything and contradicting the other porn stars 

statement. I wouldn't use it now or even discuss with him as no one is talking about this or cares!" 

Based on my involvement in this investigation, I· believe Cohen was referring to the· above-

referenced recorded audio statement by Clifford that he obtained from Davidson, and was stating 

that such a statement could be used to influence potential negative media relating to Trump, but 

was-unnecessary a_tthaHime~. Based-qn-a~text0message-from~:fficlg;-to-Gohen,l-beliey~-tli~t-later----

that morning, Pecker spoke to Trump. 

25. On or about November 8, 2016, Trump won the election for President of. 

the United States. 

26. On or about January 12, 2018, the Wall Street Journal first reported that 

Cohen arranged a payment to Clifford. On or about January 22, 2018, Common Cause, a 

government watchdog group, filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, alleging 

that Cohen had violated campaign finance laws by making the payment to Clifford. Based on my 

review public sources following that report, as well as emails obtained pursuant to the Cohen Email 

Warrants, I have learned the following: 

a. On or about January 23, 2018, the day after Common Cause filed its complaint, 

Cohen began emailing himself drafts of statements describing his payment to Clifford. 

Additionally, on January 23, 2018, Cohen emailed the following draft of that statement to an 

individual who appears to be writing a book on Cohen's behalf: 

In October 2016, I was contacted by counsel for Ms. Clifford stating that 
news outlets, including ABC news, were pursuing the 2011 story of an· 
alleged affair between Mr. Trump and Ms. Clifford. Despite the fact that 
both parties had already denied the allegation, as Mr. Trump's longtime 
special counsel and protector, I took it upon myself to match the offer and 
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keep the story from breaking. I lmew the allegation to be false, but I am 
also a realist who understands that just because something is false doesn't 
mean that it doesn 't create harm and damage. I could not allow this to · 
occur. I negotiated a non-disclosure agreement with Ms. Clifford's 
counsel and tendered the funds. I did this through my Delaware LLC and 
transferred personal funds to cover the agreement. I was not reimbursed 
any monies from Mr. Trump, the Trump Organization, any third party or 
the Presidential campaign. At no point did I ever advise Mr. Trump of my 
communications or actions regarding this agreement. As outlandish and 
unusual as this may appear, the Trumps have been like family to me for 
over a decade. It's what you do for family. 

(Emphasis_added.) __ Based_on_m_y_imroJyement_inJhisiny~stigation; I believe that the above email 
- --· 

is an acknowledgement that the allegation of the affair had existed for some time (" ... the 2011 

story ... "), but that Cohen was motivated to "keep the story from breaking" again in October 2016. 

b. On or about February 13, 2018, Cohen said in a statement to The New York Times 

that "Neither tlie Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign was a party to the transaction with 

Ms. Clifford. The payment to Ms. Clifford was lawful; and was not a campaign contribution or a 

campaign expenditure by anyone." Cohen declined to answer follow-up questions including 

. whether Trump had been aware of the payment, why Cohen made the payment, or whether similar 

payments had been made to other people. 

c. On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen was asked by The New York Times whether 

Trump had reimbursed him, whether he and Trump had made any arrangement at the tirrie of the 

payment, or whether he had made payments to other women. Cohen stated in response, "I can't 

get into ariy of that." On or about February 14, 2018, Cohen also stated to The Washington Post 

that: "In a private transaction in 2016, I used my own p·ersonal funds to facilitate a payment of 

$130,000 to Ms. Stephanie Clifford. Neither the Trump Organization nor the Trump campaign 

was a party to the transaction with Ms. Clifford, and neither reimbursed me for the payment, either 

directly or indirectly." 
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d. On or about March 9, 2018, Cohen stated to ABC News that "the funds were taken 

from my.home equity line and transferred internally to my LLC account in the same bank." 

27. For the foregoing reasons, there is probable cause to believe that Cohen 

committed the Subject Offense by making an in-kind· contribution to Trump or the Trump 

campaign in the form of a $130,000 payment to Clifford on the election, fudeed, while Cohen 

denies having· given an unlawful contribution, in his own statements Cohen has admitted that he 

------c--paid-$-1-30;000-of-his-----'-'personal-funds-'-'to-Glifford-anc}-that-the-payment-occurred-less-than-two•-_ 

weeks before the election, as Trump was facing negative media allegations about his behavior 

toward women, even though allegations of an affair between Trump and Clifford existed since 

2011. 

28. I have reviewed records maintained by AT&T, from which I have learned, 

in substance and in part, that the Target Cellular Devices are still· active. Based on my training 

and experience, my ·familiarity with this investigation, and the information set forth above, I 

therefore believe that the requested data will lead to evidence of the Subject Offense. 

Specifically, information will lead to· the present location of the Target Cellular Devices; law 

enforcement may then obtain evidence from the Target Cellular Devices, by subpoena or search 

wairant, including but not limited to contact lists containing contact information for participants 

in the illegal campaign contribution scheme and well as t~xt messages between these participants. 

MANNER OF EXECUTION 

29. fumy training and experience, I have learned that cellular phones and other 

cellular devices communicate wirelessly across a n~twork _of cellular infrastructure, including 

towers that route and connect individual communications. When sending or receiving a 

communication, a cellular device broadcasts certain cellular and wifi signals to the cellular tower 
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that is routing its communication. These cellular and wifi signals include a cellular device's 

unique identifiers. 

3 0. To facilitate execution of this warrant to determine the location of the Target 

Cellular Devices, law enforcement may use an investigative device or devices capable of 

broadcasting cellular and wifi signals that will be received by the Target Cellular Devices or 

receiving cellular and wifi signals from nearby cellular devices, including the Target Cellular 

Devices. Such a device may function in some re§pects like a cellular tower, except that it will not 

be connected to the cellular network and cannot be used by a cell phone to communicate with 

others. The device may send a signal to the Target Cellular Devices and nearby cellular devices. 

and thereby prompt them to send cellular and wifi signals that include the unique identifier of the 

device. Law enforcement may monitor the cellular and wifi signals broadcast by the Target 

Cellular Devices for non-content signal information and use that information to determine the 

Target Cellular Devices' location, even if it is located inside a house, apartment, or other building. 

The device will not intercept.the contents of the Target Cellular Devices' communications, such 

as telephone calls, text messages, and other electronic communications: Further, the device will 

not collect any other data stored on the Target Cellular Devices, including e-mails, text messages, 

contact lists, images, or Global Positioning System (GPS) data. 

31. The investigative device may interrupt cellular service of phones or other 

cellular devices within its immediate vicinity. Any service disruption to non-target devices will . 

be brief and temporary, and all operations will attempt to limit the interference with such devices. 

In order to connect with the Target Cellular Devices, the device may briefly exchange cellular and 

wifi signals with all phones or other cellular devices in its vicinity to determine whether those 

devices' unique identifiers match the identifiers of the Target Cellular Devices. These cellular 
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and wifi signals may include cell phone identifiers. The device will not complete a connection 

with cellular devices determined not to be the Target Cellular Devices, and law enforcement will 

limit collection-of information from devices other than the Target Cellular Devices. To the extent 

that any information from a cellular device other than the-Target Cellular Devices is collected by 

the law enforcement device, law enforcement will delete that information, and law enforcement 

will make no investigative use of it absent further order of the court, other than distinguishing the 

_ : _:=-'Farget-Gellular-Deviees-fr0m-all-0ther---:cellular-de-viee-s~. 

AUTHORIZATION REQUEST 

32. Based on the foregoing, I request that the Court issue the proposed search 

warrant, pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41. The proposed warrant also will 

function as a pen register order under 18 U.S.C. § 3123. 

33. I further request, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b) and Federal Rule of 

Criminal Procedure 41(£)(3), that the Court authorize the officer executing the warrant to delay 

notice until 30 days from the end of the period of authorized surveillance. This delay is justified 

because there is reasonable cause to believe that providing immediate notification of the warrant 

may have an adverse result, as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 2705. Providing immediate notice to the 

subscriber or user of the Target Cellular Devices would seriously jeopardize the ongoing 

investigation, as such a disclosure would give that person an opportunity to destroy evidence, 

change patterns of behavior, and notify confederates. See 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b)(l). There is 

reasonable necessity for the use of the technique des_cribed above, for the reasons set forth above. 

· See 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b)(2). 
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34. I further request that the Court authorize execution of the warrant at any 

time of day or night, owing to the potential need to locate the Target Cellular Devices outside of 

daytime hours. 

35. I further request that the Court order that all papers in support of this 

application, including the affidavit and search warrant, be sealed until further order of the Court. 

These documents discuss an ongoing criminal investigation that is neither public nor known to all 

----~oL th.e __ targets-of the investigation. Accordingly, there_ is good cause to seal these _ documents 

because their premature disclosure may seriously jeopardize that investigation. 

36. A search warrant may not be legally necessary to compel the investigative 

technique described herein. Nevertheless, I hereby submit this warrant application out of an 

abundance of caution. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE filDGE 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

IN THE MATTER OF THE USE OF A CELL-
SITE SIMULATOR TO LOCATE THE CaseNo. ---------
CELLULAR DEVICES ASSIGNED CALL 
NUMBERS Filed Under Seal -

WARRANT AND ORDER OF AUTHORIZATION !l 

!l 
- ---:~:;on!;,1-e----'c1_· a_l~A_ge_n_t_s_oc.;_f_ th=e'------F-e_d_e_ra_I_ B_u~re_a--=u'------0..:.:::f :.:...I_n----'v'----e-st_ig_a_t_io_n_ a--=-n=d=-------=O=th_e_r_ A_u_t_h_o_riz_ ed_.=_::_c:::._____ I 

I. Findings 

The Court hereby fmds: 

1. Upon an affidavit of Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation ("Affidavit") and pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41, there is 

probable cause to believe that yiolations of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) 

(illegal campaign contributions) (the "Subject Offense") have been committed by Michael Cohen 

(the "Target Subject"), and that the Target Subject uses cellular devices assigned call numbers 

the ("Target Cellular Devices"), which are described in 

Attachment A. Further, there is probable cause to believe that the location of the Target Cellular 

Device will constitute evidence of the Subject Offense. · Specifically, there is probable·cause to 

believe that the location of the Target Cellular Devices will constitute evidence of those criminal 

violations, including leading to the location of the Target Cellular Devices, on which there is · 

probable cause to believe evidence of these offenses exist, as detailed below. 

2. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3123(b)(l), the Government has certified that the pen 

register information for the Target ·cellular Devices is relevant to an ongoing investigation by the 
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. Investigating Agency of the Target Subject and others unknown in connection with suspected 

violations of the Subject Offense. 

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 41, 18 U.S.C. §§ 3121 et seq., and 18 

U.S.C. §. 3103a, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

II. . Warrant and Order of Authorization 

3. Warrant. Law enforcement agents and other authorized law enforcement 

offiGials-arg-hereby-authorized-to-employ_an_electronidrrv:estigati~e_techniqu~, which is described_ 

in Attachment B, to the determine the location of the Target Cellular Devices, which are described 

in Attachment A. 

4.. Data Collection and Retention. In the course of employing the technique, law 

enforcement agents and other authorized law enforcement officials (a) must make reasonable 

efforts to limit interference with cellular devices other than the Target Cellular Devices, (b) must 

promptly delete information collected from cellular devices other than the Target Cellular Devices 

once the Target Cellular Devices is located, and ( c) are prohibited from using data acquired beyond 

that necessary to locate the Target Cellular Devices, absent further order of the Court. 

5. Delayed Notice. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b) and Federal Rule of Criminal 

Procedure 41(f)(3), the Court authorizes the officer executing the warrant to delay ~n notice until 

·· 3 0 days fr0m-the-end-0f-the-peri0d-0f-authmized-sur-veillance. This delay:-is_justifiecLbecause. ___ _ 

there is_ reasonable cause to believe that providing immediate notification of the warrant may have 

an adverse result, as defined inl8 U.S.C. § 2705. Providing immediate notice to the subscriber 

or user of the Target Cellular Devices would seriously jeopardize the ongoing investigation, as 

such a disclosure would give that person an opportunity to destroy evidence, change patterns of 

behavior, and notify confederates. See 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b )(1 ). There is reasonable necessity 
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for the use of the techniq1J.e described above,,for the reasons set forth above. See 18 U.S.C. § 

3 l03a(b)(2). 

6. Time of Execution. The Court authorizes execution of this Warrant at any time 

of day or night, owing to the potential need to locate the Target Cellular Devices outside of daytime 

hours. 

7. Sealing._ This Warrant and Order, and the supporting Agent Affidavit, shall be 

-----sealed-until-~lier=:_mder-of-the-Gourt_o_:-exc~pt-that-the-Gove~ent::-may-without-furth~r-or~er-of ---

this Court: provide copies of the Warrant and_ Order or the supporting Application and Agent 

Affidavit as need be to ,personnel assisting the Government in the investigation and prosecution of 

this, matter; and disclose these materials as necessary to comply with discovery and disclosure 

obligations in any prosecutions related to this matter. 

Dated: New York, New York 

Date Issued Time Issued 

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
Southern District ofNew York 
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ATTACHMENT A 

This warrant authorizes the use of the electronic investigative technique described in 

Attachment B to identify the location of the cellular devices assigned phone numbers -

whose wireless provider is AT&T, and whose listed subsc~ber is Michael 

Cohen. 

------ ~-- - --~---------·-- ------- - ------"---=---_:__ ___ - ----- --
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ATTACHMENT B . 

Pursuant to an investigation of Michael Cohen for a violation of 52 U.S.C. §§ 

30116(a)(l)(A) and 30109(d)(l)(A)(l) (illegal campaign contributions) (the "Subject Offense"), 

this Warrant authorizes the officers to whom it is directed to determine tµe location of the cellular 

devices identified in Attachment A by collecting and examining: 

1. radio cellular and wifi signals emitted _by the target_ cellular device for ·the purpose of 

--------:_commmlicuting-wi1:h-::-c-ell uJ:ar-·infrastructu.:t;e~iP:cluding-tower~-tb:at-:-mute--and--conne-ct . 

individual communications; and 

2. radio cellular and wifi signals emitted by the target cellular device in response to radio 

cellular and wifi signals sent to the cellular device by the officers; 

for a period of thirty days, during all times of day and night. This warrant does not authorize the 

interception of any telephone calls, text messages, other electronic communications, and this 

warrant prohibits the seizure of any tangible property. The Comi fmds reasonable necessity for 

· the use of the technique authorized above.· See 18 U.S.C. § 3103a(b)(2). 
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              July 15, 2019 
 
EX PARTE and UNDER SEAL 
 
BY EMAIL and HAND 
The Honorable William H. Pauley III 
United States District Judge 
Southern District of New York 
500 Pearl Street 
New York, NY 10007 
 

Re:  United States v. Michael Cohen, 18 Cr. 602 (WHP) 
 
Dear Judge Pauley: 

 
  Pursuant to the Court’s February 7, 2019 opinion and order (the “Order”) and May 21, 
2019 order, the Government respectfully submits this sealed, ex parte status report explaining the 
need for continued redaction of the materials subject to the Order.  (See Order at 30). 
 
  By way of background, several media organizations filed a request to unseal the affidavits, 
warrants, and riders associated with several different searches that were conducted in connection 
with a grand jury investigation into Michael Cohen and others (the “Materials”).  The Government 
opposed that request, citing the need to protect an ongoing investigation and the personal privacy 
of certain individuals named in the Materials.  On February 7, 2019, this Court granted the motion 
in part and denied it in part.  Although the Court directed that certain parts of the Materials be 
unsealed (with limited redactions to protect privacy interests), the Court denied the motion to 
unseal all of the Materials.  Relevant here, the Court held that “the portions of the Materials relating 
to Cohen’s campaign finance crimes shall be redacted” to protect the ongoing law enforcement 
investigation.  (Order at 11).  On May 21, 2019, after receiving a status update from the 
Government on the need for continued sealing, the Court issued an order permitting continued 
sealing of the campaign finance portions of the Materials to protect an ongoing investigation, and 
directed that the Government provide another update by this date.  
 
  The Government is no longer seeking to maintain the campaign finance portions of the 
Materials under seal in order to protect an ongoing investigation.1  However, while the majority of 

                                                 
1 The Government has effectively concluded its investigations of  (1) who, besides Michael Cohen, 
was involved in and may be criminally liable for the two campaign finance violations to which 
Cohen pled guilty ; and (2) whether certain individuals,

, made false statements, gave false testimony or otherwise obstructed justice in 
connection with this investigation 
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the campaign finance portions of the Materials can now be unsealed, the Government respectfully 
submits that some redactions should be maintained in order to protect the personal privacy of 
certain individuals.  In particular, consistent with the Court’s prior Order, the Government seeks 
to redact references to individuals who are either (1) “‘peripheral characters’ for whom the 
Materials raise little discernable inference of criminal conduct” but who “may nonetheless be 
‘stigmatized’” by their inclusion in the Materials; or (2) people “around Cohen from which the 
public might infer criminal complicity.”  (Order at 14).  However, while most references to such 
individuals are redacted, the Government does not seek to redact references to those individuals 
that are either (a) facts that have been publicly confirmed, either by the individual in public 
statements or the Government in public filings; or (b) facts sourced from publicly available 
materials.  (See Order at 15 (“Shielding third parties from unwanted attention arising from an issue 
that is already public knowledge is not a sufficiently compelling reason to justify withholding 
judicial documents from public scrutiny.”)). 
 
  Together with this letter, the Government has transmitted a copy of one of the search 
warrant affidavits with the proposed redactions marked.  See Ex. A, at 38-57, 66-67, 71, 73-74, 
83-101.  (The proposed redactions also include the privacy-based redactions previously authorized 
in the bank and tax portions of the Materials.)  The Government respectfully requests that the Court 
approve these redactions, and will submit corresponding redactions to the other affidavits (which 
are substantially similar to the attached affidavit) once the Court has ruled on these proposed 
redactions.  
 
             Respectfully submitted, 
 
             AUDREY STRAUSS 
             Attorney for the United States, 
             Acting Under Authority Conferred by 
             28 U.S.C. § 515 
 
 
            By: __________________________ 

Thomas McKay / Nicolas Roos 
             Assistant United States Attorneys 
             (212) 637-2200 
 
cc:  Counsel of Record (by ECF) 
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